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INTRODUCTION.

By Colonel ALBERT L. MILLS, U. S. A. (U. S. M. A., 1879),

Superintendent United States Military Academy.

THE occupation of West Point as a military post took

place Januarj' 20, 1778, and has been continuous since

that date. As earl}' as October i, 1776, Congress passed

a resolution appointing a committee to prepare a plan for "A
Militar}^ Academy at the Arm}'." The result was the reso-

lution of June 20, 1777, providing for a Corps of Invalids "to

serve as a military school for 3'oung gentlemen previous to

their being appointed to marching regiments." The Invalid

Corps was organized in July, 1777; in 1778 a part of the corps

was stationed at West Point; and in 1781, at the request of

Washington, the corps was marched from Philadelphia to

West Point, where an engineer school, a laboratory, and a

library had been established in three separate buildings. In

1783, after the cessation of hostilities, Washington, having

been called upon for his views as to the peace establishment,

laid the matter of a Military Academy before his officers at

Newburgh. He referred to it again in his message of Decem-

ber 3, 1793. The law of May 9, 1794, authorized the organi-

zation of a Corps of Artillerists and Engineers with two Cadets

to a company, thus creating the grade of "Cadet" in the

American Army. A school for the Artillerists and Engineers

and for the Cadets attached to them was established, on the

recommendation of Washington, by order, at West Point, in

1794. The destruction of its buildings by fire in 1796, how-

ever, caused its suspension. On July 20, 1801, the Secretary

(I)

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol 1 1
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of War directed that all the Cadets of the Corps of Artillerists

should report at West Point for instruction, and on September

I, I So I, a school was opened with four army officers and a

civilian as administrators and instructors.

Washington was firmly con\inced of the necessit}' for estab-

lishing a Alilitar}' Academy, and it was due to his efforts,

and those of other patriots of the Revolution, that the Acad-

emy was created bA- act of Congress approved March i6, 1802.

The act authorized the President to organize and establish a

Corps of Engineers to consist of iive officers and ten Cadets,

and provided that it should be stationed at \\'est Point,

in the State of New York, and should constitute a Mili-

tar}' Academy. The Acadeun- with ten Cadets present was

formally opened July 4, the year of the act.

Acts of Congress, in 1802 and 1808, authorized forty Cadets

from the artiller}-, one hundred from the infantry, sixteen

from the dragoons, and twent}- from the riflemen; few oi

these were appointed, and no provision was made for them

at the Academy. In iSio the Academy was deprived of

nearh' all means of instruction, and officers and Cadets had

difficulty in obtaining their pay. During most of the year

181 1, and a part of 1812, although war was imminent, aca-

demic and military instruction were practically- abandoned.

In Alarch, 1S12, the Acadeni}- was without a single instructor.

Up to and including this time, 88 Cadets had been gradu-

ated; they had entered without mental or physical examina-

tion, at all ages from 12 to 34, and at any time of the year.

By act of Congress of April 29, 1S12, the Academy was

reorganized. The provisions of this act have furnished the

general principles upon which the Military Academy has

since been conducted and controlled; a more adequate corps

of professors was authorized; a maximum of 250 Cadets was

fixed; and the age and the mental requisites for admission

were prescribed.
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In 1817, under the provisions of the act of 1812, and

the able superintendency of Major Sylvanns Thayer, Corps

of Bngineers, the present era in the Acadeni3-\s history

began.

Until 1S43, a prescribed residence was not a legal qualifi-

cation for appointment, but the selection of one Cadet from

each Congressional district had grown to be customary. In

this year the custom became the law, Congress prescribing

that the Corps of Cadets should consist of one from each

Congressional district, one from each Territorj-, one from the

District of Columbia, and ten from the United States at large

to be appointed by the President.

B3' acts of Congress approved June 6, 1900, and June 28,

1902, the Corps of Cadets as now constituted consists of one

from each Congressional district, one from each Territor}',

one from the District of Columbia, two from each State at

large, and forty from the United States at large, all to be

appointed b}'' the President and, with the exception of the

forty appointed from the United States at large, to be actual

residents of the Congressional or Territorial districts, or

of the District of Columbia, or of the States, respectively,

from which tliej' are appointed. Under these acts, and

under the apportionment of members of Congress accord-

ing to the Twelfth Census, the maximum number of Cadets

is 521.

The total number of graduates from 1802 to 1902, inclusive,

is 41 2 1.

The year 1902 marked the completion of the first century

in the life of the Military Academy-, which was established

March 16 and formall}' opened July 4, 1802. The close of

the academic year was decided upon as the most suitable

time for commemorating the anniversary, and the occasion

was celebrated with appropriate ceremonies on the 9th, loth,

and nth days of June. Appended hereto is a programme
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of the exercises. A feature of the review in honor of the

President of the United States on June ii, not in the pro-

gramme, was the bestowal \>y him of a medal of honor upon

Cadet Calvin P. Titus, of the fourth class, for " gallantry at

Peking, China, August 14, 1900, while a soldier of the Four-

teenth United States Infantry."

This is the first medal of honor, so far as known to me,

to be bestowed upon an undergraduate of the Military

Academy, and the only one personall}- presented b}- the

Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United

States. Graduation day, June 12, fittingh' terminated the

exercises. The diplomas of the graduating class were

bestowed b}' the President; the members of the class were

addressed b}- the Hon. Charles Dick, member of Congress,

on behalf of the Board of Visitors, and were welcomed into

the Army b}- the honorable Secretary of War and the

Lieutenant-General Commanding.

The anniversar}- excited universal interest among gradu-

ates, who spared no effort to make it successful. Invitations

to it were extended to the limit of securable accommodations

at and near West Point, and it was a matter of great regret

to all concerned that our means in this respect were not

more ample, for the fact denied the Academy the pleasure

of receiving and caring for many more of its friends and

well-wishers. A large proportion of the invited guests were

present to take part in the ceremonies, and cordial letters

of congratulation were received from those whose engage-

ments prevented their attendance.

The exercises were marked from first to last by cordiality

and good will on every part. The addresses of the President

and all the speakers gave unstinted appreciation to the record

the Academy has made for itself, during one hundred event-

ful years of war and peace. It was also most gratifying to

remark the great interest with which the whole country
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joined in the celebration, as is abundantly shown in the

reports of the proceedings b}' the newspaper press. This

is especially pleasing, for the Cadets impartially represent

every portion of the United States. Their records are bound

up with the history of the whole country, and the celebration

here was but the focus of rays collected from every region of

our broad land.

If the impressive words of the honorable Secretary of War
at the centennial anniversary are accepted, that " The Mili-

tary Academy is more necessary now than one hundred years

ago," general satisfaction should be felt with the institution's

prospects in entering upon the second century of its work.

The school has for its object the training of Cadets for the

military service of our countrj-. It is a school for the whole

Army—not for any special arm. Its scholastic work covers

a range of subjects connected with the man}- duties the

educated American officer is expected and must be prepared

to perform, and the ideal of its practical work is the gradua-

tion 3'early of well-grounded young soldiers loj^al to their

duty and their countr}' and trained to take up at once the

work of subaltern officers.

Recent Congressional action will provide the school with

an equipment for work as perfect in its essential require-

ments as experience can provide. While many thoughtful

people believe the number of Cadets could, with advantage to

the country', be larger, their number is such as to continue

to insure the maintenance of high standards of duty and

efficienc}' in the Army.

Finally, the school's faculty and instructors are composed

of earnest, progressive officers, devoted to their work, and in

full sympathy with the sentiments expressed \yy the president

of the Association of Graduates in unveiling the tablet com-

memorating the first century in the Academy's life: "Let us

all pledge ourselves to our country' that the best eflforts of
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our lives shall be to make the record of the second century

even more memorable than that of the first."

The official programme was as follows:

ALUMNI DAY, MONDAY JUNE 9, 1902.

AFTERNOON.

A luncheon for the Alumni in the assembly room of the Memorial

Hall at half after i o'clock.

A meeting of the Alumni in the Thayer room of the Memorial Hall

at 3 o'clock.

Order of the exercises.

I. The meeting called to order by the oldest graduate present

(namely, Gen. John S. McCalmout of the class of 1842) as

temporary chairman.

II. Prayer.

III. Music—Stars and Stripe.s—Sousa.

V\ . An address by the president of the Association of Graduates.

Y. Music—Tenting on the old Camp Ground.

W. An address b}- a veteran of the Mexican war.

VII. Music—Benn}- Havens.

\'III. An address by a veteran of the civil war (Union).

IX. Music—Rally 'Round the Flag.

X. An address by a veteran of the civil war (Confederate).

XI. Music—Dixie.

XII. An address by a veteran of the Spanish-American war.

XIII. Music—The Star Spangled Banner.

XI\'. The benediction.

EVENING.

An illumination of the Memorial Hall and the vicinity at half after 8

o'clock.

A reception by the president of the Association of Graduates and

Mrs. Schofield, the Superintendent of the Militarj- Academy and Mrs.

Mills, in the Memorial Hall, from 9 until 11 o'clock.
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FIF.LD DAY, Tl-ESDAV, JUNE lO.

MORNING.

The annual athletic contests between the four classes of the Corps of

Cadets on the parade at 10 o'clock.

AFTERNOON.

A baseball game between Vale University and West Point on the

parade at 3 o'clock.

EVENING.

The graduation ball in the Memorial Hall at 9 o'clock.

CENTENNIAL DAY, WEDNESDAY, JUNE II.

MORNING.

I. Military honors to the President of the United States, 10 a. m.

a. An escort to the quarters of the Superintendent of the

Military Academy by the Corps of Cadets.

h. A review of the Corps of Cadets immediatelj' thereafter.

II. A reception to the President of the United States bj- the Super-

intendent of the Military Acadenn- at his quarters, after the review.

III. A luncheon for the invited guests and the Alumni in the assem-

bly room of the Memorial Hall, at i o'clock.

AFTERNOON.

The invited guests and Alumni will assemble at the quarters of the

Superintendent at a quarter to 3 o'clock to escort the President of the

United States to the centennial exercises in the Memorial Hall.

Order of march.

I. The Corps of Cadets.

II. The President of the United States.

III. The invited guests.

1\. The Alumni, staff, former oflScers and cadets of the Military

Academy.
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Centennial exercises.

I. Prayer b)- the Chaplain of the Mihtary Academy.

II. Music—Pilgrims Chorus.—Tannhauser.

III. An address of welcome to the invited guests by the Superin-

tendent of the Military Academy.

IV. Music—Hands Across the Sea.

V. The introduction of the President of the United States by the

Superintendent of the Militarj' Academy.

VI. Music—Hail to the Chief.

VII. An address by the President of the United States.

VIII. Music—My Country.

IX. The unveiling of the commemorative tablet by the President of

the Association of Graduates of the Military Academy.

X. Music— Reverie.—Schumann.

XI. An address by the orator of the day.

XII. Music—Hail Columbia.

XIII. An address by the Secretary of War.

XIV. Music—The Star-Spangled Banner.

XV. The benediction.

The "graduating parade" will take place at 7 o'clock.

EVENING.

A banquet in the mess hall at half after 8 o'clock.

There will be fireworks and an illumination of the post during the

banquet.

GRADUATION DAY, THURSDAY, JUNE 12.

MORNING.

. The graduation exercises of the class of 1902 at half after 10 o'clock.

It was decided to print as a permanent memorial of the

jubilee of the Academy a volume to be distributed to oflBcial

guests, to members of Congress, and to the graduates of the

institution. The preparation of the volume was put in

charge of Professors Lamed, Tillman, and Wood, a commit-

tee of the Academic Board, and the editorial duties were con-

fided to Doctor Holden, Librarian of the Academy. The
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volume has been printed by order of Congress and is now
published and distributed.

It contains

—

I. The addresses of the President of the United States, the

Secretary of War, and others before the official guests of the

Academy June ii and 12, 1902.

II. Addresses before the Association of Graduates June 9.

III. A series of chapters giving, in brief, the history of the

Academy during the whole period of its existence, of the post

of West Point during the Revolutionary period, and of the

services of the graduates in military and in civil life. The
illustrations and maps which accompany the text have been

derived from many sources. Thanks are due to the Century

Company, to Charles Scribner's Sons, to G. P. Putnam's

Sons, to the McClure Company, to Mr. Charles O. Hall, to

the editors of the Outlook, of the Cosmopolitan, Collier's

Weekly, and of the American Review of Reviews for per-

mission to print certain cuts from their publications. The
cost of making the illustrations has been borne by a fund

contributed by graduates in aid of the Centennial celebration.

The chapters have been written by graduates who repre-

sent nearly every arm of the service and also civil life. The

writers have been invited to express their own judgments in

their own wa}^, so that the chapters are personal, not official.

At the same time it is believed that they will be welcomed as

the first comprehensive and adequate accounts of the very

varied activities and achievements of our graduates in every

walk of life. Taken together they present a view of its

activity of which our country may well be proud.

The President of the United States has said in his address

(June 11):

This institution has completed its first hundred years of life. During

that century no other educational institution in the land has contributed

so many names as West Point to the honor roll of the nation's greatest
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citizens * * .* The average graduate of West Point during these

hundred years has given a greater sum of service to the countr\- through

his Hfe than has the average graduate of any other institution in tliis

broad land.

Ever}- graduate of the Acadeui_v is proud of these memor-

able words. We believe them to have been deserved in the

past. \\& will do our best endeavor that they shall be true

in the ftittire.

Headquarters U. S. Military Academy,

July /, j(^o3.
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PRAYER.

By Rev. Herbert Shipman, Chaplain, U. S. Military Academy.

LORD GOD OF HOSTS, before whose throne the nations

'' stand, to whom Thou settest bounds that they may
not pass, to whom Thou givest life and power that they may
do Thy will on earth, in Thy sight a thousand j^ears are but

as a single day. We thank Thee that in our nation's day,

brightening through the shadows of its dawn, through its

morning mists, toward now its glorious noon, Thou hast

been near us always. We thank Thee for those, our fathers,

who leaning on Thy strength laid in faith our foundations

true and strong; for those of a later da}' who, when doubts

divided and human wisdom failed, dared ask for judgment

in Th}' bigh and solemn courts of war. We thank Thee

for the faith that still in us the spirit of our fathers lives;

for the faith that Thou art in the midst of them who are

gathered in Thj- name, not onl}' in the stillness of Thy
sanctuaries, but in the noise and shock of battlefields ; that

Th}' right hand still guides the sword laid bare to raise the

low or curb the oppression of the strong. For these things,

as for all that Thou hast done and art doing for the land

we love, we give Thee thanks; for not to us, hut to Thy

name, is all the glory.

We pray Thee that, as Thou hast made us a nation fit to

do Thy will, there may ever be among us men able and glad

to serve the nation best, and dare do the work Thou hast

given us to do ; and especially do we pray that Thy wisdom

and strength may guide and defend him through whom the

nation speaks its will, and all others in authority.

(13)
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And as this da}' we remember those who lived and died

for our countr3-'s life, its unity and its peace, may we, the

living, be consecrated anew to the high principles which were

theirs, that they ma}- live again in us and rouse us to more

active effort and to the nobler service of mankind. Ma^- we

heed the silent vet solemn protest rising from their graves

against all that is untrue, unworthy of the destiu}' Thoii

hast set before us. May we hear Thy \oice above all life's

tumult; may we see bej-ond all self-seeking, that the battle

is to the strong—the strong in Thee—the final victor}- to him

whose feet are swift to do Th}- will; and so may these. Thy

sons, ever be, wherever Thou shalt call them, the ministers

of Thy justice, the guardians of that order which receives

its sanctity from Thee, apostles and prophets of the nobler

peace—Thy peace, which standetli in truth and righteousness

triumphant.

We ask this in His name who was the gentlest and the

bravest, the manliest and the holiest, who lived as man that

He might consecrate our manhood and draw all men unto

Him ; who liveth now eternally with Thee, Oh One and Only

God, the captain of our salvation and the source of all our

strength, our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.







ADDRESS OF WELCOME TO THE INVITED GUESTS.

By tlle SlPKRINTKNDKNT (IK THK MlUTARV ACADEMY.

ivr
R. PRfiSlDfi^'r AND 'honored
Guests: It is with ' feelings rf pride

and gratification that the graduates of the

United States Military Academy welcoine

you to West Point on the occasion of the

one hundredth anniversarj- of the founding

ni our nation's military school; this welcome

which the}- extend to you is not alone from

those whom you see here to-day, but "from

earth's wide bounds, from ocean's farthest

coast," wherever the sons of this Academy

are now sojourning, there goes out to you a

most sincere and heartfelt greeting. We are

deeply sensible of our obligations for }-our

cooperation in making this anniversary what

it is; especially are we sensible of our obliga-

tions to those who have left the pressing duties of responsible

trust, and to those who have journeyed from foreign lands.

We extend our grateful thanks for 3'our presence, and we

hope you may carry away pleasant recollections of 3-our visit.

This season was selected for these exercises in preference

either to the anniversary of the actual date of the founding of

the school, March 16, 1S02, or of its formal opening, July 4

of the same year, for the reason that, at this time more than

at another, nature enhances with her handiwork the natural

beauties of the historic place which has been from its birth

(15)
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the home of the Military Academy. An added interest, it

was felt, would be the annual exercises incident to the suc-

cessful closing of the Cadet's academic career and to his

entrance into the larger and more responsible sphere which

he must fill, and which will test the soundness of his training

here.

Alore than a centur}' ago President Washington, in his

last message to Congress, in dwelling with earnestness upon

the utilit}- of establishing a national militar}- academy, said:

The eligibleness of a military academy depends on that evident

maxim of policy which requires every nation to be prepared for war

while cultivating peace, and warns it against suffering the military

spirit and militar}' knowledge wholly to decay. However particular

instances, superficially viewed, maj' seem exceptions, it will not be

doubted bj' any who have attentively considered the subject, that the

militar}^ art is of a complicated and comprehensive nature; that it

demands much previous studj-, as well as practice, and that the posses-

sion of it in its most improved state is always of vast importance to the

security of a nation. It ought, therefore, to be a principal care of even,-

government, however pacific its general policy, to presen"e and culti-

vate—indeed, in proportion as the policy of a country is pacific, and it

is little liable to be called to practice the rules of the military art, does

it become the dut}' of the government to take care, by proper institu-

tions, that it be not lost. A military academy instituted on proper

principles, would serve to secure to our countn,-, though within a nar-

row sphere, a solid fund of military information which would always be

ready for national emergencies, and would facilitate the diffusion of

military knowledge as those emergencies might require.

Only two days before his death he wrote to Alexander

Hamilton:

The establishment of a military academy upon a respectable and

extensive basis has ever been considered by me as an object of primary

importance to this country, and while I was in the Chair of Govern-

ment I omitted no proper opportunity of recommending it to the atten-

tion of the Legislature.
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No one understood better than this great man, whose

menior}' is honored by the whole world, both the character of

his countrymen and the military institutions best suited to

their circumstances. I leave it to historians to estimate the

value of this school to the countr}- and to recount its services

to the nation in war and in peace. Again, in the name of

all its graduates and sons, I thank you each and all for the

kindly interest which has brought you here and extend to

you a warm and cordial welcome as guests of the United

States Militar}- Academ}-.

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I-



INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.

By the Superintendent of the Military Academy.

IT WAS the good fortune of the Alilitary Acadeiii}' that

its conception found favor in the eyes of the great and

noble men who watched over the infancy and early growth

of the Republic. That its establishment should have been

proposed and advocated by the first President of the United

States associates with it the great name of Washington and

is an incentive to the patriotism and devotion to duty of its

children.

From its foundation in 1802, the messages of the Presidents

show that each appreciated its importance as a national insti-

tution and that each had a deep solicitude for its welfare and

proper development. Praise of its work and influence was

frequent and of increasing warmth as the structure of the

institution grew in strength and symmetry into a definite and

vigorous form, until it finally became a concrete part of the

fabric of this nation, whose stable and sterling qualities it

shared.

In view of such early words of approbation and encourage-

ment, it is natural that we should ask: Have those bright

promises of youth been realized in maturity ; has the Acadeni}'

fulfilled its high destiny as the years have advanced, and does

it still deserve well of the Republic? It is peculiarly appro-

priate, therefore, that on this day, when we are gathered to

celebrate the completion of the first century of the Academy's

life and labors, we should hear an answer to these questions

from the lips of the latest of that long line of distinguished

{18)
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men who have been the Presidents of oiir Nation, and that

we should have his estimate of the results accomplished by

the Academy during these later years. In him we have a

President well fitted to speak to us of the Academ^^'s work in

all of its phases. As a patriot he can judge whether the

Academy has been true to its highest trust; as a statesman

he knows its value as an integral part of our national fabric

;

as a student and scholar he is qualified to commend or condemn

it from the purely educational view-point; and, lastly, as a

soldier.

Whose faith and truth

On war's red touchstone rang true metal,

he can weigh its importance as a factor in the military forces

of our beloved country.

Gentlemen, the Military Acadeui}- and its sons are honored

to-da}' by the presence of our constitutional Commander in

Chief, the President.



ADDRESS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT, PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES.

COLONEL MILLS, graduates of West

Point, and vou, the men and women

who are drawn to them by ties of kinship,

or bv the simple fact that you are Ameri-

cans, and therefore of necessity' drawn to

them:

I am glad to have the chance of saying a

word to 3'ou to-day. There is little need

for me to sa}* how well your performance

has squared with the prophetic promise

made on your behalf by the greatest of

Americans, Washington. This institution

has completed its first hundred 3-ears of

life. During that centur}^ no other educa-

tional institution in the land has contrib-

uted as many names as West Point has contributed to the

honor roll of the nation's greatest citizens.

Colonel Mills, I claim to be a historian, and I speak sim-

ply in the spirit of one, simply as a reciter of facts, when I

say what I have said. And more than that, not nierel}^ has

West Point contributed a greater number of the men who

stand highest on the nation's honor roll, but I think, beyond

question, that, taken as a whole, the average graduate of

West Point during this hundred years has given a greater

sum of service to the country through his life than has the

average graduate of any other institution in this broad land.

Now, gentlemen, that is not surprising. It is what we had

CAVALRY PRIVATE, iSoi.

(20)
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a right to expect from this military university, founded by

the nation. It is what we had a right to expect, but I am
glad that the expectation has been made good. And of all

the institutions in this country, none is more absolutely

American; none, in the proper sense of the word, more

absolutely democratic than this. Here we care nothing for

the boy's birthplace, nor his creed, nor his .social standing;

here we care nothing save for his worth as he is able to

show it. Here 3-011 represent, with almost mathematical

exactness, all the countr}' geographically. You are drawn

from ever}' walk of life by a method of choice made to

insure, and which in the great majority of cases does

insure, that heed shall be paid to nothing save the boy's

aptitude for the profession into which he seeks entrance.

Here 3-011 come together as representatives of America in a

higher and more peculiar sense than can possibly be true

of an}- other institution in the land, save 3^our sister college

that makes similar preparation for the service of the country

on the seas.

This morning I have shaken hands with many of 3'ou, and

I have met the men who stand as representatives of every

great struggle, every great forward movement this nation has

made for the last fifty-five or sixt3^ years. The oldest among

you—there are some still left who took part in the Mexican

war, a struggle which added to this countr3- a territor3- vaster

than has changed hands in Europe as the result of all the

wars of the last two centuries. I meet, when I see any of the

older men among you, men who took part in the great civil

war, when this nation was tried as in a furnace ; the men who

were called upon to do the one deed which had to be done

under penalt3^ of making the memor3^ of Washington himself

of little account, because if 3'ou had failed, then failure would

also have been written across the record of his work.

Finally, I see the younger men as well as the older ones;
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the men whom I have seen m3^self taking part in a little

war—a war that was the merest skirmish compared with

the struggle in which j-ou fought from '6i to '65, and j-et a

war that has had most far-reaching effects ; not merely upon

the destiny of this nation, but therefore upon the destiny of

the world—the war with Spain.

It was ui}' good fortune to see in the campaign in Cuba

how the graduates of West Point handled themselves ; to see

and to endeavor to profit by their example. It is a peculiar

pleasure to come here to-daj-, because I was at that time iuti-

mateh' associated with manj- of these, 3'our graduates, who

are here. On the da}- before the San Juan fight, when we

were marched up into position, the officers with whom I was

lost connection with the baggage and food, and I for supper

that night had what Colonel Mills gave me. And the next

morning Colonel Mills was with another West Pointer,

gallant Shipp, of North Carolina. The next morning we

breakfasted together. I remember well congratulating myself

that ui}- regiment, a raw volunteer regiment, could have to

set it an example, men like j\Iills and Shipp, whose very

presence made the men cool ; made them feel collected and

at ease. Mills and Shipp went with our regiment into

action. Shortl}' after it begun Shipp was killed and Colonel

Mills received a wound from which no one of us at the time

dreamed that he would recover. I had at that time in my
regiment as acting second lieutenant a cadet from West

Point. He was having his holida}- ; he took his holiday

coming down with us, and just before the assault he was

shot, the bullet going in, I think into the stomach, going

out the other side. He fell over, and as we came up I leaned

over to him, he said "All right, Colonel, I am going to get

well." I didn't think he was; but I said, "All right, I am

sure 3'ou will," and he did; he is all right now.

There was never a moment during that time, b}- day or by
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night, that I was not an eyewitness to some performance of

dut}-, some bit of duty well done, bj- a West Pointer, and I

never saw a West Pointer failing in his duty. I want to

be perfectly frank, gentlemen. I heard of two or three

instances—you can not get in any bod\- of men absolute

uniformity of good conduct; but I am happy to saj'' that I

never was an ej-ewitness to such misconduct. It was nxy

good fortune to see what is the rule—what is the rule with

onl}' the rarest exception—the rule of dutj' done in a wa)^

that makes a man proud to be an American, the fellow-

citizen of such Americans.

Your duty here at W^est Point has been to fit men to do

well in war. But it is a noteworthy fact that 3^ou also have

fitted them to do singularly well in peace. The highest posi-

tions in the land have been held, not exceptionally, but again

and again b}- West Pointers. West Pointers have risen to

the first rank in all the occupations of civil life. Colonel

Mills, I make the answer that a man who answers the ques-

tion must make when I say that while we had a right to

expect that West Point would do well, we could not have

expected that she would have done so well as she has done.

And now, in closing, I want to say one word to those who

are graduating here, and to the undergraduates as well. I

was greatly struck the other daj- b}- an article bj- one of j-our

instructors, himself a West Pointer, in which he dwelt upon

the changed conditions of warfare, and the absolute need that

the man who was to be a good oflScer should meet those

changed conditions. I think it is going to be a great deal

harder to be a first-class officer in the future than it has been

in the past. In addition to the courage and steadfastness

that have alwaj-s been the prime requirements in a soldier,

you have got to show far greater fertility- of resource and far

greater power of individual initiative than has ever been nec-

essary before if vou are to come up to the highest level of
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officer-like perfonnance of duty. As has been well said, the

developments of warfare during the last few years have

shown that in the future the unit will not be the regiment

nor the compan}- nor troop; the unit will be the individual

man. The Army is to a very great extent going to do -well

or ill according to the average of that individual man. If he

does not know how to shoot, how to shift for himself, how

both to obe}- orders and to accept responsibility when the

emergencv comes where he won't lia\-e any orders to obey,

if he is not able to do all of that, and if in addition he has

not got the fighting edge, you had better have him out of the

Army; he will be a damage in it.

In a battle hereafter each man is going to be to a consider-

able extent alone. The formation will be so open that the

youngest officer will have to take much of the responsibility

that in former wars fell on his seniors, and man}- of the

enlisted men will have to do most of their work without any

supervision from an 3' officer whatsoever. The man will have

to act largel}- alone, and if he shows a tendenc}' to huddle up

to somebodv else his usefulness is prett}- near at an end.

He must draw on his owti courage and resourcefulness to

meet the emergencies as the}- come up. It will be more dif-

ficult in the future than ever before to know 3-our profession,

and more essential also; and you officers, and you who are

about to become officers, if you are going to do well, have got

to learn how to perform the duty which, while become more

essential, has become harder to perform. You want to face

the fact and realize more than ever before that the honor or

the shame of the countrj' may depend upon the high average

of character and capacity of the officers and enlisted men and

that a high average of character and capacit}^ in the enlisted

men can to a large degree onl)' be obtained through \-ou,

the officers; that you have got to devote 3-our time in

peace to bringing up the standard of fighting efficiency of
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the men under 3-ou, not merely in doing 3-onr dut}- so that

you can't be called to account for failure to perform it, but

doing it in a way that will make any man under you abler

to perform his.

I noticed throughout the time that we were in Cuba that

the orders given and executed were of the simplest kind and

that there was very little maneuvering, practically none of

the maneuvering of the parade ground. Now I want you to

weigh what I say, for if you take onl}' half of it, 3^011 will

invert it. I found out very soon in m}^ regiment that the

best man was the man who had been in the Regular Army
in actual service, out in the West, campaigning on the Plains.

If he had been a good man in the Regular Armv in actual

service on the Plains, he was the best man that I could get

hold of. On the other hand, if he had merel\- served in time

of peace a couple of years in an Kastern garrison, where he

did practicalh' nothing outside of parade grounds and bar-

racks, or if he had been in an ordinary national guard regi-

ment, then one of two things was true; if he understood that

he had only learned 5 per cent of war, he was 5 per cent bet-

ter than anyone else, and that was a big advance; but if he

thought he had also learned the other 95 per cent, he was

worse than an^'one else.

I recollect perfectly one man who had been a corporal in

the Regular Armj^; this young fellow joined us sure he knew

everything, confident that war consisted in nice parade-ground

maneuvers. It was almost impossible to turn his attention

from trying the verj^ difficult task of making my cowpunch-

ers keep in a straight line to the easier task of training them

so that the}^ could do the most efficient fighting when the

occasion arose. He confused the essentials and the non-

essentials. The non-essentials are so pretty and so easy that

it is a great temptation to think that your dutj- lies in perfect-

ing yourself and the men under you in them. You have got
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to do that too, but if you onl}^ do that 3'ou won't be worth

your salt when the day of trial comes.

Now, gentlemen, I do not intend to try to preach upon the

performance of 3-our duties here to you. It has been your

special business to learn to do that. I do ask you to remem-

ber the difference there is in the military profession now from

what it has been in past time; to remember that the final test

of soldiership is not excellence in parade-ground formation,

but efl&ciency in actual sen-ice in the field, and that the use-

fulness, the real and great usefulness, in the parade ground

and barracks works comes in its being used not as an end,

but as one of the means to an end. I ask you to remember

that. I do not have to ask you to remember what 5^ou can

not forget—the lessons of loyalty, of courage, of steadfast

adherence to the highest standards of honor and upright-

ness which all men draw in when they breathe the atmos-

phere of this great institution.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF GRADUATES BY THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

THE Association of Graduates of the United States Mili-

tar}' Acadeni}' is a bond of union between her sons

and their alma mater. The aims and limitations of this

association are set forth by the following articles of its

constitution:

"Article II.—The object of this association shall be to

cherish the memories of the Militar}- Academy at West

Point, and to promote the social intercourse and fraternal

fellowship of its graduates.*******
"Article I\^.—Political, or anj- other discussions foreign to

the purposes of the association, as set forth in this constitu-

tion, or any proceedings of such a tendency-, are declared

inimical to the purposes of this organization, and are pro-

hibited."

It is altogether fitting and proper that the tablet which is

to commemorate the first century- in the life of the Academ}'

should be unveiled by the Association of Graduates in the

person of its representative and president. It is especially

appropriate and a most fitting coincident that the chosen

president of the association should be to-day a distinguished

soldier and statesman who has shed luster upon the Acadeni}-,

both in war and in peace. The sole survivor of the great

army commanders who brought to a successful close the

memorable war for the Union; the Secretar}- of War who,

after that desperate conflict, reorganized our Army; the

diplomatic representative of his country who brought to a

(27)
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successful issue matters of serious import to this continent;

a former Superintendent of the Military Acadeni}- and a

former commanding general of our Army, he is to-day in

rank the senior living graduate and the revered and honored

head of the association.

Gentlemen, I take pleasure in presenting Lieut. Gen.

John M. Schofield.



UNVEILING OF THE COMMEMORATIVE TABLET BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATES OF
THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

ADDRESS.

Lieutenaiit-General vSchofield, U. .S. Artnj-, Retired (U. vS. Military Academy, 1853).

FELLOW GRADUATES: The tablet which we are

about to unveil commemorates the completion of the

first century of the IMilitar}' Academy. Let us all pledge

ourselves to our country that the best efforts of our lives

shall be to make the record of the second century even more

memorable than that of the first.

(29)



INTRODUCTION OF THE OFIATOR OF THE DAY B^' THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY
ACADEMY.

THAT Ulan}- of our great soldiers were sous of this

school is known to most of our countrymen. It is

not so well known, however, that mau}- of her sons have

borne in the paths of peace no less distinguished and con-

spicuous parts in the task of developing the resources of

our country. Aside from their share in the Army's work

in opening the continent to settlement, graduates of this

school sur\-e3^ed the earl}- railway routes of the country,

located the lines, constructed them, and often operated the

completed roads. The General Government lent their ser\--

ices to assist in carrving out a system of internal improve-

ments upon which the unprecedented development of the

country during the iirst half of the century was dependent.

What is true of the land routes is, in a large measure,

true of our waterways. Many of the great canals were

planned by the officers and graduates of this school. Har-

bors and light-houses planned and built by them make the

navigation of our seas and lakes secure. The public domain

is di\'ided into homesteads by their system. In office, as

President, Cabinet ministers, ambassadors. Congressmen,

governors of States, and in municipal stations; as college

presidents, in the manufactories, in the countinghouse, at

the bar, in the pulpit, and as aiithors, they have done honor

to the Academy and have contributed to the prosperity and

influence of the nation. In the arts of peace, no less than

in those of war, they have thus formed an organic part of

(30)
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the communit}^ of their fellow-citizens and have well served

the public.

The son of West Point chosen by her to speak this day

for his alma mater has sers-ed conspicuously as a soldier

and as a citizen. He was four times brevetted for gallant

and meritorious service in battle. He won the confidence

and was the trusted aid-de-camp of that great commander,

General Grant. In peace, in the construction, operation,

and executive control of railways, and in letters, he has won

distinction, and he is again in his country's public service

as its representati\e to one of the world's great powers.

It is a peculiarly felicitous coincidence that the orator of

the United States Militar}- Acadeni}- at the celebration of

the first century of its existence should be our ambassador

to that great and chivalrous nation to whose generoiis aid

and assistance our countr}' is so greatly indebted in its

struggle for independence, and whose gallant soldiers were

our comrades in the first years of the existence of our

Army.

I have the honor, gentlemen, of introducing the orator of

the da}'. Gen. Horace Porter, LL. D., Ambassador to France.



ADDRESS BY THE OFIATOR OF THE DAY,

General Horace Porter (late U. S. Army), Ambassador of the United States to

France (U. S. Military Academy, i860).

SINCE the foundation of the United States Military

Academy npon the historic spot on which to-day this

vast concourse of visitors is assembled, the dial hands of

the celestial clock record a century's flight. Upon the cen-

tennial of the birth of this devoted child of the Nation, she

stands with outstretched hands to press the cup of greeting

to the lips of all who come to pay her homage and, with

natural fondness, bids her sons to return to her after the

trials and vicissitudes of their life's career and once more

repose their heads upon her bosom.

It is in every sense an ideal site on which to have founded

an institution to teach the science and the art of war. Here

the Academy sits enthroned in the fastness of the legendary

Highlands; the cold, gra}', rugged rocks which form her bat-

tlements are symbolic of the rigor of the discipline exacted

of her children; her towering hills seem to lift man nearer to

his God; the mist-laden storm clouds may lower above her,

but they break upon her crags and peaks as hostile lines of

battle have so often broken upon the sword points of her

heroic sons. Her abode is incomparabl}' beautiful at all

hours and in all seasons. At one time we find her mountains

reverberating and her plain trembling with the thunder of

her guns, as their volleys rend the air in mimic warfare, or,

as with their crimson breath they utter their notes of greet-

ing to an illustrious soldier-President who honors her im-

posing fete day by his distinguished presence. At another

time stillness rules her camp; the snowy whiteness of her

(32)
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tents glistens in the golden light of a midsummer moon, the

prevailing silence is broken onl}- by the cadenced footfalls of

her trusty sentinels, or the rippling of the waters of the

noble stream which flows at her base, bearing to the sea

those great argosies of commerce which measure a nation's

material prosperity.

As we stand here to-day a hundred years of history pass in

review before us, and we would fain light the torch of memory

and count the brilliant beads of recollection. When our

ancestors threw down the gauntlet to the mother countrj^ and

resolved to conquer the right to form a government of their

own, able leaders were found who had gained a valuable

experience in battles with savage tribes and especiall}' in the

French and Indian wars, but there was a total lack of officers

who had received a militar}- education, and drill masters for

our troops were eagerly sought among the trained soldiers of

Europe. This want led our statesmen, at an early day, to

consider the question of establishing a training school for

officers of fi:ture armies. Washington favored West Point,

which had been so closel}' identified with his military career,

as the most appropriate site for such an institution. During

his second administration, in 1794, a military school was

located here, but in 1796 the building was destroyed b}' fire

and for several years the instruction was suspended. In

Washington's Farewell Address, that immortal document,

well described as unequaled b}- any composition of uninspired

wisdom, he formulated a memorable maxim in the words:

To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of pre-

serving peace.

Two da3's before his death in 1799, he wrote to Hamilton

a letter, probably the last one his illustrious hand ever penned,

saying

—

The estabhshment of a militar>- academy upon a respectable and exten-

sive basis has ever been considered by me as an object of primary

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 3
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importance in this country, and while I was in the Chair of Govern-

ment I omitted no proper opportunity of recommending it to the atten-

tion of the Legislature.

Thus this infant of the State received at its baptism Wash-

ington's djnng benediction.

The present permanent Academj' was founded in 1802.

The class that year contained 2 cadets. During the ten

3'ears following the average number was 20. We might say

of the cadets of those days what Curran said of the books in

his librarv
—"not numerous, but select." The instruction

was then as meager as the rations, and this newborn child

was so poorl}- cared for that it was scarcely pro^•ided with

decent swaddling clothes. In fact, the necessitv of the

school came to be seriousl}- questioned. But then occurred

the war of 1S12; the instittition received greater considera-

tion, was more efl&ciently organized, and the maximum
number of cadets was fixed at 250. The golden age of the

Academy, however, began with the advent as Superintendent

of a soldier who seemed especiall}^ created for the position,

that man of honored memory, crowned with the title of

"Father of the Academy," Col. Sylvanus Thayer. He
brought to his field of usefulness a broad scholarship, a ripe

experience, an unerring judgment. In his work it was the

very magnitude of the task that seemed to call forth the

powers which mastered it. While upon an official mission

in Europe he had culled from the most noted war schools of

the Old World the best features of their curriculum, and

afterwards introduced them here. In the sixteen ^-ears of

his labors he raised the institution from an elementary school

to the grade of the highest academies. Among West Point's

graduates a test of fidelity is the veneration in which the}-

hold his name.

After the close of the War of 181 2, when the drums had
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beaten the glad notes of victor}- and the bugles had sounded

a truce, there was a period of some thirty years in which the

colors were furled and swords were sheathed. Again a lack

of appreciation of the work of the Acadeni}' prevailed, and

there was much grumbling at the expense it entailed. But

then came the war with Mexico. An adventurous campaign

was to be undertaken in an unknown land, where skill and

science were to play an important part, and her graduates

were gladly sought to complete the organization of the expe-

ditionary arm}'. The encomiums passed upon them by their

commanders for the practical manner in which they applied

their scientific knowledge and their devotion and personal

gallantr}' in that triumphal march from the Gulf to the

Halls of the Montezumas silenced all objectors, and con-

vinced the most reluctant that the living had justified their

schooling by their deeds; that, if one can barter blood for

gold, the dead had amply repaid the cost of their education

with their lives.

At different periods campaigns again.st hostile Indian

tribes—the most distasteful of all warfare—tested the powers

of our little Army. In 1861 the Temple of Janus again

threw wide its portals, and the nation entered upon the

most appalling struggle that the New World has ever known.

For four 3'ears the arts of peace gave way to the science

of destruction, blood flowed as freely as festal wine, and the

high carnival of slaughter reigned until the record of the

carnage staggered humanity. West Point's graduates in

that war, from leaders of armies to commanders of com-

panies, b}^ their brilliant feats of arms and conspicuous

display of American manhood, challenged the admiration

of the world.

In subsequent j'ears an attack was made again upon the

Academy. A Representative in Congress proposed to abandon
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it aud sell the propert}'. The answer made to him was in

substance:

There never was but oue American who tried to sell West Point, and

God in his Providence did not permit him to succeed. His name was

Benedict Arnold.

In the war with Spain West Point again proved her useful-

ness. Her officers bore an honorable part in liberating an

oppressed people, lighting their watch iires even in the lands

of the antipodes, dipping the fringes of their banners in the

waters of Oriental seas, setting our countr}- a century ahead

in history and raising it to the proud distinction of a world

power.

In this contest the blue and the gray of the previous strug-

gle were blended into one harmonious, patriotic color, and

men whose opinions had once made them foes again marched

shoulder to shoulder beneath the folds of the red, white, and

blue, that banner which represents a trinit}' of colors—a union

of loyalty.

The most recent prominent event in the annals of the

Academy has been the donation of the majestic building, with

its chaste lines and graceful proportions, the hospitality of

which we to-day enjo}'. The donor, by this act of princely

generosity, gained title deeds to gratitude of which he can

never be dispossessed. It has been said that gratitude is a

debt in which it is left to the debtor to pay in whatever coin

he pleases. Alas! we have no coin save the fen'ent tribute

of thankful hearts with which to pay the priceless debt of

gratitude we owe to General George W. Ctillum.

The system pursued in the conduct of this Academy is in

perfect keeping with the spirit of our liberal institutions.

The equal participation of all the States and Congressional

districts in the nomination of Cadets, their selection without

regard to race, religion, color, wealth, or station, and their

impartial examinations, in which the names they bear exert
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no more influence on the result than the numbers which

designate them, are methods as democratic as the most

liberal-minded could desire. The fact that during the past

centur}- less than one-half of those who entered were gradu-

ated shows an instruction as thorough as the most exacting

could demand. Here every Cadet must stand on his own

individual merits. He who would be called Thor must be

able to wield Thor's battle-ax; he who would be called

Ulysses must be able to bend Ulj^sses's bow.

It has been asked wh}' impart practically the same educa-

tion to all Cadets, to those destined for the line as well as for

the scientific corps? It is because it is believed that the

mental discipline, powers of investigation, and accurate

methods of thought requisite in solving difl&cult problems in

the higher branches of science are the same qualities which

are necessar}- in planning campaigns against wily savage

tribes or conducting battles against trained armies.

An ancient writer has said: "We fatten a sheep on grass

not in order to obtain a crop of ha}' from its back, but so that

it may feed us with its mutton and clothe us with its wool."

In like manner we train a soldier in science, not with the

expectation that he will use an equatorial in getting the

range of an advancing battle line, or ascertain his own where-

abouts b}- finding astronomically the longitude of his post by

means of lunar culminations, or frighten away an enemy by

shaking a table of logarithms at him, terrif3-ing as those

figures are, but in order that he may have the general powers

of his brain fully developed, be able to concentrate his

thoughts, to reason logically, to grasp with precision the dif-

ficult problems of a campaign and thus be the better prepared

to lead men and to gain battles for the Republic. The fight

ma}' last but a day, the training to win it may require many

toilsome years. A bicyclist, with a broken machine, stopped

at a country blacksmith's to have it mended. The workman
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said his charge was a dollar—twenty-five cents for the job

and sevent3f-five cents for knowing how to do it. Battles

should be won first with the brain, then with the sword.

Men should be taught not only how to stop bullets but how

to direct them. Where human life is at stake, we want

duels, not butcheries; victories, not excuses. It is quite cer-

tain that future successes in war will depend less on num-

bers and more on discipline, the cultivation of the morale of

the soldier, improved weapons, celerity of movements, and an

intelligent application of the stud}' of logistics.

It is conceded that no student can successfull}' master a

subject ixnless his mind becomes duty interested in it. To

produce good music an instrument must be in tune. The

student who here stvidies the art of war finds himself in a

purel}' militarj' atmosphere, and feels all the stimulus of his

surroundings. About this region, celebrated for its strategic

importance, there cluster the most inspiring memories of the

war of independence, which constituted the heroic age of the

Republic. Here invading armies were checked, hostile fleets

were barred, treason was baffled. Here flows the historic

Hudson, rich in precious revolutionary reminiscences. From

the unequal battle of Harlem Heights to the triumphant

field of Saratoga, 3^onder stream, throughout its entire length,

is studded with beacon lights of liberty. Upon the plain are

displayed the trophies of former wars ; upon the giant rocks

are graven the names of victorious battles; pendant on the

building's walls are tablets and portraits which recall the

record of imperishable deeds and perpetuate names which

deserv^e to be immortal. Here statues are erected to com-

memorate men who lived believing in their country, who

died that their faith might be fulfilled. The mute eloquence

of their monuments will plead for equal sacrifice should war

again threaten the nation's life, for example is stronger than

precept, and patterns are better followed than rules. It
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would be a recalcitrant cadet indeed who, under such circum-

stances, could fail to be imbued with an absorbing interest in

the stud}- of the profession of his choice.

It may be asked whether an education amid such sur-

roundings may not make men lovers of war and anxious to

taste its experiences. There is little fear of such a result.

In this country a soldier is no longer respected if he fails to

realize that war should be undertaken onlj- in the interest of

peace, and that a nation's prosperity- depends upon public

tranquillity. He knows full well that a people can be mili-

tary without being warlike—that a government can be pro-

gressive without being aggressive. It was one of our most

combative commanders in the iield who uttered the famous

aphorism: "Let us have peace," and whose distaste for war

was so pronounced that, in after life, he never attended a

review of troops, even when tendered in his special honor b}'

the great militar}- powers of Europe. Washington, after

having experienced the horrors of war, full}- appreciated the

piping times of peace, when soldiers may turn their battle-

axes into billhooks and their helmets into beehives, and ^-et

he never failed to put himself on record in favor of the main-

tenance of an adequate ami}-. For example, when in con-

vention a delegate moved that the size of the Armj^ should

never be allowed to exceed 5,000 men, the great Founder of

the Republic, with a displa}' of read}- wit which surprised

his colleagues, killed the motion by offering an amendment

prescribing that no foreign power should be allowed to invade

the country with more than 3,000 men. An arm}- ma}- be

dangerous when waelded by an arbitrary sovereign, but never

when directed by a sovereign people.

The true soldier regards an army as serving the same pur-

pose to the country as the lightning rod to the house, which

reaches out, not to attract the lightning but to meet it when

it strikes, disperse its forces, and stay the ruin it would work.
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Upon our national arms the American eagle is represented

as holding in one talon the olive branch of peace, in the other

the shafts of war. He leaves to his adversaries which to

choose.

No scholar can claim a monopoly of knowledge or perfec-

tion in learning. That would be mere pedantry ; and Addi-

son tells us that " Pedantry in learning is like hypocrisy in

religion—a form of knowledge without the power of it."

There are two means of acquiring an education^in the

schools and in the great universit}- of experience. Fortu-

nately for the prosperity of nations and the peace of the

world, we do not have continual wars in which to instruct

our of&cers, and so we give an education in the schools, mak-

ing it as practical as possible.

In future, as in past wars, the great bulk of our xVrni}'

will always be composed of volunteers, those patriotic tj-pes

of American manhood who, at the call to arms, quit their

peaceful avocations, sacrifice their material interests, and

rally to the defense of their countr3''s standard. Thej'

receive their valuable but hard-learned lessons in the field

and even in the presence of the eneni}*. The graduates from

their ranks have furnished to the Ami}- some of its most dis-

tinguished officers. The cordial and efficient cooperation of

these two great branches of the Ser\ice has everywhere

brought success to our arms. I have no patience with occa-

sional writers who would make it appear that there are dis-

sensions and discord between these two bodies battling in the

same cause. It is a common practice for volunteer organiza-

tions to apply for Regular officers to command them, while the

Regulars have constantly sought commissions in the Volun-

teers. In the field inseparable ties of true comradeship have

been formed among them, for as iron is welded in the heat of

the forge, so are friendships welded in the heat of battle.

Anyone in either of these two honorable branches of the
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Arnu- who would be guilty of pett}^ jealous}' or half-hearted

cooperation would be unfit for the Service to which he

belonged and unworth}- of the name of soldier.

This Academy had its birth and grew to manhood in tl;e

most man-elous century of recorded time, an age in which

the advance of civilization and the triumphs in useful inven-

tions and scientific discoveries inspire us with the grandeur

of events and thrill us with the majest}^ of achievement.

During this eventful period there were graduated 4067

Cadets. The}^ have displayed their devotion upon countless

battlefields and attested their usefulness in all the civil

walks of life—in science and art, in trade and commerce, in

literature and oratory, in theolog}^, law, diplomac}', and

statesmanship, from the modest engineer to President of the

Republic. Nearl}' all who entered the Army have been dis-

bursing officers in some capacity or other, from post treas-

urer to Paymaster-General, and with such scrupulous fidel-

ity have the hundreds—perhaps thousands—of millions

intrusted to them been accounted for that those who have ever

been charged with peculation can be numbered on the fingers

of one hand. Time does not permit us to recount their serv-

ices. To select for special comment, even the more illustri-

ous, would be to make invidious distinction; to mention all

who have efficiently served the State, would be to call the

roll of graduates. They need no eulogist, their services

attest their worth. They did their diit}- and trusted to his-

tor}' for their meed of praise.

Of the total of 4067 graduates, 23S have fallen, killed

or mortall}- wounded on the field of battle. In the trials of

the self-sacrificing profession in which they cast their lot,

the}- had to learn that "all hours wound—the last one

kills." The record of West Point's heroic dead is inexpres-

sibly sad; it is incomparably glorious. The story of their

deeds rises to the sublimit}- of an epic. They honored the
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age in which the}^ lived, and future generations will read

with pride the inscription on their tombs. The world can

better appreciate their sers'ices since the}- have fallen, and

the historian has had time to record their achievements. A
tree is best measured when it is down. When La Tour

d'Auvergne, who by his matchless deeds of valor gained the

proud title of the First Grenadier of France, finally fell with

his face to the foe, pierced by the enemj-'s bullets. Napoleon

issued an order prescribing that this soldier's name should

be carried on the active list, and to this day the sergeant

of the company to which be belonged calls "La Tour

d'Auvergne," and the color bearer answers " Mort au Champ

d'Honneur." If the roll of West Point's graduates were

called to-day answer could be made, not for one but for hun-

dreds, "Dead on the field of honor."

I know that I voice the sentiments of every graduate, ever}-

officer of the Army, and ever_v patriotic citizen when I express

the profound acknowledgments and the deep sense of obliga-

tion due to all who have been instrumental in procuring the

recent liberal appropriations from a generous Congress for

enlarging and improving the Acadeni}-, with a view to keep-

ing pace with our growing population, and in order that the

efficiency of the institution may increase and multiply and

its usefulness be greater even in the coming ages than in the

century which is closing. In these names I include those

eminent statesmen whose intelligent foresight has been so

important in guiding national legislation, the honored Secre-

tary of War, the "organizer of victory," the Carnot of this

administration, the able Superintendent of the Acadeni}-

whose superb courage on the field is matched by his rare

powers of administration, and all those associated with him,

and the officers of the Ami}' holding high positions in Wash-

ington, who, in cases where they are not enrolled as gradu-

ates have been as faithful and devoted to the interests of the
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institution as if they had been reared within its walls. Con-

spicuous among the latter I would name the distinguished

Adjutant-General of the Arm 3-.

And no\\' a word to the Corps of Cadets, the departure of

whose graduating class marks the close of the first century

of the Academy's life. The boy is father to the man. The
present is the mold in which the future is cast. The domi-

nant characteristics of the cadet are seen in the future gen-

eral. You have learned here how to command, and a still

more useful lesson, how to obey. You have been taught

obedience to the civil as well as to the militar}- code, for in

this land the military is alwa3-s subordinate to the civil law.

Not the least valuable part of your education is your service

in the cadet ranks, performing the duties of a private soldier.

That alone can acquaint you with the feelings and the capa-

bilities of the soldiers you will command. It teaches you

just how long a man can carr^' a musket in one position

without overfatigue, just how hard it is to keep awake on

sentr}- dut}- after an exhausting da3''s march. You will

never forget this part of 3-our training. When Marshal

Lannes's grenadiers had been repulsed in an assault upon the

walls of a fortified citv, and hesitated to renew the attack,

Lannes seized a scaling ladder and rushing forward, cried:

" Before I was a marshal I was a grenadier, and I have not

forgotten m3' training." Inspired hy his example, the grena-

diers carried the walls and captured ever3'thing before them.

Courage is the soldier's cardinal virtue. You will seldom

go amiss in following General Grant's instructions to his

commanders, "When in doubt move to the front." Modesty

should go hand in hand with valor. Never underrate 3'our-

self in a battle, never overrate 3'ourself in a dispatch. When
clothed with authority, avoid everything which savors of

pupp3'ism, an evil sometimes bred b3' power, and shun as

well a spirit of dogmatism, which Johnson said is only
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piipp3'ism grown to maturity. When you are sure tliat you

are right, do not be disarmed b}- uujiist criticism. j\Ian-

kind is divided into two classes, those who go ahead and

do something and those who sit back and criticise them for

not doing it better. You cannot make all men think

alike. You might as well \.xy to synchronize the clocks

of Charles the Fifth. Censure is often the concomitant

to success. Ostracism was the Greeks' reward for popu-

larit}-; derision and caricature pursued the recipient of a

Roman triumph. Even at the present day, in a land

whose boast is justice, and among a people whose patent

of manhood is their sense of fair play, while the Amer-

ican soldier, by his fidelity, his manly bearing, his match-

less gallantr}' has earned the right to stand with head

covered and with feet sandaled in the presence of the proudest

warriors of foreign lands, at home the envenomed shafts of

slander are hurled at him from behind his back, but they

have not even pierced the khaki of his uniform. When

the aixthors of these baseless calumnies are moldering in

unmarked and forgotten graves, the patriotic American peo-

ple will be searching for monumental marble white enough

and pure enough on which to engrave the names of our

heroes in the distant Philippines.

In this institution the flag of your country is kept con-

stantly in view. It is not simply a piece of bunting which

can be purchased for a few shillings in the nearest shop; it

is not a mere cluster of brilliant colors with which to deco-

rate a window for holiday displa}^; it is the emblem of dig-

nity, authorit}', power. Insult it, and millions will spring

to its defense, resolved that it shall never be dethroned from

its proud supremacy. In this free land there is no sovereign,

fealty to whom symbolizes national lo^-alt}-, no crown to

typify inherent authority; our sole emblem of fidelity to

country is the flag. Here you are trained to salute it, taught
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to reverence it. Remember that it is to be your pillar of

cloud b}' day, your pillar of fire b}- night, that it will wave

above you in victory, will be 3-our ralh'ing point in defeat,

and if it be your privilege to offer up your life in its defense,

its gentle folds will rest upon ^-our bosom in death, its crim-

son stripes will mingle with 3-our generous heart's blood, its

very presence there will write a nobler epitaph than that on

the sarcophagus in which the great Sesostris sleeps.

A generous country has with fostering care equipped 3-ou for

your career. It is entitled to 3^our undivided allegiance. In

closing, let me mention, by wa3^ of illustration, a most touching

and instructive scene which I once witnessed at the annual

meeting in the great hall of the Sorbonne in Paris for the

purpose of awarding medals of honor to those who had per-

formed acts of conspicuous braverA- in saving human life at

sea. A bright-e3'ed bo3- of scarcel3' fourteen summers was

called to the platform. The story was recounted of how one

winter's night when a fierce tempest was raging on the rude

Normand3' coast, he saw signals of distress at sea and started

with his father, the captain of a small vessel, and the mate to

attempt a rescue. 63- dint of almost superhuman effort the

crew of a sinking ship was safeh" taken aboard. A wave

then washed the father from the deck. The boy plunged

into the seething waves to save him, but the attempt was in

vain and the father perished. The lad struggled back to the

vessel to find that the mate had also been washed overboard.

Then lashing himself fast, he took the wheel and guided the

boat, with its precious cargo of human souls, through the

howling storm safel3' into port. The minister of public

instruction, after pa3-ing a touching tribute to the bo3''s

courage in a voice broken with emotion, pinned the medal on

his breast, placed in his hands a diploma of honor, and then,

seizing the brave lad in his arms, imprinted a kiss on each

cheek. For a moment the bo3- seemed dazed, not knowing
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which way to turn, as he stood there with the tears streaming

down his bronzed cheeks while everj'one in that vast audience

wept in sympathy. Suddenly his ej-es turned toward his old

peasant mother, she to whom he owed his birth and his train-

ing, as she sat at the back of the platform with bended form

and wearing her widow's cap. He rushed to her, took the

medal from his breast and, casting it and his diploma into

her lap, threw himself on his knees at her feet.

Men of West Point, in the honorable career which a-ou

have chosen, whatever laurels 3-011 may win, alwavs be ready

to lay them at the feet of your countr}- to which xow owe

your birth and your education.





THE WEST POINT LANDS. (DRAWN BY CAPT. H. M. REEVE, GENERAL STAFF, U. S. ARMY, U. S. M. A., 1892.)



INTRODUCTION OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR BY THE
SUPERINTENDENT U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.

AS FIRST established b}- law, the Alilitary Academy

was a part of the Corps of Engineers. For over

sixty years it was under the supervision and practical

control of that distinguished and able body of men. Thej'^

nurtured it through its infancy, and championed it until

it had not onlv shown its usefulness in the scientific and

industrial world, but had proved its worth upon the battle-

field and its value to our nation. By act of Congress in

1866 the supervision and charge of the Military Academy

were placed in the War Department "under such officer or

officers as the Secretary of War ma}- assign to that dut3\"

The governing reasons were that the change would sim-

plifv the organization, would enlarge the sphere of selec-

tion for its control, and would bring the institution more

directl}- under the supervision of the Government. Upon

the Secretar}^ of War, therefore, and upon such officers as

he ma\- select for super\-ision of the Academy, largely

depends its efficienc}- and progress.

The Adjutant-General of the Army, acting under the

general control of the Secretary of War, has for twenty

years been charged with the immediate supervision of the

Military Academy. It is a pleasure to express on this

public occasion to the Honorable Secretary of War and to

the distinguished Adjutant-General of the Army our grate-

ful thanks for the uniform interest they have at all times

manifested in its welfare, as well as for their cordial and

active support of the measures that have emanated from

(47)
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it, without which support its present satisfactor}- coudition

in discipline, scholastic work, and material improvement

would have been impossible.

In the militar}' profession, as in ever\- other, the basis

of efficienc}- lies in the stud}- of fundamental principles

followed by their application. The greater the opportuuit}'

for such study the greater the inducement, and the wider

the stud}' the more beneficial the result, both to the officer

and the country. It is, therefore, most fortunate for the

Army that within a j-ear we have seen established in it a

comprehensive and complete sj'stem of schools for officers

of all branches of service. To our next speaker belongs

the credit for this great step, which, with man}- other acts

of moment to the Army, will make his administration of

the high office with which he is entrusted a memorable

one in the history of our country-.

I have the honor to present the Hon. Blihu Root, Sec-

retar}' of War.







ADDRESS BY HON. ELIHU ROOT. SECRETARY OF WAR.

MR. PRESIDENT, Mr. Superintendent, Ladies, .\nd

Gentlemen: Everj' soldier here would more readily

charge a batter_v than I undertake to follow the eloquence,

humor, and pathos of Horace Porter. Fortunatel}-, but few

and brief should be the words which close this cheerful and

interesting occasion. The centennial j^ear of the Military

Academy fittingl}' coincides with the beginning of an era

of great opportunit}- and greater obligation. One hundred

years ago the people of the United States, few as they were,

were scattered in rural communities; the Indian and the

game were near ever}- door, and by e\'ery door hung the

rifle, the powder horn, and the bullet mold. The men of

Lexington and Concord had little training, but every man

knew how to shoot. Life was closer to the simplicities of

living, and ever^- man knew how to take care of himself out

of doors, to feed himself, to clothe himself under the simple

and the hard conditions of warfare. Armies were small;

the opportunities for supph- were proportionateU' great.

But now, with the increase of our population, the collection

of a great proportion of our people in the great cities, with

the disappearance of game, Anth the increasing luxuries and

refinements of life, the volunteer armies upon which the

Republic must in the main depend to fight its wars will be

made up of men who for the most part have never fired a

gun. Armies are large, and the problems of supply, of

transportation, have become complicated and difficult, requir-

ing the best art of the best-trained minds. The increase in

the scientific qualities of attack and defense and the changes

(49)
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in the weapons of destruction have made it impossible that

the man should come from the counter and the plow and

the workshop and be familiar with the tools which he has

to use as a soldier.

And now, at the very time that this great institution of

military instruction is rounding out its first century of exist-

ence, the attention of our people has been sharply concen-

trated upon this increased necessit}^ for military training and

military science b}' the events of the past few 3'ears, and the

conclusion which has been reached iinds expression in the

action of the National Legislature, which in the long run,

through long discussion but with absolute certainty, reaches

just conclusions in the end upon all great subjects of public

importance. The conclusion that the countr}- needs the

Military Academy more at the beginning of the second

century of its existence than it did at the beginning of the

first is expressed b}' the laws of Congress, which have

enlarged the number of your corps and which are just now

devoting to the enlargement of the accommodations of the

Academy the munificent sum of two million dollars to be

immediately expended, with an authorized expenditure of

five millions and a half. How well you will be able to meet

the obligation and to justif}' this confidence let the record

of the American Army of to-day answer. For our Army
of America, small as it was, and far across the sea, within

a few weeks of active military operation captured the forti-

fied city of Santiago, took prisoners an army greater in

number than itself, and ended in a single short campaign the

conflict with the power which once controlled almost the

whole of the western world. Having accomplished that

feat, the Ami}^ gave to the island of Cuba what it had

won; it released the imprisoned; it healed the sick; it

cleaned the jails; it opened hospitals and asylums; it dotted

the country from end to end with schools; it gathered the
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children from the fields and forests and towns and set them

in rows of bright and interested faces with schoolbooks

before them; it extirpated disease and saved more lives than

were lost in all the war; it established the most wonderful

school of government ever known, and for three 3^ears has

been teaching Cuban people how to govern themselves, and

at last it has come away, leaving a free and happy and grateful

people.

Its clearsighted courage made straight the wa}- from the

sea to Peking and after the capture of the imperial city and

the rescue of the beleagured legations, in the space of a few

short weeks the district of the city controlled by the Ameri-

can Army was found crowded with the people who had

returned to their customary avocations under the protection

of wise and just soldiers who fought and who carried the

blessings of peace and justice, as they fought, under the Stars

and Stripes.

lu the Philippines, that great stretch of country extending

for more than 1,000 miles from north to south, the Army has

put down an insurrection of 7,000,000 people, so that to-day

peace reigns from the northernmost point of Luzon to the

southernmost island of the Sulu Archipelago. And with

the sword it has carried the schoolbook, the blessings of

peace and self-government and individual liberty, and now,

in little more than three years after the great struggle began,

in February, 1S99, nine-tenths of all the men who took part

in the insurgent government are engaged in sustaining or

carrying on the government of the Philippines under the

protection of American libert}^

Our soldiers have been criticised, and some of them have

been accused, but however ready men at ease here may be

to believe, to repeat, to rejoice in accusations against our

brethren who are fighting under the American flag in sup-

port of American sovereignt}-, away upon the other side of
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the world, let me tell 3-011 that the President and the Sec-

retary of War and the oiiEicers, the public officers of our

Government at Washington, have followed these soldiers of

ours in report and in private letters and in telegraphic

dispatches, and h\ the oral word of those who have returned,

during all their whole course of conflict; have seen them

there often barefooted tramping through the jungle; have

seen them one by one dropping off, murdered b}' the treach-

erous foe; have seen them fading from disease; have seen

them falling by shot and by sword; have seen them cour-

ageous, patient, enduring, magnanimous, faithful, loyal

always to the highest standard of American citizenship,

and we give you our words that these men shall not b}'

the public officers of the United States charged to do jus-

tice to them be condemned unheard.

Be of good cheer, American soldiers. When the record

comes to be made up in the cool judgment of the Ameri-

can people and of mankind; after Cuba, with its brilliant

page, after China, with its glorious achievement, will be

written another page equally brilliant, equally glorious, on

which will be recorded the achievements, in war and in

peace, of the American armv in the Philippines.

All honor to the volunteers who have been and who must

always be the main support of our country in war. All honor

to the genius, the courage, the self-sacrifice of the men, manj^

of whom I see before me now, who have won immortal renown

as generals of the Volunteer Army. The}- will be the first

to say aye when I declare that the formative power, the high

standard of conduct, the informing spirit of every American

army is to be found in the Regular Ami}- of the United

States. All honor to the officers of the Regular Army, who

in true republican fashion have worked their way up from

the ranks, as did Chaffee, commanding in the Philippines.

And all honor to the officers who, turning aside from the
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allurements of wealth and honor in civil life, have been

appointed to the Army as civilians, accepting the slender

income and the hard life that is known to accompan}^ the

duties of a soldier. They will be with the first to sa}- aye

when I sa}' that the informing spirit, the high standard of

the Regular Arm}- are derived from the graduates, the teach-

ings, and the traditions of the Military Academy. Happy

augury of the future that here where for a hundred years

honor has ever ruled—honor made up of courage, truth,

compassion, loyalty—is to be found the formative and con-

trolling power of the American army of the future—regular,

militia, and volunteer. No arm}^ inspired by the spirit of

the Military Academy can ever endanger a country's liberty

or can ever desert its country's flag.
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ALUN4NI DAY, MONDAY. JUNE 9, 1902.

PRAYER.

By Rev. Georce Deshon, C. S. P. (U. vS. Military .\oa<leniy, 1S43).

ALAIIGHTY AND ETERNAL FATHER, we bow down

. in humble adoration before Th}- Divine ^lajesty. We
acknowledge that Thou art our Creator and that we are

simph' Thj- creatures; that all we have—our life, our

health, our strength, the endowments of body and soul, our

reputation, our worldly goods—all are the gifts of Thy
bounty. Ma}- we make such use of them as to gain Thy
favor and a participation in Thy happiness.

May Thy Kingdom come here on the earth. ^\"e pra}- for

Thy Hoi}- Church, which Thou hast founded on a rock, com-

missioned to teach all nations the very truth which Thou

hast taught us, promising to be -vvith her until the end of

the world, that she ma}- fulfill her vocation, and that all men

may be brought to the knowledge of this truth and the ful-

fillment of their eternal destiny.

We pray Thee for our country, for our President of the

United States and the Congress, for the governors and

legislatures of the different States, that wise and just laws

may be made for the prosperity and the benefit of all classes

of our fellow-citizens, that vice, immorality, and dishonesty

may be suppressed and virtue and religion may be promoted.

We pray Thee for the Army and Navy of these United

States, and particularly for our beloved Military Academy,

for the Superintendent and those detailed on dut}- in it, that

(55)
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its affairs may be administered wisel}', efl&ciently, and kindly,

so that all the objects for which it was founded a hundred

years ago may deserve the esteem and love of our country.

We praj' for all the alumni of the Academy that they may

be men of honor and integrit}-, lovers of God and their coun-

try, keeping the commandments of God not onl}- in the letter

but in the spirit, that when this short and transitory life is

over the}' may be received into the eternal habitations of the

Kingdom of Heaven.

And we pray for the souls of the faithful departed, for our

parents, our children, our brothers and sisters and relatives

and friends who have left us, that if at the hour of their death

there remained any spot or blemish rendering them unfit for

the presence of God it may be speedily washed away and

that the}- ma}- enter into the joy of the Ivord.

All this we ask for the sake of the merits and suffering of

our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom be all honor and glory, world

without end. Amen.







ADDRESS BY LIEUT. GEN. J. M. SCHOFIELD. U. S. ARMY,
RETIRED (U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 1853).

President of the Association of Graduates V. S. Military Academy

D^
|URING the entire colonial period of

this country, during the war of inde-

pendence, and even the subsequent war with

Great Britain the military forces of the coun-

tr\- were mostly untrained, undisciplined mili-

tia, until the latter period of the Revolution,

when Washington succeeded, after great ef-

fort, in organizing and disciplining the troops

of the "Continental Line." Even then, ex-

cept for the few gallant foreigners who cast

their lot with the 3'oung Republic, technical

military education was almost unknown in

this country. But the leading soldiers and

statesmen of that period were not unmindful

at any time of the great disadvantage under

which the country labored because of the lack of such educa-

tion. At the very beginning of the war with Great Britain

steps were taken to introduce some sort of military instruc-

tion among the new levies, and efforts to this end were

continued by Washington and his subordinates until he had

in the regiments of the Continental Line a fairly well-dis-

ciplined Regular Army.

Immediately after the war, in the discussions of the

question of a peace establishment for the country, great

prominence was given to a Military Academ}' as an essential

(57)
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part of such establishment. But the condition of the

country for the next few years, under the old Articles of

Federation, was not favorable to the consideration of any

such subject. The vital question of the continued existence

of the States as a nation and the adoption of an effective

Constitution superseded all minor questions. But in 1793,

four 3'ears after the organization of the Government under

the present Constitution, Washington as President instituted

measures looking to the establishment of a Militar}' Acad-

emy. This resulted in the act of Congress of May 9, 1794,

which provided for a Corps of Artillerists and Engineers of

four companies, each company to have two Cadets, etc.

Several subsequent acts authorized the appointment of Cadets

in limited numbers and provided for their instruction; and

finally the act of March 16, 1802, which authorized the

organization of a separate Corps of Engineers, provided that

the said corps, when so organized, should be stationed at West

Point and should constitute a Military Academy. This was

the germ, planted at W^est Point one hundred years ago,

from which grew in time a great militar}' institution.

But the development and growth of the institution were

slow, indeed. Nearly' ever3-thing necessar}- to its healthy

existence was Avanting, and many 3'ears were spent in

numerous efforts, through inadequate legislation and other

expedients, to supply manifest deficiences. At length, in

1 81 2, Congress passed an act providing a full corps of

professors and instructors for the Academj^ and establishing

the institution on a broad and solid basis so far as could be

done \iy law. But it still remained to impart life and health

and strength and vigor. The genius to do this was found in

181 7. Then Major Sylvanus Thayer was assigned to duty

as Superintendent of the Academy.

Major Thaj^er has been not unjustly called the father of

the Military Academy. He was even more than that. He
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took the Acadeui}- after its 3-outh had been well nigh wasted,

and, by appropriate discipline, training, and culture, developed

one of the foremost institutions of learning in the world. It

is true that West Point has not fallen behind in the advance

of the country- up to the present time. Yet it is equally- true

that its essential character to-da}' is the same as that impressed

upon it by Major ThaA-er three-quarters of a century ago.

The Academj- has been most fortunate, during the long

period from the time of Major Thayer to the present, in

having a corps of able, diligent, conscientious professors,

instructors, and assistants, who have loyall}- supported the

Superintendent in developing, perfecting, and enforcing the

system of instruction and discipline which has made the insti-

tution famous. But I must leave to others the agreeable

task of pa^-ing just and loving tribute of honor and respect

to the memories of those great and good men, whose names

are household words among the graduates of the Military

Academj- and the lovers of learning throughout the land.

Time will not permit a description here of the circum-

stances as the}- existed at West Point before Major Thayer

assumed command in 1S17. The condition has been justl}-

characterized as chaotic. The measures instituted b}- him

were so numerous, so drastic, so minute in detail, and so

comprehensive as to justify- the idea of a new creation rather

than that of reconstruction or reform. Suffice it to say that

the rules and methods then introduced and siiccessfull}-

enforced gave to West Point its unique character among the

educational centers of the country' and laid the foundations for

its world-wide fame.

It would require too much time to explain in detail what

constitutes the West Point system as compared with all

others. But the more salient features ma}- be briefl}- stated.

First, and most important of all, is discipline. The Mili-

.tarv and Naval Academies alone, of all the educational
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institutions in this country, have the necessary power to en-

force the discipline which is requisite to their course of training.

Second, is the incentives to great and constant exertion and

strict observance of regulations on the part of cadets afforded

by the prize offered to those who win in the competition.

This prize is not only a commission in the Army (or Navy),

but a commission in such corps as the graduate may prefer

if his class rank entitles him to the choice. The strife for

these coveted prizes is very great. Third, is the published

daily record of each Cadet's scholarly performance and the

final summing up of these records in each and everj- subject,

their consolidation, together with the conduct record, at the

end of each term and at the end of the four years' course, so

that the Academic Board may decide wisely and justl}- not

only the relative merits of all the members of a class, but

what corps or arm of tbe service each Cadet is qualified to

enter. The object of West Point training is not simply to

fit young men for the Army, but to justly determine the

appropriate place for each in the several corps and arms of

the service.

It has been said sometimes that Cadets and graduates

show signs of overwork. It would be strange indeed if,

under such incentives, ambitious 3'oung men did not go to

the limit of their strength and endurance. But how can

this be avoided? Would you take away the incentive and

leave to chance or influence the selection of officers for the

highest places in the Army? Or even, if a young man with

less brains than ambition injures his health in the long-con-

tinued effort to graduate at the head of his class, who can

prevent him or deny him the right to make the effort? The

law of survival of the fittest seems to be the only rule appli-

cable to such a case. I have known some such in my own

experience, but I have never known or heard of one in which

the injury appeared to be lasting.
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I will mention only two more of the peculiar West Point

methods: One is the blackboard method of recitation. Its

advantages are very great, and I believe are now well under-

stood. I am informed that this method has, of late years,

become very general in the schools of the conntry. The

second is the snbdivision of classes into small sections of

from eight to ten Cadets, under an instructor for each section.

In this connection it is pleasing to refer to the fact that

West Point has long since ceased to be the only place in this

country where a thorough mathematical education can be

obtained. The great institutions throughout the countrv

now rival the Military Academy in the thoroughness of their

instruction in mathematics, pure and applied, to all who

desire such instruction. It is even more pleasing to note the

vast advance made b}' the public schools of the country, as

evinced by the action of the authorities in proposing to accept

the certificates of such schools as sufficient evidence of quali-

fication for admission to the Military Academy. Not the

least, in ni}* opinion, among the honors due our old alma

mater, is the fact that it was the pioneer in that thorough

method of instruction and training which has now become so

general throughout the countr}-.

A note of warning here is believea to be called for. The

high character alwaj-s sustained hy the Corps of Cadets and

by the graduates of the Academy has been due in great

measure to the natural characters of the young men appoi'uted

Cadets. That this has been far above the average follows as

a matter of course from the fact that the selection has been

made by the Congressman himself from his own personal

acquaintance with the candidate and his family. The Corps

of Cadets has always been a real American aristocracy—an

aristocracy of character. If the time ever comes when com-

petitive examinations or school certificates are permitted to

take the place of established character, serious injury will be
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done to the Corps of Cadets and to the Ami}-. The honor as

oflScers and gentlemen, of which Cadets have ji:stly been

most proud, is very largely in their own keeping. It is

greatly to be hoped that the appointing power will do nothing

to diminish the purity of this fountain of honor which comes

direct from what is best and purest in the country—the

respectable family.

Our beloved Academy has alwa3's set before its students

the highest standards of manly character. Veracity, honesty,

honor, fidelity, and patriotism, no less than scholarly excel-

lence, have been held indispensable on the part of all who

would win the diploma. With exceedingl}' rare exceptions

the roll of graduates is one long roll of honor of men who, in

every walk of life, have been distinguished for meritorious

services to the country, and especiall}- for honorable conduct

among their fellow-men. Very many have gained distinction

as military leaders, and some have received the applause of the

world as masterly commanders of great armies. These latter,

most noble sons of the Academy, during all the vicissitudes

of the war, whether in victory or in defeat, have maintained

toward each other and toward the people of the countr}- that

honorable, chivalrous, and Christian conduct which most

adorns the noble institution where the}- learned the art of war.

Such, briefl}' and very imperfecth' sketched, is what the

Military Academy has been and what it has done for the

country in the first century of its life. The beginning of

the new centur}' finds the institution in a condition and in

hands full}' worthy of the past. The great demands of the

future are, I doubt not, fully appreciated, and will be met

with courage and zeal commensurate with the just expecta-

tions of the country. Let us all indulge the hope and

confident expectation that our noble alma mater will go

steadily forward, deserving higher and higher honors for her

services to our beloved country.



ADDRESS BY BRIGADIER-GENERAL T. J. WOOD. U. S. ARMY.
RETIRED (U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 1845).

Veteran of the Mexican war.

IvSUPPOSE that some apology is necessary, for yon

would " scarce expect one of ni}- age to appear in public

on the stage," but 3-our worthy Superintendent has requested

me to come before 3'ou, and I have not had the heart to

refuse him.

The theme which has been assigned to me to respond to

is "the i\Iexican war." The first thought that occurs to me
in connection with the Mexican war is the fact that it has

entirely changed the destiny of the United States. Geograph-

ically, in the first place, for the great acquisition of territory'

of the United States through this war extended from the

western frontier of Texas to the Pacific and embraced New
Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and California with its grand coast

line from Lower California to the Southern boundar}- of

Oregon; indeed such a vast area of territorj- was acquired

that it requires a brilliant imagination to comprehend its

dimensions. The Pacific Ocean with all its vast trade was

opened up to us, and our more recent acquisitions of territory

on both sides of the Pacific were but an after effect of the

Mexican war, which gave to us a countr}- that extended from

sea to sea. So much for the effects, great as the}- were, of

the Mexican war; and now what was the cause? How was

this vast stretch of territory added to our country? The

answer is simple ; it was attained by military prowess, by the

deeds of our soldiery-

.
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Before I go further on this subject let nie, without egotism,

tell the story of uiy own relations with the military deeds of

that far-away time. As you all know, I am a graduate of

1845. Upon gradiiation I was assigned to the Topographical

Engineers, and was ordered immediately from West Point to

report to General TaA-lor, at Corpus Christi, for duty on his

staflf. On my way there, I met an older graduate of the

Academy of the class of 1835, who was also a member of the

Topographical Engineers, then Lieut. George G. Meade,

who after\A-ards rose to world-wide fame as commander of the

national Arm\- in the great battle of Gettysburg. Lieutenant

Meade and myself arri\-ed at Corpus Christi together, and

reported to General Ta^-lor for duty, and, being lieutenants,

shared the same tent. Thus on the sands of Corpus Christi

began ru}^ connection with the militar}- organization that

was soon to achieye a most remarkable success against foes

superior in number.

It is an accepted axiom that the poetry and songs which

are heard in the camp of an army are the best exponents of

the feelings of an army. As an example of this axiom let me

quote one stanza from a poem written at that time b}- Capt.

Arthur T. Lee, of the Eighth Infantr}-, which was A-ery popular

in the army at Corpus Christi. This army was commonly

called the "army of occupation."

Some will sleep 'neath the prairie sod,

And some will go back o'er the sea, my boys

;

But those who are true to their country and God
Will meet at the last reveille, my boys.

The first battle in the drama of the Mexican war was fought

on the 8th day of May, 1846. The army under General Taylor

was on the march from Point Isabel to Fort Brown, and

when it arri\-ed at the plain of Palo Alto the general found

himself confronted by the Mexican army, 4600 strong, under
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General Ampudia. General Taylor immediately disposed his

troops for action, opened fire with his batteries on the Mexican

lines, and they in turn responded ver}' vigorously with their

guns.

I had been detailed b}- General Taylor to bring up the

heavy guns from Point Isabel, and it had been fonnd neces-

sar}- to use oxen for that purpose, four 3'oke to a gun, and it

was with great difficulty that we brought our ox guns into

action, and I received my baptism of fire in charge of these

heav}' guns at Palo Alto. Major Samuel Ringgold, a graduate

of this Academy, who was the founder and organizer of light

artillery in our Army, was moving immediateh- in the rear

of my section with his Jight batter}' when a cannon ball pass-

ing directly over ni}' guns struck him, killing his horse and

mortall}- wounding the major, so that by this chance, as it

were, the first man I ever saw killed in action was a graduate

of this Academy. This vigorous cannonade was kept up

until darkness compelled its discontinuance. We had no

direct evidence of its effect, but we felt sure that it had been

decisive and marked.

Both armies rested on their arms on the field of battle, being

unable to light any fires for the preparation of food because

it would be a mark for the enemy. Somewhat to our surprise

the following morning when we got up we found the eneni}-

had retreated during the night.

As soon as the needed preparations could be made we at

once marched in pursuit. About noon we found the enemy

halted across our line of march in battle arra}- at Resaca

de la Palma; another sharp encounter ensued, but before

nightfall we had again forced the Mexicans to withdraw

with heav}- loss, including several pieces of artillery- and one

general oflScer, General La Vega. This battle was marked

by the verj^ brilliant cavalry charge under Captain Maj' of
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the old Second Dragoons, which broke the Mexican center

and captured several guns.

As the resiilt of these two engagements the arm}- of occu-

pation under General Taylor, onlj^ 2200 strong, had com-

pelled the Mexicans, 4600 strong, to retreat across the Rio

Grande, and Texas was completeh- in our possession.

As soon as supplies could be brought up we ascended the

Rio Grande to Carmaga, where a new base was established.

In September '46 advance was begun into northern Mexico

and the Mexicans were first encountered in force at Mon-

tere5\ This cit}' had been verj- strongly fortified by the

Mexicans and their position was most formidable. General

Tajdor at once prepared for action, and after three days'

hard fighting, some of it in the streets of the town in hand-

to-hand combat, we so surrounded the town of Montere)^

that Ampudia, who was in command of the Mexicans, offered

to surrender. General Ta^-lor accepted the terms, and the

Mexicans were disarmed and, under parole that they would

not take iip arms against the United States again, were

allowed to evacuate the town.

During the winter of 1S46-47 our ami}' was encamped

around ]Montere3-, and quite a number of troops were drawn

off to take part in General Scott's expedition on the east

coast; but in Febriiary, 1S47, '^^'^ advanced as far south as

Saltillo, and there learned that Santa Ana, the ablest

general in the Mexican army, was advancing with a large

army to overwhelm General Ta3dor's small force.

General Taj-lor fell back and concentrated his army at

Buena Vista, and there awaited the Mexican advance. When
Santa Ana appeared in front of our position at Buena Vista,

he at once sent in a flag of truce, and demanded of General

Taylor the siirrender of his arni}' on the ground that it

would, without question, be captured, and he wished to avoid

needless loss of life.
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Of course the coniniunicatioii was in Spanish, and when

the interpreter had finished reading it to General Tajdor,

the old man, with his characteristic readiness and brusque-

ness, said: "Tell him to go to hell." This reply of the

General's justifies the name that his men gave him of "Old

Rough and Ready."

The odds were greatly against us, as we had but 4600

men to 22000 Mexicans, and the latter fought as if victory-

was in their grasp ; but the American soldier of that day did

not know the word "defeat." For two days the battle waged

most fiercely and the loss of life on both sides was very great,

but on the third day when we gazed on the Mexican position,

to our great jo}- and satisfaction, we found that during the

night they had retreated, and the victor}- was ours.

But the fight had cost us dear, many of our fellow-gradu-

ates had poured out their life's blood on the field of Buena

Vista. Among them were William R. McKee of the class

of 1S29 and Henr}- Clay, jr., of the class of 1S31. These two

gentlemen were colonel and lieutenant-colonel of the Second

Kentucky Infantry.

After the war the legislature of Kentucky made an appro-

priation to have the remains of the Kentuckians killed at

Buena \'ista removed to the cemetery near Frankfort, and

Theodore O'Hara, who was also a soldier, wrote a beautiful

poem in honor of this touching act of the people of Kentucky.

This poem w-as entitled the "Bivouac of the Dead," and I

will quote one verse from it:

The muifled drum's sad roll has beat the soldier's last tattoo;

No more on life's parade shall meet that brave and chosen few.

On fame's eternal camping ground their silent tents are spread,

And glory guards with solemn round the bivouac of the dead.

After this most successful battle there was no serious

fighting and no important militar}^ operation on General

Taylor's line.
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The scene of operations was now along the southern and

eastern frontier of Mexico, \\here General Scott now opened

his campaign. From the capture of \'era Cruz to the last

blow in the grand operations around the City of Mexico, his

course was marked by the most magnificent and grand

success; Molino del Re}-, Churubusco, Chapultepec became

days of glory for our arms, and finally our flag was floated

over the Halls of the Alontezumas.

In all these battles our brothers of the Academy plaj'ed

their usual glorious role. One of them, Molino del Re}', has

a special personal interest for me, as in it my old classmate

and roommate at the Acadeni}-, Joseph F. Farr\-, was killed

at the head of the storming part}' inside of the Mexican lines.

In 1S4S ratifications of the treaty of peace of Guadalupe

Hidalgo were exchanged between the two nations, our troops

were withdrawn from all parts of the Republic, and peace

reigned again along the Rio Grande.

Thus ended a war most glorious to our arms and nation,

and the greatest glory rested on the deeds of our band of

brothers, the graduates of this Academy. General Scott

said, in speaking of the work of the graduates, " I give it as

my fixed opinion that but for our graduated cadets the war

with Mexico would have lasted four years instead of one and

one-half, and we would have lost the greater part of the first

two years' engagements—instead of this we did not lose one."

In this war many of the greatest leaders on both sides

in our great civil war learned their first lessons in warfare,

and began to show the mettle that was in them.

Sixty years have passed away since I first stood on this

fair plain of ours, and but few of the men of my day are left

to join in this grand celebration of ours to-day. Their work

is done; how well it has been done is told on every page of

our country's history.
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And now, since the graduates of the decade of the forties

are not likelj^ to meet with you again, I bid j-ou a last fare-

well, and with it this benediction, a true heritage of the old

Academy which we love so well

:

When you and I and Benny, and General Jackson, too,

Are brought before the final board our course of life to view.

May we never '

' fess
'

' on any point , but then be told to go
To join the armj^ of the blest and Benny Havens oh.



ADDRESS BY MAJ. GEN. THOMAS H. RUGER. U. S. ARMY,
RETIRED (U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY. 1854).

Veteran of the Civil War.

MR. PRESIDENT and Fellow-Graduates of the

Military Academy, Ladies and Gentlemen:

To soldiers of the civil war, veterans in age thej' now must

be, the details of events and incidents in connection there-

with have for most part faded somewhat from memor}- in the

succession of years ; but certain impressions, especially those

affecting the feelings and the imagination, remain in force

and possibly grow stronger in retrospection through the

vista of intervening events.

Of these impressions are, that of the great uprising of the

people to meet the trial of war when it became imminent, of

the succession of great battles and many campaigns, and

possibly greater than any other, that of magnitude in phj'S-

ical effort made and in moral results produced. In no former

instance in history were so large forces engaged for such

length of time, nor in any case in civil war. The great joy

of the nation at the happy ending of the war signified the

import of the results apparent in degree to the minds and

hearts of the people, and which year by 3'ear is perceived

more fulh' in view of a unified nation, powerful, confident of

the future, with no shame upon its brow, and by contrast in

thought otherwise of a dissevered country, the fragments

without respect of the world, and with further war as a legacy

of the struggle.

The performance by graduates of the Academy in the war

and its effect will mainly be the subjects of my remarks, in

(70)
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furtherance of the motive of this meeting the celebration of

"the centennial of the INIilitar}^ Academj-," not of the fact

merely, without essence by itself, that a hundred years have

passed since the Academy was founded, but for taking account

of its product by bringing together for view in mass the

sheaves of the harv^ests b}' its sons for a hundred years. In

fact, with the reflection that a centur}- in time has passed

since the foundation of the Academy there comes to mind

almost spontaneously the question of utilit}^: What are the

deeds of its graduates that justify its institution, and what in

their conduct gives adequate warrant for its continuance?

It would be impossible in the time properly assumable for

mjf remarks to present in detail the facts and events of the

civil war pertinent to these questions, much less the mass of

statistics applicable, and consideration of the part taken by

graduates of the Academy in the war will consist mainly in

statements of facts of common information, the inference from

which relative to the purpose will be evident and which to

many present are in great part of personal knowledge.

One fact affecting the bod}- of graduates of importance as

well as concern to the country, more so than at the time was

generally- apprehended, probably even by the Government,

was the instant return to the military service of the country

at the beginning of the war of practically all graduates,

capacitated and then in civil life, from States supporting the

Union—a return not made upon formal call by the Govern-

ment, but voluntarily, each impelled, not less by patriotism

than his fellow-countrymen who volunteered, but also by the

sense of honor and of obligation to fulfill dut}' fostered by the

training of the Academy.

It may be said that such conduct was properly expect-

able—quite true; but the properl}- expectable often met by

individuals is seldom so by an entire class—almost never

at individual volition. Among those so returning were
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Generals Grant, Shennan, IMcClellan, Rosecrans, Hooker,

Bnrnside, army commanders, and man}- others of honorable

fame and some also illnstrious.

This action was in spirit, in continuation of that shown b^-

graduates of the Academy in civil life when the war with

Mexico occurred; the number then volunteering for ser\'ice

was so large that the Government was finally compelled to

refuse offers for lack of places.

To recur to the question of performance in the war by

graduates of the Acadeni}-. When or where to begin mat-

ters little. At any time and anj'where the commander of an

active ami}- of the Union is a graduate.

The phrases "the volunteers" and "the volunteer armies,"

imph-ing those persons in ser\ice or in organizations as dis-

tinguished from, or not infrequently as contradistinguished

to, the regular force and all of its inclusions, were in fre-

quent use during the war and the years immediatel}' follow-

ing, and still survive in similar sense. The popular opinion

was that the Regular Army, owing to its limited numbers,

was an insignificant element relative to the war. The asser-

tions now that there was no volunteer army, distinctively in

a militar}' service meaning, would seem a surprising state-

ment to nianv, if not an offensive one, but such is the truth.

The armies which subdued the rebellious States were, of

course, in rank and file, and in the numbers of officers, prac-

ticalh' volunteer, but not in command, organization, instruc-

tion, and discipline. The}- were a coalescence of the volun-

teer and regular forces, principalh' on the part of the latter

by 'its officers, including the graduates of the Academy,

returning to military service from civil life, and other non-

graduates formerly officers.

These officers as a body were of the very life of the armies

as disciplined and fighting organizations.

It might be taken for granted that recourse for the chief
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commanders would at first, as was the case, be had to officers

of the Regular force, including as of the same class those

formerl}- of the Arm}-. The chief commands in the field

were held by graduates as a class throughout the ^ar, and

also a large proportion of the higher commands not armies.

The confidence in such commanders b}- the armies, the

acti\-e forces—call them volunteers or b}' what designation

you ma}-—and of the country was abiding.

These conditions of predominance in command by grad-

uates of the Academ}' and of reliance upon them for results

under the stress of four 3^ears of war when the demand b}-

the country for results was urgent at the first and became

more pressing in spirit, if not so loud in utterance, as

time passed, was not fortuitous. It was recognized b}- all

that if these men could not lead to success hope must be

abandoned.

As an accompaniment to the fact of command was that of

chief control and direction b}- graduates of the administra-

tive and supph' departments, both in the War Department

and with the principal armies in the field. How well such

duties were in general performed needs no specification,

certainh- not to participants in the war.

The war with Mexico gave the Academ}- its laurel wreath,

the civil war a lasting crown.

It may be reasonably supposed that the services rendered

the country during the period of the war by many men

eminent as statesmen, legislators, and jurists might be

disregarded without essential effect as to final results, but

should the names and deeds of Generals Grant, Sherman,

Meade, Thomas, Sheridan, McClellan, Buell, Halleck,

Hooker, Schofield, McPherson, Franklin, Sedgwick, Slocum,

Howard, Rej-nolds, and many other graduates of the Acad-

emy be excluded from conception of results the history of

the country from 1861 would be only matter for conjecture.
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The list of battles where they commanded embraces all of

essential consequence in determining final siiccess. But let

not the mistake be made b}' inference from the foregoing

remarks, substantiall}- a statement of facts, that they are

prompted by a spirit to detract from or in an}- way to belittle

the valne of sers'ices rendered by officers of volunteers simply.

They formed the greater part by far of the ofl&cer body

;

steadfast men they were, and many showed qualities for and

worthil}^ attained to high command. As time passed a large

number of good aptitude, profiting bj' experience, especially

those comparatively \-oung, were fast coming to prominence

during the later part of the war. The records show that

army commanders suitably recognized the merits of these

ofi&cers as quickly as those of graduates of the Academy. So

far from lack of harmou}- existing between the elements,

regular and volunteer, unit}' in purpose and concord in spirit

prevailed.

The phase "civil war," as used in these remarks, is the

proper one, although the term "rebellion" was the official

designation by the Government. The case was that of several

parts, individual subordinate States, attempting by formal

action to withdraA\- from the Union and bj' combining together

and the use of force to make the attempt effective.

This is civil war. The outcome was something more than

the preservation of the Union, the first purpose. The prin-

ciple of the supremacy of the nation was established.

The founders of the Constitution hoped the principles

embodied therein and its provisions would assure the nation

against the ills that assail States from within, but such hope

was not founded on human experience. The ideal republic

was not 3'et, probably will not be until the ideal man in mass

appears. The Constitution of the separate States, political

units with legislative power, gave read}- means for, if not

indirect inducement to civil war when the spirit therefor arose.
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Of the subjects for reflection that come to the mind of the

veteran of the war is the kind of man in the ranks, the pre-

dominating elements, and their quality in his character as a

soldier. A brief characterization will lead to appreciation of

the man who stood out at the close of the war indicative of a

potent niilitar}^ nation not before much regarded by the world

in such aspect.

It was not so much his courage that fixed attention as its

combination with fortitude, self-reliance, and determination

in such degree that fighting, however adverse, did not greatly

depress his spirit. To man}-, even military' students in

Europe, the war appeared to be a succession of fierce battles

with great loss of life, few victories, but with little loss of

fighting spirit on either side. The reasons for the indomita-

ble spirit of the troops are not far from view. The descent

in both the Northern and Southern States of all but a small

fraction of the people was Teutonic in the general sense and

Celtic. The elements of self-reliance and determination

inherent in these races had been strengthened in their

descendents and offshoots in this countrv by the conditions

of their lives and the nature of their surroundings in the

work still in progress of occupj'ing a continent, in general

phrase. From a mass such in general kind there stepped

forth at the call of the country- the most willing and the

most resolute, and thereb}' the most fit for the duty demanded.

It would be unwarrantable to assert that no army has

existed superior in fighting power, man for man, to those of

the Government armies and their Confederate opponents.

The high qualities exhibited b}- these men still abide, and

will be a legac}- by transmission to far distant time.

It is not within ni}- province to present considerations rela-

tive to the deeds and conduct of graduates of the Academy

who fought against the Government during the war. An
able graduate will address us, a veteran of the Confederate
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side in the war. The statement may, however, be permitted

me that no one who faced such g^raduates in battle doubts the

sincerit}- of their intent. Ci\-il war necessarily implies sin-

cerit}^ on the part of participants; the state is otherwise impos-

sible. Hypocrites do not combine for fighting. When the

end came there was found in their hearts an echo to the

words, "Let us have peace."

It is gratifying to meet manj' such graduates on this occa-

sion for gratulation, and to further renew the tie of good-fel-

lowship, and especially to meet them at this place, where, as

in the days of our 3'outh, honesty and dut}- are still watch-

words; where a man is estimated according to his qualities,

and where favor can not be purchased. So may it alwaj^s be.



ADDRESS BY GENERAL E. P. ALEXANDER, LATE C. S. ARMY
(U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 1857).

Veteran of the Civil War.

Once more the light of Jackson's sword

Far flashes through the gloom.

There Hampton rides, and there once more

The toss of vSttiart's plume.

Oh, life goes back through years to-day

And we are men once more,

And that old hill is Arlington,

And there the alien shore.

And over yonder on the heights

The hostile camp fires quiver,

And sullenly 'twixt us and them

Flows by Potomac's River.

THE Confederate veterans ! With these words does there

not arise in every mind the thought of a meteoric

army which over fort}- years ago sprang into existence, as

it would seem, out of space and nothingness, and after a

career of four ^-ears, unsustained b}' treasury or arsenal,

but unsurpassed for brilliant fighting and lavish outpour

of blood, vanished from earth as utterly as if it had been

a phantom of imagination.

It had followed as a banner a starrj- cross, born in the fire

and smoke of its battle line, which had flown over its charg-

ing columns on many fields and under man}- leaders, whose

names proud history will forever cherish, and then in a night

it also had taken its flight from earth, to be seen no more

of men.

(77)
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A Federal historian wrote of this army

:

Who can forget it that once looked upon it? Tliat array of tattered

uniforms and bright muskets—that body of incomparable infantry, the

Arm\- of Northern Virginia—which for four years carried the revolt on

its ba\onets, opposing a constant front to the might>- concentrations of

power brought against it; which, receiving terrible blows, did not fail

to give the like, and which, vital in all its parts, died only with its

annihilation.

And the whole people who had created that annihilated

army and had upheld that vanished flag, and in their behalf

had sacrificed its all, now with one consent gave to the canse

for which they had striven vainly but so well, the title "The

Lost Cause."

And this people mourned over their lost cause as the

captive Israelites mourned over Zion: "If I forgot thee, O
Jerusalem ! let ni}' right hand forget its cunning, and ni}-

tongue cleave to the roof of ni}' mouth." But they buried

their grief deep in their own hearts, and, exchanging swords

and guns for implements of industry, set themselves to

restoring their desolated homes and rebuilding their shat-

tered fortunes.

And now a generation has passed away. The smoke of

civil conflict has vanished forever from the sky, and the whole

countr}-, under the new conditions evolved in its four 5-ears'

struggle, finds itself united in developing its vast resources

in successful rivalry with the greatest nations of the earth.

Whose vision is now so dull that he does not recognize the

blessing it is to himself and to his children to li\-e in an

undivided country?

Who would to-dav relegate his own State to the position

it would hold in the world were it declared a sovereign, as

are the States of Central and South America? To ask these

questions is to answer them. And the answer is the ac-

knowledgment that it was best for the South that the cause
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was "Lost!". The right to secede, the stake for which we

fought so desperatel}', were it now offered us as a gift, we

would reject as we would a proposition of suicide. Let me
briefl}' review the stor3- of this change of sentiment.

We believed, and still believe, that its sovereignt}- was

intended to be reserved b}' each and everv State when it rati-

fied the Constitution. It was universalh' taught among us

that in this feature there was divinely inspired wisdom.

It may have been wisdom for that century. Each State

was then an independent agricultural communit}-. The

railroad, the steamship, the telegraph, were undreamed

of on earth. But, as in nature, whenever the climate has

changed, the fauna and flora have been forced to change and

adapt themselves to new environment, so among mankind

must modes of government be modified to conform to new

conditions.

The steamboat, railroad, and telegraph by i860 had made

a new planet out of the one George Washington knew.

National commerce had been born, and it was realized that

State sovereignt}- was utterly incompatible with its full

development. The "inspired wisdom" of the previous cen-

tury had now become but foolishness. Nature's great law of

evolution, against which no constitution can prevail, at once

brought into play to overturn it forces as irresistible as those

of a volcano. But such Darwinian conceptions as those of

political evolution had then entered few men's minds. Patrick

Henr}- had said, " Give me liberty or give me death." Surelj-

it would not be liberty if we could not secede whenever we

wished to. Holding these views, we should have been cowards

had we not resisted for all we were worth. And posterit}-

should be grateful for our having forced the issue and fought

it out to the bitter end.

Now, I have learned to appreciate the limited range of

Patrick Henry's views, and have discarded them in favor

H. Doc. 7S9. 5S-2—vol I 6
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of Darwinian theories. I want neither libert}- nor death; I

want conformation to environment.

And as the changes in onr planet still go on, and as inter-

national commerce has grown np—a Siamese twin to national

commerce— I applaud our nation's coming out of the swad-

dling bands of its infancy and entering upon its grand inher-

itance. Let it stand for universal civilization.

This is but a small and crowded planet, now that science

has brought its ends together by her great inventions.

Neither States nor nations can longer dwell to themselves.

An irrepressible conflict is on between barbarism and civili-

zation.

Through human imperfection much that must be done

may seem harsh and cruel. Much that has happened doubt-

less was so to our aborigines; but for all that we must look

forward and not backward, and walk boldl}- in the paths of

progress.

Now, for their bearing upon ni}' story. Let me speak

briefly of two matters of histor}'.

Mr. Charles Francis Adams, in a recent address, has

pointed out that it is due to General Lee that at Appomattox,

in April, 1S65, a surrender of the Confederate army was

made, instead of the struggle being prolonged into a guerrilla

war, such as has been recently seen in South Africa. This

action does, indeed, place Lee iipon an exalted plane. And it

fortunatel}' happened that his rival actor in this great drama

was General Grant, a brother graduate of the Military

Academy.

Our Alma Alater ma}- cherish the record of that day, when

two of her sons, having each written his name so high in the

annals of war, now united to turn the nation into the paths

of peace. For General Grant, who has been proudly called

by his victorious army "Unconditional Surrender" Grant,

now seemed only to seek excuses to spare the Confederates
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every possible mortification and to save them from individual

losses, even at the expense of his own Government.

His example was immediately followed b}' every man in

his ami}-, down to the humblest teamster Time fails me to

describe the friendliness, courtesy, and generosity with which

the whole victorious ami}- seemed filled. The news of the

surrender and its liberal terms was recei^•ed evervwhere with

similar feelings of generous conciliation. In proof it is onlv

necessarv to refer to the earlv negotiations between Sherman

and Johnston. President Lincoln also fully shared these

feelings and even planned for the South financial compensa-

tion for its loss of propert}' by the emancipation of its slaves.

Thus for six days—from April 9 to 14—there was ever}-

prospect that reconstruction would be accomplished in the

spirit manifested b}- Grant and under the direction of Lin-

coln, who, without her knowledge, was at that time the

South's most powerful friend. Oiir treatment would have

been not less liberal than that we have just seen accorded b}-

the British to the Boers.

Oh! the pity of it! That this spirit of peace and good

will could not have been permitted to spread over the whole

country and influence the breasts alike of both victors and

vanquished.

By the fatuous act of an assassin, in a moment, this fair

vision was shattered, and in its place, and without fault upon

her part, there was invoked against the prostrate South a

whirlwind of rage and resentment. Indeed, it is due to the

restraint put upon the political leaders of the North by Gen-

eral Grant that the death of Lincoln did not mark for the

South the beginning of greater woes than those of the war

itself. There resulted many years of bitterness and estrange-

ment between the sections, retarding the growth of national

spirit, and 3'ielding but slowly even to the great dailj^ object

lesson of the development of our country.
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But at last, in the fullness of time, the stars in their

courses have taken up the work! As in 1865 one wicked

hand retarded our unification b}- the murder of Lincoln, so

in 1898 another assassin, equalh- wicked and equally stupid,

b}' the blowing up of the Ulaine, has given us a common

cause and made us at last and indeed a nation in the front

rank of the world's work of civilization, with its greatest

problems committed to our care.

But there is still one thing more to be said.

Was all our blood shed in vain? Was all the agon)-

endured for the lost cause but as water spilt upon the sand?

No! A thousand times, no!

W^e have set the world record for devotion to a cause.

We have given to our children proud memories, and to

histor}' new names, to be a theme and an inspiration for

unborn generations. The heroes of future wars will emu-

late our Lees and Jacksons.

We have taught the armies of the world the casualties

to be endured in battle.

And the qualities of heart and soul developed both in

our women and men, in the stress and strain of our povertj'

and in the furnace of our affliction, have made a worthier

race, and have already borne rich reward in the building

up of our countr}'.

But abo\-e and beyond all, the firm bonds which to-daj'

hold together this great nation could never have been

wrought b}- debates in Congress. Human evolution has not

3'et progressed so far.

Such bonds must be forged, welded, and proved in the heat

of battle and must be cemented in blood. Peace congresses

and arbitrations have never j-et given birth to a nation, and

this one had to be born in nature's way.

So much for the attitude of the South and the steps

through which it has been reached.
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But bear with me yet a little, for I can not leave the

thoughts and memories evoked by my theme without some

reference to a few among the great figures who moved amid

those scenes, lest my story should seem to you as one of

Hamlet with Hamlet left out.

And Love, where death has set its seal,

Nor age can chill, nor rival steal,

Nor falsehood disavow

Shall I name to you at once the Confederate hero who

deserves the highest pedestal, who bore the greatest privations

and contributed most freely of his blood to win every \ictory

and resist every defeat? I name the private soldier. Practi-

cally without pa}', and on half rations, he enlisted for life or

death and ser\'ed out his contract. He did not look the fight-

ing man he was. He was lean, sunburnt, and bearded ; often

barefoot and ragged. He had neither training nor discipline,

except what he acquired in the field. He had only antiquated

and inferior arms, until he captured better ones in battle. He
had not even military ambition; but he had one incentive

which was lacking to his opponents, brave and loyal as they

were. He was fighting for his home. From the time of

Greece to that of South Africa all history attests the stimulus

of the thought of " home" to the soldier fighting for it. And

if some 3'oung militarj^ scientist among your bright boys can

formulate an equation to express the battle power of an army

I am sure he will find the thought of " home " to be the factor

in it with highest exponent. So there was nothing anom-

alous about the fighting of our army. We fought for our

homes under men that we loved and trusted. This brought

out the best in every individual, whether private or general.

Upon our President, Jefferson Davis, there fell from the

necessity of his prominent position not onl}- defeat, but

obloquy, and woes too many to enumerate. History, ho\\--

ever, will do him justice as having been most worth}' to
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represent lis, whether as a man, a statesman, or a soldier.

And as an}- compromise of the issues at stake would have

onl_v carried with it the seeds of another war, the nation is

to be congratulated that to his high courage and devotion

to his cause no compromise was possible.

And how, now shall I speak to 3-011 of the great Lee

whom it was an education to know? Never elated and

never depressed, but always calm and audacious in reliance

iipon himself and his troops, who in their turn relied upon

him and loved him unto death.

Of stern and grave Stonewall Jackson, trusting only in

the god of battles and in the righteousness of his cause,

but winning bv the fierce courage his personalit}- inspired.

Of Joseph E. Johnston, master of strateg}^ in the great

game of war, whose brain was "Reason's self-encased in

bone."

Of Beauregard, who won Bull Run by his personal tenacitj-

and with such science and skill defended Sumter and

Petersburg.

Of Longstreet, whom Lee called his "old war horse," doing

heavy work on &\&x\ field from Bull Run to Appomattox.

Of A. P. Hill, whose name was last on the lips of Lee upon

his deathbed, and of Jackson when he "crossed over the river

to rest in the shade of the trees."

Of genial, dashing Stuart, alwaj-s ready for any venture

and sanguine of success, who took up the battle left unfin-

ished b}- Jackson's fall and carried it to its brilliant end.

Of gifted Hampton, our Chevalier Bayard, with his saber-

scarred face, \\\\o ser\-ed his State as effectively in peace as

he had done in war, and " alwa3-s bore without abuse the

grand old name of gentleman."

Of Hood, with his one leg and crippled arm, under whom

the Texans loved to fight.
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Of good old Ewell also with his one leg and bald head and

lustrous woodcock ej-e, who belie\'ed fighting to be the sole

business of a soldier.

Of Earl}-—whose unreconciled spirit is perhaps still raid-

ing up and down the valle}^—and a thousand others whose

forms and faces throng upon ni}' memor}^, and whose names

history has inscribed upon her Roll of Honor.

It were a shorter task to tr}- and enumerate the great fields

of battle made historic by their valor.

Dolorous and bootless Antietam is conspicuous as the

bloodiest single day in the annals of this continent.

Pickett's charge at Gettysburg was the brilliant culmina-

tion of a school of attack, which has forever passed awa}' with

the advent of modern arms.

But Jackson's valle}' campaign will always illustrate the

correct principles of strategy, however weapons ma}' be

altered or improved.

Wilderness and SpottS3dvania, where the Federal arm}- in

eight days suffered more casualties than befell in all the wars

from the discovery of America to i860, were but the initial

combats of what should be called the one great " Battle of

Grant and Lee," begun on the Rapidan on May 4, 1864,

and fought without pause until ended at Appomattox on April

9, 1865, eleven months and six days. History has scarcely a

parallel for such supreme display- of battle power upon each

side.

At its opening Grant marshaled 122,146 men, and 61,274

followed Lee. In its progress ever}^ available reenforcement

was called in b}' each side, the Confederates even robbing the

cradle and the grave to repair their wasting ranks.

At its end, the Federal losses had reached a total of 124,390.

The Confederate losses can never be known, for their arm}-

was wiped out of existence, and no reports were possible.
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But the final act was the surrender of 28,356 Confederates to

a force of 100,000—immediatel}' about them—a million men

being in arms on the Union side. And so did time permit,

lessons could be learned and stirring events be depicted from

the memories of innumerable other scenes.

But I prefer to leave the picture as it stands. We did not

go into our cause; we were born into it. We fought it out to

its remotest end and suffered to the very utmost its djang

aches and pains. They were rich in compensations and have

proven to be onlj^ the birth pangs of a new nation, in whose

career we are proud to own and to bear a part.

And to our Alma Mater, who taught us not the skill to

unravel conflicting political creeds, not

—

that acumen to divide

A hair twixt south and southwest side

—

but rather to illustrate b}' our lives manh^ courage and loyalty

to convictions, we commend the record of

—

The old Confederate veteran, we know him as he stands

And hstens for the thunder of the far-off battle lands.

He hears the crash of musketrj-, the smoke rolls like a sea,

For he tramped the fields with Stonewall and he climbed the

heights with Lee.

The old Confederate veteran, his life is in the past,

And the war cloud, like a mantle round his rugged fonn is cast.

He hears the bugle calling o'er the far and mystic sea.

For he tramped the fields with Stonewall and he climbed the

heights with Lee.



ADDRESS BY MAJOR E. J. McCLERNAND, 12TH U. S. CAV-

ALRY (U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, 1870).

Veteran of the Spanish-American War.

MR. PRESIDENT and Fellow-Graduates: The

gallant and distinguished officer in whom all Ameri-

cans take pride as a man, a soldier, and a general, J. Franklin

Bell, who was first requested to respond as a veteran of the

Spanish-American war, was unable to accept. His gal-

lantry, experience, and soldiery qualities are still needed in

the Philippines, and while we regret his absence, we can

not but recognize its necessity.

Since the close of the civil war the country had enjoyed

thirty-three years of peace. The end of that great struggle

found the people tired of war; and, in the mad race for wealth

that followed, the military profession and preparation no longer

interested them. Until the early eighties the Navy suffered

as much, if not more, from this neglect than the Army. About

this time, however, a few wise and farseeing men were able

to lay the foundation for a new Navy. The naming of vessels

after cities and States created a local interest in different war

ships, which grew as the number of vessels increased, and it

is fair to say the Navy had become a favorite with the public

before the war with Spain. The Army was less fortunate;

appropriations were grudgingly given, legislation for the de-

sired reorganization could not be had, an antagonistic feeling

toward the regiilar establishment was entertained by many

interested in the National Guard, and it must be admitted

the Army of the United States struggled on for a number

of years under a heavy load of difficulties. Fortunately the

(87)
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interest and zeal of the great mass of the regular officers were

not cooled by the indifference of the people, and the years

ininiediatelv preceding the Spanish-American war were replete

with study, and as far as circumstances would permit, with

practice assimilated to the conditions of war. It was because

of these preparations persistently pursued in the face of ob-

stacles well-nigh insurmountable and often disheartening that

the little army we sent to Santiago de Cuba was able to render

so good an account of itself, and to justly- claim and to receive

from the country an acknowledgment of the constancy of pur-

pose and gallantr}' under hardship that merited and achieved

success.

That war would come was written during the winter of

1897-98 in letters so large that he who ran might read,

and yet those always eager to proclaim from the housetops

that the days of war have passed, and that a high court of

arbitration will henceforth settle disputes between nations,

made themselves conspicuous throughout the winter, even

after the destruction of the Maine, and in fact until war

became an accomplished fact.

To permit a country to drift into war in such a way is a

crime. What are the facts as regards needed supplies? Even

the most important—rifles, ammunition, and ocean trans-

portation—were lacking, for it was evident the latter would

be speedil}' needed unless our land forces were to act simpl}'

on the defensive.

On ]\Iarch 9 Congress appropriated $50,000,000 "for

national defense." Observe this was for defense; and the

President confined its expenditure within that limitation.

From this fund allotments were made for the War Depart-

ment as follows: Ordnance, about $10,000,000; Engineer,

$5,500,000, both amounts mainly for coast defenses. The

Quartermaster's Department got but $500,000, the Medical

$20,000, and the Signal Corps $226,000. Howe\'er, when
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the declaration of war came, April 25, although it said war

had existed since the 21st, the larger part of the Regular

troops had been concentrated in Southern camps, man}'

torpedoes and mines had been placed in various harbors, and

the work of placing our seacoasts in a suitable state of

defense, which had been lagging for 3'ears because of the

lack of suitable appropriations, was rapidly and materiall}'

advanced.

The War Department had been imable to do anj'thing in

the wa}- of accumulating material for offensive action. The

arsenals and private establishments were working to their

full capacity da}- and night, turning out guns, carriages,

powder, etc., for the seacoast, but while every sane and prac-

tical man knew war was inevitable, it was decided the War
Department could not purchase or even contract for an}-

material outside of that for "national defense." Thus no

accumulation of material was permissible for that arm-\- of

volunteers upon which Congress and the people have repeat-

edly said this country must rely in the event of war. Here

is food for serious reflection. Are we likely to have a longer

notice of the outbreak of hostilities on another occasion, and

will the sentiment of the country ever be more united in

demanding war? All can recall how the people, as well as

the press, insisted on the liberation of Cuba, and those of us

who traveled with troops from the heart of the continent to

the selected camps of concentration will never forget the wild

enthusiasm of men and women, whose faces showed that our

forward movement had their ardent approval and that the

men behind the guns had the hearts of the people behind

them. Ever}- soldier going to the front felt in a pronounced

degree this remarkable heart beat of the nation. It was the

apotheosis of patriotism, the magnificent spectacle of a nation

aroused, not given to all men to see, but once witnessed,

never forgotten.
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The hearts of the people went out to their soldiers, and

could an arm}' but carry into battle the impassioned emotions

that filled the minds of the troops as they were cheered on to

the front, it would be invincible. The people so long indif-

ferent to military affairs were aroused at last, and their

patriotism swept on like a mighty flood, taxing the ingenu-

ity and energy of those in command to direct it into practical

channels. There is no doubt we entered upon the war

with Spain under conditions peculiarly favorable for organ-

izing and training the volunteer forces, upon which the

country, whether wisely or unwisely, has elected to rely in

the hour of trial, and yet these conditions did not permit

any bureau of the War Department to purchase or even

contract for supplies so soon to be needed b}- the vol-

unteers. Each bureau had provided only enough for the

immediate everyday needs of the regular establishment on a

peace basis.

How can such unpreparedness be avoided in future? It

brought upon patriotic and able men, charged with the

direction of affairs, vituperation and abuse for shortcomings

and evils which it was too late to avert, and for which the}^

were in no way to blame.

The volunteers responded to the President's call with patri-

otic eagerness, but the Department was unable to properly

equip them. There were lacking shoes, blankets, canteens,

tents, trained horses, rifles, a^-e, and even the bullets to

shoot therefrom. It will not answer to say that Congress

must be more far-seeing, must in time of peace prepare for

war. Congress will do just so much and no more than the

people wish. No public sen^ants act, as a rule, more in uni-

son with the wishes of their constituents than do the mem-

bers of our Congress. We must therefore conclude that to

correct the evil under consideration, some means must be

found to arouse the people to the necessities of our profes-
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sion, and not to permit their active support to dela}- until

the enemy is unfurling his banners. To draw something

practical from these lessons, let each soldier, and those who

have been soldiers, resolve to labor untiringly to educate our

fellow-citizens in recognizing the necessity for timely mili-

tar}^ preparation, to make them realize that on another occa-

sion we ma}' be fighting against a foe capable of calling

from us a real effort on land and sea, and that to proceed as

we did ma}- not, indeed, bring ultimate defeat, but humilia-

tion, a useless loss of life, and waste of money.

On another occasion events maj- not permit so leisurely a

preparation as did the war with Spain, where on March 9 we

appropriated $50,000,000 for defense; on April 25 declared

war, and in August had 247,000 men under arms, but the

greater part furnished with an inferior rifle. Previous apath}^

on the part of the people with the resulting reluctant legis-

lation, had borne its fruit, which would have been bitter

indeed had our enemy been England, Germany, or France.

The important Quartermaster's, Commissary, and Medical

departments were denied the opiDortunity of any preparation

until April 23. On that date there was a call for 125,000

volunteers, and on the 26th authority was given to increase

the Regular Ami}- to about 61,000 men. Medical and hos-

pital supplies, clothing, tentage, land and ocean transpor-

tation, all had to be considered and provided for at the same

time. In Ma}- there was a further call for volunteers, and

the wonder is, not that there was confusion, but that we made

such progress as we did. The field of operations due to

Dewey's victory extended half around the globe, and when

the conditions are fairly considered the rapidity with which

our forces were organized, instead of meriting complaint,

should meet with unstinted praise; at all events we did our

best, and are not likely to do better in the near future. In

1861 the first call for troops came as it did in 1S9S, in April.
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In 1S9S we had 247,000 men in the field in August; in 1S61

this number was not reached until November.

Unforeseen movements on the part of the enemy rendered

earl}- offensive action imperative. Fortunately our strength,

or rather Spain's weakness, enabled us to strike hard at

Santiago de Cuba. Dewey had already electrified the coun-

try, and perhaps surprised Europe, by his magnificent \ic-

tory in Manila Bay. His genius, decision, and audacit}^

wrote his name high on the rolls of fame. Like Farragut at

Mobile he did not permit the fear of torpedoes to interpose

between his fleet and that of the enemy, but sailed on to

victor}' and imperishable renown. All honor to him and

to the officers and men who so gallantl}' served with him.

They set a pace that was hard to follow, but the Navy at

home and the Army turned their faces toward Santiago

with a fixed determination to achieve brilliant success.

The reason for the campaign is quickh' told: A Spanish

fleet had unwisely entered the harbor at Santiago, and our

blockading admiral promptly called for the cooperation of

the Ami}' in an attempt to destro}- nearly all of what

remained of Spain's sea power. He asked for 10,000 men.

Fortunately we were enabled to send 815 officers and 16,072

enlisted men.

A few words about Tampa and the preparations incident

to the embarkation there will not be amiss, perhaps, at this

point. A fairly good harbor and its proximit}- to Cuba

determined, in a large measure, the selection of Tampa as a

camp for mobilization. Under the conditions existing when

the Spanish squadron was discovered in Santiago Harbor

Port Tampa was the logical port from which to sail. That

its railroad facilities were inadequate to the demands is cer-

tain, and had we possessed a better appreciation of the lack

of enterprise of the Spanish navy we might well have divided

the Fifth Corps and the troops acting with it and caused
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detachments to sail from several ports, as did General Bates

from Mobile, all to nnite off the sontli coast of Florida. But

we believed then, and reasonably, that the Spaniards would

make a determined attempt to destro}- our transports. This

certainly should ha\e been their policy, and we could not

assume they would not adopt it. The necessity for an

adequate supply of potable water and other sanitary- require-

ments demanded that as the different regiments arrived they

be assigned to camps separated b}- considerable distances

from each other and from Port Tampa. To have placed any

considerable portion of the army at the latter place was not

practicable, however desirable it might have been as an

assistance to speedy embarkation. The railroads from the

North leading directl}' into Tampa were more than suffi-

ciently taxed. The single track on to Port Tampa was

simpl}' swamped. Undoubted!}' a second track was needed,

but for various reasons it was not practicable to build it.

The fact that the facilities were inadequate for embarking

the troops and large quantities of supplies at Port Tampa

was well appreciated at the headquarters of the Fifth Corps.

Suggestions have been heard since as to what might have

been done, but in looking back to that time when sleep and

rest were almost unknown at corps headquarters, I recall

that everyone there, from the commanding general down to

the 3'oungest officer, was ready at all times to accept a good

suggestion. One object, and one onl}', was kept constantly

in view, viz, to obtain the best possible results. Alau}- of the

ideas afterwards advanced had the advantage of what is com-

monly called " hindsight," and reached headquarters too late

to be of practical use.

The various bureaus of the War Department, under the

commanding general, had labored faithfully to fully equip the

volunteers, and yet with their best efforts most of those at

Tampa were not prepared to engage ad\-antageously in a
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campaign. Among other desirable supplies needed, except

perhaps in one regiment, were modern rifles and smokeless

powder. This was the condition when about 7 p. m. on the

evening of Ala}- 30 the following telegram was received at

corps headquarters from Washington: "Admiral Schley

reports that two cruisers and two torpedo boats have been

seen in the harbor of Santiago. Go with 3'our force to cap-

ture garrison at Santiago and assist in capturing harbor and

fleet."

It should be recalled this problem was presented with all

the suddenness of the electric telegraph. The capacity of

the transports fixed a definite limit to the force that could be

taken. There was not sufficient transportation for the cavalr}'

division to participate, unless it went dismounted. It has

ever been a source of satisfaction to me that I was in position

to speak earnestlj' on this subject to one in authority, and to

point out we were trained and dail}- practiced in fighting on

foot, and that the dismounted cavalr}- could operate as so

much additional infantry, armed with a modern weapon,

which would be equally as good as the rifle in the broken

and wooded countr}- around Santiago. This view was not

accepted without protest by some of our cavalr}' friends, who

contended sitch action, even if temporary, would deal that arm

a serious blow. It was, however, necessary to go dismounted

or to stay at home. The results proved the wisdom of the

course adopted.

The necessary orders designating the troops to participate

and the supplies to be taken were, if I remember correctly,

completed about i a. m. on the 31st, and sleepy orderlies were

awakened to dispatch the orders to their several destinations

and to start the machinery of the campaign of Santiago. It

was proposed to take the Fifth Army Corps, three divisions,

commanded by Kent, Lawton, and Snyder; a battalion of

engineers, a detachment of the Signal Corps, five squadrons
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of cavalry, under special instructions; four light batteries and

two batteries of heavy artillery.

As we were reasonabl}- certain to have to la}- siege to San-

tiago, and the result of the approaching naval battle covild not

be foreseen with certainty, prudence called for a large quan-

tit}- of supplies. The limited railroad transportation, and the

inadequate facilities at Port Tampa for embarkation, made it

simply impossible to accomplish the work with the dispatch

desired, and when on the e\-ening of June 7 orders came to

sail at daybreak, with not less than 10,000 men, confusion

and irritating delays were unavoidable. Snj'der's division,

armed with the Springfield rifle and sxipplied with black pow-

der, and which was 3'et materialh- lacking in training and

equipment, was ordered to remain at Tampa, and the dis-

mounted cavalry was increased from five to twelve squadrons.

The wharf at Port Tampa was too small for the speedv

embarkation of so many troops, and as the regiments had to

be assigned in haste to \essels, undoubtedl}- there was lack-

ing that clockwork precision which is desirable in militarv

movements, but to obtain which, time must be given to care-

full}' arrange details, mone}- must be expended to secure con-

veniences, and officers and men instructed in what is expected

of them. Three months later the reembarkation of the

army at Santiago was much more systematic, although it was

practically an ami}- of sick men, and a }ear later I saw sev-

eral thousand troops embarking at the same time in San

Francisco. There the desired precision had then been

obtained, time had permitted ships to be properl}- arranged to

receive troops and their supplies, conveniences had been pro-

vided, and profiting b}- the experience of 189S, a board of offi-

cers was convened in the fall of that year and carefully worked

out very satisfactory transport regulations, and what had been

difficult at Tampa was an eas\' problem in San Francisco.

Of course there was little rest for anyone belonging to the

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 7
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expedition on the night of the 7th and 8th and the next

day. Perhaps my experience was that of nian\-. I recall

rising at 5 a. ni. on the 7th and not l3"ing down, or even

closing my eyes, until 10 p. m. on the 8th. Then we were

aboard our transports, some of which liad already' passed to

the lower bay. Officers in the headquarters ship, the Segu-

ranca had retired for a much-needed rest when, about half

past 10, I was awakened and handed an alarming dispatch

about the close proximitj' of a Spanish fleet, which was after-

wards called "the phantom fleet." At this time our only

naval protection was a few small vessels, for the larger war

ships were to join us later. There was nothing to do but to

recall with the utmost haste the transports alread}- passing

to the lower bay.

"The phantom fleet" delayed our sailing until the 14th.

These six days would have been ver}- valuable had thev

been given to us to move the ami}- from Tampa to Port

Tampa and to embark it. As stated, we sailed with Si

5

officers and 16,072 enlisted men, including General Bates's

brigade. In the latter there was one squadron of the Second

Cavalry, the only mounted troops accompanying the expedi-

tion. With the exception of one dismounted regiment of

volunteer cavalry, armed with the Krag-Jorgensen carbine,

and two regiments of volunteer infantrj-, armed with the

Springfield and provided with black powder, the entire force

was taken from the Regular Arnu'.

As will be remembered b}- many here, the sailing of the

fleet was an inspiring sight. The necessary orders for dis-

embarkation were prepared en route, but before issuing the

same the commanding genefal thought well to consult with

Admiral Sampson and General Garcia. This was done, and

the advisability of disembarking at Daiquiri was confirmed.

I do not recall it was necessary to change in any respect the

general order previously prepared. Those who were present
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will never forget the lively cannonade on the morning of the

2 2d by the Navy of the hills about Daiquiri as a precaution

against possible attack by a hidden enemy upon the troops

landing in small boats. The coast was rocky and precipitous

and the sea was somewhat rough, but the ami}-—nearl}-

17,000 men and officers—was landed at Daiquiri and Sib-

oney, 8 miles nearer to Santiago, with the loss of only two

men, and by the evening of the 24th disembarkation was

practically complete.

The orders for June 24 contemplated General Lawton's

division taking a strong defensive position on the Santiago

road a short distance beyond Sibonej-. Kent, who disembarked

at the latter place, was to occupy it and its environments;

Bates was to take ])osition in support of Lawton, while

Wheeler's division was to remain on the road between

Siboney and Daiquiri. These positions were to be held until

the disembarkation of the troops and transportation was com-

pleted and a reasonable supply of subsistence stores and

forage landed. However, one brigade of the cavalry di^ision

passed beyond Lawton on the night of the 23d and 24th

and became engaged next morning with a Spanish force

intrenched near Las Guasimas, about 3 miles beyond Siboney

on the road to Santiago. The plans of the brigade com-

mander were skillfully prepared, and after a very gallant

attack the enemy was driven from his position. While the

ami}' commander did not desire or intend that this engage-

ment should take place at this time, nevertheless victory is

always welcome, and this one gave us a camp ground in a well-

watered countr}' nearer the enemy. It resulted in hurrying

the troops to the front before the desired supplies were landed

and before the transportation was in order to work to the best

advantage, adding in this way somewhat to the discomfort

of the command.

Earnest and untiring efforts were continued to unload the
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necessar}- laud transportation and subsistence supplies. The

officers in charge of this work showed both ability and zeal,

and no one who was not imniediateh' connected with this part

of the problem can properly appreciate the difficulties encoun-

tered and the labor performed.

On June 29 information reached the commanding general

that Pando, with 8,000 reenforcements for the Santiago garri-

.son, was eu route from Manzanillo. The letter giving this

information was handed to me by General Shafter with the

remark, "What do 3-ou think?" I replied, "We can not

fight too soon." This was also his opinion, although he full}-

appreciated the ami}- was lacking in many comforts and that

more complete preparations might be made if the attack was

delayed; but we were in a sickly climate; the one narrow and

difficult trail available to bring forvvard supplies might be

rendered impassable at au}- time by the copious rains; a storm

might drive the transports to sea with the great bulk of our

supplies and temporarily force the Navy to uncover the

mouth of the harbor, and finall}- a verv considerable reen-

forcement was en route to the enemy. Under these condi-

tions it was determined to give battle.

On June 30 the commanding general in person recounoit-

ered the enemj-'s position. From the hill upon which

Grimes's battery- afterwards took position the citv was in full

view, and also the intrenchments on San Juan Hill and the

country- about El Cane}- lying to the right as we looked

toward the city. The roads were little better than bridle

paths until the San Juan River and El Caney were reached.

At the latter place the Spaniards had a strong outpost, and it

was important to them as holding the road to Guantanamo,

where they had a considerable force, and from it the}- could

easily assail the flank and rear of any troops attacking San

Juan Hill. The attack at El Caney was assigned to Lawton,

who thought he could capture it in two hours, and then move
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on Santiago and join the right of the cavalry division, which,

with Kent's, was to advance on San Jnan Hill via El Pozo.

All this was explained to the division commanders at a con-

ference at Corps Headquarters on the afternoon of the 30th.

The remainder of the afternoon and night was devoted to

moving the troops forward and to other preparations for

attack. Bates's brigade at Siboney was ordered forward.

At 3 o'clock on the morning of July i I entered the tent

of the commanding general. He said he was ill and feared

he would not be able to participate as activelv in the battle

as he had anticipated and desired. He then asked several

questions and gave some directions. Over-exertion in the

intense heat of the sun the day before had broixght on a

severe and painful, although not a serious, illness. It gives

me pleasure to bear witness to the indomitable will General

Shafter showed to keep in touch with e\-ents and the persist-

ence with which he held, while suffering, to the work laid

out, and it is also ni}- pleasure, as well as mv dutv, to sav that

physical weakness did not turn him from his course or in the

least shake the courage of his convictions.

Early morning of July i found Lawton in position to

attack at El Cane}-, and Sumner, in temporar}- command of

the cavalry division, in the vicinity of El Pozo, near which

the head of Kent's division had arrived. Bates was well on

his way to the front.

Lawton's artillery opened a quarter after 6, and on that

part of the field the action soon became general, and was

hotly contested. The enemy's defense was gallant in the

extreme. He had shown lack of aggressiveness during our

disembarkation and advance, but there was no discount on his

fighting behind intrenchments. Two hours passed, and

although the rattle of small arms told that Lawton was

fighting hard, there was no indication he would soon be ready

to fulfill the second part of his programme—that is, to unite
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with the cavalry division; but there was grave danger that

further dela}' on the left might enable the enemy to concen-

trate at El Cane}- and beat him before the balance of the

arm}- w-as in position to attack. To prevent this possible

contingenc}- Sumner was directed to move forward at once,

cross the San Juan River and deploy to the right, with his

left resting near the Santiago road; and later, when Kent

arrived at El Pozo, the enemy's position, intrenchments, and

blockhouse on San Juan hill—all of which were in plain

view—were pointed out to him. Grimes already understood

the blockhouse was to be his first target. Kent was told that

after crossing the river he would deploy to the left, with his

right resting near the Santiago road. At 8. 20 Grimes was

ordered to open. His fire was effective, and the eneni}- were

seen running away from the vicinitj- of the blockhouse.

This fire was soon returned and with some effect. Grimes's

range was about 2,500 3-ards.

The road from El Pozo to the San Juan River, about a

mile, was narrow and so overgrown in places it was difficult

for a column of fours to pass. The advance was painfull}-

slow, and it was only at this time that I, and perhaps others,

had any apprehension as to the result. With the troops

once across the river, there never was, either that day or the

next, any good reason to doubt ultimate success.

While this unsatisfactory progress was being made in front

of El Pozo the action at El Caney was still earnest, and as

Bates had reported in person to General Shafter he was

ordered about 10 a. m. to proceed with his brigade to El

Caney and render such assistance as might be practicable.

This he did most effectively, and, although he had marched

much of the night before and had passed the greater part of

the day in marching and fighting, midnight of the ist and

2d found him in position to protect the extreme left of

Kent's di\ision, where his arrixal was most opportune.
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To return again to El Pozo, it will be recalled the long-

ranged rifles of the Spaniards enabled them to kill and wound

a number of our men as the column of fours was moving

slowly forward. At this time Kent and Sumner were ordered

to push forward with all possible haste and place their troops

in position to engage the eneni}-. General Wheeler had

come up in the meantime, and after the enemy's position and

our points of attack were pointed out to him he went forward

to join his command.

A short distance before reaching the river the road forked,

and upon arriving at this point the First Division (Kent's)

was able to move more rapidl}-, the greater part following

the left-hand branch, and, crossing the stream, formed for

attack directh- in front of San Juan Hill. During this

formation the Third Brigade (Wikoff's) suffered severel}-,

and its gallant leader fell mortalh- wounded; then Worth

and Liscum, to whom the command fell in turn, were

wounded. The movement continued, however, and the

troops were now rapidl}' formed for attack.

Sumner formed, as ordered, to the right of the Santiago

road and struck the enemy near the stream, on what was

afterwards called Kettle Hill. Here a fierce conflict took

place, and the enemy was onlv driven back after the utmost

gallantry on the part of our officers and men. While

Wheeler's division found the Spaniards close b}' at Kettle

Hill, Kent had a wide bottom in his front, which led directlv

to the foot of the San Juan Hill, along the crest of which the

eneni}' was strongly intrenched. Nothing daunted, the gal-

lant men of both divisions pushed on under heavv loss to

dri\e the Dons from their chosen position. Officers whose

names we honor and will ever hold dear laid down their lives

in cheering their men on to close with the foe, and to the

living none but words of praise are due. \\'e will not partic-

iilarize, but will content ourselves with saj'ing that words

oiBRARY
TjNIVE'RSr'^Y OF CA.LIFOBNiA

gAUJA BAiiJBAJEA
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fail to do justice to the gallant regimental officers and their

heroic men, for, while the generals had placed them in posi-

tion, it was, after all, the intrepid bravery of the subordinate

officers and men that carried our colors to the crest of San

Juan and thus sealed the fate of Santiago.

As the long line struggled up the steep hill, part halting

here and there to iire, and then again rushing on, the gen-

eral effect was that of a uniform advance. It resembled a

blue ribbon, one end flung out from the hand and fluttering

in a gentle breeze, one moment some points of this blue

line were a little in advance, only to be overtaken and passed

by portions a moment before in the rear. An Attache of

one of the great powers, speaking more to himself than to

me, said, "The world never saw better troops," and he was

right.

The enthusiasm of battle thrills the mind e\-en in after

days, but the battlefield also leaves painful memories. It

will not be inappropriate to mention here an incident that

painfullv affected me. Four soldiers were seen bearing a

man on a litter ; his face was covered b}- a bloody cloth ; he

was motionless, and I thought perhaps dead. A friend was

walking bv his side, and in answer to my look of inquiry

said, "No, he is not dead, but if he lives, he will never

see." The bloody bandage covered the face of one we meet

to-day with pride and pleasure, and with congratulations

that sight was not taken from him. I speak of the distin-

guished Superintendent of this Academy.

We can not dwell long upon the siege of Santiago. The

morning of the 2d found Wheeler and Kent intrenched on

San Juan Hill. Bates was perfecting his position on the

left, and Lawton was forming on the right of the cavalry-.

Diiring the 2d the battle continued at intervals with more or

less furv, but our troops held fast to what they had gained,

and two additional regiments of volunteers arrived. By the
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night of the 2d the aniij^ was ready to begin a systematic

siege, and the next morning the Spanish fleet that had been

lying in the harbor for weeks practically undisturbed put to

sea. We were told Admiral Cervera had said "it was better

to die fighting than to sink his ships." Before going, how-

ever, his naval forces had rendered very able assistance in

the trenches, and in turn sustained considerable loss. The

news of the great naval victory that followed was enthusias-

tically recei\ed by our troops. Like the battle of Manila

Bay, it was complete and cast imperishable renown upon our

Navy, of which the Array was justly and enthusiastically

proud. This victory was the deathblow to Spanish power in

the Western Hemisphere. It will be recalled General

Shafter's orders of IMaj' 30 were: "Go with your force to

capture garrison at Santiago, and assist in capturing harbor

and fleet." The garrison and harbor fell to the Army in due

time, and when it is remembered Cervera had been at San-

tiago for weeks, and left a few hours after the Army had

completed its concentration in front of the city, can it be said

that the Armv did not do its full share in capturing the

fleet? Certainly, if the Army had not been at Santiago,

there is no reason to believe the crushing defeat that fell to

the Spanish squadron would have occurred on July 3. It

must then be admitted that the Army at least hurried that

very desirable end.

At 8.30 a. m., before Cervera sailed, a step was taken that

had a decided bearing on the siege of Santiago. A demand

was made on the Spaniards to surrender. Substantial

results were hoped for from this demand, and were realized,

for although they declined to comply at the time, hostilities

practically ceased, and it was quite evident the eneni}'^ was

ready to quit as soon as he could do so with honor.

Our Army could not, however, escape hardships in the

trenches under a tropical sun and rain that fell in torrents;
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it was lacking, too, in comforts and conveniences, which could

not be supplied. In a sickh' climate disease attacked our

unacclimated troops, and ere they sailed for Montauk Point

it was indeed an army of invalids. Toral's surrender enabled

us to select better camps, but the change came too late to

restore health.

The formal surrender, whicli included the district and

24,000 troops, took place between the lines on the 17th, each

arni}^ being represented by 100 men.

The campaign of Santiago was one of constant toil and

hardship, but more was garnered than we were sent to gather.

The Army carried itself in a manner deserving the admira-

tion and unstinted praise of the nation. It fought gallanth-

and hung on persistently, though disease continued the

deadh' work the bullet began. As was said while we were

camping among the beautiful hills about the city, all who

"participated in the campaign, battle, and siege of Santiago

de Cuba, will recall with pride the gallant deeds accom-

plished, and ^nll hold one another dear for having shared

great suffering, hardships, and triumphs together; all max-

well feel proud to inscribe on their banners the name

'Santiago de Cuba."'

This surrender practically terminated Spain's efforts in the

West Indies; but on a far field, in the Orient, IMerritt, with

10,000 men, had gone to hold what Dewey's genius had

brought us.

With our present knowledge we realize a campaign in the

Philippines was almost inevitable, but it may surprise man}',

as it certainly did me, to see a statement from ex-Secretar}-

Alger that our Government had decided to send an arm}- of

occupation to the Philippines before the receipt of the news

of Dewey's victorv. This information came on the "th of

May, and as earh- as the 4th orders were given for the assem-

bling of western \-olunteers at San Francisco intended for the
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Philippines as part of a plan " in further prosecution of the

measures adopted b}- this Government for the purpose of

bringing about honorable and durable peace with Spain."

General Alerritt's selection to conduct this campaign met

with the approval of the entire country, and no doubt existed

as to his ability to execute successfulh- this novel expedition

that was to carry our flag to the \&vy doors of China, seven

thousand miles from home.

San Francisco afforded every con\enience for mobilizing,

supplj'ing, and embarking an ami}-. The railroad facilities

were excellent and harbor accommodations ample. As a

result the difficulties experienced at Tampa were not encoun-

tered at San Francisco. The troops, designated as the Eighth

Corps, sailed in seven expeditions from May until October,

but onl}- three arrived in time to participate in the siege of

Manila. Those three were commanded by Anderson, Greene,

and ^MacArthur, in the order named, and comprised 470

officers and 10,464 men. General Merritt accompanied the

third expedition and arrived in Alanila Bay July 25. He
found Anderson and Greene encamped with approximately

6,000 men at Cavite and on the beach about 3 miles south

of Manila. The presence of our victorious war ships of

course gave protection to this small force confronted by an

eneui}- more than twice their number. The situation was

made even more difficult by the attitude of the armed Fili-

pinos under Aguinaldo. Just what their course and preten-

sions would be was uncertain, but their presence demanded

from the commanding general the exercise of great tact.

For various reasons their services were not desired, and yet

their enmity was to be avoided.

The major part of General MacArthur's troops arrived

July 31, but on account of the high surf they were unable

to land until the 7th of August.

The Spanish position at Manila was both naturall}- and
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artificially strong against a land attack. The old or walled

city, in the form of a quarter of a circle, is washed on the

west and southwest by the waters of the bay. On the

north the deep Pasig River divides it from the new city,

and on the east and south it was siirrounded b}- thick walls

and moats. One and one-half miles to the south the Span-

iards had built intrenchments covering the roads leading

to Cavite. These works extended from Fort San Antonio-

Abad, on the bay, southwest to blockhouse No. 14, nearly

a mile. In rear of these was a second line of trenches,

extending from Malate to Cingalon. The country south

of the first-mentioned intrenchment was almost impassable

for troops except along the beach and on two roads—the

Calle Real, running near the beach, and the Pasay road,

parallel to the first and about half a mile west. Facing

the Spanish breastworks at a distance of about three-

quarters of a mile, the insurgents had intrenched from the

beach to the Calle Real.

General Greene was empowered to arrange with the Fili-

pinos to permit our troops to pass their line to intrench

nearer the enem^-. These delicate negotiations were accom-

plished successfully, and on the night of July 30 he threw up

breastworks about 100 yards beyond those occupied by the

Filipinos, and of course that much nearer the eneni)-. The

next night the Spaniards opened fire on Greene's new posi-

tion, which was held hy a small force. The enemy's fire was

heav}- and our loss was 10 killed and 43 wounded.

This was the Army's baptism of fire in the Philippines,

and it acquitted itself most creditabl3^ The proportion of

Regulars to Volunteers in the Eighth Corps w-as very small,

but the latter had put their time to good use and they showed

to advantage in their first fight. The fire from the enemy's

trenches was renewed on the ist, 2d, and 5th of August.

The American losses for the four nights were i s killed
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and 53 wounded, but the preparations were not snfiBciently

advanced to permit them to take the offensive, and the troops

remained in their trenches, annoyed certain!}-, but in no

way shaken. Upon IMacArthur's disembarkation on the 7th,

Merritt organized his entire force, practically 10,000 men, into

a division under Anderson, with Greene and MacArthur as

brigade commanders.

On the same day, the 7th, the Spanish commander was

informed that operations by land and sea might begin at an}-

time after the expiration of forty-eight hours, and two days

later a demand was made for the surrender of the city. The

Spanish general requested time to submit the question to his

Government, which was refused, and operations for a joint

attack by the Army and Navy were commenced. The attack

on San Antonio Abad was assigned to Greene; that against

block house No. 14 and the works at Cingalon to MacArthur.

The Navy was to assist directly by shelling the trenches near

San Antonio Abad. The attack opened at 9.30 a. m. on the

13th, one day after the signing of the peace protocol, which

was not known at Manila until the i6th.

The enemy were quickly driven into the citv, although thev

held on for a time to Cingalon with considerable obstinacy.

The white flag was soon displayed on the walls, and the arti-

cles of capitulation were signed the next dav. These included

13,000 prisoners and 22,000 modern small arms—certainly a

rich harvest.

If the fighting at Manila was not sanguinary, there was

full scope for and a display of those characteristic American

qualities—self-reliance and audacit}-. These traits have been

bred in our bone for centuries, and are an inheritance from

ancestors, who acquired them in their conquest of a continent.

Merritt and his army were not dismayed by confronting an

intrenched enemy, superior in numbers and better armed

than themselves. These obstacles served to call forth that
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which is greatest in the American character—an indomitable

will to succeed. The story of the achievements of these men

reads like a novel, and reflects credit on them and the countrj-

that sent them on their distant mission.

This surrender practically terminated the Spanish-Amer-

ican war, although the Senate did not recommend the

ratification of the treaty of peace until the 6th of Febru-

ary, 1S99. In the meantime General Alerritt's successor,

General Otis, had to deal with one of the most difl&cult

problems ever presented to a soldier. It was different from

that encountered in Cuba, for in regard to that island our

intentions had been definitely announced, and we possessed

the friendship and had the assistance of the people as far

as their political education permitted them to help. In the

Philippines we found enmity, engendered by the ambitions

of a few designing men working upon the ignorance of

their countrymen. No one could say certainlv what the

fate of the treaty would be concerning those islands.

When the prejudices of the da\- pass awa}-, and the seeker

after truth writes his history, another generation will hold

in high regard the incomparable efforts in the reestablish-

ment of order and government displayed by Elwell S. Otis.

The Spanish-American war belongs to the past. The

pledge we gave ourselves and the world as to Cuba has been

faithfulh' kept and already made good. The deed we set out

to do is an accomplished fact, and well performed. There is

another great work, about which we gave no pledge, and

which was not of our seeking. It came to us as if guided bv

the hand of God, and under His guidance the American

people will do their full duty to those that destiny, or what

3-ou will, brought to them. The audacious soldiers who

served under IMerritt in August, 1S9S, were followed by

another army who have labored well in a great cause. You

ma}' pick flaws, gentlemen, here and there. An armv of
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65,000 men would not be human if that were not possible,

but those of us who have served in the Philippines know well

the grand and good work accomplished b}' our Army. We
know it has not only conducted successfulh^ one of the most

trying guerrilla wars known to the annals of history, but

that while doing this it laid the foundations for civil govern-

ment in that country, and the time will come when the

people of the Philippine Islands, living under the flag planted

by our Regulars and Volunteers, all honor to both, will bless

the day when the first American soldier set his foot on Luzon,

to engage in that long, trying, and often disheartening con-

flict which, in the end, will give the Filipinos good govern-

ment and make them a happy, prosperous, and self-respecting

race. The work of the Army in the Philippines will stand

the test of time, and as we recede from the work its grand

deeds will stand out and its few errors sink ;nto insignifi-

cance. The gallantr}- it has shown, the hardships it has

suffered, the wise and humane acts it has performed, its

labors in reestablishing order and in blazing the way for a

more perfect civil government than the Orient has ever

known, will all show clearly under the searchlight of history

to the honor of the Army and the glory of our country.
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THE CENTENNIAL BANQUET, JUNE 1 1 : RESPONSES TO
TOASTS.

OUR GUESTS.

Br Sir.NOR EdmoNDO Mayor dks 1'lanchk,s, .A.nibas.sa(ior of Italy to the I'niteii

States.

MR. PRESIDENT, Gkntlemkx of thk Cabinet,

Colonel Si'perintendent of the Milit.arv

Academy, Gentlemen: I have the honor, speaking in the

name of your foreign gnests, to thank you heartily for the

kind invitation extended to us, in order that we might partici-

pate in this gathering, which can rightfulh- be considered a

famih' festival, and to thank you also for the generous hospi-

tality you offer to us.

We accepted ^•our invitation with the warm interest we

take in everv American event, l^pon our arrival here, our

natural feeling of curiosit}- was immediately changed to one

of admiration, because everything calls it forth irresistibly,

from the beaut\- of the remarkable location to the minutest

details, as far as revealed to us of this institution, one of the

finest of its kind in the world.

Within these walls uuin\- remembrances of vour history

recur to our minds. We recall that Sherman, the audacious

leader of the "march to the sea;" that McClellan, whose

genius checked the invading armies at Antietam ; that Sheri-

dan, who snatched victory from defeat in the valley of the

Shenandoah, and his adversary. Early ; that Thomas, the

hero of Chickamauga, and his opponent. Hood; that Grant,

(llu)
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the glorious victor, Lee, the glorious vanquished, of the last

battles of the civil war, and many others whose deeds of

valor have filled all lands with wonder, have graduated here.

When an institution has such a glorious past it will have a

similar glorious fiiture.

To m}^ admiration, I confess, was joined at first a certain,

yes, and even a double, surprise—the surprise of finding an

alread}' old institution in ^-our young country and that of

finding mj'self, a man of peace, among warriors. But into

this centennarian Academy passes a spirit of perpetual 3-outh

as these brave and bold generations succeed one another;

and even nonmilitary men, like myself, can appreciate the

immense benefits of such a school, in which you not only

prepare ^-oung men for possible wars, but also give them the

most desirable education that youth can receive in our times,

exercising them in such qualities as are considered the best

in human nature, the most necessary in social life, the most

useful in the citizen of modem States, for the battles of life

and the pursuit of liberty.

I am, for my part, an advocate of military education. I

would wish that every citizen might be trained in a military

school; not so much, of course, for the technical knowledge

he acquires, but for the establishment of his moral character

upon a firm basis.

In a military school youth learns the great virtue of

discipline, and discipline is a condition of order; 3'outh

developes its innate feeling of honor, and honor is a gurantee

of integrity in private and public life, of the fulfillment of

duty in peace as in war; in a militar}^ school youth grows

in an atmosphere where no material interests are concerned,

where self-abnegation, sacrifice, devotion to the country, are

the ideals constantly before the mind.

I profess that a perfectly' good soldier is almost neces-

sarily a good citizen; that a perfectl}^ great soldier is almost
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necessarily a great citizen. The history of your country

could suppl}' many examples of this truth. But what example

could I evoke more opportunely, in this place, in this moment,

than the example of your great Washington, the world does

not know whether greater as a soldier or as a citizen, of

Washington, with whom originated the idea of a military

acadeni}- for his countrj'?

With these sentiments, with this example before us, I beg,

Mr. President and gentlemen, to drink, in the name of your

foreign guests, to the prosperity and greatness of the United

States Military Academ\- of West Point.



AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.

By I>r. Wii.i.iAM R. Hakpp;r, President of the I'liiversity of Chicago.

MR. PRESIDENT, Mr. Superintendent, Gentlemen:

The honor of representing, on this occasion, the

American universities and colleges is indeed a great one.

The high position now universally accorded this particular

factor in our American civilization is attested on the one hand

by the constantly increasing facilities for higher education

provided by the Federal and State governments and b}- corpor-

ations or individuals ; and, on the other, by a demand for the

advantages thus proffered which, up to the present time, has

not been adequatel}' satisfied.

The centennial of the birth of one of these American institu-

tions furnished excellent opportunity not only for rejoicing,

but as well for reflection.

An institution of one hundred years must have in itself

elements of strength, to the existence of which is due the

fact that it has been permitted to enjo}- so long a period of

existence ; and further, these elements of strength, these char-

acteristics, must be worth}' of the consideration of sister insti-

tutions, older and younger, as furnishing ideals of educational

method and policy which have produced splendid results in

one environment, and from which, even under different cir-

cumstances, good may be expected.

What, now, is West Point's message to the educational

world? This is a question not to be answered in a five-

minute speech, and least of all by one whose acquaintance

with the institution is so slight as my own. And 3-et it is

possible to state in few words the great ideas for which the

("3)
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Military Acadeui}- has stood, as these ideas have found

expression on the lips of those who best understand its work.

The first of these is concentration of effort. The purpose

has been a single one, the supreme spirit has been character-

ized by unit}-. No disposition has existed to dissipate the

effort of instructor or student b_v undertaking to do things

other than those directl}- and absolutely involved in the par-

ticular purpose for which the school was founded. Its

definite purpose has never been lost sight of.

Another of these characteristics has been the degree of

thoroughness demanded in the work. Every educator is

compelled to admire that policy- which limits the membership

of the sections arranged for classroom work to 8, lo, or 12

students, and to place in unfavorable contrast with it that

other polic}', so generall}' adopted for financial reasons in all

our institutions, which assigns to the same section for recita-

tion or lecture 40 or 60, or even 100 students. The spirit of

accurac}' developed under conditions which have existed here

at West Point, the high degree of thoroughness thus made

possible, are of inestimable value.

A third characteristic has been the spirit of subordination,

of obedience, engendered in the student. It is true, of course,

that in preparation for a militar}- career such training is

fundamental. But it is to be observed that a large proportion

of the alumni of this institution have entered civil life and

occup}' high positions in the various professions and in the

different fields of business activit}-. Such training has evi-

dently produced satisfactorj- results in all these cases.

I appreciate the fact that the question I am raising touches

vitalh' the most sacred articles in the creed of the modern

educator. I understand that it is to-da}' a piece of pedagog-

ical heterodox}' to look with au}- favor upon an educational

polic}' which is not based upon the idea that the student must

be allowed to follow his own sweet will in selecting his
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courses of stud}-, his hours of study, aud his methods of work.

At the same time, I venture to ask whether in the application

of this modem educational policy we have not gone too far;

whether it has not been applied to fields of work in which it

had no place ; whether, for example, it would not be well for

every bov to have at one stage or another of his development,

a period of discipline at all events similar to that which is

called militar}-.

But this is not the time for a pedagogical discussion.

The universities and colleges of America, one of which is

the United States Military Acadeni}-, have, during the last

quarter of a centur}-, taken many forward steps in connection

with the countrj-'s progress in other departments of its

activit}-. No greater changes have taken place in methods

of commerce, or of transportation, or of communication than

those which have come in methods of higher education.

These changes ma}- be summed up as ( i ) those that have

arisen from a larger sympath}- with life in the world at

large; for the student to-day goes out into the world, instead

of shutting himself away from it; (2) those which have

come from the desire to deal with the student as an individ-

ual and to give free scope to individual development; for it

is in our time that the doctrine of individualism is really

beginning to bear fruitage instate and church; (3) those

which owe their origin to the growth of the spirit of asso-

ciation and cooperation ; for institutions work together now

as the}- did not half a century ago, and from this coopera-

tion beneficent results have grown; (4) those which are

rooted in the effort to take a higher place in the world's

education; for the tide has already begun to turn, and men

are now coming from the Old World to stud}- in American

institutions of learning.

I say that great progress has been made; but much still

remains to be done, and of all that remains nothing is more
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important than that our universities and colleges shall under-

take to do larger work in cultivating the spirit of patriotism.

I do not mean mere "jingoism;" nor do I forget that in

the recent war with Spain college men went forth in great

numbers and with enthusiastic spirit. I have in mind intel-

ligent patriotism ; a patriotism that is deep and soul-stirring;

a patriotism that controls life, and life in time of peace as well

as in time of war.

Let every institution of learning become a seat of right-

eous judgment against iniquit}-, a stronghold of courageous

conviction for truth. Then will virtue rise supreme and the

Kingdom of Heaven have come.



CONGRESS AND ITS RELATIONS TO THE MILITARY
ACADEMY.

By the Hon. David B. Henderson, Speaker of /lie House of Representatives.

[No report of thi.s response has been received.]





THE ARMY.

By Lieut. Oeii. Nelson A. Miles, T'. S. Army.

GENERAL MILES, in speaking to the Ami}-, said in

part: "Our military force has not onl}- been chiefly

instrumental in achieving our independence, but it has been

the vanguard of civilization, the pioneer of our development

and progress, the defender of the home builders, and has

borne our flag in triumph over the battlefields of a century.

"The Army has passed through various stages of expan-

sion and contraction, yet it has gradually grown in strength

and efficiency commensurate with the needs of the nation. It

should never be decreased to that extent that it will become

so weak as to be unable to give adequate support to the civil

government of our countr}-, and at the same time it should

never be expanded to the extent that it might constitute a

menace to our liberties."

"Whether the country shall be prepared or unprepared for

war," he continued, "depends entirel}' on the wish of the

people and the action of Congress. There was not an}- army

or corps of any army on the earth better equipped with

skillful, efficient and experienced officers and brave, intelli-

gent, physically perfect men than our little Arm}' in the

spring of 1898. Yet, with complete equipment for perhaps

10,000 additional men, the Government found itself wholl}'

inadequate tosuppl}' and equip an additional force of 250,000

men in a few da3's or months. In fact, although 52,000

men left the countr}- before the war was o\-er, and even

before a large volunteer force could be properl}' organized,
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instructed and equipped, the regular force was, however, pre-

pared to take the field within twentj'-four hours after receiv-

ing its orders, and was mobilized within five da^-s. Whatever

strength is authorized by Congress, the Arm}- will be main-

tained at the highest state of efiBcienc}-, and will ever be ready

for an}- service or sacrifice that it ma}- be called upon bv its

Government.

"To this end it is essential that its officers shall be thor-

oughly trained in all the art and science of modern and ci\il-

ized warfare. Washington realized the need of experienced

scientific officers, and this institution, conceived and urged

by him, has contributed largely to the efficiency, the skill

and military science that has done so much to bring success

to American arms. Here truth, justice, honor, and moral

courage are maintained as the essential principles governing

those in the military serv-ice, especially those who are to

mold, discipline, instruct, command, and lead the military

forces of our country. This institution, in which Washing-

ton, Scott, and Sherman and their associates were so inter-

ested, has grown from the most primitive condition to one of

great importance, and stands first among the great universi-

ties of the world."



THE NAVY.

By Capt. French E. Chadwick, V. S. Navy.

IN answering for the Navy on snch an occasion as this I

think I can best fill the five minutes to which the

Superintendent so kindly limited me by recognizing what

the Nav}' of to-da}' owes to West Point, which is, in a sense,

our alma mater, as well as 3'our own. Had it not already

existed for many j-ears it is but fair to sa}- that the Naval

Academj' would have been an institution of much later date

than it was. You gave us our first s^'stem of organization,

our regulations, our methods. In fact, West Point had

worked out for us, in the half century preceding the advent

of the Naval Academv, the details which are of such vital

value to a great school, and which stand to-day, to a great

degree, in each unchanged.

And there has been an interlacing of W^est Point names

with the Na\'al Acadeni}' which has reflected honor on

both—that of Mahan, which represents a name honored in

West Point history as well as in the Navy, and, indeed, I

may sav wherever and b\- whomsoever the subject of war is

studied or read.

Another is that of Lockwood, a West Point graduate, who

did so much to start us fair at Annapolis, and to whom the

Navy will always feel a deep indebtedness.

I should like to dwell a few moments on what I hope I

may mention as the increasing unit}' of our two services.

Our English brethren have long had the phrase "The United

(119)
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Service" in clubs and in literature, but in the old days of sail

it was not much more than mere words. Steam has altered

our relationship. A fleet now marches so many miles a da}'

with the same certaint}- as an army. We have our lines of

communications to be preserved in a much more vital sense

than formerl}', and the necessity of this preservation is as

imperative to us as it is to you. With the Army it is chiefly

a matter of its provisions; with the Navy it is coal. Without

the latter we are as helpless as you would be without the

former.

The old-fashioned wa}- of keeping the sea with a fleet

which should be absolutel}- self-supporting for many months

through the supplies it was able to carry is a thing of the

distant past, and we are bound down by this exigency to

certain difficult conditions from which, one may saj^ we were

once almost practicalh' free. We have now to have a con-

stant train of coal ships as you your supply trains, though I

must sav that we still have an advantage in the fact that the

sea offers an infinity of routes from which to select. We
have come also to see that naval strateg}- is twin brother to

that of the Arm}-, and in fact that the army of the sea differs

from the arm}- of the land but little in its needs, its ways,

and in its studies; the essential difference is in the way it is

moved. We have found that naval thought, when it deals

with war problems, must run in the same lines as ^-ours; that

the stud}- of campaigns ashore is almost as essential to us as

of those afloat; that in fact there is a basic similarity in the

w-ays in which we must look at things which must tend of

necessity to the increased good understanding and sympathy

for which we should all strive and hope.

The naval man has, I may say, however, reason to rejoice

that coal is the great necessary about which he must worry,

and not, as in the case of the Army, about what he shall
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eat. This difference was forcibh- brought to my mind in

1898, knowing that nnder the rain clouds which swept every

afternoon over the valleys east of Santiago were thousands

of our men, soaked and unsheltered, with but a rather short

supply of hard-tack and bacon, while the sailor man had a

deck over him and everything he wanted short of beer.

I knew that under these rain clouds, which somehow per-

sistentl}' stuck to the shore and avoided the sea, were a lot

of good fellows, whom I had known man}- a year, who

desen-ed everj-thing and whose discomfort and suffering I

hated to .see. I never was so desirous of sharing with my
fellow-man whatever I had to eat or wear. While 30U were

being drenched in the trenches, Jackie, if he happened to

wear shoes, which was but seldom, was not even allowed to

have wet feet. It may surprise some to know that he is

coddled, so to speak, to this extent; but if there is one thing

ingrained in the naval officer's mind it is to get his men

into dry clothes at the earliest possible moment. Our trop-

ical service has taught us the value of this, as it no doubt

has taught 3'ourselves, only that with lis happily the thing

itself is attainable.

Army grit, however, surmounted the disabilities, and what-

ever damage was done was happily transient. I see man}-

to-night who must compare this festive board with their fare

of four years ago. Their trials left some at least with undi-

minished energy, and it has given us an honored head of

the State and a Commander in Chief whose ardor is as true

and wholesome as when its sphere of activity was San Juan

Hill.

These trials gave also to West Point a superintendent

whose heroic and suffering experience deser\-es all honor,

but they brought with them some mournful memories, the

chief of which, to myself, is associated with the honored name
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of Alichie, beloved of all of us, who bore manfully the grief

which came to him before Santiago. I do not think I can

express a better wish for West Point than that it should con-

tinue the ideal which was embodied in this our old friend

and fellow-soldier. So doing, it shall build in the esteem

and affection of the nation as solidly as its walls now stand

upon the granite of its e\erlasting hills.



THE STAFF AND THE ARMY SCHOOLS.

By Maj. Gen. Henry C. Corbin, U. S. Army.

IN THIS presence it is not necessar}' to set forth in detail

the importance of work of the staff of the Arm}-. Ever\-

one here ixnderstands full well that good work by the man
behind the desk is quite necessar}' to provide efficient men
behind the guns, but in the mind of the public it would be

well if this fact could be better understood. It is from the

staff that all effiicient armies have their being. Laws for the

government of, and appropriations for the creation of an

ami}', are necessary but amount to little until made effective

by staff administration. The recruitment, equipment, and

assembling of men, and their formation into military units, is

but the beginning of staff work. The making of arms and

ammunition for a modern army—think what that alone

means—and of the other machinery that must be put in

motion in supph'ing clothing, camp and garrison equipage,

land and water transportation, subsistence, and pa}', medical

and hospital supplies—-the work of the Engineers and of the

Signal Corps; the latter is but a suggestion for quick commu-

nication and connecting the ami}- with its base of operations.

How many ever stopped to think of all that was necessary

to have General Shafter's arni}^ on its march to Santiago, and

the army of the Philippines, with all its ramifications, always

within speaking distance with Washington. Think of it!

And this was so with General Chaffee and the allied forces

in their ^ictorious march to Pekin; and it was left to our

army to do this and to announce to the world the glorious

victory of that expedition. It was here that the work of

(123)
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our staff called forth the admiration of the older armies

of the world. Our transportation, food, care of the sick and

wounded, the work of our engineers, our arms and ammuni-

tion all were superior to an}- others there. Our soldiers were

as brave as the bravest, and the most intelligent. A foreign

oihcer speaking of them said: "The trouble is that American

soldiers are so intelligent and fine looking it is difficult to

distinguish officers from men."

A high tribute to the efforts of the recruiting service which

last year, for example, developed 148,000 applicants, from

whom only 37,000 were selected as morally, mentally, and

physically fit to be entered apprentices to the trade of the sol-

dier in that t3^pically volunteer bod}- of loyal and patriotic

citizens, the Regular Army, whose recorded history does not

contain the name of a single soldier drafted for its service.

Year b}^ year the}' come in thousands from the people's

best manhood, and to the people they are annually returned

upon graduation from the school of the Ami}- with increased

knowledge and love of country and a quickened sense and

pride of citizenship improved in capacity to perform the man-

ifold duties of that citizenship in peace and war with a lo^-alty

and patriotism faithful even unto death.

Let the graduates of this, the people's great democratic

institution of military- training, be taught to see to it that

ever}' enlisted man and brother in arms, of the thousands

annually graduated from the school of the Army, shall return

to his people and community a better son and citizen because

a master of the soldier's profession in the highest Christian

sense, and with respect for his officers and good will for the

service.

During the war with Spain there was just complaint of

the lack of carefully prepared plans and preparations for

military movements and of the wa}- in which such plans as

were formed were carried into execution; and this complaint
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has often resolved itself into a general criticism of the pres-

ent staff. As a matter of fact, we have not been justly sub-

ject to this criticism, because such organization as would be

properly chargeable with such duties was not provided for

by law. No need is more marked. The remed}^ has been

urged by a bill prepared by the present able Secretary of

War, and having the approval and support of the staff of

the Ami}-. This bill is now pending before the military

committees of the Senate and House and its final enactment

into law is earnestly hoped for.

The wise provision of a detailed staff has done away

with any feeling that may have existed between the line

and staff. Before the enactment of this law- there was just

enough feeling in the service to furnish carping critics texts

for mischievous essays.

The efficiency of the detailed staff can not be better illus-

trated than by the career of our late President. Before

reaching the age of iS he, on the 12th of June, 1861,

enlisted as a private in Company E, in the famous Twenty-

third Ohio, commanded by General Rosecrans, a graduate of

this Academy. After ten months' service as a private he

was made regimental commissary-sergeant, in which grade

he served nearly seven months, \vhen he was promoted to

be second lieutenant; sixteen months later he was promoted

captain, and on the 13th of March was, for "gallant and

meritorious services during the campaign in West Virginia

and in the Shenandoah Valley," breveted major, with which

rank he was, on the 25th of Julv, 1S65, after more than four

years' constant service in the field, honorably discharged

the serv'ice. It took him a month and a half more to obtaui

his diploma than is required of cadets at this Academy.

While serving as commissary-sergeant he attracted attention

by having hot coffee served to the men of his regiment

while under fire on the battlefield of Antietam. During this
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service as noncommissioned staff officer he became a well-

instructed commissar}'. After five months as a lieutenant

with his company he served as brigade quartermaster for

more than fifteen months, then for ten months he served

as assistant adjutant-general on the staff of those splendid

generals, Ha3-es, Carroll, and Crook; then for nearlv four

months he was aid and adjutant-general on the staff of

another graduate of this Acadeni}-, the gallant Hancock.

This training enabled President McKinle}- to comprehend

fully all questions of command, of suppl}-, and administration.

It fitted him to meet the requirements of the Constitution

that " the President shall be the commander in chief of the

Ami}-." That he did so wisely and well, that he died at his

post in the zenith of his usefulness, that he won the respect

of the peoples of the earth and the undivided affection of the

American people is accepted history.



THE VOLUNTEERS.

By Maj. Gen. Daniei, Sicki,ks, U. S. Army.

[No report of this response has been received.]
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THE NATIONAL GUARD.

B}' Maj. Gen. Ch,\rlES Dick, Ohio National Guard.

[No report of this response has been received.]
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ADDRESS.

By Colonel Von WiTzlEben, of the Prussian Army, Commandant Cadet School.

MEINE HerrEN: Gestatten Sie mir, dass ich, des Eng-

lisclien nicht geniigend machtig, in ineiner deutschen

IVIuttersprache einige Worte an Sie richte

:

Seine Majestat niein erhabener Kaiser Konig und Kriegs-

herr hat die Gnade gehabt zu gestatten, dass ich der giitigen

Einladimg des Herrn Superintendenten zur Theilnahme an

der Jahrhundertfeier Ihrer Militar-Akademie folgen darf.

Ich bin gliicklich und stolz dariiber, dass es mir so vergonnt

ist, diese beriihmte Pflanzstatte des aiuerikanischen Ofi&zier-

korps und ihre vortrefflichen Einrichtungen aus eigener

Anschauung kennen zu lernen. Als Vertreter des deut-

schen Kadettenkorps iiberbringe ich der amerikanischen

Schwesteranstalt deren warmste Gluckwiinsche zu der heuti-

gen bedeutungsvollen Feier. Wir leben der festen tjber-

zeugung, dass es ihr vergonnt sein wird, treu ihren altbe-

wahrten Traditionen ini Sinne ihres grossen Griinders

Washington und treu ihrem schonen Wahlspruch: "Ehre,

Pflicht, Vaterland," der Nation und der Armee in den

nachsten loo Yahren ebenso tiichtige Manner und Soldaten

zu schenken, wie in den letztvergangenen.

Translation by Lieut. Herman Glade, Fourth T'. ,S. Infantry ( F. S. M. A., 1900).

Gentlemen : Permit me, as one unfamiliar with English,

to sa}' a few words to you in ni}^ German mother tongue.

His Majesty, our illustrious Emperor, King, and Com-

mander in Chief, has graciously allowed me to accept the

(129)
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kind invitation of the Superintendent to take part in the

celebration of the hundredth anniversary of your Military

Academy. I am happ}- and proud that I am thus per-

mitted by personal observation to become acquainted with

this famous seminary of the American corps of officers,

and with its excellent methods.

Representing the German Corps of Cadets, I bring to

the American sister institution their warmest congratula-

tions upon to-daj^'s important celebration. We are convinced

that this Academy-, true to its long-cherished traditions,

imbued with the spirit of its great founder, Washington,

and true to its fine motto, "Honor, Duty, Country," will, in

the next hundred ^-ears, present to the nation and to the

Army no less capable men and soldiers than it has done

in the hundred 3'ears just elapsed.



BANQUET AT MANILA, JUNE 11. 1902.

ON THE 15th of April, 1902, there was organized at

Manila the U. S. Military Academy Centennial A.s.so-

ciation to celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of the

founding of the Military Academy. All ex-cadets serving

in the Philippine Islands constituted its membership. Its

officers were Col. W. A. Rafferty (U. S. Military Academy,

1865), president; Lieut. Col. George C. Greenough (1865),

vice-president; Maj. H. C. Carbaugh (1882), secretary and

treasurer, and an executive committee composed of these

officers and of Col. W. P. Hall (1S68), Capt. E. O. Fechet

(1868), Col. C. A. Woodruff (1871), Lieut. Col. A. H. Russell

(1871), Lieut. Col. G. S. Anderson (1871), Capts. F. de W.
Ramsay (1885), B. T. Clayton (1886), W. W. Harts (1889),

J. R. Lindsay (1892), J. A. Moss (1894), C. AIcK. Saltzman

(1896), and A. S. Conklin (1897). O" J^ne 1 1 a banquet was

given by the association. The menu is a little pamphlet

bound in the Academy colors and illustrated with cuts of

cadet and of army life. The spirit of the meeting of those

graduates far away from home is irresistibly suggested b}'

the make-up of the little volume. Here on a single page is

the dreary north front of cadet barracks with its row of

immemorial elms, and below it the palms of Alanila sur-

rounding one of the outlving blockhouses for its defense.

On another page is a cut of cadet guard-mounting in camp

and below it an automatic gun in action against Filipino

insurgents. Both scenes were familiar to the 108 graduates

who sat down to the centennial dinner, but their hearts
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Avarmed to the views of their rock-bound highland home

—

their country. It was their duty to sen.-e that country well

and -with honor in a distant land.

As the U. S. army transport Hancock was crossing the

longitude of 180° \V., June 11, 1902, the 34 officers present,

representing the classes of 1S79, 1SS7, 1888, 1890, 1894, 1S95,

1S96, 1897, and 189S, and veterans of the civil war, celebrated

the da^• by addresses and songs in mid-Pacific. Wherever

the duty of a graduate called him his heart was with Alma

Mater on this memorable day.

CORPS OF CADETS MARCHING TO DINNER, I902.



PRAYER.

By Reverend Herbert Shipman, Chaplain.

Graduating exercises, June 12, 1902.

THE FLAG AT WEST POINT,

GOD of all power and

might, who alone

through all chances and

changes changeth not

;

who leddest our fathers

through strife and con-

flict to the land of their

inheritance, and sealed it

to a later generation in the

blood of those who, loving

peace, yet dared to die for

truth ; as Thou hast been

with them, so, we pray

Thee, be now with us. In

particular, we ask Th}'

blessingon theseThy sons

whose lives are here con-

secrated to their country's

service, and who now go

forth to face the opportuni-

ties and responsibilities

of tlie wider life awaiting

them. Ma}^ they enter

on it conscious that truth

alone endures, that bej-ond

all victories and triumphs,

bej-ond all praise that

men can give, Thine own

"Well done!" alone will

satisfy at last.
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In the high calling which is theirs, whether it be in peace

or ill the solemn necessity of war, may their thoughts be

high, their hearts pure, their words and actions true.

Be Thou near them always; strengthen them with Thine

own strength, comfort them in sorrow, if sorrow come, and

ill the hour of victor}- and success let them not forget that

he alone is great who serveth Thee, that he alone is strong

who bends his will to Thine.

\\'e ask this in His name who lived and died that men

might know the strength and power of love, and who, look-

ing beyond the strife and tumult of the centuries, saw of the

travail of His soul and was satisfied, our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ.



HISTORY OF WEST POINT—OF THE MILI-
TARY ACADEMY—AND OF THE SERV-
ICES OF ITS GRADUATES IN WAR AND
PEACE.
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WEST POINT IN THE REVOLUTION, 1778 1783.

By Capt. HORACE M. REEVE,
Seventeenth Infantry. United States Army'. General Staff— United States Military Academy. 1892. a

* * * The importance of this last-mentioned post is so great, as

justly to have been considered the key of America. It has been so pre-

eminentlj- advantageous to the defense of the United States and is still

so necessarj' in that view, as well as for the preservation of the Union,

that the loss of it might be productive of the most ruinous consequences.

A naval superiority at sea and on Lake Champlain, connected by a chain

of posts on the Hudson River, would effect an entire separation of the

States on each side and render it difficult, if not impracticable, for them

to cooperate. * * * Now, as West Poitit is considered not only by

ourselves, but by all who have the least knowledge of the country, as a

post of the greatest importance, as it may in time of peace, from its situ-

ation on the water, be .somewhat obnoxious to surprise or coup de main,

and as it would doubtless be a first object with any nation which might

commence a war against the United States to seize that post and occupy

or destro}- the stores, it appears to me that we ought particularly to

guard again.st such an event, .so far as may be practicable, and to remove

some part of the allurements to enterprise, by establishing tlie grand

arsenals in the interior part of the country, leaving only to West Point

an adequate supply for itsdefen.se in almost any extremity'. * :i: * —
\\'ashi)iglo>i icritiiig to Hamilton, May 2, ijSj.

It [West Point] is a strongly fortified castle, which, with its depend-

encies, is con.sidered by General Washington as the kej- which locks the

communication between the Eastern and Southern States; and of all the

po.sts in the United States this is the most important. * * *

Such is the formidable state and strength of this post, that it has

received the appellation of the American Gibraltar, and when properly

guarded may bid defiance to an army of 20,000 men. * * * Jt com-

mands the whole extent of country on the Hudson from New York to

Canada and secures a communication between the Eastern and Southern

States.— T/iacficr's Military Journal, September 26, 1180.

"The writer has had the advantage of the \ise of the exhaustive card bihliography of West Point,

which has been prepared by the Librarian of the r. S. Militarj- Academy.
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VITTLE is known aljont West Point pre-

vions to the Revolntion ; doubtless there

was little to record. The lands around the

point of land from which West Point takes

its name," and to the north and west thereof,

were originally granted by the British Crown

to Capt. John Eyans/ In 1723, the Crown
haying reassumed these lands, the larger por-

tion was granted to Charles Congreye, and as

the terms of his patent required settlement

on the ground within three ^-ears, it is proba-

lile that the first buildings at West Point were

erected about that time. In 1747 another

portion of the old Eyans patent was regranted

to John Moore, who afterwards purchased

Congreye's lands, and whose son, Stephen

Moore, in 1 790, sold both grants to the United

States. The necessit}- for making this pur-

chase was represented to Congress by Alex-

ander Hamilton, when Secretary of the Treas-

ury, and by Henry Knox when Secretary- of

War, the latter eyentualh- negotiating the purchase for the

Government.

Constitution Island was formerly known as Martelaar's or

Martler's Rock, on account of a French famil}' named Marte-

laire who were located on the island or in its yicinity about

1720." During the Reyolution the principal fortification on

the island was called Fort Constitution, from which the

island obtained its present name.

It is not possible to consider the reyolutionary history of

West Point without taking into account all the military- works

erected in and around the Highlands of which West Point

a The extreme rocky point projecting from "West Point" is called Gee's Point, from Captain

Gee, of the sloop Federal, who brought stores to West Point about 1790-1S10, and whose house was

near Gee's ^om\.—Calendarof Sen- York Historical Mauuictipls.

b t)n March i, 1694, Capt. John Evans petitioned " for a grant of the land purchased by Governor

Dongan of tha Esopus Indians, on the west side of Hudsons River, from Murderers Creek l>ack,"

Murderers Creek empties into the Hud.son near CornwaW.—Calendar ofSew York Historical Manu-
scripts.

"^Martelaar's Rock was sometimes called Martyrs Cliff. The site of the present \-illage of Gar-

risons was formerly known as Mandex-ille's. The Point of land directly across from Gee's Point

was known as Nelson's Point.

—

Boynton's History of West I'oint.
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proper was the citadel, for all were combined in one command,

designated the "command of West Point and its depend-

encies.

Until the American troops began to cut timber for military'

purposes and to crown the surrounding hills with forts and

redoubts, West Point and the neighboring Highlands were

little else than a wilderness of rugged hills and virgin forests,

presenting about the same appearance as first greeted Henrik

Hudson when, in 1609, he sailed up the river which now
bears his name.'' Although this tract of countrv could never

lend itself kindly to the agriculturist, 3'et before the advent

of the American soldier there were several houses standing

at or near West Point, which were subsequently used for pur-

poses very foreign to the peaceful intentions of their builders.

Two of these hoiises became noted. One was " Moore's

house'"' at West Point, used b}- Washington as his head-

quarters during the whole, or a part, of the time he was sta-

tioned at West Point, from July 21, 1779, until November 28,

1779. The other was the " Robinson house,'"' and was situ-

ated on the eastern shore of the Hudson, about 2 miles below

West Point. It was used as a military hospital and after-

wards as the headquarters of several successive general

officers, among whom was Benedict Arnold, who was in this

house when he was apprised of Andre's capture. It was from

this house that Arnold made his escape. One of the sur-

geons who took possession of the " Robinson house" wrote

in his diary on June 11, 1778:

In the location of a country seat the judgment of Colonel Robinson

is not much to be admired, unless he was guided altogether by a taste

for romantic singularity and noveltj'. It is surrounded on two sides bj-

'«On August 3. 17SU, when Washington appointed Arnold to the command at West Point, he
informed him that his command was to consist of " West Point and its dependencies, in which aU
are included, from FishkiU to Kings Ferrj-."

'> Hudson anchored near West Point on September 14. 1609. probably the first time that any
European saw this section.

fThis house stood in Washington Valley and was located near the shore of the Hudson, a short

distance from the northeast corner of the present cemetery. It was built by John Moore sometime
prior to 1749. and presumably was somewhat pretentious for the time and place, as it was known
as " Moore's Folly."— .S>c liakt-r's Itinerary 0/ Gtneral Washington.

''The " Robinson house" was built about 1730 by Beverly Robinson, a man of note and wealth.

He had been a personal friend of Washington until the Revolution separated them, when he went
to New York and rai.sed a regiment known as the " Loyal Americans," for ser\'ice under the British.

He assisted .\rnold and .\ndr^ in their negotiations. At the close of the Revolution, Robinson

went to Kngland. This house was destroyed by fire March 17, 1892.

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol I 10
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hideous mountains and dreary forests, not a house in view, and but one

within a mile."

A glance at the map and a consideration of the circum-

stances of the Revolution and of the methods of war at that

time will enable the military reader to appreciate the value

of the control of the Hudson River to each contestant during

the struggle. The importance of this river had been seen by

both the Americans and British in the French and Indian

war. The Hudson flows almost due south for more than 200

miles ; there is an easy portage from Lake George to the

Hudson, and Lake George is connected with Lake Cham-
plain, which in turn is connected with the great Canadian

River—the Saint Lawrence. Thus the Eastern colonies could

be separated from the other colonies b}- controlling this chain

of navigable waters. Moreover, the Mohawk, a tributar}- of

the Hudson, connects the last-named river with the region

of the Great Lakes. In the daj^s of the Revolution the pos-

session of the Hudson was indispensable to any ami}- which

was to operate north from New York City or south from Lake
Champlain. The British itsed both Manhattan Island and

Canada as bases of operation, and if, in addition, the}- had

securely held the Hudson River, it would have furnished the

best possible line of communication by which troops and

material could have been transported. If they had held the

river bv means of strong posts and armed patrolling vessels,

the New England colonies would have been cut off from the

middle and southern colonies ; and this not onh' would have

prevented military combinations by the sections so divided,

but would have prohibited the interchange of commodities

necessary' to both sections. Even to-day a vast amount of

commerce is annuallj' borne by the Hudson, although paral-

lel railway systems afford means of land transportation.

At the beginning of the war, although the American

authorities, as well as the British, saw the importance of

holding the Hudson, it seems strange that West Point was

not occupied tmtil the war had been in progress nearly three

n Dr. James Thacher ser\-ed in the Revolution, fir.st as surgeon to the First Virginia Regiment, and
afterwards in the same capacity in the Sixteenth Massachusetts Regiment. He was stationed at

West Point several times during the Revolution.— Thacher's MilitaryJournat,
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years. Situated in the heart of the Highlands, 50 miles from

the river's mouth, this rocky point jutting boldly into the

river receives the stream from the north after a straight

course of 9 miles, veers it sharply eastward for a quarter of a

mile, and then allows it to again flow south, which it does for

several miles in a straight course. The reach to the south-

ward can well be commanded b}' batteries across the river on

Constitution Island; the reach to the northward b}' batteries

on West Point. Between the island and the point the stream

becomes narrower and swifter than it is at any other point in

the vicinitv, and sailing vessels from the south rounding

West Point in the swift current necessarily lose their head-

way, and would strike with diminished force any obstruction

which could be placed across the 500 yards interv^ening

between West Point and Constitution Island; and such an

obstruction could hold a vessel under the fire of batteries

placed on the rocky bluffs on both sides of the river. Works
at West Point, near the river's bank, could be protected by

suitable forts and redoubts placed on the various heights in

rear. The rugged nature of the Highlands and the absence

of good roads would make it difficult for a hostile army to

approach by land either West Point or Constitution Island.

With the engineering and ordnance of revolutionar\- days, to

properly hold and defend the Hudson where it passes through

the Highlands, not only should West Point, Constitution

Island, and the adjacent hills be fortified, but also outlying

places, such as Fort Montgomery, Stou}- Point, \^erplanck's

Point, Anthon3-'s Nose, and Pollopel's Island. All such for-

tified places should be made dependencies of West Point,

which would be the strong citadel of the S3-steni and a depot

for military supplies—in fact a secondary base of operation

and a veritable mountain fastness. Such was the final view

acted upon by the American authorities in 1778.

From the Revolutionar3' manuscripts it is not possible to

compile a consecutive and detailed history of West Point dur-

ing the struggle for independence. Much is lacking, but

from the disjointed reports of that day, although at times

contradictor}-, glimpses are afforded of the shifting war
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scenes, b^ which something^ of the role of West Point in the

Re\olution ma}- be understood and appreciated. This place

became the most carefully fortified post possessed by the

Americans during that war, containing at times the largest

garrison and nearly all of the military stores. The troops

labored on the fortifications and buildings from January,

177S, until the close of the war. More than $3,000,000 were

expended upon the militar}- works and at times the garrison

numbered 3,000 men. These figures mean much when we

consider the straitened condition of the struggling colonies.

The public treasury was almost always empty. The Ami}-,

which was small, lacked confidence in itself; the toiling

soldiers who built these works were at times ill-clad, ill-

rationed, poorly sheltered, and their full pa}- is to this day

unpaid. An American should reverence the crumbling ruins

which remain at West Point as monuments to those whose

patriotic labor and privations made this nation a possibility.

To West Point, at one time or another, came nearly every

officer prominent in the annals of the war. Washington

was frequentl}- here," and his subordinates came and went.

Troops were continuall}- arriving and departing; they assem-

bled here from battlefields and recruiting districts to disap-

pear again on expedition and fora}-. Men who had serv-ed

around Boston, in the Quebec expedition, with Washington

in the Jersevs, and against Burgo^-ne, were here camped

with men who had seen sen-ice in the middle and southern

colonies. Troops marched from West Point to maneuver

against Clinton, to quell the mutineers in the Jerseys, to

assist in the capture of Cornwallis's army at Yorktown, and,

finall}-, to receive New York City from the evacuating

« Washington presumably first saw West Point in November. 1776. when he came up the river to

inspect the works on Constitution Island.

"November II." [1776.!

"The commander in chief directed our C.eneral [Heath] to atteud him in taking a view of Fort

MontKomery and the other works up the river. I,ord Sterling. Gens. James and George Clinton.

General Mifflin, and others were of the company. They went as far up the river as Constitution

Island, which is opposite to West Point, the latter of which was not then taken possession of; hut

the glance of the eye at it. without going on shore. e\*inced that this post was not to be neglected.

There was a small work and a blockhouse on Constitution Island. Fort Montgomery was in con-

siderable forwardness."

—

Heath'i Memoirs.

Washington was subsequently at West Point a number of times. Exclusive of the period when
his headquarters were here, there have been recorded about t^venty Wsits which he jiaid to this post.

His solicitude for the maintenance of this post during the Revolution is ennced in a number of his

letters and orders and in the dispositions he made of his troops.
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British. From their camp in the immediate vicinity of

West Point Wa^me's troops made their successful dash

against Stony Point. Moreover, the most dramatic feature

of the Revolution, the treason of Arnold and the execution

of Andre, was centered around West Point.

On May 25, 1775, the Continental Congress sent to the

congress of the province of New York the following:

Resolved, That a post be taken in the Highlands, on each side of the

Hud.son River, and batteries erected; and that experienced persons be

immediately sent to examine said river in order to discover where it

will be most advisable and proper to obstruct the navigation.

Upon this resolution the provincial congress on Alay 30,

1775, acted as follows:

Ordered, That Colonel Clinton and Mr. Tappan be a committee (and

that the}' take to their assistance such persons as they shall think neces-

sary) to go to the Highlands and view the banks of the Hudson River

there; and report to this congress the most proper place for erecting

one or more fortifications, and likewise an estimate of the expense of

erecting the same.

This committee in its report, made June 13, suggested the

erection of works where Fort Constitution (Constitution

Island), Fort Montgomer}-, and Fort Clinton" were subse-

quentl}' constructed. Tliis committee also stated that it had

been informed that the navigation of the river might be

stopped by means of booms chained together. On August
18 the provincial congress directed that the fortifications in

the Highlands formerh' ordered by the Continental Congress

be erected immediately, according to the sitggestion of the

committee. No time was lost in carr3-ing the resolutions of

the continental and provincial congresses into effect.

On August 29, 1775, the fortifications in the Highlands

were begun on Constitution Island, under the direction of

Col. Bernard Romans as engineer in charge of works, his

part}' consisting of 24 men. His .scheme of fortifications

embraced not only the works to be erected on Constitution

Island, but also two works on the ridge directly east of what

"This Fort Clinton was located inimediatelv sonth of Kort Montgomery and was biult in connec-
tion with tli.Tt work. It was situated between 5 and 6 miles south of West Point and should not be
confused with the other I'ort Clinton, the rums of which are still visible on the northeast comer of

the West Point plateau. This last-mentioned fort was called Fort .Arnold until the treason of the
general of that name.
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is now Garrison (which works when completed were desig-

nated North Redoubt and South Redoubt), a work upon

Sugar Loaf Mountain, and Fort Montgomery, with the adja-

cent work known as Fort Clinton. Colonel Romans pro-

posed to expend on the fortifications on Constitution Island

nearl\- ^5,000 in blockhovises, barracks, storehoiises, a mag-

azine, etc., five batteries mounting 61 guns and 20 swivels,

and a fort with a curtain about 200 feet in length. About

this time the provincial congress passed a resolution of

inquirv as to the advisabilit^'-of constriicting a work on the

West Point side of the river at '' Moore's house," but this

was subsequently deemed inadvisable.

On November 3 the provincial congress ordered three

companies to take station on Constitution Island, and on

November S the Continental Congress resolved that an

officer with the rank of colonel take command of the fortifi-

cations in the Highlands. In compliance with this resolu-

tion. Col. Isaac Nicoll, on January 16, 1776, was directed by

the committee of safet}- to take command of these fortifica-

tions. On November S, 1775, the provincial congress ap-

pointed a committee, composed of Robert R. Livingston,

Robert Treat Paine, and J. Langdon, to examine and report

upon the "fortifications upon Hudson's River." This com-

mittee, on November 23, reported to John Hancock, Presi-

dent of Congress, and among other things stated:

We nuist own that we found the fort in a less defensible situation

than we had reason to expect. It does not command the reach to the

southward," nor can it injure a vessel turning the West Point; and after

.she has got around, a small breeze, or even the tide, will enable a .ship

to pass the curtain in a few minutes. The fortress is unfortunately

commanded by all the grounds about it, but the most obvious defect is

that the grounds on the West Point are higher than the fortress, behind

which an enemy might land without the least danger. In order to

render the position impassible it seems necessary that this place should

be occupied and batteries thrown up on the shore opposite, where

they maj' be erected with little expense, as the earth is said to be pretty

free from stone, etc.''

a The sketch of Romans's plan shows that he had designed a work tt) be placed on or near Gravel

Hill which would command the reach.

f'On September 14. 1775, Colonel Romans, in a communication on the intended fortifications in

the Highlands, to the New York committee of safety, submitted a drawing on which he locates a

work at C.ee's Point. This work was to consist. Colonel Romans explained, of a blockhouse mount*
ing four 4-pounders and a battery mounting three 6-pounders. This drawing gives the direction of

fire and the range of the ordnance in some of the proposed works.
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At first the fortif3-ing of Constitution Island does not appear

to have progressed very favorabl}-. The commissioners who
had been appointed b}' the provincial congress " to manage

the erecting and finishing the fortifications in the Highlands"

differed with Colonel Romans on some essential points rela-

tive to aiithorit}', plans, expenses, etc. Colonel Romans was

succeeded by Colonel Smith, an engineer who had been

ordered to Constitution Island b}- General Lee. On Febru-

ar}' 29 the commissioners reported that Colonel Smith had

"much to their satisfaction" laid out a barbette battery on

Gravel Hill" which would mount 18 guns commanding the

reach to the southward, and which had been authorized b}^

the Continental Congress on Februar}- 15, 1776.

Earlv in 1776, the Continental Congress appointed Benja-

min Franklin, Samuel Clure, and Charles Carroll as commis-

sioners to visit Canada in the interests of the colonies. While

en route to their destination they arrived " off Constitution

fort April 5," and going ashore, "from curiosit}-," they

reported the state of the fort as follows:

The garrison consisted of three companies of minutemen, whose com-

bined strength was 124 men. On the south bastion thirteen 6-pounders

and one g-pounder were mounted; the east bastion mounted seven

9-pounders and one 6-pounder. The blockhouse contained eight double

fortified 4-pounder guns, mounted; the fortifications ordered by Con-

gress on the 15th of February, and laid out b}- Engineer Smith, remain

wholly neglected.*

On MaA" 21, 1776, Washington wrote to General Israel

Ptitnam

:

I have great reason to think that the fortifications in the Highlands

are in a bad situation, and the garrison, on account of arms, worse. I

would have 30U send Brigadier Lord Stirling,'' with Colonel Putnam and

Colonel Knox (if he can be spared), to see and report such alterations

as va&y be judged necessary for putting them into a fit and proper

position for defense.

In compliance with this order a board was appointed, con-

sisting of Brig. Gen. Lord Stirling, Col. Rufus Putnam and

Captain Sargeant (in place of Colonel Knox). They left the

a The southwestern eminence of Constitution Island, near the railroad.

^Boynton's History of West Point.

'•William Alexander, a general officer in the American service, who claimed to be the rightful

heir to the title and estates of the earldom of Stirling in Scotland. He was called L,ord Stirling by
courtesy.
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city of New York on May 26, and a few days tliereafter

Washington received the following report from Stirling:

Ji-NH I, 1776.

Sir: Agreeable to your request, I left New York on Sunday last, in

order to view the fortifications on the Hudson's River in the Highlands.

I took with me Colonel (Rufus) Putnam, chief engineer, and Captain

Sargeant, of the Artillery. The winds were so adverse that we did not

reach Fort Montgomery until Wednesday evening, but, with the help

of our boat, we employed our time in visiting several other parts of the

river that appeared proper for fortifying. At the mouth, or south end

of the Highlands, about 4 miles below Fort Montgomery, there is a

post (Stoney Point ) , which to nie appears well worth possessing on man}-

accounts. Should the enemy be in possession of it, we should be cut off

from our best communication with the whole country below the High-

lauds, eastward as well as westward. There is a very remarkable spot

of ground ( Verplanck's Point), easily fortified, which conmiands the

passage of the river, as well as either of the other posts; it also com-

mands the mouth and landing of Peek's Kill, from which there is an

excellent road into Connecticut, which is only 20 miles off; on the oppo-

site side is an excellent road into New Jersey and Pennsylvania. In the

passage from this place to Fort Montgomery is a large island, which

would be very u.seful to the eneni)- in their approaches to that place.

Fort Montgomery is situated on the west bank of the river, which is

there about half a mile broad, and the bank 100 feet high; on the oppo-

.site shore is a point of land called Anthony's Nose, which is many
hundred feet high, very steep, and inaccessible to anything but goats

or men ver}- expert in climbing. A body of riflemen placed here would

be of very great use in annoying an enemy, as the decks of ever}' ve.ssel

that passes must lie open to them.

The works begun and de,signed at Fort Montgomery are open lines,

and all lie on the north side of a .small creek called Pooplopens Kill, on the

south side of which is a point of land which projects more into the river,

commands all the principal works and is within two and three hundred

yards of them. On the top of this point is a le\-el spot of ground of

near an acre, commanded by nothing but the high, inaccessible moun-

tains, at about twelve hundred yards' distance. This spot, I think,

should by all means be fortified, as well as for the annoyance of the

enemy in their approach up the river as for the protection of the works

at Fort Montgomery. Indeed, this appears to me the most proper

place I have seen on the river to be made the grand post, and in m>-

opinion should be a regular strong work, capable of resi.sting every kind

of attack and of containing a grand magazine of all kinds of warlike

stores. The whole would then connnand the passage of the riwr with

.so formidable a cro.ss fire as would deter any attempt to approach witli
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shipping. Those works built are all faced with fascines and filled in

with strong, good loam, but, as they are liable to take fire, the commis-

sioners who have the care and direction of the works propose to rough-

cast the faces of the embrasures with a strong mortar made of quicklime

and sharp sand, of which there is plenty at hand. I advised them to

try the experiment on part of the work as soon as possible. As those

open lines are entirely defenseless on the land .side, it will be very proper

to erect a small redoubt on the hill, in the rear of them.

Fort Constitution is about 6 miles above Fort Montgomery, on an

island near the east side of the river, and near the north end of the

Highlands, which on the west and .south sides is bounded by the river,

and on the north and east sides bj' low marsh and small creeks running

through it. The works here consist of four open lines or batteries,

fronting the river; the two easternmost command the approach up the

river very well; the next, or middle line, commands the approach from

West Point upward; the westernmost batter}- is a .straight line, con-

.structed l)y Mr. Romans, at a verj- great expense; it has 15 embrasures,

which face the river at a right angle, and can only annoy a ship in going

past; the embrasures are within 12 feet of each other; the merlons on

the outside are but about 2 feet in the face, and about 7 feet deep, made
of square timber covered with plank, and look very neat; he also built

a log house or tower on the highest cliff, near the water, mounted with

8 cannon (
4-pounders ) pointed out of the garret windows, and look very

picture.sque. Upon the whole, Mr. Romans has displayed his genius at

a very great expense, and to verj- little public advantage. The works,

in the present open condition and .scattered situation, are defen.seless;

nor is there one good place on the i.sland on which a redoubt may be

erected that will command the whole; however, I have marked in the

plan (No. 3 ) those heights which are mo.st conunanding; yet everj- work
on the i.sland is commanded by the hill on the We.st Point, on the oppo-

.site side of the river, within 500 yards, where there is a level piece of

land of near 50 acres in extent. A redoubt on this West Point is ab.so-

lutely necessary, not only for the preservation of Fort Constitution, but

for its own importance on many accounts. One also is nece.ssary at the

west end of the i.sland, to command the approach that way, anil to pre-

vent a landing at the north side of the island. An eas}' communication

by land, as well as by water, may be made with Fort Montgomer>' from

the West Point.

The garrison of F'ort Con.stitution consists of two companies of Col.

James Clinton's regiment and Captain \^'isner's company of minutemen,

in all about 160, rank and file. The garrison at Fort Montgomerj- con-

sists of three companies of the .same regiment, amounting to about 200

men, rank and file. The field officer of the regiment is Lieutenant-

Colonel Livingston; but the command of the whole of both garrisons

is still in the hands of Colonel Xicoll, who, it seems, la.st fall raised a
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regiment of niinutemeii for the purpose of garrisoning Fort Constitution,

which regiment is all dismissed except Captain Wisner's companj- of

about 40 privates. Lieutenant-Colonel Livingston has verj- prudentlj-

avoided any dispute with Colonel Nicoll about the command, rather

referring the matter to Your Excellencj-'s determination. The whole of

the troops at both these posts are miserably' armed, as will appear by the

return (No. 4). Lieutenant-Colonel Livingston informs me he has

latelj- received about 40 firelocks, all in verj- bad order, from the com-

mittees of Dutchess County, and expects several hundred more in a few

days in the same condition. I have therefore directed the black.smith's

shop at Fort Constitution to be enlarged, so that it will at the same time

ser\-e for an armory. A blacksmith's shop and armory of the like kind

I have directed at Fort Montgomery, and the artificers in those branches

in Clinton's regiment to be employed in them.

sK * =H ;i: :^ * *

Considering the different directions all these matters are under, I have

avoided giving any determinate orders about them, but it is highly nec-

essary that explicit orders .should soon issue.

I am Your Excellency's most humble ser\-ant,

Stirling.
To His Excellency General Washington.

In the meantime the work on Fort Montgomery and the

neighboring Fort Clinton (which had been begun Maj- 14,

1776), wa.s progres.sing under the personal supervision of Col.

James Clinton, at that time commanding in the Highlands.

It was thought that land fortifications alone would not be

sufficient, and that the}- should be supplemented b}' obstruc-

tions placed in the river itself." Therefore, on July 16, 1776,

the provincial convention* passed the following resolution:

Resolved, laianimously , That a secret committee be appointed to devi.se

and to carry into execution such measures as to them shall appear most

effectual for obstructing the channel of the Hud.son River, or annoying

the enemy's ships in their pa.ssage up .said river; and that this conven-

tion pledge themselves for defraying the charges incident thereto.

Resolved, That Mr. Jay, Mr. Robert Yates, Maj. C. Tappan, Mr.

Robert R. Livingston, and Mr. Paulding be said committee.

There were four points at which it was sought to obstruct the navi-

gation of the river by means, either singly or combined, of fire-.ships,

booms and chains, and chevaux de fri.se. The first point was at Fort

Washington, the .second at I-'ort Montgomery, the third at Pollopel's

« A suggestion to that effect was made on June 13. 1775, by the coimnittee which the provincial

congress sent to the Highlands to report upon the proper places for fortifications.

ftOn July 10, 1776, the title provincial congress was changed to provincial convention. The body
so named was the foierunner of the State legislature.
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Island, and the fourth at West Point. The fire ships and obstructions

at Fort \\'ashington were constructed in thesummerof 1 776; the obstruc-

tions at Fort Montgomery and Pollopers Island in the autun of 1776

and springs of 1777 and 1778, and those at West Point in 1778."

The British ministry's plan of campaign in New York for

1777 was for a combined movement to seize the Hudson and

to reap the obvious benefits. The details of this plan were

for Burg03^ne to march from Canada to Alban}-, there to meet

St. Leger, who was to descend the IVIohawk, and Howe, who
was to ascend the Hudson. The first two officers received

their orders and commenced operations which resulted in the

return of St. Leger to Canada and the surrender of Burgoyne,

at Saratoga, October 17, 1777. Washington surmised the

intentions of the British ministr}-, and on the ist of Julv,

from headquarters at Middlebrook, he wrote Putnam:

* * * It appears almost certain to me that General Howe and

General Burgoyne design, if possible, to unite their attacks and form a

junction of their two armies * * * and I am persuaded, if General

Howe is going up the river, he will make a rapid and vigorous push to

gain the highland passes.

Howe did not receive his order until it was too late for him
to compl}' with it; in fact, when his order arrived from Eng-

land, Howe had left New York City and was in Philadelphia,

with Washington in his vicinit}-. Howe's successor in New-

York, Gen. Sir Henry Clinton, organized an expedition to

attempt to carry out the plan of campaign, or at least to cap-

ture the works in the Highlands, which would open the Hud-

son, and, if not too late, tend to the relief of Burgoyne. At
that time the. works in the Highlands consisted of those on

Constittition Island and in the neighborhood, on the east side

of the Hudson, Fort Montgomery and the adjacent Fort Clin-

ton, those at Verplanck's Point, Peekskill, and around the

base of Anthony's Nose. At Fort iNIontgomer}- there was a

boom and chain across the Hudson. West Point was neither

garrisoned nor fortified.

The American troops in the Highlands were under the

command of Gen. Israel Putnam. Sir Henr}- Clinton's expe-

dition, consisting of 3,000 or 4,000 men, transported on naval

a Ruttenber's Obstructions to the Navigation of Hudson's River, p. 15.
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vessels, was very skillfulh- conducted. His men were

embarked under the ruse of a southern expedition, bxit when
the wind and tide served the flotilla turned northward up the

Hudson. A feint, which was successftil in misleading Put-

nam, was made by landing some troops at Verplanck's Point,

but the main bod}- was landed at Stonj' Point on October 6

and began operations against Forts Montgomery and Clinton.

These two forts were defended b^- about 600 American militia

under Governor George Clinton and his brother. Gen. James
Clinton. The hastily assembled militia could not hold ovit

against the British assault assisted b}- na\-al vessels. Gov-

ernor George Clinton escaped to the eastern bank of the river,

while Gen. James Clinton led a part}- of fugitives to New
Windsor," retreating through what is now the West Point

Reservation. A Continental frigate, the Montgomery^ a 10-

gun sloop, and two row galleys which had been stationed

above the chain and boom, were burned by the Americans to

prevent capture. The frigate Congress^ which was higher up
the river, was run on the flats opposite to West Point and

was also burned. The garrison at Fort Constitution was little

more than a mere guard, and consequent!}- Constitution Island

was easily occupied by the British on October 7. On October

8 General Tryon landed on the east side of the river and

completed the demolition of the "fortifications in the

Highlands."

A column under General Vaughn advanced up the Hudson
as far as Kingston. A partv of British commenced the

rebuilding of Fort Clinton (near Fort Montgomery), under

the name of Fort Vaughn. Another part's- made a raid upon
the Continental Village'' and destroyed a large amount of

stores collected there by the Americans, and also some bar-

racks which they had built. It is estimated that the stores

destroyed and works demolished by Sir Henry Clinton on his

expedition to the Highlands had cost about a quarter of a

million dollars, which was a considerable sum to the Amer-
icans at that time. But Clinton's expedition was too late to

help Burgyyne; learning of the latter's surrender, Clinton

"About 6 miles north of West Point.

bThe Continent.'il X'llI.Tgc, which was an American rendezvous and depot, was situated four or

five miles southeast of what is now Ciarrisons.
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returned to New York City, his troops having been in the

\icinity of West Point for about twenty daj-s. It is more

than probable that the topographical features of West Point

had attracted the attention of some military men in Sir Henry
Clinton's command. Some years afterwards, when writing

relative to the Arnold affair, Sir Henry stated:

" '"' "'' ''"''

I had myself been over ever}- part of tlie ground

on which the forts (at West Point) stood, and had of course

made nu'self perfectly acquainted with everything necessar}-

for facilitating an attack of them." Some of Sir Henr3''s

sailors also visited West Point about this time."

The ease with which Sir Henry Clinton had advanced

through the Highlands attracted the attention of the Ameri-

can authorities to the necessit}- of additional fortifications and

obstructions in the ri\er to prevent a recurrence of the iinfor-

tunate affair. Washington especially was awake to this

necessity. The following is his letter to Gen. Israel Putnam
on the subject:

Head-Quarteks, 2d December, iiij

.

Dear vSik: The inijiortance of the Hudson River in the present con-

test, and the necessity of defendinjjj it, are subjects which have been so

frequentl}- and fully discussed, and are so well undenstood, that it is

unnecessary to enlarge upon them. These facts at once appear, when
it is considered that it runs through a whole State; that it is the only

pa.ssage b}- which the enemy from Xew York, or any part of our coa.st,

can ever hope to co-operate with an army from Canada; that the pos-

•se.ssion of it is indispensabh' essential to preserve the communication

between the Kastern, Middle, and Sotithern States; and further, that

upon its security, in a great measure, depend our chief supplies of flour

for the subsistence of such forces as we may have occasion for, in the

course of the war, either in the Ea.stern or Northern departments, or

in the country lying high up on the west side of it. These facts are

familiar to all; they are familiar to you.

I therefore request you, in the most urgent terms, to turn your most

.serious and active attention to this infinitely important object. Seize

the present opportunity and employ your whole force and all the means

in your power for erecting and completing, as far as it shall be possible,

" In J77S tht farm at West Point was managed liy Charles Moore, a son of John Moore. On Feb-

ruary 10, 177S. Charles .Moore wrote to Governor Clinton, asking permission to occupy Beverly

Robinson's house and farm, tn view of the fact that his own farm at West Point was wanted by
our army and his house had been requisitioned for headquarters. Moore goes on to state, alluding

to Sir Henry Clinton s expedition to the Highlands in 1777: " I suffered greatly last Fall by having

almost all my Stock taken from ine by ye Sailors belonging to ye enemy, and this affair will. I

fear, entirely ruin rue."
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such works and obstructions as may be necessary to defend and secure

the river against any future attempts of the enemy. You will consult

Governor Clinton, General Parsons, and the French engineer, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Radiere, upon the occasion. By gaining the passage, you

know the enemy have already laid waste and destroyed all the houses,

mills, and towns accessible to them. Unless proper measures are taken

to prevent them, they will renew their ravages in the spring, or as soon

as the season will admit, and perhaps Albany, the only town in the

State of any importance remaining in our hands, may undergo a like

fate, and a general havoc and devastation take place.

To prevent these evils, therefore, I .shall expect that you will exert

e\-ery nerve and emplo}' your whole force in future, while and whenever

it is practicable, in con.structing and forwarding the proper works and

means of defense. The troops must not be kept out on command and

acting in detachments to cover the country below, which is a considera-

tion infinitely less important and interesting.

I am. dear sir, etc.

At the same time Washington wrote a letter to Governor

Clinton about this matter. The latter in his repl}- recom-

mended that " '•' * a strong fortress shotild be erected

at West Point opposite to Fort Constitution."

Early in January, 1778, General Putnam having requested

the provincial convention of New York to appoint a commit-

tee to confer with him relative to the necessary works to be

constrticted in the Highlands, a committee for this ptirpose

consisting of five members was appointed on January 8. On
Jantiary g this committee reported that they had conferred

with General Ptitnam, Gen. James Clinton and Lieutenant-

Colonel de la Radiere about the necessary works for the

defense of the passes of the Highlands, but, that disagree-

ments having arisen relative to the location of the works, the

committee recommended the appointment of commissioners

to view the passes of the Hudson, with the generals and

other officers, and advise in the selection of the places where

such fortifications should be erected. Commissioners having

been appointed they proceeded to West Point and having

spent three da3's in examining the terrain there, and in the

neighborhood, they reported as follows:

Wednesd.w, January //, lyjS.

Your committee, who were sent to ascertain the place for fixing a

chain and erecting fortifications for obstructing the navigation of the
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Hudson River, beg lea\-e to report that they have carefully viewed the

ground on which Fort Clinton" lately stood, and its environs, and find

that the ground is so intersected with long, deep hollows that the enemy
might approach, without any annoyance from the garrison within the

fort, to within a few yards of the walls unless a redoubt should be raised

to clear the hollows next the fort, which must be built at such distance

from the fort that it could not be supported from thence in case of an

assault, so that the enemy might make themselves masters of the redoubt

the first dark night after their landing, which would be a good work,

ready to their hand, for annoying the fort and facilitating their opera-

tions against it, and, together with the eminence and broken grounds

within a short distance of the fort, would render it impossible for the

garrison to resist a general assault for many hours together. Another

objection that appeared to the committee was the want of earth on the

spot, which would reduce the engineer to the necessity of erecting his

works entirely of timber, which must be brought to Pooploop's Kill in

rafts, and from thence drawn up a steep and difficult road to the top of

the hill. The rafts can not be made till the water is warm enough for

men to work in it, by which it is probable that a fort can not be erected

before the ships of the enemy will come up the river. Besides, at this

place the chain must be laid across the river, so that it will receive the

whole force of the ships, coming with all the strength of tide and wind

on a line of three or four miles. Add to these, if the enemy should be

able to possess themselves of the passes in the mountains through which

they marched to the attacks of Forts Montgomery and Clinton, it would

be extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the militia of the country to

raise the siege.

Upon viewing the country at and about West Point, the committee

found that there were several places at which the enemy might land

and proceed immediately to some high grounds that would command a

fort erected at We.st Point, at the distance of six or seven hundred yards,

from which they might carry on their approaches through a light grav-

elly soil, so that it would be impossible for the fort to stand a long siege.

But to balance this disadvantage in this place, there is plenty of earth.

The timber may be brought to the spot b>- good roads from the high

grounds at the distance of one to three miles. Three hundred feet less

of chain will be requisite at this place than at Fort Clinton. It will be

laid across in a place where vessels going up the river most usually lose

their headway. Water batteries may be built on both sides of the river

for protecting the chain and annoying the ships coming up the river,

which will be completeh' connnanded from the walls of the fort. There

are so many passes across the mountains to this place that it will be

almost impos.sible for the enemy to prevent the militia from coming to

the relief of the garrison.

a Near Fort Montgomery.
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From these considerations the committee are led to concUule that the

most proper place to obstruct the navigation of the river is at West
Point, but are at the same time fully convinced that no obstructions on

the banks of the river can effectuall)' secure the country unless a body

of light troops, to consist of at least two thousand effective men, be

constantly stationed in the mountains, while the navigation of the river

is practicable, to obstruct the enemy in their approach by land.

J NO. Sloss Hob.vkt.

Henry Wisner.

John Hathorn.
Zeph. Pl.\tt.

POUGHKEEPSIE, ./f7;/«rt;;r /^, z//.?.

On January 20, 177S, in the "\'al]ey Forge winter,"

General Parsons's brigade crossed to West Point and began

the building of the fortifications of West Point, which has

remained an American garrison post from that da}' to this.

The weather was severe, the ground was covered with snow,

proper implements and material were lacking; but despite

these facts the works were commenced according to the plans

of de la Radiere, who worked itnder the supervision of

Pittnam. A large work was laid ont on the northeast corner

of the We.st Point plateau, where the rnins of Fort Clinton

now are, and the constrtiction of the water batteries was

begun.

An officer of Parsons's brigade has left the following picture

of those first military da^-s at West Point:

We had but just made ourselves comfortable when our regiment was

ordered to remove on and occupy West Point. Government viewing it

ab.soluteh- necessary to have a strong post established on the river Hud-

son, to serve as a barrier against the enem^-'s cutting off connnunication

between the Northern and Southern States. This was in the month of

February, 1778. I, being at the time .senior officer of the regiment

present, of cour.se led on the regiment, cros.sing the river on the ice;

the winter pro\-ing severe the ice had formed very firm. To the young

gentlemen of the military .school it may be interesting to be informed of

the time and circumstances of its first occupancy as a military post. On
the loss of Fort Montgomery, in October, 1777, West Point was selected

to be fortified. Coming on to the small plain surrounded b>- high moun-

tains, we found it covered with a growth of yellow pines 10 or 15 feet

high; no house or improvement on it; the snow waist high. We fell to

lopping down the tops of the shrub ])ines and treading down the .snow,

spread our blankets, and lodged in that conditinn the first and second
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nights. Had we not been hardened by two years of previous ser\-ice,

we should have thought it difficult to endure this. The pines not being

large enough for logs for huts, we were under the necessity of making

temporary covers of those scanty materials until we could draw logs

from the edge of the mountain and procure the luxury of log huts; this

we effected but slowly, the winter continuing severe. In two or three

weeks we had erected our huts, and a French engineer by the name of

La Radiere arriving, the snow being removed for the site of the present

main fort, the works were traced out, and parties sent out every fair

day up the river to cut timber and drag it on to the ice, to be ready to

float it down to the Point when the river should be clear of ice. This

service was rather fatiguing to the men, but as they had a cabin to lodge

in at night and provisions served out with tolerable regularity, thej'

thought themselves comparatively happy, though their work was

incessant

.

Our line of huts was built just below the summit of the upper bank,

that they might be partially sheltered- from the northwest wind. As
spring approached we set ourselves to collect the rough stone which we
found on the surface of the ground to use in erecting the fortification.

Two other regiments coming on, and Brigadier-General Parsons arriving,

the brigade was formed and a regular routine of duty was established.

The duty of brigade major devolving on me, those of us of the staff had

a tolerable-sized log hut erected near the center of the plain of the Point.

La Radiere, the engineer, was ver}' assiduous in planning and laying out

the fort, and as soon as the frost was out we broke ground under his

direction. He was a young gentleman, educated at a militarj' school in

France, and, like many other ambitiou ; men of his nation, was attracted

by the celebrity our cause had gained by the capture of the army under

Burgoyne to come and act a part with us. His delicate frame was not

equal to sustaining those hardships which were so familiar to the .soldiery

of the Revolutionary army. He caught a severe cold, which ended in

consumption, of which he died about midsummer following.

On his leaving the Point he was succeeded by the well-known

Thaddeus Kosciusko, a Pole, as engineer. I quartered a considerable

time with him in the same log hut, and soon discovered in him an

elevation of mind which gave fair promise of those high achievements to

which he attained. His manners were soft and conciliating, and, at the

same time, elevated. I used to take much pleasure in accompanying

him with his theodolite, measuring the heights of the surrounding

mountains. He was very ready in mathematics. Our familj- now
consisted of Brigadier-General Parsons, Doctor (afterwards President)

Dwight, Kosciusko, and myself, with the domestics. As spring

advanced orders and injunctions were communicated to us almost every

day to press forward the works. We soon began to erect Fort Putnam

far up the mountain. On beginning the work we found plenty of

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I II
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rattlesnakes, which, of course, we dispatched as soon as discovered.

We were in daily expectation of a visit from the enemy, but they did

not see fit to interrupt us.

Wheu the weather had become mild and pleasant in April I went one

day with Doctor Dwight down to view the ruins of Fort Montgomery-,

distant about 8 or 10 miles. There was a pond just north of the fort,

where we found the British had thrown in the bodies of their own and

our men who fell in the assault of the fort. The water had receded,

leaving a number of the bodies entirely out of the water, while others lay

covered at different depths. I saw many fine sets of teeth, bare and

skeleton-like. Mournful and impressive reflections arose in mj- mind.

There lie the youth who stood in the hour of their country's trial; they

fought and fell to purchase the independence of their country; and there

the}- lie without burial. I thought, too, of the vicissitudes to which a

.soldier is subject. Had the fort held out a little longer, I very probably

might have lain among them."

General Parsons, in w-riting to Colonel Wadsworth, thus

describes his impressions of West Point at that time:

C.\iiP AT West Poixt, Feb. 22, iTjS.

De.\r Sir: Your Favor of the 9th inst. I rec'd by Col. Hughes, and

thank you for the Care you have taken of me. You ask me where

I can be found? This is a puzzling Question; the Camp is at a Place

on Hudson's River cal'd West Point, opposite where Fort Constitution

once stood. The situation is past Description, surrounded with almost

inaccessible Moiuitains, and craggy Rocks which overtop the highest

Hills, at present covered with Piles of Snow, the Ri\-er in our Front

affords a beautiful Prospect on our Right and L,eft to New Wind.sor on

one Hand and to Fort Montgomery on ye other with some little Islands

interspers'd. The surrounding Prospect affords as great \'ariety of

Hills, Mountains, Rocks, which seem to shut up every Avenue to us,

and of Sw-amps, Meadows, deep Vallies w-hich obstruct the Passage of

the Traveller and of small beautiful Plains in a good Degree of Cultiva-

tion intermixed, as almost any Place I have seen; to a contemplative

Mind which delights in a lonely Retreat from the World to view and

admire the stupendous and magnificent Works of Nature, ' tis as beau-

tiful as Sharon, but affords to a Man who loves the Society of the World

a prospect nearly allied to the Shades of Death ; here I am to be found

at present in w-hat Situation of Mind you w-ill easily imagine. *•-;=*

News arrives here by Accident only. * '^ *

Steps were at once taken to control the navigation of the

river b}- placing an obstruction between West Point and

Constitution Island. On Februar}- 2 General Putnam sent

<i Narrative of Samuel Richards, printed in the United Ser\-ice Magaziue for October, 1903.
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Deput}- Quartermaster-General Hughes to visit the Stirling

Iron W^orks," owned by Noble, Townsend & Co., and the

following contract was entered into:

Articles of agreement between Noble, Townsend & Company, pro-

prietors of the Stirling Iron Works, in the State of New York, of the

oue part, and Hugh Hughes, deputy quartermaster-general to the

Army of the United States, of the other part, witnesseth:

That the said Noble, Townsend & Company jointly and severally

engage to have made and ready to be delivered at their works to the

said Hugh Hughes, deputy quartermaster-general, or to the deputy

quartermaster-general of the middle department for the time being, on

or before the ist day of April next ensuing the date hereof, or as much
sooner as circumstances will admit, an iron chain of the following dimen-

sions and quality; that is, in length 500 yards, each link about 2 feet

long, to be made of the best Stirling iron 2'^ inches square, or as near

thereto as possible, with a swivel to e\-ery hundred feet and a clevis to

every thousand feet, in the same manner as those of the former chain.

The said Noble, Townsend & Company also engage to have made
and ready to be delivered at least 12 tons of anchors of the aforesaid

iron, and of such size as the said Hugh Hughes or his successors in

office shall direct, in writing, as soon as the completion of the chain will

admit.

In consideration of which the .said Hugh Hughes, in behalf of the

United vStates, agrees to pay to the said Noble, Townsend & Company,
or their order, at the rate of /'440 for ever\- ton weight of chain and

anchors delivered as before mentioned, unless the general regulations

on trade, provisions, etc. , which are now supposed to be framed by

deputies from the United States, shall be published and take effect

before the expiration of four months from the date of this; in which

ca.se the price is to be only ^400 per ton for the .said chain and anchors.

The paj-ment, if demanded, to be made in such proportion as the work
.shall be ready to be delivered, which shall be determined in ten da3-s

after requisition made by a number of competent judges, not less than

three nor more than five, unconcerned with the proprietors, or the works,

and if condemned, to be completed at the expen.se of the said company,

"The Stirling Iron Works are still in operation {1903). They are situated at Stirlington. X. Y.,

which is about 25 nailes southwest from West Point. Remains of the Revolutionary furnace are

still standing.

Lossing. in his Pictorial Field Book of the Revolution, in a note on page 706, Volume I, states in

" Documentary evidence" as follows, which differs somewhat from the above account of the manner
of obtaining the work done; "CoI. Timothy Pickering (Quartermaster-General), accompanied by

Captain Machiii. arrived at the house of Mr. Townsend late on a Saturday night, in March of that

year, to encourage him to make the chain. Townsend readily agreed to construct it. and in a

violent snowstorm, amid the darkness of the night, the parties set out for the Stirling Iron Works.

.\t daylight on Sunday morning the forges were in operation; New England teamsters carried the

links as fast as they were finished to West Point, a distance of about 25 miles; and in a space of six

weeks the whole chain was completed."
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who are also to repair, as aforesaid, all failures of their work, whenever

happening, whether at the works or river, or in extending it across.

The said Hugh Hughes also engages to procure of tlie governor of

this State for the said Noble, Townsend & Company an exemption for

nine months from the date hereof, from military duty, for 60 artificers

that are steadily employed at the said chain and anchors till completed.

Agreeable to the .said exemption, the said companj- complying with the

terms thereof. Providing aLso that the .said company give the said

Hugh Hughes, or his successors in office, the refusal, by letter, of all

the bar iron, anchors, etc., made at the said works in the said term of

nine months, at the current price, unless what is necessary to exchange

for clothing and other articles for the use of the works.

It is also agreed by the said parties that if the teams of the said com-

pany shall tran.sport the said chain or anchors or any part thereof to

any assigned post, they shall receive for such services the same paj^ as

shall be given by the United States for the like; the teams of the com-

pany being exempted from impress by any of the yuartermaster-

General's deputies during the space of nine months.

La.stly, the said companj- engages to use their utmo.st endeavors to

keep seven fires at forging and ten at welding, if assisted with such

hands as are necessary- and can be spared from the army; in case of

their not being able to procure others, the said company- making deduc-

tion for their labor.

In witness whereof, the parties have iuterchangeablj^ subscribed their

names this 2d day of February, 177S, and in the second year of American

independence.
Peter Townsend,

hi belialf of Noble & Company.

Hugh Hughes,
/« behalf of United States.

In presence of

—

P. TiLLINGHAST.

Governor Clinton, who was greatly interested in the

obstrttction of the navigation of the Hudson, directed Captain

Machin, who had been engaged in the obstructions at Polio-

pel's Island, to take charge of placing the chain at West

Point. The forges used by Captain Machin were at New
Windsor, and there the links of the chain were welded

together and fastened to the logs which were to bear the chain

in the stream. The chain" was stretched across the river on

April 30, 177S.

alt has been stated by Ruttenber (Obstructions to the Navigation of Hud.son's River), and by

Boynton (History of West Point), that in addition to the great chain across the river at West Point

there was a boom, consisting of a system of paraUel logs 18 feet in length connected with each
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The chain was taken up each winter on account of its lia-

bility to injury, arising from the movements of the heavy

floes of ice which form each year in the Hudson. The fol-

lowing references to the chain are found in Heath's Memoirs

:

November //, 11S0.—The great chain, whicli was laid across the

Hudson at West Point, was taken up for the winter. It was done under

the direction of Colonel Govion, Captain Buchanan, and Captain Xevers

(Niven), with a strong detachment of the garrison, and with skill and

dexterity. This chain was as long as the width of the river between

West Point and Constitution Island, where it was fixed to great blocks

on each side, and under the fire of batteries on both sides of the river."

The links of this chain were probably 12 inches wide, and iS inches

long; the iron about 2 inches square. This heavy chain was buoyed

up by very large logs, of perhaps 16 or more feet long, a little pointed

at the ends, to les.sen their opposition to the force of the water on flood

and ebb.

The logs were placed at .short distances from each other, the chain

carried over them, and made fast to each b}' staples, to prevent their

shifting; and there were a number of anchors dropped at distances with

cables made fast to the chain, to give it a greater .stability. The .short

bend of the river at this place was much in favor of the chain's prov-

ing effectual; for a vessel coming up the river with the fairest wind and

strongest way mu.st lose them on changing her course to turn the Point;

and before she could get under any considerable way again, even if the

wind was fair, .she would be on the chain, and at the same time under

a heav}' shower of shot and shell.

April 10, ijSi

.

—The great chain was hauled from off the beach near

the Red House at West Point, and towed down to the blocks, in order

to its being laid across the river. About 2S0 men were ordered on this

duty.

April II.—The chain was properly fixed with great dexterity, and

fortunately without any accident.

other by a chain at each end, which was placed in front of the chain. .\ bill was submitted for

materials furnished for this boom, and in 1855 two logs chained together, which might have formed

part of such an obstruction, were found in the Hudson River near West Point. However, neither

Heath nor Thacher, who describe the chain more or less at length, say anything about the boom,

nor has the writer been able to iind any indication of it on maps of the Hudson at West Point,

made during the Revolution, although the chain is represented thereon. [Kosciuszko writes on

December 28, 177S, that the chain is safe and can easily be taken up when the cold abates; and that

the boom lies where it was and will be taken up. This letter, a copy of which is in the McDongall
MSS.. owned by the Librarj' of the U. S. Militar>- Academy, proves at least that the chain and the

boom were not identical.

—

Editor.]
n "Chain Battery walk " is so called on account of the water batterj- on the West Point shore

which flanked the chain. This walk, as it passes in rear of the second small cove west of Gee's

Point, has as a revetment a stone wall a few feet in height, which wall is possibly the remains of

the original chain batter>' which stood in about this place, and directly in front of which the West
Pointendof the chain was fastened. On Constitution Island the other end of the chain was fastened

near where at present there is a small boathouse and landing place. The distance between these

points is about 500 yards.
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The main work of fortifying \\'est Point did not progress

as rapidly as did the obstructing of the ri\-er. On Februar}'

i8, 1 7 78, General Parsons reported

—

that almost everj- obstacle within the circle of possibility has hap-

pened to retard their progress. Preparations for completing them in

April are now in a state of forwardness, unless something unforeseen as

yet should prevent.

Again, from the "Camp at West Point, March 7, 1778,"

General Parsons communicated to Washington the perplexi-

ties arising from the acts of Congress relative to the direction

of the works, and declared

:

I most ardenth^ wish to aid Governor Clinton, or any other gentleman

appointed to superintend the work. At present no person has the

direction. I have kept the troops at work because I found them here

when I took the command. The weather has been such, since the i5tli

of Februarj-, as has greatly retarded the works; about seven days of the

time has been such that we could do nothing. Lieutenant-Colonel

Radiere, finding it impossible to complete the fort and other defenses

intended at this point in such a manner as to render them effectual

early in the .spring, and not choosing to hazard his reputation on works

erected on a different scale, calculated for a short duration only, has

desired to wait on Your Excellency and Congress, which I have granted

him.

On the 1 6th of ]\Iarch General Parsons reported:

If the chain is completed, we shall be ready to stretch it over the

ri\-er next week. I hope to have two sides and one bastion of the fort

in some state of defense in about a fortnight: the other sides need very

little to secure them. We have the works going on as fast as could be

expected from our small number of men and total want of money and

materials provided. I have several times advanced my last shilling

toward purcha.sing materials etc. , and I believe this is the ca.se with

almost every officer here.

The absence of General Putnaui still continued, and the

people of the province, regarding the works as under his com-

mand, and greatly incensed at the course he had pursued as

commander in the Highlands, refused to render the neces-

sar}- assistance while he remained, even nominally, at the

head of the department ; indeed, the current of public opin-

ion ran so strongly against him that on the i6th of March

Washington ordered Major-General ]\IcDougall to repair to
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the Highlands and assume the chief command there, compre-

hending " the forts among the other objects of his trust."

De la Radiere had left as early as the nth of March, and,

visiting Congress, was relieved from duty by the appointment

of Kosciuszko as the engineer, who arrived at the works on

the 26th of IVIarch. General IMcDougall arrived on the 28th

of the same month and assumed the command.

Col. Rufus Putnam had earl}? in the war been appointed an

engineer with the rank of colonel, which position he subse-

quently resigned to take the command of a Massachusetts

regiment, and with it he shared the triumph of Gates over

Burg03'ne. Early in March he was ordered Avith his regi-

ment to repair to West Point, at which post he arrived at

the same time with General McDougall. He had been a

colaborer with Kosciuszko under General Gates at the north,

and his practical skill and experience rendered him a valu-

able assistant to the engineer.

Operations were at once resumed and pushed forward with

great vigor. "As the fort then in progress was designed to

annoj- the enemy's shipping, should they attempt to turn the

point and force the boom a little higher iip, no provision

existed against a land attack in its rear. A chain of forts

and redoubts was therefore laid out on the high ground bor-

dering the plain" (Forts Wyllj^s, Webb, and Putnam)."

Colonel Putnam joined the ami}- at Peekskill in the follow-

ing June.

On the nth of April, 1778, General McDougall issued to

General Parsons the following

raSTRUCTIONS.

The hill which Colonel Putuam is fortifying is the most commanding

and important of anj' that we can now attend to. Although it is secure

in tile rear from escalade, yet as it is practicable to annoy the garrison

from Snook Hill, the parapet in the rear should be made cannon proof

a Fort Putnam was named for Col. Rufus Putnam, whose regiment, the Fifth Massachusetts,

commenced it and did much toward putting it in shape.

Redoubt Webb, which stood where the present observatory is. was named for Col. Samuel B.

Webb, whose regiment built it. This regiment was organized in Connecticut and was one of the

"Sixteen additional Continental Regiments" raised in 1777, although during the time of the

building of the redoubt Colonel Webb was a prisoner in the hands of the enemy.
Redoubt Wyllys, the remains of which are not far from the eastern abutment of the reser\'oir,

was constnicted by the third regiment of the Connecticut Line, which was commanded by
Col. Samuel Wyllys, after whom the work was named.
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against such as may be fired from Snook Hill. The parapet should be

raised as much as possible with fascines and earth to prevent the ill

consequence of splinters from the rocks. The ea.sternmost face of this

work must be so constructed as to command the plain on which Colonel

Putnam's regiment is now encamped, and annoy the enemy if he should

force the works now erecting hy Colonel Meigs's and Colonel Wyllys's

regiments, as well as to command the northernmost and highest part of

the ground last mentioned, which commands the plain in the rear of the

principal works at We.st Point. A temporary magazine should be built

without delay on Colonel Putnam's hill, and have ten days' provision of

salt meat and biscuit for his regiment deposited on the hill as soon as

it arrives at West Point. This store must not be broken in upon on

any pretense, till the enemy appears in force and puts it out of Colonel

Putnam's power to procure supplies from West Point.

The next principal ground to be occupied for the safety of the post is

the rising ground " to the northward of the fort near the northwest cor-

ner of the Long Barrack. It will be necessary to erect a redoubt on this

ground capable of containing 120 men. The west, north, and ea.-^t faces

should be proof against battering cannon and the south slightly pali-

saded, to guard against surprise. The westernmost face, flanked by the

fire of the fort, must be ditched and to mount two pieces of cannon.

The north face stronglj- abatised. The parapet of the west face should

be raised so high, if practicable, as to cover the garrison from the fire

that may be made against it from the ground on which Colonel Putnam

is now encamped. This redoubt is so important that it must be finished

without delay. The chain to be fixed on the west side, in or near the

Gap of the Snook, commanded by the fire from the east curtain of the

work. The water batteries now erected on the point to be completed as

soon as possible and two cannon placed in each, with the necessary shot

and stores placed near them. If any of the cannon to be placed there

require to be proved, it must be done before theN- are brought into the

batteries. Such provisions as are on the plain to be removed into the

fort on the enemy's fir.st appearing in force on the river and no quantity

left out at any time. Two small temporary magazines for ammunition

to be made in the fort for the present to guard against rain; one also to

be made for that of the cannon in the batteries on the point.

It mu.st be left to the discretion of the commanding officer at West

Point, all circumstances considered, when to fire the alarm. In case

of this event taking place in the present state of the works, the

security of the fort depends so much on the heights in the rear, on

which the greatest force should be placed, that the commanding officer

at West Point should take his quarters on the hill Colonel Putnam is

now fortifying. Colonel Meigs's regiment, now at Robinson's farm, on

hearing the alarm, will repair to West Point by the safest and securest

"Trophy Point, where Battery Sherburne was subsequently erected.
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passage. Six companies of his and Colonel Wyllis's regiment will take

post in the works they are respectively erecting. The other two com-

panies, with the invalids of the post and artificers, are to garrison the

fort under the orders of Major Gro.svenor. Colonel Webb's regiment is

to take post in the works they are now making, and Colonel Sherburne's

to defend the redoubt to be erected near the northwest corner of the

Long Barrack. Colonel Putnam's to take post on the hill which they

are now fortifying, and not to be ordered from thence, but such detach-

ments as he or the commanding officer at the post maj' judge necessary

to secure the avenues to his works. Should the enemy force the regi-

ments of Colonels \V>'llis, Meigs, and W^ebb from their works, it will be

most advancive of the defense of the hill, which commands the fort, that

those corps retire to defend to the last extreniitj- the avenvies leading

to Colonel Putnam's redoubt, and the ground on which he is now
encamped, unless some maneuver of the enemy should induce the com-

manding officer of the post to detach .some of tho.se corps for the security

of Putnam's redoubt. If the ground on which the enemy intend to land,

or the route on which he advances to our works, render it necessary to

detach any corps to oppose him it must be taken from the works erect-

ing by Colonel Wyllis's, Meigs's or Colonel Webb's regiments, and not

from the fort or Putnam's redoubt, as in case of misfortune, the enemy's

po.ssessing the works first mentioned, will not be .so fatal to the po.st as

his getting po.sse,ssion of the fort, or Putnam's redoubt.

P. S. The west face of the redoubt to be built near the L,ong Barrack,

to be 18 feet Thigh), the north and ea.st faces 14 feet; the stones to be

kept as much as possible from the upper part of the parapet of the works.

Tvi^o days after the foregoing instructions were issued ( 1
3th)

General McDougall wrote that

—

the fort was .so nearly inclo.sed as to resist a sudden attack of the enemy,

but the heights near it were such that the fort would not be tenable if

the enemy should po.ssess them. For this reason we are obliged to

make some works on them. Mr. Kosciuszko is esteemed by those who
have attended the works at West Point to have more practice than Colonel

Radiere, and his manner of treating the people is more acceptable than

that of the latter, which induced General Parsons and Governor Clinton

to desire that the former maj- be continued at West Point.

On the 1 8th of April Col. Robert Trottp wrote from Fish-

kill to General Gates, president of the board of war, that the

works at West Point were in a great state of forwardness

;

that Kosciuszko was very much esteemed as an able engi-

neer, and that the latter had made many alterations in the

works, which were universall}' approved.
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"The chain," he added, "will be put across the river this

week, and if the enemy let us alone two weeks longer, we

shall have reason to rejoice at their moving this wa}-."
"

In the meantime Kosciuszko '' labored assiduously to place

West Point in a defensible condition. When General Gates

was given command of the northern department, with head-

quarters at Fishkill and at the Robinson House, General

McDougall was ordered on April 22, 177S, to join the army

at Valle}' Forge, and the command of West Point devolved

on General Parsons.'' In June, 1778, the principal work on

the northeast corner of the plateau was sufficiently advanced

to receive its garrison and its name. At first this work was

called Fort Arnold, but after the defection of Benedict Arnold

the work was called Fort Clinton, although previous to that

time it was occasionally- called by the latter name.

Colonel Malcolm, who commanded at West Point in August,

1778, evidenth- placed more reliance in his men than he did

in the works, he having written this letter to Colonel Lamb:

Fort Arnold, August 2, 1778.

Dr. Sir: * * * On the arrival of the General I was sent to this

command, which I found in just as bad order as even your imagination

can conceive. Will you believe that there was not one pound of meat

in the garrison of anj- kind, and but two hundred barrels of flour, altho'

General Glo\-er told me everything was complete. If the enemy do

come, I shall fight them in the field, which is my only chance. The

works are not worth a farthing, but I flatter myself the>- will never

more pass Dobbs Ferry. * * =i=

\V. Malcolm.

oBoyiiton's History of West Point.

b There vet may be seen on the bluff between Memorial Hall and the river a winding path near

which there is a spring. This part of the grounds is .still called " Kosciuszko's Garden." Thacher

records a visit to West Point which he made on July 28. 177S, and states: " Here I had the pleasure

of being introduced to Col. Thaddeus Kosciuszko, a gentleman of distinction, from Poland. Hav-

ing recently arrived in our country, he is employed in the engineer department, with the rank of

colonel. He has amused himself while stationed at this point in laying out a curious garden in a

deep valley, abounding more in rocks than soil. 1 was gratified in \Hewing his curious water

fountain, with spouting jets and cascades."

c The commanding officers at West Point during the Revolution were shifted with such rapidity

that it is with difficulty that the dates of their respective regimes can be traced. Some of them

commanded the post more than once.

The principal co.nmanding officers of West Point of whom we have record, were: General Par-

sons, General .McDougall, General Paterson, General Heath. Colonel Lamb, Colonel Malcolm,

Colonel Wade, General ..\rnold, General St. Clair, General Greene, and General Knox. There were

several others; the temporary absence of the ranking officer sometimes gave a sulwrdinate an

opportunity to command, but the duration of such periods have not. as a rule, been recorded; for

instance, Lieut. Col. .\aron Burr (of Malcolm's regiment) commanded the post of West Point during

a part of the winter of 1778-79.—(/^Woji'j Life and Times ofAaron Burr, pp. 109-110.)
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This same officer was evidently' affected by lonesomeness,

as on August 3, in writing to Parsons, lie stated:

* * - Here I am holding committee among spades and shovels.

Why was I banished? However, I begin to be reconciled. I must be

so, especially as you are not moving towards York. If you do, don't be

.surprised to see me parade among you. We are driving on downwards.

The more we do, the more we find we have to do. * * * Lend me
news and newspapers, anything to keep us alive; this is actually t'other

end of the world. * * *

In the early fall of 177S, while on an inspecting tour in the

Highlands, Washington visited West Point, and wrote the

following letter from Fort Arnold (Clinton) to General Dupor-

tail, the chief engineer:

Fort Clinton," West Point, September 79, IJ78.

Sir: I have perused the memorial which \o\x delivered relative to

the defense of the North River '^ at this place, and upon a view of it

highly approve what you have offered upon the subject. Colonel Kos-

ciusko, who was charged b}- Congress with the direction of the forts

and batteries, has already made such progress in the constructing of

them as would render any alteration of them in the general plan a work
of too nuich time, and the favorable testimony which you have given of

Colonel Kosciusko's abilities prevents any uneasiness on this head.

An additional regiment, which was from Massachusetts,

was assigned to West Point in November, 1778."

In case of an attack the authorities counted on the garri-

son at West Point being assisted b}- the neighboring militia,

to assemble which and to give a general alarm there was
quite a good system of giving signals b}' means of beacon

fires, flags, cannon, and express riders connecting Sandy
Hook with Fishkill and both of these places with points in

New Jersey and Connecticut. One of the signal stations

was on top of Storm King.''

fi At another time Washington designates this work Fort Arnold.

^ Fonnerly the Hudson was at times called the North River, in contradistinction to the Delaware
River, which was called the South River.

f During this year some of the labor on the works at West Point was performed by captured

loyalists working without pay. On November 20, 177S, Malcolm reported to Governor Clinton that

he had about two dozen Tories at work, but that he never kept any one of them for a longer period

than three months.
rfThe Revolutionary- authorities had a system of signal stations which connected the frontier

posts in West Chester with Beacon Hill (Fishkill), and from thence diverged along the hills east

into Connecticut and south and west through New Jersey as far as Sandy Hook. In the daytime
signals were made by flags and alarm cannon, and at night fires were used in place of flags; express

riders were also employed. This system was designed to apprise distant posts of the movements
of the enemy and to summon the militia to arms. The hill immediately north of Crow Nest, which
at present is called Storm King, was known as Butler Hill in Revolutionary days.
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On March i8, 1779, Governor Clinton issued the following:

General Orders.—The Signal of Alarm being fixed by the Honorable

Major General McDougall, on the 19th Feb. last, are as follows, viz:

When Five Topsail vessels appear coming up of the Enemy three

Cannon will be fired at Kings Ferry (Stony Point), five Minutes after

each other; and if ten Vessels appear, four Cannon will be fired at the

same Distance of Time, and in this Manner if a greater number of Ships

appear, that is one gun for every five that shall exceed that number.

These Signals will be answered by the firing of the heaviest Cannon

at West Point in the same Manner.

It is his Excellency the Governor's Orders that the same be Commu-
nicated to the Officers of the respective Regiments of Militia of the Coun-

ties of Duchess, Ulster and Orange, who are strictly charged to see their

men are properly provided with arms and ammunition and held in the

most perfect Readiness; and that upon the alarm being given, Colonel

Commandant Swartwout's Brigade will immediately march to Fishkill,

and there wait further Orders, and the Regiments of Ulster and Orange

(the Western Frontier Companies who are to attend to the Protection of

the Frontier Settlements excepted), to the Post at West Point. * * *

Eleven miles below West Point are located Stonj- Point

and \'erplanck's Point, which in the Revolutionar}' war were

not onl}' important as outposts of the S3'stem of posts of

which West Point was the center, but also because they were

placed at each end of King's Ferrj', which was of great

importance as a part of the line of communication between

New England and the South.

In May, 1779, the Americans had a few men posted at

Stcny Point and a few at Verplanck's Point. On Alay 31

Sir Henry Clinton with a formidable force took Stony Point,

and on the next day occupied Verplanck's Point. He left a

garrison of over 500 at Stony Point and a smaller garrison

at Verplanck's Point. The greater portion of the Army
was concentrated in the highlands, and the garrison at

West Point was again augmented. About this time General

McDougall was again given command of W'est Point, which

was garrisoned by Larned's, Patterson's, and the Carolina

brigades. General Heath commanded the troops stationed

across the Hudson from West Point; one brigade was on

Constitution Island, one on the road to Fishkill, and another

near the "Robinson house." General Putnam was near

Haverstraw with the main body of the Army.
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Washington had organized a short time previous!}" a corps

of light infantr}-, consisting of four regiments, each of which

contained about 340 officers and men, selected from about all

of the organizations in and around West Point.

The command of this corps was given to Wa3'ne, who was
directed by W'ashington to capture Stou}- Point. Preparatory

to undertaking this venture, Waj-ne's command was assem-

bled and encamped a few miles south of West Point, at a

place called Sand}- Beach, which was located between Fort

Montgomery and the present town of Highland Falls.

On July 15 ^\'ayne paraded his troops for a careful inspec-

tion, but after the completion of which, instead of dismissing

them to their quarters, he wheeled them into column and

took up his march to Stony Point, which at midnight he suc-

cessfully assaulted with the bayonet." This movement was

the most successful and brilliant exploit of the Revolution.*

Waj-ne captured about 27 officers and 416 enlisted men,

besides valuable munitions of war. After destro^'ing the

works he withdrew. The British short!}- afterwards again

garrisoned Stony Point, but abandoned the place after a short

occupancy.

While Wayne's movement was taking place Washington,

ever jealous of West Point, had so disposed the remainder of

his command as to most securely guard that post in case of

Wayne's defeat, or in case of any strong combination of the

enemy against West Point, as it was very much feared at the

time by our leaders that tlie British would make a desperate

attempt to capture tlie place, which the Americans regarded

as their stronghold.

Baron Steuben, writing from West Point on July 27, 1779,

said:

* * * Whatever means the}- employ, I am positive their operations are

directed exclusively to getting possession of this post and of the river as

far as Albany. If this is not their plan, they have not got one which is

worth the expense of the campaign. On their success depends the fate of

a Iintnediately after the fall of Stony Point, Wayne sent the following to Washington;
• Stony Point, i6th July. i~jg—2 o'clock a. m.

" De.\r Genl: The fort & Garrison with Colo. Johnston are ours. Our Ofl^cers and men behaved

like men who are determined to be free.

" Yours most sincerely, "Ant'y Wayne."
dSee the storming of Stony Point. Johnston.
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America. The consequence is, therefore, that there is nothing of greater

importance to us than to avert this blow. Let them burn whatever they

have not burned already, and this campaign will add to their shame but

not to their success. Were West Point strongly fortified, supplied with

suflScient artillerj', ammunition, and provisions, and a garrison o" 2,000

men, we ought not to be induced to take our forces more than i day's

march from it. To have the means of relieving it, I go further and saj'

that our army should be destroyed or takeu before we allow them to

commence an attack on West Point. ='- * * Let us defend the Xorth

River and hold West Point, and the end of our campaign will be

glorious. * * *

Washington, knowing the weakness of his arni}' and the

strength afforded to it b}- the terrain around West Point,

refused to allow himself to be drawn b}- Sir Henr}' Clinton

into the open countr}-, and the latter, aware of the difficulties

attending a campaign in the Highlands, refused to attack

Washington at bay at West Point.

On September 9, 1779, Clinton, writing to General Haldi-

man, who was in Canada, said:

* * * In the first place I opened the campaign three weeks before

\\'ashington expected, or was prepared for it. I seized his short com-

munication with the Eastern Provinces b}- King' Ferrj'. I did suppose

he must either march directly* to recover it, risking a general action

under unfavorable terms, or put himself immediately behind the moun-

tains to save Fort Defiance, &c. , at West Point. He had reason to be

jealous of that Post, tho' without a fleet and a ver}- superior army it is

not attackable, and, for other motives, I should never form an idea of

attacking it. He threw himself behind the mountains, where he was

much distressed, as he was still obliged to live from his magazines at

Trenton and Easton (Penn. 1. The country furnished little grass for

cavalry or carriage horses, and the effects of a severe winter upon the

roads were unrepaired. '• * *

On Jul}- 28, 1779, Washington moved his headquarters to

West Point and remained there until November 28 of the

same 3-ear. He occupied "]\Ioore's house," from whence a

number of his orders were issued. It is not known whether

or not he occupied any other house at ^\'est Point during this

time.

During the summer of 1779 Fort Ptitnam, Redoubts Webb
and \\'^yll3-s, and some outh-ing works were completed," to

" In addition to the forts and redoubts at West Point, there were some smaller works and block

houses placed on commanding points on the neighboring hills.
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accomplish which the roster for fatigue duty sometimes num-
bered 2,500 men per day.

In the autumn of 1779 the distribution of the American
troops in and around West Point is shown b^ General Heath's

entry in his memoirs, under the date of September 9, 1779,

in which he states:

The American Army remained in its former position—the \'ire;inia

line near Ramapaugh, on the right; the H^ht infantry, near Fort Mont-

gomery'; the Maryland line, on the left of the light infantry; Pennsyl-

vania line and two brigades of Massachusetts, at West Point; North

Carolina brigade, at Constitution Island; the Connecticut line, on the

east side of the Hudson, between Xelson's and Robinson's; Xixon's

brigade, at the gorge of the mountains, above the Continental \'illage;

Glover's brigade, !Moylan's, Sheldon's and Armand's horse at Lower
Salem. On the west side of the Hudson, besides Fort Clinton at West
Point and Fort Putnam on the height back of it, there were seven or

eight redoubts, built and building. On the ea.st side of the river, the

north and middle redoubts, and a redoubt at the gorge of the mountain.

This disposition was one well calculated for the defense of

West Point, as troops from the outl3-ing posts could be

marched there in a yery short space of time.

On September 15 the Count de la Luzerne, recently-

appointed minister from France, ^-isited Washington at

West Point.

In the latter part of November the troops in the high-

lands were distributed to their stations for the winter. The
IVIassachusetts line was left to garrison West Point and the

adjacent highlands. The command of all posts and troops

on the Hudson was given to General Heath. This officer,

under the date November 25, 1779, made the following entry

in his diary:

25th.—The troops were moving to their different places of cantonment;

many of the soldiers (as fine men as ever stood in shoes) were marched

barefooted over the hard-frozen ground, and with an astonishing

patience. Remember these things, ye Americans, in future times!

On Januar}- 3, 1780, Heath recorded:

The snow had got to be about four feet deep on a level, and the

troops were driven to great difficulties in keeping open the communica-

tions to the posts—obtaining provisions, fuel, forage, etc., and .so intense

and .steady was the weather that for more than twenty da>"s there could
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not be discovered the least sign of the remission of the snow in any

places the most open to the influences of the sun. The Hudson soon

becoming passable on the ice, the troops were comfortably supplied with

provisions; but many were in extreme want of cloathing.

During this winter the south barracks in Fort Arnold was

burned, some of the stores were lost, and the north redoubt

was twice in flames.

In April, 17S0, Heath was succeeded in command b^- Gen-

eral Howe. WashingtOTi, thinking that the British intended

a move against West Point, strengthened the garrison and

sent both McDougall and Baron Steuben to that post.

Shortly afterwards the British did entertain plans for the

reduction of West Point, but not of the character antici-

pated by Washington.

Maj. Gen. Baron Steuben, Inspector-General, who had seen

seven campaigns in the ser\-ice of Frederick the Great, labored

at West Point from about the middle of June until about the

ist of August, 17S0, in disciplining and instructing the

troops and in forming a corps of light infantr}-. There were

in Howe's command about 3,000 old soldiers, two-thirds of

whom and all of the recruits were drilled each day. The
recruits were excused from guard and fatigue dut}- in order

that no time should be lost in making them proficient in their

drill. The men were exercised twice each da}', one hour and

a half at reveille and one hour and a half near retreat. At

these exercises the commanding officers of regiments had to

attend and were answerable for the attendance of the officers

of their respective regiments, and on no account were the

recruits allowed to be exercised \>y other than commissioned

officers. Steuben at this time was busy also in forming a

corps of light infantr}- from men selected from the regiments

in and around West Point. On July 28 he wrote to Wash-

ington:

I have made the necessary arrangements for the light infantry and

shall be happy if they meet Your Excellency's approbation. The com-

panies are formed agreeably to Your Excellency's orders. I have my.self

cho.sen the non-commissioned officers and .soldiers, and even tlie arms,

and I dare flatter my.self that the corps will be the admiration of our

allies as much as the terror of our enemies. There is hardly a man
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uuder 20 or above 30 years of age; they are all robust and well made,

aud have indeed a military appearance. * * * Nearly two-thirds of

ever}- company will be old soldiers.

Maj. Gen. Benedict Arnold was assigned to the command
of West Point and its dependencies in August, 17S0. Arnold

had been assigned to the command at Philadelphia after

distinguished service in the American cause, notably in his

expedition against Quebec in 1775, and in the operations

resulting in the surrender of Burgoyne, in both of which

campaigns he had been wotmded.

^\'hile at Philadelphia, Arnold's conduct was far from

satisfactory. His open preference for the British faction, his

financial methods and embarrassments, caused by living far

beyond his means, and his administration generally, not onl}-

gave umbrage to the Americans but also gave grounds for

serious charges, upon which he was brought to trial and

sentenced to be reprimanded. Arnold was also smarting

under the fact that several of his juniors had been promoted

over his head. Washington had held a high opinion of

Arnold's military capacity, and the reprimand is curious as

complying with the letter of the sentence and at the same

time expressing confidence in the offender. When Arnold,

with his own ends in view, sought the command at West
Point, Washington offered him the command of the left w'ing

of the ami}- then in the field. Arnold pleaded to be given

the W^est Point command, stating that the wound he had

received at Saratoga prevented active field duty. His

preference was gratified; he arrived at his new post on August

5, and made his headquarters in the Robinson House.

So far Arnold had allayed suspicion as to his object in

seeking this post, but the fact was that he had been in secret

correspondence with the British since April, 1779, nearly a

year and a half previotis to the time of his betrayal of West
Point." It is not known how much assistance he had given

to the enem}' during these eighteen months. He desired

(I 111 September, 1779, Lord Germain wrote to Sir Henrj' Clinton; "Next to the destruction of

Washington's Army, the gaining over officers of influence and reputation among the troops would

be the speediest means of subduing the rebellion and restoring the tranquillity of America. Your
commission authorizes you to avail yourself of such opportunities, and there can be no doubt that

the expense will be cheerfully submitted to."

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 12
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rank in the British service and he desired and needed nione3\

Neither of these rewards could he claim to anj- great degree

if he simply deserted the American cause, but if in addition

he could place the British in possession of the most important

American post, he could obtain what his ambition demanded.

Therefore, Arnold, who was essentially a field soldier, declined

an important command in the field which promised much,

and sought the command of West Point, which he intended

to use as a salable commodity. Doubtless he had lost faith

in the ultimate success of the Americans and believed that

he was deserting a hopeless cause.

Arnold was only a few weeks at West Point, but he found

time to practice some of the methods which had characterized

his regime in Philadelphia. Alexander Hamilton, writing

to Laurens, stated:

* * * Added to the scene of knavery and prostitution during his

(Arnold's) command in Philadelphia, which the late seizure of his

papers has unfolded, the history of his command at West Point is a his-

tory of little as well as great villainies. He practiced every dirty art of

peculation, and even stooped to connections with the sutlers of the gar-

rison to defraud the public.""

Shortly after arriving at West Point, Arnold sought to come

to terms with the British about the. sale of the post. If he

had succeeded in surrendering West Point the result would

have been most disastrous to the American cause. America,

as well as Great Britain, was tired of the war, and a large

number of our people were willing to return to the old condi-

tions. Governor Reed, of Pennsylvania, said in August, 17S0:

"On .\ugust 13, 17S0. Major Baiimaii of the Artillerj', oii duty at West Point, wrote a curious letter

to Hamilton in which Bauinan laments the existing order of things at West Point, he stated
"* * * The troops have and still suffer from those and more like cases, they have been

cheated in weights, in measure, and in their scanty allowance of fatigue mm. ***** There
is not in all this garrison a proper guard house for the Conveniency of Soldiers, nor for the Security

of the Criminals, no powder magazine, nor a store for the reception and reserv-e of the Enipliments

of War. In short, the whole appears at present under the care of ingoverahle and undisciplined

Militia, like a wild Tatars Camp, instead of that shining fortification all America thinks not only

an insurmountable Barrier against the Excursion of its Enemy, but likewise, an easj- Defence in

case of an unforeseen Disaster of its Army. * * * And let me once more in confidence assure

you that I suffer incessant pain, not from any apprehensive view of fear, but from the present state

this garrison is in. To rectify defects my dear sir when Roused to Arms, can never be attainable.

* * * and as there is still room left on this sheet for another Paragraph, of still greater conse-

quences intimately connected with the rest; I shall finish and prognosticate; that should ever

capriciousness be on one side of the Contrast, may proofe fatal to this Post. Kor here is an officer

by the appellation of Commandant of the Garrison, and a major-general in the field as it were,

who issues publick orders for theinternal policeof this Garrison. * * *"

—

Manuscript in Library

0/State Department.
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" It is obvious that the bulk of the people are weary of the

war." The Treasury was exhausted. The ill-paid troops

were inadequately clothed and often hungr}'; more than one

regiment had mutinied. " There never has been a stage of

the war," said Washington, " in which dissatisfaction has

been so general and so alarming."

Lieutenant-General Robertson, of the British Arm-v, sta-

tioned in New York, on vSeptember 21 wrote to the minis-

try: " So I will only sa}- in general that since the vear 1777
I have not seen so fair a prospect for the return of the revolted

provinces to their duty."

The defeat of Gates at Camden on August 16, 17S0, had

had a disheartening effect. It would have been most unfor-

tunate for us if our French allies had witnessed our strongest

fortress turned over to the British by a major-general, who
gave as one of his reasons his dislike for the alliance with the

French.

The immediate material benefits to be obtained b}' the

British from the surrender of West Point were also very

great. It was practically the only stronghold of magnitude

possessed b}' the Americans; three years of labor and

$3,000,000 had been expended in fortifying it; the garrison

contained a considerable fraction of the arm}-; its surrender

would have unlocked for the British the highway to Canada,

and would have allowed them to separate the eastern colonies

from the others. The morale of the American leaders would

have been shaken, and their hopes dispelled; they had trusted

in West Point, no matter what accidents might befall them
in the field. The ordnance and other supplies contained at

West Point if lost could probably not have been replaced by
the Americans. The loss of this post would have paralyzed

any movement which Washington's army might have been

engaged upon at the time. It was thought that Washington
contemplated an early movement on New York, in which the

French were to assist him, and it was Sir Henry Clinton's

plan to counteract this by receiving the surrender of West
Point. Clinton's despatch of October 11, 1780, stated:

My idea of putting into execution this concerted plan with General

Arnold with most efficacy, was to have deferred it till Mr. Washington,
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cooperating with the French, moved upon this place [New York] to

invest it, and that the rebel magazines should have been collected and

formed in their several depots, particularly that at West Point. General

Arnold surrendering himself, the forts and garrisons at this instant

would have given every advantage which could have been desired. Mr.

Washington must have instantly retired from King's bridge and the

French troops upon Long Island would have been consequently left

unsupported, and probably would have fallen into our hands. The con-

sequent advantage of so great an event I need not explain.

]Much,if not all, of Arnold's correspondence with tlie British

was carried on with Maj. John Andre," adjntant-general of the

British ami}' in America, the former writing nnder the pseu-

donym of "Gustavus," and the latter tinder that of "John

Anderson." A number of letters passed between them—how

many is not known. An extract from this correspondence is

the following letter from x\rnold to Andre

:

August 30, 1780.

Sir: On the 24th instant I received a note from you, without date, in

answer to mine of the 7th of July; also a letter from your house of the

24th July in answer to mine of the 15th, with a note from Mr. B of

the 30th of July, with an extract of a letter from Mr. J. Osborn of the

24th. I have paid particular attention to the contents of the several

letters. Had they arrived earlier you should ha\-e had mj' answer

sooner. A variety of circumstances has prevented m)^ writing you

before. I expect to do it very fully in a few days, and to procure you

an inter\-iew with Mr. M e, when you will be able to settle your com-

mercial plan, I hope, agreeable to all parties. Mr. M e assures me
that he is still of opinion that his first proposal is by no means unrea-

sonable, and makes no doubt, when he has had a conference with you,

that you will close with it. He expects, when you meet, that you will

be fully authorized from 3'our Hou.se; that the risks and profits of the

copartnership may be fully and clearly understood.

a Maj. John Andrt was of Swiss and French extraction, and was born in England about 1751. He
entered the British service in 1771 as second lieutenant in the Royal English Fusileers. In 1774 he

took station in Canada, and was a member of the garrison of St. Johns when it capitulated to Gen-

eral Montgomery' in November, 1775. Andr6 was first sent as a prisoner to Lancaster and after-

wards to Carlisle, Pa. In December, 1776, he was exchanged. In January. 1777, he was made a captain

in the Twenty-sixth Foot, and later in the year was appointed aid-de-camp to Major-Oeneral Grey.

The next year Andr^ was appointed aid-de-canip to Sir Henry Clinton, with the provincial rank of

major. In 1779 he was appointed adjutant-general of the British forces in America.

Major .\ndr^'s rank in the regular establi.shmcnt was never higher than that of captain; but if

the enterprise he attempted against West Point had succeeded there is no doubt that he would have

received considerable advancement. 11 is said that the King, in remembrance of Andre's ser^-ices,

ordered 1,000 guineas from his private purse to be paid to .\ndr^'s mother and an anntial pension

of .^300 to be settled upon her for life, and for the same reason the King conferred a baronetcy upon

Andre's brother.

Major jVndrfi was buried beneath his gibbet, but in 1821 his remains were removed to England,

where they rest in Westminster Abbey.
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A speculation might at this time be easily made to some advantage

with ready money, but there is not the quantity of goods at market

which j-our partner seems to suppose, and the number of speculators

below, I think, will be against j'our making an immediate purchase. I

apprehend goods will be in greater plenty and much cheaper in the

course of the season ; both dry and wet are much wanted and in demand
at this juncture. Some quantities are expected in this part of the coun-

try soon. Mr. M e flatters himself that in the course of ten days he

will have the pleasure of .seeing you. He requests me to advise j'ou

that he has ordered a draft on you in favor of our mutual friend S y
for ^300, which you will charge on account of tobacco. I am, in

behalf of Mr. M e & Co., sir, your obedient humble sen-ant,

GU.STA\TJS.

Mr. John Anderson, Merchant,

To the rare ofJames Osborn, to Ik left at the Reverend Mr. Odell's,

Netv York."'

Now that Arnold wa.s actually in command at West Point,

Sir Henry Clinton lost no time in attempting to take advan-

tage of the situation. On September 14 Clinton received a

powerftil all}^ in the distinguished British sailor, Admiral Sir

George Rodney, who on that date put into New York Harbor
with a sqtiadron. For man}' reasons it was now necessary

that the intercotirse with Arnold, which had been b}' letters,

shotild culminate by a personal inter\'iew between him and

some representative of Sir Henry Clinton.

At this period Sir George Rodney arrived with a fleet at New York,

whicli made it highly probable that Washington would lay aside all

thoughts again.st this place. It became, therefore, proper for me no

longer to defer the execution of a project which would lead to such con-

siderable advantages nor to lose so fair an opportunity as was presented,

and under so good a mask as the expedition to the Chesapeake, which

everybody imagined would of course take place. Under this feint I

prepared for a movement up the North River. I laid my plan before

Sir George Rodney and General Knj-phausen, when Sir George, with

f'Wiuthrop Sargent, author of a life of Andr^, says of this letter: "Translated from its com-
mercial phraseology' into plain English, this letter teaches us that ou the 7th of July -\rnold had
declared the probability of his obtaining the command of West Point, and the inspection he had
just made of its defenses; and had written again on the 15th, when the projections connected

with the arrival of the French may have been mentioned. The terms upon which he was to

surrender were also doubtless named. To these Andr^ had replied in two notes; and. if we may
suppose that B stood for Beverly Robinson, and J. Osborn for Sir H. Clinton communications
from these were likewise apparently conveyed. It may be easily gathered also that the present

strength of the garrison, both in militia and continentals, was indicated; and that the feasibility

of a coup de main, and the danger of the troops at Verplanck's retarding such an undertaking,

were suggested. It will be observed that Ousta\'US writes as an agent for Mr. M e: elide the

dash, and we have Mr. Me; in other words, himself."

—

SargenVs Life of Major Andre, p. 259.
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that zeal for His Majesty's service which marks his character, most

handsomely promised to give me everj- naval assistance in his power.

It became necessarj- at this instant that the secret correspondence

under feig'ned names, which had so long been carried on, should be ren-

dered into certainty, both as to the person being General Arnold, com-

manding at \\'est Point, and that in the manner in which he was to

surrender himself, the forts, and troops to me, it should be so conducted

under a concerted plan between us, as that the King's troops sent upon

this expedition should be under no risk of surprise or counterplot; and

I was determined not to make the attempt but under such particular

security.

I knew the ground on which the forts were placed, and tlie contigu-

ous countn-, tolerably well, having been there in 1777; and I had

received man>- hints respecting both from General Arnold. But it was

certainl)- necessarj- that a meeting should be held with that officer for

settling the whole plan. M3' reasons, as I have described them, will, I

trust, pro\-e the proprietj- of such a measure on my part. General

Arnold had also his reasons, which must be so very obvious as to make

it unnecessary for me to explain them.

Many projects for a meeting were formed, and consequenth' several

attempts made, in all of which General Arnold seemed extremely desir-

ous that some person who had my particular confidence might be sent

to him: .some man, as he described it in writing, of his oum mensuration.

I had thought of a person under this important description who would

gladly have undertaken it, but that his peculiar situation at the time,

from which I could not release him, prevented him from engaging in it.

General Arnold finally insisted that the iierson sent to confer with him

should be Adjutant-General Major Andre, who indeed had been the

person on my part who managed and carried on the secret correspond-

ence.''

On September 7 Colonel Sheldon, who commanded an

American advanced post some 10 or 15 miles northeast of

Tarrvtown, received the following letter from Andre:

Xew York, 7 Sept., ij8o.

Sir: I am told my name is made known to j-ou, and that I may hope

j'our indulgence in permitting me to meet a friend near your outposts.

I will endeavour to obtain permission to go out with a flag, which will be

sent to Dobb's Ferry on Sunday next the nth at 12 o'clock, when I

shall be happy to meet Mr. G. Should I not be allowed to go, the offi-

cer who is to command the escort, between whom and m\-self no dis-

tinction need be made, can speak on the affair.

Let me entreat you, sir, to favour a matter so interesting to the par-

ties concerned, and which is of so private a nature that the public on

neither side can be injured by it.

<iSir Henry Clinton to Lord (".forj^t- t'.crniain.
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I shall be happy 011 my part of doing anj- act of kindness to you in a

family or a propertj' concern, of a similar nature.

I trust I shall not be detained but should any old grudge be a cause

for it, I should rather risk that than neglect the business in question or

assume a mysterious character to carrj- on an innocent affair and as

friends have advised get to j'our lines bj' stealth. I am with all regard

Yr. most humble serf.

JoH.v Anderson."

This letter was written to apprise Arnold that Andre
desired to see him and to give Arnold an opportunit}' of

directing Sheldon to send Andre to Arnold's headquarters.

Arnold notified Sheldon that he expected to meet a friend at

his quarters through whom he desired to open "a channel of

intelligence." Sheldon replied to Arnold that he was ill and

could not be present at the meeting, and advised Arnold to

meet this person at Dobbs Ferr}-. Arnold left the Robinson

House on the loth, and, going to Haverstraw on the nth, he

attempted to cross the river to the tr3-sting place, but some

British gunboats, not in the secret, opened fire on Arnold's

barge and compelled him to retire at the risk of his life; he

was nearl}- captured by a boat from the i "u/iun\ sloop of war.

He then went to an American post on the west shore opposite

to Dobbs Ferry, and having waited in vain until nightfall for

some sign of Andre he returned to his headquarters. To
allay suspicion, Arnold wrote from Dobbs Ferrv to ^^^ashing-

ton, explaining his being so far from his headquarters bv the

statement that he had gone to Dobbs Ferr}- for the purpose

of arranging a set of signals to give the alarm in case the

enemy came up the river.

On September 16, the I'^iltnrc^ appeared off Teller's Point

opposite Haverstraw, having on board Col. Beverly Robinson,

the Tory officer who was assisting in the Arnold-Andre plot,

and who was the owner of the house in which Arnold was
" This letter was afterwards submitted to the board of officers to which .Andre's case was referred.

It is hard to understand how an officer of .-Vndrt-'s character and reputation could allow himself to

write such a letter and so abuse a flag of truce which has been instituted amongst nations to

ameliorate the conditions of war, and the strict obser\'ance of the principles governing its use is

inseparable from the principles of honor. "All's fair in war" does not apply to a flag of truce.

'' If any omen might be derived from names, the / 'uUure was a fortunate ship for the enterprise.

She herself had been very successful against our privateers; and thirty-five years before we find a

band of prisoners, some of them detained as spies (comprising not only the celebrated Home, in

whose tragedy .\ndr^ had delighted to bear a character, but Witherspoon. now active for the Con-
gress, and Barrow, in arms for the King), had escaped from Charles Edward's hands, and flying

from Donne castle by Tullyallan, were received on board the sloop-of-war l^ulturf. Captain Fal-

coner.

—

From Life of Major A ndr^, by Winllirop Sargent.
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quartered. Robinson sent a letter to Arnold, ostensibl}' to

inquire abont his property-, bnt really to signify his presence

on board and that he wished to negotiate about matters other

than those affecting his estate; this letter was sent ashore

under a flag of truce.

Washington and his staff, on their way to Hartford to meet

the French commander, crossed the Hudson on September 18

at Kings Ferry. Arnold accompanied the part}' as far as

Peekskill. While crossing the river, the Vulture was seen

and her object up the river was discussed. Arnold showed

Washington the letter from Robinson, and Washington dis-

approved of Arnold holding any direct communication with

Robinson. On the 19th, Arnold replied to Robinson, declin-

ing to hold further commiinication with him, but inclosing in

this official letter two other letters, one of them for Robinson

and the other for Andre. The tenor of these two letters

was for the arrangement for a meeting with Andre. The
latter came up from New York on the evening of September

2o. On the 21st a complaint that certain Americans had

fired on a flag of truce was sent ashore from the J'nlture.

This complaint was signed b}- the captain of the vessel and

was countersigned b}' "his secretary" John Anderson, which

was done for the purpose of apprising Arnold of Andre's

presence on board the J'ltltnre.

Another agent in this matter now appeared in the person

of one Joshua Hett Smith," whose house was about 2%
miles below Stony Point, on the Haverstraw road. At

about midnight on the 21st, Smith, in a boat, without a

flag of truce, manned by two of his tenants, was sent by

Arnold to the l^iiltnre, while Arnold went to the appointed

rendezvous, which was about 2 miles below Haverstraw, at

the foot of the mountain south of that place. Smith returned

from the I 'ulture, with Andre in uniform.* Arnold was

hidden in the firs near the shore, and there he and Andre
were engaged until the approach of dawn made it dangerous

to remain in that locality. Arnold and Andre then proceeded

n Joshua Hett Smith was a lawyer of means and was a brother of William Smith, who was a

Loyalist chief justice of New York in the Revolution.

''.\ntlr^ landed a short distance north of the northern end of the present West Shore Railroad

tunnel south of Haverstraw.
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to Smith's house." As the}- entered the town of Haverstraw

they were challenged by an American sentinel ; it was then

that Andre entered the American lines.

Colonel Livingston, the American commander at Yev-

plancks Point, had been anno^-ed by seeing the I'u/ture

hovering about that part of the Hudson for the past several

da^-s and had brought a 4-pounder to within range of the

sloop, and when day broke Livingston opened such a fire

upon the I'ulture that she dropped down-stream. From
Smith's house Andre heard the firing, and was dismaj-ed to

see his ship compelled to change her anchorage. During the

greater part of the forenoon Arnold, and Andre remained

closeted together, doubtless perfecting plans for the betra^-al

of West Point, and discussing the price Arnold was to receive.

Before Arnold left Andre, he did the astonishing thing of

intrusting to the latter certain papers, which, if discovered,

would implicate both. Clinton had cautioned Andre not to

change his uniform nor to carry papers. Possibly the papers

were given by Arnold, thinking that the}^ would serve as a

guaranty of his inteutions. IMost of the information they

contained was probably already- possessed b}' the British.

The papers in question were the following:

[In .Arnold's handwriting]

West Point, September ^th, ij8o.

Artitlery Orders.

The following disposition of the corps is to take place in case of an

alarm

:

Capt. Dannills with his Comp'y at Fort Putnam, and to detach an

officer with 12 men to Wyllys's Redoubt, a Non Commissioned officer

with 3 men to Webb's Redoubt, and the like number to Redoubt Xo. 4.

Capt. Thomas and Company to repair to Fort Arnold.

Captain Simmons and Company to remain at the North and South

Redoubts, at the East .side of the River, until further Orders.

Lieutenant Barber, with 20 men of Capt. Jackson's Company, will

repair to Constitution Island; the remainder of the Company, with Lieut.

Mason's, will repair to Arnold.

a Smith s house is still standing in West Haverstraw. and is situated nearly a mile north by west

from the present West Shore Railroad station. Washington dined with .\rnold in Smith's house

on the day he started for Hartford to meet Rochambeau. He also used it as a temporary head-

quarters when the allied armies were crossing King's Ferry on their way to Yorktown.
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Capt. Lieut. George and Lieut. Blake, with 20 men of Captain Tread-

well's Company, will Repair to Redoubt No. i and 2; the remainder of

the Company will be sent to Fort Arnold.

Late Jones's Company, with Lieut. Fisk, to repair to the South

Battery.

The Chain Battery, Sherburn's Redoubt, and the Bra.ss Field pieces,

will be manned from Fort Arnold, as Occasion may require.

The Commissary and Conductor of Millitarj- Stores will in turn wait

upon the Commanding Officer of Artillery for Orders.

The artificers in the garrison, (agreeable to former Orders), will

repair to Fort Arnold, and there receive further Orders from the Com-

mand'g OflBcer of Artillery.

,S. Bauman, Major Comi>i'f Artillery.

[In Arnold's handwriting]

Estimate of Forces at H^'st Point and its dependencies, September /j, 77^0.

A brigade of Massachusetts Militia, and two regiments of Rank and File, New-

Hampshire, Inclusive of 166 Batteaux Men at Verplanck's and Stony

Points 992

On Command and Extra vService at Fishkills, New AVindsor, &c, &c, who
may be called in occationally 852

3 regiments of Connecticut Militia, uiider the Com'd of Colonel Wells, on the

lines near N. Castle 488

A detachment of New York levies on the lines 115

Militia 2, 447

Colonel Lamb's Regiment 167

Colonel Livingston's at Verplank and Stony Pts So

Continent 247

Colonel Sheldon's Dragoons, on the lines, about one half mounted 250

Total 3. 080

fin the handwriting of Villefranche, a French engineer.)

Estimate of the nunilH-r 0/ men necessary to man t/ie zcor/;s at H'est Point and in

t/ie vicinity.

Fort Arnold 620 Redoubt No. 2 150 Redoubt No. 7 78

Putnam 450 ditto 3 120 North Redoubt .... 120

.... Wyllys 140 ditto 4 100 South Redoubt 130

Webb 140 ditto 5 139

Redoubt No. i 150 ditto 6 110 Total 2, 438

Villefranche, Engineer.

N. B. The Artillery Men are not included in the above estimate.
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[In Arnold's handwriting.]

[Endorsement.]

Remarks on Worlcs at West Point. A copy to be transmitted to His
Excellency General Washington, Sefi'r, ij8o.

Fort Arnold is built of Dry Fascines and Wood, is in a ruinous con-

dition, incompleat, and subject to take Fire from Shells or Carcasses.

Fort Putnam, Stone, wanting great repairs, wall on the East side

broke down, and rebuilding From the Foundation. At the West and
South side have been a Chevaux-de-Frise; on the West side broke in

many Places. The East side open; two Bomb Proofs and Provision

Magazine in the Fort, and Slight Wooden Barrack. A commanding
piece of ground 500 yards West, between the Fort and No. 4—or Rocky
Hill.

Fort Webb, built of Fascines and Wood, a slight Work, very dry, and
liable to be set on fire, as the approaches are \ery easy, without defenses,

save a slight Abattis.

Fort Wyllys, built of stone, 5 feet high, the Work above plank filled

with Earth, the stone work 15 feet, the Earth 9 feet thick—No Bomb
Proofs, the Batteries without the Fort.

Redoubt No. i—On the South side wood 9 feet thick; the Wt., North
and East sides 4 feet thick, no cannon in the works; a slight and single

Abattis, no ditch or Pickett. Cannon on two Batteries. No Bomb
Proofs.

Redoubt No. 2—The same as No. i , No Bomb Proofs.

Redoubt No. 3, a slight Wood Work 3 Feet thick, very Dr>-, no

Bomb Proofs, a single Abbattis, the work easily set on fire—no cannon.

Redoubt No. 4, a wooden work about 10 feet high and four or five

feet thick, the West side faced with a stone wall 8 feet high and four

thick. No Bomb Proof, two six pounders, a slight Abattis. a command-
ing piece of ground 500 yards Wt.

The North Redoubt, on the East side, built of stone 4 feet high;

above the stone wood filled in with Earth, very Dry, no Ditch, a Bomb
Proof, three Batteries without the Fort, a poor Abbatis, a Rising Piece

of ground 500 yards So. , the approaches under cover to within 20

j-ards.—The Work easily fired with Faggots diptd iu Pitch, &c.

South Redoubt, must the same as the North, a Commanding piece of

ground 500 yards due East—3 Batteries without the Fort.

These "remarks" were accompanied by the report of the

council of war, held at Washington's headquarters September

6, 17S0, which document, setting forth the weakness, wants,

and gloomy prospects of the American Ami}-, is as follows:

At a council of War, held in Camp Bergen County, Sept. 6th, 17X0.

Present—the Comtnander-in-Chief
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The Commander-in-Chief states to the Council, that since he had the

honor of laying before the General Officers, at Morristown, the 6th of

June last, a general view of our circumstances, several important events

have occurred, which have materially changed the prospects of the

Campaign.

That the success (assistance) expected from France, instead of com-

ing out in one body, and producing a Naval Superiority in tliese Seas,

has been divided into two Divisions, the first of which only consisting

of seven ships of the line, one forty-four and three smaller Frigates,

with five thousand land Forces, had arrived at Rhode Island.

That a Reinforcement of six ships of the . line from England having

reinforced the Enemy, had made their Naval Force in these seas amount

to Nine Sail of the Line, Two Fifties, two forty-four, and a number of

smaller Frigates, a Force completely superior to that of our Allies, and

which has in consequence held them Blocked up in the harbor of Rhode

Lsland till the 29th ult., at which Period the British Fleet disappeared,

and no advice of them has since been received.

That Accounts received by the Alliance Frigate, which left France in

July, announces the Second Division to be confined to Brest with sev-

eral other Ships by a British Fleet of thirty-two Sail of the line, and a

Fleet of the Allies of Thirty-six, or thirty-eight Ships of the line ready

to put to .sea from Cadiz to relieve the Port of Brest.

That most of the States in their an.swers to the requisitions made of

them, give the .strongest assurances of doing every thing in their power

to furnish the men and supplies required for the expected Co-operation.

The effect of which, has been far short of our expectations, for not nuich

above one-third of the Levies demanded for the Continental Battallions,

nor above the Same proportion of Militia have been a.ssembled, and the

Supplies have been .so inadequate that there was a neces.sity for dismiss-

ing all of the Militia, who.se immediate services could be dispensed with

to lessen our consumption, notwithstanding which the Troops now in

the Field are .severely suffering for want of Provisions.

That the Army at this Post and in the vicinity in operating Force

con.sists of 10,400 Continental Troops, and about 400 Militia, besides

which is a Regiment of Continental Troops of about 500 at Rhode Island,

left there for the assistance of our AllieSj against any attenijit of the

enemy that way, and two Connecticut State Regiments amounting to Soo

at North Castle.

That the times of Service for which the Levies are Engaged will expire

the first of January, which, if not replaced, allowing for the usual Cas-

ualties, will reduce the Continental Army to less than 6,000 men.

That since the .state( ment ) to the Council above Referred to, the

Enemy have brought a detachment of about 3,000 men from Charles

Town to New York, which makes the present operating Force in this

Quarter between Ten and Eleven Thousand men.

That the Enemies Force now in the Southern States has not been
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lately ascertained by anj- distinct accounts, but the General supposes it

cannot be less than 7,000 (of which about 2,000 are at Savannah) in

this estimate the Diminution by the Casualties of the Climate, is sup-

posed to be equal to the increase of Force derived from the Disaffected.

That added to the loss of Charles Town and its Garrison accounts of

a recent misfortune are just arrived from Major-General Gates, giving

advice of a general action which happened on the i6th of August near

Campden, in which the arm}- under his Command met with a total

defeat, and in all probability the whole of the Continental Troops, and

a considerable part of the Militia would be cut off.

That the State of Virginia has been some time exerting itself to raise

a Body of 3,000 Troops to serve till the end of December, lySr, but

how far it has succeeded is not known.

That Maryland has Resolved to raise 2,000 Men of which a sufficient

number to compose one Battalion was to have come to this army. The
remainder to recruit the Maryland line—but in consequence of the late

advices, an order has been .sent to march the whole Southward.

That the Enemies Force in Canada, Halifax, St. Augustine, and at

Penobscot, remains much the .same as .stated in the preceding Council.

That there is still reason to believe the Court of France will pro.secute

its original intention of giving effectual succor to this Country, as soon

as circumstances will permit; and it is hoped the second Division will

certainly arrive in the course of the fall.

That a Fleet greatly superior to that of the Enemy in the West Indies,

and a formidable land Force had .sailed sometime since from Martinique

to make a combined attack upon the Island of Jamaica, that there is a

possibility of a reinforcement from this quarter also, to the Fleet of our

Ally at Rhode Island.

The Commander-in-Chief having thus given the Council a full view

of our present Situation and future prospects, requests the Opinion of

each Member, in writing, what plan it will be advisable to pursue, to

what objects Our Attention ought to be directed in the cource of this

fall and winter, taking into consideration the alternative of having or

not having a Naval »Superiority. whether any Offensive operations can

be immediately undertaken and against what Point, what ought to be

our immediate Preparations and dispositions, particularly whether we
can afford or ought to .send any Reinforcements from this Army to the

Southern States, and to what amount. The General requests to be

favored with the.se opinions by the loth instant at farthest.

Andre also carried this pass in Arnold's handwriting:

Headquarters Robinson's House,
Sept. 22d, IJ80.

Permit Mr. John Anderson to pass the Guards to the White Plains,

or below if he Chuses. He being on Public Business bj- my Direction.

B. Arnold, M. Ge7i'l.
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Smith represented to Andre that it would be impossible,

at least very difficult, for him to attempt to reach the J 'ulture,

and insisted that the best way for him to reach New York was

b}' land. Andre was practically forced to disguise himself

as a civilian, which he had no intention of doing when he

came ashore. Late in the afternoon, armed with the pass

from Arnold and accompanied b}- Smith," Andre crossed the

river at Kings Ferr^- ^ and passed the night at the village of

Crompound, which is about 6 miles from Verplancks Point.

On the 23d, having nearh* reached the Croton River, the

travelers parted. Smith going to Fishkill, leaving Andre to

proceed alone to New York. When a short distance from

Tarrytown, Andre was halted by three Americans, admitted

that he was a British officer, and upon being searched the

incriminating papers were found, whereupon his captors

escorted him to the American advanced post at North Castle,

which was commanded by Colonel Jameson.

The service these men' did to the struggling colonies can

not be overestimated. Andre had passed through the Amer-

ican lines, and also through that part of the neutral territory

nsnall}- infested b}- American partisans—he had good reason

to believe himself free. He carried mature plans for the fall

of West Point, and was awaited eagerly in New York, where

Clinton's troops were alread}- embarked on Rodne3''s vessels,

read}' for a quick move iip the Hudson.

There was another contingency which may have been left

out of the original plot—Washington was on his waj' to West
Point from Hartford, and the capture of West Point might

involve the capture of the Commander-in-Chief, and never was

" Smith was accompanied by a negro servant. These two. as well as .\ndr^, traveled on horse-

back, .\ndr^ riding a Government horse which had been furnished by Arnold. Smith and his

servant turned back after the former had breakfasted with Andr^, about 2\^ miles north of Pines

Bridge.

h It is about 3 miles from from Smith's house to Kings Ferrj-. The west landing of this ferr>' is

in a cove, a short distance north of Stoney Point. The eastern landing is nearly a mile southeast

of the extremity of Verplancks Point. Kings Ferry was of ver>' great importance to the Ameri-

cans in the Revolution. It was the ferr>-ing place for the army, lieing a link in the line of com-
munication between the New England colonies and the South.

*• They were John Paulding. Isaac Van Wert, and Da\'id Williams, The .State of New York gave

each a farm and Congress gave each a yearly pension of |2oo, and a medal was caused to be struck

There is a monument to them at Tarrytown. It is said that Andr^ offered his captors lo.ooo guineas

for his liberty. That sum was larger than the amo\int .Arnold received from the British. It has

been stated that while the .-Vrmy was encamped at Verplanck's Point Washington invited the three

captors to dine with liiin. and took the occasion to present to them the silver medals awarded by
Congress, and gave each a sword and pair of pistols, telling them that they "might expect to l>e

hunted like partridges,"—See AbbaU's Thf Crisis of the Revolution.
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a man's personality so necessary to an undertaking as M*as that

of Washington's to the success of the American Revolution."

In the meantime Arnold had returned to his headquarters

and was awaiting events, and had it not been for an error of

judgment on the part of Lieutenant-Colonel Jameson, to whom
Andre and his papers had been turned over bv Andre's cap-

tors, Arnold would not have had an opportunity to escape.

Jameson sent the papers to Washington by a messenger who
was instructed to try to meet Washington on the road from

Hartford, but Andre was sent under guard to West Point,

with a note'' to Arnold giving an account of the affair. After

this had been done, Major Tallmadge of Jameson's command,
returned to North Castle from detached duty, and, learning

what had been done, Tallmadge prevailed upon Jameson to

send after Andre and his guard and bring them back to North

Castle. Andre and escort, when only a few miles from

Arnold\s headquarters, were overtaken and brought back,

but the letter to Arnold was allowed to go forward. This

serA-ed as a Avarning to Arnold and gave him an opportunity

to escape.

On the 24th, Andre was taken to Lower Salem, where he

made known his identity to the officer commanding the guard

placed over him and also wrote a letter'' to Washington
Hamilton, writing to I.avirens, September. 17.S0. stated: "* * * There was some color for imag-

ining it was a part of the plan to betray the General into the hands of the enemy. Arnold was verj'

anxious to ascertain from him the precise day of his return; and the enemy's movements seem to

have corresponded to this point. * * * Arnold, it is true, had so dispersed the garrison as to

have made a defense difficult, but not impracticable; and the acquisition of West Point was of such

magnitude to the enemy that it would have beeu \inwise to connect it with any other object, how-
ever great, which might make the obtaining of it precarious. * * * '

^ Jameson wrote Arnold:
"North Castle, 23, Septr.

" Sir: I have sent T,ieutenant Allen, with a certain John Anderson, taken going into New York.

He had a passport signed in your name. He had a parcel of papers taken from under his stockings

which I think are of a ver\- dangerous tendency. The papers I have sent to General Washington.

They contained [describing them] * * *.''

'' Andre lo H^ashington.
Salem, the 24th Sept., ij8o.

Sir: What I have as yet said concerning myself was in the justifiable attempt to be extricated: I

am too little accustomed to duplicity to have succeeded.

1 beg your excellency will be persuaded that no alternation in the temper of ray mind, or appre-

hension for my safety, induces me to take the step of addressing you. but that it is to rescue myself

from an imputation of having assumed a mean character for treacherous purposes of self-interest,

a conduct incompatible with the principles that actuate me, as well as with ray condition in life.

It is to \'indicate my fame that I speak and not to solicit security. The Person in your possession

is Major John Andr^, Adjutant General to the British Army.
The influence of one coraraander in the army of his adversan,- is an avanlage taken in war. A

correspondence for this purpose I held; as confidential, in the present instance, with His Excellency

Sir Henry Clinton.

To favor it I agree to meet upon ground not within posts of either array a person who was to gK'e
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relating the circumstances which had brought him within the

American lines and into American hands.

Washington did not return from Hartford by the same

route he had taken in going there, but returned by way of

Fishkill, which he reached on the afternoon of September 24.

The messenger, carrying the papers taken from Andre,

sought Washington by another road." Washington's inten-

tion was to press on that evening and pass the night at

Arnold's headquarters, but, meeting the French envoy, he

concluded to pass the night at Fishkill. At the table where

he dined sat Joshua Hett Smith, w^ho had left Andre well on

the wav to New York. Washington started early on the 25tli

for the ''Robinson house,'' and, when opposite West Point,

he dispatched two of his aids to announce his arrival, while

he ascended the ridge east of Garrisons to examine the north

and south redoubts. The two aids were seated at breakfast

with Arnold when he was handed the note from Jameson

which announced Andre's capture. Arnold excused himself,

sent for the cockswain of his barge and a horse, and then

me intellijieiice; I came up in the / 'ulttire M. of War for this effect and was fetched by a boat from

the shore to the beach; being there I was told that the approach of day would prevent my return

and that I must be concealed until the next night. I was in my Regimentals and had fairly risked

my person.

Against my stipulation my intention and without my knowledge before hand I was conducted

within one of your posts. Your Excellency may conceive my sensation on this occasion and will

imagine how much more I must have been affected, by a refusal to reconduct me hack the next

night as I had been brought. Thus become prisoner I had to concert my excape. I quitted iny

uniform and was passed another way in the night without the American posts to neutral ground,

and informed I was beyond all armed parties and left to press for New York. I was taken at

Tarry Town by some volunteers. Thus as I have had the honour to relate was I betrayed (being

Adjutant General of the B. Army) into the vile condition of an enemy in disguise within your posts.

Having avowed myself a British Officer, I have nothing to reveal but what relates to myself which

is true on the honour of an officer and a Gentleman. The reqnst I have to make to your Excellency

and I am conscious I address myself well, is that in any rigor policy may dictate, a decency of con-

duct towards me [may] mark that tho' unfortunate I am branded with nothing dishonorable as no

motive could be mine but the service of my King and as I was involuntarily an imposter.

Another request is, that I may be permitted to write an open letter to Sir Henry Clinton, and
another to a friend, for cloaths and lumen.

I take the liberty to mention the condition of some gentlemen of Charlestown who being either

on parole or under protection were ingaged in a Conspiracy against us. Tho' their situation is not

exactly similar, they are objects who may be set in exchange for me. or are persons whom the

treatment I receive might affect.

It is not less Sir in a confidence in the generosity of your mind, than on account of your superior

station that I have chosen to importune you with this letter. I have the honor to be with great

respect. Sir. your Excellency's most obedient and most humble servant,

John ANDRfe, Adj. Cent.

His Excy. Gen. WASHiN(iTON.

ojameson's messenger went almost to Danbury before he learned that Washington had left

Hartford for Fishkill. He then returned to Jameson, who sent him to Washington with Andre's

letter. Jameson's original letter to Washington, and the Arnold ]>apers. This courier arrived at the
" Robinson hjuse" at about 2 p. m., September 25. Washington received the papers about 4 p. m.
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weut upstairs, followed by his wife, whom he informed of his

danger. He returned to his guests and told them that it was

necessary for him to cross to West Point to prepare for the

reception of General Washington. Arnold then mounted his

horse and, followed b}- his cockswain, dashed down to the

landing place. The crew was hastih' assembled and the barge

sped down the river to the ] 'iiltitrc.

Arnold, seated in his boat, with a brace of primed pistols,

and holding his cane to which was attached a handkerchief,

urged his men to double exertion, promising them a reward

and explaining that he must visit the J'lil/iirc under a flag of

truce and return to Washington, at his headquarters, and con-

sequently time was important. Shortl}- after Arnold boarded

the / 'iii/iirr that vessel got under way for New York, where

Arnold collected his price."

Washington finally arrived at the "Robinson house," and,

after a hasty breakfast, he crossed to West Point, accompanied

by all of his staff save Hamilton. Upon arriving at West
Point, Washington was surprised not to be met with the cus-

tomar}- salute and at not finding Arnold there. After an

inspection of the post he returned to the east side of the river,

where he was met by Hamilton near the " Robinson house,"

who handed to him the papers brought bv the messenger,

who had arrived while Washington was at West Point.

Prompt action was at once taken to secure the safety of West
Point. That night the Ami}- was notified of the impending

danger, and troops were made ready to march on a moment's

notice to West Point, if needed.

Washington's first thought was for the security of West
Point. Colonel Lamb was ordered to take command of Stou)-

Point and Verplanck's Point. Greene, commanding the left

wing of the Army, which was at Tappan, was ordered to

march to West Point. At 3 a. m., September 26, this order

reached him, and the regimental drums began sounding the

alarm to the sleeping Armj'. Two Pennsylvania brigades

and the Sixth Connecticut Regiment marched at once.

•».\rnold was made a brigadier-general in the British service and according to Bancroft received

^6,315 in cash. After conducting forays in Connecticut and Virginia he went to England at the

close of the war where he died in iSoi.

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2— vol I 13
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Washington immediately sent these directions to Colonel

Wade," who A\as the senior officer left at West Point:

Sik: General Arnold has gone to the Enemy. I have just received a

line from him, inclosing one to Mrs. Arnold, dated on board the Viilliire.

From this circumstance and Colonel Lamb's being detached on some

business the command of the garri.son for the present devolves upxan

you. I request you will be as vigilant as po.ssible, and as the enemy

may have it in contemplation to attempt some enterprise, even to-night,

against these posts, I wish you to make, immediately after receipt of

this, the best disposition you can of your force, .so as to have a propor-

tion of men in each work on the West Side of the River. Vou will see

or hear from me further to-morrow.

I am, .sir, your most obedient .servant,

C W.VSHIXGTON.

On September 26 Washington wrote to Wade:

Sir: ITnder the present situation of affairs, I think it necessary that

the respective works of West Point and its dependencies be supplied

with provisions and water. You will therefore be pleased to have a

proper quantity distributed to each of them without any loss of time.

I am, sir, etc.

To this letter Wade replied that abont all the available

provision consisted of some pickled fish, btit added that the

water supply was abundant.''

Joshtia Hett Smith' was arrested, and on the 26th both he

and Andre were taken to West Point,'' where thev were con-

fined until the morning of the 28th, when both were taken to

Tappan, where the main bod}' of the Army was encamped.

Andre was not tried b^- a cotirt-martial, but \\'ashington

convened a board of officers to investigate the case and to

give an opinion as to Andre's stattis.

« A singular fact in connection with his [Wade's] West Point experience is his statement of a con-

versation with one of .Arnold's aids—apparently Franks—shortly before the 23d. He was return-

ing to the boat, after dining with .\rnold. The major, accompanying him. said impressively:
" There is something going on here that I do not \inderstand and cannot find out. I say this to

put you on your guard at the Fort " [West Point]. "
I fear there is something brewing abont us,

and all I can sa\- is. look out.'' With this he abruptly left Wade.

—

Ahhalt iit T/ie Ctisis o/tli'' R^i'o-

iution.

^ Abbatt's The Crisis of the Revolution.
'• Smith was tried by a court-martial, which did not convict him. He was then conveyed loOoshen

and turned over to the civil authorities. He escaped from jail at this point and made his way in

disguise to Xew York. .\t the close of hostilities he went to England: but afterwards returned and
died in New York in iSiS.

—

FiWif linnk of the Rcvohitton; Lossiug.

''.Mibatt in The Crisis of the Revolution states ijositively that while at West Point .-^ndrfi was
confined in Fort Putnam, .\bbatt having obtained this information from a grandsoti of Capt. Eben-
ezer Smith. Thirteenth iSIassachnsetls. who had charge of .-Vudr^- at that time.
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The board met September 29, and completed its labors the

same da}-. Upon receipt by him of the proceedings of this

board, Washington issued the following order:

"Headquarters, Scptnuhcr ^o, ij8n.

"The Commander in Chief approves of the opinion of the

Board of General Officers respecting Major Andre, and orders

that the execution of Major Andre take place to-morrow, at

5 o'clock p. m."

To conclude certain negotiations in Andre's behalf the

execution was postponed until the next day. Major Andre
was hanged in the early afternoon of October 2, 1780." So

ended this enterprise for the betrayal of West Point.

On September 27 the command at West Point was given

to McDougall, pending the arrival of Saint Clair, who
assumed command of West Point and its dependencies on

the 30th. Saint Clair's command consisted of the Penn-

sylvania division, Meigs's and Livingston's Continental

regiments, and some militia from Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. On October 6, General Greene, who had applied

for the command, was ordered to relieve Saint Clair. Greene

brought with him three regiments. Saint Clair, who was

directed to rejoin the Arm}', took with him the Pennsylvania

division and IMeigs's regiment.

Hamilton said, writing of Andre, "never, perhaps, did any
man suffer death with more justice or desen-e it less."

On October 6, Washington wrote to Greene:

* * * It is, I observed to you on that occasion, a matter of great

question with me, whether West Point will not become the headquarters

of the Army when we go into cantonments for the winter. I am very

apprehensive that the diminution of our present force and the little

prospect of recruiting the Army in season, the importance of West Point,

"On the day of Andres execution Hamilton wrote to Miss Schuyler;
" I urged a compliance with Andr^ s request to be shot and I do not think it would have had an

ill effect; but some people are only sensible to motives of policy, and sometimes, from a narrow
disposition, mistake it. When Andres tale comes to be told, and present resentment is over, the
refusing him the privilege of choosing the manner of his death will be branded with too much
obstinacy.

"It was proposed to me to suggest to him the idea of an exchange for Arnold, but I knew I

should have forfeited his esteem by doing it. and therefore declined it. As a man of honor he
could not but reject it, and 1 would not for the world have proposed to him a thing which must
have placed me in the unamiable light of supposing him capable of meanness, or of not feeling

myself the impropriety of the measure. I confess to you I had the weakness to value the esteem
of a dying man because I reverenced his merit.*'
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and economical motives will compel us to concentrate our forces ou the

North River, keeping light parties onh' on our flanks.

If, under this information, you should incline to take the immediate

command of the detachment, which is about to march to West Point,

and the general direction of matters on the east side of Hudson's River,

it will be quite agreeable to me that you should do so. But candor has

led me to a declaration of the uncertainty of that post's being long

removed from my immediate command. * * *

The internal affair.s at West Point at tlii.s time are brought

to light b}- extracts from several letters written b_v Greene.

On October 9 he wrote to Governor Clinton:

I am ordered here by the Connnander in Chief, with four brigades, to

garrison this place. I got into garrison late last evening, and am sorry

to find a place of such importance is in .such a miserable condition. The
condition of the works and the knowledge the enemy has of them from

Arnold's late shameful and treasonable conduct makes it necessary that

everj- exertion should be made to complete them, and I have it in charge

from the Commander in Chief to leave nothing unattempted to accom-

plish it. Though the force I now connnand is but small, though the

works are in such a bad condition, yet if the garrison is but furnished

with provisions, wood, and forage I have nothing to fear from the enemy,

being persuaded the discipline and bravery of the troops will make up

for the smallness of their numbers and the defects in the fortifications.

The garrison is now upon half allowance of flour and altogether unfur-

nished with wood and but a trifling quantity of forage. * * *

Writing to Knox on October 1 1 he complains: " * '^ *

Everything here is in a bad state. Btit the worst of all is we
have not a mouthful of flour in garrison, except the little

lodged in the forts."

A few daj's later Greene stated that the number of the gar-

rison was three thottsand men and would perhaps contintie so

until the ist of Jantiary, when that ntimber wottld be reduced

toji little less than two thousand. About this time he wrote

to Washington:

^ * * The works of the garrison are very incomplete; indeed very

little has been done to them this campaign. Ou my arrival I made the

following disposition of the troops—New Jersey brigade to man the

redoubts Nos, i, 2, 3, and 4. New York brigade to man Fort Putnam,

Webb's and Wyllys' redoubts. Stark's brigade Fort Clinton. Two
regiments of the New Hampshire brigade are on Constitution Island

and two regiments are on the east side of the river ou the table of

ground at the foot of the moinitains on which the north and south
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redoubts are situated. On all alarms the troops are to man the respec-

tive works assigned to them. * * * We have been out of flour most

part of the time since I have been here, and the troops have suffered

exceedinglj-. * * *

In regard to the arrangement of the \vork.s, Greene at thi.s

time wrote:

I have been round and viewed the works with Colonel Ciouvion, and

am of opinion that a blockhouse is absolutely necessary to keep posses-

sion of the ground between the redoubts Nos. 3 and 4, and have given

orders for the construction accordingly. If the enemy .should possess

that ground, I am persuaded they could .soon dispossess us of the

redoubts Xos. 3 and 4. Number i and 2 would become u.seless; and

artillery be immediately opened upon Fort Putnam and all the lower

works, which could not fail of reducing them.

Thacher, who was then at West Point, writes nnder date

of October 20: " A scarcit}- of provisions is again complained

of in camp."

Greene left West Point on October 19 to take command of

the Southern army; he was succeeded in command at West
Point by Heath.

On November 28 the Arm}- went into winter quarters.

The general headqtiarters were at New Windsor. The Jersey

troops returned to their State, four Massachusetts brigades

were added to the West Point garrison, while two Connec-

ticut brigades were stationed on Constitution Island and on

the east side of the river.

A very good description of some of the works at West Point

is given by Marquis Chastellux, who visited the post about

this time:

The first fort we met with above West Point, on the declivity of the

mountain, is called Fort Putnam, from the general of that name. It is

placed on a rock, very steep on every side. The ramparts were at first

constructed with trunks of trees; they are rebuilt with stone, and are

not quite finished. There is a powder magazine, bombproof, a large

cistern, and souterrains for the garrison. Above this fort, and when
we reach the loftiest summit, there are three strong redoubts, lined with

cannon, at three different eminences, each of which would require a

formal siege. The day being nearly spent, I contented myself with

judging by the eye of the verj* intelligent manner in which thej'are cal-

culated for mutual protection. Fort Wyllis, whither General Heath

conducted me, was near and more accessible. Though it be placed lower
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than Fort Putnam, it still commands the river to the south. It is a

large pentagonal redoubt, built of huge trunks of trees. It is picketed

and lined with artillery.

Under the fire of this redoubt and lower down is a battery of cannon

to range more obliquely the course of the river. This batter)- i.s not

closed at the gorge, so that the enemy may take but never keep it, which

leads me to remark that this is the best method in all field fortifications.

Batteries placed in works have two inconveniences: The first is, that if

the.se works be ever so little elevated they do not graze .sufficiently; and

the second, that the enemey may at once attack the redoubt and the

battery, whereas, the latter, being exterior and protected by the redoubt,

must be first attacked, in which case it is supported by troops who have

nothing to fear for themselves and whose fire is commonly better directed

and does more execution. A battery yet lower and nearer to the river

(Fort Meigs) completes the security- of the southern part.

In returning to West Point we saw a redoubt that is suffered to go to

ruin, as being u.seless, which in fact it is. It was night when we got

liome, but what I had to observe did not require daylight. It is a vast

-souterrain formed within the fort of West Point (Fort Clinton), where

not only the powder and ammunition nece.ssary for this post are kept in

reserve, but the deposit of the whole army.

These magazines completely filled, the numerous artillery one sees in

the.se different fortresses, the prodigious labour necessary to transport and

pile up on steep rocks, huge trunks of trees, and enormous hewn .stones,

impress the mind with an idea of the Americans very different from that

which the English ministry have laboured to give to Parliament. * * *"

Thacher, a stirgeon in Jackson's Massachusetts regiment,

writing under date of January 3, 17S1, said:

Our brigade took possession of our huts for the winter, in the woods

about two miles in the rear of the works at West Point. Our situation

is singularly romantic, on a highly elevated spot, surrounded by moun-

tains and craggy rocks of a prodigious .size, lofty, broken clifTs, and the

banks of the beautiful meandering Hudson, affording a view of the

country for many miles in all directions. We have now no longer

reason to complain of our accommodations ; the huts are warm and

comfortable, wood in abundance at our doors, and a tolerable supply of

provisions. Our only complaint is want of money.

On January 22, 17S1, Washington, Lafayette, and a num-

ber of French gentlemen visited West Point, and on the

same day Howe, with 500 troops, was detailed from the gar-

rison and ordered to the Jerse3's to qtiell a rising at Pompton,

which was done by executing two of the ringleaders.

<i HuvlltoH's " History of West Point."
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The Board of War, in a letter dated June 13, 1 781, to the

President of Congress stated that the Commander in Chief

had called for the whole of the Invalid Corps to form part of

the garrison at West Point. This peculiar corps was one

which was organized in pursuance of the following act of

Congress of June 20, 1777:

Rcso/ird—That a Corps of Invalids be formed consisting of eight

Companies, each Company to liave one Captain, two Lieutenants, two

Ensigns, Five Sergeants, six Corporals, two Drnmmers, two fifers and

one hundred men. This Corps to be emplo\ed, in Garri.son and for

Guards, in Cities and other Places, where Magazines, or arsenals are

placed; as also to serve as a military School for 3-oung gentlemen, pre-

vious to their being appointed to marching Re.giments. for which pur-

pose all the Subaltern OiScers. when off Duty, shall be oliliged to attend

a Mathematical School, appointed for the purpose to learn Geometry,

Arithmetic, vulgar and decimal fractions and the extraction of Roots.

And that the Officers of this Corps, shall be obliged to contribute, one

daj-'s pay in every Month, and stoppages shall be made of it. accord-

ingly for the purpose of purchasing a Regimental Library of the most

approved AtUhors on Tactics and the Petite Guerre.

That .some Officers from the Corps be constantly employed in the

Recruiting Service in the Neighborhood of the places they shall be

.stationed in; that all recruits so made, .shall be brought into the Corps,

and drilled, and afterwards draughted into other Regiments as occasion

shall require.

This was an attempt of Congress to combine the conserva-

tion of military knowledge with the pensioning of officers and

men who had become wounded or otherwise incapacitated

for service in the field. This Corps was organized in and

around Philadelphia, of which city the colonel of the Corps

of Invalids, Lewis Xicola, was "Town Alajor" in 1779.

In compliance with Washington's request, Nicola's com-

mand was brought to West Point" in the summer of

".\ letter from Colonel I,.iinl>. Chief of Artillery at West Point, alludes to the condition of this

organization:

—

"West Point, Aug. lo. Si.

* * * Col. Nichols (Nicola), with his invalids, lately arrived here from Philadelphia. A num-
ber of these, unfortunate men, are capable of doing no duty but eating their rations. In their

dress, and other circumstances, you may see, however, x-isible characters of the gratitude of the

country, to the brave men who have bled in its cause. It is no doubt a piece of refined policy to

bring these maimed men from a distant post, to present them to our soldiery, who have sagacity

enough to infer, that after losing eyes, hands and feet, in the public ser\-ice that their patriotic

sufTerings will be amply rewarded, by being put in possession of the honors conferred on the inva-

lid corps. They will. I understand, be parcelled out lo Fishkill, Fishkill L,anding. Newburgh. and
New Windsor, where some of them may be employed in easy duty. * * » "
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1 781, and stationed there and in the vicinity until the close

of the war."

Heath, under date of April 26, 1781, wrote on his Memoirs:

At this time provisions were growing very scarce at West Point and

the prospects daily growing more alarming. The magazines in Forts

Clinton, Putnam, and some other of the most important works had

reserves of the best provisions, which were not to be touched; that in

case the enemy by any sudden movement should invest them and cut

off the communication with the country, the garrisons might be enabled

to hold out until other troops or the militia of the country could march

to the relief of the besieged; but unfortunately the scarcity of pro-

visions had become so great that even these reser\'es were broken in

upon and some of them nearly exhausted.

Heath notified Washington of the straitened circumstances

of the troops, and he was ordered by the latter to visit the

authorities of the several New England States and call npon

them to fnmish supplies to the army.

In June, 17S1, Washington began his movement which

resulted in the surrender of Comwallis at Yorktown.

Doctor Thacher at West Point on June 20 wrote: "It is

directed in general orders that the whole army at this place

march and encamp at Peekskill, leaving the invalids and a

small part}^ to garrison West Point." During the movement

against Yorktown, Heath, who was left in command of the

Northern Department, was given specific instructions by

Washington relative to the defense of West Point.''

The French having joined Washington, an attack was

nl^incoln writing from the War Office. October 29th, 1782, to the President of Congress stated:

—

"I beg leave to lay before Congress the state of the Invalid Regiment, that if on inqnir>' it should

be found to be rather a source of expense than answering the benevolent purposes of its original

constitution and that little or no ser\'ices may be expected from it, either in the field or garrison,

that it may be reduced and really meritorious and debilitated officers and men may be provided for

in a manner more consonent to their wishes, conducive to their happiness, and in a way more hon-

orary and less expensive to the United States. * * * The miserable state in which the Regiment
now is. the ver>' great expense which attends its being kept up, and the very little ser\-ice received

from it, has made it my duty to make this representation to Cotigress." The descriptive roll which

accompanied this comminiication showed that the organization at that time consisted of: 20officers,

1 surgeon, i mate and 362 enlisted men. nearly all of whom were shown to be truly invalids.

On May i, 1783 a Congressional Cominittec submitted this resolution: " Ri'sohrd \.t\a\. the Corps of

Invalids be reduced, etc." but the orgatiization was not disbanded for some time.

^ Washington notified Heath of his contemplated move against Comwallis, and on August iS

sent him these instructions:
'* You are to take command of all the troops remaining in this department, consisting of the two

regiments of New Hampshire, ten of Massachusetts, and five of Connectictit infantry, the corps of

invalids. Sheldon's legion, the Third Regiment of artiUer>-. together with all such State troops and
militia as are retained in ser\-ice of those which have been under my own command.
"The security of West Point and the posts in the ?Iighlands is to be considered as the first object

of your attentions. In order to effect this, yoxi will make such dispositions as in your judgment the

circumstances shall from time to time require, taking care to have as large a supply of salted pro-
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made on July 2 on the works on the northern end of Manhat-

tan Island. This attack serv^ed onl}- as a feint. Washing-

ton withdrew his command and crossed it to the west bank of

the Hudson at Stony Point.

While the allied arni}^ was crossing the river, Washington,

whose headquarters were located in Joshua Hett Smith's

home at Haverstraw," found time to show West Point to

Rochambeau.

Aug. 2jd * * * M. de Rochambeau was not willing to pass so

near West Point as nine miles, without seeing it. He left at eight

o'clock in the morning to visit it with General Washington and several

officers.*

After the fall of Yorktown some of the troops returned to

West Point. The}' left Yorktown on November 4 and reached

their destination about December 8, 1781.

The cantonment of some of the Massachusetts troops at

West Point was called "New Boston"—this was probably

located in the valley at the northern part of the post. The
troops at West Point, elated by their last campaign, passed a

quiet winter with presumably less sui?ering than formerly, as

fewer complaints were recorded. However, smallpox and

putrid fever at times entered the garrison.

Occasional!}- deserters from the enemy came in at West
Point.'' A duel between two of the officers took place.'' On
April 6 we are told that Washington visited \\^est Point and

reviewed the First Massachusetts Brigade; this probabh' took

place on the plain,' where such exercises have taken place

for more than a century.

visions as po*;sible constantly on hand: to have the fortifications, works, and magazines repaired

and perfected as far as may be; to have the garrison at least in all cases kept np to its present

strength; to have the minutes, plans, and arrangements for the defense and snpport of this impor-

tant post perfectly understood and \-igoronsly executed in case of any attempt against it. * * *

The most eligible position for your army, in my opinion, will be above—that is. on the north side

—

of the Croton, as well for the purpose of supporting the garrison at West Point, annoj-iiig the

enemy, and covering the country, as for the security and repose of your own troops. * * *"

In September, Heath sent three Massachusetts regiments to reinforce the small garrison then at

West Point.

"Baker's Itinerary' of General Washington.

''Diary of Baron Cromot du Bourg.

<' Ft'b. JO. 1-S2.—Two deserters came in from .\rnold\s corjjs, and also two Hessians. Ten had
come in during the course of two or three days.

—

Heath's Mfmoirs.

'IMatch 21. i-jSs.—\ duel was fought at West Point, between Capt. and Lieut. , when
the former was killed and the latterwounded. They fought with pistols at about ten feet distance.

The lieutenant absconded.

—

Heath's Memoirs.
*' .\lthough formerly the West Point plain did not present the level appearance it does to-day, the

groinid was more undulating, and an old map shows some ponds. There has been a good deal of

work done at dififerent times to place the plateau in its present shape.
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Washington, writing to Robert IMorris on INIay 17, 1782,

stated that West Point had hardly a barrel of salted provi-

sions and could not stand a siege of three days. This 3'ear

Washington caused a celebration to take place, which sur-

passed in magnitude and uniqueness anything ever held at

West Point. This was to celebrate the birth of the Dauphin

of France." This affair took place on May 31, i7iS2, on

which day W^ashington and a distinguished company came to

West Point.'' All troops in the immediate vicinit}' of West

Point were paraded on both sides of the river. The First

and Second Massachusetts brigades were drawn up, with

their left at the Washington \"alley, center on the slope of

Fort Putnam hill, and their right extending to the river.

On the opposite shore of the Hudson, the first and second

Connecticut brigades were drawn i;p on the high grounds in

rear of Constitution Island, the Tenth jNIassachusetts in the

cleared fields north of where Garrisons now is, and the third

Massachusetts on the heights between the north and south

redoubts.

The artillery regiment was drawn up on the \\'est Point

plain. Washington's Life Guard was drawn up in the colon-

nade, where he and 500 guests assembled for the banquet.

Thirteen toasts were drank, each of which was greeted bj-

a salute of 13 cannon. In the evening the arbor was

decorated with lights, fireworks were set off from Redoubt

Webb, and the troops on both sides of the river fired 3 rounds

in a feu de joie, preceded b^' 13 guns.

" Louis Joseph, son of Louis XVI. born in October, 17S1. died in June. 17S9.

h June I.—Yesterday was celebrated the birth of the Dauphin of France by a magnificent

festival. The edifice under which the company assembled and partook of the entertainment

was erected on the plain at West Point. The situation was romantic: and the occasion novel and
interesting. ^lajor Villefranche, an ingenious French engineer, has been employed with 1,000 men
about ten days, in "constructing the curious edifice. It is composed of the simple materials which

the common trees in this vicinity afford. It is about 600 feet in length and 30 feet wide, supported

by a grand colonnade of 118 pillars, made of the trunks of trees. The covering of the roof consists

of boughs, or branches of trees curiously interwoven, aud the .same materials form the walls, leav-

ing the ends entirely open. On the inside, ever^- pillar was encircled with muskets and bayonets

bound round in a fanciful and handsome manner, and the whole interior was decorated with ever-

greens, with -American and French military colors, and a variety of emblems and devices, all

adjusted in such style as to beautify the whole interior of the fabric. This superb structure, in

symnietr>- of proportion, neatness of workmanship, and elegance of arrangement, has seldotn per-

haps been surpassed on any temporary occasion; it affected the spectators with admiration and

pleasure, and reflects much credit on the taste and ability of Major Villefranche. Several appro-

priate mottoes decorated the grand edifice. ]>ronouncing benedictions on the Dauphin and happi-

ness to the two allied nations. The whole army was paraded on the contiguous hills on both sides

of the river, forming a circle of several miles in ope!i \-iew of the public edifice, aud at the given

signal of firing'three cannon, the regimental officers all left their commands aud repaired to the

building to partake of the entertainment which had been prepared by order of the Commander-inr
Chief. » * *—T/iaclier-s .\tiltlaiyJournal.
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"Afterwards," we are told, "His Excellenc}^ General Wash-

ington carried down a dance of 20 conple in the arbor on the

green grass."

In August, 1782, Major-General Knox was appointed to

the command of West Point and its dependencies, relieving

Heath. Knox retained this command until he was made

Secretar}' of War in 1785.

Even at this earl}' day West Point attracted distinguished

visitors, and for the entertainment of such Washington, in

June, 1783, urged that Knox, while commanding there, be

given an extra allowance of nione}'."

When Knox assumed command of West Point the garrison

consisted of the artiller}', sappers and miners. Tenth Massa-

chusetts Regiment, and the Corps of Invalids. A number of

the troops previously comprising the garrison were ordered

to take part in the mobilization, which Washington ordered

on August 29, to take place in the vicinity of Peekskill.''

The winter came and went without incident. On April

18 a schooner from Nantucket, laden with merchandise,

arrived at Newburgh. This was the first American vessel to

come up the Hudson since the British took possession of

New York Cit}- in 1776.

The end had now arrived. Washington announced the

" Letter from Washington to Lincoln. Secretary of War:

—

" Headquarters. June 6th, lySj.

Dear Sir: * * * On the other hand, although extra allowances have been discontinned to

Officers commanding in separate Departments, yet General Knox's situation has been ven.- pecu-

liar for the time he has been in the command of West Point, particularly last year, while the

French Array was in the neighbourhood, curiosity led many of the most respectable officers to visit

that Post; which to a Gentteman, possessed, as Geneial Kuox is, of gyeal Hospitality, Politrnt'ss

and Liberality, led him into unavoidably great expenses, beyond what any other situation would
have subjected him to. Independent of this particular reason. West Point being a Post of great

importance, and much famed for its peculiarity of situation and circumstances, is at all times sub-

ject to much company, many of whom are so respectable as to claim the attention of the Com-
mandant. In this view of his situatioTi. I think the request of General Knox is extremely reason-

able and just- *****
G. W.\SHINGTOrC.-

— Vol, VII, Washington letters ,\Iss., State Department Library.

ftThe enemy not giving this army an opportunity to become engaged there was little military

activity. Washington reviewed the French army and Rochambeau the .\merican; there were

other reviews and some maneuvers. In October the organizations were distributed to various

localities. The left wing under Heath crossed the river at West Point and took station for the

winter at Xew Windsor. The troops crossed the Hudson in boats to West Point, the whole being

crossed by half past 12 o'clock. In the afternoon the troops took up their line of march, and
ascended Butter-Hill {Storm King), a tedious march, and halted and passed the uight on the

northern descent of the hill, in the open field.

.»<S//'.—At 7 o'clock a. m, the troops resumed their march from Butter-Hill, and reached the

ground upon which they were to build their huts, in New Windsor, at about half past 10 o'clock

a. m. I'pon this ground, and its vicinity, the army passed the ensuing winter. The cantonment,

for its nature and kind, was regular and beautiful. * * * Heath^s Memoirs,
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cessation of hostilities to the Armj^ by an order which he

directed to be read at the evening parade on April 19 at the

head of every regiment and corps of the Army.

On June 20 Washington issued this order:

The troops of this cantonment (New Windsor) will march on Monday

morning, 5 o'clock, by the left. The .senior brigadier of the Massachu-

setts Line will conduct the column over Butter-Hill (Storm King) to

West Point. * * * These corps, with the troops at West Point,

will compose the garrisons of that post and its dependencies; Major-

General Knox will be pleased to expedite in the best manner he is able

the building of an ar.senal and magazines, agreeably to the instructions

he hath received from the Secretary of War. As soon as the troops are

collected at West Point an accurate inspection is to take place, in con-

sequence of which all noncommissioned officers and privates who are

incapable of service, except in the Corps of Invalids, are to be discharged,

and the names of all the men who.se time of service will expire within a

month are also to be reported to headquarters.

It was at first intended to celebrate at West Point the defini-

tive treat}' between the United States and Great Britain, but

this was afterwards done at New York."

On November 25 the final act of the Revolution took place

—

the evacuation of New York b}- the British, who were relieved

by an American force commanded by Knox. Troops were

brought down from West Point to assist in this occupation.*

Knox returned to West Point and busied himself with mus-

tering out troops' and ptitting the post in shape. A large

(I On August 27th, 1783, Pickering, the Quartermaster-General, wrote: " I missed the General; he
went down the river. He will not return again, miless to celebrate the definitive treaty at West
Point, when he will invite Messieurs le Cotigies to accompany him. There is a mighty colonnade

erecting, near two hundred feet long and eighty broad. Twenty thousand lamps are made, and
the posts erected to display the fireworks extend a hundred and fifty or two hundred yards. * * *'*

On August 29 Pickering again wrote respecting this celebration: ••* * * (ireat jireparations

have been and are making at West Point to celebrate that event. * * * But this will be an occa-

sion so extraordinary, and the exhibition so splendid, etc."

b On November i6 Pickering wrote to a friend:— "* I have the pleasure of announcing to you that

Sir Guy Carleton has fixed on the 3ist instant for the evacuation of his outposts, and on the 22nd

for the complete evacuation of the city of New York and its dependencies. In consequence, two
companies of artillery commanded by Major Bowman (Bauman ). with four six-pounders (all tro-

phies, engraved with the times and places of their capture from the enemy), the light infantry, and
the First and Fourth Massachusetts Regiments, have this day marched for the en\-irons of Kings-

bridge, to be prepared to take possession as the British relinquish the posts. The whole detach-

ment will amount to eight hundred or a thousand men. * * * West Point and dependencies will

be left with one regiment. * * * "

c On January 4, 1784 a return from West Point showed that Knox's command consisted of

Gen. Jackson's Regt.
Corps of Invalids
.\rtiller>'. . .

.'

Field
& Staff

Capt. ^^^.- ^ Men

9 "8 564
4 4 30
2 7 125
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quantity of revolutionarj' arms and ammunition was collected

and stored at West Point." Among other matters to demand
Knox's attention was the case of 115 Canadians who had

espoused the American cause and who, being refugees from

their home, were subsisted at West Point.''

Knox was succeeded by Major Fleming, who commanded
the arsenal with the rank of ordnance and militar}- store-

keeper. The Corps of Artillerists and Engineers, consisting

of four battalions, which were raised in pursuance of the act

of Congress of IMaj- 9, 1794, were stationed at West Point

under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Rochefontaine.

In 1794 work was begun on repairing Fort Putnam, but in

1796 Liancourt, who visited West Point, stated that $35,000

had been uselessl}- expended in repairing Fort Putnam, as

Congress would not appropriate $45,000 more, which would

be necessary to complete the repairs. He also stated that the

four battalions of artillerists and engineers were composed of

about 250 men each, mostly- foreigners, and that there were

but 10 officers present representing all nations. But a new
regime was about to take place, which will be discussed in

another chapter.

During the Revolution there was no lighting at West
Point—the garrison did its fighting elsewhere. The enemy
might be kept away, but not death. The present post ceme-

tery dates from 181 7; onl}' a few Revolutionar}- officers are

known to rest there.' Excavations made near the academic

« The ordnance return from West Point on December 2S 1783 showed that the garrison possessed

fit for serx-ice:

—

" 53 Brass Cannon of different calibres

97 Iron ditto

51 Mortars and Howitzers

201 Total."

& '^Return 0/ Canadian Re/
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building, g\-mnasiuin, or mess hall not infrequently uncover

the remains of Revolutionary soldiers. Their names are un-

known, and no monument marks the resting place of these

soldiers who kept their vigil in these Highlands and who first

raised the American flag over West Point, the oldest United

States military post over which it has continuously flown.
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THE first English emigrants to America brought the

martial virtues of their forefathers with them. As
earl}' as 1638 there was formed in the province of Massachu-

setts Bav "the Military Compan}- of Boston," which became

"the Artillery Company" in 1657. On the eve of the Revo-

lution the company possessed certain brass 3-pounders that

were active during the war. A British artillery- command,

on its wa}- to Quebec, spent the winter of 1766 in Boston, and

its officers—some of them probably from the Ro3-al Military

Acadeni}- at Woolwich (founded 1741)—trained their Ameri-

can cousins in the theory and practice of gunnerj-. At the

battles around Boston the lessons were utilized, especially b}-

Henry Knox, once an active member of the Artillery Com-
pau}^, who laid out and armed the works besieging the city, and

who was appointed, on the recommendation of Washington,

to be colonel and Chief of Artillery on the 8th of November,

1775-

On the i6th of Ma}-, 1776, Knox wrote a letter to John

Adams, a member of the Board of War, in regard to estab-

lishing academies for educating }-oung gentlemen in ever}-

branch of the military art, to which Adams replied on June 2:

"I am fully of your sentiments," Adams writes, "that we

ought to lay foundations and begin institutions '•'
'^''

for promoting every art, manufacture, and science necessary

for the support of an independent State." The disastrous

engagements around New York occurred in August, and the

Army was withdrawn to Harlem Heights, the artiller}- com-

pany, commanded by Alexander Hamilton (now the Eighth

Light Battery, U. S. Army), covering the retreat. Knox

(2ul)
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wrote to his wife on September 5: "It is Misfortunes that

must raise lis to the character of a great people. ]]'e must

have a standing Army. The militia get sick, or think them-

selves so, and run home."

The lessons of war began to be impressed on Congress, on

the countr}' and on the army, the imperative necessity for

"trained ofl&cers being one of them. On the 15th of Septem-

ber Adams again wrote to Knox: "I wish we had a military

academy and should be obliged to you for a plan of such an

institution." On the 23d of the same month Knox wrote to

his brother: "We ought to have academies in which the whole

theor}' of the art of war shall be taught." On the 25th Knox
again wrote to Adams: "Military academies must be insti-

tuted at an}' expense. We are fighting against a people well

acqiiainted with the theor}- and practice of war, brave b}- dis-

cipline and habit." Knox's "Hints to Congressional Com-

mittee now in Camp, Headquarters, Harlem Heights, Sep-

tember 27, 1776" contained the sentence which follows: '^ As

officers can never act with confidence until they are Masters of

their profession, an Academy established on a liberal plan

zvotild be of the utmost service to America, where the whole

theory and practice of Fortifications and gunnery should be

taught; to be nearly on the same plan as that of Woolwich

fnaking allowance for the difference of circumstancesi''' He
also recommended the establishment of a "Continental

Laboratory."

Knox, therefore, was the first to propose a militar}- academj-

of the type of Woolwich—an academy like our o\\n. The
visiting committee listened to the advice of other officers in

the New York camps also. They reported (October 3) in

favor of establishing a militar}- acadeni}-. A different plan

was, however, adopted, namely, to educate young officers

while serving with their regiments. It is not yet known to

whom this latter suggestion was originall}' due. It was

carried out during the years 1777 to 17S3 under the direction

of Col. Lewis Nicola, a French officer of distinction and learn-

ing, who has gained a bad name in American history- because

he proposed that General Washington should assume the
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functions of king. On the ist of October, 1776, the Board of

War, on the motion of John Adams, resolved " that a commit-

tee of five be appointed to prepare and bring in a plan of a

niilitarv academy at the Army^'' and on the same da}- Adams
wrote to Knox to notif}- him that the committee was appointed

and to ask for his advice upon the new project. What this

project was appears in the Journals of Congress June 20,

1777:

Resolved, That a Corps of Invalids be formed, consisting of eight

companies * * * this corps to be emplo3-ed in garrison and for

guards in cities and other places where magazines or arsenals or hos-

pitals are placed; as also to serve as a military school for young gentle-

men previous to their being appointed to marching regiments; for which

purpose all the subaltern officers, when off dut)', shall be obliged to

attend a mathematical school, appointed for the purpose, to learn geom-

etry, arithmetic, vulgar and decimal fractions, and the extraction of

roots ; and that the officers of this corps shall be obliged to contribute

one day's pay in every month * * * for the purpose of purchasing

a regimental library of the most approved authors on tactics and the

petite guerre * " *

Lewis Nicola was elected to be colonel of the Corps, and the

Board of War was ordered to report a plan for carr3ang out

the foregoing resolve.

The report has a French flavor. The Corps of Invalids

was in fact a Corps of Veterans; the Acadeni}- was an Ecole

d'Application; the term petite guerre was naturalized in

America from this time onward. General Washington always

uses it in his letters, for instance. The Board of War
reported its plan for raising the corps on Jtme 23, and in July,

1777, the corps was organized in Philadelphia. According tp

the organic act, it was to contain 40 officers and 920 enlisted

men.

The plan adopted b}- Congress (Jul}' 16, 1777) declares:

"As this corps is intended, not only as a provision for dis-

abled officers and soldiers, but as a schoolfor propagating mil-

itary hnozvledge and discipline, no officers need applj^ but such

as produce ample certificates." During the winter of 1778

General Knox, with the artillery, was at Pluckemin, N. J.,

and here he established " an acadeni}- where lectures are read

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol 1 14
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in tactics and gnnnery." The anditorium of the academy was

50 by 30 feet, " arched in an agreeable manner, and neatly

plastered within."

The post of West Point received its first garrison January

20, 1778, and work on Fort Clinton was immediatel}- begun.

As earl}' as February 8 there was a company of sappers and

miners at the post; in November there were two companies

of artillery there; a Laborator}' was constructed in December;

possibly some of the Corps of Invalids were present in April,

1778. In September a letter from West Point .savs that it is

now too late to bring anj- of the Invalids on from Philadel-

phia—the meaning possibly being that no more can be sent

this season. In November, however, it is recorded (November

17) that members of the Invalid Corps were then on duty at

West Point. In July, 1781, the Invalids at Philadelphia were

marched to West Point at the request of Washington. In

August, 1782, the whole corps was at that post.

It thus appears that in 1778 some of the Corps of Invalids

were at West Point; in 1781 the greater part of them; and in

1782 all of them. Thej' constituted the Militar}- Academy at

the Army. How much did the term imply?

An elaborate map of West Point, made by a French officer

in 1780, in the very midst of the war, throws a flood of light

on the cpxestion.

The legend of the map declares that it represents the post

in 1780, and it is easy to prove that this is at least approxi-

mately correct. The situations and dimensions of man}'

buildings are laid down, and among them three are especially

important, viz

:

N: Ecole du Genie, about 64 by 56 feet (it is the "Old

Academy" on the map of 181 5).

S: Bibliotheque, about 120 by 60 feet (not on the map of

1815).

U: Laboratoire, about 30 by 36 feet (not on the map of

1815).

The engineers had been domiciled at West Point for some-

thing like two years, as we shall see, and they, or the officers

of the Invalid Corps, or both, had established an engineer

school, which was housed in a substantial building. The
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building for the library is indicated only in outline; those

for the school and the laboratory are drawn as permanent

structures. Paths lead from the School to the barracks, and

also to the springs where the water for the post was obtained.

There is, then, no doubt that in the very midst of the

Revolutionar}' war, at least as earl}- as 17S0, and possibl}- as

earl}' as 1778, an engineer school was in operation at West
Point.

There was also a laboratory, which must be considered as

the "continental laboratory"—the parent of the Springfield

armor}'. It was con.structed before December 21, 177S. The
librar}' for the Military- Academy' at the Army was either

built or projected on a large plan. This is the parent of the

librar}- of the U. S. Military- Academy. It is the oldest Gov-

ernment Librarv in the United States. Military instruction

of some sort was, no doubt, given intermittentl}-. It is

recorded that "experiments" in gunnery were tried on Feb-

ruary 5, 17S0. On October 29, 1780, a return of the Corps

of Invalids at West Point gives the strength as 20 officers, i

surgeon, i mate, and 362 enlisted men. In August and

October, 1780, the entire garrison was 3,000 men.

Early in 1 7S3 it was seen that the American Revolution

had been successful. In the plans for the peace establish-

ment of the Army the necessit}' for military education was not

forgotten. It had been impressed on every officer of experi-

ence; on Knox, whose artillerists needed a training like "that

of Woolwich;" on Alexander Hamilton, at first an artillery

officer under Knox, and later a trusted member of Washing-
ton's militar}' famil}- ; on Washington himself, who daih- felt

the necessity for artillerists and engineers; as well as on all

in high command. The foreign officers in our Ami}- had

demonstrated the immense value of professional training.

Duportail, Kosciusko, ^'illefranche, L'Enfant of the Engi-

neers; Steuben, Inspector-General; are names that at once

arise in the memory.

On April 11, 1783, Alexander Hamilton, chairman of the

Committee of Congress on Peace Arrangements, asked Gen-

eral Washington's opinion on the military establishment of

the new nation. Washington referred this request to his
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general officers then encamped near Newburgh and at West

Point. The subject was thoroughl}- discussed b}- other

officers also about the same time.

On March 3, 1 783, and again on May 1 7, Benjamin Lincoln,

then Secretary of War, recommended to Congress the estab-

lishment of five arsenals at each of which there should be a

military academy and that officers of ability should be placed

in command who could superintend the instruction of the

pupils. West Point was one of the sites selected for a school

of the sort.

Baron Steuben, writing to Washington and to Lincoln upon

the peace establishment (April, 1783), submitted a ver}- com-

plete plan for a military acadeni}-. The principal features

\\-ere

:

The establishment to consist of a militarj- academy and a militar}-

maiuifactor}' under a director-general and a council (the council to be

constituted somewhat like our Board of A'isitors).

One hundred and twenty Cadets, to be over 14 years of age, were pro-

vided for, and each one was to pay $300 per year.

All Cadets were to be instructed in natural philosophy, eloquence and

belles-letters, civil and international law, history and geography, mathe-

matics, civil architecture, drawing, French, horsemanship, fencing,

dancing, and music; and artillerj^ and engineer Cadets were to recei^•e

further and special instruction. Cadets were to be uniformed.

There were to be 5 professors (of mathematics, law, etc.) and 7 masters

(of architecture, French, dancing, etc.).

Xo person was to be commissioned in the Army who was not a grad-

uate of one of the military academies (unless he had served as an officer

in the Revolutionarj- war)

.

The director-general was to receive a salarj^ of $2,832; professors,

$1,344.50; Cadets, about $260 per year.

On the 16th of April, 17S3, General Huntingdon, writing

from West Point, said: "West Point has been held as the

key of the L^nited States. '' '=" * ^\'ith a little more

expense than maintaining a garrison of 500 or 600 men it

may be made a safe deposit where every militar}- article ma\-

be kept '•' '' '" and with a small additional expense an

acadeni}- might be here instituted for instruction in all

branches of the militar}- art."

Timoth}' Pickering, Quartermaster-General, wrote his
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thoughts on the military peace establishment to Washing-

ton on April 22, 1783. He gives at length the duties that

the Ami}' will have to perform in time of peace, and recom-

mends the establishment of five arsenals. The main arsenal

was to be at West Point; the others in Massachusetts, Penn-

sylvania, Virginia, and South Carolina. The garrison of

West Point should be 100 men, besides the Corps of

Invalids. Engineer officers must be retained in the reorgan-

ization. An elaborate plan for training the militia was laid

down. Each State will probably choose to garrison, with

troops of its own, all its forts on the seacoast. He then says:

" I will take the liberty to add a page or two on the subject

of military academies, which have been mentioned as proper

to be erected where the Continental arsenals shall be estab-

lished. '•' ''' '^ If these plans are not impracticable, I am
clear that at present they are inexpedient. "^ '' * If anv-

thing like a military academy' in America be practicable at

this time it must be grounded on the permanent militarv

establishment for our frontier posts and arsenals and the

wants of States, separately, of officers to command the

defenses on their seacoasts. On this principle it might be

expedient to establish a military school or academy at West
Point. === =^^ =•="

General Washington wrote to Hamilton (May 2) his "sen-

timents on a peace establishment," recommending " academies,

one or more, for the instruction of the art military, particularly

those branches which respect engineering and artiller\';

••: :i: ::= j-jj^|- ^^ regiment of artillery and the Corps of

Invalids should garrison West Point," * ^' ^' and sa3'ing:

" I would propose that provision should be made at some post

or posts where the principal engineers and artillerists shall

be stationed for instructing a certain number of young gen-

tlemen in the theor}- of the art of war."

The chief engineer. Brigadier- General du Portail, reported

on the establishment for the artillery and engineering depart-

ment on September 30, 1783. "The necessity of an academy

to be the nursery of the corps is," he saj's, "too obvious to be

insisted on." The academ}' would require masters (profes-

sors) of mathematics, natural philosoph}-, chemistry, and
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drawing; niilitar\- instruction should be given \)\ officers of

the Army ; the course of stud}- should extend over three 3-ears

;

twenty students should be appointed, "because if the Union

of the States is durable," the}' will be needed in the future.

Capt. Lewis Garrauger memorialized Congress in 1783 on

the necessit}- of retaining West Point, and submitted a

scheme of military education. The military acadeui}' should,

he thinks, be established at Philadelphia, and other schools

might well be founded—two in the northern States and one

in Charleston, S. C.

The very first foreign suggestion for a military academy

has been found by Capt. H. M. Reeve, V . S. Army, in a letter

of M. Floberque de la Rocatelle to General Washington,

dated August 5, 1777. He proposes to form a school where

the theory of the military art shall be taught, and that the

regiment of artillerists and engineers and that of bombardiers

and cannoneers shall be stationed at the post chosen for the

school. Nothing came of this suggestion.

The committee of Congress of which Lieut. Col. Alexander

Hamilton was chairman brought in ( 1783) a plan for a peace

establishment of the Army. Their report contemplated four

regiments of infantry and one of dragoons, and one regiment

of artillery incorporated in a corps to be denominated the

"Corps of Engineers." This corps was to be composed as

follows: I major-general, or brigadier general, commandant;

65 other commissioned officers; " i professor of mathematics; i

professor of chemistry; professor of natural philosophy; pro-

fes.sor of civil architecture, etc." The professors were to

receive the pay of lieutenant-colonels. Arsenals should be

kept on foot in different parts of the United States. " With
respect to the establishment of military academies ' '^ '^

the committee are of opinion that the benefits of such institu-

tions rarely compensate for the expense; and that, by having

the 3 professors proposed to be be attached to the Corps

of Engineers all the utility to be expected from academies

may be substantially obtained; that, at all events, such insti-

tutions can only be the object of future consideration."

Here, it will be seen, the plan of a military academy like

that of Woolwich is again put aside in favor of a regimental
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school of application. Washington had recommended the

same plan. In a report of the Secretary of War—General

Knox—of 1 790, which was approved by General Washing-
ton, "adequate institutions for the militar}- education of

youth" were again advocated.

In order to follow the evolution of the idea of militar}- edu-

cation it will be necessary- to summarize the earh- histor}- of

the Ami}-, especiall}- that of the Artillerists and Engineers.

On June 16, 1775, provision was made by Congress for a

chief engineer of the Army and two assistants, and during

the next years various persons, usually French officers, were

appointed to be officers of Engineers with the rank of colonel,

lieutenant-colonel, major, and captain, while in 1777 the

Chevalier du Portail was made brigadier-general and head of

the Corps. An order of June 9, 1778, from the headquarters

of the ami}- at \*alle3- Forge reads as follows: "Three cap-

tains and nine lieutenants are wanted to officer the Corps

of Sappers. As the Corps will be a scliool of engineerijig it

opens a prospect to such gentlemen as enter it. * * *

The qualifications of the candidates are that they be natives,

and have a knowledge of the mathematics and drawing, or at

least be disposed to apply themselves to these studies." The
engineers in the service were formed into the Corps of Engi-

neers b}- act of Congress, ^larch 11, 1779. At the termination

of the Revolution the Secretary at War was directed to express

to the French minister the high sense Congress entertained

of the zeal, abilit}-, and conduct of several French engineer

officers, and the Agent of IMarine was directed to provide

them with a passage to France in the ship MuisJiington.

The}- had done a great work in America and had trained a

large number of Americans in their art. The\' left behind

them several younger officers who remained in the service of

the United States. An act of Congress, of jMarcli 3, 1799,

authorized the appointment of two engineers with the rank

of lieutenant-colonel, and on ]\Iarch 16, 1802, the organic act

of the U. S. Military Academy- was passed. It authorized

the President of the United States to organize and establish

a Corps of Engineers to consist of i major, 2 captains, 2 lieu-

tenants, and 10 cadets and to enlarge the corps so that the
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number of the whole corps shall at no time exceed 20 officers

and cadets. " The said corps xvhen so organized shall he sta-

tioned at JVest Point, in the State ofNew York, and shall con-

stitute a niilitaiy acadenty.''''

A military academy- "on the plan of Woolwich," first

suggested by Knox in 1776, was thus finally established in

1S02. The intervening j-ears were spent in experiments in

educating young officers with their regiments. It required

nearly a quarter of a centur}' to convince Congress and the

countr}- that a work that all recognized to be indispensable

could best be done at a separate school.

The act of Congress of ^lay 9, 1 794, authorized the raising

of a Corps of Artillerists and Engineers and provided for four

battalions of four companies, each company' to consist of i

captain, 2 lieutenants, and 2 Cadets with the pav, clothing,

and rations of a sergeant, and of 62 enlisted men. Thirt}--

two Cadets of artillery and engineers were thus authorized to

be appointed. They were 3'oung gentlemen in training to

become commissioned officers, and took the places, and some
of the duties of the ensigns of earlier daA-s. The}- carried

muskets like sergeants, but were sometimes detailed |in later

years) as judge-advocates of general courts-martial. The act

of 1794 further provides "that it shall be the dut}- of the Sec-

retar}- of War to provide, at the public expense '•' '•' ''

the necessarv books, instruments, and ajjparatus for the use

and benefit of the said corps."

In 1798 the act of July 16 increased the Ami}', It fixed

the pay of Cadets at $10 per month and two rations per day,

and enacted "that the President of the United States be
* '' * authorized to appoint a number, not exceeding four,

of teachers of the arts and sciences necessar}- for the instruc-

tion of the artillerists and engineers, who shall be entitled to

the monthl}- pay of $50 and two rations per da}-." The
duties of the teachers were to instruct all the junior officers,

and possibl}' the non-commissioned officers, not nierel}* the

Cadets.

The act of March 3, 1799, provided for 10 Cadets to each

regiment of infantry and cavalr}-, and 32 Cadets to each regi-

ment of artillery, and fixed the pa}' of Cadets as before (except
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that Cadets of cavalry were supplied with forage). The act

of March 16, 1S02, retained 2 Cadets to each company of

artillery and i to each of infantry at $10 monthl}- pay, and

established the Corps of Engineers with its 10 Cadets (the

Militarv Academv) who were to receive $16 nionthlv and two

dail}- rations. Until this date the artillerists and engineers

had formed one corps.

From 1794 to 1802 there were Cadets "of the Service," as

thev often called themselves then and afterwards, and only

these. In 1802 10 Cadets of engineers were authorized.

They, with their officers, were stationed at West Point, and

constituted the Military Acadeni}- of the A'ears 1802-1812.

In 1 80S the act of April 12 provided for an addition to the

Arm}', consisting of infantry-, riflemen, light artillerj-, and

light dragoons. Each compan}- or troop of the regiments

was to contain two Cadets, paid like those already- in the

service.

The act of January 11, 1S12, again authorized an addi-

tional militar}- force, to consist of infantr}', artiller}-, and

light dragoons. Cadets were authorized (and paid) as before,

two to a compau}- or troop. The act of April 20, 181 2, made
further provision for the Corps of Engineers, and enacted

"that the Cadets heretofore appointed in the service of the

United States, whether of artillerj-, cavalr}-, riflemen, or

infantr}-, or that ma}' in the future be appointed as herein-

after provided," shall at no time exceed 250; that thev ma}-

be attached, at the discretion of the President, as students

to the ^Military Academy, etc." The .sum of $25,000 was

appropriated for erecting buildings and for providing a

library, apparatus, and instruments for the school.

The foregoing summary has carried us too far forward and

it is necessary to return to the 3-ear 1783. From this date

the subject of militar}- education was allowed to sleep, until

General Washington, then President, suggested the establish-

ment of a military academy in his message of January- 8,

1790, and repeated the recommendation in his message of

October 25, 1791. In 1790 Alexander Hamilton, Secretary

of the Treasury, reported in favor of retaining West Point as

"The wording of tlie act unintentionally excluded Cadets of light artillery from the Military

Academv,
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a military post ; and General Knox, then Secretar}- of War, in

a report of Janiiar}- 21,1 790, expressed himself strongly in

favor of a IMilitary Acadeni}-. In November, 1793, the ques-

tion of a military school at West Point was debated by the

Cabinet—Washington, Randolph, Knox, and Hamilton favor-

ing its establishment. JefTerson doubted whether such action

would be constitutional. Washington declared that he would

lea\-e this for Congress to decide.

In the same j-ear (1793) Pickering, Secretar}- of War,

selected scientific foreign officers to be connected with a school

at West Point. In President Washington's fifth annual

address (December 1793) he declares that "it is an inquiry

that can not be too solemnly pursued " whether the militia act

ought not to be improved by affording " an opportunity- for

the stud}' of those branches of the militar}- art which can

scarcely ever be attained b}' practice alone." On the 9th of

May, 1794, the grade of Cadet was created, as before stated,

and " in 1794 at the recommendation of Washington, a mili-

tary school was commenced at West Point." It continued

until its biiilding—the old provost prison, was burned in

1796. Three battalions of the Corps of Artillerists and

Engineers were assembled at West Point in 1795, and earl}-

in 1796 Lieutenant-Colonel Commandant Rochefontaine, and

Majors Tousard and Rivardi, all highly educated officers,

were at the post. The school began in earnest in February,

1796, as is shown by the following orders of Colonel

Rochefontaine

:

West Point, February 10, i~g6.

The officers are requested to attend in the study room every day, in

the morning, between the hours of 11 and 12 o'clock, and from 4 to 5

in the afternoon, to receive the first lecture on the theoretical part of

fortification. The morning meeting will be spent in explaining the

different principles of fortification and copying the author ( Mr. Muller).

In the afternoon the officers will draw the plans relative to the explana-

tion given in the morning. The officers will be furnished in the room

with pen, ink, and paper in the morning, and the books from which the

study is originated. In the afternoon they will be provided with paper,

pencil, ruler, and mathematical instruments for drawing. Mr. Warren,

temporary engineer, will attend the evening sitting and will explain tlie

principles of drawing. The officers may meet an hour sooner if they
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please for their own information. The rule to be observed in the room for

the preservation of good order will be that the senior officer present will

be the moderator, and will preserve over the other officers that superiority

which military subordination has established among military men.

Twelve companies, comprising i lieutenant-colonel, i major,

3 adjutants, S captains (i on furlotigh), 13 lieutenants, 3

Cadets (I on ftirlough), were then present at West Point,

according to the muster roll for Febrtiary, 1796.

West Point, March 28, 1796.

To-morrow at 10 o'clock in the morning the officers are invited to

meet at the in.struction room to copy the .several plans of fortification

drawn after the directions of Muller. Captain Finiel, temporary engi-

neer, sent to this garrison by the Secretary at War, will assist the officers

in the execution of .said plans. To-morrow at 4 o'clock in the after-

noon, meeting of the officers in the instruction room for the continuation

of the lectures on the Baron's " Regulations.

[By order of Lieutenant-Colonel Commandant Stephen Rochefontaine.]

In Ma}' a parapet was constructed "for the field-pieces to

practice upon," and about the same time a "wooden fortifica-

tion " was erected for instruction. It was a model of a bas-

tioned front made by Colonel Rochefontaine and Major
Rivardi, and stood in the "model 3'ard" near the present site

of the Thaj-er statue. It was stirrounded by twelve elm trees

planted b)' Swift and Armistead about 1802.

In April the stud}- room (otherwise " the instruction room")

was destroyed by fire, but the school went on, as the following

order shows

:

West Point, April 2S, 1796.

The Secretary of War having intimated that it was his desire that the

instruction of the officers should be continued daily, and that .some of

the officers' rooms might be made use of until the loss of the officers'

barracks is repaired, it is the lieutenant-colonel commandant's request

that a board of officers consisting of four captains of the garri.son should

sit as commi.ssioners to visit in the private quarters the rooms that may
be thought convenient to ser\'e as a study room, and make a report

immediately.

Gen. J. G. Swift, writing in 1S07, speaks of a visit made
by himself to Albany in 1802, during which he heard Alex-

ander Hamilton express regret at the burning of the old pro-

vest at West Point in 1794.'' Hamilton said that "the fire

" Baroti vou Steuben's Regulations. ''Query: 1796?
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was by some deemed a design of such officers as had been

sent to the Point for instruction in the arts and sciences, as

provided for b}- law." In a letter written in 1S40, General

Swift states that a school was commenced at West Point upon

the recommendation of Washington in 1794, and that the

building was burned down by an incendiary- in 1 796, with its

contents of books and apparatus.

Alexander Hamilton's iir.st draft of President Washington's

message to Congress (December, 1796) recommended a niili-

tar}' academ^^

The school of fortification continued for some months at

least, for vmder the date of December 16, 1 797, we find an entr}-

in the Quartermaster's waste book respecting the issue of 20

mahogany rulers, 4 sticks of india ink, gamboge, indigo, paint

brushes, etc., which could only have been for the iise of the

stud}' room.

Practical instruction was given to the young officers (Cadets

recently promoted to be lieutenants) according to the order

following

:

West Point /««<' 26tJi, ijgy.

Sir: Yon will inform Lieutenants Rodrigue, \"andyke, Ross, Rand &
Parkinson—that there will be exercises for them every other da}- at five

o'clock in the afternoon, untill further orders. It will begin this day,

and they will meet at the woodyard" at the hour aforesaid.

The Captains will take turn to Instruct the Gentlemen in the exercise

of t\\Qfield Pieces, Howitzers, Mortars Scacoast pieces, etc.

I am, Sir, Your obed't. ser\''t.

Step. Rochefoxtaine
Lt. Cot. Comt.

Lieut. Dransey. [Adjutant]

In June, 1798, Alexander Hamilton wrote to the Secretar}^

of the Treasury regarding steps that should be taken "with-

out dela}'," and one of them was "to establish an academy

for military and naval instruction. This is a very important

measure and ought to be permanent." The plan for a mili-

tary academy held its place among the thousand preoccupa-

tions of Hamilton's far-seeing mind. In July, 1799, a, project

of his had been forwarded to Mr. McHenry, Secretary of \\'ar,

as we learn from a letter of President Adams.

"The woodyard was, it is believed, situated on the site of the academic building of 1902.
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In September of this j-ear the superintendenc}- of the Mili-

tary Acadeni}- of the United States—an institution not 3'et

established—was offered by Adams to Benjamin Thompson,

Count Rumford. Rumford—luajor-general, minister of war

and priv}^ counsellor, fellow of the royal societies of London,

Berlin, and Munich, founder of the Ro3-al Institution—had

reorganized the military establishmeiit of Bavaria and had

founded the Royal Military Acadeui}- of Munich. B\- his

epoch-making experiments on artiller}-, on heat, and in chem-

istry, he had placed himself in the ver\- front rank of men of

science. It is curious to speculate on what the history of our

Academy- would have been had its direction been assumed in

1798 by Rumford, the great ph3^sicist, soldier, statesman, and

practical man of affairs.

Hamilton, on November 23, 1799, presented to the Secre-

tarj' of War (McHenr}-) a complete plan for the organization

of a militar}' school or group of schools." A copy of the

scheme was sent to Washington on the 28th of the same
month. On December 12 Washington replied to Hamilton

in the very last letter that came from his hand

:

Mount Verxon, 12 December, ijgg.

Sir: I have dulj- received your letter of the 28th ultimo, enclosing a

copy of what 3'ou had written to the Secretar\' of War, on the subject of

a Military Academy.

The establishment of an Institution of this kind, upon a respectable

and extensive Basis, has ever been considered by me as an object of pri-

mary importance to this country; and while I was in the Chair of Gov-

ernment, I omitted no proper opportunity of recommending it, in my
public speeches and other ways, to the attention of the Legislature. But

I never undertook to go into a detail of the Organization of .such an

Academy, leaving this task to others whose pursuits in the paths of

Science, and attention to the arrangements of such Institutions, had

better qualified them for the execution of it. For the same reason I

must now decline making any okservations on the details of your plan;

and as it has already been submitted to the Secretary of War, through

whom it would naturally be laid before Congress, it might be too late

for alterations if any should be suggested.

I sincerely hope that the subject will meet with due attention, and

that the reasons for its establishment, which you have so clearly pointed

a A letter on the same .subject was addressed by Hamilton to the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives early in 1799.
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out in your letter to the Secretary, will prevail upon the Legislature to

place it upon a permanent and respectable footing.

With very great esteem & regard, I am, &c.

George Washington.

Washington "ever" con.sidered the establishment of a mili-

tary academy as of "primary importance." In writing these

words his mind must have reviewed the whole histor}- of his

endeavors to establish a system of military education; the

earl}' proposals of members of his military family; the forma-

tion of the Military Academy at the Ami}-; the assembl}-, b}-

his order, of the Corps of Invalids at West Point in 1780-81,

with its little engineer school on the plain; the " experiments "

in gunner}' during the war; the organization of the sappers;

the Arm3''s need of trained engineers; his own projects of

1783 to include a military school as a part of the peace estab-

lishment. Noting how all these had so far failed to fulfill the

prime necessit}', he would recall his frequent recommendations

to the Legislature; the creation of Cadets of the Service in

1794; the provision for teachers, instruments, and apparatus;

the selection of accomplished oiiScers to conduct the school at

West Point, and their beginning of systematic militar}-

education. For nearh' a quarter of a century he had striven

to establish a militar}' academy for the nation. Now that the

project was near accomplishment, he once more expressed to

the Legislature his convictions and hopes, and in this final

letter claimed his part. He had ever advocated the establish-

ment of two national institutions of learning—a military

acadeni}- and a national university. On the establishment

of either it could claim him as its father and founder.

Hamilton's plan for a military academy contemplated the

foundation of four schools—the fundamental school, the school

of engineers and artillerists, the school of cavalry and infan-

try, the school of the Navy.

The staff was to be a director-general; a director to each

of the separate schools ; 6 professors of mathematics
; 4 of

geograph}- and natural philosoph}-; 2 of chemistry, including

mineralogy; 3 architects; 4 drawing masters; i riding mas-

ter; I fencing master. The fundamental school was to form
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officers for all arms of the service and for the Navy, conse-

quently in this school all the sciences necessary to a perfect

knowledge of the military art were to be taught. Its plan

corresponds exactly to that of the Military Academy of to-day,

except as to its relations to the Navy. The school of engi-

neers and artiller}' and of cavalry and infantrj-, were to be

sc/ioo/s of application like those subsequently established at

Fort Monroe, Fort Leavenworth, and Willets Point.

The schools were to be "provided with proper apparatus

and instruments for philosophical and chemical experiments,

for astronomical and nautical observations, for surve}ang, and

such other processes as are requisite. '•' '•' '=' It would

also tend greatly to the perfection of the plan if the academy

of artillerists and engineers was situated in the neighborhood

of founderies of cannon and manufactories of small arms."

Here we have the plan of Knox—an acadeni}- like Wool-

wich—elaborated by Hamilton. In its essentials it is the

scheme of military education of the whole American Army
for the century 1802-1902.

On July 25, 1800, John Adams wrote to the Secretarj- of

War (Dexter) respecting a military academy. He is ready

to appoint 64 cadets, 4 teachers, and 2 engineers; he directs

that books and instruments should be bought ; is of the opin-

ion that cadets shovxld be instructed at different stations in

rotation ; that midshipmen should be admitted also ; and he

asks if Capt. W. A. Barron and Mr. B. de Pus}- will do as

teachers.

On the 28th of September, 1800, Col. Henry Burbeck, chief

of Artillerists and Engineers, submitted to the Secretary of

War (Dexter) a memorandum recommending the establish-

ment of a "military school for instructing the arts of gun-

nery, fortification, pyrotechnj-, and everything relative to the

art of war; that there be taken from the line of the Artiller-

ists and Engineers i field officer and 4 captains well versed

in science, especially in mathematics and natural philosophy,

to be employed in superintending the laboratorj- and instruct-

ing the officers of the line and the Cadets, whom the com-

manding officer of each separate district shall send, in rotation,
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:;: :•: =:: ^-^^ \\\7sX. tlic wliolc .superiiitendeiicy and instructiou

be afforded b^- these officers." This plan for a school of appli-

cation, for officers and Cadets joint!}-, was a return to the

polic}' carried out in 1797 by Colonel Rochefontaine. The

plan did awa^- with the 4 civilian teachers of the arts and

sciences authorized by the act of 179S, and thus effected a

small econoni}'.

On January 6, 1801, Mr. George Baron was, nevertheless,

appointed as a teacher under this act. He acted as professor

of mathematics at West Point until he was dismissed Febru-

ar\^ II, 1802. He was a man of force and ability, though not

of high character. He had been a fellow-teacher with the

celebrated Hvitton at the Royal Militar}- Academy at Wool-

wich, and his methods of instruction must have been those of

the Woolwich of that day. Cadet Swift says (October, iSoi )

:

"Professor Baron furnished me with a cop}' of Hutton's

Ivlathematics and gave me a specimen of his mode of teach-

ing at fhe blackboard." The use of the blackboard in the

class room is a special feature of West Point methods, the

credit for which is often given entirel}-, but improperly, to

Prof. Claude Crozet (1816-1823), formerly of the Ecole Poly-

technique. We owe to the Polytechnique man}' fine tradi-

tions, and especiallv our courses in Descriptive Geometry.

The class-room use of the blackboard spread from West Point

throughout the United States and has greatly influenced our

common schools.

On the 14th of April, 1801, the Secretary of War writes to

Lieutenant-Colonel Commandant Toiisard to inform him of

his appointment as inspector of artillery; "when you shall

not be otherwise necessarily emplo}'ed }'ou will give all the

assistance in your power in the instruction of such officers

and Cadets as may be at West Point." On the next day the

Secretary writes to the commanding officer at West Point that

it is in contemplation to establish a military school there ; and

on the 1 2th of May he writes to General Wilkinson: "The
President has decided on the immediate establishment of a

military school at West Point; ^=' "^^ '•' Maj. Jonathan

Williams is to be inspector of fortifications; * he is
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to be at West Point to direct the necessary arrangements for

the commencement of the school." A letter of the same date

to the militar}' storekeeper shows that it was contemplated to

provide for 20 or 30 pupils—ofificers and cadets—a teacher

of mathematics, and a " practical teacher of gunnery." The
academy is to be a wooden two-story building, 30 by 20

feet, finished in a plain manner, the whole of each story to be

in one room. The upper story was "the long room; "the

lower was probably divided. On July 2, iSoi, all cadets in

the service (except one) are ordered to report at West Point

early in September.

As in the school of 1796 the subaltern ofificers made diflfi-

culties and "refused to receive the instruction oflFered them

by the wisdom of the Government." The Secretary of War
(October 19, 1801) declares that such conduct must cease,

and writes to an officer (November 19): "It is a duty to 3'our

country to improve this opportunity." An amusing picture

of the discipline of the day is given in Swift's Memoirs.

Cadet Swift had words with the professor of mathematics

(Baron), who fled to the Acadeni}- and locked himself in,

exchanging epithets with the angr}- cadet below.

Swift's account of the Academy in iSoi deserves quotation:

West Point plain is 190 feet above the level of the Hudson, and forms an

area of 70 acres, bounded by the margin of the plain overlooking the river

on the east and north. The buildings which I found on ni}- first arrival

at the Point were: At the [north] dock a stone house; on the brow of

the hill above the first dwelling is the "White quarters," the residence

then of the commandant. Lieutenant Osborn, and his beautiful wife;

and then the artillery mess of Lieutenants Wilson and Howard. The
Acadeni)- is situated on the western margin of the plain, near the base

of rocks on whose summit, 400 feet above, stands Fort Putnam. Near

the Academy was an office on the edge of a small hollow, in which

depression were the remains of a mound that had been formed at the

close of the Revolution, to celebrate the birth of a Dauphin of France,

our great ally in those days. To the south of this relic were the head-

quarters that had been the residence of General Knox and the scene of

many an humble meal partaken by Washington and his companions in

arms, at this time the residence of Maj. George Fleming, the military

storekeeper. Farther south the quarters of Lieutenants J. Wilson and

A. Macomb and a small building afterwards used as a laboratorj-. In

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol 1 15
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front of these was the model yard, containing a miniature fortress in wood,

used in the lectures on fortification, the handiwork of Colonel Rochefon-

taine and Major Rivardi. Around this yard Cadet Armistead and

myself planted 12 elm trees. To the south and at the base of Fort

Putnam Hill also were Rochefontaine's quarters, now the residence of

the family of Lieutenant-Colonel Williams; diagonally from the garden

gate of these quarters Rochefontaine had constructed a paved foot walk

to the barrack on the northeast side of the plain, now the Cadets' quar-

ters. Thej^ are 240 feet in length and were constructed by Major

Rivardi, whose quarters were in a building at the northern base of the

Fort Putnam Hill, by the road leading to the German Flats and Wash-

ington's Valley. Below the plain at the northwest, near the river, were

the militar}- stores, two long yellow buildings, containing the arms and

accoutrements of the armj- of Burgoyne and also numerous brass ord-

nance surrendered at Saratoga, and especially a couple of bra.ss "grass-

hoppers
'

' taken by General Greene in South Carolina, and by resolve of

Congress presented to that very distinguished commander, all under the

care of Major Fleming, who seemed to view them as almost his own

property, he having .served in the conquest at Bemis Heights and Sara-

toga. To the ea.st of these .stores was the armory, and also the residence

of Zebina Kingsley, the armorer, and his exemplary wife. To the east

was the hospital, under the charge of Dr. Nicholas Jones, our .surgeon,

and brother of Mrs. Lieutenant Osborn.

At the northeast angle of the plain was Fort Clinton, a dilapidated

work of Generals Duportail and Ko.sciusko, engineers in the Revolu-

tionary war. This work was garnished with four 24-pounder cannon,

on seacoast carriages. The fort also inclosed a long stone magazine

filled with powder " many years of age." The gloomy portals of these

walls might remind one of Dante's Inferno. To the west, overlooking

the plain and 500 feet of elevation, is Fort Putnam, a stone casemated

castle, having on its platform a couple of 24-pounder fieldpieces of artil-

lery. This work was conmienced in 1777, and had been repaired at

various periods and never completed. The tradition was that Arnold

had purposed to admit British troops from the rear of this ca.stle to

overawe the plain and works below. A surer plan for the purjiose of

the traitor could not have been devised. On the eastern margin of the

plain and 60 feet below there are stone .steps leading to a small area

whose outward edge is of rock, sloping almost vertically to the Hudson.

In this area is a small ba.sin in which had played a fountain, the whole

having been constructed by Kosciu.sko, and was his retreat and called

after him, " Ko.sciusko's garden." Lieutenant Macomb and my.self had

repaired this garden, and it is a favorite resort.

Some 90 yards south of Rivardi's barracks is a circular depression in

the plain, on the west margin of which are the ruins of the "old

provost." Nearly a mile northwest of the Point a ravine leads to a
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cascade over a rock, the water from which winds to the Hudson at the
'

' red house,
'

' the occasional resting place of Washington , called
'

' Wash-

ington's Valley," and is at the termination of the slope of the Crow's

Nest, a mountain of 1,500 feet in altitude that overlooks the Point and

river and many miles around. Adjoining the south boundary of the

plain a road leads down the bank of the Hudson to Buttermilk Falls

and to Fort Montgomery. The last named is the scene of the defeat of

General Clinton, October, 1777. The road previously mentioned passed

through the farm of Esquire North, who.se house stood near the south

boundarj^ of the plain, a tavern that much annoyed the command at

West Point h\ selling rum to the soldiers, because of an illegal act of

Captain Stelle of the Army, who, in 1794, had leveled a fieldpiece at

North's hou,se and suffered a severe penalty therefor in a law suit. Mr.

North's victory proved him to be a bad citizen, and his success an

evidence of the law's supremacy.

On December 14, 1801, Major Williams, a grand-nephew

of Benjamin Franklin, was ordered to repair to West Point

and to take the superintendence of the militar}' school. There

were 12 "gentlemen Cadets" (the name was in use in 1S16

or later). All of them were taught in one class. The aca-

demic hours were from 8 a. m. to noon. Hutton's Mathe-

matics (a Woolwich book), Enfield's Natural Philosophy,

Vauban's Fortification, and Scheel's Artillery were the text-

books. Svirveying was taught by practice. The Academy
was a small building near the present quarters of the Super-

intendent. It was " about as large as a country school-

house, with its seats neatly- painted in green"—all this by

the care of Major John Lillie, commanding the post. His

monument at West Point records that he was "an active

agent in founding the Militar}' Academy, 1801." It is wor-

thy of note that he was the friend and business partner of

General Knox. A model yard near the site of Tha3^er's

monument contained wooden fortifications made by Rochefon-

taine and Rivardi. The staff of the school consisted of Capt.

W. A. Barron (whose place was temporaril}- filled by Lieut.

Stephen Worrell), Lieutenant Dranse}', and Mr. George

Baron. Several subaltern officers were ordered to West Point

for instruction along with the Cadets, and the school went

on during the summer—in "disorder," Colonel Williams

reports. Cadet John Lillie, son of Major Lillie, was appointed
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to the Arm}- (not to the school) on December 24, 1801, at

the age of 10 years and 7 months. He was at West Point

from June, iSoi, till December, 1S05. In 1830 he writes in

his journal, respecting the period of his Cadet life: "The
Militar}' Acadeni}- was then in its infancy. All order and

regulation, either moral or religious, gave way to idleness,

dissipation, and irreligion. No control over the conduct of

the officers and Cadets was exercised."

By the act of Congress of Alarch 16, 1802, the Military

Academy was instituted, and on July 4 of that ^-ear went into

operation. The act of 1S12 established its present form.

Its history begins with the year 1776. Its founder is

Washington. Knox, Hamilton, Adams, Jefferson, Alonroe,

McHenry, Steuben, Huntington, Pickering, Duportail, and

other patriots of the Revolution were the authors of various

sj'stems of military education for the new country- born of

war. In this group two names stand forth preeminent

—

Knox and Hamilton. Knox was the first proposer and the

steady advocate of a military school of the ver}' type of our

own. To Hamilton the Academy and the Army owe a well-

considered plan for military education that, in its main fea-

tures, has sufficed for the needs of the centur}- just passed.
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THE ACADEMIC HISTORY OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY.
1802-1902.

By Colonel SAMUEL E. TILLMAN,
Professor of Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology, V. S. Military Academy— U. S. Military Academy, 1669,

THE UNITED .'^T.ITE.S MfLTTA/^V ACADE-W; WEST POINT:

Here, 7vhere resistlessly the river runs

Betjueen majestic mountains to the sea,

The Patriots' watch/ires hurned: Their constancy

Won Freedtnn as an heritagefor their sons.

To keep that Freedom pure, inviolate.

Here are the Saiion's children schooled in arts

0/ Peace, in disciplines of War ; their hearts

Made resolute, their wills subordinate

To do their ulmotit duty at the call

Of this, their Country, whatsoe'er befall.

Broadcast upon our History's ample page

The records of their valiant deeds are strown.

Proudly their Alma .'^fater claims her own.

May she have sons like thesefrom age to age!

E, S. H.
June, igu2.

THE legal existence of the Military

Academy as a defined institution

permanently located dates from March i6,

iSo2, when Congress empowered the Presi-

dent to organize and establish a Corps of

Engineers and enacted " that the said corps

when so organized shall be stationed at

West Point, in the State of New York, and

shall constitute a military academy," and
" that the principal engineer, and in his

absence the next in rank, shall haye the

superintendence of the said Military Acad-

emy, under the President of the United

States, and the Secretary of War is hereby

authorized, at the public expense, under

such regulations as shall be directed by
INFANTRY CAPTAIN, is,3. ^^g Prcsidcnt of thc United States, to pro-

cure the necessary books, implements, and apparatus for the

use and benefit of the same institution.'' It seems proper \

(223)
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that the birth of the Alilitar}' Acadeiii}- should date from

this period, because thereafter those Cadets who completed

the course of instructions and were found qualified received

certificates of proficiency and were recommended for pro-

motion in different arms of the Service.

The act above referred to, establishing a Corps of Engineers

and constituting it a military academ}-, provided for an engi-

neer with the rank of major and two assistant engineers with

the rank of captain, and authorized the President to make
such promotions in the corps as he might deem fit, so as not to

exceed i colonel, i lieutenant-colonel, 2 majors, and 4 cap-

tains, 4 first and 4 second lieutenants, the whole corps not to

exceed 20 oflBcers and 10 Cadets. The act also provided that

there should be attached to the Regiment of Artillerists, which

was provided for, 40 Cadets. Ivlajor Jonathan Williams was

made head of the Corps of Engineers April i, and on the 8th

of the following July he was appointed lieutenant-colonel.

The assistant engineers were Captain William A. Barron,

who, like Williams, was transferred from the Regiment of

Artillerists and Engineers, and Captain Jared A. Mansfield,

who was appointed a captain of engineers on May 3 in order

to become an instructor at \\'est Point. Major Williams, as

head of the Engineer Corps, became the legal superintendent

of the ^Military Academy-, but he did not take station at West
Point until July 3, 1802.

Mr. George Baron, the teacher of mathematics in the

embryo school as it existed in the autumn of iSoi, was dis-

missed the service in February, 1S02. As senior officer of

engineers present, Captain W. A. Barron attempted to resume

instruction in April. In May and thereafter he had the

assistance of Captain Jared A. Mansfield, who had just been

appointed to the corps.

On Jul}' 4 Major Williams, the head of the corps, joined

his two senior assistants at the Academy, and during the

summer occasional!}- took part himself in giving certain

practical instruction. The presence of Colonel Williams at

the Academv, and his personal assumption of command on

this date (4th of Jul}', 1802) may be considered as the formal

opening of the Academy.
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The Militan- Academy which provided the officers who
fought the Alexican and civil wars dates from the act of 181 2.

Its graduates were all educated alike; were subject to the

same discipline, and were assigned to all arms of the service.

Until the year 1866 the Superintendent was b}- law an engi-

neer officer, reporting directl}- to the chief of his corps, who
was an ex officio inspector of the Military Academ3^ Colonel

Thayer was Superintendent from 181 7 to 1833. General

Totten w^as a member of the Board of Visitors five times

during this period (1819, 1821, 1S22, 1826, and 1828). In

1838 he became Chief of Engineers and inspector, and so

continued until 1864. For fort^'-seven ^-ears the Academy
was thus held to a single consistent general polic\^

A great amount of detailed historical information in regard

to the different departments of the Acadeni}- since its formation

was prepared by the respective heads of these departments in

1896 and will be found in the report of the Superintendent for

that year. Owing to its source and manner of preparation

this information has been made full use of in the present

chapter. In some cases only a few omissions were necessary

to fit the matter for present purposes ; in others, besides omis-

sions, it has been found necessar}- to rearrange the order of

much of the data. The facts and statements, however, remain

those of the respective heads of the departments as prepared

in 1896, in so far as the substance of the statements is con-

cerned. All the sketches have been brought up to the date

of 1902.

Before introducing these detailed departmental histories it has

been deemed advisable to insert a general outline of certain

points of academic organization, administration, and interest

which are not speciall}- referred to in these histories.

Number of Cadets.

The grade of Cadet was first established by the law of May
9, 1794, two Cadets being allowed to each company of the

Corps of Artillerists and Engineers.

By subsequent acts an increased number was authorized,

but only 9 had been appointed up to the act of March 16,

1802. This act provided for 10 Cadets of engineers and 40 of
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artillery. The act of April 12, 1808, provided for 156 Cadets

additional to those already permitted. The act of January

II, 1812, provided for 104 in addition to the numbers above

given.

B}- the act of April 29, 181 2, the possible number that might

be appointed was limited to 250 in addition to those of engi-

neers. This act also, by direct implication, gives the Academic

Board the authority to confer degrees, by using the words:

"when any Cadet shall receive a regular degree from the

academic staff."

B}' the act of Alarch i, 1S43, '^^ number of Cadets was

limited to the number of Representatives and Delegates in

Congress and one from the District of Columbia by the

following words : "That each Congressional and Territorial

district shall be entitled to have one Cadet at the Academy

at one time, which Cadet must be a resident of the di.strict."

This act also provided "that nothing in this section shall

prevent the appointment of an additional number of Cadets,

not exceeding 10, to be appointed at large." At the time of

the passage of this act the number of Representatives and

Delegates in Congress was about 220. During the civil war

the requirement as to "residence in the district" was not

complied with, and appointments from the Northern States

were made to represent Southern districts, but this custom

was stopped by legislative action in 1S65-66. For a long

time the law of 1S43 "^^'^^ construed to permit the President

to have onlj- 10 Cadets at the Academy at the same time,

but about 1866 or 1867 it was interpreted to permit him 10

appointments annually, and he did for a time have more than

10 Cadets at the Academy at one time, but by the act of

June II, 1878, the number was specifically limited to 10 at

one time. By the act of June 6, 1900, the number of Cadets

was increased by allowing 2 additional from each State and

10 annually to the President. The maximum number of

Cadets now (1902) permitted at the Academy is 492.

Appointment of C.-\dets.

Cadets have alwaj-s been appointed b}- the President. Orig-

inally these appointments were, in large part, suggested to
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the President through the Secretar}- of War, his information

of the candidates coming from various sources. The desire

for more equal representation of the different portions of the

coiintr}- at the Academy led to the suggestion of candidates by

the Representatives in Congress. By 1843, when the num-

ber of Cadets was limited to the number of Representati\'es

and Delegates in Congress, it had become quite the general

custom for these Representatives to suggest to the Secretary

of War the names of candidates for cadetship. Since the act

of March i, 1S43, ^^^^ custom has been almost uniforml}' fol-

lowed. The increased number of Cadets permitted to the

States (two each) bv the act of June 6, 1900, are nominated to

the Secretarv of War for appointment by the I'nited States

Senators from each State. Since the President, through the

Secretarv of War, always follows the recommendations of

the Senator or Representative, it is usually considered that

the Congressman makes the appointment, and it has become

his privilege to name the Cadet when a vacancy for the district

or State occurs at the Academy.

Legal Status of Cadets.

The legal status of Cadets was undetermined for some

twenty years after the founding of the Academ}-. At first it

was held that they could sit upon courts-martial ; then it was

held that they could not, and that thev could not even be tried

bv courts-martial. In iSig this latter cjuestion was referred

to the Attornev-General of the United States for his opinion.

He held that the Cadets constituted "part of the land forces

of the United States and that thev have been constitutionall}^

subjected to the Rules and Articles of War and to trials b\^

courts-martial.." Notwithstanding this opinion, the court

whose action had called it forth adherred to the adverse view;

however, the \iew of the Attornev-General was accepted by

the then President and his successor in office and has been

ever since the law in regard to Cadets. The present view

is in accordance with this interpretation, and a Cadet is a

warrant officer in the military service of the United States,

this rank being the second highest non-commissioned rank.
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Requirements of Candidates for Admission.

Certain requisites for admission to the Academy were

prescribed by the War Department, IVIaj' iS, iSio, but thej^

were not adhered to.

By the act of April 29, 1S12, it was provided that each

candidate should be "well versed in reading, writing, and

arithmetic." These requisites remained the same until July

22, 1866, when a knowledge of English grammar. United

States history, and geography was added. ^March 2, 1901, it

was enacted b}- Congress that "appointees shall be examined,

imder regulations to be framed by the Secretary of War,
before they shall be admitted to the Academy, and shall be

required to be well versed in such subjects as he may from

time to time prescribe."

Under this enactment the Secretary- of War prescribed that

the candidates should be well versed in reading, writing,

spelling, English grammar, English composition, English

literature, arithmetic, algebra through quadratic equations,

plane geometry, descriptive geography, the elements of

physical geography-, especialh- the geography of the United

States, United States history, the outline of general history,

and the general principles of physiology and h^-giene."

The examination for admission in 1901 was the last held

under the old requisites of 181 2-1866.

Bv virtue of authority conferred by the act of March 2,

1 901, above referred to, the Secretary of War in November,

1 901, authorized the Academic Board to accept certain cer-

tificates of qualification in lieu of an examination in the

prescribed subjects. The following are the conditions of

these certificates:

First: The properly attested examination paper of a candi-

datewho receives his appointment through a public competitive

written examination covering the range of subjects prescribed

for admission.

Second: The properly attested certificate of graduation from

a public high school or a State normal school in which the

course of study, together with the requirements for entrance,

shall cover the range of prescribed subjects.
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Third: The properly attested certificate that the candidate

is a regular student of an}- incorporated college or imiversity,

without condition as to an}- of the j^rescribed subjects.

Examinations for Admission.

From 1818 to September i, 1901, all candidates admitted

to the Military Academy had to pass a preliminary examina-

tion. From the former date until 1S70 the examinations

were oral. Since 1870 the}* have been in writing. Until

1892 the examinations were all held at West Point; since that

date thev have been held at various selected points through-

out the country. All written examinations have been so

conducted that the personality of the candidate was unknown
to the examiners.

A portion of the class entering in 1902 were admitted

without examination, upon certificates in accordance with the

newly enacted paragraph of Academic Regulations, making

possible admission b}- certificate, above referred to.

Up to 1892 the entrance examinations were held in the first

half of June, or about the end of August, though occasionally

candidates have been examined later—as late as November i.

From 1892 to 1901 one examination has been held in

March, and effort has been made to avoid entrance examina-

tions after June i, but the effort has not been successful,

and other examinations have been held both in July and

August. In 1902 the first examination for admission was

fixed for May, but subsequent examinations were also held in

this ^•ear.

Examinations toward the close of and after the Cadet

encampment have been deemed objectionable by the academic

board for fifty years, but efforts to avoid them have not been

entirely satisfactory.

Instruction and Examinations after Admission.

From 1S02 to 181 7 no definite or consistent S3-stem of

instruction or examinations was pursued. Examinations

previous to entrance were not uniforml}- required, Cadets

were not arranged in distinct classes, definite courses of study
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were not prescribed, and regtilar examinations were not held.

With tlie advent of Major Thayer as Snperintendent there

soon followed the organization of the Cadets into a battalion

and a separation into classes and division of classes into sec-

tions, according to proficiency in stndies, witli transfers from

one section to another; weekl}- class reports of daily progress,

the svstem and scale of marking, which is still followed, and

the publication of the annual register. He brought about the

introduction of Boards of Visitors, which had been authorized

by the academic regulations of 1S16. The curriculum of

studies was made definite, improved, and extended. Entrance

examinations for candidates were made invariable; and semi-

annual examinations were established for the Cadets, com-

mencing on the 1st of January and June yearly. These semi-

annual examinations were conducted before the entire Academic

Board. This method was pursued until about 1S39, when it

was concluded to divide the board into two committees. Ex-
aminations before the divided board were abandoned in 1S42

and return made to a committee of the whole board. The
whole board then continued to sit as a single committee for

examinations until 1S57, when it was again, for some of the

classes, divided into two committees for examination purposes.

This arrangement continued from 1S57 to 1873. In 1874 and

1S75 all examinations were b}' whole board; from 1876 to 18S2

the arrangement was the same as from 1S57 to 1873. From
1882 the classes were examined by two committees. This

arrangement continued until Januar\-, 1900, when examina-

tions b}- department committees was established forthe Januar}-

examinations and b}- class committees for the June examina-

tions. At the same time anv department in which all recita-

tions on general review were had in writing, was authorized to

exempt all Cadets from examinations who were, in the opinion

of the Department, proficient in the course, except for certain

classes at the June examinations.

The semiannual examinations were conducted orally until

about 1881, after which no Cadet could be declared deficient

without a written examination. After 1882 the method of

examinations, written or oral, was left to the discretion of the
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head of the department concerned. The division of chisses

into sections was instituted in 181 8, bnt the small size of sec-

tions into which classes are now divided for all departments

was not reached until 1S60-65. vSince this date the number
of Cadets in the section has been substantialU- the same as

now. The manner of conducting a recitation ; testing the

Cadet's knowledge of the subject recited upon, and imparting

instructions have followed the same lines since 1820; in recent

3'ears, since 1880, however, much uK^re instruction has been

given, more assistance rendered Cadets, and mucli greater

stress laid upon the practical applications of the principles

taught in connection with the theories.

This tendency has gradually increased from iSSo to the

present time, so that academic exercises now invoh'e more

practical application of principles than ever before. The
manner of reciting and the exercises of the section are given

in the detailed histories of the departments.

ScALK OF Academic Marking.

Immediately upon the advent of Major Thayer as Super-

intendent of the Acadeni}-, he instituted a scale of marking

which has been adhered to ever since. Upon this scale a

perfect recitation receives a mark of 3.0; good is represented

b}' 2.5, indifferent by 2.0, bad 1.5, very imperfect i.o, and

complete failure 0.0. These dail}- marks are made upon the

Cadet's daily section-room work and upon certain practical

work during his entire career at the Academy. The sum-

mations of the daily marks obtained by Cadets during the

study of a particular subject, in general represent their

relative proficienc}* in the subject.

Weights .-vttached to Subjects of Instruction and
Class Standing.

Each subject of stud}- has attached to it an assigned weight,

these weights being fixed by the Academic Board. The
weights give the relative values attached by the Academic

Board at different periods to the different subjects as part of

the military curriculum. The weights employed for the
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different subjects in the general merit roll of the first class

are here given at interv^als of twenty years from 1820.

Engineering
Natural philosophy
Mathematics
Drawing
French
Chemistry
Mineralogy and geology

.

Tactics:

Infantry
Artillerj-

Cavalry
Conduct
English:

Ethics
Geography
History
English
Rhetoric
Ethics
Law
Logic
Law
Grammar

Ordnance
Gunnery
Spanish
Practical engineering ...

Military efficiency

Military deportment

1820

2. O
2. O
2.0
I. O
0-5

1840

3-0
3-0
3-0
I.O
1. o

2. O

1-5

1-5

1860

3-0
3-0
3-0
1.0
1.0

1-5
I. o

•50
• SO

1880

3-0
3-0
3-0
I. o
1.0

1-5

• 75

• 50

I. o
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

1900

} - {-.
50

• 75

3^o
3-0
4.0
1-25
1.50

2.25

•75

^25

•50

1.50

1-50

•85
•45
^•30

. 20

The standing of a Cadet in any one subject has always

been arrived at from a consideration of the sum of the marks

received in that subject coupled with any other considerations

that the officers who teach the subject deem may have had

influence upon the mark so received.

In the great majority of cases the standing in a particular

subject is shown \>\ the sum of the marks received in that

subject, but in particular cases, for sufficient reasons, the

marks are departed from, and in such case the standing does

not strictly accord with marks. Such departure is made onl}^

when it is the opinion of the Board that exceptional causes

have operated and that injustice would be done by adhering

strictly to the marks in deciding standing. The general

standing of a Cadet, or the standing in the class when all the

subjects pursued during the year or term are considered, is

determined by adding together the " proportional parts " which
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each Cadet receives in each subject. The "proportional

parts" in each subject were, up to 1S96, obtained as follows:

The Cadet who came out (No. i) head in a particular subject

received as his proportional part the total weight assigned

to that subject. The Cadet who came out last in the subject, or

foot, received for his proportional part one-third of this weight.

Kach other Cadet in order of standing, in the particular sub-

ject, received his proportional parts through the use of a

"common difference" term, which term was subtracted in suc-

cession from the "proportional part" of the Cadet next above,

the first subtraction being made from the proportional part of

No. i; or the "common difference" term might be added in

succession, beginning with the proportional part of the last

Cadet.

The "common difference" term was, of course, obtained by

dividing the difference between the proportional parts of the

Cadet standing first and the one standing last b}- a number
one less than the number of Cadets in the class. Since 1S96

the proportional parts in any subject have been obtained

b}' giving to the Cadet who stands i in the subject, for his

proportional part, the total weight assigned to the subject as

before; each other Cadet then receives the same proportion

of this total that his marks in the subject the bear to marks
received by No. i.

DEP.A.RTMENTS OF THE AcADEMY.

The professorships of mathematics, engineering, and natural

philosophy were created by the act of April 29, 181 2, though

the two subjects first named had been taught from 1S02.

Some instruction in natural philosophy was given prior to the

creation of the professorship. Although drill regulations

were taught to a greater or less extent from the founding of

the Academy, the department of tactics may be considered to

date from September 15, 181 7, when the Cadets were organ-

ized into a battalion and Lieut. G. W. Gardiner was tempo-

rarily detailed to command it; the position of Commandant
of Cadets was not known to the law until the regulations of

1825. The department was not recognized by law until July

12, 185S.
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The subjects pertaining to tlie department of chemistry

were taught from October, 1820, but tlie professorship was

not established until Juh- 8, 1S38. Tlie professorship of

drawing was established August 8, 1S46, though drawing

was taught from 1S03. The department of modern lan-

guages came into existence June 30, 1882, in consequence of

an act of Congress passed June 23, 1S79. This department

now embraces the study of French, vSpanish, and English.

French was taught from 1803; the professorship of French

was created August 8, 1846. Spanish was taught from Sep-

tember I, 1856; the professorship was established February

16, 1 85 7. The study of English subjects was first introduced

about 1820 and embraced general history, moral philosophy,

national and political law. English grammar was introduced

in 1S39. The study of English was discontinued in 1S67

and reintroduced in 1877. In 1878 it was placed under

charge of the professor of French, and remained in his charge

when the French department, in 1882, absorbed the Spanish

department and became the department of modern languages.

The professorship of history, geography, and ethics was

created by the act of April 14, 181 8. The study of law grew

up in this department between 1820 and 1830, being fir.st

introduced in 1S21. The instruction in law remained under

this professorship until 1874, when under the act of June 6,

1874, it was placed in charge of one of the judge-advocates of

the Army.
History was first given attention at the Acadenn' in the

department of history, geography, and ethics and was intro-

duced in 1820, probably by lecture onlv. It was di.scontinued

almost immediate^- and reintroduced in 1856. It was again

discontinued in 1862 and reintroduced in 1883.

By the act of February 18, 1896, the professorship of his-

tor}-, geography, and ethics was discontinued and the subject

of history was transferred to the department of law. Up to

1842 the instruction in practical and militarv engineering

was given bv the department of engineering. The first

instructor of practical engineering was appointed in August,

1842, and in 1844 he became a member of the Academic

Board. From 181 7 to 1856 the department of ordnance and
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giinnery was part of the artiller}- branch of the tactical

department. In 1857 it became a separate and distinct

department.

Academic Board.

The Academic Board since 18 18 has consisted of the

Superintendent and heads of the different departments of

instruction, the instructor of ordnance and gunner}' being

the last addition to the Board, in 1S57.

Board of Vlsitors.

Provision was made for a Board of Visitors to the Academy
in the regulations of 1816, but regular attendance of these

visitors was not established until the advent of Major Thayer,

1817. The army regulations of 1821 prescribed that the

June examinations should be held in the "presence of the

Board of \'isitors." The first appropriation for defraj-ing

the expenses of the Board of Visitors was made in IMarch,

1828. From 1815 to the present time boards of visitors have

annually visited the Academy and reported their observ-ations.

Superintendents.

From the founding of the Acadeni}- to 1866 the Superin-

tendents of the Academy were all engineer ofiicers. Since

that date thej- have been taken from different branches of the

service. The names of the Superintendents, rank at time of

appointment, and length of service as such are given below.

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol I 16
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Punishments Inflicted and Rewards Bestowed upon
Cadets.

The punishments instituted for Cadets for inattention to

and neglect of duty and disregard of regulations have been

substantial!}' the same throughout the history of the Acad-

emy—they are both positive and negative. To the positive

class belong—first, "demerits" (given for delinquencies of all

sorts), which affect the class standing of Cadets; second,

enforced physical exercise, generall}' designated as "extra "or
"punishment duty;" third, " coniinement to quarters " or to

"limited areas" or to "light prison;" fourth, punishments

inflicted b}- courts-martial.

The negative punishments are such as result in a depriva-

tion of privileges, and are generall}- accompanied b}- one or

the other of the positive punishments. All offenses can be

punished b\- the Superintendent, except such as mav involve

dismissal; these are adjusted b}' courts-martial.

The punishments which are imposed by the Superintend-

ent follow very quickly upon the offenses, being always

announced within two weeks of the commission or omission

and put into execution immediateh' thereafter.

The rewards to Cadets have generallv resulted from the

absence of the positive and negative punishments, by which

absences the Cadet has more leisure or more time to study,

and because of which his class standing is or maybe improved;

these are but the fruits of proper conduct. Rewards have also

for a long time taken the more direct form of leaves of absence

for short periods at Christmas.

In 1866 the then Superintendent for a short time adopted

another positive form of reward. A limited number of medals

was given in the different classes for class standing, and spe-

cial chevrons, with increased privileges on the post, to Cadets

who avoided demerits. Since 1899 a much more extensive

system of reward has been adopted, based upon the number of

demerits received by Cadets during the previous month.

Under this svstem three grades of conduct are established for

each class, and each grade carries with it man}- privileges

not permitted to the lower grades, the privileges like\\'ise
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being different for the different classes. The privileges

xmder the present s^-steni of " grades " are far more extended

than have ever before existed at the Academy. The}- are

based entirely- npon conduct, as shown by the demerits

received. The system of grading is shown in the appended

table.

General Orders, ") Hdqrs. U. vS. Military Academy,
No. 4. ) Wist Poi?tt, A', v., Febriiaty ij, igoo.

Paragraphs 327 and 32S, Regulations U. S. Military Academy, are

hereby amended, to take effect April 10 next, to read as follows;

"327. On the loth of each month the Cadets shall be divided into

three conduct grades, according to their conduct record for the last cal-

endar month during which each shall have been present.

" For the first and second grades the following number of demerits

must not be exceeded

:
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7. In camp:

{a\ Rowing privileges, under usual restrictions, by reporting departure and

return.

(A) Cadet limits from reveille to tattoo.

(f) Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity once

each week ( Saturday or Sunday or holiday
) ; time not over 6 hours, and

to end not later than 11.30 p. m. on Saturday and tattoo on Sunday or

on holiday.

(d) If in the first grade for 4 of the 6 months beginning December i and not

below the second grade either of the other 2 months, may apply for

leave of 3 days, including a .Sunday, if money accounts warrant it.

8. In barracks:

(a) Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity

once each month (Saturday or Sunday or holiday); time not over 6

hours and to end not later than tattoo on .Saturday and evening call to

quarters on Sunday or on holiday.

(b) May apply for leave of not over 27 hours at Thanksgiving, if money
accounts warrant it.

{c) If in the first grade for 4 of the 6 months beginning June i and not below

the second grade either of the other 2 months, may apply for leave of

not over 75 hours at Christmas, if money accounts warrant it.

.SECOND CLASS.

1

.

Riding privileges, under usual restrictions.

2. Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity once for each

3 months in this grade (Saturday or Sunday or holiday); time not over 6 hours

and to end not later than tattoo on Saturday and evening call to quarters on

Sund.\v or on holiday.

3. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on .Saturday

or Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

4. If in first grade for 2 of the 3 months beginning September i and not below tlie

second grade the other month, may apply for leave of not over 75 hours at

Chri.stmas, if money accounts warrant it.

THIRD CI,.\SS.

1. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and .Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening; or accept I by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday

or .Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

2. In camp:

(a) Cadet limits from 9 a. m. to tattoo.

(i) Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity once

each month (Saturday or Sunday or holiday); time not over 6 hours

and to end not later than 11.30 p. m. on Saturday and tattoo on Sunday
or on holiday.

3. In barracks:

ya] Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity on

holidays or to visit or dine with parents in the vicinity once for each 3
months in this grade (Saturday or Sunday); time not over 6 hours and

to end not later than tattoo on .Saturday and evening call to quarters on

Sunday or on holiday.

{b] If in the first grade for 4 of the 6 months beginning June I and not below

the second grade either of the other 2 months, may apply for leave of

not over 75 hours at Christmas, if money accounts warrant it.
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FOURTH CLASS, a

1. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or caiiip on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day* evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday

or Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

2. In barracks: Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to vi.sit or dine in the vicinity

with parents on holidays; time not over 6 hours and to end not later than even-

ing call to quarters.

Second grade.

first class.

1. Immunity from ordinary punishments.

2. May visit hotel, under usual restrictions, during release from quarters or camp.

3. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday

or Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holida3-s.

4. Riding privileges, under usual restrictions.

5. In camp:

((z) Rowing privileges, under u.sual restrictions, by reporting departure and

return.

(i) Cadet limits from 9 a. m. to tattoo.

(f) Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity

once each month (Saturday or Sunday or holiday); time not over 6

hours and to end not later than 11.30 p. m. on Saturday and tattoo on

Sunday or on holiday.

((/) If average monthly demerit for the 6 months beginning December i is not

greater than the number allowed for second grade and if not below

second grade more than i tnonth, may apply for leave of 24 hours, to

begin Saturday afternoon, if money accounts warrant it.

6. In barracks:

(a) Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity once

for each 3 months not below this grade (Saturday or Sunday or holi-

day); time not over 6 hours and to end not later than tattoo on Saturday

and evening call to quarters on Sunday or on holiday.

[b) If average monthly demerit for the 6 months beginning June i is not

greater than the number allowed for second grade and if not below

second grade more than i month, may apply for leave of 48 hours at

Christmas, if money accounts warrant it.

SECOND CLASS.

1. Riding privileges, under usual restrictions.

2. Leave (by permit) to accept invitation to visit or dine in the vicinity on holidays,

or to visit or dine in the vicinity with parents once for each 3 months not below

this grade (Saturday or Sunday or holiday); time not over 6 hours and to end

not later than tattoo on Saturday and evening call to quarters on Sunday or on

holiday.

3. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday

or Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

a To lie divided iuto grades for the first time September 10. In camp: Cadet limits from i p. m.

to retreat.
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THIRD CLASS.

1. Leave (by permit) to visit or dine with parents in vicinity on holidays; time not

over 6 hours and to end not later than evening call to quarters.

2. Jlay visit the (juarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday

or Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

3. In camp: Cadet limits from 9 a. m. to retreat.

FOt;RTH ci,.\ss.

I. May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon ; also Saturday

evening; or accept (by permit) invitation to dine on the post on Saturday or

Sunday, or on holidays, or on the evening preceding holidays.

Third gr.^de.

FIRST ci..\ss.

1

.

May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Wednesday afternoon and Saturday afternoon; also Satur-

day evening.

2. May (by permit) visit the hotel or accept invitation to dine on the post only

under special circumstances.

3. In camp: Cadet limits from 9 a. m. to retreat.

SECOND CI,.\.SS.

1

.

May visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post during release from

quarters or camp on Saturday afternoon; also Saturday evening.

2. May ( by permit ) visit the hotel or accept invitation to dine on the post onlv under

special circumstances.

THIRD ci,.\ss.

1. May (by permit) visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post or hotel or

accept invitation to dine on the post only under special circumstances.

2. In camp: Cadet limits from i p. m. to retreat.

FOURTH CL.\SS.

I . May ( by permit ) visit the quarters of officers or of families on the post or hotel or

accept invitation to dine on the post only under special circumstances.

B.

HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

Instruction in mathematics was given at West Point to a

few Cadets of the Artillery and Engineers assembled there in

1801, by Mr. George Baron, who was a civilian, appointed

teacher of arts and sciences January- 6, iSoi. He was dis-

missed the ser\-ice Febrnarv ii, 1S02.
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The jNIilitar}' Academy was legally instituted by act of

Congress March i6, 1S02. Capt. Jared A. Mansfield, Corps

of Engineers, was appointed acting professor of mathematics

Ma}' 3, 1S02, and Capt. W. A. Barron received a similar appoint-

ment Jul}- 6 of the same year. In this subject at this time

the instruction was limited to " the elements of geometry and

algebra, with the use of surve^-ing instruments." Captain

Mansfield gave instruction in algebra and Captain Barron in

geometrical demonstration, and Major Williams, the Superin-

tendent, in the use of instruments. Captain Mansfield was

relieved from duty as acting professor of mathematics at the

Academy- in November, 1803. Captain Barron was acting pro-

fessor of mathematics until Febniary 14, 1S07, when he was

succeeded bv Ferdinand R. Hassler, who served in this

capacity until December, 1S09. He was assisted during the

years of 1 808-1 809 by Lieut. Alden Partridge. Hassler

resigned February 14, 1810, leaving the department of mathe-

matics in charge of Captain Partridge. Partridge had been

assistant profes.sor of mathematics since 1806, and was con-

tinuousl}' on duty in this department until April, 181 3, with

the exception of portions of the years of 1810, 181 1, and 181 2,

when he was on leave. Under the act of Congress approved

April 25, 1812, reorganizing the Army, a professorship of

mathematics Avas provided for.

On April 13, 181 3, Captain Partridge was appointed to the

professorship, which he held until September, being then

transferred to the department of engineering and being suc-

ceeded on September i bv Andrew Ellicott, who was professor

of mathematics until his death, August 25, 1820. He was

succeeded b}- Captain David B. Douglass, Corps of Engineers,

who held the position until ]May i, 1823. Charles Davies

succeeded Professor Douglass, and was professor of mathe-

matics from ]\Iay I, 1823, to May 31, 1837. Professor Davies

was a graduate of the Academy of the class of 1815 and was

the principal assistant professor of mathematics from 1S16 to

1821. Professor Davies was succeeded bj- Albert E. Church,

who was professor of mathematics from June i, 1837, to March

30, 187S. Church was a graduate of the Academy of the

class of 1S28; he was an assistant in the department under
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Davies for seven years before he was appointed to the profess-

orship. E. W. Bass, a graduate of the class of 1868, was

appointed professor of mathematics as successor to Church in

April, 1878. He occupied the position imtil his retirement,

November, 1S98, and was succeeded b}' Wright P. Edgerton,

the present head of the department and a graduate of the

class of 1874. Bass, before his appointment as professor, had

been an ofhcer of the Engineer Corps and had serv-ed for six

years as an assistant in the department of natural philosophy.

Edgerton before his appointment was an ofhcerof artillery,

and had served for ten 3-ears as an assistant in the depart-

ment of which he is now the head. The first acting professor

of mathematics, Mansfield, was later survej-or-general of Ohio

and the Northwest, and in 181 2 was appointed professor of

natural and experimental philosophy-. Acting Professor

Hassler had been director of a geodetic survej- of Switzer-

land,, and after his service at the Academy became Superin-

tendent of the U. S. Coast Surve}-. Professor Ellicott was a

member of the National Institute of France. He laid out

the cit}' of Washington, ran the boundaries of the District

of Columbia, and was freqvientl}- employed in determining

State boundaries. He was for forty 3-ears one of the most

prominent scientific men of the countr\-. Professor Douglass

was a strong character and a good mathematician, and after

three 3^ears' service as professor of mathematics he was

appointed professor of engineering.

Professor Davies is especialh- well known because of his

series of text-books. His Legendre and Bourdon, with revi-

sions and modifications, continued in use at the Academ3'^

for sixt3'' 3^ears.

Professor Church taught mathematics at the Academ3- for

fort3'-eight 3-ears. His character and capacit3- left a strong

impress upon the Academy, and his text-books w-ere almost as

wideU- known as those of Davies. His text-books at the time

the3^ were written were without doubt the best in this countr3'.

His Calculus appeared in 1842, Anal3'tical Geonietr3-in 1S51,

Trigonometr3- in 1857, and Descriptive Geometr3- in 1865.

The professors since Church, Bass and Edgerton, are still

living (1902) and well known to recent graduates.
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In the earh" daA-s of the Academy the mathematical course

of study was included in Hutton's Compendium of Mathe-

matics, and included arithmetic, logarithms, algebra, geome-

try, trigonometry, land sur\eying, and conies. Descriptive

geometry was first introduced at the Academ}- in 1817 h\

Professor Crozet, which is believed to be the earliest study of

this subject in America. About the same time the stud}- of

calculus was introduced.

The division of classes into smaller sections, with more lib-

eral use of the blackboard, began at the same time, these bene-

ficial changes being inspired by Major Thayer.

The blackboard had been used long before this and was a

favorite method of Mr. George Baron, who was the civilian

teacher of the Acadeni}'. Mr. Baron gave to Cadet Swift, in

the autumn of 1801, "a specimen of his mode of teaching at

the blackboard." Under the regime of Thayer, who became

Superintendent in 181 7, Hutton's Compendium was soon

found insufficient and was discontinued in 1823. ^^^ 1825

the text-books in use were:

First year.—Algebra: Complement des Elemens d'Algebre, par

Lacroix; Lacroix's Elements of Algebra. Geometry: Legeudre. Trig-

onometry: Translation from Lacroix, from Lacroix and Bezout, by

Professor Farrar.

Second year.—Descriptive geometry, conic .section: Crozefs Treatise

on Descriptive Geometrj' and Conic Sections. Perspective, shades, and

.shadows: Crozet' s treatise on .same. Analytical geometry: Biot. Flux-

ions: Traite du Calcul, par Lacroi.x.

In 1 83 1 Lieutenant Ross, assistant professor of mathe-

matics, translated M. Bourdon's Algebra, which was imme-

diately adopted as a text-book and became the foundation of

Davies's Bourdon. About this time Professor Davies began

writing a series of text-books, which were adopted as the}'

appeared, so that by 1839 all the text-books used in the

course were by him, as follows

:

Algebra, Davies's Bourdon's Geometry, Plane and Spherical Trigo-

nometry, Da^-ies's Legendre, Descriptive Geometry, Shades, vShadows,

and Perspective, Surv^eying, Analytical Geometry, Calculus.

From i839tintil 1843 ^l^e text-books remained the same, and

they give a fair impression of the mathematical course. The
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following is the answer of the Academic Board, given in

1S43 to certain criticisms of the course of instruction made
by a board of officers of which General Scott was president.

It is interesting as showing the objects and views of the

Board at that time

:

The Academic Board believe that one of the most important objects

of the Academy is to subject each Cadet, previous to his promotion to a

higher grade in the Army, to a thorough course of mental as well as

military discipline, to teach him to reason accurately, and readily to

apply right principles to cases of dailj' occurrence in the life of a soldier.

The)- are satisfied that a strict course of mathematical and philosophical

study, with applications to the various branches of military science, is

by far the best calculated to bring about this end, and that the present

scientific course at the Academy, the result of the experience of many
years, is in its main features such a course.

They are aware that many of the Cadets, as is the case with most of

those who pursue a scientific course at other institutions, will have little

occasion to make practical applications of the many mathematical for-

mulae which thej' meet, and that they may have passed over certain prob-

lems without thoroughly understanding their meaning in all their points.

Still, if the course has been carefully taught, the reasoning faculties will

have been strongly exercised and disciplined and a system and habit of

thought acquired which are invaluable in the pursuit of any profession

and as desirable for the infantry or dragoon officer as for any other officer

in the service. The officer who.se mind has thus been disciplined and

who is not forgetful of the duty which he owes to the Government that

has furnished him with opportunities .so valuable, will acquire facts and

information in whatever station the interests of the service may place

him. The discipline and system he will acquire at an early age only,

and nowhere so well as during his term of .service at the Academy.

In 1843 Davies's Calculus was replaced by Church's, and

in 1852 Davies's Analytical Geometry was superseded by that

of Church ; but the course of study, with slight modifications

and extensions, remained the same. The following extract,

with a few unimportant omissions, from a report made by Pro-

fes.sor Church in i860 to a committee of inquiry', shows the

extent of the course and methods emploj^ed at that time

:

U. S. Military Academy, /«/)'j/, i860.

Sir: In accordance with the request contained in your note of July

18, I have the honor to submit the following replies to the questions

proposed by the commission in.stituted by the act of Congress of June

21, i860;
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I. The subjects taught in my department are algebra, geometry, trigo-

nometry, mensuration; descriptive geometry, with its applications to

spherical projections; shades, shadows, and perspective; analytical geom-

etry, differential and integral calculus, and sur\-eying.

Atgcbra.—The course of algebra comprehends all of the fundamental

operations, involution and evolution; transformation and reduction of

fractions and radical quantities; theory and solution of equations, includ-

ing those of the higher degrees
;
ratios and proportions

;
summation of

series; nature, computation, and use of logarithms.

This course is studied by the fifth class and occupies the time from the

ist of September to the ist of January.

The first section of the class is, in general, required to study all con-

tained in the text-book now in use—Davies's Bourdon's Algebra. The
lowest section omits man}- of the more difficult discussions and exam-

ples, the amount studied being less than two-thirds of that required of

the first section.

The intermediate sections in this, as in other subjects, omit more or

less, according to their capacity and progress.

Geometry.—The course of geometry comprehends plane geometry,

geometry of volumes, and spherical geometrj-—nine books, as in the

text-book, Davies's Legendre. The entire course is required of everj'

.section of the fifth class, commencing after the close of the January-

examination, about the loth of Januarj-.

Trigonometry.—The course of trigonometr}- comprehends the deduc-

tion and analytical investigation of all the important trigonometrical

formulas; the nature, construction, and use of the various trigonometrical

tables; and the solution of all cases in plane and spherical triangles.

The entire cour.se is required of every .section of the fifth class.

Mensuration.—The course of mensuration comprehends the mensura-

tion of the various plane geometrical figures and volumes; and, with the

exception of two or three problems omitted by the lower section, is

required by the entire fifth class. It is .studied immediately after trigo-

nometrj', and is acquired in two or three lessons.

Descriptive geometry.—The course of descriptive geometry compre-

hends the representation of lines and surfaces on planes; the classifica-

tion and mode of generation of lines and surfaces; the construction of

their tangent lines and planes; the intersection and development of sur-

faces; the construction of spherical triangles, of spherical projections, of

the shades and shadows of \-arious objects and their perspectives.

^: :fc :jC :•: ^ ^ ^

In this course, as in the algebra, many of the more difficult problems

are omitted by the lowest and other .sections, studying not much more

than half of that required by the first.

Analytical geometry.—The course of analytical geometry comprehends

the construction of algebraic equations; solution of determinate prob-

lems; determination and discu.s.sion of the equations of the right line,
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plane, and conic sections; discussion of the general equation of the sec-

ond degree, involving two or three variables; determination of loci, etc.*«**»*«
Calculus.—The course of differential and integral calculus compre-

hends the elementary principles and rules, with their application to

maxima and minima; the drawing of tangents, curvature of curves, their

rectification, quadratures, cubatures, construction, and discussion of the

properties of curves and surfaces.«***** ^

.Surzrjiuff.—The course of surveying comprehends the principles and

practice of common land surveying, different methods of platting and

calculating the surveys, trigonometrical .surveying, measurements of

heights and distances, u.se of instruments in platting, surveying, etc.

The entire cour.se is required as in the text (Davies's Surveying),

with the exception of a sniall portion relating to geodetic surveying,

omitted for one or two of the lower .sections. Fourth class commences

this course immediately after completing the differential and integral

calculus and finishes it about the 7th of May, when the mathematical

course for the year is reviewed, preparatory to the June examination.

* * * * * * *

II. For the purpo.se of instruction and recitation in the mathematical

department, each cla.ss is divided into convenient sections of from ten to

fifteen members each. Two of these sections are instructed daily by

one of the assi,stant professors, under the general super\-ision of the pro-

fes.sor. Every member of each section is, if possible, required to daily

explain, at the blackboard or wall slate, one or more propositions of the

lesson given out on the jirevious day, and is thoroughly examined bj-

questions on a portion or all of it.

Points not well understood are carefully explained by the in.structor

or professor. Each pupil is also expected to make known all difficulties

with which he may meet, to the end that they may be at once removed

and a thorough understanding of each lesson in order thus obtained.

For the purpose of te.sting this understanding various practical examples

illustrating the principles of the course are required to be worked by

the pupil at the blackboard or slate.

The head of the department is also required to pass the hours of reci-

tation in visiting two or more of the .sections, and is constantly occupied

in explanations of the principles of the course and their applications,

either to the entire section by a familiar conversational lecture or in

particular explanations of the more difficult points to individuals.

!r ***** *

III. The onl}' practical instruction given in my department, except the

exercise in the practical solution of examples and problems, is the instruc-

tion in the drawing of problems in shades, .shadows, and perspectives,

and the in.struction on the field in surveying. In this latter branch each

section of the fourth class is .sent into the field, in charge of its proper
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instructor, during the hours of morning recitations, in the months of April

and May, whenever the time can be spared and the weather will permit.*******
It is desirable that more time should be given to this practice, as well

as to the instruction in drawing.

IV. From three and a half to four hours .should be given daily by the

Cadet to render him tlioroughh' proficient in the prescribed lessons of the

mathematical course.

s ***** «

No student should be required to prepare himself by previous study

for recitation in more than two di.stinct subjects a da}-, particularly when
one of them is scientific; and each les.son, as far as possible, should be

recited before it is necessary to begin the study of the other.*******
By 1S66 Church's Trigonometry, Descriptive Geometr}-,

Spherical Projections, Shades, Shadows, and Perspective had

replaced the corresponding work of Davies.

On ]\Iarch 30, 1878, the long and valuable career of Pro-

fessor Church was brought suddenly to an end by his death.

For nearl}- forty-one ^-ears he had ser\-ed as professor of

mathematics. For forty-eight years he had taught mathe-

matics at the Academy. From the time of his entrance to

the Academy in 1S24 i^mtil his death in 1S78, a period of

nearl}^ fifty-four years, he was awa}- from the Academy about

two 3'ears.

Professor Bass succeeded Professor Church April 17, 1878,

and in 1S79 proposed the following resolution with regard to

the studies of the mathematical department, which was adopted

by the Academic Board:

Resolved, That the following changes in the order of instruction of

the several branches of the mathematical course be adopted by the

Academic Board:

1

.

That the instruction in sur\-eying be transferred from the third-

class to the fourth-class course, and to follow immediately after trigo-

nometry.

2. That the instruction in analytical geometry- .shall follow imme-

diately after surveying in the fourth-cla.ss cour.se, and be contiiuied in

the tliird-class course until finished.

3. That the subject of de.scriptive geometry shall follow inunediately

after analytical geometry.

4. That the accurate construction, with a right-line pen, of the vari-

ous problems in shades and shadows, linear perspecti\-e and isometric
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projections, now under the direction of the mathematical department,

be discontinued, and that the same shall hereafter form a part of the

course in the department of drawing. The time for making such draw-

ings to follow, as nearly as possible, the termination of the study of the

principles relating thereto in the department of mathematics.*******
The Academic Board of the U. S. Military Academy respectfully

recommend to the honorable Secretary of War that Chauvenet's treatise

on the Method of Least Squares be authorized as a text-book to be u.sed

in the mathematical cour.se. The grounds for this recommendation are

that knowledge of this branch of mathematics is required in the sub.se-

quent course of philosophy in this Academy and in the reduction of

observations in general which officers of the Army are frequently

required to make, especially in geodetic and astronomic measurements.

The proposed text-book is believed to be the best separate publication

on the subject.

In iSSo there was introduced as part of the course in

algebra for the upper portions of the classes a short course

on determinants, the subject-matter having been prepared by

Lieut. J. G. D. Knight, then assistant professor in the

department. In 18S7 Peck's Elementar}- Treatise on Deter-

minants replaced Knight's. In iSSS Elements of Trigonom-

etry, b}' Lieutenant Ludlow, was substituted for Church's

Trigonometr}-. In 1891 the Theory of Errors and Method of

Least Squares, by W. W. Johnston, was substituted for

Chauvenet's. During the years 1SS7, 1SS9, and 1893 differ-

ent portions of Church's Differential Calculus gave place to

chapters prepared b}- Bass, and in 1896 Church's Differential

Calculus was entirely replaced by that of Bass. The chair

of associate professor of mathematics was established in 1S93

and First Lieut. W. P. Edgerton, of the Second Artillery,

was appointed to the place.

In 1898 Professor Bass, on account of serious trouble with

his eyes, was, at his own request, placed upon the retired list

and was succeeded b}- Professor W. P. Edgerton.

Upon the recommendation of Professor Edgerton, February,

1899, Church's Anal3'tical Geometry was replaced by C.

Smith's Conic Sections and Solid Geometry. In Februar}-,

1900, Church's Integral Calculus, Davies's Bourdon Algebra,

and Davies's Stir\-eying were, respectively, replaced, upon the

recommendation of Professor Edgerton, by Murray's Integral
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Calculus, C. Smith's Treatise on Algebra, and J. B. Johnson's

Theor}- and Practice of Surveying; and Peck's Determinants

were discontinued.

In consequence of a revision of the academic curriculum,

which goes into effect September, 1902, practical surveying

and the use of surveying instruments was transferred from

the department of mathematics to that of practical engineer-

ing. Bv the same revision the mathematical department

yielded fort}- days (giving one hundred and eight}' hours) to

the department of modern languages. This time given b}-

the mathematical department was extracted from the last half

of the third-class year.

Beginning with the academic 3^ear of September, 1900,

Professor Edgertou introduced an important change in the

order of instructions of the fourth class. Algebra and geom-

etry had before this date been taught in the order named,

to completion of each; after this date the two subjects were

studied simultaneoush-, with recitation in each on alternate

days. In February, 1901, descriptive geometry was trans-

ferred from the foiirth to the third class course, this subject

being replaced in the fourth class by an equal number of

lessons in conic sections. The recitations of the third class

were made to alternate between conic sections and descriptive

geometry. Professor Edgertou also in 190x3 adopted the

method of having all recitations on general reviews in writ-

ing, and thereafter, in accordance with the authority of the

Academic Board, " at the semiannual examinations of both

classes, at the intermediate examination of the fourth class,

and at the annual examination of the third class all members
who have shown themselves proficient in the written reviews

are exempt from term examinations."

Organization of the Department.

The organization of the department consists of the head of

the department. Professor W. P. Edgertou ; the associate pro-

fessor. Captain Charles P. Echols, and the requisite number of

instructors, which varies with the size of the third and fourth

classes.
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Division of Duties.

The head of the department, as the title implies, has con-

trol of the entire department, apportions its work among the

instructors, exercises a general supervision of both classes

under his instruction, prepares and conducts the examina-

tions of the classes, is responsible for all propert}- belonging

to the department, and is the channel through which must

pass all reports and official communications relating to depart-

mental affairs.

Description of Section Room, Recitation, etc.

The description of a section room and recitation, etc., given

for the mathematical department applies in a great degree to

all the departments, especially to the departments of natural

philosophy- and engineering. In some of the other depart-

ments, in which the manner of conducting the recitations, etc.,

are materialh' different, the differences will be noted under

said departments.

The section rooms occupied b}- the department of mathe-

matics are on the second and third floors of the curtain of

the Academy building. All are practically of the same dimen-

sions, 22 by 23 feet, height of ceiling 11 feet, and each is

lighted by two large windows. Upon the walls, in oak frames,

their surfaces flush with the face of the frames, are twelve or

fourteen slates, usually 4 feet b}^ 3 feet 6 inches. When the

wall spaces are long and unbroken, four or five of these slates

are in a single frame; elsewhere they are framed singly' or

in pairs. They are all known by the generic name of "black-

boards." From the lower part of each frame projects a shal-

low chalk tra}-, having at its bottom still shallower drawers,

and above each drawer a galvanized wire grating. The chalk

crayons and erasers, when not in use, are kept on the grating

in the tra}', while the dust which these implements always

generate falls into the drawers below and is removed period-

ically. Still below the chalk trays are brass racks to support

rulers and pointers.

On a platform, usually between the windows, is the

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 17
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instructor's flat-topped desk, with a blackboard for his use

behind it. Each member of a section is provided with a sep-

arate desk and chair, the latter of oak, the former having a

sloping oak top, with a shallow receptacle beneath for books,

resting on iron supports similar to those of a sewing machine.

ASSIGNMENT OF SEATS.

Seats are assigned b}- the instructor to members of a section

in the order of their rank in the section, and usualh- in such

manner that the section marcher shall be placed nearest the

door.

NUMBER OF CADETS IN A SECTION.

Sections belonging to the upper parts of a class generall}'^

comprise eleven or twelve members, while the lower sections

have but eight or ten. This difference in size between the

upper and lower sections is to enable the instructor having

the latter, to devote to each member a larger share of his

personal attention.

In each section room is posted a copy of the regulations

given below, from headquarters of the Academy-:

1

.

The instructor shall be present when the section enters the room.

2. On entering the recitation room each Cadet shall proceed to the

seat assigned to him and stand '

' attention
'

' until the section marcher

makes his report.

3. The section marcher shall enter the recitation room after the sec-

tion, closing the door if the instructor be present; but in case he be

absent the section shall be seated, the section marcher shall keep the

door open, presen-e order in the section, and at the end of two minutes

report to the senior officer of the department present for instructions.

4. As soon as the report is made each member shall be .seated and

immediately record the next lesson, which shall be written on a black-

board or otherwise indicated by the instructor.

5. Each Cadet shall bring to the recitation room a lead pencil and

only such books as may be indicated Ijy the head of the department.

Before anyone is called up for recitation the members of the section

should ask for any information concerning points in the lesson which

they have not been able to comprehend after diligent application, or

should make any pertinent statement respecting lack of preparation.

6. The members of the .section called up shall take boards in order as

directed and write their names on the right-hand upper corner.
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7. When prepared to recite, each Cadet shall provide himself with a

pointer (in case one be needed), face the instructor, and stand "atten-

tion
'

' on that side of his board farthest away from the central line of

the room, unless otherwise directed. The pointer shall be held in the

hand nearest the board and with the point down except when used to

indicate work on the board.

8. Instructors shall require each Cadet to keep an upright, soldierly

position of attention and to recite with deliberation, clearness, and cor-

rect language. Each Cadet while reciting shall, as far as practicable,

face his instructor.

9. Instructors shall see that Cadets do not use their hands or pointers

improperly, and shall endeavor to prevent them from acquiring any

peculiar or nen-ous habits while reciting. They shall report any want

of neatness in dress or appearance.

10. At the proper signal for dismissal the instructor shall cause all

recitations to cease and immediately dismiss the section. For recitations

terminating at 10.55 ^- i^i-> 12.53 P- ™-' ^^^"^ 3-59 P- "i. the signal for

dismissal is the recall .sounded in the hall of the Academy building.

For recitations terminating at 9.30 a. m., 12 m., and 3 p. m. the signal

for dismissal is the assembly .sounded in the area of barracks.

11. Upon the dismi.ssal of the section the section marcher shall leave

the room first and supervise the formation of the section outside.

12. Instructors shall report daily to the adjutant of the Academy,

through the head of the department, all Cadets who have reported

themselves as excused from recitation and any violation of regulations

which may have come to their notice in the Academy building. Absences

will be noted on the weeklj* class reports.

13. When an officer enters the .section room the .section shall rise and

remain at " attention " until the officer be seated or otherwise indicate

his pleasure. The instructor .shall rise when the officer is .senior to him-

self. At the discretion of a head of a department the compliment may
be omitted when the officer leaves the room or reenters during the same

recitation hour.

14. Instructors should bear in mind that the proper discipline of their

section is largely determined by their own example and military bearing.

Also, that the success of their instruction will depend in a great measure

upon their patience, forbearance, and judicious assistance.

DESCRIPTION OF A RECITATION.

The 8 o'clock assembly having been sounded in the area of

the barracks b}- the trumpeter, and the sections duly formed,

each is marched b}- its section marcher to the proper room in

the Academy building, where ranks are broken, caps hung on

the hooks in the hall outside the door, and the members enter
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the section room. The last to enter is the section marcher, who
stands in the open door nntil the members of his section have

passed to their desks, where each stands " attention." He then

closes the door, faces the instructor, salutes, and reports "All

are present, sir," or, " Cadet Blank is absent, sir," as the case

may be. Occasionall}^ this will be followed b}' a salute from

some member of the section, accompanied by the report, " I am
excused from recitation, sir." The instructor returns the

salute and the Cadets take their seats, while he notes in his

section book the absence of Cadet Blank or the fact that " Cadet

Dash is excused from recitation." In the latter event he pre-

pares later a report
—"Cadet Dash, reporting himself excused

from recitation in mathematics "—signs his name as reporting

officer and submits it to the head of the department, who in

turn forwards it to the adjutant, in whose office the fact

involved is verified bj' inspection of the morning report of the

post surgeon. The members of the section open their text-

books, glance at the board behind the instructor, where the

limits of the next lesson are recorded, make a note of its

extent, and of such corrections of and additions to the text

as the instructor may now give them. The instructor then

asks: "Are there any questions on the day's lesson?"

At this time anv member of the section is at liberty to ask

for an explanation of svich part of the lesson as he has been

unable to comprehend, for the method of solving problems

that ma}' involve its principles, or to inquire into an}' devel-

opment or extension of these principles.

For the purpose of making clear to the section the points

thus brought up for explanation the instructor uses his judg-

ment as to the time he should consume. When going over

the text for the first time great latitude is permitted the section.

Its members are encouraged to bring before the instructor

the difficulties they encountered in the text, of whatever

nature they may be, and, moreo\er, the instructor voluntarily

elucidates such important features of the lesson as to his mind

may prove stumbling-blocks to his pupils. In this way it is

customary to consume at least half an hour each morning,

and frequently the whole recitation period of one and one-

half hours is occupied for purposes of instruction only. On
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the other hand, when reviewing the text the time given to

exphanation is reduced to a minimnm. Onh' such questions

are answered as pertain to subjects overlooked or neglected

when passing over the text before. The Cadets at this period

are expected to recite upon the subjects in the lesson or to

show their knowledge of its principles bj- apph'ing them in

the solution of examples and problems. Having cleared iip

all doubtful points of the lesson the instructor calls upon ]\Ir.

Asterisk, who takes his place, at attention, in front of the

instructor's desk.

The instructor then formally enunciates for him a subject

in the lesson, as, for example, if in algebra: "Deduce a rule

for extracting the ;/th root of polynomials," or " Discuss the

four forms of the quadratic equation." If in the calculus:

" Define a point of inflexion ; explain how to obtain critical

values of the variables and how to test these values." Hav-

ing heard the enunciation of his subject, Mr. Asterisk goes to

the board known as the "first front board," generalh- the one

on the left hand opposite the instructor, writes his name on

the upper right-hand corner of it, and proceeds to place iipon

it the formulas, equations, and intermediate mathematical

work necessary for a clear and complete demonstration or

deduction of the subject assigned to him. No other writing

is permitted upon the board. No erasure is allowed except

b}' permission of the instructor. Tables of logarithms must

be i:sed for all computations.

In the meantime three other members of the section are

called upon in turn and in a similar manner sent to the next

three boards, in order, on the right of the one already occupied,

each to discuss a subject in the lesson of the da}'. Following

these, other members are called, each is given a card or slip of

paper containing the data of certain problems or examples

involving applications of the principles of the lesson, and each

takes his place at one of the boards still remaining vacant,

known as "side boards," and proceeds to the solution of the

problem given. Having sent to the boards as man}' members

of the section as desirable, and this is usualh' all but one, the

instructor then calls upon one of the remaining members,

whom he questions upon topics of thp lesson of the da}'.
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As soon as any Cadet at the board has completed his work

he takes a pointer in his hand, faces his instrnctor, and

stands attention until called upon to recite. The instructor

finishes questioning the Cadet on the floor, permits him to

take his seat, and marks opposite his name in the proper

column of the section book his estimate, computed to a scale

of 3, of the value of the recitation just completed. He then

calls iipon Mr. Asterisk, who, in response, enunciates the

subject given him as follows :
" I am required to deduce a rule

for extracting the ;/th root of polynomials," or, "I am
required to discuss the four forms of the quadratic equation,"

etc., and after giving an}- necessary preliminar\- definitions

and explaining the significance of the quantities entering

assumed formulae or equations, passes step by step from this

assumed data to the required conclusion. Ordinaril}- the

work is placed upon the board in the same order it has in

the text, and the recitation follows quite closel}- the lines of the

text, yet this is not required ; but any correct demonstration

is accepted, provided it is made in clear and logical form.

The recitation ended, the instructor usually asks ]Mr. Asterisk

a few questions relating to the salient points of his subject in

order to test the thoroughness of his knowledge of it, or he

leads the Cadet, bv questions, to contemplate some develop-

ment or application of the subject not indicated in the text.

A similar process is followed with each of the other Cadets at

the front boards, and then the instructor turns to those having

problems or examples at the side boards.

When the instructor is satisfied that the problem or exam-

ple given is one of which the answer is unknown to the pupil,

it is customarv to require merely a statement of the problem

and the result, although when time permits the solution is

explained from beginning to end. If errors are committed

thev are traced to their source. As each Cadet finishes his

recitation the instructor marks its value in the section book,

as has been described.

When the trumpet sounds recall in the Academ}- building

the instructor dismisses the section as the last note ceases.

It is then formed in the hall bv the section marcher and
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marched by him to the area of barracks, where it is finally

dismissed. The foregoing description applies to a recitation

in algebra, trigonometry, analytical geometry, or the calculns,

and its main features to a recitation in any other branch of

the mathematical curriculum.

When teaching plane and solid geometry- each Cadet is

sent to the board to establish one or more propositions in the

day's lesson and, in addition, is giyen a so-called extra—

a

problem or application depending upon the principles included

in the lesson. Each morning the same set of extras is used

in each section throughout the class, with the object of testing

all parts of the class nniformh\ Figures illustratiye of prin-

ciples or used for purposes of deduction must be drawn free-

hand, that is, without aid of ruler or string; but when a con-

struction is reqviired from giyen data the ruler and string

must be used and the figure must be as accurately drawn as

is admissible with the implements at hand.

In the course of descriptiye geometr}- the data for con-

structions at the side boards are giyen out, and the problems

are drawn to the scale marked upon the rulers and on the

upper edges of the chalk trays. Colored cra3-ons are largel}'

used, but always in accordance with a scheme. Frequently

the instructor allows all or the greater portion of his section

to remain seated, giyes them the data of certain problems,

and requires their construction upon sheets. With this

contingency in yiew each Cadet is required to appear in the

section room proyided with a properl}- sharpened drawing

pencil and a pair of diyiders. Each desk is supplied with a

ruler and triangle for the use of the Cadet occup3-ing it.

Cadets at the front boards, who are employed in the deduction

of principles or in the explanation of the problems embraced

in the lesson, are not permitted to place letters or figures

upon their constructions, but must make them clear to the

instructor by the proper use of the pointer. Occasionall}' in

the course of descriptiye geometr}' proper, and much more

frequently in its applications to shades and shadows and to

perspecti\e, the data for the construction of problems at the

desks are hectographed upon a sheet, thus saying the time
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that would otherwise be lost in assuming the given magni-

tudes and enabling the Cadet to concentrate his attention

upon the portions of the construction requiring the applica-

tion of the principles of the lesson.

VISITS OF HEAD OF DEPARTMENT.

At intervals the head of the department visits each sec-

tion, the frequenc}^ of the visits depending largely upon the

class under instruction and the subject tavight. For example,

the fourth class when studj'ing algebra receives his constant

attention, not onl}- for the purpose of watching the progress

of its members, but to see that they acquire the proper

methods of recitation. This same class when studving

plane geometry or surveying is visited less frequentlv,

while the third class, which is then devoting its efforts to the

calculus, demands a large share of supervision. As a rule a

portion of each morning is consumed b}- \isits to the section

rooms, where the professor listens to recitations, questions the

pupils, and gives such instructions as he deems proper.

The following extracts are from a critical review of the

mathematical course and method of instruction in compar-

ison with former years and with other institutions, advan-

tages, defects, etc., which was made b}- Professor Bass in 1896:

Previous to 18S1 the recitations and examinations in mathematics

were almost entirely oral. Demonstrations predominated largely over

applications. Believing that both were essential, I introduced more

examples and exercises into the course, with improved results.

About the same time I became convinced that oral examinations

alone, in which each student had as a rule a siugle subject, were very

unsatisfactory. The Academic Board received insufficient data from the

examination, and the student regarded it largely as a matter of luck.

Furthermore, there was no record of the examination work for after

consideration in cases where questions as to facts and fairness subse-

quently arose.

The present method of requiring in all cases of doubtful proficiency,

after an oral examination, a written one, embracing subjects and appli-

cations throughout the course, was then adopted, obviating to a great

extent the defects of the former method. Written examinations, how-

ever, soon developed the fact that the method of exclusive oral recita-

tions was faulty. Written recitations were then introduced, especially

during reviews, .so that the necessar\- instruction upon advance should
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not be interrupted. The result has been extremely satisfactory, and I

believe that the present system of combining written recitations and

examinations with the oral compares favorably with that employed in

any other similar institution.

I am convinced that the successful .students acquire a better under-

standing of the principles than formerly, and the percentage of failures

has of late years diminished.

I have endeavored to sustain the high standard established bj- \\\\ dis-

tinguished predecessor, Profes.sor A. E. Church, and to introduce such

improvements as time and experience naturally .suggest. For the future

I have several important plans and propositions to .submit.

In the first place, I believe that for a four years' course too much time

is employed in learning the conr.se in pure mathematics. The course for

the lower sections has not been increa.sed during the last fourteen years,

and is considered the minimum neces.sary for the proper study of philos-

ophy, engineering, ordnance and gunnery, and drawing. The greater

portion of the first two years is now employed in the study of mathe-

matics. In order to diminish the time required daily for lessons in

mathematics, I purpose recommending that the present method of going

three times over such .subjects as trigonometry and integral calculus,

which consists mainly of formulas, be reduced to two—that is, an ad\ance

and one review only. The daily lessons could thus be shortened and

ample time secured for such applications as would instruct the student

in the use of formulas not important for training the mind, and which,

as a rule, are soon forgotten.

I recommend that the instruction in surve>ing be made almost entirely

practical. The principles employed are those of geometry and trigo-

nometry.

The data .should be taken by the pupil in the field and plotted by him.

The latter requires drawing instruments and facilities only to be found

in the department of drawing, and the best methods of delineation are

more readily and thoroughly taught in that department. I would, there-

fore, go once over some good treatise, as John.son's or Gillespie's, using

it more as a book of reference than a text-book. Afterwards I would

turn the subject over to the department of drawing for the practical

work. With no mathematical les.son to study, two or three hours in the

morning could be devoted to field work, and the data could be plotted

in the drawing academy in the afternoon. The in.structors of the class

in mathematics would, of course, be available for the field work. The
graduate would then obtain a better knowledge of surveying instruments

and methods, and the student would have to devote less time daily to the

study of the subject.

With the increased facilities which the new Academy building affords

for lectures and explanations to large portions of a cla.ss together, I am
able to give more students the benefit of m\- knowledge and experience
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upon the more important points, especially during the advance. These

chang^es, with a little knowledge of algebra at admission to the Academj-,

which I am convinced must soon be required, will enable me to shorten

the lessons throughout the two years, thus affording more time daily for

other purposes.

The advantages of the methods of instruction employed here are

numerous. The classes are divided into small sections of lo or 12 each,

so that each Cadet is generally called upon daily to recite or receive

instruction.

Generally two or three subjects only are studied at the same time.

The student is cut off from those pleasures and outside attractions

which divert his mind and prevent concentration of thought. Regular

hours of sttidy and recreation, combined witli wholesome food, promote

good health and enable the pupil to acquire the best mental results from

his efforts. He is also surrounded b\- studious associates and has little

or no temptation to idleness.

Correct habits of study are continuously impre.ssed upon him.

Instruction is alwa3-s freely given when necessary, but the importance

of self-reliance in acquiring knowledge is inculcated from the day of

admission to the daj' of graduation.

Sympath}- for the weak and a desire to assist them naturally impels

a profes.sor to give much of his time and instruction to pupils who are

really doomed from the first to disappointment and failure.

At least half of mj- instruction is devoted to pupils who do not graduate.

If valuable, it seems as though the graduate should have the benefit of

more of a professor's experience.

* ;< » * * * «

The object of this Academy is to furnish to the country a number of

^oung men qualified in the fundamental principles of the science of war

and fortification. While this science has advanced materially during the

past quarter of a century, and the mathematical in.struction has of neces-

sity been extended to keep pace with the times, yet the necessary mathe-

matics has a limit. The time available for its study is also fixed. Hence
the mathematical instruction at We.st Point has assumed a conservative

and moderate form of development.*******
The science of war in its broadest sense should form, direct, and fix

the curriculum of this Academy.

I believe that for thoroughness of instruction upon the branches taught,

for methods of imparting information, for instruction that sustains the

interest of the student, for methods o! developing correct habits of study

and for acquiring knowledge quickly and accurately, there is no institu-

tion in any country which is superior to the U. S. Military Academj'.
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C (67)

I. Historical Sketch of the Department of Natural
AND Experimental Philosophy.

[The following history and discussion relating to the department of

philosophy was prepared by Professor Michie in 1896, for the annual

report of the Superintendent for that year. The matter is here intro-

duced without material change, only a few omissions having been made.]

The origin of the department is found in the act of Con-

gress, April 29, 1S12, reorganizing the Military Academy,
where provision was made for one professor and one assistant

professor of natural and experimental philosophy. From the

time of the foundation of the Academy, in 1802, till the

passage of this act, nattiral philosoph}- constituted no part of

the cotirse of instruction, although occasionall}- some of the

more advanced students were tatight mechanics and practical

astrononi}' from Enfield's Institutes of Nattiral Philosoph}-.

Foitr professors have administered this department since

its establishment, and its history can probably be best outlined

by considering each administration in succession.

[a) Lieut. Col.Jarcd Mansfield., Corps ofEngineers., professor

from October 7, 1812., to August j/, 1828.—Mansfield, after

graduating at Yale College, taught mathematics, navigation,

and the classics at New Haven and at Philadelphia. For the

purpose of securing his services at the Military Academy, he

was appointed captain of engineers in the Army May 3, 1S02,

and from this date till November 14, 1803, he ser\-ed as

acting professor of mathematics. He was then detached to do

dut}' as surveyor-general of Ohio and the Northwest Territory,

in which occupation he was engaged until October 7, 1812; in

the meanwhile he had resigned his army commission, Jul}-

23, 1810. Although his appointment as professor of philo.so-

phy occurred October 7, 181 2, he did not enter upon his

duties until April 10, 18 14.

The regulations approved July 2, 18 16, b}- Secretary of

War Crawford, provided for " philcsophv ; embracing mechan-

ics, hydraulics, pneumatics, optics, chemistrj', magnetism,

and istrononi}'."

Enfield's Institutes of Natural Philosoph}' appears to have
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been the first text-book used in this department for instruction.

l''p to the summer of 1S17 the instruction in philosophy was

of the most elementary character, "not a few graduates leaving

the Acadeni}- without having had any instruction whatever

therein. The onlj^ apparatus in the professor's possession to

illustrate his siibject were a field transit and a clock."

In the fall of 1S18 a treatise on mechanics, b}- Dr. Olinthus

Gregory, of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, was

introduced and taught to the first section of the class. It

was apparently too difficult for the second section, for \\& find

recorded: "Cadet W. Morris, at present of the third, but late

of the second class (having been reduced on account of ina-

bilit}- to proceed in Gregor}^), prayed to be restored to the

second section of the second class on the ground that that

section would hereafter study only Enfield, in which he gave

assurances of capacit}- to succeed."

From this time on the class was so arranged that the better

qualified men were placed in the first section and the others

in the second section. The sections contained nineteen or

twenty men each and recited two hours.

Owing apparently to the unsatisfactory progress made in

the studv of philosophy, a committee consisting of Professor

Mansfield and Assistant Professor Douglass was appointed to

revise the course. Their report approved, and adopted by the

Academic Board April 19, 1S19, was as follows:

First : The first section, as uow organized, to stiidj- and review the

mechanics of Doctor Gregory, embracing the subjects of statics, dynam-

ics, hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, and pneumatics in the first voUnne,

the practical considerations in the second vohune, and the description

and theory of some of the most important machines ; this part of the

course to commence on the ist of .September and end at the commence-

ment of the winter examination of this class in January.

Second : The second section in the same time to go through with a

corresponding, but more easy and familiar, course of mechanics, includ-

ing hydrostatics, hydraulics, and pneumatics. The text-book for this

purpose it has not been in the power of the connnittee as yet to decide

certainly upon. They have reason to believe, however, that Parkinson's

Mechanics, of which they have ordered a copy from England, will be

found suitable, and they propose a temporary course out of the books

uow on hand until this point can be determined.
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Third : From the close of the winter examination to the 20th of

Februar\' following, sooner or later, both sections to study Hauy's

Philosophj'. This will comprehend the subjects of optics, electricity,

galvanism, magnetism, and meteorology.

Fourth : The remainder of the academic year, with the exception of

one month for reviewing, to be devoted by both sections to a course of

descriptive, physical, and practical astronomy, omitting onlj' the more

profound parts in the course for the second section. On this subject the

connnittee have hopes of finding a suitable text-book in Woodhouse's

Astronomy, a copy of which will be examined as soon as it can be

received from England, and reported on in season for the next class.

Fifth: Should the genius and capacitj- of the first section be such in

any instance as to afford a redundancy of time, the committee propo.se

to conduct them through the more valuable portions of Newton's Prin-

cipia ( Davis's edition).

On the 29th of Januar}-, 1820, the Academic Board adopted

a definite course in philosophy based upon the treatise of

Doctor Gregor}', as follows:

Statics.—Equilibrium of forces; center of gravit}'; mechanical powers;

strength and stress of materials; theory of arches.

Dynamics.—Principles of uniform and variable motion; laws of falling

bodies; motion of projectiles in vacuo; vibrations of pendulum; central

forces and theory of planetary motion; percussion, and the phenomena
of rotation of bodies.

Hydrostatics.—The pressure of fluids; specific gravit)-; theory of the

Stability of vessels.

Hydrodynamics and tiydraulics.—Theory of effluent fluids; principles

for estimating the force, motion, and resistance of fluids; application of

these principles to the construction of water mills and other hydraulic

works.

Pneumatics.—Compression, densitj", and elasticitj' of air; theory of

acoustics; constitution of the atmosphere and physical causes of winds,

etc.; measurement of heights b\' the barometer; theory of pumps.

Macliinery

.

—Application of philosophical principles in the construc-

tion of the steam engine, pile engine, etc. , and to the construction of

the powers and maximum effects of machines. Experimental investiga-

tion of the properties of heat; experimental investigation of the prin-

ciples of common and galvanic electricity; experimental investigation of

the principles of magnetism.

Optics.—General principles of light and colors; refraction and reflec-

tion of light; theory and use of lenses; construction of optical instru-

ments—as telescopes, microscopes, etc.

Astronotny {descriptive atid physical).—General account of the solar

system and of the celestial and terrestrial spheres; motions of the earth
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and the various appearances and vicissitudes arising; from theni; solu-

tion of problems on the globes; figure of the earth; equation of time;

motions, phases, and irregularities of the moon; eclipses of the sun and

moon; theory of the tide; physical causes of the motion of the planets,

satellites, and comets, and determination of their orbits; the fixed stars;

theory of the corrections arising from parallax, refraction, aberration,

precession, and nutation.

Practical astronomy

.

—Application of spherical trigonometry to astron-

omy; use of instruments and tables; obsen-atious for time, azimuth, etc.;

diflferent methods of determining geographical points; application of

astronomy to navigation, and the construction of maps.

The instruction in natural philosoph}-, like that in mathematics, will

be proportional in extent, and in the manner of conveying it to the rank

and capacity of the different sections, reserving always the more abstru.se

and profound operations under each particular head to the higher

sections.

This was certainh' a very comprehensive cotirse for the

time, and the text-book emploA-ed was a remarkably good one.

It seems, however, that it proved too difficult for the lower

section, as Bridge's Mechanics was adopted January 22, 1824,

for the lower sections. Professor ]\Iansfield was mnch beloved

and respected by the Cadets and deemed an efficient instructor.

He was extremely nearsighted and of such a delicate struc-

ture as to convey the idea of decrepitude. His manner was

very gentle, and as a professor he was by no means rigid.

As an astronomical observer he was quite renowned, and he

had been engaged, before coming to the Academy, in extensive

surveys of boundary lines.

{b) Edward H. Courtenay, scco7id lieutenant of engineers
.,

acting professorfrom September /, 1828, to February 16, i82g^

andp) ofessorfrom February 16, i82g, to Decemberji, 18^^.—
The points of special importance to be noted during the

administration of Professor Courtenay are that the text-books

were of a ver3' high grade, involving the use of the calculus,

and thus permitting the adoption of the analytic methods of

investigation in place of the geometrical, previottsl}* emplo3'ed,

and the evolution of a course especially adapted to the needs

of a military education. Cotirtenay was peculiarly fitted for

this task, for he was exceptionably able, ertidite, and clear in

his methods of instrtiction. It was extremel}' tinfortunate for

the interests of the Academy that the needs of his growing
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family forced him to seek more remunerative employment, for

it is certain that his remarkable attainments would have left

their impress upon its course of instruction as strikingly as

did those of his colleague, Mahan, in the engineering course.

{c) William H. C. Bartlett^ second lieutenant of engineers.,

acting professor from Xox'emher 22., iSj^, to April 20, i8j6,

and professor from April 20^ ^8^6, to February //, i8ji.—The
administration of Professor Bartlett, extending as it did over

more than thirty-six years, exhibits some abrupt changes of

methods of instruction and of text-books, until about the year

1857, when the course had been cr\-stallized to satisfy- his

conception of its scope and character. Bartlett's treatise on

optics replaced Brewster's February 26, 1S39, and Rochet's

treatises on magnetism, electro-magnetism, and electro-

dyamics replaced the "Library of iiseful knowledge," from

which these subjects had been previousl}- taught.

The " Programme of the course of instruction in natural and

experimental philosophy-, " adopted by the Academic Board

March 13, 1S40, is essentially the same as the tables of con-

tents of CourtenaA-'s Boucharlat, Bartlett's Optics, Gummere's

Astrononi}-, and the treatises of Doctor Rochet. Apparatus for

the experimental illustration of the principles of natural phi-

losoph\' was purchased from time to time, so that b}- the date of

the establishment of the course referred to above. Professor

Bartlett was enabled to give instructive experimental lectures

to his classes. The Ertel transit instrument, 72-inch focal

length, 52 lines (French) aperture, was ordered November 7,

1842, and after completion was mounted in the east tower of

the new library and obsen-ator^' building. Subsequently a

Fitz equatorial and a Troughton mural circle were mounted

in the middle and west towers, respectively, thus providing an

excellent equipment for observational astronomy.

For more than thirty A-ears, and up to the autumn of 1850,

the philosophical course had been based upon a knowledge of

the differential and integral calculus, but for some reason that

does not appear Bartlett recommended a text-book which he

had prepared, based upon Poncelet's work entitled " Synthetical

Mechanics," to replace Courtena3-'s Boucharlat. This recom-

mendation was approved and the book adopted September 6,
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1850. It -was considered by some members of the Academic
Board as a lowering of the high standard heretofore main-

tained at the ]\Iilitary Academy in the scientific courses.

When Bartlett's Optics and Acoustics was proposed as a

substitute for Bartlett's Optics, September 13, 1S52, the

professor of engineering and the instructor of practical engi-

neering submitted written papers in opposition to this change

(see staff records, September 27, 1852), basing their objections

upon the omission of the analytical methods of treatment and

the use of the calculus in the new text-book. Notwithstand-

ing these protests the Academic Board recommended the adop-

tion of the book, and the War Department approved the action

of the Board. The following resolutions, submitted by the

professor of engineering, were made a matter of record:

Resolved, first: That the present Academic Board fulh- concur in the

views and opinions expressed in a report of the Academic Board October

i8, 1843, on the subject of the scientific instruction in the U. S. Military

Acadeni}', viz,
'

' With these views, and in the firm behef that the Gov-

ernment, having the opportunit}- of securing from a large body of the

youth of the country, ought and is disposed to fix a high standard of

talent and attainments for those who would secure the important

advantages resulting from a term of study at the Academj-, the Board

are unwilling to unite in any recommendation that a less extensive

scientific course than the one now taught .should be adopted for an}" of

the Cadets."

Resolved, second: That in accordance with the spirit of the language

above cited, the present Board regard the method of the higher analy.sis

as the best means of treating most of the subjects embraced in the

branches of mechanics, optics, etc., and regard them as indispensable

elements in the composition of any text-books for instruction in these

branches, to the end that such books may be, in the spirit of paragraph

1 1 , U. S. Military Academy Regulations,
'

' the class books best suited for

instruction in the department of natural and experimental philosophy. '

'

Resolved, third: That the attainments made by the Cadets in analytical

geometry and the diff'erential and integral calculus are sufficient to

enable them to acquire understandingly the elements of natural and

experimental philosophy as treated by these methods in the best text-

books on these subjects.

Though no formal action was taken on this paper, it, in

connection with the protests of those members of the Academic

Board who had pronounced in favor of a higher standard,
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imdoubtedh- had a strong influence in bringing about a

marked change in the character of the text-books, for on the

29th of August, 1S53, the Academic Board, on the recommen-

dation of the professor of philosoph}-, adopted the following

resolution

:

Resolved: That it is herebj' recommended to the Secretarj- of War to

authorize the use of Bartlett's Elements of Analytical Mechanics as a

text-book upon mechanics in the place of the one now in use, the reason

for this recommendation being that in the new work the calculus is

employed as the means of discussion, whereas in the old one the subject

is treated mostly by the aid of geometry.

Gummere's Astronom}- was superseded by Bartlett's Spher-

ical Astronomy September 5, 1855, and this was the last

change of text-books that occurred during Bartlett's adminis-

tration, except to replace from time to time an old edition

bv a new one. A very important modification of the course

was made, however, December S, 1856, tipon the recom-

mendation of a committee of the Board by which the subject

of electricity was transferred to the department of chemistrv

on the ground that "it was more immediately connected with

chemistry' than with the course where it is now taught, and

in the expectation that in this wa.\ time mav be fottnd to

make the present course of electricity more complete."

Professor Bartlett's long service at the Militarv Acadeni}'

ended Februar}- 14, 1871, b}- his voluntary retirement at the

age of 62 years. He left a permanent impress of his marked
ability- upon his course of instruction and enriched it with

certain important characteristics that are certain to endure for

man}- 3'ears. He possessed the rare faculty of perceiving

essential and fundamental principles and of being able to

formulate them by a mathematical expression of a single law

from which the whole of anah-tical mechanics could be deduced.

As earl\- as 1853, in the preface to his work on analvtical

mechanics, he published this great generalization : "All physi-

cal phenomena are but the necessar}- results of a perpetual

conflict of equal and opposing forces, and the mathematical

formula expressive of the laws of this conflict must invoh-e

the whole doctrine of mechanics. The study of mechanics

should, therefore, be made to consist simph* in the discussion

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 18
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of this formula, and in it should be sought the explanation of

all effects that arise from the action of forces." This law is

now generally recognized as that of the conservation of energ}-,

and too much credit can not be gi\en to Professor Bartlett for

the clear perception which enabled him to anticipate b}' so

many 3-ears the introduction of this great law of generaliza-

tion in the course of instruction at the IMilitar}- Academy
before it was adopted in the schools. He considered this as

his greatest contribution to the course of instruction, and in

this opinion the great bod}- of his pupils heartily concur.

Professor Bartlett had the gift of being able to engage the

respect and affection of his pupils. He was very happ}- in

his illustrative lectures, which were known as "experiments,"

and which he employed mainl}' to fix principles in the minds

of his pupils. His mind was essentially analytic in charac-

ter, but at the same time capable of enlarged generalization.

In his later 3'ears he discarded those geometrical methods of

proof which so markedly characterized tlie earlier years of his

teaching, replacing them wherever possible by analytic

methods. He left his department well equipped with appa-

rati:s for experimental illustration of the principles taught in

his course for that time, and his successor found nothing that

needed immediate modification in the course.

[d ) Peter S. Micliie^ captain^ Corps ofEngineers^ professor oj

pliilosophy from February /y, /c?//, to the present time.—The
changes under the administration of Professor ]\Iichie were

as follows:

On June 26, 1S74, the ninth edition of Bartlett's ^Mechanics

was adopted, as this edition contained important modifications

which adapted it better to modern scientific usage, without

sacrificing the excellent scientific treatment of former edi-

tions. Again, on June 10, 1876, Part 3 or Mechanics of

Moleciiles, was authorized to be taught in place of the corre-

sponding parts of the text in Optics and Acoustics.

A text-book on wave motion prepared b}^ Professor Michie,

relating to the principles of sound and light, was submitted

to the critical examination of a committee of the Academic

Board November i, 1S81, consisting of the professors of
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French, engineering, mathematics, and chemistry. The
favorable indorsement of this book by the committee resulted

in the substitution of it for Bartlett's ^Mechanics of Molecules

and the Optics and Acoustics for use with the second class in

the spring of 18S2.

Michie's Elements of Analytical ]\Iechanics superseded

the corresponding parts of Bartlett's (parts 1 and 4) June 21,

1886, and the second editition replaced the first August 29,

1887. Michie's Hj-drodynamics, adopted November 7, 1887,

replaced Part 2 of Bartlett's Mechanics, which latter book

ceased from this time to be a text-book at the Military

Acadeni}-. The third edition of IMichie's IMechanics was

adopted September 4, 18SS, which was subsequentl}^ super-

seded by the fourth edition.

The adoption of Professor Young's General Astronomy to

be used in connection with Bartlett's Spherical Astronomy

was approved February 5, 18S9; and finally that part of the

latter book which had been retained was superseded by

Michie and Harlow's Practical x^stronomy April 30, 1891,

and the latter by its second edition March 16, 1893. An
addition was made to the course of instruction, by reason of

these changes, in the following provision: '' Practical instruc-

tion shall be given to the first class in the use of astronomical

instruments and in making observations for time, latitude,

longitude, and true meridian, from 9 to 10.30 a. m., and from

11.30 a. m. to 12.15 p. m., and on such nights as are favor-

able for obser\-ations from S p. m. to 10.30 p. m. on every

week da}' from Jul}- 5 to Jul}- 31, both inclusive."

(2) The present course (1896) consists of

—

{a) Analytical mechanics.—Text-book, Michie's Elements

of Analytical Mechanics, divided into the subheads of

mechanics of solids, of fluids, and theory of machines.

Wave motion, acoustics, and optics.—Text-book, Michie's

Elements of Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light.

General astronomy.—Text-book, Young's General Astron-

omy.

Practical astronomy.—Text-book, Michie and Harlow's

Practical Astronomy.
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In mechanics lectures are given as follows:

[a] Introductory to the science; its fundamental concepts,

assumptions, and definitions.

( h ) Parallelogram of forces ; methods of resolving and com-

bining forces; bodies under stress, etc.

(r) Parallel forces, couples, moments and their composition

and resolution.

[d) Impulsions and impact.

((?) Acceleration and laws of constant forces.

if) Rotarj' motion, angular velocit}', and acceleration.

{g) Constrained motion, spontaneous axis, pendulums.

iji) Machines.

(z) Laws of the gaseous state.

(/) Hj'drostatics, buoyant effort, etc.

[k) Hydrodynamics, flow of liquids, Torricelli's and Ber-

nouilli's laws.

(/) Air and water pumps, hj^draulic ram, etc.

In addition to these, one or more sections, or the whole

class is frequenth' brought into the lecture room from the

recitation rooms to have some particular illustration given, as

the necessit}- arises.

(2) In sound and light the lectures are as follows:

(«) Methods of transfer of vibratory energ}-
;
properties of

sound; vibrational numbers.

[b) ]\Iusical intervals, consonant and dissonant; diatonic

and harmonic scales ; sj^mpathetic resonance.

(r) Scheibler's tonometer; anah'sis and composition of

tones; use of Helmholtz's resonators.

{d) Harmonic overtones; velocity of sound in different

material; organ pipes.

(^) Vibrations of plates, bells, strings, rods, etc. ; Lissa-

jous's curves.

(/) Theory of beats and resultant sounds; phenomena of

interference.

{g) Graphical and optical methods of the study of sound.

(Ji) Introductor}- to light
;
pencils, beams, and formation of

images through small apertures.

(/) Reflection and refraction of light by prisms, lenses, and

reflectors.
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(/) Determination of focal distances ; caustics ; astigmatism.

[k) Telescopes, microscopes, and the cameras.

(/) The solar spectrum
;
color b}' dispersion and diffraction

;

absorption.

{tn) Fluorescence; achromatism; the rainbow.

(ii) Interference of light by Fresnel's mirrors; phenomena

of diffraction.

[o] Polarization b}' double refraction, by reflection, refrac-

tion, and by the Nicol prism.

{p) Interference of polarized light and production of color.

{q) Uniaxal and biaxal crA'Stals, rotator}' polarization and

saccharimetry.

Hours of study, etc.: In the department of philosophy the

lessons are so proportioned as to require from three to three

and one-half hours of study for preparation for each lesson,

and one and one-half hours for recitation in the section room.

There are six recitations per week throughout the year.

3. Organization of the Department of Philo.sophy.

One professor, one assistant professor, and one or more

instructors, depending upon the number of Cadets in the

class. Each section contains not more than 12 Cadets, and

each instructor has charge of two sections, thus requiring of

him three hours' of personal instruction dailj-. To the

assistant professor it is usual to assign the instruction of

the first and last sections, and to the other instructors

the remaining sections, according to their rank. In addi-

tion to the instructors above mentioned the officer in charge

of the observator}- conducts the instruction in practical

astronomy, under the direction of the professor of philosophy.

Ex.-\MINATIONS.

The character of the examinations, whether they are to be

written or oral, has been left to the decision of the head of

the department, and while written examinations have been

tried in the department of philosoph}', in the opinion of the

present head the oral method is much the better when the

method of instruction is considered. B3' this method his

colleagues on the Academic Board are kept informed of the
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progress of the department, the attainments of the instructors,

and the thoroiighness of instruction ; besides these advan-

tages, the opportunity of a close cross-examination upon

doubtful points can be had and thus bring out the mental

operations of the pupil, an advantage which a mere written

test does not afford. In cases of doubtful proficiency the rule

of the Academic Board is to subject such cases to a thorough

written test after a doubtful oral examination. The subjects

selected for an oral examination cover the entire course, and

to make the choice impartial, they are drawn b}^ lot by each

Cadet as he is called up. The weight of each oral examina-

tion is equal to that of fi^•e ordinary recitations. To determine

the relative standing of the class in each subject of the

course, the following method is pursued: To the aggregate

obtained on the advance and first review add double the

marks of the general review, and to this add five times the

examination mark. The standard for proficienc}- has of late

3-ears come to be considered to be two-thirds of the possible

maximum, especialh' if this be reached on the general review.

Critical Rf.vikw of the Course and Instruction.

"The writer, when he was appointed a Cadet, was old enough

to appreciate the value in mental training and the sound edu-

cational advantages derived from the methods of instruction

pursued at the Militarv Acadeui}-. Graduating during the

war, he found himself within a fortnight in charge of impor-

tant militarv duties where he was thrown upon his own

resources, and in every case he found that the methods of

reasoning in which he had been trained here and the self-

reliance which had been inculcated in him by the methods of

study were sufficient to sol\e his problems to the satisfaction

of his superior officers. Since those days he has had a long

experience as a teacher, and has kept constantly in mind his

own efforts as an ambitious young officer as well as the pur-

pose of the Government in establishing this institution. He
believes that the elements of character developed in the student

by the course of instruction at the Military Acadeni}- are

increased confidence in his own powers, reliance on his own
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individual effort, and capacity to test accurately his sources of

information. These elements in the development of a man
are of essential importance in a profession where he may be

called upon in emergencies to exercise self-control and to meet

manfulh' unforeseen difficulties. To accomplish these pur-

poses the daily tasks are made of the requisite length to

demand all the stud}' time allotted, and thus are secured

the invaluable mental effort and discipline derived from hard

study; second, the daily tasks made progressive, based upon
accepted fundamental principles, continualh- exercise the

reason, beget a growing confidence, and establish a belief in

his ability to master ever}' new difficult}- ; and finally, when
the course is completed, the student finds himself equipped

with a satisfactory knowledge of the essential principles of the

branch of science, to which he may add by individual study

without feeling the necessity of reconstructing his foundation.

These the undersigned believes to be the true governing prin-

ciples of all sound education. The course in philosophy has

grown from the time of its first establishment, keeping pace

with each new development of scientific truth and discarding

that which could not stand the test of experience, and yet has

always maintained a conservative character. It may be said,

in c6nclusion that, taking into consideration the object of the

Military Academy, it does not seem possible to suggest any

material change in the methods of instruction, the subjects

taught, or appliances of instruction that would prove of sub-

stantial benefit."

On February 16, 1901, Colonel Michie died, after thirty

years' conspicuous service as the head of this department.

Up to the time of his death and since 1S96 no material

changes have been made in the course of study or methods of

the department. Professor Michie was succeeded by Captain

William B. Gordon, Ordnance Department, March 27, 1901.

At the time of present writing Professor Gordon has in view

and under preparation certain material changes in the man-

ner of presenting the principles of the subjects of his depart-

ment and in the methods to be followed in the instrviction.

At the request of Professor Gordon the practical instruction
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in the use of astronomical instruments has been transferred

to the academic year, instead of being given during the sum-

mer encampment as heretofore. By the revision of the aca-

demic curriculum which goes into eflfect September, 1902,

the department of philosophy- yields about 6 per cent of its

time to the department of chemistry. Captain Gordon is a

graduate of the Academy of the Class of 1877, and prior to

his appointment had served six years as assistant professor

in the department, his last term of service having terminated

in 1S98.

D.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING

[The following historical sketch and discussion relating to the depart-

ment of ci\"il and military engineering were prepared by Professor Gus-

tave G. Fiebeger in 1896 for the report of the Superintendent for that

j-ear. For use here certain omissions are made, but the sketch is not

otherwise changed.]

Since the department has been under the charge of Pro-

fessor Fiebeger he has prepared a new text-book on Civil

Engineering to replace Wheeler's Civil Engineering and

IMahan's Stone Cutting. This book will be published in

the near future. In the militar^• course he has written a new
textbook to replace Wheeler's Field Fortification, and a pam-

phlet to replace Alercur's Permanent Fortification. Fortifica-

tion drawing has been replaced by a more extended study of

the art of war. For this purpose IMercur's Art of W^ar has

been temporarily replaced by Wagner's Organization and

Tactics and Security' and Information, which have been sup-

plemented by pamphlets on Strategy and Notable Campaigns

and Battles. In 1902 this course was extended b^ an annual

visit to one of the great battlefields of the civil war, after

a careful stud}- of the same in the section-room. The field

visited that year was Gettysburg.

The principal change which it is hoped to make in the

future is the establishment of a testing laboratory for prac-

tical work to supplement the section-room work in civil

engineering.
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Part I.

Some time during the years 1795 to 179S, while the regiment of Artil-

lerists and Engineers was stationed at West Point, Colonel Rochefon-

taiiie and Captain Rivardi, formerly of the French army, constructed a

small model front of a fortification.

Upon the establishment of the I\Iilitary Academy, b}- act

of Congress dated March 16, 1S02, instruction in military

engineering began at once, and the elements of fortification

were taught by the use of this model.

Until iSiS the instruction in military engineering was by

means of lecttires ilhistrated by the model abo\-e mentioned

and by field exercises in practical engineering. The lectures

were deliyered by the Superintendent until 1 80S, by the teacher

of French, Francis O. Masson, from iSoS to 181 3, and after

that by the professor of engineering.

The only text-book in use was a small pamphlet of 50

pages, translated from the French b}- Colonel Jonathan

Williams, Corps of Engineers, the first Superintendent.

The department of engineering was established by an act

of Congress of April 29, 181 2:

Sec 2. And be it Jurtlicr cnaded, That the Militarj- Academy- shall

consist of the Corps of Engineers and the following professors: * * *

one professor of the art of engineering in all its branches, * * * and

each of the foregoing professors shall have an assistant professor, taken

from the most prominent characters of the officers or Cadets.

w -X- * -X- w -X- ;:-

Under this act Captain Alden Partridge, Corps of Engin-

eers, was appointed professor of engineering, September i,

1813.

Captain Partridge graduated from the Military Acadeni}^

October 30, 1806, and was assigned to the Corps of Engineers.

He served at the Academy as assistant professor of mathe-

matics November 4, 1806, to June 5, 1811; as principal assist-

ant professor of same April 29, 181 2, to September i, 1813;

as professor of engineering September i, 1813, to December

31, 18 16. Much of the time while he was professor of engi-

neering he was also Superintendent of the Academy, and

therefore gave little attention to the work of his department.
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General Culluni, in his history, gives the following as the

state of the instruction in engineering at this time

:

Engiueering was less attended to than French or drawing, the greater

number of Cadets on graduating never having gone beyond the defini-

tions to be found in Colonel Williams's little primer of 50 pages on the

subject, which was their only text-book. Many Cadets scarce knew

the difference between the ditch and the glacis of a fort save by the con-

ventional colors adopted in their delineation. It is said that two Cadets

were graduated in 18 15 in the Engineer Corps who.se studies never

extended beyond Hutton's Trigomometry.

Captain Partridge was, on March 16, 1S17, succeeded b}-

Professor Claude Crozet, who had been assistant professor of

engineering since October i, 1816.

Professor Crozet was born in France and was educated at

the Polytechnic School. He introduced descriptive geometrj'

as a necessar}' preliminary to the proper stud}' of engineering,

made much use of the blackboard in demonstrations, and

seems to have made use, as far as practicable, of the methods

of the Poh'technic School in developing and teaching the

course of engineering.

The work of all the departments in the Academj- was at

this time ( 1S17) greatly aided by the reforms instituted by the

new Superintendent, Alajor S3'lvanus Thaj-er.

In iSiS there was introduced as a text-book in the depart-

ment A Treatise on the Science of War and Fortification, by

Colonel deA'emon, profes-sorof fortification in the Polvtechnic

School, France, and translated b}- Capt. John AI. O'Connor,

U. S. Artiller}-. This excellent work was used until the

introduction of the works of Professor Mahan. The original

text had been submitted to- the revision of a board of distin-

guished marshals and engineers, and then, b}^ order of

Emperor Napoleon I, was adopted as a text-book of the Poly-

technic and Alilitary School of France. It was in two vol-

umes, with a volume of plates. The first treated of the science

of war in general and field fortification ; the second of per-

manent fortification, and in an appendix was given a sunimar^-

of the principles and maxims of grand tactics and operations.

The staff records for 1S19 indicate the method in which it

was studied.
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1. The class of the fourth j-ear (the first in rank) to be divided for

instruction in the mihtar)- course into two sections, after the manner

practiced in the other classes of the institution.

2. The first section to be instructed in the entire course of engineer-

ing, military science, and grand tactics in the book now used, and to be

required to execute a series of drawings and plans connected with these

subjects, this course to begin on the ist of September of each year and

to end on the 20th of March next ensuing, sooner or later.

3. The second section to be taught in connection with militarj- sci-

ence and grand tactics, field engineering only, the whole of which will

be comprised in the first volume and appendix to the work.

The other books used in the course were in French, and

probabh' used only as aids to a course of lectures or as books

of reference. They were: Program d'un Cours de Construc-

tion par Sganzin, translated in 1S27, and Traite des Machines

par Hachette.

The regulations of 1S21 indicate that at this time the pro-

fessor of engineering taught some of the sections himself.

The professor of * * * engineering, in order to ascertain the

proficiency of the sections intrusted immediately to the assistants and the

manner in which they have performed their dutj-, shall occasionallj-, and

in rotation when there are more than two sections, instruct the sections

intrusted to his assistants, the period for which shall be fixed by the

academic staff and reported to the War Department; and the assistant

professor, when the professor has his section under instruction, shall

take charge of the section usually under instruction of the latter.

Professor David B. Douglass on Alay i, 1S23, succeeded Pro-

fessor Crozet, who resigned April 28, 1S23.

Professor Douglass was appointed second lieutenant, Corps

of Engineers, August i, 1S13. He served at the Academj^

as assistant professor of natural and experimental philosophy

June I, 181 5, to August 29, 1820; as professor of mathematics

August 29, 1820, to Ma}' I, 1823, and as professor of engi-

neering IMay I, 1823, to March i, 1831.

The records are not definite as to what was accomplished

during his incumbency, but it appears that the instruction in

civil engineering was much improved.

Professor Douglass resigned ]\Iarch i, 1831, and was suc-

ceeded by Professor Dennis H. Mahan Januar}- i, 1832.

Professor INIahan graduated from the Academy July i,
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1824, and was assigned to the Corps of Engineers. He sen'ed

at the Academy as assistant professor of mathematics Angust

29, 1824, to Angnst 31, 1825, and as acting professor of engi-

neering September i, 1830, to January i, 1832. Between

1825 and 1830 he spent four j-ears in Europe stud^ang public

works and military institutions, and was, during one of these

j-ea-s, a pupil in the military school of application for engineers

and artillerists at Metz, France. The first work of Professor

Mahan was to prepare a suitable set of text-books for his

department; he temporarily supplied their places by lectures

and his notes made while abroad.

The first record of a complete set of text-books is found in

the register of 1841, and is as follows: Mahan 's Treatise on

Field Fortification, IMahan's Lithographic Notes on Permanent

Fortification, ]Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Attack and

Defense, JNIahan's Lithographic Notes on ]\Iines and other

Accessories, Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Composition of

Armies and Strategy, IMahan's Course in C\\'\\ Engineering,

IMahan's Lithographic Notes on Architecture and Stone

Cutting, Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Machines (for first

section only). These books, frequentl}^ revised, constituted

the basis of the course of engineering during the time of

Professor Mahan. In 1S4S he introduced Mahan's Advanced

Guard and Outposts; in 1S5S, IMoseley's ]Mechanics of Engi-

neering, and in 1870 Alahan's Industrial Drawing.

The instruction was confined to the fourth, or first-class,

year, except during the years 1858. to i860. The classes of

1859 and 1S60 studied ciyil engineering during the second-

class year, and the class of May, 1S61, had no instruction in

civil engineering.

No records are available giving a description of the methods

of instruction, etc., which were in use during the entire time

of Professor Mahan. Professor Mercur states that in 1 865-66,

when he was a student, the classes were divided into sections

of ten to twelve men each, each section receiving instruction

for one and a half hours daily between 8 and 1 1 o'clock a. m.

When engaged in drawing the entire class attended daily

from 8 to II o'clock. Each section was under the immediate

charge of an officer, usuall}- of the Corps of Engineers, as
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instructor. The professor visited the sections daily, hstening

to the recitations, asking questions, making such comments

and remarks and gi\-ing such additional instruction as seemed

to him necessary and desirable. B}' this means he gained a

knowledge of the capacit}- of the instructors, their methods of

teaching and marking, and was also able to compare the

individual Cadets.

But few lectures were given by Professor Mahan, and these

were restricted almost entirely to short descriptions of cam-

paigns and battles, with criticisms upon the tactical positions

in\ol\ed. The greater portion of his oral and personal

instruction was given to the Cadets during his visits to the

section room.

The course of engineering drawing included the accurate

construction of a number of problems contained in fortifica-

tion drawing and stereotomy, drawings of a canal lock in plan,

section, and elevation, and the plan, section, and elevation of

a half front of fortification, Noizet's Method. The canal lock

and Noizet's Method were finished as completely as time

allowed, and the sections, slopes, etc., were usuallj' tinted in

water colors.

Upon the death of Professor Mahan, September 16, 1871,

Professor Junius B. Wheeler was appointed September 29,

1S71.

Professor Wheeler graduated from the Alilitar}- Academy

Jul\- I, 1S55; was first assigned to the cavalr}- and afterwards

transferred to the topographical engineers. He served at the

Acadeni}' as acting assistant professor of mathematics Octo-

ber 5, 1859, to April 27, 1861, and assistant professor of same

September 5, 1861, to June 18, 1863.

During his incumbencv the course and method of instruc-

tion established b}- Professor Alahan remained unchanged in

its' essential features. Profes.sor Mahan's text-books were

revised, new material added, and portions omitted. In

engineering drawing roof and bridge trusses were substituted

for the canal lock and other problems, and the Noizet front

was slighth' changed.

Professor Wheeler retired September 29, 1884, and was

succeeded by Professor James Mercur September 29, 1884.
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Professor Rlercur graduated from the Academy June i8,

1 866, and was assigned to the Corps of Engineers. He
ser\'ed at the Academy- as acting assistant professor of natural

and experimental philosophy August 31, 1867, to February

21, 1870, and as assistant professor in the same February 21,

1870, to Jul}- 31, 1872.

In notes left by him, Professor IMercur states that under

his direction no radical change was made either in course or

methods of instruction. He revised the text-books previously

iised to conform to modern engineering practice and the

advance in the science and art of war. A description of his

methods of instruction is found in parts 2 to 6 of this chapter.

Professor Mercur died April 21, 1S96, and was succeeded

May 26, 1896, by Professor G. J. Fiebeger, who was then a

captain of engineers and was a graduate of the class of 1S79.

As a lieiitenant of engineers he serv^ed as assistant pro-

fessor of engineering at the Academy from 1883 to 1888.

Part 2.

The course in the department of civil and military engi-

neering is, as the name implies, divided distinctlv into two

parts, viz : Civil engineering, which occupies the first term

of the Academic }'ear, from September i to December 3 1 ; and

military engineering and the art and science of war, to which

is allotted the second term of the Academic year, from the

completion of the semiannual examinations in January' to

May 31.

Throughout the course recitations in this department are

daily on week days from 8 a. m. to 11 a. m., one-half of the

class reciting from 8 to 9.30 and the other half from 9.30 to

II, except during the time allotted to engineering drawing,

when the entire class attends from 8 to 11 a. m., with an

intermission of about eight minutes at 9.30.

It is arranged that three hours of studv in preparation for

each recitation maj- be allowed and required.

Civil engineerings Septenibei- i to December ji.—Text-

books: Civil Engineering, Wheeler (John Wiley & Sons,

New York, 1884), and Fortification and Stone Cutting,
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1

Mahan (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1893). The sub-

jects treated in Wheeler's Civil Engineering are as follows,

viz: Building materials, strength of materials, framing,

masonry, foundations, bridges, roofs, roads, railroads, and

canals. This text-book has received from time to time

numerous corrections and additions, which are given to the

Cadets in the form of printed sheets and pamphlets, with a

view to keeping this course of instruction in accord with

modern developments and methods in the science and art of

engineering. At the same time, portions of the text that

have become obsolete or which it is thought ma}- be more

satisfactorih' presented have been omitted.

In this connection ma\- be mentioned, besides minor cor-

rections, a new treatment of the rolling load, also of the

pressures sustained bv retaining walls and of the loads on

bridges and their effects. The subject of the graphical

determination of stresses in framed structures is extended

and improved, and there are issued to the Cadets the follow-

ing pamphlets, viz: Rivets, Riveted Joints, Pin-connected

Joints, and Ri\eted Girders ; Instructions for Truss Com-
putations, and Notes on the Determination of Stresses in

Trusses. The first of these takes the place of similar svib-

jects in the text ; the other two are for reference and assistance

in the solution of problems.

That portion onl}- of IMahan's Fortification and Stone

Cutting which relates to the latter subject (stone cutting) is

included in the course in civil engineering.

Civil engineering drawing includes generally for the upper

part of the class the computations and drawings for an iron

or steel highwav or railroad bridge and for the lower part an

iron or steel roof truss. The time devoted to this drawing is

from about November 20 to about December 11, or from

eighteen to twenty working days.

The higher sections finish the text-book in ci\-il engineering

in 40 lessons in advance, while the lower sections take 42 les-

sons in the same subject. This enables the higher sections to

devote more time to stone cutting than the lower, the numbers

of advance lessons being 5)2 and 3, respectively, for the higher

and lower sections.
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This is the only difference in the courses of the upper and

lower parts of the class, except that many subjects are more

fully developed by the higher sections and that their problem

in engineering drawing is more difficult.

When a class has advanced about iS lessons in civil engi-

neering, a lecture is delivered b}- the head of the department

on "The materials of construction, the use of engineering

formulae, and the limitations and possibilities of the science of

engineering." No other lecture is delivered during this cour.se.

The Cadets of the first class are, however, given an oppor-

tunity to examine the models and engineering apparatus in

the model room, with their instructors, who explain the con-

struction and operation of the structures shown.

Military en^i//feri//i;\ /anaary i to May jr, first class.—Text-

books : Elements of Field Fortifications, Wheeler ( D. Van Xos-

trand. New York, 1SS2); Mahan's Permanent Fortifications,

Mercur (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1S94); Attack of

Fortified Places, Mercur (John Wile}- & Sons, New York,

1S94); Elements of the Art of War, Mercur (John Wiley &
Sons, New York, 1894); Fortifications and Stone Cutting,

Mahan (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1893), of which only

that portion which treats of methods of fortification drawing

is included in this course.

In addition to the above there are issued to the Cadets of

the first class, bv the department, pamphlets containing some

twentv descriptions of battles, campaigns, and other opera-

tions of war, to be studied by the Cadets and used to

illustrate the principles that are taught in the text-books.

With the pamphlets are maps and plates showing the battle-

fields and theaters of operations described in the pamplilet.

Under the head of field fortifications the subject-matter treated

is as follows : General principles and definitions, profile, trace,

kinds of field works and lines, size and garrison, construction,

revetments, defilade, interior arrangements, ditch defense,

obstacles, works on irregular sites, bridge heads, hast}' intrench-

ments, attack and defense of field fortifications, communica-

tions, and transportation.
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Permanent fortifications is treated under the following

heads: Profile, open and covered defenses, communications,

enceintes, outworks, advanced and detached works, retrench-

ments, svstems and methods of fortification, existing German
fortifications, detached forts, works on irregular sites, defile-

ment of jjermanent works, accessor}- means of defense, seacoast

defense, defensive organization of frontiers, progress of defen-

sive methods, progress in methods of attack, modern construc-

tion in iron and steel.

In the attack of fortified places there is described, in part i,

blockade, surprise, assault, bombardment, siege works, includ-

ing tools, etc., trenches, approaches, parallels, saps, etc.;

tracing and construction of trenches and saps, siege batteries

and magazines, siege operations, defense against a regular

siege, siege parks, depots, etc.; and in part 2 (militar_y mining)

is given the nomenclature and theory- of mines, galleries and

shafts, ventilation, loading and firing, organization and tactics

of mines, and demolitions.

The art of war is discussed under the following headings:

Ami}' organization and discipline, tactics, minor tactics in

relation to logistics, grand tactics, minor operations, logistics,

and strategv.

Recitations in this course begin each ^-ear about January

10 or II, pursuant to an order from the Superintendent for

the resumption of recitations after the completion of the semi-

anniial examinations, and continue dail}-, Sunda3-s excepted,

until Ala}' 31, except during the time devoted to fortification

drawing, from about March 20 to about April 23, when the

entire class attends in the engineering drawing rooms from

8 to II a. m.

This drawing consists in the application of the methods of

fortification drawing to the construction of plan, sections, and

elevations of a detached fort for an intrenched camp.

The time of recitation of a section in this course is divided

and apportioned in the same manner as in the course in civil

engineering, hereinbefore described, to which I would respect-

full}^ refer.

H. Doc. 7.S9, 5.S-2—vol I 19
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The course in military engineering is the same for all sec-

tions, except that some subjects are more fully developed by

the higher sections than bv the lower, and in fortification

drawing the higher sections more nearly- complete the sec-

tions and elevations of the work, whereas the lower sections

usuall}- finish only the plan.

At the end of the course a lecture has been delivered by

the head of the department on the applications and use that

niaA- be made in the military- service of the principles and

methods taught in this course, with some remarks on courses

of reading and stud}- that may be profitabh* followed by grad-

uates of the Military Academy-. The descriptions of cam-

paigns and battles were put in printed form in the pamphlet

previousl}- referred to to sers-e in lieu of lecture notes.

These are given out as a part of and in addition to the

regular lessons, at the rate of one or two per week, depend-

ing on their lengths, and form subjects for recitation in the

section room. An opportunit}' is given to the class to visit

the engineering museum and model room under the super-

vision of their instructors, who explain the models and appara-

tus and answer the questions of the Cadets concerning them.

Part 3.

—

Organization of Department—Number of

Instructors—Division of Duties.

The department of civil and military engineering is organ-

ized as follows : One professor, head of the department ; three

instructors, of whom the senior in rank is appointed by the

Superintendent to be assistant professor; one draftsman,

employed by the department.

The professor of civil and military engineering adminis-

ters the affairs, executes the business, and, subject to the

approval of the Superintendent of the Academy, controls the

polic}^ and regulates the methods of the department. He
recommends the text-books to be used in the course, revising

and correcting them when advisable, prescribes the lessons,

apportions the time to the various subjects, and, in order to

insure uniformity and efficiency in the work of the department,

supervises the instruction of Cadets bv frequent personal

inspections of the progress and methods of his assistants.
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There are also provided through his recommendation the

necessar}- books of reference, apparatus, models, maps, mate-

rials, and supplies for the use of the department and the

instruction of Cadets.

The assistant professor, in addition to his duties as

instructor, is charged with the care of the property of the

department, and attends to the issuing and collecting of the

books, pamphlets, maps, models, samples, and other articles

used in section rooms, drawing rooms, and in the quarters

of Cadets, for their instruction. He acts as instructor for

two sections of the first class in engineering and aids the

professor in such manner as the latter may direct. Each of

the other two instructors is in charge of two sections of the

first class in engineering, and, in addition, holds himself at

the ser\'ice of the professor for such other duties as may be

prescribed.

The first class in engineering, being arranged originally

in the order of their standing in natural and experimental

philosophy, is organized into six sections, numbered in order

from one to six, inclusive, the first section being the highest.

The higher sections usually number one or two more Cadets

than the lower, in order that more time may be devoted to

individual instruction and explanation in the lower part of

the class, where presumably thej- are more needed. This

organization of the class is maintained throughout the year,

but the members of an}- or of all the sections may be changed

by mutual transfers between the sections.

Each of the three instructors is charged with the instruc-

tion of two sections. The assistant professor begins each

term with the first and second sections, the instructor second

in rank begins with the third and fourth sections, and the

junior instructor begins with the fifth and sixth sections.

At the end of two weeks the instructors change sections, the

senior taking the lower sections, the second in rank taking

the higher sections, and the junior taking the middle sections.

Thereafter the instructors change sections every two weeks in

the order just indicated, except during engineering, drawing,

and general review, when they retain the sections with which

they began the term.
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It is believed that this rotation of instructors eliminates to

a great extent the effect of their "personal equations," and

makes the merit marks of each section comparable b}^ a just

and uniform standard to those of all other sections.

This method has the further advantage of giving to all

sections equal shares of the benefits arising from having the

ablest instructor, and it enables the instructors to compare

and weigh recitations in all parts of the class and to adjust

their scales of marks to a truer and more uniform standard.

Part 4.

—

Description of a Recitation.

The section rooms used hy the department of civil and mili-

tary engineering are similar in all respects to the rooms on

the same floor used by the department of mathematics. The
formation of the class parade, the report of the sections to the

instructor, and the method of conducting oral recitations b\-

blackboard demonstration and b}' questions are also similar

to the general method followed b}- the department of mathe-

matics. As these subjects have been ver}- fully and carefullv

described in the report of that department, it is thought advis-

able to refer to that description and to give in detail in this

report onl}* the points in which the two departments differ.

The apparatus belonging to the department and used in the

instruction of Cadets consists of testing machines, models of

engineering implements and machinery, including pile drivers,

derricks, dredges, engines, etc.; models of engineering struc-

tures, such as arches, bridges, buildings, roof trusses, dams,

locks, caissons, piers, crib work, etc.; samples of building mate-

rial, models of fortifications, battle fields, defensive arrange-

ments, block houses, etc. The smaller models and pieces of

apparatus are displayed on the tables in the section rooms

when they are subjects of discussion in the lesson. The larger

models are in the model room (No. 106), and are described and

explained to the Cadets when the}- visit this room with their

instructors. The department possesses a number of tables,

drawing boards, steel rulers and triangles, color-saucers and

glasses for the use of Cadets in engineering drawing, and the

usual instruments used in recounoissauce.
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In engineering drawing the entire class attends daily,

except Sunda}-, from 8 a. m. to 11 a. ni., with an intermission

of about eight minutes at 9.30. Several days before the draw-

ing begins each Cadet receives a drawing board, which he

takes to his quarters, and upon which he stretches a sheet of

drawing paper, bringing it back to be inspected by his

instructor. On the iirst da}- of drawing the whole class

enters the engineering drawing acadeui}- (rooms 201 and 202,

Academy building), and each Cadet, directed b}' his instructor,

seeks the table that contains his drawing board. The tables

and boards have been previously arranged so that the two

sections of each instructor shall be kept together in a selected

portion of the rooms, and the instructor's desk and chair are

so placed that he may readily oversee the work of his sections.

Cadets remain standing while working at their drawings, and

are required to keep at work continuoush' and to refrain from

communicating with their neighbors and from examining

adjacent drawings. Their work is inspected daily by their

instructor, who points out errors and gives such directions

and assistance as may be necessary. The work is marked

twice a week, on Tuesdays and Fridays, each mark represent-

ing an estimate of the progress, accuracy, neatness, and

industry displa^-ed in drawing, the scale of marks used being

the same as for ordinary recitations, i. e., the maximum mark
for three days of perfect work is 3. At 9.20 a. m. the class is

dismissed b}' sections for a recess of about eight minutes,

forming again and returning to work at 9.30.

The head of the department, as a rule, makes two visits

to the section rooms each day, visiting on one day the two

sections that attend successively in one section room, say No.

206; on the next day the two that attend in room 207, and on

the next the two that attend in room 20S, and continuing in

this order, so that each section has received a visit from the

head of the department ever}- three daj-s, except when these

visits are interrupted or prevented by attention to other duties.

The visit iisuall}- extended over the last half hour of the

recitations of each section.
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Part 5.

—

Examinations, Written, Oral, Weight of—
Deficiency or Proficiency of Cadets—Standard

Required.

The general regulations giving tlie method to be followed

in the examination of all classes are found in the Regulations

U. S. Military Academy, 1894, sections 71 to 83, inclusive.

The examination of the iirst class in civil engineering in

Januar}- and in military engineering and art of war in June

are conducted orall}' b}- a committee of the Academic Board

in the room and at the time prescribed b}- the Superintendent.

Prior to the examination each instructor prepares a list of

subjects upon which he proposes to examine the members of

his sections and submits it to the head of the department, who

makes such alterations and corrections as ma}- seem neces-

sary, and the revised list is kept securelj- sealed pending the

examination.

The examination begins with the lowest man in the lowest

section and proceeds in regular order upward through the

class.

The drawings executed b}- the cadets during the term are

displaved on a table in the examination room for inspection

b}- the Academic Board, which inspection is intended to con-

stitute a part of the examination.

The proficienc}- of a Cadet in civil or military engineering

before examination is considered doubtful if his total mark is

less than two-thirds of the maximum total mark, and he is so

reported to the examining committee. The question of his

proficiency is then to be determined b}' the examination, and

if he is markedh' deficient in marks before examination he

ma}' be required to undergo a written examination in addition

to the usual oral examination. If a Cadet fail on his first

examination subject, he recei\'es a second subject in order to

determine his proficiency.
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Part 6.

—

Critical Review of the Present Course and
Method of Instruction—Comparison with former
Years and with other Institutions. 1896.

The gradual development of the present course and methods

of instruction are given very fullv in the preceding part of

this report.

As an engineering school, its influence and methods as com-

pared with schools making the instruction of engineering in

its several branches a specialt}- are brought out in the report

of Professor Riedler, of the Royal Polytechnicum at Berlin,

in his report on American technological schools. (See Report

of the U. S. Commissioner of Education, 1892-93, vol. i, p.

657.)

The number of these colleges giving degrees in civil engi-

neering is 45. The requirements for admission are all

higher than at West Point, the course of pure mathematics

consequenth' shorter, and the length of the course generally

four years. The course of engineering is divided into recita-

tions, lectures, laboratorv work, drawing, and field work.

The amount of time given to each division is quite different

in the different schools.

As these schools differ ver}" much in their methods, I have

limited mj-self to the following extracts of the report, which

refer specialh- to West Point and militar}- schools in general:

Military scliools.—Before 1840 real instruction in engineering was

offered almost exclusively in the Military Academy at West Point. Up
to 1840—even up to 1850—nearly all the civil engineers had received

their preparation in this military school. From its establishment, in

1802, up to 1862 it prepared about 2,000 students. Of these, 200 became

civil engineers and about 230 entered the militar}- Engineer Corps.

Among the former number are the most renowned civil engineers of

the country. * * *

Between the years 1880 and 1888 only 2 per cent of the students were

admitted to the Engineer Corps of the United States. Ser\-ice in this

corps requires an additional stud}- of two years and a half in the United

States School for Engineers at Willets Point, Long Island, organized in

1885. The technical instruction in this school comprises twenty-two

weeks in civil engineering, nineteen weeks in chemistry and photograph}-,

aad forty weeks in science of explosives and torpedoes.
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Since the beginning of the sixties the Military Academy at West Point

has lost some of its importance with reference to education of practical

civil engineers. The number and importance of engineering schools,

pure and proper, have become ^•ery great, and the enormous development

of this branch has necessitated a division of labor. * * *

The military schools do not serve the profession of ci\il and mechanical

engineering any longer. The times in which mainly knowledge of mathe-

matics, geometrj', and geodes)- were considered sufficient for the profes-

sion of engineers have passed, and to-day there is no engineering school

which does not seek its main work in extensive professional instruction.

Nevertheless the military schools, with the peculiar education and

rather limited theoretical and practical instruction for ci\-il and mechanical

engineers they offer, are of great importance. We find the proof of this

in the great number of distinguished c\x\\ engineers who ha\e graduated

from such schools. This holds good not only for America, but for other

countries. With us the course of education of a Werner-Siemens may

induce us to deep reflection.

In face of the present enormous development in exact knowledge of

scientific and technical details the actual result of the study is dependent

now asformerl)- upon simple natural conception, clearness, and thorough-

ness, but not upon the extent of knowledge. Military schools in this

respect offer many advantages. The most distinguished technological

school in France also is a military institution. If a negative advantage

of these schools is the prevention of knowing and learning too many

things, then the .strict formation of character, the reliability and inde-

pendence gained, must be a positive advantage that can not be gauged

too high. Alas, many a modern school esteems that advantage too little.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING.

[The historical sketch of the department of drawing given below is

taken without change, except as to order of arrangement and certain

omissions, from the History of the Department prepared by Professor

Larned for the Superintendent's report of 1896, to which reference can

be made for other minor details.

Since 1896, with a view to the more perfect fitting of the graduate for

his duties upon joining his regiment or corps, more time has been given

to field reconnoissance and military sketching. There is a tendency to

still further development in that direction provided it can be accom-

plished without detriment to other important instruction.

The department of drawing has done and is continually doing an enor-

mous amount of work, most valuable for the Academy and the Govern-

ment. This work consists of sur\^eys and maps of the post, drawing of

plans and elevations of buildings whenever improvements at the Acad-

emy have been made or are contemplated. The department has also
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been several times called upon to prepare and arrange exhibits of the

Academy for various expositions held throughout the country, which

exhibits ha\-e involved great labor and done much good to the Academy.

The extra work of this department, here alluded to, besides being not

strictly legitimate as a function of a department of instruction, has been

a most heavy burden for the past fifteen years.]

The subject of drawing is the second one to be mentioned

during that period when the germ of the Military' Academy
was in process of creation b}' legislative acts of Congress. By
the act of February 28, 1803, fixing the militar}- peace estab-

lishment of the United States, section 2, the President of the

United States is "authorized to appoint one teacher of the

French language and one teacher of drawing, to be attached

to the Corps of Engineers, whose compensation shall not

exceed the pa}- and emoluments of a captain in the Ami}-."

The coitrse in drawing commences with the appointment of

Francois Desire Masson as teacher in that branch in connec-

tion with the French language, under the provisions of this

act. In September, iSoS, he was succeeded b}' Air. Christian

E. Zoeller, a Swiss of limited education, who seems to have

been unequal to the requirements of his position. At the end

of April, 1 8 10, he gave tip the office, but was reappointed July

I, 18 1 2, there being no incumbent during the disorganiza-

tion of the Acadeni}^ in the interim.

The act of April 29, 181 2, making further provision for the

Corps of Engineers, section 2, gives explicit definition of the

Military Academy and its persontiel as consisting "of the

Corps of Engineers and the following professors, in addition

to the teachers of the French language and drawing already

provided," etc.

Mr. Zoeller was succeeded January 5, 181 9, by Thomas
Gimbrede, a Frenchman of eccentric character, who was

reputed to be a painter of miniatures previous to his appoint-

ment. Work now extant executed by him shows him to have

had but little ability even in the stiff and dry academic methods

of that time.

The first mention of drawing as an organic "department"

of instruction is in the appropriation act of March 25, 1826,

making appropriation "for articles required for the mathe-

matical, drawing, chemical, and mineralogical departments."
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From that date on, this, with other departments of instruc-

tion, is regularh' appropriated for in the annual acts for the

]\Iilitar\- Academy. The professorship was created b^- the act

of August 8, 1S46, section 3, enacting: "That the teacher of

drawing and the first teacher of French at the Militar}'

Academy- shall hereafter be, respectively, professor of drawing

and professor of the French language."

In 1833 the distinguished artist, Charles Albert Leslie,

was induced to accept the position after the death of Air.

Gimbrede, December 25, 1832. Wr. Leslie, who was appointed

March 2, 1833, was of American parentage, although born in

England. From the age of 5 to 17 he lived in Philadelphia,

but after that period his life belongs to the histor}- of English

art. The dr}- and rigid environment of a military school in

a country destitute of art could not but be distasteful to a

man of Leslie's temperament and education, and his stay was

therefore exceedingh* brief. In June of the same 3'ear he

was succeeded b}- Robert W. Weir, an American artist who had

alread}- achieved distinction, and who was destined to take

honorable place among the American painters of the first half

of the nineteenth century. Mr. Weir was bom in New
Rochelle, X. Y., in 1803; studied in Italy from 1824 to 1827,

and at the time of his appointment had a studio in New York
Cit}'. As teacher of drawing W.x. W^eir became a member of

the Academic Board of the Militar}- Acadeni}- August 8, 1S34;

his long and honorable career in this institution closed with

his retirement July 25, 1876, after fort3'-two years of continu-

ous service. He was succeeded at this time by Charles

William Lamed, the present incumbent, then first lieutenant,

Seventh Cavalry, acting assistant professor in the department

of drawing, a graduate of the Alilitar}- Acadeui}- of the class

of 1870.

During the early period of the Acadeni}-—from 1802 to

1 8 10—the course in drawing, like that of other departments,

appears to have been of a very elementary character, con-

fined to the use of instruments, such as they were, with a

little topography and fortification drawing. The regulations

of May 22, 1816, define the course as consisting of the draw-

ing of figures, fortifications, and topographical plans. At
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the beginning of Thayer's administration instruction in the

use of pen and ink, and color, and the use of surveying

instruments in the field was nominall}- given b}- Air. Zoeller,

but under the existing conditions must have been both crude

and ineffectual. Under the stimulating influence of the great

Superintendent, however, work in this department soon took

on a new character and embraced a much wider field, cover-

ing both figure and landscape work in pencil and ink, cra^-on,

and color, and all forms of topographical drawing. It appears

from the staff records that appointments to the corps of topo-

graphical engineers were at this time occasionalh- made
according to proficiency in drawing. Cadet Bache was

appointed a captain in that corps for this reason, and .so held

in spite of protest, completing a long, useful, and distin-

guished career in that branch of the service. Until 181

7

drawing was confined to the first class. In that year the

collateral course of the second class was established.

In 1820 the course was defined to be: Elements of heads

and figures in cravons, elements of landscape in crayons,

practice in taking actual sketches in landscape from nature,

elements of topograph}- and the raising of maps.

In 1S21 the course was further defined to embrace a series of

elementary studies in landscape, the art of shading geometrical

figures with india ink, sketches from nature, and elements of

topography with pen, pencil, india ink, and colors. Instruc-

tion was given daily to the second class from 2 to 4 p. m., and

alternate days to the third class during the same hours.

In 1822 the course of drawing in the third class (second

year) was established and dropped out of the first class

(fourth year).

The method of instruction appears to have been wholly

that of copying from other drawings, a method pursued for

many ^-ears to come, and which, while devoid of practical

value or permanent results except to a ver}' limited degree, is

fruitful in deception and false pretenses. An investigation

made in 1826 hy a committee of the Academic Board into the

practices of Cadets in this work revealed an extensive demor-

alization, and the prevalence of fraudulent methods such as

tracing, substitution, and the like.
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In 1825 it was further modified as follows: ( i ) Elements of

the human figure ; ( 2 ) a series of elementary studies in land-

scape with the pencil; (3) the art of shading geometrical

figures with india ink; (4) the shading and finishing of land-

scapes in india ink; and (5) sketches from nature, and ele-

ments of topography with the pen and pencil, and with india

ink, and colors.

In the distribution of time the second class attended draw-

ing daily from 2 to 4 p. m., taking landscape and topography;

the third class, IMondays, Wednesdaj-s, and Frida_vs, from 2

to 4 p. m., taking the human figure.

In 1839 "the art of shading geometrical figures with india

ink," and "the shading and finishing of landscapes in india

ink," together with "sketching from nature," are omitted

from the prescribed course. The relative count of the third-

class course in drawing was changed to one-half, although it

appears that dail}- attendance was required. The course was

somewhat elaborated under Mr. Weir's direction, and in this

3'ear is described in the Staff Records as consisting of the

following subjects, with a text-book, probably as a book of

reference, on topograph}-, prepared b}- Lieutenant Eastman,

and adopted in 1837 :

1. Geographical signs.

2. Topographical delineation of rocks and hills; wild and

imcultured grounds; rivers; lakes, marshes, etc.

3. Formation of letters.

4. A course of topography with the brush, laying flat,

broken and blended tints (symbolical of various grounds,

etc.); shading mountains, rocks, trees, and other objects

appertaining to wild or uncultivated countries. This com-

pletes the course in topography.

The course in free-hand work began with outline drawings

of the human figure (anatomical) in three positions, and

outline drawings from Flaxmau and Retzch, which conclude

the third-class course. In the second class, landscape is taken

up under the following heads: (i) Aleasurement ; (2) form,

simple and compound; (3) aerial perspective; (4) light, cop}^-

ing same size and different scales; (6) drawing on tinted

paper; (7) use of brush (sepia); (8) coloring; (9) finished
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drawings from standard works. The entire work seems to

have been copied from models in the flat.

In 1S67 the inspector of the Militar\- Academj- recom-

mended that penmanship be made a part of the course of

drawing and be assigned a separate ^a'lne of 100 in credits.

The Academic Board in accordance with this recommended

that one hour each da}' be given to that subject in the begin-

ning of the third-class course until each Cadet shall have

acquired, in the opinion of the professor of drawing, a suffi-

cient proficiency. It also recommended that no additional

count be given in the course of drawing to that branch.

In 1S72, upon the recommendation of the Academic Board,

instruction in penmanship was discontinued for the reason

that little benefit accrued to Cadets from its study, and that

the time could be more profitably emplo^^ed on the elements

of drawing.

In 1879 the construction of various problems in descriptive

geometr}', shades, shadows, and perspective, then undertaken

b}^ the third class in the department of mathematics, was made

a part of the course in drawing.

In 1880 the professor of drawing submitted to the Academic

Board the following propositions regarding the course of

instruction in that department:

1. That there should be a written examination in the course

of drawing covering the subjects therein taught by lecture.

2. That a course of instruction b}' lecture, coupled with

drawing from models, be given in the subject of mechan-

ical engineering, embracing the elementary machines and

movements.

3. That a portion of the time of the encampment be em-

ploj'ed in practical sur\-e3'ing.

4. A detailed programme of the course in drawing.

A committee of -the Academic Board was appointed to report

upon these propositions, and recommended that there should

be no written examinations in drawing ; that such lectures as

the professor of drawing shall deem necessar}- shall be pre-

pared; that lectures and instruction upon the subject of

mechanical engfineering be wholly omitted; that the propo-

sition regarding survej'ing during the encampment be so
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modified as to apply to the hours now devoted to drawing;

and that the course as submitted with those modifications

be adopted.

The Academic Board adopted the recommendation of the

committee rejecting written examinations ; recommended that

no study upon the matter given in lectures of the professor of

drawing shall be required in any time other than that allotted

to drawing; rejected the instruction in mechanical engineer-

ing and applied mechanics, and recommended the appoint-

ment of a new committee for the consideration of the matter

of sur\-e3'ing.

The attendance in drawing, which up to 1S39 appears to

have been daily for both classes, was changed between that

date and 1S42, so that the third class attended onh' on alter-

nate days, excluding Saturdays, giving five attendances in

two weeks. The second class continued to attend daily. This

disposition appears to have remained undisturbed until 1857,

at which time the hours of attendance of the third class were

changed so as to permit instriiction in riding to be given after

November i. Up to that day the whole class attended dailv;

thereafter it was divided into two sections, alternating in

attendance until March 15, after which daih- attendance was

resumed. It does not appear from the Staff Records at what

time the daily attendance of the second class w-as changed so

as to substitute an alternating attendance of sections of one-

half the class. This is, however, the arrangement at the

present writing, and has been so for over thirty years.

PRESENT COURSE, JUNE, 1896.

Based upon the detailed programme submitted b}- the pro-

fessor of drawing in 1881 as modified and adopted b}- the Aca-

demic Board, the present course of instruction is arranged

as given below, being the programme approved by the Secre-

tary' of War and incorporated in the academic regulations of

October i, 1894.
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COURSE OF TECHNICAL AND FREE-HAND DRAWING.

First year.—Plane and descriptive geometry—topography—color reconnaissance.

[September to January.]

Instruction in the course of the first >ear is as follows:

1. Problems of construction in the applications of plane geometry,

ranging from the laying out of angles and polj-gons to the construction

of the various plane curves, including the ovals and conic sections.

Drawn in pencil. ( 4 sheets. )

2. The conventional .signs of topography. Drawn in pencil and in ink.

(2 sheets.)

3. Determination of lines of screen and construction of sections and

gradients on contoured map. Explanation of contours and study of

terrain. ( i sheet.

)

4. Exercise in hachure work. Explanation of scales of shade.

Drawn in ink. (i sheet.)

5. Exercise in contouring from dictation. { i sheet.)

6. Construction of .scales of distance. Diagonal scales. Verniers.

Explanations of their uses. Drawn in ink. (i sheet.)

7. Plotting of triangulation for completed map from field record.

General explanation of triangulation methods and mea.suring of bases.

( I sheet.

)

8. Plotting of details of completed map from traverse notes. Expla-

nation of methods of field notes and contouring. Inking and finish of

completed topographical map. (i sheet.)

[January to June.]

1. Theory of color. Color .standards and constants. Color tests.

Laying of washes. Complementary colors. Hues, tints, and shades

laid in water colors. ( 2 sheets.

)

2. Construction of problems in Descriptive Geometrj-. Shades, shad-

ows, and perspective. ( 9 sheets.

)

3. Topography in colors. Conventional signs. Completed map in

colors. ( I sheet.

)

4. Field reconnaissance and sketching. Methods and materials. In-

struments and their use. Descriptions and explanations. Practice .sketch

from dictation, (i sheet.)

5. Work in the field. Reconnaissance map of position with hand level,

prismatic compass, and clinometer. Drawn on regulation fonn pre-

scribed by General Orders, Headquarters United States Army. ( i sheet.

;
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SecoiiJ rear.—Ftee-liatid dia7ving—memory drawitisi^incclianieal , architectural^

and ordnatice construction drawing.

Free-hand draztnng.

[September to January.]

1. Lectures on form, liglit, and shade. Proportion, outline, technical

and pictorial art, practical and aerial perspecti\-e. Drawing from wood

blocks in outline in pencil. ( 7 sheets.

)

2. Shaded drawing from blocks and plaster. ( 2 sheets.

)

3. Drawing from memory. Originals—first, flat; second, blocks;

third, buildings. ( 8 sheets.

)

4. Mechanical free-hand drawing. Dictated. Parallels, angles, pro-

portional parts, polygons and stars, frets, gear teeth. Isometric working

drawings to scale. Isometric building to scale. Cavalier projections.

Cavalier machine casting to .scale. No ruler or implements allowed.

(6 sheets.

)

5. Free-hand drawing from flat. Figure outline. (2 .sheets.)

6. Free-hand drawing from flat. Figure and landscape. Pen and

ink and pencil. (2 sheets.)

Lectures on the above from time to time.

Technical drawing (architectural^ -mechanical, and ordnance construciiofi).

[January to June.]

1. Project. Plan, section, and elevation of barrack for a company

of infantry—drawn to scale, printed specifications and data furnished.

Finished in ink. Measurements figured, (i .sheet.)

2. Working drawings to .scale of steam engine and principal parts.

( I sheet. )

3. Working drawings to .scale of parts of buildings, (i sheet.)

4. Elevation and working drawings to .scale of ordnance con.strnc-

tions. ( I .sheet. )

5. Plan, .section, and elevation drawings of civil and military engineer-

ing con.structious. ( i sheet. )

All of the above in color or ink alone, according to character. Nos.

2, 3, 4, and 5 occupy the time remaining after completion of No. i.

No. I is taken by entire cla.ss. The others are a.ssigned according to

Corps to which Cadet will probably be assigned on graduation. Engi-

neers, No. 5; Ordnance and Artillery, No. 4: line corps, Nos. 2 and 3.

6. Fifteen to twenty .short lectures on the graphics of building con-

struction and forms; methods and drawings in the planning and construc-

tion of buildings; the steam engine and its essential parts; machine

drawings. These are accompanied by diagrams and models and the tise

of the stereopticon.

Sheets of data, working drawings, blue prints, and photographs used
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for data in the foregoing are from the following sources; Corps of Engi-

neers and Report of Chief of Engineers, U. S. Arni>-; Ordnance Bureau
and Reports of Chief of Ordnance, U. S. Army; Pneumatic Gun Car-

riage and Power Company, United States; Baldwin Locomotive Works,
TTnited States; Krupp's and Gruson's Werke, Prussia; Canet System,

Forges et Chantiers de la Mediterranee, France ; Maxim-Xordenfelt Gun
and Arms Company, England ; Construction Details, Austrian Military

and Geographical Institute, Vienna, Austria; Notes on Building Con-

struction, South Kensington, London, England ; Details of Building

Construction, Professor Chandler, Boston Institute of Technology; Senior

Course in Mechanical Drawing, Professor Thome, Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia. Ordnance material and models in relief also used as

models.

The third clas.s attends daily, Saturdaj's and Sundays
excepted, from 2 p. in. to 4 p. ni. until November i, after

which day the class is divided into two sections—the first sec-

tion, until January i, consisting of the odd numbers in general

class standing, the second section of the even, these sections

alternating in attendance. After Januar}- i the division of

the class is similarh* obtained from the standing in drawing

at that examination, and alternation continues until March

15, after which daily attendance, Saturdays and Sundays
excepted, is resumed until the end of the term.

The second class alternates in sections throughout the term,

being divided into two sections of odd and even numbers,

obtained from the standing in drawing at the end of the third-

class 3'ear. Its hours of attendance are from 2 p. m. to 4
p. m. For the better preservation of order the third class

when attending daily is divided into four sections, which at

the close of attendance are dismissed and retire separately

under charge of separate section marchers, who are respon-

sible for infractions of discipline.

CLASS REPORTS AND MERIT ilARKS.

Class reports are submitted weekl}-, each Cadet being given

a merit mark on his week's work. These marks are scaled

on a maximum of 3, and are determined from a consideration

of two factors—i. e., progress and qualit}-. A time schedule

compiled from the records of the department and the result

of several j-ears' experience is maintained for each separate

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2— vol I 20
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piece of work. If a Cadet begins a piece of work on Monday
and has on Saturda}' completed the fnll amount of work

according to the schedule, he is marked accordingly for prog-

ress. Going a second time over the class, the element of

progress is entirely ignored and a mark for quality alone is

given.

In work of certain character, where quality is considered

most important—^.^., conventional signs in color—the qualit}^

mark is given a multiplier of 2, and the resulting mark for

the week would be determined as in the following example:

Qualit}- mark, 2.5X2= 5; progress mark, 2.4; total, 7.4;

reduced to a scale of 3^2.47^ mark for week.

In certain other portions of the work—as, for example,

descriptive geometrj-—quality and progress are rated equal

and given the same weight in the determination of the mark.

Exact record of progress is kept b}- recording against each

Cadet at the end of every week the number of hours to his

credit according to schedule in the particular piece of work

upon which he is engaged. B3' this method a glance at the

record tells exactly what each Cadet has done each week of

the term, and as the work is iiled awa}' as fast as completed

in the drawer allotted to him, the most complete information

is always immediatel}- available as to the status of everj'

member of the class at any period of his instruction. The
marks, with rating both for quality and progress, are posted

in the class room weekly, so that Cadets know in what element

of their work the}' are deficient.

As each problem, construction, or drawing to be inked is

completed in penciling it is examined by an instructor, and

if approved is so marked by him over his initials in pencil.

The Cadet is thereby authorized to proceed to the inking, and

upon the completion of this stage of the work it is again

brought to the instructor for final approval, which, if accorded,

is stamped in ink, with the instructor's name; otherwise the

word "Disapproved" is stamped in a similar manner. Upon
each drawing is also stamped the name of the Cadet and date

of completion, a brief of the course of drawing to which it

belongs, and, if a problem, an enunciation of its requirements.

At the examinations closing the j-ear's course dra\vings of
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special excellence are retained b}- the head of the department

for preservation in the Academy galler}'—a custom which has

been adhered to for over seventy- j-ears—and, as a result, a

collection of drawings dating back to the early twenties, and

bearing the names of graduates whose reputations are national,

is exhibited on the walls of the Academy-.

EXAMINATIONS AND STANDARD OF PROFICIENCY.

Examinations are held and class standing determined by

inspection of marks and drawings. The latter are displaj-ed

upon racks and tables so as to be easily examined and com-

pared. As the course is niainlv technical and constructive,

the marking is according to schedule and ver}- close, so that

very little deviation from the standing resulting from marks

is found necessarv after a comparison of the work. In the

course of free-hand work, from September until January- of

the second-class year, more change results from the final

inspection of work than at other times.

The standard of proficiency exacted is such as long experi-

ence has demonstrated to be full}' within the grasp of the

diligent and fairly intelligent student, without reference to

natural pictorial gifts. As three-fourths of the coiirse is

geometrical in its elements and technical or constructive in

its character, niainh- executed with drawing instruments, and

as the free-hand work is confined to practicing and develop-

ing the perception of proportion and relation in the simpler

elementarv forms, beginning with blocks and elementary

anah'sis of landscape, it is found that students with no natu-

ral pictorial powers whatever find no difficulty in passing and

even in standing well in tliis study. A Cadet, therefore, who
constructs with correctness and accuracy- the problems in

plane and descriptive geometrv, plots and completes from

traverse notes and triangulation sheet with correctness and

fair neatness of finish the required topographical map, and

shows ability to draw a fairlv accurate reconnoissance field

sketch, will be declared proficient in that portion of the

course, although the pictorial finish may be 50 per cent

inferior to that of the head man. In free-hand work the

student must show a very rare incapacity for perception of
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form to be declared deficient therein. In the conrse of archi-

tectnral, building construction, engineering, and ordnance

drawing the same conditions obtain as in the geometrical and

topographical work.

The course of drawing at the Military Academ}- at the

present time is based mainly upon the fact that the practical

language of modern construction of every sort is technical

drawing.

The appointees to the Alilitar}' Academy were formerlj- for

the greater part wholly deficient in any, even the most rudi-

mentary, instruction in drawing. An average of lo per cent

had had no elementar}- training—in some classes not 5 per

cent. It was therefore necessary that instruction here should

begin at the illiteracj- in this branch—a condition that was

not paralleled in anv other subject. Of late vears this per-

centage has greatly increased and at present often reaches 50
per cent.

The result to be achieved is twofold: First, to train the

faculties of vision and those of execution through the hand

when at a period of comparative maturity they are entirelv

dormant; second, to teach the general principles of technical

drawing so that the graduate shall have an intelligent

acquaintance with the constructive language of engineering,

architecture and building construction, topographv and car-

tography-, and machinerv, and shall be able to make a fairly

good free-hand drawing of natural and artificial form. In his

ca.pacit3' as commanding general, coiumanding ofi&cer of a

post, engineer, ordnance, artillery officer, quartermaster, sur-

veyor, subaltern on reconnoissance or supervising construc-

tion, he is liable to require au}- or all of this knowledge, and

at least to translate it to his subordinates. The instruction

is therefore twofold—in the practical graphical work and by

lectures copiously illustrated, coupled with constant oral

criticism.

The cardinal principle upon which instruction is based is

that all work shall be original—that is to say, that everj-

project or problem shall be the student's own work, constructed

from the data or model according to the principles governing it.

The only copies from drawings permitted are in the case of a
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few outline studies of the human form and landscape at the

close of the course of free-hand instruction. The next condi-

tion exacted is accuracy, after which conies pictorial excellence

and neatness. The ultimate purpose is to give a sound general

training in the elements of technical and free-hand drawing,

so as to familiarize the student with the methods of graphical

work in the various fields of topographical, geometrical, struc-

tural, and mechanical drawing to a sufficient extent to enable

them to understand the graphics of these subjects when
required to interpret them, and to possess a reasonable facility

of design therein, rather than to attempt to carr^' an^- one of

them to a degree of development appropriate only to special

courses in schools of application. As a matter of fact, the more

apt students do attain a facility and skill which enables their

work to bear comparison with that of the best of the special

schools either in this countr}' or abroad. In the free-hand

course the ultimate aim, after the cultivation of the perceptive

faculties, is to give sufficient pictorial skill to enable the

graduate to make outline sketches of general landscape and
hill forms to accompany topographical and reconnoissance

reports. Further than this with the average man it is not

possible to go. Artistic power can not be taught; it must be

innate in the same wa}- as are poetic, rhetorical, or dramatic

gifts. But the whole range of technical graphics, which is the

language of the constructive and industrial world, and a certain

ability to render ordinary- form \>\ free hand can be taught to

all in precisely the same degree as any of the various branches

of study; the eye-faculties of judgment, memor}-, and appre-

hension can be trained to a verv high point, and the taste and

appreciation can be developed in those in whom the artistic

and creative power is lacking.

Methods of Instruction. 1896.

FIRST YEAR'S COURSE.

Geometrical ami topograpliical drawing.

Plane geometry.—About 40 problems covering various

applications, from laying out of angles to plane curves and

conic sections. (See programme.) These are done in pencil
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and constitute the first work of the student. The data are

issued on printed sheets giving a brief general anal3'sis of

method. This refreshes the niemor}' of plane geometr}- and

gives the first practice in the use of instruments. Accuracy

and neatness are here inculcated as primary requirements.

Conventional signs of topography.—Topograph}- is assigned

to this first year's course because surveA-ing and trigonometry

are taught in this 3-ear. The general signs are first executed

in pencil and afterwards repeated in ink. The repetition

impresses them upon the memory, besides making the transi-

tion to ink work gradual. In these signs there is a partial

free-hand element which needs the practice in pencil before

attempting ink. Clearness and neatness of finish emphasized.

Examples in large maps of coast sun-ey and foreign countries

displaj-ed for inspection upon tables.

Determination of liiies of screens and sections, etc.—Litho-

graphed sheets giving the contours of a particular region are

issued. The lines of section required are indicated and the

section is made by the student. Position of batteries indicated

and lines of screen from fire determined on different slope by

student. Gradient of required road given
;
position of road

platted by student. A comprehensive series of questions cov-

ering the reading of the hj-psometry, conventions and scales

of the various maps of the United States and those of the

leading nations of the world are given each cadet for solution

on the maps.

J£.vercises in hachiirc ik'oi-k.—This work is now confined to

a short exercise in the use of hachures, with an explanation

of scales of shade of dift'erent methods of hachuriug.

Exercise in contouring from dictation.—Bearings and gra-

dients together with topographical features are given, from

which terrain is plotted b^• the student.

Construction of scales of distance, etc.—These scales are thor-

oughh" explained in theorj- and then accuratel}' constructed

to given representative fractions and units by the student.

Platting (f triangulation for completed map, etc.—The class

at this point begins the final work of the first term, which is a

practical application of the foregoing preliminary instruction.
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This consists in the actual work of platting and drawing a

finished map from the triangulation sheet and field traverse

notes, and demonstrates the extent to which the student has

understood the principles of topography and acquired the

necessar}^ facility for the execution of a correct map. The
data for establishing the triangulation points are given as if

taken by observation, and a book containing all of the trav-

erse notes as taken in the field book for the area to be mapped.

The platting is carefully tested as it progresses and all errors

noted. After final approval of the platting the finishing work
in ink is proceeded with.

Theory of color^ etc.; hues, tints, etc.—The subject of mod-

ern chromatics is taken up at the commencement of the second

term. After an explanation of the modern theory of color of

Young and Helmholtz, is taught the lajnng of flat tints of the

primar}- and complementary hues and shading of cylinders

and curved surfaces.

Construction of pro/jlems in descriptive geometry.—As this

subject is the foundation of technical drawing, its practical

application in graphical problems is given the most careful

attention. In order that the difficulties of a practical grasp

of the subject shall be overcome, the first work deals with the

simplest problems. The class receives in the course of math-

ematics most thorough and careful theoretical instruction and

comes to this work as full}- equipped in the theor}- of the sub-

ject as can be desired. The problems given are selected with

a view to practical bearing upon graphical work in architec-

tural and mechanical construction. Each problem as given

is carefullv explained, and questions as to obscure points

invited and answered. The principal problems as they are

reached are then set up on the demonstration frame and the

explanation repeated from the actual objects and projections

in space. The students are then required to make the con-

struction. The demonstration frame ma}' be at au}' time

consulted to resolve difficulties and forgotten points. Cadets

are not allowed to help each other, and the signature of the

Cadet is held to be a guarant}' of the integrity of the work.

The first problems are constructed in pencil alone, and consist
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of the projections and revolutions in various planes of simple

plane figures, cubes, and prisms, with sections and develop-

ments. These are quickly done, and give confidence and

flexibilit}- in the use of projective methods. After these the

problems increase in complexity and are finished with greater

care and accurac}' in ink. They include determination of

intersections of different solids with developments, shades and

shadows of crosses, cylinders, rings, spheres, or ellipsoids;

the column with abacus and base with taurus; chimney- and

dormer window on roof, vase, etc.; the perspective of rings,

shafts, spheres, monuments, groined arches, buildings, or

composed subjects. These are executed with the utmost

accurac}' and a high degree of finish which will compare with

anything done by students elsewhere, at home or abroad.

TopograpJty in colors.—Water-color washes as applied to

topographical maps. First, a sheet of conventional signs fol-

lowed by a completed map.

Field reconnaissance and sketching.—Careful lectures and

explanation, with exhibition of implements and illustration

by the lantern, precedes this most important branch of mili-

tary graphics. Methods of work in this countr}- and abroad

are explained and illustrated, and preliminary practice given

b}' dictating courses and data viva voce, requiring a topo-

graphical sketch to be platted from the description. The
class is then taken into the field, formerl^^ with prismatic

compass and regulation protractor sheet, but now with the

reconnoissance sketching board of Major ^"er^or, of the

English service, as modified and greatly improved by Lieut.

Charles B. Hagadorn, first lieutenant. Twenty-third Infantry,

instrvictor of drawing. This is a simple application of plane

table methods to field topography, and vastl}' superior both

in accurac}- and rapidit}' of result to the older methods. A
sketch is made of a portion of the military reservation, and

contours are determined and platted both with levels and

clinometer. Practice is also given in sketching without com-

pass or implement of any sort. This work closes the first

year's instruction.
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SECOND YEAR'S COURSE.

Frce-lia)id draiuing.

Oi(t!i)ir drazvings fnmi blocks and plasters.—This work is

addressed to the dormant faculties of vision, and is of tlie

simplest and most elementary character. The objects are at

first white cubes, which are carefully drawn "by eye," the

knowledge of perspective laws acquired in the preceding year

being here applied in the judgment of form. According as

the student progresses other blocks are substituted, and then

groups of two, three, four, and many blocks in irregular

masses. Finally, rough buildings are constructed with

blocks and sketched from different points of view, and, if

sufficient skill is developed, pla.ster forms. Succeeding this,

a series of memory drawings is required, beginning with

simple rectilinear shapes, increasing in complexity, which

the student is allowed to view for a very short period and

must then reproduce. More complex forms succeed these,

and finally the students are sent out to examine buildings

for a short time, which the}^ must then draw from memory.
Alechaiiical free-hand draiuing.—This work is done with-

out any implement or artificial aid whatever other than the

lead pencil. This must not be used as a ruler. Beginning

with simple subdivision of lines into equal parts, scales are

drawn by eye showing subdivisions as high as sixtieths.

The various constructions of frets, pol3'hedrons, stars, plot-

ting and division of angles, etc., are gone through with, and

finally scale drawings of objects giving sections and dimen-

sions are done, concluding with isometric scale dimensioned

drawings and cavalier projections of machine castings of the

same kind. The class is then practiced in sketching hill

forms from lantern projections on a large screen, beginning

with very elementary forms and gradually leading up to

views of the region of the Colorado Canyon. This work is

followed by study from lithographed studies of landscape in

the flat and landscape sketching in the field. The course

conckides with a few figure outlines by Bargue and Gerome,

and studies of figure and landscape from the flat in pen and
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ink, as an example of good method and to afford some slight

facilit}- in execution within the ven' limited time and range

of this course. This concludes the first term.

Frojcii—Barrack for a company of infantry.—This begins

the final course of constructive drawing. This project is a

practical one and is given out to the individual members of

the class by a printed sheet of specifications and two sheets

giving detail dimensions. The plan, section, and one eleva-

tion of the building are then constructed to the required scale.

This important piece of work gives a very thorough practice

in the preparation of general drawings for a building, and is

undertaken in connection with a course of explanator}- lec-

tures fully illustrated by the stereopticon. In this work the

student learns to relate drawings in plan, section, and eleva-

tion, and to imderstand the working out of detail and shop

drawings. It is a double stud}' for the student, teaching both

construction and interpretation of working drawings. The

drawings are carefully figured and colored in flat wash if the

progress of the individual work justifies it.

Working draiuings—Steam, building construclion, oi'dnance,

civil and military engineering.—After the completion of the

project above described, the class is divided into groups

according to the general class standing of the men. The
final work is then assigned according to the corps of the

Ami}' to which the Cadets will probabh- be assigned. The
first five men are given subjects selected from militar}- or

civil engineering data—batteries planned or in process of

construction in the United States and abroad; portions of

enceintes; magazines; bridge and canal work, the data for

which are being constantly sought in the latest works. The
next twent}' men, whose probable service is to be in the Ord-

nance and Artillery Corps, are given subjects of ordnance

and artillery construction. Working shop-drawings of the

principal guns and carriages of the United States Ordnance

Bureau are on file in the department, together with a large

amount of data from foreign countries of the latest models.

The remaining members of the class, whose duties will be in

the line as quartermasters, commanders of working parties,

and as commanding officers of posts and in control of Govern-
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ment property, are given working drawings of details of bnild-

ing construction, and a figured drawing of a simple direct-

acting high-pressure vertical steam engine to complete to

given scale. A large perfect model of a frame house to a

scale of one-sixth is used for this work. Students are required

to make isometric sections and projections through different

parts of the barrack project, showing entire construction of

windows, doors, and interior floor and roof construction

—

figured. A facsimile model of steam engine to one-half scale

is used for the figured drawing of steam engine. Detail draw-

ings of all the parts are also available, and the student is

required to set up the engine to scale from these and the

model. This work completes the course of drawing.

LECTURE.S.

All theoretic and explanator}- instruction is given by lec-

tures abundantl}- illustrated by stereopticon, blackboard, and
models. Running commentar}' and viva voce criticism and
instruction go on at all times. At an}- time when special

explanation is needed the classes are called into the lecture

room or to the models.

The course of lectures beginning with the first 3-ear's work
covers: Drawing instruments—their character, quality, use,

and care; methods and connections in geometrical drawing;

topographical signs and conventions; methods of large sur-

veys ; triangulation and field work ; contouring and hill sketch-

ing; traversing; plotting; cartography—historical sketch,

styles, and methods ; reading of maps ; stud}- and character

of terraine ; scales ; the Young-Helmholtz theory of color—the

prismatic and normal spectrum, color constants; complemen-
tarj' color; nomenclature; subjective color; pigments; har-

monj', contrast—illustrated bj- the stereopticon. Maxwell's

disks, and color samples; methods of field reconnoissance.

Instruments—levels, odometers, pedometers, compasses, cli-

nometers, etc.—are shown and explained.

Lectures on form, light and shade, proportion, outline,

technical and pictorial art, practical and aerial perspective,

and landscape drawing are given during free-hand work, and

are all illustrated with stereopticon.
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During the last term of constructive and mechanical draw-

ing a carefully prepared series of lectures accompan}' the

work, explanatory of the details of building construction from

foundations to interior finish; a historical sketch of archi-

tecture and explanation of styles; a descriptive analysis of

the steam engine and its details, showitig character and func-

tions of its working parts, and of the various shop drawings.

In addition, lectures giving the character and number of archi-

tectural drawings, fees and procedure in architects' offices,

specifications, reproductive processes, quality and preparation

of paper, tracings, enlargements.

In former years the entire course in drawing consisted in

copying pictures in pen, ink, and color from engravings and

lithographs. The coiirse was devoid of lectures or theoretical

instruction. No original work was undertaken. The work

was largely worked over and finished by the instructor to give

pictorial effect.

The work of the present course can not well be compared

with that of other institutions, for the reason that it is gen-

eral and comprehensive, whereas in the technical and scien-

tific schools of the country the work is special, and in the

special lines is carried further, and in the art schools the

object aimed at is fine art, while the students possess special

talent and have had considerable training before entering.

At the Military Academy the eye and hand must be trained

from a condition of entire helplessness, while at the same time

a knowledge of the graphics of a wide range of arts is acquired.

Notwithstanding the great disparity in the preparation of the

students and the character of the aim, as well as limitation of

time, I am of the opinion that the result will compare without

discredit with similar work, either at home or abroad. The

best drawings do not fall below the grade of expert work.

This high standard of achievement is due to the methods of

work of the Military Academy, the thorough preparation given

b}- my associates, and the conscientious and enthusiastic

fidelity of my assistants, without which very little could be

achieved. I may also add that the interest of the Cadets them-

selves in their work is an important factor.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MODERN
LANGUAGES.

[The following admirable sketch of the department of languages is that

of Professor Wood (with a few omissions), prepared in 1896 for the

Superintendent's report.

Since that date the following changes in the text-books of the depart-

ment have been made: Traub's Spanish Verb and Spanish Pronunciation

Book, and Ram.sey's Elementar\- Spanish Reader have been introduced,

and Mantilla's Reader discontinued in October, 1900.

In the general revision of the Academic course, which is to take effect

September i, 1902, the number of recitations in French was reduced to

200. terminating that course at the midwinter examination of the third-

class year. The number of recitations in Spanish by the same revision

was increased to 160—this subject to be taken up immediately after the

conclusion of the French and continued to the following June. The revi-

sion referred to also increases the recitation period for Engli.sh from 84 to

120. These changes will make necessary material modification in the

time and work-schedule of the department of modern languages, and

its labors, already great, have been thereby much increased. The assign-

ment of the instruction in Engli.sh to the department of modern lan-

guages differs from the method pursued in the majority of institutions of

learning and adds materially to its work.]

The department of modern langtiages was established b}'

the act of Congress of Jtme 23, 1879, making appropriations

for the support of the Army for the fiscal .year ending June

30, iSSo, which provided that when a vacancy occtirs in the

ofi&ce of professor of the French langviage or in the office of

professor of the Spanish language in the Military Academy
both these offices shall cease, and the remaining one of the

two professors shall be professor of modem languages, and

thereafter there shall be in the Militar}- Academy one, and

only one, professor of modern languages.

B\- the retirement of Prof. Patrice de Janon, professor of

the Spanish langtiage, on June 30, 1882, and in accordance

with the provisions of the foregoing act of Congress, Prof.

George L. Andrews, professor of the French langtiage,

became professor of modern languages. The department of

modern languages therefore dates from June 30, 1882.

As the present department was established by the absorp-

tion of the department of the Spanish language by the

department of the French language, its histor}^ will require a

histor}- of the two latter departments.
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(i) Department of the French Language.

This department was established by virtue of the act of

Congress approved February 28, 1803, which provided that

the President of the United States be, and he is hereby-, author-

ized to appoint one teacher of the French language and one

teacher of drawing, to be attached to the Corps of Engineers,

whose compensation shall not exceed the pa}- and emoluments

of a captain in the Army. Section 27 of the act of Congress,

approved March 16, 1802, had provided that the said Corps

of Engineers, when so organized, shall be stationed at West

Point, in the State of New York, and shall constitute a

Military Academy.

The act of Congress approved April 29, 181 2, which defi-

nitely established the Military Academy, provided that the

Military Academy shall consist of the Corps of Engineers and

certain professors, in addition to the teachers of the French

language and drawing already provided.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress of February

28, 1803, Fran5ois Desire Masson, a native of France, was

appointed teacher of the French language July 12, 1803, and

was succeeded by his brother, Florimond Masson, April 15,

1810. On the resignation of the latter, January 3, 1815,

Claudius Berard, a native of France, was appointed teacher,

and as teacher and professor was the head of the department

for thirty-three years. The above constituted the teaching

force of the department from February 28, 1803, until March

I, 1 8 18, on which date Joseph Du Comniun was appointed

second teacher of the French language. The ofi&ce of second

teacher was not created by act of Congress, as had been the

case with that of teacher, but the appointment was made

March i, 1818, by \nrtue of an order of the Secretary of War
in February, 18 18. Pay, however, was appropriated for the

second teacher of the French language in the successive

appropriation bills for the support of the Military Academy,

and it might therefore be said that the existence of the office

was sanctioned b}- Congress. From March, 18 18, the two

teachers were designated in the regulations and registers of
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the Military Academy as first teacher and second teacher,

respectively, the first teacher being the head of the depart-

ment. In 1846 the head of the department was made
professor by virtne of an act of Congress approved August 8,

1846, which provided that the teacher of drawing and the first

teacher of French at the Military Academy shall hereafter be,

respectively, professor of drawing and professor of the French

language.

The remaining teacher (Hj-acinthe R. Agnel) was, how-

ever, still designated as second teacher until his appoint-

ment. May 16, 1848, as professor of the French language, to

succeed Professor Berard, who died May 6, 1848. From May
16, 1848, no more teachers were appointed.

The teaching force of the department from March, 1818,

until the appointment of Professor Berard as professor in

1846, consisted of the two teachers, permanent officers of the

Military Academy, and such number of officers of the Army
and Cadets as was deemed necessary detailed as assistants in

the department.

In the early part of this period recommendations and

efforts were made at several times for the appointment of an

additional teacher of the French language, but Congress

failed to create the office. These recommendations were evi-

dently based on the belief, quite prevalent in that day, that

instruction in French should be given by a native of France.

In accordance with this belief, Theophile d'Oremieulx, a

native of France, was appointed an officer of the Army,
receiving the commission of second lieutenant. First Infantry,

and detailed as an assistant in the department. He resigned

December 8, 1856, having risen to the rank of captain,

though serving continuousl}^ at the Academy and in the

department. Since December 8, 1856, the assistants in the

department have invariabl}' been officers of the Arm}' detailed

for that purpose, except in some years when Cadets were

detailed in addition to the officers alread}^ serving as assist-

ants. In i860 the head of the department. Professor Agnel,

in his statement to the Congressional committee of that 3'ear,

gave strong reasons in favor of having officers of the Army
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as instructors in preference to having natives, liis reasons

having been based both on his experience and on theory.

During the period above mentioned (from 1818 to 1846)

the officers and Cadets deta.iled as assistants in the department

were designated as assistant teachers. From 1848, the date

of the appointment of the second teacher as professor, the

senior officer was designated as assistant professor and the

others as acting assistant professors. Professor Agnel served

as the head of the department from the date of his appoint-

ment as professor, May 16, 1848, to his death, February 10,

187 1, thus having a ser\-ice as professor of twentj'-three

3''ears; or, including his service as second teacher, from Febru-

arv 4, 1840, the date of his appointment, a total of thirt3--one

years' service in the department. He was succeeded b}- George

L. Andrews, brigadier-general and brevet major-general of

volunteers, a distinguished graduate of the Militar}- Acadeni}-,

who was appointed professor Februar}- 28, 1871, and who
served as head of the department until its incorporation with

the department of the Spanish language June 30, 18S2. He
then became the first professor of modern languages and sen^ed

as head of that department until he was retired, August 31,

1892, thus having a total service in the departments of the

French language and of modern languages of twent3'-one

years.

He was succeeded b}- Captain Edward E. Wood," who was

appointed professor of modern languages October i, 1892.

a Captain Wood, a graduate of the class of I'lyo, before his appointment was an officer of cavalrj'and

had setA-ed under different details for thirteen years as an assistant in the departments of French
and of modern languages, including two tours of service as assistant professor of French and two
as assistant professor of Spanish.
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The following table gives the different heads of the depart-

ment from its organization in 1803:

Appointment and name.
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their acquirements on entering the Academy. With refer-

ence to the hours of recitation, the only information tliereon

I have been able to obtain is that in 1805 recitations in French

were from 1 1 a. m. to i p. m. (probabl}' recitations of one hour),

and alternated with drawing, the teacher of French having

at that time charge of the instruction in the latter branch

until the appointment of a teacher of drawing.

Although in the reorganization of the Military Acadeni}- in

181 2 provision was made for annual classes, and for examina-

tions for passing into the next class and for graduation, yet

it does not appear that these provisions were rigidly and sys-

tematicall}' carried out until 181 7. From the above it should

seem that the results of the instruction in French before 181

7

could not have been uniformly satisfactory, and it has been

stated that at the examination in 1817 but few Cadets could

translate with tolerable facility the easiest French author.

From 181 7 dates the definite establi.shment at the Military

Academy of annual classes, of uniform and systematic instruc-

tion, of regular allotments of time, and of examination for

passing from class to class and for graduation.

The earliest official record of a recommended allotment of

time to instruction in the French language appears in the

report of the Academic Board made Jul}- i, 1816, which states

what should be considered as a complete course of education

at the Alilitar}' Academy. In this report it is recommended
that French be studied the first year (fourth class) in connec-

tion with English, and that it be completed the second \-ear

(third class).

The following table (p. 317) gives the various changes in

the time allotted to instruction in the French language until

June 30, 1882, the allotments previous to 1824 being either

unknown or considered as probable; from 1824 they are

taken from records.
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1803

1817

1824

1826

a 1845

" 1855

h 1867

» 1877

mSyS

To-

1817

1S20

1824

1826

1845

" iS.SS

61867

J 1877

a 1878

C1882

Recitations (one hour each).

Not known
Probable; first year (fourth class), recitations in after-
noon, alternating with English

Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon,

Probable; first year (fourth class), recitations daily
five days per week

Second year (third class), recitations daily five days
per week

First year (fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon,

Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon,

First year (fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon

Second year (third class), recitations in forenoon, al-

ternating with English or history

First year (fourth class), recitations from Januarj- to

June in afternoon, alternating with KTiglish studies .

Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon,

Five years' course adopted in 1854; went into eflFect in
French, September r. 1S53. Second year (fourth
class I. recitations daily in afternoon

Third year (third class), recitations from September
to January in forenoon, alternating with Spanish. .

.

Four years' course; first year (fourth class), recita-
tions from January to June in afternoon, alternat-
ing with English

Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon

First year ( fourth class) , recitations daily in afternoon

Second year (third class), recitations in forenoon, al-

ternating with Spanish

During this period 60 lessons were given to English
studies from French

First year { fourth class), from January to June, three
recitations per week in afternoon

Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon

Number and
hours.

Prepara-
tion—time
of study at
quarters
(two hours
per lesson).

90

220

180

180

220

180

52

220

85

53

ISO 11

110 I

3'0

I

360
j

290

272

220
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In some cases it was supplemented hy private tuition. The

onl)' definite information I have been able to obtain concern-

ing the kind of instruction is that about 1814 it consisted in

reading aloud for the pronunciation and accent, and in writing

from dictation for the orthography. There was but one

teacher for all the Cadets undergoing instruction in French.

His vernacular being that language, the embarrassment and

difficulties experienced by the learner from differences of

construction and anal3'sis would neither be appreciated nor

removed. As a result of the above circumstances, the exam-

ination in 1S17 appears not to have been satisfactory.

The only information that I have been able to obtain con-

cerning the text-books during this period is that Masson's

French Grammar and Masson's French Reader were used in

1814.

Systematic instruction, regular allotment of time, require-

ment of examinations, and division of classes into sections

for recitation date from 181 7.

March i, 1818, a second teacher of French was provided,

and from that date until the establishment of a professorship

of French, August 8, 1846, the instruction was given by the

two teachers, supplemented by the detail of such number of

officers and, at times. Cadets as was required. From 1846,

or rather from the appointment of Second Teacher Agnel to

the professorship of French, May 16, 1848, the assistants of

the head of the department were officers of the Army, supple-

mented at times by Cadets detailed as instructors.

Previous to the Januar}' examination in 182 1 the third and

fourth classes in French were examined together, the sections

being numbered consecutivelj- throughout the two classes.

Beginning with the above-named examination and down to

the present day, the two classes have always been examined

separately, the sections being numbered consecutivel}- in each

class.

The earliest record of what was considered to be the require-

ments of a course of French at the Military Acadeni}' is found

in the report made by the Academic Board, Jiily i, 1816,

which states as follows: A course of French shall consist in

pronouncing the language tolerabl}-, and translating from
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French into English, and from English into French, with

acenracy.

Januar}- 29, 1S20, the Academic Board adopted the report

of the committee appointed March i, 18 19, to revise the course

of studies. This report stated the requirements of the French

course to be as follows: The course of French shall consist in

teaching to pronounce that language tolerably, to read and

translate French into English, and to convert English into

French. The elementary instruction in this department will

be conveyed nearl}' in like manner to all the sections. An
extent of French reading, however, will be admitted in the

higher sections proportional to their progress and capacity.

The sj'stem of relative weights to be given the different

subjects of instruction at the Militar}- Academ}^ was first

adopted June 2, 1818. The weight given to the French lan-

guage was I, that of mathematical studies being 2.

The following programme of the course in French and

requirements thereof was adopted by the Academic Board at

its meeting March 13, 1840:

1

.

The elements of pronunciation, so as to impart a thorough

knowledge of all the sounds of the language.

2. Reading with a correct pronunciation and the proper

modulation of the voice.

3. French grammar in its general principles and particular

rules.

4. Exercises in English translated into French on the

blackboard, so as to reduce all the rules of the language to

familiar practice.

5. Reading and translating into English the whole of the

Lemons Fran9aises and as man}^ volumes of Gil Bias as the

capacit}^ and progress of the pupils will allow.

6. Translating into French IMurray's English Reader.

N. B.—This last exercise is now ( 1S40) confined to the first

section of the third class.

7. Speaking French. This can not be done except with the

upper sections of the fourth and third classes.

In 1853 the requirements were as follows : French grammar

;

reading French with a correct pronounciation ; translating

English into French and French into English accurately.
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In 1882, when incorporated with Spanish, the requirements

were as follows:

French language.—Grammar ; reading and writing French

;

translating (from text and orallj') English into French and

French into English.

From between 181 7 and 1S21 up to 1859 instruction was

imparted b}- lessons assigned in the grammar and in the

reader, the lessons varying in length and difficult}' propor-

tionate to the progress and capacity of the Cadet. This prog-

ress and capacit}' would be indicated by the number of his

section. During the recitation of one hour certain members
of the section would be given subjects in the grammar lesson,

comprising rules and principles and their application by illus-

trative exercises, to be put upon the blackboard and explained

and recited upon orally. The remaining members of the sec-

tion would be called upon to read the reading lesson, reading

aloud as much of the French text as the time permitted and

then giving the English translation, either literal or free, as

might be required. A due alternation was observed in assign-

ing subjects in grammar and in reading. Pronunciation was

acquired by the information imparted therein, and b}- the

practice in reading and in oral recitation.

In 1S42 an attempt was made to introduce a course of mili-

tary I'eading by the adoption of Rocquancourt's Cours Ele-

mentaire d'Art et d'Histoire Alilitaire as a text-book in the

department, but the committee of the Academic Board reported

against it March i, 1842, on the ground that its st^de had

not sufficient variety', being only an enumeration of militarv

events, and that it presupposed on the part of the student too

great a knowledge of militar}- matters and extensive read-

ing; that literary works best possess the qualifications for

studying a language.

In 1849 ^ verb book (Bolmar's) was adopted and used until

1872, which, from its clear and systematic arrangement and

explanation of French verbs, both regular and irregular, greatly

facilitated the instruction in that difficult subject.

In addition to the text-book used as a grammar, Agnel's

Elementary and Practical French Tabular System was adopted
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in 1S59 and used until December 14, 1SS3, when it was dis-

continued on account of being out of print. This most valu-

able and useful text-book, entireh- original in method and

scope, was de\'ised and written by Professor H. R. Agnel, then

head of the department. It had for its object the methodical

classification of the defining words of the language, the import-

ant subject of the place and order of personal pronouns, a

scheme of derivation for the ready use of regular and irregular

verbs, the use of the past tenses of the indicative, the differ-

ence between French and English prepositions, the use of the

subjunctive mood, and a course of idioms; the whole so framed

as to harmonize with the portion of the grammar rules and

exercises studied simultaneously with the tables during the

whole course of instruction. Each table as successiveh' studied

was written out on the blackboard by the Cadet from memory,
recited upon and explained b}- him thoroughlv in all its bear-

ings. The practical exercises for each table, arranged in the

form of question and answer, were translated into French and

written out in exercise books by the Cadet while studying in

quarters. These exercise books were then given to the in-

structor of the section, who corrected the exercises and returned

the book to the Cadet. From 1S72 these exercises were written

upon the blackboard during recitation and recited upon orall}-.

After the introduction of the tabular system the Cadets

when writing a French verb were required to write in addition

its primitive tenses.

After Professor Andrews became head of the department,

February 28, 1871, man}- changes were made in the text-

books previoush' used, their places being supplied b}- those

of more modern date and of better adaptation to the require-

ments of the course. These changes are shown in the table

given below. The methods of instruction were made more

uniform throughout the classes undergoing instruction. Great

thoroughness was required of the Cadets in their comprehen-

sion of the grammatical principles and rules, of the construc-

tion of the language, and accuracy in their explanation and

application thereof. An accurate and natural English trans-

lation was required in translating from the reader, accuracy
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was exacted in pronunciation and clearness in enunciation,

and the average acquirement of the Language by the Cadets

was considerably increased, especially in the sections below

the first.

As previousl}' stated, the exercises in the tabular system

from 1872 were no longer written in exercise books, but were

written upon the blackboard during recitation and explained

and recited upon orally, thus giving more practice in pro-

nunciation and a better opportunity to verify the Cadet's

comprehension of the subject. The method of examination

was also changed. Previous to January, 1S73, the examina-

tions in French were oral, each Cadet at examination being

given a subject in grammar to explain and illustrate upon

the blackboard, and also being required to read in French

and translate orally a portion of the course in reading studied

during the preceding term. From the January examination,

1873, the examination in grammar and in the tabular system

(as long as that text-book was used) was made written. The

examination in reading remained oral.

The following table gives the text-books used in the departmeiU of

the French language until June 30, 18S2:

Text-bcx)ks.

1803-1820

1841

1848

Masson's French Grammar; Masson's French Reader.

Third class.

Exercises in Wonostrocht's
French Grammar; The Po-
etry" of the Lecteur Fran-
cais; Voltaire's Charles
XII; Gil Bias. Vols. II, III.

IV.

Berards French Grammar*
Voltaire's Charles XII; Gil
Bias, Vols. II. III. IV.

I^evizac's French Grammar;
Berard's Le?ons Fran-
daises; Gil Bias, Vols. II.

Ill, IV; Murray's English
Reader (used in first sec-
tion only).

I^evizac's French Grammar;
Berard's I^e^ons Fran-
5aises; Voyage du Jeune
Anacharsis; Murray's Eng-
lish Reader.

I,e Brethons Guide to the
French Language; Chap-
sals Lcyons et Jlod^lesde
Litt^rature Fran5aise.

Fourth class.

Wonostrocht's French Gram-
mar; Lecteur Frangais; Gil
Bias, Vol. I.

Berard's French Grammar;
Berard's Le9ons Fran-
daises; Gil Bias. Vol. I.

Levizac's French Grammar;
Berard's Legons Fran-
daises; Gil Bias. Vol. I.

Lcvizac's French Grammar;
Berard's Le9ons Fran-
daises; Voyage du Jeune
Anacharsis.

Le Brethons Guide to the
French Language; Be-
rard's Lemons Fran9aises.

Not known when these
books were first used or
when discontinued, but
known that they were
used in 1S14.

Wonostrocht's Grammar
and the Lecteur Franyais
discontinued between 1820

and 1S32. the exact year
not known.

The exact year when
adopted not known.

Gil Bias discontinued Sep-
tember 27, 1S41: Murray's
Reader adopted April 7.

1S40.

Voyage du Jeune Anachar-
sis adopted September 27.

Le Brelhon adopted Sep-
tember I. 1S47; Chapsal
adopted August 22. 1S4S.
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1849

1852

1856

1859

Text-books.

1872

1879

Third class—Continued.

Bolmars Levizac's French
Grammar and Verb Book;
Chapsal's Lemons et Mo-
deles de I^itt^rature Fran-
^aise; Rowan s Morceanx
Choisis des Autenrs Mo-
dernes.

Same, with addition of Be-
rards Lemons Fran^aises.

Bolmar s L,evizacs French
Grammar and Verb Book;
Chapsal's I^egons et Me-
ddles de Litt^rature F-faii-

^aise; Rowans Morceanx
Choisis des Anteurs Mo-
dernes.

Bolmar's Uevizac. etc.; Row-
an's Morceanx, etc; Ag*
nel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary*.

Bolmar's I.evizac. etc.; Be-
rard's I.,e9ons, etc.: Chap-
sal's I.e9ons. etc.; Rowan's
Morceanx, etc.; Agiiel's
Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's Dictionarj*.

Bolmar's Levizac. etc.; Chap-
sal's Lemons, etc.; Rowan's
Morceanx. etc.; Apnel's ,

Tabular System; Spiers I

and Surenne's Dictionary.
|

Borel's Grammaire Fran-
^aise; Reynal's Verb Book;
Rowan's Morceanx. etc.;

Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary

Keetels' Analytical and Prac-
tical French Grammar; Rey-
nal's Verb Book: BoreV's
Grammaire Fran^aise; B6-
cher's College Series of
French Plays, Vols. I and
II;Rowan'sMorceaux,etc.;
Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary'.

Keetels'AnalyticalandPrac-
tical French Grammar; Bo-
rel'sGraraniaireFran^aise;
B6cher's College Series of
French Plays, Vols. I and
II; Rowan's Morceanx, etc.;

Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary

Fourth class—Continued.

Bolmar's Levizac s French
Grammar and Verb Book;
Berard's Lemons Fran-
5aises.

Remarks.

Same, with addition of Chap-
sal's Lemons et Modeles
de Litt^rature Fran^aise;
Spiers and Surenne's
French and English Dic-
tionary. Used for refer-
ence in both classes.

Bolmar's Levizac, etc. ; Chap-
sal's Lemons, etc.; Rowan's
Morceanx, etc.. Berard's
Lemons, etc.; Agnel's Tab^
ular System; Spiers and
Surenne's Dictionan,*.

Bolmar's LeWzac, etc.; Be-
rard'5 Lecons. etc.; Ag-
nel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary.

Bolmar's Levizac. etc.; Be-
rard's Lemons, etc.; Chap-
sal's Leyons, etc.; Agnel's
Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's Dictionary-.

B6cher's Otto's French
Grammar: Reynal's Verb
Book; Bocher's French
Reader; Bocher's College
Series of French Plays.
Vols. I and II; Agnel's
Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's French Dic-
tionary-.

Keetels' Anah-tical and
Practical French Gram-
mar; Reynal's Verb Book;
Bdcher's French Reader;
Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary'.

Keetels* Analytical and
Practical French Gram-
mar; Keetels" Analytical
French Reader: Agnel's
Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's Dictiouar\*.

Bolmar's Levizac and
Rowan adopted January
16, 1849.

Spiers and Surenne's Dic-
tionary- adopted June 2.

1856. For reference.

Agnel's Tabular System
used in manuscript from
1S59. Adopted in printed
form Julv I. 1S65.

A second course of idioms
added to the tabular sys-
tem in i>;67. In third
class Bolmar's Levizac,
Chapsal and Berard's Le-
mons, etc , were discon-
tinued June 24, 1S72.

B6cher's Grammer. Read-
er, French Plays; Borel's
Grammaire anfl Revnal's
Verb Book were adopted
June 24, 1S72. B6cher's
Grammar discontinued
July 3, 1S78,

Reynal's Verb Book and
B6cher's Reader discon-
tinxied November i, iSSi.

Agnel's Tabular System
discontinued December
14, 1883.
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Department of the Spanish Langi-age.

The Secretan' of War directed, in a letter from the inspector

of the Alilitarj' Academy dated Jnly 5, 1854, that the Aca-

demic Board arrange a programme of studies for a five j^ears'

course, and observe therein certain conditions, among which

was the introduction of the Spanish language. The pro-

gramme of studies drawn up by the Academic Board in

accordance with the above instructions was subsequentl}-

approved b}^ the Secretary of War and went into operation

September i, 1854. The Spanish language as one of the

courses of instruction at the Militar}- Acadeni}- therefore

dates from September i, 1S54.

Previous to this date, however, it appears that there had

been some thought of introducing the study of this language.

A letter from the Superintendent of the Military Academy,

dated Januarj- 28, 1824, to the inspector of the Academy

acknowledges the receipt of a letter from the latter, in which

it was stated that the authorities at Washington proposed to

add to the Academic Board two professors lor teachers) of the

Spanish language. In his reply the Superintendent states

that the objection to the introduction of the language was the

lack of time, unless some studies were dropped.

Although the Spanish language as a part of the course of

studies dates from September i, 1S54, yet from the fact that

in the arrangement of studies it was put in the third year

(third class), instruction in it did not begin until September

I, 1856.

From September i, 1S56, to the establishment of a profes-

sorship of Spanish by Congress Februar}- 16, 1857, and until

the appointment of a professor, the instruction in that lan-

guage was placed under charge of the professor of the French

language, who was styled the professor of French and

Spanish, and the department was styled the department of

French and Spanish.

The act of Congress approved February 16, 1857, provided

that "there shall be appointed at the ]\Iilitary Academy, in

addition to the professors authorized by the existing laws, a

professor of Spanish."
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Under the provisions of this act, Patrice De Janon was
appointed professor of Spanish Jul}- i, 1S57. With the excep-

tion of the period from September 16, iS63,to March 4, 1865,

during which he was out of serv'ice, Professor De Janon was
the head of the department until his retirement June 30, 1882,

when the department of Spanish was incorporated with the

department of the French language into the department of

modern languages.

Professor De Janon was the only professor of Spanish under
the above act of Congress, and his total service as head of the

department extended over twenty-three 3'ears.

From September 16, 1863, to July 27, 1864, the department

was again placed binder charge of the professor of the French
language. From July 27, 1864, to March 4, 1865, when Pro-

fessor De Janon returned, it was under charge of Capt. Edward
R. Piatt, Second United States Artiller}-, and major. United

States \'olunteers, as acting professor.

The following table gives the different heads of the depart-

ment from September i, 1S56:

Professors.

Hyacinthe R. .\gnel .

Patrice De Janon

Hyacinthe R. Agnel .

Acting professor,

Edward R. Plait

Professor.

Patrice De Janon

Term of science.

Army rank when appointed.

Professor of French Sept. 1,1856

.Sword master J"ly ^ 1857

Professor of French
^

Sept. 16, 1863

Captain. Second Artiller>'; ma- July 27, i8<>4

jor, United States Volunteers.

Mar. 4, 1865

To-

Relieved.

Out of ser\-ice.

Relieved.

July 1, 1857

Sept. 16, 1863

July 27, 1S64

Mar. 4. 1865

June 30, 18S2 1 Retired.

Time Allotted to Instruction in the Spanish

Language.

When the instruction in Spanish began, September i, 1856,

the time allotted to it in the programme of studies drawn up
and approved in 1854 for the five-3'ear course was as follows:

In the third 3'ear (third class), recitations of one hour each

from II a. m. to i p. m., alternating with French, from Sep

tember to Januar}-; dail}' recitations of one hour each from
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II a. m. to I p. m. from Januan- to June; being a total of

about 170 recitations.

When the change from the five-year course to one of four

years finally took effect, September i, 1S61, the time allotted

to Spanish in the new arrangement of studies was as follows:

In the fourth ^-ear (first class), recitations of one hour each

from II a. m. to i p. m., alternating with riding, from Sep-

tember to June, being a total of about no recitations. As
Spanish was changed from the third year to the fourth year,

the first class was not reached until September i, 1862; con-

sequently from September i, 1S61, to September i, 1862, no

instruction was given in Spanish.

In the modification of the arrangement of the course of

studies caused by discontinuing English studies, which went

into effect September i, 1867, instruction in Spanish was

changed from the fourth j^ear (first class) to the second 3'ear

(third class), and the following allotment of time was made:

In the second year (third class) recitations of one hour each

from II a. m. to i p. m., alternating with French, from

September to June, being a total of about no recitations.

In the rearrangement of the course of studies made neces-

sary- by the restoration of Engish studies in 1877, instruction

in Spanish was, on the recommendation of the Academic

Board approved June 18, 1878, again changed from the sec-

ond year (third class) to the fourth ^-ear (first class), and the

following allotment of time was made: In the fourth year

(first class), recitations of one hour each, from 1 1 a. m. to i

p. m., alternating with riding from September to June, being

a total of about 1 10 recitations.

As Spanish was changed from the second ^-ear to the fourth

3^ear, the first class was not reached until September i, 1880;

consequent!}- from September i, 1878, to September i, 1880,

no instruction was given in Spanish.

This allotment of time was remaining in force June 30,

1882, when the department of Spanish was incorporated with

the department of the French language into the department

of modern languages.
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The following table gives the various changes in the allot-

ment of time to Spanish from September i, 1856

:

Recitations (one hour tach).

Num-
ber of
recita-
tions.

Prepara-
tion—time
of study at
quarters

(two hours
perlesson).

Sept. 1, 1856

Sept. 1, 1862

Sept. i.iSi

Sept. 1, 1S80

Sept. 1. 1861

Sept. 1. 1868

Sept. 1. 1880

June 30, 1882

Five years' course adopted in 1854; went into ef-
feet in Spanish September 1. 1S56. Third year
(third class), recitations from September to
January, alternating with French in forenoon;
from January to June, recitations daily in fore-
noon " "

Four years' course adopted iii 1861; went into ef-

fect in Spanish September i, 1S62. Fourth year
(first classl. recitations in forenoon, alternating
with riding

Change went into effect in Spanish September 1.

1S6S. Second year (third class), recitations iii

forenoon, alternating with French ,

Change went into effect in Spanish September i,

1880. Fourth j'ear (first class), recitations in
forenoon, alternating with riding

Instruction, Text-Books, Etc.

The instruction in Spanish followed as closel}- as possible

the same system and methods previoiisl}- described as having

been followed in the department of the French language pre-

vious to the introduction of the tabular system in 1859. The
examinations were oral and conducted in the same manner
as the examinations in French previous to 1S73. From Sep-

tember, 1857, to September, 1858, the professor had no assist-

ants and was the onl}- instructor in the department. The
large sections necessitated thereb)' made it impracticable to

give each Cadet the requisite amount of individual instruction

and practice. From 1858 assistants were pro\ided.

The requirements of the course in Spanish until the absorp-

tion of the department June 30, 1882, were as follows: Span-

ish grammar; reading and writing Spanish ;
translating (from

text and orally) English into Spanish and Spanish into

English.
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The following table gives the text-books used in the depart-

ment until June 30, 1882:

i»56

1858

1862

1S65

1868

1874

188

1

iS8z

Text-hooks.

Third class (third year), Jesse's Grammar; Reiner Adopted June 2. iSs6. Romtrr and Ca-
and Camacho's Spanish Reader; ollendorff'sOral macho's Readerdiscontinvied July t6,

Method as applied to Spanish by Velazquez. 1S5S.

Jesse's Grammar; Morales's Progressive Spanish Morales's Reader adopted July 16. 1858.
Reader; Ollendorff's Oral Method, etc. Jesse's Grammar discontinued Sep-

tember I, 1874.
First class, same as above.

Same; Seoane's Neuman and Haretti's Spanish Die- For reference.
tionary.

Third class, same as above.
1

Vingut's Guide to Spanish and English; OUenderfF's
|

Oral Method, etc.; Morales's Reader; Seoaue. etc.
j

First class, same as above.

Vingut's Guide to Spanish and English; OUendorfT's
Oral Method, etc.; Morales's Progressive Spanish
Reader; Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Spanish
Dictionary'.

English StudiEvS.

English studies were restored as a part of the course of

instruction at the AlilitarA- Academy June 26, 1877, and from

that date until June 18, 1878, were under charge of the chap-

lain and professor of history, geography, and ethics, although

the instructors therefor, with the exception of the assistant

professor of geography, history, and ethics, were taken from

the department of French. June 18, 1878, the instructiou in

English studies was placed under charge of the professor of

French, who from that date, and until the organization of the

department of modern languages, was styled the professor of

French and English studies, and the department was styled

the department of the French language and English studies.

When the instruction in English studies was transferred to

the department of the French language, June 18, 1878, the

following allotment of time was made therefor: English

studies, first year (fourth class), September to January, daily

recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., being

about 84 recitations; first year (fourth class), January to June,

recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., two days

each week, being about 40 recitations; a total of 124 recita-

tions, with a preparation of two hours' study in quarters for

each lesson, or two hundred and fortA'-eight hours. This
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allotment was in force at the organization of the department

of modern languages.

English studies from June i8, 1878, comprised instruction

in English grammar, rhetoric, and composition, and the use

and meaning of words and constructions. Hart's Rhetoric

and Abbott and Seeley's English Lessons for English People

had been used as text-books during the academic year 1877-7S.

These two books were retained, and to them was added, July

3, 1878, Whitney's Essentials of English Grammar. Abbott's

How to Write Clearly was added to the above, January 16,

1880, and was used in place of certain portions of English

Lessons for English People.

The above text-books continued in use to the date of the

organization of the department of modern languages.

The examinations were oral at Januarv and written at June.

The requirements of the course in English studies June 30,

1882, were as follows: English grammar ; rhetoric; rules and

exercises on composition ; study of words and sentences.

Departjiext of Modern Languages.

The department of modern languages at its organization,

June 30, 1 882, was made to comprise the three following

branches of instruction : ( i ) English studies ; ( 2 ) the French

language; and (3) the Spanish language.

The requirements in each branch were the same as those

previously described under the respective heads of the above

three branches.

The following table gives the respective heads of the

department from its organization to the present date:
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heads. It remained in force for all the above branches until

August 27, 1883, when the vSecretary of War approved the

recommendation of the Academic Board of March 14, 1883,

that the study of histor}- be introduced and that it be allotted

the time hitherto allotted to Spanish, from September to Janu-

arj' in the first class year.

From August 27, 1883, therefore, the allotment of time was

as follows:

English studies.—Daily recitations of one hour each, from

2 p. m to 4 p. m., September to Januar}-, fourth class 3'ear;

and two recitations per week from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., one hour

each, from Januarj- to June, same 3'ear, or 124 recitations.

Frencli language.—Three recitations per week of one hour

each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., from January to June, fourth

class year, or 60 recitations. Dail}- recitations of one hour

each, from 11 a. m. to i p. m., from September to January-,

third class year, or 220 recitations, being a total of 280

recitations.

Spanish language.—Recitations of one hour each from

II a. m. to I p. m., alternating with riding, from January to

June, first class year, or 60 recitations.

The above allotment remained in force until 1893. June 19,

1893, the Academic Board adopted a programme rearranging

the order and time of certain studies'at the Military Academj-,

which received Jul}- 30, 1893, the approval of the Secretar}-

of War for so much as related to the department of modern

languages. The allotment of time then made to the depart-

ment is the one now in force, and will be given in the

description of the present course. This new programme took

effect September i, 1S93, for English studies; January i,

1894, for the French language; March i, 1895, for the

Spanish language.

The first class, however, still continued under the previous

programme as regards time, lessons, and text-books until

June, 1896, both the third and first classes, therefore, under-

going instruction simultaneously during the years 1895 and

1896.
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The following table gives the changes in the time allotted

from June 30, 1882, exclusive of the present arrangement:

Recitations (one hour each).

June 30, 1882

I

Prepara-
, tion—time

Number < of study at
and hours,

j

quarters
(two hours
perlesson).

Sept. I, 1883

Sept. 1. 1883

Jan. I, iS

Sept. I, 1893

Jan. 1S94

Jan. I, 1884 Mar. i. 1895

Knglish studies: First year (fourth class).
recitations daily in afternoon. September
to Januarj*; Januarv to June, two recita-
tions per week iti afternoon

French language: First year (fourth class),
January- to June, three recitations per week
m afternoon

Second year (third class), September to June,
daily recitations in forenoon

Spanish language: Fourth year (first class),
September tojune. alternatingwith riding,
in forenoon

English studies: First year (fourth class),
recitations daily in afternoon. September to
Januan--; January- to June, two recitations
per week in afternoon

French language: First year (fourth class),
January- to June, three recitations per week
in afternoon

Second year (third class ). September to Janu-
ary', daily recitations in forenoon

Spanish language: Fourth year ( first class),
January to June, recitatfons in forenoon,
alternating with riding

124
j

124

60 1

280
220

no no

124

60

124

280 '

60 60

24S

560

220

248

Instruction, Text-Books, Etc.

From the organization of the department, June 30, 1882,

to the reorganization of the course of studies therein, July 30,

1893, the instruction in English studies and the French lan-

guage followed the same methods as previously used, and
which are described above under those heads. The same text-

books in English studies and the French language remained

in use, with the exception that Agnel's Tabular System was
discontinued December 14, 1883, on account of having gone

out of print. Its place was supplied during this period b}*

selecting for each lesson an exercise selected from the French
Reader. This exercise was given to the Cadets in English

and was required to be written in French upon the blackboard,

recited upon, and explained. On the introduction of new
text-books in 1S93, this practice was discontinued. Rowan's
Morceaux Choisis was also discontinued in 18S5, and its place

supplied by Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction.

In Spanish the former text-books ( Vingut's Guide to Span-

ish, Ollendorff's Oral Method by Velazquez, and Morales's

Spanish Reader) were discontinued December 8, 1883, and

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 22
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their place supplied by the introduction of Knapp's Spanish

Grammar and Knapp's Modern Spanish Readings. The
latter were text-books of more modern date and were better

adapted to the requirements of the course. Thoroughness

and accurac}' were required in recitations, both in grammer
and in reading, and the system and method of instruction

were made to harmonize with the system and method fol-

lowed in English studies and in French.

The method of examination in English studies and in

French remained during this period the same as before the

organization of the department of modern languages, that is

to sa}', as follows

:

English studies.—January' examination, oral; June exami-

nation, written.

French.—All examinations, both oral and written.

In Spanish all examinations were both oral and written,

from and including that of January-, 1883.

The following table gives the different text-books used in

the department until July 30, 1893:

From—
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The Present Course (1896).

The department of modern langnages at the present time

comprises the following branches of study, taught in the fol-

lowing order and with the following allotment of time

:

First. English studies. Taught in first year (fourth class)

from September to January, with daily recitations of one hour

each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., and with a total of 84 recitations.

Second. The French language. Taught in first 3'ear

(fourth class) from January to June, with dail}- recitations of

one hour each, from 2 p. ni. to 4 p. m., with 100 recitations;

in second year (third class) from September i to ]\Iarch i,

with daih" recitations of one hour each, from 1 1 a. m. to i

p. m., with 142 recitations, or a total number of recitations in

the French language of 242.

Third. The Spanish language. Taught in second year

(third class) from Alarch i to June, with dail}- recitations of

one hour each, from 11 a. m. to i p. m., with a total of 78

recitations.

ENGLISH STUDIES.

The requirements of the course in English studies, as given

in the academic regulations of 1894, are as follows: Rhetoric;

rules and exercises on composition ; study of words and sen-

tences ; stud}' of synonyms
; history of the English language

;

histor}' of English literature.

From the above requirements and the authorized text-books,

the course in English studies is divided into the following

subjects

:

1. Rhetoric; study and use of words ; rules and exercises in

composition.

2. Study of synonyms.

3. History of the English language and literature.

TEXT- BOOKS.

The text-books adopted, with the date of their adoption, for

the course in English studies are given below in the order in
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which they are used. The order and numbers correspond to

the order and numbers of the subjects given above:

1. ^^'ill^ams^s Rhetoric and Composition, adopted Jul}- 30,

1893; Abbott's How to Write Clearly, adopted Januar}^

16, 18S0.

2. Smith's Synonyms Discriminated, adopted July 30, 1893.

3. Meiklejohn's English Language, adopted July 30, 1S93.

BOOKS OF REFERENCE.

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words, adopted Juh' 30,

1S93; Smith's Synonyms Discriminated, adopted July 30,

1893; Webster's Dictionary.

The abo^•e books of reference are used as such throughout

the entire course of the three languages taught in the depart-

ment. Webster's Dictionarj- is furnished to the Cadets not

mereh' for use in their language studies, but for use during

their entire four j-ears at the Academ}^

THP: FRENCH L.\NGU.A.GE.

The requirements of the course in French, as given in the

academic regulations of 1S94, are as follows: Grammar; read-

ing and writing French ; stud}- and use of idioms ; military

terms ; translating (from text and orally) English into French

and French into English ; study of English synonyms.

The instruction in French is divided into the following

courses

:

1. First course: First year (fourth class), January to June,

daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.,

with 100 recitations.

2. Second course: Second year (third class), September to

January, daily recitations of one hour each, from 1 1 a. m. to

I p. m., with 102 recitations.

3. Third course: Second year (third class), January to

March i, daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4

p. m., with 40 recitations.

THE FIRST COl-RSE.

One hundred lessons ; 66 advance, 34 review, the proportion

between advance and review varying in diflferent text-books.
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Text-books.—De Peiflfer's French Pronunciation, adopted

July 30, 1893; Keetels' Analytical and Practical French

Grammar, adopted July 3, 187S; Castarede's Treatise on the

Conjugation of French Verbs, adopted July 30, 1893;
Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, Vol. I, adopted

in 18S5; Bocher's College Series of French Plays, Vol. II,

adopted June 24, 1872.

Books of yefcrcHCc.—Spiers and Surenne's F'rench Pro
nouncing Dictionary, adopted June 2, 1856.

SECOND COURSE.

One hundred and two lessons ; 68 advance, 34 review, the

proportion between advance and review varying in different

text-books.

Text-books.—Castarede's Treatise on the Conjugation of

French ^^erbs; Borel's Grammaire Francaise, adopted June

24, 1872; Hennequin's Lessons in Idiomatic French, adopted

Jul}- 30, 1893; Bocher's College Series of French Plays, Vol.

II; Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, A'ol. II,

adopted in 1885; Revue Alilitaire de I'Etranger, six months'

subscription each year, adopted Julv 30, 1893.

Books of reference.—De Peiffer's French Pronunciation;

Spiers and Surenne's French Pronouncing Dictionar}-.

THIRD COURSE.

Fort}- lessons ; all advance, no review.

Text-books.—Castarede's Treatise on the Conjugation of

French Verbs; Edgren's Compendious French Grammar,
adopted July 30, 1893; Hennequin's Lessons in Idiomatic

French; Roemers Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, A'olume

II; Revue Militaire de I'Etranger; Monday Daily Figaro,

three months' subscription each 3'ear, adopted July 30, 1893.

Books of rcferoice.—De Peiffer's French Pronunciation;

Spier and Surenne's French Dictionary.

THE SPANISH LANGU.\GR.

The requirements of the course in Spanish, as given in

the Academic Regulations of 1894, are as follows: Grammar;
reading and writing Spanish; translating (from text and
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orally) English into Spanish and Spanish into English;

stndv of English s^-nonyms.

There is one continuous course of 78 lessons; 52 advance,

26 review, the proportion var3'ing in different text-books.

Text-books.—Knapp's Spanish Grammar, used as verb

book and for pronunciation, adopted December 8, 1S83;

Monsanto and Languellier's Spanish Grammar, adopted July

30, 1893 ; Mantilla's Spanish Reader, No. 3, adopted Jul}- 30,

1893; Eco de Madrid, adopted July 30, 1893; Knapp's Span-

ish Readings, adopted December 8, 1S83.

Books of reference.—Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Span-

ish Dictionary, adopted in 1865.

Orgaxiz.\tiox of the Department. .

The department, as now organized, comprises the professor

of modern languages, head of the department, and seven

assistants, who are officers of the Ami}- that have been

detailed for such dut}-. The two senior assistants are b}-

rank assistant professor of the French language and assistant

professor of the Spanish language, respectivel}-. As two

classes (third and fourth) are undergoing instruction dail}- in

the department, each one of the assistants has assigned to

hini for instruction three sections, either one section of the

third class and two sections of the fourth class or two sec-

tions of the third class and one section of the fourth class.

The assistant professor of French is the principal assistant

as far as relates to the instruction of the fourth class, and the

first and last sections in that class are assigned to him for

instruction in addition to the section assigned to him in the

third class. The assistant professor of Spanish has similar

duties assigned to him in the third class, having the first and

lust sections thereof, as a rule, in addition to the section in

the fourth class. The senior of the two assistant professors

is a member of the academic board and examining committee,

for the purpose of examining Cadets, arranging them in order

of merit, and determining the proficienc}- or deficiency in

ever}^ branch of stud}- in the department.
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The various duties of the head of the department and his

assistants are as given in Article \', Academic Regulations

of 1S94.

THE RECITATION.

The section rooms are the same in size and form as those

used in the other departments of instruction at the Military-

Academy.

THE RECITATION IN ENGLISH STUDIES.

In English studies as many members of the sections are

assigned subjects for recitation at the blackboard as the size

of the section will permit, reserving one member, and some-

times two, for questions on the lesson of the da}- or on the

lesson of the preceding day. Each Cadet, when his name is

called, takes his place in the center of the room facing the

instructor, and standing at attention receives his enunciation.

He then goes to the particular blackboard assigned to him by
the order in which his name was called to receive an enuncia-

tion or subject of recitation, the first Cadet called taking the

first blackboard to the right of the instructor on the side of

the room opposite the latter, the others following in consecu-

tive order from right to left. Immediatel}- upon arriving at

his proper blackboard the Cadet writes his name in the upper

right-hand corner and under his name the number indicating

the order in which he received his enunciation. He then

proceeds to put upon the blackboard the work called for b}^

his subject. He is not permitted to write out the subject-

matter of his recitation, but is required to write the diflferent

heads thereof in the form of a s^•nopsis showing their relation

to one another, and is required to make the explanation orally.

At each recitation one member of the section is required to

write a synopsis of the lesson of the day and another member
to write a s^-nopsis of the lesson of the preceding day. When
the Cadet is ready for recitation he indicates it b^- taking the

pointer in his hand and standing at the blackboard facing

the instructor. Until the first Cadet is called upon to recite
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at the blackboard the time has been occupied in question-

ing those members of the section who were not sent to the

blackboard.

When a Cadet at the blackboard is called upon to recite,

he first gives from memory the enunciation of his subject in

the exact words in which he received it, and then proceeds to

explain and illustrate the subject bv the knowledge of it that

he has obtained by his own stiid}-. If his recitation be

entireh" satisfactory in every respect, he is then told that it is

sufficient, and takes his seat. If not so, the instructor then

goes over the subject until, b}- explanation and question, the

Cadet understands it.

The work upon the blackboard, including the Cadet's name
and number, is required to be written neatlv and spelled and

punctuated correctly. In the case of illustrative examples

and exercises for correction, the whole work, of course, is put

upon the blackboard.

THE RECITATION IX FRENCH.

The preliminaries up to and including the questions on the

lesson of the daj- are the same as in English studies. At
each recitation, immediateh' after the preliminar}- questions,

a portion of the time, not to exceed ten minutes from the

entrance of the section, and limited, if possible, to five minutes

therefrom, is employed for pronunciation exercises and
practice.

Each Alonday, in the third-class course, this time is

employed in dictation exercises, the papers being subse-

quently corrected and marked by the instructor, and the

mark given therefor combined with their mark on the recita-

tion of the day.

Immediately after this daily practice in pronunciation the

recitation proper begins. The members of the section are

called i:p in order, and, with the exception of three or four

who are reserved for recitations in reading, are given subjects

for recitations at the blackboard. These subjects contain

grammatical principles to be explained and illustrated and
themes and exercises connected therewith, or idioms and
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exercises thereon; each siibject, however, always requires a

tense of a verb to be written on the blackboard in addition to

the subject-matter proper. Until the first recitation at the

blackboard the time is emploA-ed in the recitations in reading

b}' those Cadets who were not sent to the blackboard. After

these Cadets have completed their recitation in reading, they

are required to write a \-erb on the blackboard. The recita-

tion at the blackboard is similar in form to that in English
studies, except that the subject-matter is all put upon the

blackboard, with the exception of explanations.

The recitation in reading is conducted as follows:

1. The Cadet, standing in the center of the room and fac-

ing the instructor, reads aloud a portion of the French text

as an exercise in pronunciation.

2. He then translates literallv or freely, as may be

required.

3. The book is then closed, and as an exercise in ear train-

ing portions of the French text that he has read, or, when
more advanced, portions of French text that he has not read,

are read aloud to him by the instructor, the Cadet being

required to give, as well as possible, the English translation

of what he hears.

In order to counteract the pernicious habit of guessing at

the sense without an accurate knowledge of the meaning of

each word, and also in order to accustom the Cadet to the

order of the words in French (differing so much from the

order in English), translations strictly literal are required for

the first twenty les.sons in reading. After that free transla-

tions will be given, the instructor, however, whenever deemed
necessar}^ ascertaining that the Cadet understands thoroughly

the literal translation.

Reading at sight is practiced whenever time is available.

THE RKCITATIOX IX SPANISH.

This recitation is conducted in the same manner and by

the same methods as in French.

All recitations are marked on the following scale: 3,

thorough; 2.5, good; 2, indifferent; 1.5, bad; i, ver}- indiffer-

ent; o, complete failure.
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The different sections in the two classes, var\-ing in num-

ber from 1 7 to 20 and 2 1 , are \-isited by the head of the depart-

ment, when practicable, at least once each week.

Review of Present Course (1896).

In the course of instruction as at present arranged in the

department the three languages taught follow one another in

succession; each language (English, French, Spanish) is taken

lip and completed before the succeeding one is begun, and no

two languages are studied simultaneous!}' b}- the same class.

By being placed, according to the programme of studies,

entirely in the first two 3'ears at the Academy (fourth and

third classes), the}- are taught in combination with but one

other branch of study, mathematics, thereby affording not

onl}- the natural and best correlation of studies for mental

training during those years, but also the best opportunity for

acqiiirement.

ENGLISH STUDIES.

As the Cadets of the Military Acadeni}- are destined to be

officers of the Arm}-, the primary aim of their instruction in

rhetoric and composition is to give them such information,

instruction, and training as wdll enable them to express them-

selves clearly and plainly, so that their meaning can not be

mistaken, and that it be expressed in the most clear and

forcible way. The course in rhetoric and composition is

therefore prepared with this aim in \iew. It comprises the

essential principles of punctuation, of the selection and right

use of words, of the construction of sentences and the errors

to be avoided therein, the principles of paragraphing, the

outlining of subjects of composition, the effect and use of

figures, and the forms to be observed in letters. All of these

are supplemented bv examples for practice in application.

As regards oral expression, it is known that errors therein

are prevalent among Cadets, though it is doubtful whether

they are more so than throughout the countr}- or among stu-

dents elsewhere. Certainly the Cadets are fair representa-

tives of the average youth of the various schools throughout

the United States. It is simply more noticeable to visitors
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here on account of the greater opportunit}- the latter have,

from the examinations and recitations, of hearing those errors.

Be this as it ma}-, it is of course desirable to correct as far

as possible these errors in oral expression. But it must be

borne in mind that the}- are the result of acquired habit, and

can be changed only by another acquired habit. This last

can come only by persistent and constant correction of those

errors of speech whenever and wherever they are heard in all

branches of study. Mere knowledge given to the Cadet of

these errors is not sufficient to eradicate them ; correction of

these errors during a recitation of an hour in one branch of

study is not sufficient to eradicate them. Daily and constant

correction everywhere is the onl}- renied}-.

A knowledge of the exact and precise meaning of the words

to be used is of great value, and some instruction in the dis-

tinction of synonyms is desirable. It is thought, however,

that consecutive lessons on this subject alone for a definite

time as a separate division of English studies would not produce

the best results. The knowledge would soon be forgotten by

the introduction of new matter. Moreover, any such number

of synonyms as would necessarily be given for a single lesson

would require considerable time for their proper study. It is

believed that the best practical results are obtained by assign-

ing daily one word and its synonyms (learned from Smith's

Synonyms Discriminated) from October i of the fourth-class

year until the end of the entire language course—that is,

June of the third-class year. The labor required daily to

learn one word and its synonyms is a trifling addition to that

required for the study of the lesson of that day, and by

extending the study over the entire language course the

habit of discrimination, resulting from studying 380 syno-

nyms, would, it is hoped, be acquired.

The course in the history and historical elements of the Eng-

lish language and in its literature, though short, fulfills an

object of considerable importance, namely: It not only gives

information and knowledge such as those having the position

of officers of the Army should possess, but it is also intended

to be suggestive of different courses of reading that the Cadet

could follow with interest and advantage.
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THE FRENCH LAN(U'AGE.

Immediately after the completion of English studies the

study of the French language is begun in January, fourth-

class 3'ear, and extends over 242 dailj' recitations from that

time until i^Iarch i, third-class 3'ear, being divided b}- exami-

nations into the course from January to June, fourth class;

September to January-, third class; and Januar\' to Alarch i,

third class, called the first, second, and third courses, respec-

tively.

THE FIRST COrRSE.

As regards pronunciation, the aim of the instruction through-

out all the courses is to make the Cadet acquire, b}- knowledge

and practice, the ability to pronounce accuratel}' each word, to

acquire a thorough knowledge of all the principles and sounds

of sentence accentuation, and in practice to be fairly able to

give the sentence accentuation correcth'. Ease in word pro-

nunciation and ease and correctness in sentence accentuation

can be acquired only b\' fluency of speech. Fluenc-\- of speech

in a foreign language can be acquired only by habitual use of

it by one person b}' association with another using the lan-

guage or b}- residence where it is spoken. In the entire course

in French, consisting of 242 recitations or hours of practice,

the sections number ten members, and frequently a greater

number. This gives little more than twenty-four hours' prac-

tice in pronunciation for each Cadet during the entire course.

The same conditions to a greater or less extent prevail in all

institutions where a foreign language is necessaril}' taught in

the class room, and it is for that reason that the power to speak

with even moderate fluency a foreign language can not be and

never has been acquired in a class room.

As the majority of the Cadets when they begin the stiuh- of

French have no previous knowledge of the language, the first

two lessons in the course are given solely to pronimciation.

Lessons are assigned in the text-book on pronunciation, upon
which the Cadets recite as well as receive information and
example from the instructor. After the first two lessons

instruction and practice in pronunciation are gi\en by the
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dail}- recitations and b}' the daih- pronunciation drill described

under the head of recitations.

Instruction in grammar is begun at the third lesson of the

course. In the text-book used ( Keetels' Analytical and Prac-

tical French Grammar), onl}- tlie grammatical principle and

rules, the illustrative examples thereon, and their application

in the theme are required to be learned for recitation, the oral

exercises and examples being iised for reference onl}-, except

that in each lesson the first paragraph of the oral exercises,

consisting of a few short sentences, is required to be com-

mitted to memor}', not to be put upon the blackboard, but to

be recited orally as an exercise in sentence accentuation.

It has been found by experience that for the study of the

French verb better results are obtained by using a verb book

separate and distinct from the grammar. To further aid the

stud}- of irregular verbs, a pamphlet has been prepared giving

a brief explanation of the derivation of the different verb

forms from the primitive tenses, accompanied b}- a model of

the form in which the verb must alwavs be written upon the

blackboard.

In reading, no single text-book has been found that is suit-

able for the course here, and it has been found necessar}- to

use several of them and to make suitable selections therefrom.

As much as possible, text-books without vocabularies have

been selected, as experience has proved that more French is

acquired and more French retained when the learner has to

search for the meaning of words and sentences in the diction-

ary than when he relies upon incomplete and faulty vocabu-

laries and notes in the text-book.

THE SECOND COURSE.

As a thorough and familiar knowledge of the verbs is

essential, repetition of their studv is necessary. Beginning,

therefore, at the first verb in the verb book, two verbs are

assigned to each lesson as far as the fiftieth lesson, after which

the verbs previously learned are reviewed.

Dictation exercises begin in this course, and are given

everv" Alondav. In the second course it is considered that
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the Cadet has made sufficient progress in his knowledge of

the language to admit of the introduction of a course in the

study of French idioms. The text-book used on that subject

is peculiarl}' suited, on account of the number of lessons into

which it is divided and the arrangement of the subject-matter

in each lesson, to the limitations and requirements of the

course here. The book is divided into 50 lessons, each lesson

containing two idioms with explanation, an exercise in French

exemplifying the idioms, a short theme or composition, and a

conversational exercise. Beginning with the second lesson

of the programme of lessons, one lesson in the text-book on

idioms is assigned to each lesson in the course, omitting the

French exercise and the conversation and taking onl}- the

two idioms and the theme or composition; at the fiftieth lesson

the book is completed, and the idioms are then gone over

again in 50 lessons. In the re^iew the theme or composition

and the conversation are omitted, only the two idioms and the

French exercise being required.

As the Cadet is to be an ofl&cer of the Army, the course in

the French language should give him something of a militar}^

vocabulary. The course in reading, therefore, has a certain

amount of militar}- literature. As the Cadet at this stage of

his progress has a fair acquaintance with literarj- and ever}'-

day French, it has been decided to introduce military literature

in this course, keeping it subordinate to general literature.

For this purpose one lesson per week is assigned in a French

military periodical, the Revue Militaire de I'Etranger, thus

giving in the second course 16 lessons in militar}- reading.

As it is deemed important to acquire as large a militar}-

vocabulary as possible, and as the style in militar}- literature

is generally quite simple and eas}-, the reading in the Revue

Militaire de I'Etranger is continuous without any review. This

periodical is taken b}- a six months' subscription each year,

and consequently has the advantage of dealing with current

military matters. Aloreover, in addition to the instruction it

gives in the use of the French language, the information it

gives is eminently valuable to the military student and is

likely to be remembered.
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THE THIRD COt'RSK.

This course has onh- 40 lessons, and is the final or finish-

ing course in French.

It is believed that the grammar course at this stage of the

instruction in French should be of the nature of a general

review or survey of the general and important principles of

the language, combined with some instruction in the historical

development of its various forms and constructions, the latter

instruction being adapted to the knowledge and capacitv of

the Cadet. Some knowledge of this historical development is

not only information proper for an educated man, but is

extremely useful in enabling the student to understand,

remember, and use the various forms and constructions of the

language he is studying. As best answering the above

requirements, Edgren's Grammar has been selected for this

course.

The lessons are continuous, with no review, as the \\hole

third course is of the character of a general review or siin.'ey

of the general principles of the language.

In this course the militar}' reading is made predominant.

There is also introduced a course of reading from a French

newspaper taken three months each 3'ear.

The following division is made of the different kinds of

reading during the third course: Militar}- reading from the

Revue Militaire de I'Etranger during three days of the week

;

reading in general literature during two davs of the week

;

reading at sight from a French newspaper for one da}- of the

week. The lessons in reading are continuous in all kinds of

reading, without any review.

The characteristics of the course in French are the variety

of grammatical instruction arising from the use of many
grammars—which enables the same subject to be presented

in different waj-s and which gives more benefit than se\eral

reviews in the same book—the extent and variety of the

course in reading, military reading, sight reading, the course

of idioms, and the dail}- drill in pronunciation.
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THE SPANISH LANGUAGE.

The SA-steni and methods used in the course in Spanish

follow the same lines as in French, with the exception that

there is no militar}- reading and no course of idioms, time

not being available therefor. On account of the small num-
ber of lessons, the same proficienc}- as in French can not be

attained.

A good knowledge of the forms of the verb in Spanish is

relatively of greater importance than in French, owing to

the ordinary omission of its subject. The ease and quick-

ness with which the verb in Spanish ma}- be understood and

learned depends almost entirely on the manner in which its

forms are named, explained, and presented. For these rea-

sons Knapp's Grammar has been selected as the text-book

for verbs, and also for the reason given in the course in

French that verbs are alwa3-s better learned in a verb book

separate and distinct from the grammar.

It has been found necessary to use three text-books to

answer the requirements of the course in reading. In no

other wa}' was it possible to combine the necessary- ease for

beginners with the necessary variety in vocabular}- and con-

struction, and variet}- in examples of the literature of the

language as well as its everyday speech. It is particularl}-

the case in the Spanish course here, where it is necessary to

have as miich variet}' as possible in a short period of time.

In selecting the three readers used, it has been the aim to

secure thereb}' eas}- and simple selections for the beginning

of the course in reading, good and representative examples

of modem Spanish literature, and also reading selections

that would give instruction in everyda}' speech and in the

names of the ordinary and usual objects therein mentioned.

The Eco de Madrid is used for the latter purpose.

In comparing the present course with former courses in the

three languages, the comparison must be made between dif-

ferences in arrangement of time and differences in matter

and instruction. Formerly the three languages were in three

different departments and under three different professors;

now they are all under one head. Formerly and until 1S93
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two of the three languages were taught at the same time in

the same class; now each language is taught separate^', and

the three languages follow one another in due succession—

a

great advantage over the former arrangement. In regard to

the time devoted to their stud}-, formerh- French varied from

400 recitations to 272, having once 238 recitations; now it

has 242 recitations. Formerly Spanish varied from 170 reci-

tations to 60; now it has 78 recitations. English studies

since their reintroduction in 1877 varied from 60 to 124 reci-

tations; now it has 84 recitations.

In regard to matter and instruction, English at the present

time differs from the former courses in the absence of instruc-

tion in grammar, in having a course in the history of the

language and of its literature, in allowing onl}- the heads of

a subject to be put upon the blackboard, and in requiring

s^-nopses. French differs from former courses in having a

greater variety of text-books in grammar and in reading, in

having a course of military reading, in reading from a French

newspaper, in the practice of sight reading and in reqviiring

it at all examinations from every Cadet, in having dictation

exercises, in the method of teaching pronunciation, in having

daily pronunciation drill, and in the absence of a review in

reading in the final course. Spanish differs in the greater

variety of the reading, in having sight reading, requiring it

of every Cadet at the examination, and in the method of

teaching pronunciation.

As the object and aim of the instruction at the Military

Academy give it a special character peculiarly its own, I have

found it impossible to make an}' fair comparison between the

course here and in other institutions.

The advantages of the present course are in the arrange-

ment of studies, which permits the three languages to be

studied separately without interfering with one another, and

which permits them to follow one another in due order.

The defects are, first, the short time given to Spanish;

second, the fact that the instructors are required to be versed

in three languages and are required to teach two different

languages at the same time, hearing recitations in both lan-

guages on the same day.

H. Doc. 789. 5S-2 vol I 23
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Language being so much a matter of acquired and after-

wards involuntary liabit, it is difi&cult to pass from the

atmosphere of one immediatel}' into the atmosphere of another

for the purpose of instruction.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.

Instruction in chemistry' was introduced at the Military

Academy in October, 1820. The immediate cause and man-

ner of this introduction are shown by the following letter

and order:
Military Academy,

West Point, April 26, 1820.

Dear Sir: I have just received your letter of the 20th instant and

hasten to say in reply that I am highh^ pleased with 5-our proposition to

appoint Dr. Cutbush a post surgeon and to station him at West Point,

with instructions to deliver each j'ear a course of lectures on chemistr}-.

The Cadets of the first and second classes (about 100) would be permitted

to attend, and it is probable that few would decline the opportunity. I

am of opinion that $5 from each Cadet for a .single course would be a

reasonable compensation.

The sum of $500, if necessary, may be spared from the appropriation

of the present j-ear to be applied to the purchase of chemical apparatus.

I am, sir, with great respect and esteem, your obedient and humble

servant,

S. Thayer,
Brevet Major, SupcrinteJide7it Military Acadcviy.

Dr. Joseph I,ovell,

Surgeon-General United States Army.

It thus appears that the detail of Doctor Cutbush and

consequent beginning of instruction in the department was

immediately due to the suggestion of the Surgeon-General,

Dr. Joseph Lovell. Doctor Cutbush was appointed post sur-

geon May 16, 1820, and his name appears on the Academic

Register of June, 1820, as acting professor of chemistry.

Instruction in the department was begun October 9, 1820, as

shown by the following order:

U. S. Military Academy,
West Point, A\ V., Octobers, 1820.

Post Orders.]
Dr. Cutbush, having completed his arrangements for a course of lec-

tures in chemistry and mineralogy, will deliver the introductor\- lecture

to-morrow at 12 o'clock.
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The course will be attended by the Cadets of the first aud second

classes, which will be formed into one squad and marched to the lecture

room at 12 o'clock every week day by the adjutant of the battalion or,

in his absence, by the squad marcher of the first section of the first class.

Seats will be assigned to the Cadets in such manner as to enable the

whole to see the experiments to the best advantage, after which they are

not to change seats. All officers of the post are permitted to attend the

lectures. * * *

To enable Cadet Triste, acting assistant teacher of French, to attend

the chemical lectures with his class, the fourth French section of the

fourth cla.ss is to recite for the future in the evening, and will assemble

for that purpose at the signal to return to quarters after supper.

By order: Geo. Blaney,
Lieutenant a7id Post Adjiitant.

These lectures to both classes at the same hotir did not

long continue, for the regulations of the Academy, adopted in

March, 1821, provided separate hours.

Both the first and second classes were examined in chem-

istr}^ at the January and June examinations of 182 1, and

although there is no record of an examination in mineralogy,

the first class was given a standing in this subject after the

June examination, 182 1, and it is inferred that it was also

taught to the first class dtiring the academic year 1820

and 182 1. The regulations of 1821 provided that chemistry

and mineralogy should be taught in a course of lectures and

experiments to the first and second classes at the rate of

three lectures per week to each class, accompanied with

suitable interrogatories. These lectures from the beginning

must have partaken largely of the nature of recitations, for

the classes were divided into sections. One hour (12 to i)

every other day was devoted to lecttire and interrogatory and

the same hour on the other da^-s to the study of the subject.

The instruction to the first class was at first given both in

mineralogy and applied chemistrj^; to the second class in

chemistry onl}'. Geology is first mentioned as one of the

subjects upon which the first class was examined in June,

1823. An important departure from the provisions of the

regulations was made in December, 1822, when the hotir

from II to 12 was allowed for instruction of the first class in

miueralog}', and in the spring of 1823 the same hour was

allowed for the recitations of the second class in chemistry.
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The regulations of 1825 (approved March i of that ^-ear)

contained substantial!}' the same provisions as those of 1S21

in regard to the instruction to be given in the department.

(a) INSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST CLASS.

The histor}- of the instruction to the first class in this

department may be summarized as follows

:

From 1820 to 1830, when instruction was given in both

mineralogy and applied chemistr}-, an hour each daj^ in the

week was allowed for the section-room exercises during the

entire year, but instruction was not alwa^-s continuously

given. From 1830 to 1853 the regulations of the Academy
prescribe three section-room exercises per week in mineral-

ogy and geolog}', but this number was actually held for only

about one-half the academic 3'ear upon alternate week days,

except Saturdays. The actual number of recitations or lec-

tures permitted in mineralogy and geolog}^ since 1830 has

been very nearl}' the same up to the present. There was a

slight increase in the number at the time of the changes in

1872 and 1879, but the number has varied between 45 and

55. Prior to 1830 a greater niimber of da3's was given to the

instruction of the first class in this department, but the class

then devoted time to applied chemistr}' as well as to miner-

alogy and geolog}-. The exact time devoted \>y this depart-

ment to the instruction of the first class between 1820 and

1830 can not be determined; the regulation schedule was

interfered with in many ways.

From June, 1834, to June, 1838, the stud}- of mineralogy

appears to have been suspended for lack of a suitable text-

book, though that of geology was kept up. In the autumn

of 1838 the stud}- of mineralogy was resumed, and with geol-

ogy has been annually taught since. Although but little

time was devoted to these subjects during the second term of

the academic j-ear between 1841 and 1872 (about three weeks

in Ma}'), the class was examined in the branches both in Jan-

uary and June. Since 1872 there has been only one examina-

tion (in June), all the study of the subjects pertaining to the

second term. The previous study given the subject in May
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(between 1841 and 1872) was merely a review for the June
examination.

The text-books used in mineralogj^ and geology since 1820

are as follows:

Cleveland's Treatise on Alineralogy and Geology, 1820 to

1833 or 1834.

Bakewell's Geolog}', 1833 or 1834 to June, 1841.

Lyell's Geology, 1841 and 1S42.

Dana's Mineralogy (manual), first to fifth editions, Septem-

ber, 1S39, to January, 1894.

Elementary Geology, E. Hitchcock, 1S42 to June, 1872.

Text-book of Geolog}-, Dana, 1872 to 1882.

Elements of Geology, Le Conte, 1S82 to 1896.

Elementary Lessons in IMineralogy, Tillman, 1894 to 1900.

A Description of the Common Rocks (brochure), Tillman,

used with Le Conte's Geolog}' until 1900. In 1901 Important

Minerals and Rocks, bv Tillman, replaced the last two books

of the abo\'e list.

(b) INSTRUCTION OF THE vSFXOND CLASS.

The stud}' of chemistry in the second class was introduced

October 9, 1820. The schedule for this branch of study in

this class assumed definite shape very soon after introduction,

and with onl}' a few temporary interruptions has continued

almost unchanged to the present time. Instruction in gen-

eral chemistry has from the above date been given to the

second class. For a year or two after the introdiiction of the

subject one hour ( 1 2 to i ) a day was devoted to this subject, but

in 1823 the hour from 11 to 12 was also given. From 1823 to

June, 1880, with the exception of short intervals between 1823

and 1830, recitations in chemistrs', or lectures on that subject,

have been held on alternate week days throughout the year

—

half the class reciting one day and the other half the next

—

each section attending one hour, the first hour being from 1

1

to 12 and the second from 12 to i o'clock. In the reorgani-

zation of the course for a five years' term (1854 to 1861) this

arrangement was not disturbed. After June, 1879, when

instruction in mineralogy and geology was transferred to the
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second class year, recitations in chemistry were made daily

between November i and January- i , and from the close of

the January examination to the end of the course in chem-

istr}'. The recitations were ou alternate daj-s during Sep-

tember and October. When the course in chemistry was

completed, after the Jauuar}- examination, the other subjects,

transferred to this year from the first class year, were con-

tinued until June, recitations being daily, except during the

month of April. In IMay, 1882, the schedule which appears

in the regulations of 1883 was established and is still in

operation, except that the additional subject of ph3'siology

and hygiene was introduced for the first time in 1887, a law

to that effect having been passed in 1886. From 1823 to

1880, approximately, the same allowance of time was given

to the chemical recitations and instruction of the second class.

Since 1880 there has been a slight increase, due to the

changes resulting from the transfer of mineralog}- and

geolog}' to the second class 3-ear. In this connection it should

be remembered that the term chemistrj- included electricity

from 1858 to 1880.

The text-books used in the chemical studies of the depart-

ment were the following: Henr3-'s Chemistr}-, from 1820 to

June, 1829; Turner's Chemistry, from 1829 ^o June, 1840;

Webster's Chemistrj-, from 1840 to June, 1843; Kane's

Chemistr}', from 1843 to June, 1858. During the years 1859

and i860 both Fowne's and Regnault's chemistries were

used. Fowne's Chemistr}- from February', 1858, to June,

1884 (seventh to thirteenth editions); Bloxam's Chemistr}'

from June, 1884, to 1896 (fifth to eighth editions).

Principles of Chemical Philosophy or Essential Principles

of Chemistry (Tillman) was used in conjunction with Bloxam.

In 1897 Tillman's Descriptive General Chemistry replaced

Bloxam. The subject of electricity and magnetism was first

taught in this department during the year ending June, 1858.

Miller's Physics of Chemistry was the text-book on this sub-

ject from that time until January, 1883. In Januar}', 1883,

Miller was replaced by S. P. Thompson's Elementary Lessons

in Electricity and Magnetism. This book is still used,
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having passed through several editions, the latest being that

of 1S95.

Dr. James Cutbush, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, was the

first head of the department and acting professor of chemistry

at the Academy. He served from the creation of the depart-

ment until his death, December 10, 1823. Assistant Surgeon

James G. Percival succeeded Doctor Cutbush, and was acting

professor of chemistrj-, etc., from March 4 to Jul}' 6, 1824.

Assistant Surgeon John Torrey was the acting professor from

August 25, 1824, to June 15, 1827. Doctor Torrey after-

wards filled man\' distinguished positions, among which may
be mentioned that of professor of chemistr}- and botanv in the

College of Ph3'sicians and Surgeons in New York Cit}-;

professor of chemistry at Princeton College, New Jersey;

professor of chemistry, mineralogy, and botanv at the Univer-

sity of the City of New York.

Lieut. W. F. Hopkins, Fourth Artiller}-, was acting pro-

fessor of chemistr}', etc., from June 15, 1827, to August 31,

1835. Among the positions subsequently filled b}- Professor

Hopkins may be mentioned that of professor of chemistr}- and

natural philosophy, William and Mary College, 1S49-50;

professor of natural and experimental philosophv, United

States Naval Acadeni}-, 1850 to 1859. Lieut. J. ^\^ Baile\-,

First Artiller}-, was the acting professor of chemistrv, etc.,

from August 31, 1835, to July 8, 1838. At this latter date

he was appointed professor of chemistry, mineralogy, and

geology, and occupied the position until his death, Februar}'

26, 1857. Capt. H. L. Kendrick, Second Artillerj-, was

appointed professor of chemistry-, etc., March 3, 1857, ^"^

served until December 13, 1880. Professor Kendrick, prior

to his appointment as professor, had served from September,

1835, to January, 1847, as assistant in the department to

Professor Bailey. Lieut. S. E. Tillman, Corps of Engineers,

was appointed to the professorship to succeed Professor Ken-

drick January i, 1881. At the date of his appointment

Lieutenant Tillman had served for four and a half ^-ears as

assistant in the department to Professor Kendrick and one

3'ear as assistant in the department of philosoph}-.
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The foregoing account shows the general development of

the department. There has been but little variation in the

time devoted to the subjects of the department. The list of

text-books given shows that constant effort was made to keep

abreast with the advances in the branches taught.

The most important single and distinct change in the

department since 1830 was made when all the instruction in

the department was transferred to the second-class year and

the whole placed in the morning hour, from 11 to i, for reci-

tations. This change first took effect with the second class

1879 and 1880. It allowed 25 more lesson days to the depart-

ment, gave the morning hour for all recitations, and relieved

the department from the necessit}' of conducting simulta-

neously instruction in two branches, occupjdng both morning

and afternoon, with the same set of instructors, an arrange-

ment which prevented sufficient attention to either branch.

THE PRESENT COURSE.

Since the changes as to time, made in 1S79 and 1SS2,

already referred to, the department has had 186 recitation

days; of this number 81 come before January and 105 after.

The course before January' embraces the subjects of heat

and chemistr}-; after January, phvsiolog}- and h3'giene, elec-

tricit}^, mineralogy and geolog}-. The text-books used before

Januar}^ are, Elementarj- Lessons in Heat, Tillman; Descrip-

tive General Chemistrv, Tillman.

The text-books used after January are Anatomy, Phvsiologj',

and Hygiene, Tracey ; Elementary Lessons in Electricit}' and

Magnetism, S. P. Thompson; Elements of Geolog}', Joseph

Le Conte; Important Minerals and Rocks, Tillman.

The number of recitations before the midwinter examina-

tion is 68; after this examination, 92. Lectures with experi-

mental illustrations accompany the recitations throughout

the course and are so selected and timed as to elucidate many
of the difficult points of the course and to benefit the students

as much as possible in acquiring a knowledge of the jjrinciples

of the sciences taught. There are from 25 to 28 lectures

during the year's course.
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The lectures are delivered to the entire class assembled in

the lecture room of the department. The arrangement of

lectures is such that they, in general, are delivered on the

advance course and pertain to the discussion and illustration

of principles and subjects already studied by the Cadets.

Having the lecture precede the study of the subject was tried

and found less satisfactory than the method indicated. It

frequently happens that the knowledge of the class is such

that subjects in advance of the lesson may with advantage be

dealt with; it is then done, but as a rule the lectures relate to

subjects already studied. All but a few of the lectures are

delivered during the advance lessons of the class and follow

each other in such order that the illustrations and demonstra-

tions in each may embrace, as nearl}' as possible, all the matter

studied b}- the class since the preceding lecture. There were

27 lectures during the last academic 3'ear, thus gi^•ing one

lecture for each three advance lessons of the course, there

being Si such lessons. The intervals between lectures are not,

however, imiform, so that precisely three recitations do not

always intervene between them, e\-en when no review is made.

These frequent assemblies of the class give read}- oppor-

tunity to enforce thought in the directions that the section-

room consideration show to be most desirable. They are

made the occasion of calling the attention of an}' members of

the class to subjects, principles, etc., that need more study.

While the main object of the lectures is to illustrate and

elucidate the principles and facts of the text, they are taken

advantage of to convey much useful information—scientific,

historical, and othewise—in the effort to show the breadth of

the sciences taught, their relations to other branches of

knowledge, and to give to the study a real meaning and create

a living interest in the Cadets.

Before the midwinter examination tl:e members of the

class who have made sufficient progress are given a course of

"chemical manipulation" in the laboratory during the month
of November. This laboratory experience was first under-

taken in November, 1900. Up to the present time about

three-fourths of each class have been given the laboratory
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course. After the midwinter examination the entire class is

given practical work in the electrical laboratorj- during the

month of April.

The full coiirse comprises

—

CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

Chemistr^• : Chemical philosopln- ; inorganic chemistr}-

—

chemistry of the nonmetallic elements and their compounds,

chemistry of the metallic elements and their compounds, iise-

ful applications of the principles of inorganic chemistr}-;

organic chemistry—chemistr}- of the carbon compounds,

animal chemistry, chemistr}- of vegetation, useful applications

of the principles of organic chemistry
;
physiology, hygiene,

action of alcohol and narcotics on the human system.

Chemical physics : Heat—thermometry, dilation of bodies,

calorimetrv, production and condensation of vapors, latent

heat, hvgrometrv, conduction, radiation, relation between heat

and light, thermo-dynamics, terrestrial temperatures, aerial

meteors, aqueous meteors; electricity—frictional electricity,

sources of electricitA-, magnetism, current electricity, electro-

statics, electro-magnetics, electrical measurements, heat, light,

and work from electric currents, thermo-electricity, electro-

optics, magneto-electricitv, electro-chemistry, construction and

use of apparatus illustrating and involving the principles of

the foregoing subjects, useful applications of electricity.

]\Iineralogv : Crvstallographv, physical and chemical prop-

erties of minerals, practical determination and use of minerals,

descriptive mineralogv and petrograph}-.

Geology: Dvuamical, structural, and historical, with special

reference to the United States.

TIME FOR STUDY.

The Academic Regulations up to 1S53 prescribed that "the

daily allowance of time for the class studies shall not be less

than nine hours, nor more than ten." The present regulations

of the Academy make about the same amount of time available

for class studies, as will be seen from the following consider-

ations: The working day of the Cadets begins at reveille
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(5.45 a. m.) and ends at taps ( 10 p. m.), embracing 165-4 hours.

One hour of this time ma}- be considered as unavailable for

purel}' personal reasons, leaving 15^ hours. Of this time

each day, except Saturdays and Sunda3-s, the class is in the

section room 3 '2 hours, which must be classed as stud}- time;

2 hours of the da}- are devoted to meals, which leaves 9^ hours

of the day. Assuming 2 hours for militar}- exercises and i^
hours for other recreation, exercise, or rest, there is left 6

'4

hours for application to the studies of the second class outside

the section room.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT AND DUTIES OF THE
PERSONNEL.

The personnel of the department consists of the professor

and the requisite number of instructors, a civilian emplovee,

and an enlisted attendant.

The professor is, by the academic regulations, made respon-

sible for the mode of conve)'ing instruction in his department.

He prepares and delivers the lectures that pertain to the

course, and with the aid of the instructors and emplo3-ee he

arranges for the illustrations and experiments that accom-

pany them. He arranges and prescribes all the lessons

during each term, this tedious duty being often necessarj^

owing to a change of text-books or the date of lectures. He
constanth' supervises and assists in the instruction b}- fre-

quent visits to the section rooms, and is alwa3-s read}' to

replace any instructor who may be sick or detailed to other

duty. He makes constant effort to have the aims and objects of

the department thoroughly understood by the instructors, has

frequent interviews with them as the course progresses to this

end ; invites suggestions and discussion from them, individu-

ally and collectively, toward the accomplishment of better

results. He sees that the same general methods are followed

by all the instructors. To this end it is found very bene-

ficial to have a new instructor present at two or more recita-

tions before he is required to conduct them. The professor,

aided by instructors, endeavors to keep note of the most

important publications pertaining to the department, and
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secures them by purchase as the funds warrant. With the

same assistance he watches some of the best technical and

scientific journals and attempts to provide the department w'ith

the best, new, and approved apparatus that the funds of the

department will purchase, and which can be made useful with

available facilities.

In nearly all the duties enumerated as pertaining to the

head of the department much assistance is derived from

the instructors, and it is the settled purpose of the head of

the department to give the instructors every opportunity and

encouragement to aid in its development.

Until 1902 each instructor had charge of two sections, one

reciting from 11 to 12, the other from 12 to i. In 1902 each

instructor was given three sections, one of which recited from

10 to II. This arrangement became necessary because of

the large size of the class.

The instructors are required to be present in the depart-

ment by 9.30 a. m., and as a rule are there much before that

time. The senior instructor, or assistant professor, is required

to make out a programme for each day's recitation, selecting

the matter to be given out at the board, that for questions, and

the problems to be solved. All the other instructors use this

programme, so that entire uniformity is observed as to the

matter recited upon each day, and the experience of the senior

instructor is made use of to select it. This programme is the

same for all the sections in the same half of the class, but

a difference is often made between the two halves. Each

instructor is required to ha\e everything in perfect readiness

in his room when the section enters. The problems given

out the previous day must be corrected and read}- for return

to the section. He must see that any chemicals, specimens,

or apparatus required in the room for the day are upon the

exhibit table.

An}' drawings upon the board or other work that he may
need for the explanation of the lesson of the da}', or of the

previous da}-, must be in readiness. The assistant professor is

charged with the accounts of purchases, expenditures, etc., and

the inventorying of the new property. Included under the
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above duties are many details, too numerous to mention in

full.

The civilian emplo3'ee has much occupation in the prep-

aration for lectures, getting in readiness the necessar}- appa-

ratus, preparing the agents, and in removing the material

afterwards. He is at the ser\-ice of an}- of the instructors in

assisting to suppl}- the exhibit of specimens, apparatus, etc.,

required in each section room, and in removing such exhibit

after use, and in replacing it in the proper storage case.

During the instruction in mineralogy and geologj- he

keeps all the working stands and the reagent stands of the

different section rooms properl}' supplied with chemicals,

apparatus, and material, removing that used and replacing it

by fresh—a very onerous task. With the enlisted attendant

he keeps the various rooms of the department well policed.

They both also have important duties in the power and

battery rooms in connection with the electrical part of the

course.

ORAL RECITATIONS.

When the section enters and the marcher has made his

report the instructor inquires if there are any questions the

section wish to ask about the lesson. If there be anv, as

is very frequently the case, the}- are answered as clearly as

possible. When the section has nine men the order of

recitation is as follows: After all questions are answered,

five of the members are assigned subjects for discussion or

description at the board.

The enunciations of the subjects at the board are printed

and bound in pamphlet form. The instructor directs Mr.

A, B, C, D, and E to discuss at the board subjects 20, 21, 23,

24, and 25, taking them in the order named, the numbers of

the subjects being already written upon the boards. Each

Cadet called writes his name upon the board containing the

number of his subject. He uses one of the enunciation

pamphlets in preparing for his recitation.

The enunciation calls the Cadets' attention to the important

points of the subject, but does not give information upon
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them. He is permitted to write out under each term of the

enunciation such knowledge as he has acquired in regard

thereto and is then read^' for recitation. While being per-

mitted to write upon the board the substance of his recita-

tion, each Cadet is encouraged to outline the matter diagram-

maticalh' and onh' so full}' as is necessary to bring readily

to mind what he wishes to sa}', and then to bring out the

details orallj- instead of b}- writing out the whole upon the

board. The Cadets are supplied with the enunciation pam-

phlets and have the use of them in their study at their

rooms. This greatl}- assists most Cadets, serving to call

attention to the principal and essential points of the subjects

studied. When the instructor has sent the proper number of

Cadets to the board he assigns to two others sets of problems

involving principles already- studied. These two proceed

at once to the solution of their problems.

The simplicit}' of the problems, of course, depends upon

the progress of the course, becoming more complex as prin-

ciples are acquired in greater number.

The remaining two members of the section not yet men-

tioned are called ixp and take their position in the center of

the room and are questioned by the instructor upon parts of

the lesson not given out at the board, on the more important

parts of the lesson of the previous da}', or upon principles

pertaining to the subject which should be known. Experi-

ence has developed an advantage in this department in hav-

ing the Cadets who are to be questioned take the floor

together instead of in succession, as was formerly the custom.

After these two Cadets are questioned from fifteen to

twent}' minutes the}- are given a set of problems to solve

—

this set of problems involving less work than that given to

the two members who were not questioned. Sometimes

more than two are questioned, and then all receive problems

afterwards. The exact programme for each da}' is arranged

by the senior instructor and is followed in all the sections.

When the instructor has finished with the Cadets on

questions, some member at the board is generally ready,

or nearly ready, to recite. This member is then called
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upon, and proceeds to make his recitation. He makes such

use of his board work as is necessary to enable him to set

forth all the information he possesses upon the points enu-

merated in his enunciation. During the discussion of each

heading the instructor makes only such interruptions as are

essential to correct understanding and statement. Before

leaving any particular heading the instructor brings out by
questions all the important points that may have been

omitted. At the close of the recitations the instriictor endeav-

ors to call attention to all points in any part of the subject

which seem not to have been properly appreciated. It is

also a prime elTort of the department to show the relation

between new principles and facts brought out and others

alreadj' studied, and to point to some application which these

principles find in the arts and industries. This is done b}' a

simple statement of the instructor or b}- a query to the Cadet

as to whether he had ever observed such or such applications.

The above-described method for section-room exercises is

applicable during the study of heat, chemistry, and electricity.

During the study of mineralogy and geology the method is

materially different. A smaller number of subjects is given

out at the board; no problems are given out, but instead

several members of the section are given a number of min-

eralogical or geological specimens to determine b}' practical

tests, suitable stands and all the necessary apparatus being

in the room for the purpose. In mineralogy and geology the

Cadets placed upon questions are ver}' frequentl}' asked

about the objects themselves. Thus, Cadets called up for

questions are placed in front of a lot of mineralogical or geo-

logical specimens, and each in turn is directed to pick up one

of them, and is then asked all of its visible and easily

determined characteristics, as color, structure, texture, Ulster,

hardness, tenacit}-, heaviness, etc.

After being questioned these gentlemen are given selected

specimens to determine by the blowpipe or chemical tests.

The Cadets who have minerals or other specimens to deter-

mine, after due time, bring them up in front of the instructor's

desk and give the results of their determinations, being
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required at the same time to state what tests were applied in

the determination. The recitations are so short that in these

subjects it is often impossible to hear all recite upon their

determined specimens. In such cases those not reciting

leave their names in their trays with their labeled specimens,

and an}' serious mistakes of determination are referred to the

next daj^

The time devoted to the determination of minerals, rocks,

and fossils is largel}- increased b}- allowing the Cadets to

use in the section room certain " tables for the determination

of minerals." B}- this aid they can have practice upon

minerals not in the lesson of the da}-. In the same way, b}''

the use of their text-books in the section room, we are enabled

to give out rocks and fossils, though the}- have not been men-

tioned in the lessons of several previous days. In other

words, the practical work on rocks and minerals, etc is not

limited to the time that the lithology and mineralogy are

studied, but continued through all the course of geology as

well.

Thus Av e have developed a thoroughly practical course of

very reasonable length. In each room a full set of ordinary

exhibition specimens of minerals, rocks, and fossils is placed,

so that the Cadets have the benefit of a small cabinet collec-

tion in their study of the subject. This exhibit collection is

allowed to be used only under such restrictions as tend to

cultivate the powers of obser\-ation and partially supply the

defects of insufficient time. It is of great assistance in

acquiring a knowledge of the subjects.

In addition to the cabinet tables already referred to in the

mineralogical section rooms, another table is kept in each

room at all times. Upon it are exhibited the special chem-

ical specimens, apparatus, or drawings referred to almost

daily in the text. Any members of the section not otherwise

engaged are permitted to examine and familiarize themselves

with the objects thus exposed. The members around this

table are permitted to converse in regard to the objects under

consideration, but it is contrary to order to discuss other

matters or to seek information upou subjects not yet recited

upon.
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WRITTEN RECITATIONS.

A good many written recitations are held, usually as the

subjects are being reviewed. In these cases the entire class

or half the class attends at the same hour in one of the larger

rooms of the Academy. All write answers to a series of

questions pertaining to the subjects of the lesson for that day

or upon principles which are alwa3's required. This written

recitation is generally adopted when it is desired to include a

number of important facts or principles. The attention of

each Cadet is then called to the desired points and more time

is given for them to express their knowledge of them. The
written recitation serves to pick out the Cadets who are

weakest in certain directions. It is also occasionally- resorted

to as a means of introducing a set of problems involving the

application of principles that it is desired to impress promptl}'

upon all. Only a smtill number of such recitations is found

desirable in this department.

SEMIANNU.AL EXAMINATIONS.

The annual and semiannual examinations in this depart-

ment have, with few exceptions, been oral. The relations

between the different subjects pertaining to each term and

the present distribution of time to each subject renders inter-

mediate examinations impracticable and undesirable. When
a Cadet's work during the term indicates deficiency, in the

opinion of the department, he is subjected to a written test at

the end of the term. A Cadet whose mark during the term

indicates doubtful proficiency is given a sufficiently extended

oral examination to dispo.se of such doubt. If in the oral

test he still fails to prove his proficiency to the satisfaction of

every member of the Academic Board, he is then given a more

extended written test. All those Cadets whose marks during

the term clearly indicate proficienc}- are, at examination,

given some subject in the course, iisuallj^ chosen b}- lot.

These subjects are taken from all parts of the course, and

there is little or no repetition among them. A proficient

knowledge of such subject indicates a proficient knowledge

of the course, and it is so taken. A failure upon one subject

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 24
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is followed by a test upon another selected in the same way.

A second failure makes it necessary for the Cadet to prove

his proficiency upon a more extended test.

The decision as to the probable proficiency of Cadets at the

end of the term and before examination is based upon the

entire work during the term. The considerations involved

are numerous and varied and differ in different cases. The
record made upon general review is given the greatest weight.

Generally, when a Cadet has made an average of a little over

two-thirds of the maximum in all parts of the course, his

work is taken hy the department to indicate proficiency.

An average of a little less than two-thirds of the maximum
over all parts of the course indicates doubtful proficiency,

and the doubt is decided b}' the results of the examination.

An average considerably less than two-thirds—sa}- 1.8 out

of 3—in all parts of the course is considered to indicate defi-

ciency, and an extended written examination is considered

essential to determine whether such Cadet has been able to

make up the deficiency between the time recitations ceased

and the examinations are held.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

The method of instruction is, in general, the same that has

long prevailed at the institution. The transfer of all the

instruction of the department to the second-class year, and

of all recitations to the morning hour (made in 18S0), allows

each instructor to devote his entire time at au}^ period to one

subject, to the manifest and greatest benefit of the instruc-

tion. It permitted a perfection of arrangement in all the

details of the section-room work not before possible, adding

greatly to the efficiency of the instruction.

In present instruction greater importance than formerly is

attached to the practical bearing of all that is taught. To
this end, in the subjects of heat, chemistry, and electricity,

the solutions of problems involving the principles taught

has become a marked feature of the recitation work. During

the day's recitation of three hours in the above subjects
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each instructor gives out from twelve to thirty problems.

The Cadets make an effort to solve them, and the instructor

examines, corrects, and returns them to the section at the

next recitation. In mineralogy and geologj- trays of min-

erals, rocks, etc., for determination replace the problems, and

each instructor must dail}- provide from eight to ten sets

of specimens, each containing from six to ten varieties of

minerals, rocks, or fossils. The method now pursued has

greatly increased and concentrated the labors of the instruct-

ors, with the greatest advantage to the instruction. While
it is certain that the course embraces more now than formerly,

and while it is thought that as good results are obtained over

the broader course, it is believed that no greater effort is

required from Cadets. This belief is based upon observation

and the conversation of Cadets, as well as upon the reasons

for such results apparent in the facts above set forth.

The marked advantages of this department in accomplish-

ing results may be stated as follows

:

1. The division of the class into small sections, by which

each instructor is enabled to give greater individual attention

to each Cadet and closer personal supervision of all the work

of his section.

2. The assistance of competent, willing, and interested

instructors, by which the department is enabled to create and

develop the interest of the Cadets in the subjects taught.

This factor, too, keeps the department in healthy activity

and multiplies the chance of improvement in the course of

study and methods of instruction.

3. The lever of effectual compulsion, which pertains to all

the departments of the institution.
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H.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND
HISTORY.

The following sketch of the department of law and history

was prepared in 1896 by the then head of the department,

Prof. G. B. Davis. Professor Davis was appointed Judge

Advocate-General of the Army, and was succeeded as profes-

sor of law, etc., on July 31, 1901, b}' Col. Edgar D. Dudley,

of the Judge-Advocate's Department of the Army. No
important changes are to be recorded between 1896 and June

30th, 1902.

THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW.

The Regulations of the Militar}' Academy, issued under

the authority of the Secretary of War on July 10, 1816, pre-

scribed that "a course of ethics shall include natural and

political law." It is difficult at this distance of time to

understand what was meant b}^ the terms thus used by the

Secretary of War. Natural law, a term but little used in

Bngland and the United States, relates to a subject which

has always been extensivel}' studied on the continent of

Europe, especiall}' in those states whose jurisprudence is

derived from or based upon the civil law. Natural law, the

jus naturale of the Roman law, may be defined" as "the rule

and dictate of right reason, showing the moral deformit}' or

moral necessit}- there is in any act according to its suitable-

ness or unsuitableness to a reasonable nature," and embraces

those fundamental rules of conduct in human affairs which

have received general assent and recognition in all civilized

states. It ahso includes matter which in England and the

United States would be taught under the name of ethics or

moral science. As I can find no record of the adoption or

introduction of a text-book on this subject I am constrained

to believe that no formal instruction was given at au}^ time

in natural law.

The term political law, as used in 18 16, is also somewhat

vague. The great text-book on that subject, prepared by Sir

o TayUir's Civil Uaw.
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William Blackstone, and published in 1758, would have been

too voluminous for use in a course of study so elementary in

all respects as was that which appeared in the regulations of

1816. I am disposed to believe that the regulation above

cited is to be regarded rather as an expression of the execu-

tive will, as to the general importance or necessity of the

study of law in some form at the Acadeni}-, than as a direc-

tion that the two subjects named should form a part of the

official course of study."

Section 2 of the act of April 14, 1818 (3 Stat. I,., 426), pro-

vided that there should be "one chaplain stationed at the

Military Academy at West Point, who shall be professor of

geograph)^, history, and ethics, with the pay and emoluments

allowed the professor of mathematics." Under the authority

conferred by this statute the Rev. Dr. Thomas Picton was

appointed chaplain and professor of ethics on July 23, 1818,,

and continued in office until January 21, 1825, when he left

the service bv the resignation of his commission. The first

text-book of law studied at the IMilitar}- Academy seems to

have been Vattel's Law of Nations, then as now the most

widely accepted standard of authorit}^ on the subject of which

it treats.

The records show that Wheaton's National Law was intro-

duced at some time prior to 1839, when it was replaced by
Kent's Commentaries. I can hardly believe that the title

cited is that of the text-book actually adopted and studied.

The first edition of Wheaton's International Law was issued

in 1836 and was, in all probability, adopted as a text-book

immediately upon its publication. I have been unable, after

considerable inquir}', to learn that Mr. Wheaton ever wrote

on the subject of national, as distinguished from international,

law. He was for many years the reporter of the decisions of

the United States Supreme Court, but never wrote upon the

subject of national or constitutional law. His work gave

place in 1839 to Kent's Commentaries, a single volume cover-

ing the subjects of both constitutional and international law,

[a The text-book used was Burlamaqui's "The principles of natural and politic law in two vol-

umes," translated into English by Mr. Nugent. The fifth edition was printed at Cambridge, Mass.,

in 1S07.

—

Editor.]
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which continued to be nsed as a text-book in those subjects

for more than thirt_y ^-ears.

Professor Picton was succeeded in the chair of geograph}-,

history, and ethics by the Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, who
resigned on December 31, 1827, and was in turn succeeded

b}- Prof. Thomas Warner, who was appointed on Januarj- i,

1828, and continued in office until September i, 1S38, when
he vacated the office b}- resignation, and was succeeded by

Prof. Jasper Adams, during whose incumbency of the office

Chancellor Kent's work was adopted as the principal text-

book in the course of stud}' in law.

The register of the Academy- for 184 1 contains the name
of the Rev. M. P. Parks as professor of geograph}-, history,

and ethics, and the register for 1842 contains the first outline

of the course of stud}- in law, together with a list of the text-

books then in use at the Militar}- Academv. In this li.st

appears Kent's Commentaries, including the constitutional

and international law, Vattel and Wheaton having both been

superseded. The Rev. William T. Sprole became chaplain

and professor of geography, histor}-, and ethics on March 2,

1847, ^^^^ ^^'^s "superseded" in that office on August 16, 1856,

b}- the Rev. John W. French.

During the incumbenc}' of Professor French, which

extended over a period of about fifteen years, an extensive

course of stud}- was built up, including all of the subjects

mentioned in the act of April 14, 1818. In the academic year

1858-59 instruction in the subject of militar}- law was first

given, the text-book adopted for that purpose being De Hart's

Courts-]\Iartial. During the ensuing ^ear the stud}' of the

rules and Articles of War was for the first time made a part

of the course of study in law. The register for the year 1862

shows Professor French's pamphlet on Law and Military Law
to have been made a part of the course of study. In the

academic year 1S66-67 Halleck's International Law was

introduced, replacing Kent, and Benet's Military Law replac-

ing De Hart. In the academic year beginning September i,

1867, all instruction in the subjects of geography, history,

and ethics was discontinued, and the course of study pursued
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under the direction of the chaplain included onl}^ the subjects

of international, constitutional, and militar}- law.

The vacancy in the chair of geography, histor}', and ethics,

caused by the death of Professor French, on July 8, i87i,was

filled on the 28th of Jul}' following by the appointment of

the Rev. Dr. John Forsyth, who continued to give instruc-

tion in law until August 28, 1874, when under the authorit}'

conferred by the act of June 6, 1874, which provided that

"the Secretary- of War niaj' assign one of the judge-advocates

of the Army to be professor of law," Maj. Asa Bird Gardiner

was detailed for duty in the department of law, and the sev-

eral heads of department have since been assigned b}- the

Secretary of War under the authority conferred b}- this

statute, although under the acts of June i, 1880, June 27, 1881,

and June 30, 1882, any officer of the Army may be assigned

to that dut}'.

Major Gardiner initiated numerous changes in the course of

study. In the ^-ear 1875-76, Woolsej-'s International Law
replaced the text-book of General Halleck on that subject, and

the new work of Professor Pomero\' on Constitutional Law
replaced Kent's Commentaries. Professor French's pamphlet

on Law and IMilitar}- Law, was retained and Benet's Alilitar}'

Law discontinued as a text-book, the latter being replaced by

Gardiner's Practical Forms for use in Courts-^Iartial and

Head Notes on the Law of Evidence in Courts-Martial, and

the systematic study of General Orders, No. 100, of 1863, ^o^"

taining Dr. Francis Lieber's admirable presentation of the

rules of modem war, was introduced as a supplement to the

course of international law. Major Gardiner was relieved on

August 28, 1878, and IMaj. G. Norman Lieber, of the Judge-

Advocate-General's department, now the Judge-Advocate-

General of the Army, was assigned to dutj- as professor of law.

During Major Lieber's incumbency of the office, Ives's

Treatise on Military Law was introduced and Pomero3''s Con-

stitutional Law was replaced b}- Judge Coolej-'s text-book on

the same subject, which is still in use. Major Lieber was

succeeded by Lieut. Col. Herbert P. Curtis, of the Judge-

Advocate-General's department, who was in turn succeeded
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by Lieut. Col. William Winthrop, during whose incumbenc}'

Winthrop's ^Militar}' Law was introduced during the academic

year 1886-87. Colonel Winthrop was succeeded on August

28, 1890, by Maj. (now Lieut. Col.) John W. Clous, of the

Judge-Advocate-General's department. Beginning with the

academic year 1891-92, Davis's Outlines of International Law
was introduced, replacing Woolsey's Elements of International

Law. Colonel Clous was relieved on August 20, 1895, by

Lieut. Col. George B. Davis, Deputy Judge-Advocate-General,

the present incumbent.

The present course of stud}' in law covers the subjects of

elementary law, constitutional law, international law, and

military law; the text-books being Davis's Introduction to the

Studv of the Constitutional and Militar}' Law of the United

States, Cooley's Constitutional Law, Davis's International

Law, and Winthrop's IVIilitary Law. The courses of studj^

in elementary and constitutional law are completed during the

first half, and those in international and militar}- law during

the last half of the academic j-ear. In view of the character

of the svibjects studied, each text-book is passed through but

once in advance and once in review, the general review being

omitted. The course in elementary law embraces 12 lessons

in advance and 6 in review, and that in constitutional law

embraces 20 in advance and 10 in review. During the half

year it is proposed to give at intervals a course of 6 lectures

upon the following subjects: The common law, the civil law,

the constitutional law of the L^nited States, crimes and crimi-

nal procedure, and the government of the LTnited States.

During the second half year the courses of stud}- in inter-

national and military law will be passed over, the former

in 20 advance and 10 review lessons; the latter in 18 lessons

in advance and 9 in review. During this period two lectures

will be given, one upon the history of the Articles of

War, the other on the subject of military discipline and

administration. Under the arrangement of studies which is

to go into effect at the beginning of the next academic year

(1896-97), the first class will attend recitations in law three

times per week throughout the entire 3'ear, alternating daily

with history, in which subject two hours of recitation per
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week are required. Instriiction in both of these subjects is

carried on upon the basis of one and one-half hours of study

in quarters to each hour of recitation in the section room.

The mechanism of the recitation has already been fully

and accurately described by the professor of mathematics in

the article treating of the course of study in that department.

It onl}- remains, therefore, to describe those matters in which

the course of study in law differs from that pursued in the

department of mathematics. Cadets are encouraged to ask

questions and to bring to the attention of the instructor any
points in the lesson of the day which may have seemed to

them either difficult or obscure. These are explained to

them before the recitation begins, which is carried on in the

same manner as a recitation in mathematics. The practical

work in the section room consists in the study of cases bear-

ing upon the lesson of the day, the enactment, modification,

and repeal of statutes, the examples being taken from the

Revised Statutes and Statutes at Large of the United States,

and in the application of the rules of interpretation to the

statutes relating to the military establishment of the Federal

Government. Cases from the reports of the United States

courts are also given out for special study when important

points are involved in respect to the military or constitutional

law of the United States. The course of study is precisely

the same for all the sections.

As at present organized, the department consists of a pro-

fessor, an assistant professor, and three acting assistant

professors, all detailed from the Arm}-. For purposes of

recitation the iirst class is divided into eight sections of nine

Cadets each, who attend recitations daily from 2 p. m. to 4

p. m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday' of each week

during the entire academic year. The same instructors

hear recitations in history on Tuesday and Thursday or

each week during the same period. The recitations are

carried on, as has already been stated in the same man-

ner as recitations in mathematics. The same or similar

section rooms and furniture are used, and the recitations

are marked on the same scale and in accordance with the

same sj-stem. In each section two or more of the daily
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recitations are required to be in writing, the subjects being

chosen from the lesson for the day or taken in the form of

general questions from the lesson of the day before. The
recitations in writing are marked on the same scale and have

the same value in all respects as the oral recitations. As

there are four sections reciting at the same hour, it is impos-

sible for the head of the department to visit each section more

frequently than twice per week, the lower sections being vis-

ited more frequenth' than those at the head of the class where

an}' variation is made.

The weekl}' class reports are made in the same form and

convev the same information as those submitted by the

department of mathematics. Transfers are made, as a rule,

whenever a Cadet has an aggregate mark greater b}- two

units than the lowest mark in the section immediately above

or less bv the same amount than the highest mark in the

section immediately below. While this rule is general,

exception is made when from sickness, absence, or other

unavoidable cause injustice would be done by its strict

enforcement. The marks are posted on Saturday of each

week in the frames provided for that purpose in the north

hall of the Academy Building.

As two courses of stud}' are carried on independently, the

examinations are arranged in such a way as to allow one of

the classes to be examined orally and the other in writing at

each semiannual examination. In this way each class as it

passes through the courses of study in law and history will

be examined orally and in writing in each subject of study.

The weights to be attached to the term marks in advance and

review and the special weight to be given to each form of

examination are determined b}- the Rules for the Guidance

of the Academic Board and its Committees.

The present arrangement of the course of study in law is

based upon the experience of many years, and seems to be

fairly well adapted to the peculiar needs of the institution

and at the same time to carry into effect the will of Congress

in its several enactments directing that the study of law shall,

be pursued at the Military Academy.
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(2) THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY.

The offices of chaplain and professor of geographj^ historj^,

and ethics, created by the act of April 14, iSiS, after a joint

continuance of something more than seventj'-eight j'cars,

were dissociated b_v the act of February 18, 1896, which
directed the discontinuance of the latter and vested the duties

of the former in an officer to be appointed bj- the President

for a term of four years. The study of history was trans-

ferred by Executive order to the department of law, thus

bringing together after a separation of nearly twent3'-two

years the closely related studies of histor}' and law.

The present course of study in history went into effect on
September i, 1SS3, and was comprised in a course of 50
lessons, begun and completed during the first half of the

academic 3'ear. The reintroduction of history into the official

course of study was due to patient and persistent endeavors

of the late Rev. Dr. William M. Postlethwaite, who succeeded

Rev. Dr. John Forsyth in the chaplaincy and professorship

on December 21, 1S81. For a little more than twelve 3-ears

the course of instruction in histor}- was carried on iinder the

able guidance of Professor Postlethwaite, whose labors were

interrupted b\' his untimelj' death in Januarj-, 1896.

For purposes of instruction in histor}- the first class was
divided into sections in September of each year, the arrange-

ment of the class being based upon the general merit roll of

the preceding j-ear. Each half class attended recitations three

times per week from September to December, and the course

in history' closed with the semiannual examination in

January.

With the resumption of academic duties in September,

1896, the new arrangement of the courses of stud}' in law and

history became operative. The entire first class attending

recitation daily between the hours of 2 p. m. and 4 p. m. On
Monday, Wednesday, and Frida}' instruction was given in law,

and on Tuesda}'' and Thursday in history, the same instructors

and section rooms being used for both branches of study.

Myers's General Histor}-, the text-book adopted b}- the

Academic Board, replaced Swinton's Outlines of the World's
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Histor}', which have been in use since the reintroduction of

the course of study in histon' in 1883. The new text-book

was so arranged as to enable the course in ancient history

to be completed during the first term, leaving the study of

mediaeval and modem history for the longer term from Janu-

ary to June.

The methods of instruction in historj- are the same in all

respects as those prevailing in the department of law, which

have already been described. The best attainable maps are

constantly and freely used in the course of instruction, and a

part of the written recitations in this subject will be devoted

to the graphic representation of the growth and development

of the principal states of antiquitj' and to the origin, coloniza-

tion, and territorial development of the great states now con-

stituting the civilized world.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE TACTICAL DEPARTMENT, ETC.

[The following historical sketch of the department of tactics was

prepared by Col. S. M. Mills in 1896 for the report of the Superintendent

for that j-ear. Since that date the department has been very materially

expanded, modified, and improved. The development and improvement

is exemplified by the full extracts from the reports of the commandants

who have succeeded Colonel Mills.]

From the earliest daj'S of the Military- Academy, 1802,

Cadets have received practical instruction in tactics ; it was

not, however, until many years later that Congress, by act

dated June 12, 1S58, recognized the department hy law, and

designated the commanding officer of the corps or battalion of

Cadets as commandant of Cadets and instrttctor of artillery,

cavalry and infantry tactics.

The following extracts, taken from General Cullum's his-

tory of the Military Academy and from other sources, is of

interest, and has a connection in showing the development of

this department:

Instruction.—From 1802 to 1812 the term time varied; usually began

in April and ended in November; the remainder of the year the Cadets

were absent. Study hours after 1805 were from 8 a. m. to i p. m., 2 to
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4 p. m. , and in the evening, and drills and practical exercises from 4

p. m. to sunset and occasionally before breakfast.*******
The instructors for all purposes at any one time never exceeded four

and sometimes were reduced to one. The instruction in infantry

included the manual exercise with the musket and the infantry drill

extending to the school of the companj-, the drill with field pieces and

mortars, and a little target practice.

Regulations.—The first regulations were made immediately after the

opening of the Academy in 1802; were very brief, and adapted to the

small requirements of the institution. After an experience of eight

years a more extended code was approved April 30, 1810, and this is the

basis upon which the school rests to this day. These regulations estab-

li.shed 15 to 20 years as the age of entrance; obliged Cadets to ser\-e the

United States for four j-ears unless sooner discharged; abolished fur-

loughs except during vacations or under peculiar circumstances; pre-

.scribed the same uniform for all Cadets of the different arms of the

service, and ordained minor rules for interior police and discipline. Pre-

vious to the adoption of these regulations and between 1802 and 18 10

Cadets were admitted to the Academj' without mental or physical exam-

inations on any day or in any month of the year. Of the small number

that were present at any time some had good preliminarj^ education

before coming to West Point; a few were college graduates; one had

been an officer in the British army; another had practiced law in the

supreme court of New York, and generally they had more knowledge

and maturity of mind than tliose of the present day, but were of all ages

from 12 to 34 years, one or two being married men with .several children.

» * • * * * * >:

Oicarters.—Cadets were lodged with soldiers in the old '"Long Bar-

racks" of the Revolution (near the site of the present hotel) and were

instructed in a two-story wooden building which served both as an

academy and for headquarters.*******
Discipline.—Little can be said for the discipline during this period,

except when personally supervised by Colonel \\'illiams. the Superin-

tendent, but when he was out of the service, 1803-1805, and when absent

on other duty, 1 806-1 809, great irregularities took place from want of

proper control on the part of the commanding officer, but more because

the instructors were all civilians and foreigners,»***«**
The law of April 29, 1812, authorized the appointment of 260 Cadets

and au academic staff. On the last day of September, 1812, there was

present only one officer, a cajitain of engineers, and one new Cadet.
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April 15, 1 8 13, the Military Academy, with less than a dozeu Cadets,

resumed its existence.*******
In 1 8 14 a civilian was appointed to take charge of the Cadet commons.*******
The prescribed uniform at this time was a coat and pantaloons of blue

cloth, round hat with black silk cockade and gilt eagle, and Jefferson

shoes. The coat was single-lireasted, with one row of bullet buttons

and a standing collar. The belts were black, and the muskets the .same

as those used by soldiers, except a lighter one for the small boys. Each

Cadet was expected to wear a sword, but few possessed the weapon.
•it- ***** *

During the summer of 1S14 the Cadets, under conmiand of the com-

manding officer of the post and Acting Superintendent, made an excur-

sion to Governors Island, New York Harbor, and another excursion of

three days to New York was made in the summer of 18 16.****«»*
The regulations approved July 2, iSi6, under the head of military

instruction, prescribed infantry and artillery tactics, practical guunerj'

and camp duties, and broad and .small sword exercises.
* s- •;; * * * -s;-

Pierre Thomas was the first sword master, appointed in May, 1814.

Sword exercise was only given to such Cadets as were specially selected.*«*****•
The present uniform for Cadets, with .slight differences, was adopted

September 4, 181 6.

* * * * 'i « *

During the period from 1812 to July 28, 1817, when Capt. and Bvt.

Maj. Sj'lvanus Thayer was appointed .Superintendent, the course of

instruction prescribed by Regulations was practically ignored, except

infantr}- and artillery drills, which were the Acting Superintendent's

delight, and were well taught by him in person, but were necessarily

limited, owing to the small number of Cadets to exercise and the few

pieces of ordnance for drill and target practice.
* w .: -.: ;< :/

There was no officer designated .specially as instructor of tactics prior

to 1 81 8. The Acting Superintendent from 1814 to 18 17 was com-

mander, professor (teaching all branches then taught), and, when need

be, chaplain."

The recorded historj' of this department ma\' be considered,

proper!}^ speaking, to date from the time that Bvt. Major and

Captain Sj'lvaniis Tha^-er assumed command and the superin-

tendenc}- of the Alilitar}- Academy.

He at once organized the Cadets into a battalion of two

companies, officered by members of tlieir own bod\', with a

(I For other data of this kind, sec X'ohmie II. iti> .('1-164.
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colonel at its head and an adjutant and a sergeant-major for

his staff, and appointed an officer of the Arni}' to command
the battalion, as instructor of infantry tactics and in soldierly

discipline, who was responsible for the interior police and

administration.

Second Lieut. G. W. Gardiner, of the Corps of Artiller}^

was detailed for this duty temporaril}- September 15, 181 7,

and was succeeded by Capt. John Bliss, of the Sixth Infantry,

April 2, iSiS, who was the first commanding officer of the

Battalion of Cadets and instructor of infantry tactics. The
position was not known as Commandant of Cadets until the

Regulations of 1S25. The Regulations of 182 1 provided

that a captain or field officer should be detailed as instructor

of infantry tactics.

These regulations also provided for the following instruc-

tion in this department: The sj'stem of infantr}' tactics

established for the Army of the United States and to include

instruction in the school of the soldier, school of the company,

school of the battalion, and the evolutions of the line, the

exercises and maneuvers of light infantry- and riflemen; the

duties in camp and garrison of privates, noncommissioned

officers, and officers, including those of guard and police.

In 18 18 the commanding officer of the Battalion of Cadets

was first designated as the inspector of the Cadet commons,

and the Regulations of 1825 makes him the permanent pres-

ident of the board to audit the accounts of the Cadets' mess

and board of inspectors of supplies.

In 1S21 was first introduced the stud}- of infantrj' tactics

as a regular course, recitations upon which were held between

2 and 4 p. m., the text-books being the rules and regulations

prescribed for the infantry branch of the service.

From 1820 to 1827 there were two assistant instructors of

infantry tactics. After that period for a number of years

three, and later, 1852, four, assistants were authorized.

July 20, 182 1, the Corps of Cadets made a notable summer
excursion to Boston, Mass., under Major William J. Worth,

the then Commandant and afterwards distinguished general.

The Corps went by steamer to Albany, and thence marched to

Boston, where they spent two weeks; thence they marched to
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Providence, R. I., where the}' spent several da^-s ; then resumed

the march to New London, Conn., having marched more than

310 miles ; thence by steamer to New Haven ; after a few daj-s'

sta}- there they embarked again for New York and by steamer

the same day for West Point, N. Y., where thej' arrived Sep-

tember 25.

The Regulations of 1S25 provides for a battalion of four

companies, and designates the instructor of infantr)' tactics

and commanding officer of the battalion of Cadets as "Com-
mandant of Cadets," and first mentions the "officer in

charge," and defines his duties, which were practically the

same as at present. The Regulations also for the first time-

provide that the Corps of Cadets shall be divided into as

man}' squads as there are tables in the mess hall, and when

the signal for breakfast, dinner, and supper is sounded, these

squads will assemble under the direction of the first or second

can.-er, and shall march to the mess hall by the superin-

tendent of the mess hall.

The Regulations of 1S29 make the first mention requiring

explanations to be submitted for offenses; from this time

until 1 85 7 all explanations were required to be submitted in

writing. From 1857 until 1866 they were required to be

submitted verbally, and if unsatisfactory to the commandant

might be submitted in writing. From 1S66 until 1892 they

were all to be submitted in writing. From 1S92 until the

present time they may be submitted verbally and in writing;

if unsatisfactory to the commandant ma}- be submitted in

writing. From the date when written explanations were first

required variotis forms of submitting the excuses have been

prescribed. First, the form prescribed that it should be char-

acterized as " offense ; " then follows the " excuse ;

" later it was

known as "delinquency;" then follows the "explanation;"

then as " report," . and followed by "explanation;" finally,

and at present, the form is that prescribed for official cor-

respondence in the service.

In 1S37 the first instructor of cavalry tactics was appointed.

In 1S38 the term of service of Cadets was increased to eight

years, unless sooner discharged.
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In 1S39 the regulations prescribe that during the encamp-

ment Cadets of the first class should stud\- the evolutions of

the line in the system of infantry' tactics prescribed for the

Army, and recite upon and explain the same to the instructor.

Also, that selected portions of the General Regulations of the

Army should in like manner be studied and recited upon.

This was continued until the summer of 1S62.

In 1S39 a .sergeant and five dragoons were ordered to West
Point, N. Y., from Carlisle Barracks to aid in exercises and

instruction of Cadets in riding. Twelve horses were supplied

by the Quartermaster's Department. The sergeant was dis-

charged the service and, as a civilian, appointed riding master.

At this time were also purchased the necessary horses and

harness for the light battery. Previous to this time Cadets

hauled the pieces and carriages about by means of rope

harness.

In 1840 it was provided b}- law that the commander of the

Corps of Cadets should be either the instructor of infantry

tactics, of cavalry and artillery, or of practical military

engineering.

In 1S42 Regulations first designated an officer as instructor

of artiller}- and cavalry tactics.

In 1849 t^^^ Regulations designated the instructor of cav-

alr}' as instructor in riding. The riding master disappeared

in 1852.

In 1852 the register shows the "commandant" and in-

structor of infantry tactics with four assistant instructors of

infantry. In 1S57 the Regulations provide that at the hour

appointed for breakfast, dinner, and supper the companies

would be formed and united and marched to mess hall by

senior cadet officer present.

On June 12, 1S5S, Congress first recognized the title of

"Commandant of Cadets," and provided by law that "the

Commandant of Cadets shall have the local rank and the pa}'

and allowances of a lieutenant-colonel of engineers, and besides

his other duties shall be charged with the duties of instructor

in the tactics of the three arms of the service."

February 28, 1853: First mention of an officer as instructor

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 25
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in small arms and military gymnastics. The sword master

was his assistant. This instruction was discontinued on

April 24, 1S61.

September 12, 1S59: During the five-year course, hy direc-

tion of the Secretary of War, the subjects of strategy, grand

tactics, outpost duty, army organization and administration,

equitation and veterinary science were transferred to the second

class, department of tactics, and the Commandant of Cadets was

directed to prepare a programme for instruction. For want

of proper number of assistants in the tactical department the

commandant recommended that the subjects of strategy, grand

tactics, and outpost duty be continued in the first class, depart-

ment of engineering. This was approved October 20, 1859.

These subjects, together with infantry and cavalry tactics,

were taught in the first-class course, to include the June

examination of 1S60; after that time these subjects were dis-

continued in that class. After the January examination of

i860 the above-mentioned subjects were also taught in the

second class, department of tactics, up to and including the

June examination of that 3-ear. From September, 1S60, until

May 4, 1S61, these subjects were taught in the second class,

department of tactics. At the end of this time the course was

again changed to four 3-ears, and the subjects of strategy,

grand tactics, and outpost duty were transferred back to the

first class, department of engineering. The subjects—viz.

army organization and administration and veterinary science

—

were dropped. The other subjects were continued in the

second-class course.

The text-books at this period were Tactics of Three Arms;
Tactics for Garrison, Siege, and Field Artillery ; Youatt on the

Horse; Mahan's Treatise on Advanced Guards and (Outposts;

Jomiui's Art of War; Thackeray's Army Organization and

Aduiinistration, and Aruiv Regulations.

While this additional theoretical course was in this depart-

ment, it was, under the Commandant of Cadets, taught as

follows

:

The cavalry assistant taught cavalry- tactics, equitation,

and outpost duty; the senior infantr}- assistant taught infan-

try tactics, strategy, grand tactics, and logistics; the senior
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artillery assistant taught artillery tactics and army organiza-

tion and administration.

After ^la}-, 1S61, and the return to the four-^-ear course,

the theoretical branches taught in the department were those

described above, and from which there has been but little

change to the present day.

In 1863, during the New York riots, there occurred an

incident in the history of West Point and of this department

which has ne\er been made of record. Rumors reached the

authorities of the intention of the disorderly element of New-

York City to visit and destroy the Cold Spring Foundrv,

which at that time was the largest establishment for making

guns in the country, and at the same time to visit and burn

West Point. Ball cartridges were issued to Cadets, and the

other militarv resources of the post were at once made use of,

including the issuing of arms and performing of guard duty

b}' civilians and employees attached to the Acadeni}-. Pickets

of Cadets, with a field gun at each point, were established at

the south and north docks and Gees Point; the river and back

roads at challenging intervals were lined with armed senti-

nels. This state pf armed resistance was kept up for several

davs and nights. No attack was made. Since this time

armed sentinels have patrolled the post continuous^- night

and day."

In 1873 the Corps of Cadets took another excursion from

W^est Point to Washington, D. C, and were absent several

davs participating in the ceremonies of the second inaug-

uration of General Grant as President, Lieutenant-Colonel

and Brevet IMajor-General Emory Upton in command. In

1S76 the corps visited Philadelphia, where it .spent a week

on the occasion of the centennial celebration of the Declara-

tion of Independence, Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet Major-

General Thomas H. Neill in command. The corps has in

more recent j-ears made other short excursions from West
Point for a da}- or two, and on one rather notable occasion the

corps visited the W^orld's Columbian Exposition at Chicago

in the summer of 1893, leaving West Point August 17 and

[" Sentinels were posted both night and day as early as 1795, but the practice has not l)een con-

tinuous.

—

Editor.]

\
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retxiniiug to West Point August 30, 1893, Lieutenant-Colonel

Samuel ]\I. Mills in command.

List of Commandants of Cadets.

George W. Gardiner .

,

John Bliss

John R.Bell

William J.Worth

Ethan A. Hitchcock...

,

John Fowle

Charles V. Smith ,

J. Addison Thomas. .

.

Bradford R. Alden . .

.

Robert S. Garnett

William H.T.Walker

William J. Hardee . .

.

John F. Reynolds . . .

Christopher C. Augur

Kenner Garrard

Henry B.Clitz

John C.Tidball

Henry M. Black

Eraor^' I'pton

Thomas H. Neill

Henry M. Lazelle

Heiirj- C. Hasbrouck .

Hamilton S. Hawkins

Samuel M.Mills

O.L.Hein

Charles G. Treat

Rank and regiment.

Second lieutenant, Corps of Artillery

Captain, Sixth Infantry'

Captain, Light Artillery

Captain, Second Infantry, brevet major

Captain, First Infantry

Major Third Infantry

First lieutenant. Second Artillery-

First lieutenant. Third Artillerj-

Captain, Fourth Infantrj-

Captain. Seventh Infantry, brevet major, U.
S. Army.

Captain, Sixth Tnfantn.'. brevet lieutenant-colo-
nel, U. S. Army.

MajorSecoiidCavalry.brevet lieutenant-colonel

Captain, Third ArtiUent-, brevet major

Major Thirteenth Infantry

Captain, Fifth Cavalry

Major Twelfth Infantrj*

Captain, Second ArtiUer\-. colonel volunteers,
U. S. Army.

Major Seventh Infantry-, colonel volunteers,
U.S. Army.

Lieutenant -colonel First Artillery-, brevet
major-general.

Lieutenant-colonel Eighth Cavaln,', brevet
major-general.

Lieutenant-colonel Twentj'-third Infantrj*

Captain, Fotirth Artillen,-

I.,ieutenant-colonel Twenty-third Infantrj*

Captain, Fifth Artillerj-

Captain, First Cavalry

Captain, Artillery Corps

From

—
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April 24, 1 86 1, instruction in small arms and military g3'ni-

nastics was added to this instruction, and a commissioned

officer not attached to the tactical department had charge of

it. After 1S61 this instruction was returned to the Com-
mandant of Cadets with a civilian as sword master, but with-

out g3'mnastics. In 1881 an officer of this department reor-

ganized gymnastics at the Academy-, which instruction was

continued b}' an officer, the civilian as sword master, until

February i, 1885, when the present incumbent was appointed

and has since, under the direction of the Commandant of

Cadets, had charge of all this instruction. This step has

been an important and most successful one in the develop-

ment of this part of the instruction. The department has

developed othenvise along the lines of general improvement

in militar}- instruction adopted and employed in the ser\-ice

diiring the past forty years, a description of which would

involve the histor}- of these modem methods.

The following are some of the changes made in the

methods of administration and changes of regulations, with

the approval of the Superintendent, that have been introduced

in the past four j-ears— 1S92 to 1896: The assembling of the

officers of the department daily in the Commandant's office,

to hear reports of the previous day, to receive the Comman-
dant's instructions for the dav, interpret regulations so that in

all dealings and intercourse with Cadets the practice and rul-

ings should be uniform; adjutant excused from making con-

solidated morning report, l)ut required, before signing, to make
note of required data for details, etc.; revised, reduced, and sim-

plified reports and returns required from Cadet companies and

from headquarters Corps of Cadets to correspond with arni}-

methods and returns; made the salute of Cadets to corre-

spond with the drill regulations; revised, rearranged, and

indexed interior regulations, known as blue book; extended

the hours of Commandant of Cadets for transacting business

with Cadets ; introduced verbal explanations ; introduced new

form in submitting written explanations to correspond with

the official correspondence found in the Service; revised and

printed the lectures for second class on subjects modified to

read, staff, post, and company administration; promulgated
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rules and regulations in the use of the gymnasium and nata-

toriiun; attached linen collar to dress and fatigue coat with

fastenings; modified riding trousers and introduced leggings;

discontinued wearing waist belt to church and equipments in

quarters at Sunda}- morning inspection; discontinued the

police inspection after reveille and of signing a certificate

pertaining thereto; introduced the system of anthropometric

records and extendedt he same to include other classes besides

the fourth ; reintroduced the battalion color; introduced the

regimental drill and parade ; cordage and application of tackles

for raising heavy weights ; during the encampment all drills

and instruction, except dancing, to take place in the morning;

during the absence of the second class on furlough all

appointments of sergeants made from the first class. Expe-

rience has thus far shown good results from these changes.

Statement of the Course, etc., 1S96.

THEORETICAL.

Text-books used.— Drill Regulations, United States Infan-

try, Cavalry, and Artiller}-; Tidball's Manual of Heavy
Artillery; Blunt's Firing Regulations for Small Arms; Fitz-

wagram upon Horses and Stables; Wagner's Service of

Security and Information ; Guard Manual ; Articles of War
and U. S. Army Regulations. Recitations only in first three

named, twelve recitations in infantry and ten in artillery;

drill regulations between November 8 and December 31,

second class 3'ear, and twelve recitations in ca\-alrv drill

regulations. February, first class 3'ear, sections attending

in all cases on alternate da3's. Length of lessons, about 16

pages, and no lessons in review.

The hours of stud_v and recitation are from 11 a. m. to i p.

m. The length of the recitation is one hour and the total

number of hours allowed to each subject, both inside and
outside the section room, is 24 for infantry, 24 for cavalrj-,

and 20 for artillery. The course is the same for all sections.

Short lectures upon companj-, post, and staflF administration

are given to the second class from November i to March 15

weekl}-, half the class attending at a time for one hour.
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The lectures, nine in all, are printed and delivered to the

class in advance. The lecture is read to the section b}- the

instructor and the hour spent in explaining points referred

to. The lecture is required to be read over carefull}- bv

Cadets before coming to the lecture room; notes are not

taken upon it. The lectures are compilations from Arm}^

Regulations and Orders of the War Department, and deal

with the following subjects:

1. Instructions of recruiting officers; reports and returns.

2. Company organization; how men are gained and dis-

posed of.

3. Arm}' ration.
'

4. Company records; reports and returns.

5. Duties pertaining to the quartermaster's department.

6. Subsistence and ordnance departments.

7. Propert}- accountability.

8. IMone}- accountabilit}-.

9. Duties of post treasurer and post adjutant; returns and

reports; the post exchange.

These lectures, in pamphlet form, are subsequenth- and

before graduation given to the class to carrj' into the service.

Three lectures are given to the first class bv the senior

assistant instructor of cavalry- in latter part of June and in

connection with field exercises during that period.

The following subjects are treated: Preparations for field

sen-ice; marching and camping; bits and bitting (illustrated);

stable management; the horse's foot, shoeing; common dis-

eases of the horse ; the conformation and points of the horse

;

the age of the horse as indicated by the teeth, and packing

the Aloore pack saddle.

Instructions are also given to members of the first class as

to tlie proper method of making out the daily reports of a

companv.

In addition to the above one hour is spent daily in camp

during latter half of June, when there is but little practical

work, in readings and explanations of the guard manual,

Articles of War, and regulations upon the police and govern-

ment of Cadets in camp, based upon Arm}' Regulations.
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PRACTICAL WORK DURING THE FOUR YEARS.

First year.—First three weeks, school of the soldier, settings

up, manual, and exercises of the squad; three drills daih-.

Thereafter, and until the new class is sufficiently advanced

to become part of the battalion (a period of abovit two weeks),

two drills dail}-. In camp, from June 30 to August 28,

practical instruction in militar}- police and camp discipline.

Practical instruction in guard dut}- from about July 4. From

July 5 to August 28, artillery drill each week day, one hour;

school of the cannoneer ; siege and mortars on alternate da}-s

;

swimming for one hour, until all the class have qualified

—

qualification consists in the Cadet being able to swim at least

ten minutes with chest stroke; infantry drill three-fourths

of an hour dail}-, except Saturda}- and Sunday-, in August,

school of the compan3\ September: Infant\- drill, school of

the companv, battalion, and regiment. October: Infantrv

exercises of the squad in extended order half the month ; the

remaining half, school of the cannoneer, siege and mortar

drill, and pointing and aiming drills, small arms. March 15

to 31: Infantr3', school of the company. April: Infantr}-,

extended order, use of cover and battle exercises of the squad,

and school of the cannoneer, siege and mortar drill. Ma}-:

Infantry, school of the company and battalion, close and

extended order. From October i to June i, three-fourths of

an hour daily in the gymnasium, Sundays excepted, use of

the sword and bayonet, and military gymnastics.

Second year.—In camp June 15 to August 28; practical

instruction in guard duty, etc., same as in first year; after

Jul}- 4, instruction in small arms, gallery practice; artillerj-

drill, school of the cannoneer; instruction in cordage; infan-

try, school of the company same as first 3'ear; drillmasters

for the fourth class sqiiads and gunners and chiefs of detach-

ment for fourth class batteries. September: Infantry, school

of the company, battalion, and regiment. October; Heav}-

artillery, seacoast batter}-; squad leaders for fourth class

squads, extended order and instruction in small arms; range

practice. November i to March 15: Riding, school of the
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trooper on alternate da^-s. March 15 to 31: Same as first

year. April: Same as October. May: Same as first year.

Third year.—vSeptember: Same as first and second years.

October: School of the cannoneer, light artillery. November
I to May i: Cavalry, .school of the trooper, troop, and squad-

ron. March 15 to 31: Infantrv, same as in first and .second

years. April: Artillery-, same as October. May, same as

first and second years.

Fourth year.—In camp June 15 to August 28. Cavalry

exercises, advance and rear guards and outposts, latter half

of June. Instructions as to the method of giving commands.

Practical instruction in heavv artillerv, mechanical maneu-

vers, use of blocks and tackles, and hi light artillery, school

of the battery. Infantry drill, August, as in first and .second

years and as officers, noncommissioned officers, and guides of

companies. September: Infantry, as in other vears. Octo-

ber: Light artillery, school of the batter^-. vSeptember to

June: Cavalry, school of the trooper, troop, and squadron.

March 15 to 31: Infantry, as in other 3-ears. April: As in

October, and infantry, extended order, battle exercises. May:
As in other 3-ears. Practical instruction throughout the 3-ear

in the exercise and responsibilities of command as officers

and noncommissioned officers in camp, in charge of subdivi-

sions in barracks, and in command of companies at infantry

drill, and of various detachments at artillery- and cavalry

exerci.ses.

The members of the class before graduation are sent to

visit the squad rooms and stables of the cavalry- detachment

to see the manner in which enlisted men are quartered and

cared for.

Org.\niz.a.tion of the Department, 1896.

The department as now organized has charge of all strictly

militar}- drills and exercises and militar}- gj'ranastics, includ-

ing the sword and bayonet. The personnel is as follows:

A Commandant of Cadets with the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. He is in immediate command of the Corps of Cadets,
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the instructor of tactics, inspector of the Cadets' mess, presi-

dent of the board of inspectors of supplies for Cadets, and

in charge of the police, discipline, and administration of the

corps.

One senior assistant instructor of cavalr^^ tactics, usually

a captain, member of the board of inspectors of supplies for

Cadets.

One senior assistant instructor of artillery tactics, usually

a first lieutenant. He is under the Commandant, the inspector

of clothing for Cadets.

One senior assistant instructor of infantry tactics, usually

a first lieutenant.

Four assistant instructors of tactics,'commanding the Cadet

companies, lieutenants.

One assistant instructor in cavalry, lieutenant.

An instructor of militar}- g^-mnastics and use of the sword

and bayonet, civilian ; appointed permanently.

The senior assistant instructor in cavalry and assistant

take all the drills in riding.

The infantr_v and artillery drills are divided as nearly as

possible equalh' among the other officers of the department.

The instructor in military gymnastics, etc., has charge

of the exercises in swimming also.

The four assistant instructors, commanding Cadet com-

panies, conduct the infantry drills of their companies and

are responsible for the ordnance equipments issued to them.

They are also, under the regulations of the Academy and

instructions from the Commandant, directly in charge of the

police and discipline of the companies. They are required

to make inspections of their companies at least twice daily

before taps, both in camp and in barracks, with frequent

inspections after taps. The official papers of the companies

pertaining to delinquencies, privileges, etc., pass through

their hands.

All the officers of the department, except the head and the

senior in cavalrj-, form a roster for "officer in charge."

This officer is the executive head of the department for the

day and represents the Commandant in his absence.
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Description of a Recitation; Class Reports; Trans-
fers, ETC.

For recitation the classes are divided into sections, and the

sj-stem of instruction, marking, etc., conforms to the practice

of the other academic departments. Weekly class reports

and exhibition of marks the same. Transfers are rarel}-

made on account of the small number of recitations.

Review of the Present Course, Method of Instruc-

tion, Advantages, etc., 1896.

The present course designs to give to the Cadet the ele-

ments of a militar}' education, as comprehended in the drill

regulations of the three arms of the Service and in the other

manuals and lectures referred to in the theoretical course;

and in the practical work to impress upon him a thorough

knowledge and appreciation of discipline and of military

police, both in barracks and in camp; to ediicate him in the

important qualities of attention to detail and of promptness

in all his work; to give him the phj'sical training necessar}'

for the work and hardships he ma}' be called upon to endure;

and in conjunction with the other departments, to instill into

his mind during his four ^-ears at the Academy a proper

spirit of subordination and obedience to authorit}- and to

develop his confidence and capacity- for command.

The physical training, so far as it relates to work in the

gymnasium, aims at the following results:

1. To counteract b}- judicious and well-regulated exercise

the mental strain which the successful masterj^ of the aca-

demic course makes neces.sary;

2. To improve the phvsical and general carriage, develop

strength, health, and endurance; and

3. To develop agilit}-, activity, and grace; also self-reliance,

self-control, precision, and accuracy-.

These results are accomplished b\- a thorough sj-stem of

progressivelv arranged exercises, from which are excluded

all movements of questionable value, and every one in the

execution of which the element of danger is involved.
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At the beginning of each j-ear ever}- Cadet is measured in

accordance with the rules prescribed bj- the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Physical Education. These

measurements, nearly 60 in number, are compared with those

of the average student of the same age ; the weak points are

noted and directions given as to how they may be strength-

ened. Onh' members of the fourth class attend the regular

drills, but the above measurements are made for Cadets of

ever}^ class and the members of the upper classes are encour-

aged to avail themselves of the opportunit}- the gymnasium
affords.

Each class spends three of the four siimmers in camp, a

total of about two hundred and ten da3-s. The remainder of

the four vears, with the exception of tw'O and one-half months

on furlough at the end of the second year, is spent in

barracks.

The Cadets are organized, under regulations prescribed by

the Superintendent, into a battalion of four companies, each

company composed of fractions of all four classes. The
Cadet officers for the companies, with an adjutant and quar-

termaster for the battalion, are selected from the first class;

the noncommissioned officers from the second and third

classes. The selections are made b}- the Superintendent,

upon the recommendation of the Commandant, from "those

Cadets who have been most studious, soldier-like in the per-

formance of their duties, and most exemplary in their general

deportment."

The companies have separate quarters in barracks, sepa-

rate tents and compau}- streets in camp, and separate tables

at meals.

The tents used in camp are the regulation wall tents with

flies. Two Cadets live in each tent, except members of the

fourth class, most of whom li\e three in a tent.

Two Cadets live in a room in barracks.

Cadets are allowed in camp only the minimum of bedding,

clothing, etc., needed for the climate and season and consist-

ent with a neat and soldierly appearance at all times.

The Commandant of Cadets and the four assistant

instructors of tactics, with an assistant surgeon, live in camp.
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All regular drills in camp are finished before i p. m.

During the academic term the practical work in the depart-

ment is done between the hours of 4 and 6 p. m., with the

exception of a portion of the ca\-alry exercises and the mili-

tar}^ g3'muastics.

Two dress parades are held daiU' in camp, at troop and

retreat, except on Saturda}', when the troop parade is replaced

b}- an inspection.

One dress parade is held daily while in barracks, at retreat,

except on Saturday, when it is replaced by an inspection at

2 p. m.

A complete guard is maintained at all times in camp and

the instruction in this duty is most thorough. During the

term in barracks a guard is posted in the divisions of bar-

racks o\\\y during study hours in the evening to preserve

quiet and to prevent Cadets from visiting or from leaving the

barracks without authority.

The companies are practiced with the fire engine and

apparatus one week each autumn, and are turned out for

service whenever the emergenc}- justifies it.

Cadets are formed by companies, classes, details, or sec-

tions, and the rollg called for all drills and exercises and for

marching to meals and to recitations. Reports of all roll

calls are rendered to the cadet officer of the da}', whose duty

it is to promptly investigate every case of absence reported to

him.

Regulations are prescribed by the Commandant of

Cadets, approved b}- the Superintendent, upon the arrange-

ment of rooms in barracks, tents, in camp methods of con-

ducting official correspondence, uniform for drills, privileges

and minor duties of Cadets, to more fully carry out the regu-

lations of the Military Academy. These regulations are

bound in small book form and one copj- is issued to each

Cadet.

The method of instruction, broadly stated, may be said to

be based upon the principle of requiring each Cadet to learn

by actually performing them all the duties of a private sol-

dier in the different arms of the service, beginning with the

drill of the recruit, and thereafter the duties of the different
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grades of nonconunissioiied officer and of an officer, in so far

as the conditions snrrovmding the course will permit.

Each Cadet has at some time during the course the oppor-

tunity of exercising command in all the grades of noncommis-

sioned and commissioned officer up to and including that of

captain of a company. The method is progressive and follows

the logical principle of assigning to a Cadet supervision and

command in au^• drill or exercise as soon as practicable after he

has himself become proficient in it. To illustrate: the third

class furnishes the drillmasters for the fourth-class squads,

school of the soldier. These in their work are supervised bv

Cadet officers of the first class, and the.se latter receive their

instructions- from a commissioned officer, who has general

charge of the drill. Thus does the Cadet have combined,

almost from the beginning of his course, the practice of com-

mand and the exercise of authority in drills in which he has

become proficient, along with the work and instruction in drills

not yet mastered; the proportion in the former division increas-

ing naturallv up to his graduation.

The officers of the department are assembled dailv bv the

Commandant to receive any instructions he may desire to give

them upon the drills and duties of the day ; to hear reports

and observations of the previous daj- ; to point out and correct

errors, if any have been made; to interpret tactical and other

doubtful points, and to adopt absolutely uniform teaching and

practice, so that all Cadets, though the battalion be divided

for purposes of administration into four companies, shall

receive the same and uniform instruction throughout, so far as

it is practicable. This supervision of the daily work is a fea-

ture introduced b}* the present head of the department, and has

been of incalculable benefit, enabling the Commandant through

these means to keep closelv in touch with every phase of dis-

cipline and-instruction. This system, togetherwith the more

recently adopted provisions of permitting Cadets to submit

verbal explanations, gives the Commandant an opportunity of

personally coming in contact with every Cadet in the Corps

and of learning his character and special aptitude for his work,

to correct and point out to him the true and proper direction
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of his line of dut3-and its connection with the duties that may
devolve upon him as an officer.

It is thus by constantly and unceasingly, patiently and

earnestly placing before the Cadet his obligations to duty,

and impressing upon him the qualities of mind and character

that constitute the high-minded, truthful, and conscientious

officer, that the Commandant of Cadets, in my judgment,

fulfills the most important part of his many responsible duties.

[Extracts from report of Commandant of Cadets, September 18, 1898

—

Colonel Hein.]

INSTRUCTION IN DRILL AND TACTICS.

[a] Practical.—The course of practical military instruction

embraced the drill of infantry, cavalry, light and horse artil-

lery, and siege and seacoast artillery; tactical and minor tac-

tical exercises of infantry and cavalry-
;
practice marches of

infantry, cavalr}-, and light artillery; target practice with rifle

and revolver, and with field, siege, and seacoast guns; fenc-

ing with the foil, broadsword, and bayonet; g3-mnastics and

swimming; instruction in castranietation ; cavalry and artil-

ler}' stable duties, and practice in some of the duties especially

devolving upon these arms.

The effort was made to widen the scope of the course of

practical militar}- instruction—especially that held during

the summer encampment—and to place it upon a more prac-

tical basis; also to carry out the principal and most impor-

tant aim of this department, the promotion of the self-reliance

and confidence, sense of responsibilit}-, and development of

character of Cadets, in order to prepare them more fully for

the performance of the duties devolving upon the young offi-

cer when he first joins his regiment or corps, and which he

is expected to be able to enter upon at once.

To eflfect this it was found necessar}- to rearrange the

summer programme of military instruction so as to give

more time for the work to be accomplished and to give more

opportunities for Cadets, especialh' the privates of the first

class, to exercise the command and responsibilities devolving
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upon officers and noncommissioned officers. This was done

b}' suspending troop parade, except on Sundays, and by

postponing guard mounting until immediately after evening

parade; b}' dividing the forenoon into two drill periods—first,

from 7.10 to 8.30 a. m., and, second, from 9 to 10.45 or 11

a. m., or even later if desirable or necessary- to obtain the

best results—and by making the instruction in these drill

periods interchangeable; by reserving an entire day of each

week for a practice march, and by placing the privates of the

third class on the roster for corporal of the guard and those

of the first class on the permanent roster for officer of the

day and guard, and requiring the latter to frequently act as

captains and lieutenants at the various drills and exercises

of each arm.

More time and attention were given to exercises in applied

tactics and minor tactics, on varied ground in and beyond

the reservation, and the practice marches were generally

combined with field exercises. These exercises and practice

marches were as follows

:

June 21.—Cavalry practice march of 11 miles and exer-

cises in minor tactics, stable duties performed on return

(first class); duration, about nine hours.

June 24.—Cavalry reconnaissance (first class); duration,

about nine hours. Exercise in infantr}- outpost dut\' (third

class); duration, about two hours and twent\'-four minutes.

June 27.—Outpost duty and patrolling (third class); dura-

tion, three hours and thirty-five minutes.

June 28.—Advance guard and rear guard duties (third

class); duration, three hours and thirty-five minutes.

June 29.—Infantr}- practice march (third class); about

7j^ miles.

June 30.—Advance guard exercise and infantry attack

(third class); duration, two and one-third hours.

July I.—Light-battery practice march of about 12 miles

and target practice with projectiles (first class). All duties

pertaining to harnessing, hitching, and care of horses (groom-

ing, watering, feeding, and bedding down) were also per-

formed by the first class. On this march the cadets acted as
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drivers, noncommissioned officers, and officers. Infantry-

practice march of three hours (third class).

Jul}- S.—Infantry practice march, with exercise in advanced

and rear guard (first and third classes); duration, four and

three-fourths hours.

July 15.—Infantry practice march, with exercises in minor

tactics and castrametation (first, third, and fourth classes);

duration, seven and three-fourths hours.

Juh' 22.—Infantr}- practice march and field exercises (first,

third, and fourth classes); duration, four and one-half hours.

August S.—Infantry practice march and field exercises

(first, third, and fourth classes); duration, four and one-half

hours.

August 21.—Infantr}^ practice march to Camp Townsend,

Peekskill, where a bivouac was established and field exercises

carried out, consisting of an attack of three companies against

one in an intrenched position and attack of a defile held by

one company b}- three companies (first, third, and fourth

classes); duration, twenty-seven hours.

As a preparation for practical field work, cadets had been

given preliminary instruction in the duties of advanced

guard, rear guard, outposts, etc., having been supplied with

a manual of exterior guard duty, which they were required to

read and stud}- in camp.

Proper instruction in extended-order drill of infantr}' and

in minor tactics has been attempted, with but little success,

during the autumn and spring drill terms, on account of the

insufficiency' of time available and the lack of a suitable

maneuver terrain in the vicinity of the po.st for this purpose;

but the first-mentioned difficulty can be overcome b}- giving

this instruction during the summer encampment, and the lat-

ter inconvenience be met in the future b}- the utilization of

the ground formerlv used as a cadet garden, which is now
being put in order for this important instruction.

The course in rifle firing for all classes was extended and

more systematicall}- and progressivel}' carried out than

heretofore.

This instruction was facilitated by the preparation and issue

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 26
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to Cadets of a small manual, Outline of Instruction in Small-

arms Firing, based on Small-arms Firing Regulations.

Instruction in aiming, pointing, and gallery practice began

and ended with the fourth class during the summer encamp-

ment; the third class had short and mid-range practice, and

the first class mid-range practice onU', the target range not

having been vet prepared for long-range and group firing.

Work on the range is now being done, however, and it will be

ready for this practice during the autumn and spring terms.

The idea followed in this course was to give Cadets a com-

plete outline course of the target practice carried out in the

service, and also some preparation for the dut}- of musketr}'

instructors.

Revolver practice (dismounted) was given to Cadets of the

first class, it being impracticable to have mounted practice, on

account of the limited time available for this purpose.

SPECI.^L CAVALRY INSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST CLASS

DURING THE SUMMER ENCAMPMENT, 1 898.

Theoretical.—Saddles and saddling; bits and bitting; the

saddle packed; age of horses to 20 years; nomenclature of

horse; points of the horse; blemishes and defects, etc.; the

foot and its shoe (seven lessons—lectures and explanations).

Practical.—Maniuil of the carbine mounted ; folding saddle

blanket; rolling overcoat; making packs; packing saddle;

troop inspection armed with carbine ; saber and pistol prac-

tice; march from 9 a. m. till 4 p. m., 11 miles, and practical

care of horses (grooming, watering, feeding, and bedding

down) on return; outpost duty; fighting on foot; age of

horses.

At each drill Cadets were required to saddle and bridle their

own horses and to unsaddle and unbridle on tlieir return. All

theoretical instruction was followed b^ such practical appli-

cation as would impress the subject on their minds.

[b) Theoretical.—The theoretical instruction imparted in

the department of tactics comprised recitations in the drill

regulations of infantr}-, cavalr}-, and artiller}-, according to
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the following programme as laid down in the regulations of the

United States Military Academy:

First class, fourth year, cavalr\- drill regulations. Every

other week da^-, Saturdays excepted, from November i to

March 3 1 , alternating with drawing. Ten lessons each of

one hour.

Second class, third year, infantr}- and artiller}- drill regu-

lations. E\"ery other week da}-, from November 8 to January

I, alternating with chemistr}-.

Ten lessons in infantry- drill regulations and 10 lessons in

artiller}- drill regulations, each of one hour.

Some theoretical instruction in minor tactics to supplement

that taught in the drill regulations was imparted during the

summer encampment (on daj-s not available for outdoor work)

b}' means of lectures, by reading the Manual of Outposts,

Advanced and Rear Guards, etc., prepared for this purpose

for the use of cadets, and by the solution of simple, tactical

problems.

Some little knowledge of the theor\' of musketrv instruction

is also a necessary preliminary to target practice, and this

has been acquired by cadets b}^ means of a little pamphlet

("Outline of in.struction in target practice") prepared for

their use.

MILITARY ADMINISTR.A.TIOX.

The course in military administration consisted of

—

Two lectures on instruction of recruiting officers and reports

and returns pertaining to recruitment.

Two lectures on duties of post adjutant, post treasurer, and

post exchange.

Two lectures on company records.

Two lectures on the ration.

Two lectures on duties pertaining to the Quartermaster's

Department.

Two lectures on Subsistence and Ordnance Departments.

Two lectures on company organization.

One lecture on money accountabilit}-, etc.

One lecture on personal reports ; to each half of the second

class, divided into two sections for this purpose.
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[Extract from re])ort of commandant, Colonel Otto L. Hein, August,

1900.]

INSTRUCTION IN DRILL AND TACTICS.

(/) Practical.—The course of practical niilitar}- instruction

comprised the following branches: {a) Infantry, cavalry, and

artiller}' drill and exercise; [b] tactical and minor tactical

exercises; (c) target practice; {d\ castrametation ; \c) field

intrenching;
( /) pack train; {g) fencing, gymnastics, and

swimming; (//) fire drills; (/) practice marches and field exer-

cises.

The course began on September i, and with the exception

of branches [g) and (//) embraced the months of September,

October, last two weeks of March, the months of April and

]Ma^•, last ten days in June, and the months of Jul}' and

August—a total of about seven months. During the August
and spring terms the time allotted for practical instruction

averaged about one hour daily, four days each week, and dur-

ing the summer term up to August 12 about two and cne-

half hours on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursda^-s,

and Fridays, and three hours on SaturdaA's. From August
12 to 26, inclusive, the instruction hours began at 7 a. m., and

there was no recall.

All the drills and exercises during the summer term (except

from August 12 to 26, inclusive) were held between 7 and 10

a. ni., and on Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 12 m.

[a) INFANTRY, CAVALRY, AND ARTILLERY INSTRUCTION.

Ii/Jaiiiry.—This consisted of drills and exercises in the

school of the soldier, company and battalion, which were held

during September (17 drill days), March 15 to April 15 (17

drill days), May 14 to 31 (12 drill days), July 5 to August 11

(27 drill days). Infantr}' instruction preparatory to field

exercises, and practice marches, was held on the six Satur-

days during the last-mentioned period.

The members of the first class were detailed in turn as

captains and lieutenants at the compau}- and battalion drills

and preparatory exercises, and as adjutant and quartermaster

at the battalion exercises.
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Cavalry.—Cavalry' instruction during the year consisted of

equitation in the riding school, drills in the school of the

trooper, squad, troop, and squadron (close and extended order),

and dismounted cavalry; also the ceremonies.

Much attention was given to proper bitting and saddling,

and to packing the saddle, also to practice in the use of the

ordinar}' civilian saddle as a necessary accomplishment, and

for polo, which sport was given much encouragement.

Cavalry instruction was imparted progressivel}- to the third,

second, and first classes. The members of the first class were

detailed in turn to command the platoons and troop at the

troop and squadron drills.

Light and horse artillery.—This instruction comprised the

school of the battery, light and horse artillery, with the first

class detailed in turn as officers during the autumn, spring,

and summer, and the third class as cannoneers during the

autumn, spring, and part of the summer.

It also embraced the school of the driver, fitting of harness,

use of the coupling rein, whip, bridling reins of of? horse,

instruction by pairs and teams unhitched, to post teams with

their carriages, to hitch and unhitch, and instruction bv teams

hitched.

Light artillery target practice and ranging under the service

conditions approximately' was held during the latter part of

the summer.

Artillery—j.2" gun foot drill.—This instruction was

imparted to the fourth class during the months of October,

from April 15 to May 15, and the months of July and August.

It consisted of the service of the piece, instruction in aiming,

setting the sights for indicated ranges and for indicated

deflection; practice in aiming, bringing into line of sight a

disk moved over the face of a target set up a short distance

from the gun; fuze setting, explanation of the nature and

working of the fuze bv model fuze exhibited
;
practice in fuze

setting by use of dunini}- shrapnel with holes (to indicate

time train) and pins; fire discipline, instruction in the duties

of the personnel and in the service of the guns in action;

finding the range, establishing the long and short brackets,

finding the length of the fuze.
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This instruction is preparatory to the field practice of the

light battery where projectiles are used and the conditions

made more realistic.

The chiefs of platoon of this instruction battery were

detailed in turn from the first class and gunners from the

third class.

Siege-gun and mortar drill.—This instruction was given

to the fourth class, with gun commanders from the first class,

during the autumn, spring, and summer terms, alternating

with the 3.2" gun foot drills. It comprised the service of the

piece, also instruction in nomenclature and general features

of the pieces (rifling, breech mechanism); aiming (practical

laying by open sight, correction of aim b}' obsen-ed results,

use of sight and cjuadrant in conjunction, indirect laj'ing);

ammunition (weights, velocities); penetration, etc., eflfects of

fire.

The course in cavalry, light and horse artillery', will, dur-

ing the coming 3'ear, be put upon a plane of excellence here-

tofore unattainable.

In the past it has alwaj'S been necessar}- to use the same
horses for cavalr}- and artillery instruction, and to employ

the enlisted men of the cavalry detachment as drivers. This

condition no longer obtains since an artillery detachment and

the necessary artillery horses have been authorized for

instruction at the Military Academy.

Moitiitain gun ar/illrrv.—This consisted of instruction in

the material (1.65 Hotchkiss mountain rifle), the gun, its

ammunition, sights, etc., and the pack saddle and its acces-

sories, in fitting pack saddle to mules, in the transportation

of the battery by pack mules and by draft, and in the service

of the piece.

This instruction was given to the first class during the

spring and summer periods of instruction.

Recommendation has been made that the inferior Hotch-

kiss mountain gun of small caliber be replaced with the

Maxim-Nordenfeldt 75 mm. mountain gun, which is officiall}-

reported to lia\e given perfect satisfaction in the field, and it
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is hoped that the modern gun nia}- be furnished for use in

the instruction of cadets as soon as practicable.

Machine gun.—Instruction in machine guns ( lo-barrel Gat-

ling), consisted of the nomenclature and servace of the piece,

maneuver of the horsed gun detachment, and firing practice

with blank ammunition, and ball ammunition on the target

range. It was imparted during the autumn and spring periods

to the second class as cannoneers, with officers detailed in turn

from the first class.

Coast aiii/Iny.—Instruction in this branch was given to

the first class in the autumn, to the second class in the spring,

and the third class in the summer. The gun used was the

8-inch B. L. rifle on United States barbette carriage and 12-

inch B. L. mortar on spring return carriage. It comprised

the care, cleaning, etc., of the rifle and mortar, and manual
of the same; use of horizontal position finder, setting up base

end instruments, and measuring horizontal angles, taking and

transmitting azimuths of moving vessels; use of plotting board

to determine position, speed, and direction of moving vessels;

relocating for use at gun.

This instruction is now placed in the third-class course, and

will be given to that class hereafter, the class having pre-

viously had a theoretical course in coast artillery drill regula-

tions in the section room, besides theoretical and practical

instruction in the same line in the siege-battery instruction

given to the class when fourth classmen.

[h] TACTICAL AXD MINOR TACTICAL EXERCISES.

These exercises were held during the autumn, spring, and

summer terms on the maneuver terrain, on the reservation,

and contiguous countr}-. They consisted of the attack and

defense of a position (sometimes intrenched), of a defile,

woods, etc., and battle exercise in the open ; also exercises of

advance guards, rear guards, outposts, and reconnaissance of

the enemy and countrv. Some of the exercises were carried

oiit by infantry and cavalry singly, and b}' these arms in

combination with light and mountain artillery.
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{c) TARGET PRACTICE.

Rifle.—The course of rifle target practice during the

instruction year consisted of

—

A. Sighting, position, and aiming drills, and gallery prac-

tice.

B. Short range, lOO, 200, 300 yards; niidrange, 500, 600

yards; and long range, 800, 1,000 37ards, firing.

C. Skirmish firing, 600 to 200 yards.

As the course is now arranged the instruction in sub-

division A is given to the fourth class during the period of

recruit instruction, that in subdivision B to the fourth class

in the spring and third class in the summer, and in sub-

division C to the third class in the summer.

Revolver.—The course of revolver practice during the past

year consisted of

—

A. Position and aiming drill, and snap shooting with blank

ammunition.

B. Dismounted practice at 10, 20, and 50 yards.

C. Mounted practice at a walk and gallop at the prescribed

ranges.

The course of revoKer practice is given to the first class.

The interest manifested b}- Cadets in their target practice

was very gratifying and the work accomplished most satis-

factory.

{d) CASTRAMETATION.

This course consisted of instruction in pitching shelter

tents, wall and conical wall tents, and in laving out camps,

and was given to the companies of the battalion of Cadets in

turn during the spring and summer terms.

(^) FIELD INTRENCHING.

Instruction in the construction of shelter trenches was

given to the companies of the battalion of Cadets, in turn,

during the spring and summer terms, and practice in this

branch was also carried out at a number of tactical and field

exercises.
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The intrenching equipment of Cadets, consisting of a port-

able spade and pick, worn suspended in leather cases from

the field cartridge belt (adopted in the summer of 1898), has

been thoroughly tested, and has proven to be a verj' satisfac-

tory equipment.

(
/) PACK-TRAIN SERVICE.

This instruction comprised the setting up of the aparejo

(with willow strips and steel ribs), fitting the same to mules,

and detailed instruction of each Cadet in putting on the

aparejo, in loading cargo on the mule, and securing the same
with diamond and other hitches, and methods of adjusting

loads of different kinds ; it was imparted to the first class

during the summer period of instruction.

To qualif}-, each Cadet was required to start with aparejo

and load on the ground, to put on the aparejo, and sling and

lash the load within three minutes. The entire class qualified

during the summer.

The pack train as organized for the use of Cadets consists

of the quartermaster-sergeant, eight packers, and twelve pack

mules.

An ammunition pack train for the supply and distribution

of ammunition to troops in the firing line, consisting of eight

pack mules with packs of eight boxes of ammunition under

charge of the Cadet Quartermaster with eight ammunition

carriers (provided with ammunition pouches), has been organ-

ized, and Cadets have received instruction and practice in

this important branch at the tactical exercises.

[g) GYMNASTICS, SWIMMING, AND FENCING.

The course of physical training of Cadets was carried out

in accordance with the prescribed programme, and the

instruction imparted to the new Cadets was similar to that

of last year and the 3'ear before.

(//) FIRE DRILLS.

Fire drills of the battalion, comprising the service of the

steam fire engine, hook, ladder, and hose trucks, were held
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during tlie month of December and continued until a sufficient

degree of efficienc\' with the fire apparatus in case of fire was

insured.

(/) FIELD EXERCISES AND PRACTICE MARCHES.

Field exercises and practice marches.—The culmination of

the practical instruction of the summer occupied the last two

weeks of the encampment; that is, from August 12 to 27.

The field exercises embraced an extended application of the

principles of attack and defense, of advance and rear guards,

of outposts and reconnoissance, with an enemy imaginary,

outlined or represented, or with opposing sides. The prac-

tice marches were generally combined with such exercises,

and when made b}- mounted organizations stable duties

(watering, grooming, feeding, and bedding down horses) were

performed as required by the cavalr}- or light artillery drill

regulations and customs of the ser\'ice, upon the completion

of the march.

The field exercises alternated with the practice marches,

the former beginning at 7.10 a. m. and ending at or before 11

a. m., and the latter lasting from 7.10 a. m. till 2.30 or 3.30

p. m.

The uniform worn consisted of gra}- shirts, trousers, cam-

paign hats, and leggings. Blanket rolls, canteens, and haver-

sacks were carried on some of the practice marches, and in

case of mounted organizations saddles were packed.

The rank and file of the cavalry, light and mountain artil-

lery organizations, and pack train consisted entire!}- of mem-
bers of the first class, and of the infantry- organizations, of

members of the third and fourth classes, with officers detailed

from the first class according to roster.

The field exercises and practice marches were all carried out

in accordance with general schemes, in which the conditions

were made to resemble those in actual ser\-ice, and were super-

intended bv officers of the tactical department.

All of the exercises and marches, with the exception of the

march to Peekskill, were carried out within S or 10 miles of

tlie post, and were as follows:
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AugHsl y.—First class, organized as platoon of mountain

artillery, and train loaded with reserve ammunition and camp
equipage, marched to clearing on Eagle Valley road and

went into camp; pack mules unloaded and cargo stored;

picket line stretched; camp pitched, using shelter tents;

drivers and packers sent to care for animals, cannoneers to

care for their guns, etc.; details made for pitching wall tent,

digging sinks, and kitchen fatigue; duration about four and

one-half hours.

August ! I

.

—First class, organized as platoon of mountain

artillery- and pack train, field exercise and camp duties; dura-

tion three hours and twenty minutes. Third and fourth

classes, organized as two companies of infantry, carried out

exercise in attack and defense of an advance guard and out-

post, eneni}' represented ; duration three hours and twenty

minutes.

August /y.—First class, organized as troop of cavalr^y,

acted as reconnoitering detachment and outpost; eneni}- out-

lined; duration three hours. Third and fourth classes, organ-

ized as two companies of infantry, exercise of advance guard

and outpost, enemy outlined; duration three and one-half

hours.

August i^.—First class, organized as light batter)', went

on practice march; enemy imaginary.

In this march the officers, noncommissioned officers, and

drivers comprised members of the first class. The teams

were harnessed and hitched by the latter.

The battery went into park on the return march, when

the teams were iinhitched and unharnessed, the picket line

stretched, and camp.made; picket and park guards and sen-

tinels were posted, and fatigue details sent to procure wood,

and in digging and screening sinks. After dinner the camp

was struck and policed and sinks filled. Teams were har-

nessed and hitched, the carriages repacked, and the battery

returned to the post, after which they performed evening

stables ; duration nine hours and thirty minutes.

The third and fourth classes, organized as two companies

of infantry, went on practice march, and carried out exercise
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as advance guard, reconnoissance and outpost, with opposing

sides; duration seven hours.

August ij.—First class, organized as platoon of mountain

artillerv, went on practice march, established camp, etc.;

duration seven hours. Third and fourth classes, organized

as battalion of infantry-, executed a field maneuver.

August iS.—First, third, and fourth classes, organized as

a battalion of infantry, executed a field maneuver, enemy
outlined; duration three hours and fifteen minutes.

August 20.—First class, as a troop of cavalry, executed a

field maneuver; duration three hours and thirty minutes.

Third and fourth classes, organized as battalion of infantry,

executed a field maneuver; duration two hours and fifteen

minutes.

August 21 and 22.—The Corps of Cadets, organized as a

battalion of infantry, troop of cavalr}-, platoon of mountain

artiller}-, and pack train, in heavy marching order, marched

from West Point at S a. m. on August 21 to the State camp
of the New York National Guard, with troop of cavalrv act-

ing as advance guard. The command reached Peekskill at

11.30 a. m. and went into bivouac, establishing an outpost.

A field exercise was carried out at 4 p. m., one company
intrenching and defending a position which was attacked by

the remaining three companies. The mounted organizations

performed evening stable dutj' and furnished a stable guard.

The command broke camp at 7 a. m. on August 22 and car-

ried out a field maneuver on the return march. One com-

pany of infantry was sent in advance of the remainder of the

command to take up and defend a position in the defile about

4 miles north of Peekskill. This was reconnoitered b}' the

cavalry and then attacked by three companies of infantry in

front, the cavalr}- and mountain artillerv cooperating on the

flanks. At the conclusion of the exercise the march was

resumed, and the command reached West Point at 12.45

p. m.

August 2j.—First class, as troop of cavalry, carried out a

field exercise with enemy outlined; duration two hours.

The third and fourth classes, organized as a battalion of
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infantry, carried ont a field exercise with enenn- outlined;

duration two hours.

Aiigust 2j.—The first class, organized as a light battery,

had target practice, the targets being placed at a distance of

2,150 yards and 2,250 3-ards from the battery. Eighty-six

common shell with brass percussion fuses and 30 shrapnel

with combination fuses were fired. All of the targets were

repeatedly hit and a large percentage of the shots fell within

the area that would have been occupied b}' a battery in action
;

duration eight hours. The third and fourth classes, organ-

ized as a battalion of infantry, executed a field maneuver;

enemy outlined ; duration three hours and fortj'-five minutes.

Aiigttst 2j.—The first class, organized as a troop of cavalry

with packed saddles, went on practice march and performed

reconnoitering and outpost duty; enemy outlined. Evening
cavalr}- stable duty was performed on the return to the post;

duration seven hours and fort}- minutes. The third and

fourth classes, organized as a battalion of infantry, carried out

an exercise of advance guard and outpost; enemy outlined.

Field sketches and reports were made by detailed members
of the first class on all of the practice marches and several of

the field exercises.

(2) Theoretical.—The course of theoretical instniction dur-

ing the past 3'ear consisted of recitations in the United

States infantry, cavalry, and light artillery drill regulations,

regulations for mountain, coast, and siege artiller}', and serv-

ice of security and information during the academic 3'ear,

and of lectures and practical demonstrations during the sum-

mer encampment, according to the following scheme:

[a) United States infantrj- drill regulations:

Fourth class.—As far as and including the school

of the compan}' (8 lessons).

Second class.—Remainder of drill regulations (11

lessons).

[b] United States light artillery drill regulations:

Fourth class.—School of the cannoneer (4 lessons).

Second class.—School of the battery and emplo}'-

ment of artillery (11 lessons).
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[c) Siege and coast artillery:

Fourth class.—School of the cannoneer 14 lessons).

[d] United States cavalry drill regulations:

First class.—School of the troop, squadron, regi-

ment, emplo^-ment of cavalry (12 lessons).

{e) Service of security and information:

Fourth class.—Advance and rear guards, outposts,

reconnoissance, etc. (11 lessons).

The course of lectures was delivered to the first, third, and

fourth classes on days unfit for practical work out-of-doors,

as follows

:

Day of lecture.
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A course of lectures and practical demonstrations, followed

b}' outdoor work on the following subjects, was held for the

members of the first and third classes whose jjresence was not

required at artillery drills daily except Saturdays from 7 to

8.30 a. m. during the second period of instruction, from July

5 to August 1 1:

Map reading and practical uses of maps; scales; sketches,

reports, reconnoissance
;
practical work in reconnoissance and

sketching; solution of minor tactical problems.

Manuals of instniclioii prepared in the departinetit of

tactics.—Drill regulations for mountain artiller}-, First Lieut.

W. Lassiter, First Artiller}-.

Drill regulations for siege and coast artillery, First Lieut.

W. Lassiter, First Artillery.

Service of security and information. First Lieut. E. Ander-

son, Seventh Cavalr3\

Manual for making blanket rolls and for pitching shelter

tents. First Lieut. W. Lassiter, First Artiller}-.

Manual for constructing shelter trenches. First Lieut. G.

Blakely, Second Artiller}-.

Notes on horses and rules for polo. First Lieut. R. L.

Howze, Sixth Cavalry.

The transfer of the elementary part of the infantry and

artillery drill regulations from the second class course to that

of the fourth class and the introduction of the study of

security and information in the fourth class course went into

effect during the past year, and now comprises a very satis-

factory course for that class.

MILIT.ARY .A.DMINISTR.\TION.

The course of lectures on company, post, and staflf admin-

istration, as required by Regulations, United States Army,

was delivered by assistant instructors of tactics to the half of

the second class which did not attend drawing on Fridays

from 2 to 3 jD. m. between October 13 and March 2.

Nine lectures were delivered to each half of the class, which

alternated in attendance, as follows:

First lecture.—Listruction of recruiting officers, and re-

ports and returns pertaining to recruitment.
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Second lecture.—Conipan}- organization ; how to obtain

and dispose of enlisted men.

Third lecture.—The ration.

Fourth lecture.—Company records, reports, and returns.

Fifth lecture.—Duties pertaining to the Quartermaster

Department.

Sixth lecture.—Subsistence and Ordnance Departments.

Seventh lecture.—Property accountabilit}-.

Eighth lecture.—Alone}- accountabilit}-.

Ninth lecture.—Duties of the post adjutant and post

treasurer, and reports and returns pertaining thereto. The
post exchange.

To facilitate this instruction, printed lectures in pamphlet

form were issued to the class before the beginning of the

course, and the particular lecture of the da}- was announced

in advance for discussion, and Cadets were required to prepare

themselves to be questioned.

This course was supplemented during the months of Jan-

uary and Februar}^ by practical instruction given to the iirst

class in the manner of making out the morning report and

other papers and records pertaining to the company.

LECTURES ON CUSTOMS OF SERVICE .A.ND MILIT.'\RY ETIQUETTE.

Four lectures—on the customs of the service, uniforms and

equipments, horse equipments and field outfit, and military

etiquette—were delivered to the first class during the month

of Februar}-.

The members of the class were allowed to submic to the

lecturers written questions on any point included in the

subject-matter of these lectures one or two da}-s before their

deliver}'.

INSTRUCTION OF NEW CADETS.

The recruit instruction of new Cadets (80 in number)

arriving in June began on June 23 and ended on July 3 (13

drill days), and consisted of the following subjects:

Physical exercises and setting-up drill; school of the
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soldier and squad, extended-order drill, and ceremonies
;
pre-

liniinar}- target practice (sighting, position, and aiming drills,

gallery practice); slielter-tent exercise; shelter-trench exercise.

Lectures were given to the new Cadets on the Academic

Regulations, blue book, care of arms and equipment, firing

regulations, and service of securit}- and information.

The instruction of the new Cadets (83 in number), arriving

on the 25th of Jul}-, began on Juh- 31 and ended on August

14 (13 drill days), and comprised the same programme as that

mentioned above.

The hours for dail}- instruction (except Sundays) were as

follows

:

Physical exercises, 7.15 to 8.15 a. m. ; infantr}- drill, 8.45

to 9.45 a. m. and 4.30 to 5.30 p. m.; galler}- practice, 10.30

to I I.I 5 a. ni.: shelter-trench and shelter-tent exercise during

some of the morning and afternoon drill hours; lectures,

12 to 12.45 P- ™-

The instructors emploj-ed over new Cadets were speciallv

selected members of the first and third classes and comprised

careful, painstaking, patient, exemplar}-, and intelligent

instructors, all of whom worked conscientiousl}- and effi-

cienth- under the immediate supervision of the assistant

instructor of tactics in charge and the master of the sword.

The progress made in this branch of instruction was most

satisfactor}- and gratifying and can be principally attributed

to the systematic and rational arrangement of the course, the

excellent instructors emplo^-ed, and the strict compliance of

the latter with the correct methods laid down in the drill

regulations for the conduct of instructors. The work was

also greatly facilitated in the marchings by indicating the

proper and uniform cadence for instructors and squads by

the tap of the drum, regulated accurately b}- the metronome;

by object lessons in the manual of arms and position of the

soldier rather than by long and tiresome oral explanations;

b}' carefulh- sifting out and advancing the men from one

squad to another according to proficiency, and b}- placing

the most backward men under the very best instructors.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 27
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MILITARY KFFICIENCV.

During the past year the members of the first class have

been detailed in turn, according to roster, as officer of the

da}- and guard, commandants of table, and inspectors of

subdivision (weekl}- tours), and were marked for their per-

formance of these duties.

At all drills, tactical and minor tactical exercises, and

practice marches and field exercises the}' have in turn per-

formed the duties of officers, and a record of marks was kept

upon the efficiency shown, i. e., as based upon their knowledge

and application of the drill regulations, manner of giving

commands, proficiency in making corrections and explana-

tions, and control of men exhibited.

During the year the first class men of each company have

in turn exercised command of the company, making its

inspections before and commanding it on parade, marching

it to and from the mess hall, and being held responsible for

its good order during his tour, the latter beginning at guard

mounting and ending at guard mounting on the following

da}-. They have also acted in turn as adjutant at guard

mounting and as adjutant and quartermaster at parades.

They were marked on the performance of these duties, and

also on equitation and for their work on the target range.

Marks on soldierlv deportment and discipline, based upon

the character and degree of soldierly qiuilities of each Cadet

of the first class, as determined by the estimate of the

Commandant of Cadets and each of his assistants and upon

delinquencies affecting soldierlv conduct, have been recorded.

The marks on militarv efficiency and soldierly deportment

and discipline were submitted periodically to the Superin-

tendent.

From this it will be seen that each member of the first

class has been given every possible opportunity during his

last year at the Academy to exercise the command and many
of the responsibilities and duties which devolve upon a

commissioned officer of the junior grade in the Army, pre-

paratory to graduation, and has been given credit for the
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efficienc}- shown in the performance of dnty and for his

exhibition of those qualities which are essential in the make-

\ip of an officer.

[Extracts from report of ConiinaiKianl, Col. Charles r,. Treat, Aii);iist, 1901.]

The undersigned assumed command as Commandant of

Cadets June 15, 1901. Up to that time the regular drill

schedule, as set forth in the annual report of the Com-
mandant of Cadets for 1900, had been carried out. The
regular drill sea.son began June 15. A practice march to

Lake Alohegan was made June 17, 1901. It was a march of

concentration on the Peekskill waterworks, where contact

was made with the Seventh Regiment, National Guard, State

of New York, en route to Lake Mohegan. The command
returned the following day. All duties were performed by

Cadets, including grooming, watering, and feeding the

animals. \'ery satisfactory road sketches were made, and

all details of advance and rear guard and other requirements

for security and information were strictlv carried out.

Cavalry.—The qualit}' of horsemanship and class of riding

shown is good, though not eutirel}- satisfactorj-. Efforts are

being made to improve the bitting and gaiting of the horses

by using the four-rein bridle, and either a bit and bridoon or

the regulation curb bit with second-rein ring at mouthpiece.

This is producing a marked improvement in the gaits of the

horses, their tractabilit}-, and manners, the injury and pain

caused by the heavy, inexperienced, and numerous different

hands on the curb alone being somewhat abated by the

almost exclusive use of the snaffle rein. The Quartermaster-

General has furnished 32 ponies that have been carefully

trained and schooled and will be used in conjunction with

cavalrj- and riding instruction to teach Cadets how to ride the

pad saddle, ride cross country, and those showing superiority

will be given practice and instruction iu polo. The Ordnance

Department has furnished 20 new and first-class pad saddles,

with bridles, cavessons, and breast straps complete. These,

with the 10 others already on hand, make 30 complete
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outfits. To school new horses in taking obstacles and perfect

old ones a jumping chute—an oval 150 feet by 75 feet, 12-

foot track, fences 6 feet high, with a stone wall, water jump,

hedge, and post and rail as obstacles—was constructed and has

been in successful operation during the summer. The horses

are first turned in without a bridle or rider and sent around

as many times and as many days as necessary to have them
jump easily, gracefully, and without hesitation. Cadets are

then put in the saddle and instructed as to proper position of

the body in jumping, and are encouraged to hold on b}- the

saddle, mane, or straps around the horse's neck—an3'thing to

make them feel secure and increase their confidence. The
horses, still without bridles, are then turned loose and sent

over the obstacles. In this way the horse jumps naturall}-,

the Cadet can not punish the horse by supporting himself on

the reins, and he is gradually taught to ride with his legs,

alone and only to guide and steady b}' the reins. Both kinds

of saddles are used in this instruction, with and without

stirrups, and also bareback. The principle governing this

instruction is, first, to teach the horse to jump; then let the

horse be free to teach the man, taking ever}- precaution to

maintain and increase the rider's confidence. On the flat

north of the post a simple steeple-chase course has been laid

out, containing the following obstacles: Virginia rail fence,

hedge, stone wall, in-and-out jump, board fence, post and

rail, and water jump. The course is about half a mile long,

and the tiirns are short enough to make it necessar}- to ride

with the horse well in hand and avoid forming the habit of

rushing at obstacles.

The summer course in equitation included instruction in

the use of the longe and the proper application of the aids.

This instruction was given to members of the first and third

classes left over after providing for all details at the other

drills taking place at the same hour— 7 to 8. 30 a. m. B}"

this means 8 to 10 first-class men and 16 to 20 third-class

men were given dail}' instruction. This was particularly'

advantageous in the latter case, affording an opportunitj' to

somewhat accustom third-class men to the horse before getting
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into the riding hall. The class is so large that the hall will

scarcely accommodate one-half of them, as is customar_v, and

the time allowed to each man will be diminished one-third

and possibl}^ one-half. This is a serious question, and it is

hoped that a new division of time maj' be made to somewhat

renied}' the condition.

A regular course of lectures, covering practical duties in

the several arms of the service, has been arranged for and

given. Lectures also covering the subjects of military admin-

istration, customs of the service, and militar}- etiquette, mili-

tary efficiency, instruction of recruits and new Cadets, together

with all other practical and theoretical subjects, have been

discussed and lectured on by the various officers on duty in

the department of tactics. The subject of discipline, military

conduct, and general deportment has been presented to all

Cadets by discussions and lectures by the Commandant of

Cadets in person.

J.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL
MILITARY ENGINEERING, 1896.

[The following report on the department of practical military engi-

neering was prepared in 1 896 by Captain James Lusk, Corps of Engineers,

U. S. A., the then head of the department.]

During the early history of the Academy, and up to about

1842, instruction in practical military engineering appears

to have been committed to the department of engineering and

the science of war, under the title of "actual (or practical)

operations on the ground." (See United States Army Regu-

lations, 1 82 1, art. 78, par. 40; United States Army Regula-

tions, 1825, P^r. 1349; Regulations United States Military

Academy, 1839, pars. 34, 35.)

In August, 1842, Capt. A. J. Swift, Corps of Engineers, was

assigned to duty as instructor in practical military engineer-

ing, and his name is so borne in the Annual Register fori843.

About one year later the head of the department became a

member of the academic board. (See Post Orders, No. 22, of

1844.)
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From 1844 onward the department has existed without

interruption, except during part of the war of the rebellion,

when it was probabh- merged in a greater or less degree in

the department of engineering and the science of war.

A detailed programme of instruction first appears in the

Academic Regulations in 1853. That programme was some-

what extended in 1857, and again in 1867 and 1892.

Instruction in this branch was confined to the first class

until 1867, when it was extended to include the second class.

In 1 89 1 it was still further extended to include the third class.

The regulations of 1857 prescribed that in making up the

general merit roll of the first class practical military engi-

neering shoiild have a relative value of one-half (50), but the

provision does not appear to have been carried into effect.

In 1 89 1 it was ordered, upon the recommendation of the

academic board, that in making up the merit roll of the first

class a weight of 45 should be assigned. This provision has

been carried into effect in the merit rolls of the first class in

1892 and succeeding 3'ears to this time.

In 1863 Capt. S. T. Gushing, acting signal oflEcer, was sent

to A\"est Point for the purpose of introducing " instruction in

militar}- signaling and telegraph}- as a part of the regular

course of instruction for Cadets." Under this order Captain

Cushing was on duty at West Point from Jul}- 24, 1863, ^^

January 24, 1864, but no post order appears to have been

issued assigning him to duty.

Upon the recommendation of the academic board, instruc-

tion in military signaling and telegraphy was added to the

course in practical military engineering in October, 1867.

St.-\tement of the Present Course, etc.

During July and August of each year the first and third

classes are under instruction; in October and April, the first

and second classes; and during the first week in May, the

first class alone.

The scope of the course as at present taught can probably
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be best outlined by the following programme of instruction

for the year July i, 1895, to June 30, 1896:

FIRST CLASS.

School of the boat.

Making knots and la.shings.

Bridge by successive pontoons.

Assembling and launching canvas

pontoons.

Trestle bridge on land.

Double lock spar bridge.

Abatis.

Fascine.

Hurdle.

Hoop-iron gabion.

Brush gabion.

Gabion revetment.

Fascine revetment.

vSand-bag revetment.

Barrel revetment.

Wire entanglement.

Simple trench (one-sixth scale).

Simple trench (full .scale).

Flying trench (one-sixth scale).

Flying trench (full .scale).

Shelter trenches, \arious types.

Russian guu pit.

Epaulment for breech-loading gun.

Epaulment for muzzle-loading gun.

Full sap.

Planting vertical palisading.

Planting inclined palisading.

Gun platform.

Mortar platform.

Profiling.

Signaling with flag.

Signaling with heliograph.

Signaling with telegraph.

Use of reconnoissance instruments.

Mounted reconnoissance.

Utilization of ground and stone-

walls as a means of defense.

U.se of explosives.

SECOND CLASS.

Bridge by successive pontoons.

Gabion revetment.

Sand-bag revetment.

Barrel revetment.

Wire entanglement.

Making palisading.

Planting vertical palisading.

Planting inclined pali.sadiug.

Planting fraises in scarp.

Planting fraises in counterscarp.

Gun platform.

Mortar platform.

Signaling with flag.

Signaling with telegraph.

THIRD CL.\SS.

School of the boat.

Bridge by successive pontoons.

Assembling and launching canvas

pontoons.

Trestle bridge on land.

Fascine revetment.

Gabion revetment.

Shelter trenches, various types.

Signaling with flag.

Signaling with heliograph.

Utilization of ground and stone

walls as a means of defense.

Use of explosives.
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The text-books employed are solely for reference. The list

includes Ernst's Manual of Military Engineering, the Wool-

wich and Chatham text-books on the same subject, the United

States Bridge Equipage and Drill, and various other piiblica-

tions bearing upon the subjects taught. The actual instruc-

tion to the Cadets in each subject is given out mainly in the

form of printed cards containing concise descriptions and

explanations of the work to be executed. The cards are sup-

plemented b^' hectographed plans and sections and by oral

explanations.

The number of drills possible each season depends to a

certain extent upon the weather and upon interruptions in

the way of musters, reviews, military funerals, etc., requiring

the attendance of all the Cadets.

That these causes combine to lessen to a large extent the

quantit}^ of instruction possible the following comparison will

show:

Drills possible

Lost, bad weather

Lost, military funerals.

Lost, musters

.\ctual drills

Drills lost

Percentage lost

Total.

8j

9

69

3
>5-9

The time devoted to instruction during the year in question

was as follows:

First class: Hours.

October, 95, 15 drills, i hour each 15

April, 1896, 13 drills, i hour each 13

July and August, 1 896, 41 drills, i Yi hours each 6 1 "4

Total 89 Vi

Second class:

October, 1895, 15 drills, i hour each 15

April, 1896, 13 drills, i hour each 13

Total 28

Third cla.ss:

July and August, 1896, 41 drills, \),i hours each 6i J^
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The time lost b}- the individual Cadets is much greater than

that due to the number of lost drills. This arises from the

absence of Cadets who are sick, on old and new guards (during

the encampment), or detailed for other duties. Excepting the

case of the first class in Jul}- and August, the attendance is

b}' half classes on alternate da3-s. During the first class 3-ear

of the class of 1S96 the maximum attendance b}- an^- member
of the class was 56 drills out of a total possible of 72. The
average attendance was about 46 drills out of 72.

In May each Cadet of the first class is required to attend one

full da}- at mounted reconnoissance. This exercise involves

about six and one-half hours of steady work of observing,

recording notes, making a road sketch and a finished map in

ink, all in the field.

No stated lectures are given in this course, but as much oral

instruction is imparted as time allows. There is no distinct

division of the course into advance and review, but, for the

sake of proficiency, certain parts of the course are repeated to

a limited extent.

3. Organization of Department, etc.

Since the expansion of the course in 1S91, and until quite

recentlv, the number of instructors has been three—the

instructor of practical militarv engineering and two assist-

ants. As a rule, these three officers have all attended at

every drill and have found themselves fully occupied. When
the classes are large the summer drills tax the energies of

the (jfficers to the utmost.

There is no strict division of duties, the officers being

assigned to different lines of instruction at different times,

thus having under their obser\ ation all the Cadets of the dif-

ferent classes. This arrangement is believed to bring about

the fairest possible results in marking and grading the

classes.

4. Description of a Drill.

When a class or half class is reported to the instructor,

the details are rapidly made b}' roster for the different kinds

of work to be done. The squads are promptly marched to

the working points, where instruction cards, rough drawings,
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and implements are provided. When deemed necessary, oral

instrnction and explanation are given both before and after

the squads begin working. When, in the judgment of the

officer in charge, enough work has been done, the members
of the squad are questioned sufficienth' to ascertain their

understanding of the practical features involved. The mark-

ing is done iipon the method of working, the progress made,

and the understanding shown of the subject. In signaling

and telegraph}' the marking is done upon the recorded mes-

sages turned in by each Cadet.

5. Weekly Class Reports, etc.

These are made and the marks exhibited in the usual man-
ner, the classes being divided into sections merel}- for the

sake of convenience in marking. As a rule, transfers are not

made. In general, first class men are detailed as chiefs of

the working parties of the second and third classes, and are

required to mark the members of their parties. The marks
so given are recorded, but do not affect the final standing in

the department, which is determined solel}- from the marks
of the first class year. The members of the first class are

marked by the ofiicers alone.

6. EXAMIXATIOXS.

These are entireU- practical, and have thus far been con-

ducted in Fort Clinton, and with one exception (that of Ma}',

1892) they have taken place during the period of the annual

examination. As there is no room suitable for indoor exami-

nation, a postponement will undoubtedh- be necessary in case

of inclement weather. The mark for each daj-'s drill having

a weight of unit}-, the examination mark has thus far been

given a weight of 3, and that for mounted reconnoissance a

weight of 5. The usual standard of proficiency is required.

REVIEW OF course, 1896.

The instrnction now given is believed to be as full and
thorough as the time allowed will permit. Several defects

exist, the most important being as follows:

I. Lost time.—As stated in detail above, the time lost from
instruction due to drills missed from various causes and to
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the absence of Cadets from drills makes up a large total. To
partiall}- obviate the evil requires a wearisome repetition of

certain drills. There seems to be no remedj' for this state

of affairs without encroaching upon the practical work of

other departments, which is not recommended.

2. T/ie short terms of service allowed the assistant instruct-

ors and the irreffnlarity of their tours of duty.—These officers

are not allowed as long terms of service at the Academ\- as

those in other departments, and are assigned and relieved

without reference to the academic year. The Mork of instruc-

tion of the department begins on July 5 and ends with the

conclusion of the next annual examination. It is therefore

desirable that changes of assistant instructors be made
between the end of the annual examination and the succeed-

ing I St day of July. It is also much to be wished that these

ofificers should have tours of dtity at the Academy of not less

than three years.

MEMORAND.\ CONCERNING DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL MILI-

TARY ENGINEERING DURING THE WAR OK THE REBELLION."

Engineer Compan}- A, formed for ser\-ice in war with

Mexico, returned to West Point June 22, 1848, and assisted

in instruction of cadets until January 18, 1861, when, under

command of Lieut. J. C. Dnane, instructor of practical mili-

tary engineering, it left West Point for Washington, D. C.

On September 30, 1861, the compau}' returned with Capt.

J. C. Duane and Lieuts. G. Weitzel and John A. Tard}-, jr.,

and remained at West Point till October 30, 1861, when the

companv and officers again left to join the Army of the

Potomac.

A small detachment was left behind under command of

Lieut. William P. Craighill, then in the department of civil

and military engineering, and remained at West Point under

his orders (with a temporary absence June 21 to October 25,

1862) till June 18, 1S63. From June 18, 1863, to August 19,

1863, the detachment was commanded by Lieut. J. A. Smith,

then temporarily by several other officers in succession till

September 10, 1863, when Capt. Miles D. McAlester joined

'iHy CaiJtaitl Lusk.
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as instructor of practical military engineering and com-

mander of detachment.

During tlie interval between October 30, 1861, and Sep-

tember 10, 1S63, the department of practical militar}' engi-

neering was probabl}- merged in the department of civil and

military engineering. The same may be true for the inter-

val from January 18, 1861, to September 30, 1S61.

The detachment of engineers above referred to was kept at

West Point in department of practical military engineering

till the return of A Compau}- in 1865.

A Company remained at West Point till September i, 1S67,

when a new detachment was formed and left behind till

arrival of E Company on March 3, 1871.

Inshuclors, dcpaytiiwtit ofpractkal military engineering , signaling, and telegraphy.

Instructor.
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In 1897 instruction in this department was carried on as in

1896. In 189S and 1S99 it was considerabl}- interfered with

\)\ the necessities of the Spanish war and the consequent

transfer of troops to and from West Point. In 1900 a depar-

ture was made in the method of instructing the third class,

this class not being combined with the first class, but instructed

separateh' in practical surveying. In 1901 the instruction

was given ver}- much as in 1900, though the lack of instructors

was emphasized b}- the head of the department, Captain Kuhu.
In the revision of the curriculum, which took place in the

spring of 1902, the subject of surve3'ing was eliminated from

the mathematical department and transferred to the depart-

ment of practical engineering. This change made such an

important improvement in this particular instruction that full

extracts from the report of Captain Kuhn are appended.

[Extract from the report of Captain Kuhn on the practical surveying; for the season

of 1902.]

The periods of instruction, as fixed by orders, extended from June 23

to July 9, inclusive, daily except Siuidaj's, from 7 a. m. to 12.32 p. m.,

and from July 10 to August 15, inclusive, except Sundays, from S.30

a. m. to 12.30 p. m., one-third of the class attending daily, or an average

attendance of 32 men. The prescribed' schedule afforded a maximum of

40 drill da>-s, of which 3 were lost by bad weather, leaving 37 actual

drill days. The average number of attendances of each Cadet was 10.

During the first period of instruction four instructors were available,

but during the second period one instructor had to leave at 10.30 a. tn. to

attend to the first class.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

Instruction was entirely practical and at no time were Cadets requested

or advised to do any reading. As theoretical instruction in the depart-

ment of mathematics had been dropped, the class was entirely ignorant

of the subject at the out.set, and .short lectures were given daih- at first,

explaining the construction, adjustments, and use of the instruments.

In these lectures blackboard diagrams and the instruments themselves

were freely used. Immediately after the lectures the instruments were

placed in the hands of the Cadets and definite problems assigned, which

each man was required to perform himself.

Lectures were dispensed with as soon as fundamental principles were

understood, and the Cadets were at once divided up into squads and

given definite tasks with the instruments. During the entire course of
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instruction niiestioiis wtre constantly put to the Cadets by the instructors

to test tlieir understanding of tlie instruments and explanations con-

stantly made to remove all difficulties.

GROUND COVERED.

In.struction was limited to the survej'or's transit and wye level and to

the operations usually performed with these instruments. The funda-

mental principles of construction were made clear, adjustments explained

and made, and, finally, practical work with the instruments themselves

undertaken. The practical work included such exercises as rod read-

ing, profile leveling, differential leveling, and cro.ss-section leveling with

the wye level: angle reading, traversing lines, stadia surveying, and

compass reading with the tran.sit. Measurements of lines by chain and

tape were involved in many of the exerci.ses and were taught in connec-

tion with them.

CONCLUSIONS.

In my judgment the results of the season's work were most .satisfac-

torj- and fully justify the change in method of instruction. I am
convinced that no class at the Academy has ever acquired such a real

practical working knowledge of surveying instruments as has the recent

third class, and I believe that a majority of the class are as fullj- quali-

fied in this particular as are the average graduates from technical schools

with the degree of civil engineer.

K.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ORDNANCE AND
GUNNERY, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

[The following sketch of the ordnance department, with a few omis-

sions, is that prepared hy Captain Bruff in 1896 for insertion in the

report of the Superintendent of that year. Since 1896 the course of

.study^ in ordnance and gunnery has been added to and modified to keep

pace with the many changes in that branch of .science.

Captain Bruff, who had been the head of the department since 1S91,

was succeeded in Augu.st, 1900, by Capt. F. E. Hoblis. The latter has

introduced, to a much greater extent than formerly prevailed, explana-

tion and oral instruction bj' lecture, with lantern-slide illustrations of

guns in action, the effects of fire, etc. The department is now supplied

with models of very nearly all the service guns, carriages, etc. There

has also been added to the equipment of this department the latest service

7-inch mortars, typical rapid-fire guns of various kinds, azinnitli in.stru-

ments, range finders, and other modern ordnance appliances. It may
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be stated that the equipment is now such that Cadets can see practically

all the modern appliances either in exact models or in full-sized service

pieces.]

This department is a gradual growth from the department

of artiller}'. In the earlier stages of development the instruc-

tion was mostly practical, and little is known of it. General

Cullum gives in his account of the early history of West
Point the following under the head of " Instruction :" ''' '''

"The first principles of artillery were taught with the drill of

field pieces, target practice, and a little laboratorv dutv.

Artillery was little studied, only definitions from Scheele's

Artiller}' were learned, practical pyrotechny and preparation

of fixed ammunition taught, and the use of field pieces and

mortars in drills and at target practice."

The department of artillery first appears upon the records

in 181 7, the first instructor being George W. Gardiner,

second lieutenant. Corps of Artiller}-, whose tour of duty

extended from September 15, 181 7, to February i, 1820.

During part of this time he was also Commandant of Cadets.

Paragraph 7, Academic Regulations of 1S21, prescribes:

"There shall be detailed a captain or field oificer and attached

to the Acadeni}- as instructor of tactics ; and the captain or

commandant of artiller}- to be stationed at West Point shall

perform the duty of instructor of artillery. * * '•'

"

B}- paragraph 9 of the same regulations the instructor of

artillery is constituted a member of the academic board.

In accordance with the above provisions, the instructor of

artillery, Capt. Fabius \\"hiting. Corps of Artillery, appears

as a member of the academic board for the first time June 30,

1 82 1. The same provisions as to detail of in.structor of artil-

ler}' appear in the regulations of 1839 and also in those of

1853, except that "a captain or lieutenant maj^ be detailed as

instructor of artiller}-."
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The department of artiller}- continued till 1857, and a list

of the instructors in that department is g-iven below, with

the dates of their services

:

List 0/ insinictois o/ artillery.

Rank and regiment.

George W. Gardiner

Fabi\is Whiting

Z. J. D. Kinsley

Rol)ert Anderson . .

.

Minor KnowUon

Second lieutenant, Corps of Artillerj'

Captain, Corps of Artillery

Second lieutenant. Third Artillery

First lieutenant. Third Artillen,'

First lieutenant. First Artillery

E. I'- Keyes ' Captain, Third Artillery-

William H. Shover Captain, Third .\rtillery, and hre%'et major.

I

U. S. A.

Geor.aie H. Thomas .. , First lieutenant. Third .\rtillery, and hrevet
major, V. S. -A.

Fit/. John Porter First lieutenant. Fourth Artillery, and hrevet
major, U. S. .\.

Henry F. Clarke

.

First lieutenant. Second .\rtillery. and brevet
captain, U. S. A.

Sept. l7,lSl7

Aug. 15. 1820

Dec. 18, 1823

Dec. 1, 1835

Nov. 9, 1.S37

July 25, 1844

Dec. 24, 1S48

Apr. 2, 1851

May 1, 1S54

Sept. II, 1855

Feb.

Aug
Dec.

Nov.

July

1,1820

7. 1821

'.'835

6, 1837

t, 1844

Dec, 24, 1848

Sept. 7, 1850

May T, 1854

•Sept. II, 1855

Aug. 6,1856

In 1857 the department of ordnance and gunnery was

organized pursuant to the following resolution of the Aca-

demic Board of December 5, 1856:

6. That the portion of the pre.sent course of artillery which comprises

the .science of gunnery, and what is known in our service as ordnance,

be disconnected from that which relates to tactics merely, and be made
the subject of a separate department, and that the additional time neces-

sary for the development and improvement of this department be taken

from that now given to practical engineering in October.

And on December 9, 1856, the course was finally arranged

as follows: "Ordnance and gunner}^ from 11 a. m. to i p. m.

from October i to end of the first week in March, alternating

ever}- other week da}- with cavalry tactics during October

and two weeks in November, and with riding during the

remainder of the term."

Paragraph 5 of the Academic Regulations of 1857 provides

for the detail of the instructor of ordnance and gitnner}-, and

by paragraph 9, same regulations, he is constituted a mem-
ber of the Academic Board.

lender these provisions Capt. James G. Benton, Ordnance

Department, was assigned to duty at \\'est Point and became

the first instructor of ordnance and gunnery. A list of the
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instructor.s in this department i.s tjiven below with dates of

service:

l.isl of iiis/nn/ors ofoidnaiwe ciiiil giitiiiery.

Xauie.
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engineering, though the date of transfer is not fixed. It was

transferred back to the department of artiller}- bj- resohition

of the Academic Board of June 26, 1826.

In 1S39-40 a programme of studies was drawn up by direc-

tion of tlie chief engineer, and the course in artiller}- was as

follows

:

Pyrotecliny

.

—Under this head the instruction is both theoretical and

practical and extends to the making of slow match, quick match, port-

fires, priming tubes, cannon cartridges, musket, rifle, and pistol car-

tridges, canister shot, grape shot, strap shot, leaden balls, fuses, rock fire,

light balls, fireballs, incendiarj- balls, the mousse, sulphur matches,

thundering barrels, carcasses, and signal rockets ; to the loading of

bombs, howitzers, and grenades, and putting up ammunition for trans-

portation. The manner of making petards, powder sacks, smoke balls,

suffocating balls, alarm .signals, congreve rockets, and parachute rockets

is studied but not applied to practice.

Artillety tactics.—Under this head the organization of a field battery

and of the company of artillerists required for its service. The school

of the gunner, school of the piece, and school of the battery are learned

theoretical!)- and practically. The evolutions of the batteries are .studied,

but not practiced in the field.

Gunnery.—The theory of gunuerj- is studied and applied to practice

with guns, howitzers, and mortars.

Mantifactiire ofgintpou'dcr, percussion powder, eanjton, and projectiles.—
Under this head the studies include the preparation of materials for gun-

powder ; the manufacture and inspection of gunpowder ; the proof of

gunpowder ; the proof of gunpowder by the mortar eprouvette, spring

eprouvette, ballistic pendulum, cannon pendulum, and rotary machine;

the storage and preser\ation of gunpowder ; the restoration of damaged
gunpowder: the inflammation and properties of gunpowder; a descrip-

tion of the principal of the different fulminating powders ; the manufac-

ture of percussion caps and wafers ; the preparation of metals used in

the fabrication of arms ; the manufacture of cannon of ca.st iron, wrought

iron, and bronze; the inspection and proof of iron guns, howitzers, and

mortars ; the inspection and proof of guns, howitzers, and mortars of

bronze; the preservation of cannon; the manufacture, in.spection, and

proof of shot and shell.

General subject of artillery

.

—Under this head are included the different

kinds of guns, howitzers, and mortars; a description of the different

kinds of hollow projectiles and of the manner of filling and preserving

them ; the description and nomenclature of gun carriages, caissons, etc.,

with an explanation of their forms
;
propositions with respect to strength

and ease of draft ; the manner of spiking anil unspiking cannon ; the

manner of repairing and destroying the material of artillery ; the theory
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of firing ; the inanuer of determining initial velocities ; the effects of

recoil ; the aiming of guns, howitzers, mortars, and stone mortars; the

firing of grapeshot, congreve rockets, and grenades ; the throwing of

hand grenades ; the different modes of firing ; the manner of firing by

night ; the causes of deviation in firing ; the effect of rifling in correct-

ing the inaccuracy of small arms ; the effects produced b\- balls, how-

itzers, bombs, grapeshot, etc.; the composition of siege trains; the

construction of siege batteries ; the manner of battering in breach and

counter battering ; the construction of coast batteries and the defense of

coasts.

Text books.—Instruction Theorique et Pratique, par Thiroux, upon

the general subject of artillery ; Exercise and Instruction of Field

Artillery, a system prepared \>y a board of officers at W^ashington in

1826, by order of the Secretary of War, upon the subject of artillery

tactics.

The remaining parts of the course are taught from notes prepared and

lithographed at the Military Academy.

The course, according to the Regulations of 1S53, is as

follows

:

Par. 31. Artillery.—Nomenclature and description of the different

kinds and parts of artillery—gun carriages, caissons, and other artillery

carriages—of artillerists' implements, and military projectiles; exercise

of the fieldpiece and of mortars, howitzers, siege, garrison, and seacoast

guns; maueuvers of a field battery of artillerj-; mechanical maneuvers.

Gunnery.—Theory of gunner}-; target practice with the gun, howitzer,

and mortar.

Pyrotech7iy.—Making of all kinds of musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and

howitzer cartridges; preparation of strap, grape, and canister shot, prim-

ing tubes, fuses, slow and quick match, portfire, rockets, carcasses, fire-

balls, light balls, and incendiary composition; loading shells, shrapnel

shot, and grenades, casting musket balls; putting up stores for transpor-

tation; loading caissons, and the manner of proving powder.

Par. 50. Manner of giving instructioti in artillery.—Artillerj- tactics

shall be taught according to the most approved system. The instructor

will be assisted in the drill by the cadets best qualified, acting as commis-

sioned and noncommissioned officers. Select pa.ssages from the best

works in the different subjects of the course shall be studied and recited.

A course of practice shall be connected with the .study of gunnery.

The cadets shall be taught in the laboratory its various duties, and

shall by practice acquire facility and correctness in performing them.

In 1 85 7 the course was as follows:

Par. 27. Ordnance and science of gunnery.—Nomenclature and descrip-

tion of the different kinds and parts of artillery—gun carriages, caissons.
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aiul other artillery carriages

—

i)f artillerists' implements, and military

projectiles.

Gunncty.—Theory- of gunnery.

Pvrotecliny.—Making musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and howitzer car-

tridges
;
preparation of strap, grape, and canister shot, priming tubes,

fuses, slow and quick match, portfire, rockets, carcasses, fireballs, light

balls, and incendiary composition ; loading shells, shrapnel shot, and

grenades ; making nnisket l)alls : putting up stores for transportation

;

loading caissons; and the manner of proving fXDwder, shot, and shells,

inspecting guns, etc.

Par. 53. Ordnance and tlic science of gunnery and laboratory duty.—
For instruction in this branch the first class shall be divided into sections

when commencing the .subject according to general merit, and after the

Januarj- examination according to merit in this stud}'.

Practical instruction in the duties of the laboratory shall be given to

the first class during a part of the period of the encampment, and to the

fifth class between the ist of April and the 15th of May.

In thi.s 3"ear, a.s alread}' noted, the department of ordnance

and gunnery had been organized, and hence the technical

part of the cotirse had been transferred to the department of

tactics.

The course in 1873 was as follows:

Par. 32. Ordnance andgunnery

.

—This course will comprise :

Ordnance.—(i 1 The theory and preparation of gunpowder, cannon,

artillery carriages, projectiles, implements, machines, small arms, ammu-
nition, and militarj- fireworks. (2) Practical instruction in making

musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and howitzer cartridges; preparation of

strap, grape, and canister shot, fuses, slow and quick match, portfire,

signal rockets, carcasses, fireballs, light balls, and incendiary composi-

tion ; loading shells, shrapnel shot, and grenades; putting up stores for

transportation ; loading cai.ssons ; in determining pressure on the bore of

a gun ; in determining the initial velocity of projectiles ; in the manner

of proving powder, and, when circumstances will admit of it, the opera-

tion of casting cannon, solid and hollow, casting of projectiles, and the

usual method of testing gun metals will be witnessed.

Gunnery.—Embracing the .stud\- of the movements of projectiles ; the

theory of pointing firearms ; the different kinds of fires and their eff'ect ;

the art of breaching, and the composition of batteries.

Par. 59. Ordnance and gU7inery and laboratory duty.—For instruction

in this branch the first class .shall be divided into .sections in September

according to general merit, and after January examination according to

merit in ordnance and gmuiery.
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Practical instruction in the duties of the laboratory shall be given to

the first class during a part of the period of the encampment and to the

third class at such times as the Superintendent may direct.

The course in ICS83 was as follows:

Par. 32. Ordnance tiitd guit)U'?y.—This course will comprise

—

1. The theoretical course of ordnance and gunnery, a.s follows: Ord-

nance—The theory and preparation of explosives, projectiles, cannon

metals, cannon and portable arms, artillery carriages, harness, and

machines. Guiniery—The theory of the motion of projectiles within

and without the piece, and their effects. The use of range finders.

2. The practical course will compri.se instruction in the duties of the

ar.senal and experiments in gunnery. When circumstances will admit

of it, the operation of fabricating ordnance material will lie witnessed.

Par. 39. Ordnance andgunnery

.

—Two to 4 every other week day, Sat-

urdays excepted, alternating with law. The month of April to be

devoted to the practical part of the course, explanation of instruments,

models, etc.

Par. 60. Ordnance and gunnery and laboratory duty.—For instruction

in this branch the first cla.ss .shall be divided into sections in September

according to general merit, and after the January' examination according

to merit in ordnance and gunnery.

Practical instruction as prescribed in paragraph 32 of these regulations

.shall be giv'en to the first class during the month of April, or at such

times as the Superintendent may direct.

The following list of text-books in nse in the department

has been obtained from the best available sources, and is very

imperfect, especially at the beginning of the history of the

department

:

Text-books in artillery.—Sheele's Treatise on Artillery.

1841. Anderson's United States Artiller}^ Tactics; Kins-

ley's Pyrotechn}-; Thiroiix's Instruction Theoriqne et Pra-

tique d'Artillerie; Knowlton's Notes on Gunpowder, Percus-

sion Powder, Cannon, and Projectiles.

1842. United States Artillery Tactics; Kinsle3-'s Pyro-

techn\- ; Thiroux's Instruction Theorique et Pratique d'Artil-

lerie; Knowlton's Notes on Gunpowder, Percussion Powder,

Cannon, and Projectiles.

1850. Tactics for Garrison, Siege, and Field Artiller}-;

Kinsle^-'s Pyrotechny; Thiroux's Instritction Theorique et

Pratique d'Artillerie; Knowlton's Notes on Gunpowder,
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Cannon, and Projectiles; Mordecai's Experiments on Gun-
powder, bv means of the Gun and Ballastic Pendnlnm.

Tr.vt-bfloks in ordnance and gunnery.— 1859. Thiroux's

Instruction Theorique et Pratique d'Artillerie; Ordnance

Manual; Mordecai's Experiments on Gunpowder; Notes on

Fabrication of Cannon and Projectiles.

1863 and 1864. Benton's Course of Ordnance and Gunnery.

1865 to 1S70. Benton's Ordnance and Gunnerv.

1870 to 1886. Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery; Mordecai's

Notes and Pamphlets; Bruff's Exterior Ballistics.

1886 to 1896. Metcalfe's Ordnance and Gunnery; Met-

calfe's Notes and Pamphlets.

1896 to . Bruff's Ordnance and Gunnerv.

The development of the course of ordnance and gunnerj'

has been as follows: First, the whole subject, under the head

of artillery, was taught by the department of tactics. In

the early daj's of the institution very little scientific knowl-

edge on the subject of artiller}' and ordnance was in exist-

ence. Hence the subject was taught at first practicall}',

great attention being given to drill and very little to the

principles. As knowledge upon the subject increased more

time was devoted to the theory of the subject, and some-

where between 1820 and 1826 this knowledge had increased

so greatlv that it was deemed proper to transfer instruction

in it to another department, where more time could be given

it. It was transferred back again, however, for reasons not

given, and in 1839 '^^^ course as laid down deals exten-

sively with the theorj' of artiller}-, the determination of

initial velocity, proof of gunpowder, rifling, causes of devia-

tion in firing, etc.

The greatest step in the development of the course was

undoubtedly its division in 1857 into two parts, the one

practical and belonging to the department of tactics, the other

theoretical and belonging to ordnance proper, or the study

of the theory of gunpowder, pressures, velocities, and the

effect of these upon the l)uilding of guns and upon their pro-

jectiles; also the numerous questions relating to pointing,

metal for guns, manufacture of ordnance stores, and many
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others of this class became for the first time the subject of

a separate course.

The great ability- of the first iustructor of orduance aud

guuner}', Colonel (then Captain) J. G. Benton, Ordnance

Department, gave an organization and an impetus to the

department that it has always felt. His text-book, Benton's

Ordnance and Gunner}-, is well known almost to the present

time as a model book, and it has furnished the basis of most

of the subsequent revisions.

The first of these was made by Colonel Alfred Mordecai,

Ordnance Department, who published a series of pamphlets,

taking up the different chapters of Benton in detail and

correcting them to date. His intention was upon the com-

pletion of the work to publish it in book form, but unfortu-

natelv he was relieved from duty before this work was

accomplished.

The course for some 3-ears after his tour of dut}' consisted

of his pamphlets and those parts of Benton which still

applied, supplemented by notes published b}- Major Clifton

Conily, of the Ordnance Department, who succeeded him.

It was diiring this time that the old system of exterior

ballistics, Didion's, was replaced b}- a more modern one,

Niven's.

Captain Henry Metcalfe, who succeeded Major Comly,

found that the course needed a thorough revision, and he

proceeded with the work with untiring energ}', and finally

published his Ordnance and Gunnery, which remained a

text-book up to the present year, 1896.

When Captain Metcalfe's book was written the artiller}'-

system of the United States was in embr\-o, and aLso the

subject of small arms and some others. Shortly after his

relief from dutv, in 1891, all these factors in the ordnance

problem assumed definite shape. The system of artillery,

guns, and carriages became fixed, a new small arm was

adopted, smokeless powders came into vogue, and man}- other

minor changes were made.

These changes necessitated a revision of the course again,

and resulted in the text-book at present adopted b}- the
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academic board and compiled by the present instrnctor of

ordnance and gunnery.

The present course is contained in one text-book entitled

Ordnance and Gunnery, Bruff, and a ballistic table, compiled

bv Captain James M. Ingalls, First Artillery, U. S. A., whose

title is Ballistic Tables, Ingalls.

1. Gunpowder and interior ballistics.

2. High explosives and smokeless powder.

3. Guns.

4. Projectile and armor.

5. Fuses and primers.

6. Exterior ballistics.

7. Artillery carriages; theory of recoil.

8. Pointing; probability of fire.

9. Portable arms.

10. Machine and rapid-fire guns.

All parts of the course except those purely descriptive are

illustrated bv problems, which are solved as a test of the

thoroughness with which the principles taught are under-

stood.

The department is organized as follows : The head of the

department has the official title of " Instructor of Ordnance

and Gunner}-." He is generally a captain of ordnance

detailed by the Secretary of War for four 3'ears upon the

recommendation of the Chief of Ordnance. The detail is

not limited to captains, as shown by the list of instructors.

Two assistants have been for some years allowed to the depart-

ment, one a lieutenant of ordnance and the other detailed from

the line of the Ann\'.

The lieutenant of ordnance is the senior assistant instructor

of ordnance and gunner}', and in addition to his duties as

instructor he is attached to the ordnance detachment at the

post and is required to assist in the duties pertaining to that

detachment, such as the care and preservation of the batteries

at the post, mounting and dismounting guns and carriages, etc.

The junior assistant is not attached to the detachment, and

his duties are those of instruction only as a general rule, but

he may be called upon to assist the senior assistant in the

performance of any of his duties.
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Each of the assistants instructs from 1 1 a. m. to i p. m.

daily, except the Saturdays before mentioned, and his duties

as instructor also require about two hours daily correcting

problems and arranging models, drawings, and subjects for

the next recitations. The necessary time must also be given

to the preparation of the lesson for the daily recitations.

The duties of the head of the department are a close super-

vision of the instruction, explanations of models, and occasion-

ally lectures, preparation of the new matter for the course to

replace such as may become obsolete, procuring of models,

and preparation of drawings for difTerent parts of the course

when required. In addition he has charge of all the ordnance

and ordnance stores of the post, and is responsible for the

condition of the batteries and their ammunition, for the care

and preservation of the various stores used in mechanical

maneuvers, and for the target supplies of cadets. He has

command of the post ordnance detachment and regulates their

duties.

The head of the department alternates in visiting sections.

He endeavors to hear each section at least once a week, and

more frequently if possible. The object of his visits is

to become thoroughl}- acquainted with the Cadets, and their

methods of recitation, and mental habits; also to note the

methods of the instructors, and to make such corrections or

suggestions to them as may establish as nearly as possible a

uniform method of instruction throughout the department.

To further this end the sections change their instructors

every two weeks. This enables any inequality in the

method of marking to be eliminated, and the sections also

alternate every two weeks in hours of attendance, so that

each Cadet ma}- have as far as possible the same advantages

and disadvantages in this respect.

In stud3-ing the subject of ordnance and gunner}- there are

necessarily many objects described which are complicated and

difficult to understand thoroughly without the use of models

and drawings. Hence the department has endeavored to pro-

cure models of all the difTerent machines, guns, carriages,

etc., referred to in the text. These are kept in the .section
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rooms during recitation upon the particular subject to wliich

they refer, and the recitation is made from them.

Drawings of all the more difficult and complicated parts of

the different objects are also prepared beforehand, and are

used in the recitations.

After six advance lessons have been studied the}- are

reviewed in three lessons, and at the end of each six months'

course, in December and IMaj-, the whole of the previous

course is reviewed generally.

The examinations have so far been oral, owing to chang-

ing text-books and lack of facilities during the erection of the

new academic building, but it is believed that in future at

least one of the examinations should be written, and that fre-

quent written recitations should be held during the course.

The oral examinations are conducted in the presence of a

committee of the academic board, and do not differ from an

ordinary recitation in the section room. If a Cadet fails upon

the subject assigned him, or fails to establish his proficiency

to the satisfaction of the committee, he is given a second sub-

ject, and his examination is continued until his proficiency

or deficiency is established.

In case he fails to establish his proficienc}' he is subjected

to a written examination, the questions for which are ap-

pro\ed by the committee.

In reviewing the present course in ordnance and gunnery
and comparing it with former courses, it is thought that the

following points have been kept in view:

I. It has been simplified. The mathematical parts of the

course, though necessarily more extensive than formerly,

have been worked out more in detail. Ever}- equation is

deduced plainly and nothing left to puzzle the student.

Furthermore, as a general rule all the equations introduced

have some direct practical use and bearing upon ordnance,

and this use and bearing are pointed out.

In the recitations no memorizing of equations or of mathe-

matical steps is required. Every equation which is to be

used in a given discussion is printed with the subject which

is given to the Cadet, and in case equations are to be deduced
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from those given, the various steps in the process are gi\en

in the form of a synopsis, unless these steps are perfectly

obvious. The reason for this is that the object of the course

is to teach ordnance and not mathematics, and in order that

all the time maybe given to understanding and applying the

principles taught. With the description of guns, carriages,

small arms, etc., the object has been to confine the description

to few objects and to make the description of each thorough

and general, the idea being that it is more advantageous to

understand one carriage or one gun thoroughl}- than to have

a \ague idea of many. The descriptions are illustrated b}-

copious drawings and b\- models, so that there is no difficulty

in thoroughly understanding what is taught.

2. It has been extended to cover generall}- the whole

ordnance field. This statement may be regarded as some-

what rash, seeing that the ordnance field covers so much at

the present da}^, but it is safe to assert that after going o\-er

the present course there is ver}- little on the subject of

ordnance that the graduate would feel ignorant of. IMany

subjects have been treated to a verj- limited extent, but the

general principles of each have been given, and it is believed

there is enough of each to build upon. Care has been taken

that nothing shall be taught which must be unlearned, and

especial attention has been given to our own sj-stems. But as

a general rule principles are taught rather than details, wher-

ever possible, and in describing details the reasons for them

and the principles on which they depend are pointed out.

3. The instruction is at present more thorough than for-

merly. This is entireh' owing to the fact that the department

has at present, and has had for some 3'ears, two instructors

instead of one. This enables the head of the department to

watch the instructors constantly, to criticise and correct defects

wherever the\' ma}- occur, and to assist in the instruction

wherever he may deem it necessar}-. It virtuall}' gives three

instructors instead of two, with greatly increased efficienc}-.

When the class is small the .sections are small, and the

instruction all that could be asked. With large classes the

sections become large, and the thoroughness necessaril}-
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diminishes, owing to lack of time to be given to each Cadet.

But the advantage of two assistants over one is maintained

for all classes.

It is difficult to compare the instruction in this department

with that in anv other institution, as there is reall\- no cor-

responding department in an}- other institution. The depart-

ment of ordnance and gunnery at the Na\al Academy is the

nearest approach to it, and that, it is understood, includes

both the scientific instruction in ordnance and gunnery and

practical instruction. In other words, it corresponds more

uearlv to the old department of artillery here. vSo far as the

scientific part of the course goes, an examination of the text-

l)ooks in use at the Naval Academy indicates that the two

courses are \ery nearly alike. In general the same subjects

are taught, and to the same extent at both places, with the

exception that field artillery and small arms are taught at the

Military Academy in the place of torpedoes and some other

subjects exclusively naval at the latter academy.

In conclusion it ma}- be said that the object of the course

in ordnance and gunnery, like that of other courses at the

Academy, is to teach general principles and their application

in this country to our service, .so that the Cadet upon gradua-

tion will be enabled to take his place as an officer, with the

practical knowledge which an officer should possess of the

weapons he is called upon to handle, and be^-ond this, with a

broad foundation upon which future knowledge of the subject

may rest.
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A TENTATIVE LIST OF TEXT-BOOKS USED IN THE UNITED
STATES MILITARY ACADEMY AT WEST POINT FROM
1802 TO 1902.

Compiled by Dr. EDWARD S. HOLDEN and Mr. W. L. OSTRANDER.

A Text-Book i.s here defined as a volume wliich lias been authorized

b_\- the Secretarx- of War or other competent authority ( u.suallx- on the

reconnnendation of the academic board) for use in the Academy.
This list has been compiled from the report of the .Superintendent

U. S. Military Academx' for 1896, from the Annual Registers U. S.

Military Academy, and from other .sources. It is very much more
complete than any existing li.st, but still requires correction.

Those books ha\-ing a .shelf number preceding their titles in this list

are owned l)y the Academy; those not .so marked are nuich desired.

The edition of a text-book owned b>' the library is here recorded,

although an earlier edition ma>- have been the text-book. The last lines

of each entry give the authorit\' for including the book in this list.

All these books are .shelved together in the library.

Besides the text-books here named, a con.siderable number of small

manuals have been printed 1>\- the different departments, from time to

time, to facilitate work in the lecture room or to summarize certain parts

of the course. All of the.se are not included in the present list.

An asteri.sk 1
*

) indicates that the book was u.sed for reference only.

100 P. 19 Paley (William): The Principle.s of :\Ioral and Political Philoso-

Jiliy . . . Sth etl. Bo.ston, i.Sis. i v., *>.

Text-book department of Iiistory and ethics. 1S20 to 1.S43.

—

Ktport Buanl
0/ I'hitots. 1S21. Atneticaii State Pupers, Military .\ffairs, Vol. II. p. 661, and
Caitf't Ri-t^isln . lS4^. p. 20.

109 T. 30 Tennemann (?): A manual of the History of I'hilosopln- . . . //.

from the German by Rev. .\rthur Johnson, rev, enlarged, and con-

tinued by J. R. Morrell. I.ondon, 1S52. r v., ().

Te.xt-l)ook department of history, geograph\', and ethics. iS^S to i8()i.

—

Cadel Kegislei . 1S5S. p. t8. and iShi, p, is.

160 H. 36 Hedg'e (Levi): Elements of Logick, or a summary of the general

principles and different modes of reasoning. Boston, 1S40. i v.,0.

Text-hook department of history, geograjjliy. and ethics, 1S44 to 1S47.

—

Cadt-t Rrgtslei . 1844. p. 20, and 1847, p, 22,

160 W. 40 Whately (Richard): Elements of Logic, comprising tlte substance

of the article in the Rncycloptedia Metropolitana, with additions,

etc. Boston, 1S4.S. i v.. O.

Te.Kt-l)ook department of history, geograpliy, and etliics. 1S4S to t^i.—
Cadet Registfy, 1S4S, p. 22, and 1861. p, iS.

(439)
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170 K. So French 1 J. W. 1 Rev.: A short course of instruction in the Practi-

cal Part of JClhics. X. Y., 1858. I v.. O.

Text-book department of history, geography, and ethics. iS6o to 1S77.

—

Cadel Krgislry, i860, p. 19, and 1S77. p. 36.

170 W. 1.8 Wayland (Francis): The Elements of Jloral Science. Boston,

1S38. I v., O.

Text-book department of history, geography, and ethics. 1S44 to 1S61.

—

Ctiilt't Kfffisley, 1S44. p. 20, and ifi6l. p. iS.

Prayer book (each cadet was furnished with one).

l*. S. Military Academy, 1814 to 1S16..

—

Paytridgf MS.

340 D. 20 Davis (Georg-e B.): (U. S. Military Academy. 1871.) An introduc-

tion to the study of Constitutional and Military Law of the United

vStates. Wash., 1896. 1 v., O.

Te.'Kt-book department law and historj', 1S96 to \^-.—Report Superiiitetiti-

ent U. S. Military Academy, 1R96, p. 157. and Cadet Register. 1S96 and 1S97,

P- 32-

R. 340 D. 21 Davis I George B. ) : (U. S. Military Academy, 1871.) The Elements

of Law. An introduction to the study of the Constitutional and
Military Law of the United States . . . ist ed. X. Y., 1.S97.

I v., O.

Text-book department law and history, 1S9S to Oi.^Cadet Register. 1S9R,

P 3-'-

340.1 B. 90 Burlamaqui (J. J. I : The Principles of Natural and Politic Law
. . . 5th ed. Cambridge, 1S07. 2 v., O.

Text-book department of law, from (?j to (?). (The copy of this book
owned by library I', ft. Militan,' Academy shows almost to a certainty that

it was used as a text-book.)

Davis (George B. ): (U. S. Military Academy, 1S71.) Outlines of

International Law, with an account of its origin and sources and
of its historical development. N. Y., 1887. i v., O.

Text-book department law, 1892-96, and department law and history

1896-1900.

—

Cadet Registers, 1892, 1896, 1900, pp. 32.

341 D. 21 Davis ( George B. ) : (U.S. Military Academy, 1S71.) TheElements
of International Law, with an account of its origin, sources, and
historical development . . . New and rev. ed. X. Y. and Lond.,

1902. I v., O.

Text-book department law and history, 1900 to 0).—Cadet Register, 1900,

P .v-

341 H. 20 Halleck (H. W. ): (U. S. Military Academy, 1839.) International

Law, or rules regulating the intercourse of States in peace and
war. N. Y., l86l. i v., O.

Text-book department ethics and law. 1866 to 1S75.—A*^/»«»7 .Vw^?»/«^-Hrf-

ent I'. .S. Militaty .'icademy, 1896, p. 157.

341 V. 20 "Vattel, M. de: The Law of Xations, or Principles of the Law of

Xature applied to the conduct of affairs of Xations and .Sovereigns

... 4th .Am. ed. Phila., 1835. 1 v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, from 1821 to 1S25.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military .-icademy, 1S96. p. 156. and Report oj

£oa id 0/ I'isitors, 1821-1825.

341 W. 39 Wheaton ( Henry ) : Elements of International Law. Phila., 1.S36.

I v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, iS36to 1S59.—AV/tf»/'

Superintendent f. ,S. Military Academy. lSg6, p. 156.
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341 W. 6S Woolsey ( Theodore D. j : Introduction to tlie study of International

Law . . . 2d ed. N.Y,, 1864. i vol.. O.

Text-book department of law. 1875 to i>x)i —Repoil Superinlenitiiit I'. S.

.Ifi/iiarv Academy. 1896, p. 157, and Cadet Register, 1891, p. 31.

342.73 An. 30 Andrews ( Israel Ward ) : Manual of tht- Constitution of the I'nited

States. X. Y.. i.S.S;. i v.. O.

Texl-book department of law and liistorj*. 1898.

—

Cadet Register. 1898, p. 32.

342.73 C. 76 Cooley (Thomas M. ): The General Principles of Constitutional

Law in the United States of America . . . 2d ed. by Alexis C.

Angell. Boston, 1S91. i v., O.

Text-book department of law. i.SSi to i«g6; department of lawand history,

1S96-1S97.

—

Report Superintendent t\ S. Military Academy, 1.S96. p. 157, and
Cadet Register, 1S81, p. 31. and 1897, p. 32.

342.73 F. 60 Flanders (Henry): .\ii Exposition of the Constitution of the Tnited

States . . . 4th ed. Phila., 1883. i v., O.

Text-book department law and histor>', 189S to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1898,

p. 32.

342.73 Pomeroy (J. N. 1: Introduction to the Constitutional Law of tlie

United States, n. p., 1S68. I v., O.

Text-book department law, 1875 to 1878.

—

Repot t .Superintendent f '. .S". .1////-

tory Academy, 1S96, p. 157.

342.73 R. 20 Rawle ( William): A View of the Constitution of the United States

of .\merica. Phila., 1825. i v.. O.

Text-book department of law from (?) to (,?).—The copy of this hook owned
by Library V. S. Military .\cadeniy makes it very probable that it was used

as a text-book.

345 K. 28 Kent (James): Commentaries on .\nierican Law . . . Vol. I, I'art

II, Government and Constitutional Jurisprudence of the United

States. N. V., 1826. i v., O.

Text-book department geography, history, and ethics, 1839 to 1875, and
law, 1S7S to liiSo.—Report Superintendent C. S. Military Academy. JS96, p.

156, and Cadet Register. 1878, p. 34, and 1880, p. 36.

345 K. 30 Kent (James): Commentaries on American Law . . . Part I. The
Law of Nations. 9th ed. Boston, 185S. i v., O.

Text-book department geography, history, and ethics, 1838 to 1866.

—

Report Superintendent C S. Military .Academy, 1896. p. 156.

Official Publications of Signal Department.

Text-book department practical military engineering. 1902 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1902, p. 31.

398.9 T. 90 Tuet (I'abbe ): Matinees Senonoises, ou Proverbes Francois. Paris,

17S9. I v., U.

Texl-lKJok department modern languages from (?) to (?).— (The copy in

the I,ibrary contains notes that show this book to have been used as a text-

Iwiok. >

420 11, 30 Meiklejohn (J. M, D. l: The English Language, its Grammar,

History, and Literature. Boston, Chicago, N. Y., 1896. i v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1893 to (?).

—

Repot t Superin-

tendent v. S. .\fHilary Academy, 1896. p. 145.

420.7 (1008) Abbott (E. A. I and Seeley (J. B. i: English Lessons for English

People. Boston, 1876. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics. 1877 to 1S78; depart-

ment French and department modern languages, 1S78 to iSgi.—Report Super-

intendent C S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 142, and Cadet Register, 1893, p. 30.
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423 International Dictionary.

* Ttii-i hook N furiiisheil to Cadets and kept in their looms dnriug term
time

423 Standard Dictionary.

* This l)ook is fnrnislied t*> Cadets and kept in tlieir rooms during term
time.

424 R. 7i-> Roget (Peter Mark): Thesatirtis of English WonUs and Phrases,

so classified and arranged as to facilitate the expression of ideas

and assist in literary composition . . . Rev. and edited by Barnas

Sears. Boston, 1857. i v., O.

Te.xt-book department of geography. histor\-. and ethics. 1.S59 to \^~.—
Catirt Rfgii,lei\ 1S59. p. 17. and 1867. p. 24.

424 R. yr Roget i Peter Mark ) : Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases,

so classified and arranged as to facilitate the expression of ideas

and assist in literarj- composition . . . Rev. and edited by Barnas

Sears. Boston. 1857. i v.. O.

* Text-book department modern langnages. 1893 to (?).

—

Rffioil Sufifnn-

tnident C S. A/i7//an' Academy, 1896. p. 145.

424 Sm. 50 Smith (Charles John): Synonyms Discriminated. .\ dictionary

of synonymous words in the English language. London. 1S82.

I v.. O.

* Text-l)ook department modern languages, 1893 to (?).

—

Report Superin-

tendent I/. S. Military Academy, 1896. p. 145.

French ( J. W. ) , Rev. : Vocabularies.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics. jS6o t«i 1867.

—

Cadet Regiitey, 1S60. p. 19, and 1867. p. 24.

Whitney (William D.): Essentials of English Grammar.

Text-book department modern langnages, 1879 to 1893.

—

Cadet Register,

i"'7'^. P- 3-v and iSq-., p. y.^.

French (J. W. 1, Rev.: Prefixes and Suffixes.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics. 1860 to 1861.

—

Cadet Register, i860, p. iq. and 1861. p. 19.

425 B. 90 Bullions ( Peter i. Rev.: The Principles of Eii.glish (yramniar; com-

prising the substance of the most ajjproved English grainniars

extant, with copious exercises in parsing and syntax, and an

appendix of various and useftil matter. N. Y., 1S51. i v.. O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1843 to 185S. and
i860 to iSfi2.— Cadet Register, 184.S. p. 21, and 1862. p. 17.

425 F. 69 Fowler (William C. ): English Grannnar. The I'jiglisli language

in its elements and forms, with a history of its ori.gin and develop-

ment . . . Revised and enlarged edition. X. V., iS^.S. i v.. ( ).

Text-book department history, geography, anil ethics. iS^<).^Cadet

Register, 1859. p. 18.

425 F. So French 1 J. W. 1 Rev.: Grammar: Part of a course on Language,

prepared for instruction of the V. S. Cori)s of Cadets ... 2d ed.

N. v.. iS6,i. I v., ().

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics. 1S63 to 1S67.

—

Cadet

Register, 1.S63. p. 19. and iS67.'p. 24.
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425 K. 4S Kirkham ( Samuel ) : English Grammar, in Familiar Lectures,

accompanied by a compendium, embracing a new systematic order

of parsing, a new system of punctuation, exercises in false syntax,

and a sj-stem of philosophical grammar, in notes . . . appendix . . .

key to the exercises . . . New ed. N. Y., 1829. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1S42 to 1844.— Ctlrftf/

Register, 1842. p. 23, and 1844, p. 21.

428.2 Ab. 30 Abbott (Edwin A.) Rev.: How to Write Clearly. Rules and
Exercises on English Composition. Boston, 18SS. i v., O.

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1880 to (?).

—

Cadet

Register, 1880, p. 35,

R. 441.5 D. 81 De PeiflFer
(
Jean): French Pronunciation; Rules and Practice . . .

5th ed. N. Y., 1891. I v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1S93 to (?)

—

Report Superintend-

ent U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 146, and Cadet Register, 1894 and 1895,

P- 30.

443 H. 30 Hennequin (Alfred): Practical Lessons in Idiomatic French . . .

New revised ed. N. Y., 1881. 1 v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1895 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1895,

P- 30-

R. 443 Sp. 53 Spiers (A.) and Surrenne (Gabriel): Standard Pronouncing

Dictionary of the French and English Languages. X. Y., 1859.

I v.,0.

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1856 to (?).

—

Report

Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 138.

Hasson (?): French Grammar.

Text-book department French, 1S14 to 1S21.

—

Report Superintendent U, S.

Militiiry Academy, 1896, p. 138.

445 B. 30 Berard (Claudius): A Grammar of the French Language. N. Y.,

1826. I v., O.

Text-book department French. 1S32 to 1S40.

—

Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 13S,

445 B. 70 Bolmar (A.): Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the French

Language . . . New and rev. ed. N. Y., 1834. i v., O.

Text-book department Freneh, 1S49 to 1872.

—

Report Superintendent C. S.

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 13S.

445 B. 74 Borel (Eugene): Grammaire Fran9aise a 1' usage des Anglais.

Stuttgart, 1S67. I v., O.

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1872 to (J).—Report

Superintendent C. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 139.

445 Ed. 40 Edgren (A. Hjalmar): \ Compendious French Grammar in two

independent parts, Introductory and Advanced. Boston, 1898.

I v., O.

Text-book department modern languages. 1895 to (?).

—

Cadet Register,

1895, p. 30.

R. 445 K. 31 Keetels (Jean Gustave): An Analytical and Practical French

Grammar . . . New ed. N. Y., 1900. i v., O.

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1S79 to (I).—Cadet

Register, 1879, p. 33.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2— vol I 29
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445 J,. 29 Levizac, M. de: Tlieorelical and practical j;raiiimar of the French

Tongue, in wliich the present usage is displayed and all the prin-

cipal difficulties explained . . . to which has been added a treatise

on French Versification . . . Rev. and corrected by A. C. Houel.

N. Y., 1S23. I v., O.

Text-book department French (?)to(?). The copy in the Library con-

tains notes that show this book to have been nsed as a text-t)ook.

445 L. 30 Licvizac, M. de: Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the French

Tongue. X. Y., 1S24. i v., O.

Text-book department French, 1841 to 1872. Report Suf>n iuti-ndent U. S.

Military Acadrniy. 1896, p. T3S.

445 ^- 3" -'^ "^^^' Grannnar of the French Tongue, originally compiled for the

use of the American Military Academy . . . by a French Gentle-

man (Masson ?). N. V., 1854. i v., O.

Text-book department French. 1S04 to 1816 (?).

—

Partridge Ms.

445 Ot. So Otto ( Emil I , Dr. : F'rench Conversation Grammar, A new and
practical method of learning the French language . . . Rev. by
Ferdinand Bocher.

Text-book department French, 1S72 to 1S7K, —Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, iSg6, p. 139.

445 P. 30 Perrin (John): A grammar of the French tongue, grounded upon
the decisions of the F'rench Academy, wherein all the necessary

rules, observations, and examples are exhibited in a manner
entirely new. iithed. N. Y., 1804. iv.,0.

Text-book t?) department French, from (?) to (?). The copy in Library

contains notes that indicate that this book was used as text-book.

445 W. 22 Wouostroclit ( N. ) : A grannnar of the French Language, with prac-

tical e.xercises . . . 5th .\m. from 14th Loud. ed. Boston, 1S19.

1 v., O.

Text-book department French, 1S21 to 1S32 (?).

—

Report Superintendent

U. S. Mititarv Academy, 1S96, p. 13S,

445.4 F. 30 Fenelon: The Adventures of Telemachus, the .son of Ulys.ses, by the

Archbisliop of Cambray . . . Re\'ised and corrected by Jos. Nan-
crede. Boston, 1797. i v., O.

Text-book department French, from (?) to (?). The copy in Library con-

tains notes that show this book to have been used as a text-book.

445. 8 C. 20 Castar^de ( J. ): \ complete treatise on the Conjugation of French

Verbs . . . New ed. London, 1900. I v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1895 to (?).

—

Cadet Register,

Sg.sp. 30.

445.8 R. y> Reynal ( Ch.. ) : The French Verb; containing the theory, and model
conjugations of all the French verbs. N. Y., 1870. i v., ().

Text-book department French, 1S72 to 1S81.

—

Report Superintendent t'. .S.

Military Academy, lSg6, p. 139.

P. 447 Revue Militaire des Armies EtrangSres.

Text-book department modern languages, 1895 to (?).

—

Cadet Register,

1895, p. 30.

44S R. 50 Koemer (J. ): Cours de Lecture et de Traduction. N. Y., 1901.

2 v., O.

Text-book department modern language.s, Vol. I, 18S5 to 1902; Vol. II,

1899 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1SS5, p. 30; 1S99, p. 30; 1902, p. 31.
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448 R. 50 Keetels ( Jean G. ) : An Analytical French Reader.

Text-book department modern languages, 1S.S2 to iS<)^.

—

Cadrrl Ri'gisler,

1882. p. 31. and iSy3, p. 30.

Boclier (F. ) : Progressive French Reader, with vocabulary and notes.

Text-book department French, 187210 iSil.—Report .Su/>:')inlendfril I'. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 138.

masson ( ? ) : French Reader.

Text-book department French, 1814 to 1821. Report Superintendent I'. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 139.

Agrnel (H. B. ): Tabular .System.

Text-book department French, iS.sg to 18S3.

—

Report Superintendent U. S.

.\[Uitary Academy, 1896, p. 138.

448 Ag. 60 Agnel (H. B. ): Cours d'Idiotismes & I'usage, etc.

Text-lHX>k department French, 1S59 to 1883.

44S B. 28 Berard (C. ): Lemons Frangaises a I'usage des Commen^ans. Paris,

1S22. I v., O.

Text-book department French, 1832 to 1S72.

—

Report Superintendent V. S.

Militaty Academy, 1S96, p. 13S; and Cadet Register, 1872, p. 27.

418 C. 38 Chapsal ( M. j : Lemons et Modeles de Litt^rature Franfaise ou Choix
de Morceaux en Prose et en Vers . . . Nouvelle ed. N. Y., 1846.

1 v., O.

Text-book department French, 1848 to 1S72.

—

Cadet Register, 1S4S, p. 23,

and 1872, p. 27.

448 D. 90 Dufief I N. G. ) : Nature displayed in her mode of teaching language

to man . . . .Adapted to the French ... 3d ed. Phila., 1810.

2 v., O.

Text-book department French, 1816.

—

Citllum's Address Thayer Monu-
ment Dedication, p. 13.

448 L. 30 lie Brethon (J. J. P.): Guide to the French Language . . . cor-

rected, enlarged, and improved, by P. Bekeart ... 2d Am. from
7th London ed. N. Y., 1846. i v., O.

Text-book department French, 1S47 to 1849.

—

Report .Superintendent C. S.

Militat V Academy, 1896, p. 138.

44S M. 17 Martel (Michael): Martel's elements, in 3 vols. Vol. I, New essays

on education, relative especially to Histor}-, Jloral Philosophy, and
Composition; Vol. IL An introduction to the French Language
. . . ; Vol. Ill, .A selection of delicate bon-mots. Anecdotes, . . .

N. Y., 1796. 3 v., O.

Text-book (?) department French, from (?) to (?). The copy in Library

contains notes that indicate that this book was used as text-book.

448 i\L 90 Murray (Lindley): Lecteur Franjais ou recueil de pieces, en

prose et en vers. Phila., 1812. i v., O.

Text-book department French, 1821 to (?).

—

Report .Superintendent C .S.

Military .-Icademy, 1896, p. 13S.

44S R. 77 Bowan (F. M. ): Morceaux Choisis des .Vuteurs Modernes, a

Pusage de la Jeunesse. N. Y., 1870. i v., C).

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1849 to 18S5.

—

Report .Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, \?ic^, p. 138.

Murray (Lindley): English Reader.

Text-book department French, 184010 iZ^"].—Report Superintendent U.S.
Military Academy, 1S96, p. 13S; and Cadet Register, 1847, p. 23.

£co de Madrid.

Text-book department modern languages, 1895 to 0)—Cadet Register, 1S95,

p. 30-
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460.7 (3289) Vingut (F. J.): A guide to Spanish and English conversation . . .

Ijv Emanuel Del Mar, revised by F. J. \'ingut, who has added a

treatise on Spanish pronunciation and orthography. X. Y., 1854.

I v., O.

Text-book department Spanish, 1S74 to 1883.

—

Report Superintendettt ('. S.

Aft/itarv Academy. 1S96. p. 141.

460.7 (5534) Josse (M. ): A Grammar of the Spanish Language. N. Y., 1869,

I v., O.

Text-book department .Spanish, 1856 to 1S74.

—

Report Superintendent ('. S.

A^i/itary Academy, 1896, p. 141.

460.7 (6391) Mantilla (Luis F. ): Libre de Lectura No. 3. X. Y., 1865. i

v., O.

Text-book department Modern Languages, 1S93 to 1900.

—

Report Superiu'

iendent C. S. Military Academy, i8g6. p. 147; and Cadet Register, 1900, p. 30.

M. 463 V. 30 Cadena ( Mariano Velazquez) de la: Pronouncing Dictionary

of the Spanish and English Languages, compiled from the Spanish

dictionaries of the Spanish Academy, Terreros, and Salva, upon

the basis of Seoanes edn. of Neuman and Baretti, and from the

English dictionaries of Webster, Worcester, and Walker. X'. Y.,

1857. I v., O.

Text-book department Spanish and modern languages. 1865 to (?)

—

Report .Superintendent ('. S. Military .-icademy, iSg6, p. 141.

465 K. 60 Knapp (William I.): A grammar of the Modern Spanish Lan-

guage ... 2d ed. Boston, 1892. i v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1883 to 1902.

—

Report .Superin-

tendent U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 144, and Cadet Register, 1902, p. 31.

465.18 T. 80 Traub ( Peter E. 1 : (U.S. Military Academy, 1S86. ) The Spanish

Verb, with an introduction on Spanish Pronunciation. N. Y.,

1900. I v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1901 to (?).

—

Cadet Register,

1901. P- 3'-

468 K. 60 Knapp (William I.): Modern Spanish Readings, embracing text,

note-s, and an etymological vocabulary. Boston, 1895. i v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 18S3 to 1902. — ^c^o?-/ .Sm^ctiw-

tendent U. S. Military .Academy, 1S96, p. 144, and Cadet Register, 1902, p. 31.

468 M. 71 > Monsanto ( H. M. ) & Lang'uellier (L. A.): \ practical course

with the Spanish Language. X'. Y., 1875. i v., O.

Text-tx)ok department modem languages, 1S95 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1895,

P- 30.

468 (01.60) Velazquez (M. ) & Simonne (T. ): Ollendorff's Xew Method of

learning to read, write, and speak the Spanish language. N. Y.,

1867. I v., O.

Text-book department Spanish, 1857 to 1883. — Carf**/ Register, 1857, p. 16,

and Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 141.

468 M. 76 Morales (Aug-ustin Jose): Progressive Spanish Reader, with an

analytical study of the Spanish Language. N. Y., 1876. i v., O.

Text-book department Spanish, 1S5S to 18S3.

—

Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 141.

468 R. 21 Ramsey (M. Montrose): .\n elementary Spanish Reader. X. Y.,

igoi), I v., 0,

Text-book deparlment modern language, iyoito^?J.

—

Cadet Register, 1901.

P-3I.
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45s R. 70 Roemer (J.) and Comancho (Simon:) Polyglot Reader, and

Kuide for translation, consisting of a series of English extracts,

witli their translation into French. CTemian, Spanish, and Italian.

N. Y., 1855. I v., O.

Text-book department Spauish. 1856 to i?>^^.—Report Sitpeyinteudent U. S.

.\f7litayy Academy, 1S96. p. 141.

510 H. 88a Hutton (Charles): Course of Mathematics ... 3d ed. Lond.,

iS<x>. 1 v., O.

Text-book department mathematics from (?) to 1823.

—

Report Superin-

teiident I'. S. Mtlttary Academy, 1896, p. 39.

510 H. 89 Hutton (Charles): A cour.se of mathematics in two volumes . . .

Revised and corrected by Robert Adrian, from 5th and 6th

London ed. N. Y., 1818. 2 v., O.

Part relating to conic sections used as text-book department mathematics,
iSiS to i82-(?t.—Report Sitperintendetit i\ ,S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 43.

510 M. 16 Mansfield (J.): Es.says, Mathematical and Physical; containing

new theories and illustrations of some very important and difficult

subjects of the sciences. New Haven, n. d. i v., O.

Text-book (?) department of (?) from (?) to (?). The copy in the I,ibrary

contains notes that seem to show that this book was nsed as a text-book.

Logarithm-tables by (?)

Text-lxwk I". S. Military- .\cademy, 1814 to 1816.

—

Partridge Ms.

510.8 Ad. 20 Adams (George): Geometrical and Graphical Essays, containing

a general description of the mathematical in.struments used in

Geometry, Civil and Military Surveying, Levelling, and Per-

spective. Lond., 1803. I v., O.

Text-book departmeiu mathematics. October 7. iSoS, to (?).— H'. D, Mity\

Bk. No. 2.

Davies (C.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S15): Mensuration.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S32 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent

U. S, Military Academy, 1896, p. 47.

512 B. 67 Bourdon (M. ): Elements of .\lgebra . . . /;•. from the French by

Lieut. Edward C. Ross. [U. S. M. A. 1821.] N. Y., 1S31. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S3! to (?).

—

Report Superintendent

C S. Military Academy, 1896. p. 46.

512 B. 68 Bourdon (M. ): Elements of Algebra . . . /;'. from the French by

Cliarles Davies . . . Rev. ed. N. Y. 1839. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S39 to 1.899.

—

Report Superintendent

('. .S. Military Academy. 1896. p. 48.

512 L. 15 Lacroix I S. F. ) : El^mens D'Algebre, a I'usage de L'Ecole Centrale

des yuatre-Nations . . . Trezieme ed. Paris, 1820. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1825 to {t).—Report Superintendent

I'. .S". Military Academy, 1896, p. 46.

512 L. 16 Lacroix (S. F. ): Elements of Algebra . . . //•. from the French

by John Farrar. 2d ed. Cambridge, 1825. i v., O.

Text-hook department mathematics, 1823 to (?) — AV/i«<; Supet intndenl

U. S. Military .Academy. 1S96. p. 4.S.

512 Sm. 50 Smith (Charles): A treati.se on .-Mgebra . . . 4th ed. Lond.,

1893. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, igoolo(l).—Cadet Register. 1900, p. 30.
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512.83 Knight (John G. D. ), Lieut. (U. S. Military .Academy, 1868):

Notes on Detenniiiants, for the ii.se of the Cadets of the U. S.

Military .-Vcadeniy. West Point, 1880. i v., O.

Text-book dei>artiueiit mathematics. 1880 to 18S7.

—

Report Superintendent

I'. S. Military Academy, 1896. pp. 61 and 64.

512.83 P. 30 Peck William (G. ) (U. S. Military .Academy, 1844): Elementary

treatise on Determinants. N. Y., 1888. I v., O.

Text-book departtuent mathematics, 1S99.

—

Cadet Register, 1899, p. 30.

513 Jv. 25 Legendre (A. M. 1: Elements of Geometry . . . /;-. from the

French , . . by John Farrar ... 2d ed. Cambridge, 1825.

I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1823 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent
('. S. Mitittiry Academy. 1896. p. 45.

513 L. 26 Legendre (A. M. ): Elements of geometry and trigonometry, with

notes . . . /;. from the French by David Brewster . . . Rev. and
altered for the use of the Military .Academy at West Point. N. Y.,

1828. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S52 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent

t'. S. Afititary Academy, 1896. pp. 47 and 51.

513 L. 27 Legendre i A. M. ): Elements of geometry and trigonometry . .

// . from the French by David Brewster . . . Rev. and adapted to

instruction in U. S. by Chas. Davies. N. Y., 1839. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1839 to 1S53, and trigonometry to

1863.

—

Report .Superintendent ('. S. Afititary Academy, 1896, pp. 51 and 59.

R. 513 Iv. 28a Legendre (A. M. i: Elements of geometry and trigonometry

. . . //'. from the French by Charles Davies, edited by J. H. Van
Amringe. X. Y., 1890. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S95 to {?).—Report Superintendent

l-\ S. .Military .Academy, 1896, p. 74.

513 P. 4" Phillips I A. W. I and Fisher (Irving): Elements of Geometry.

X. Y. and l^ond., 1S9S. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1902 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1902, p. 31.

51^.22 Si. 60 Simson Robert ) : Elements of Conic Sections . . . 2d ed. Edin-

burgh, 1792. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics from (?) to 181S.

—

Report .Superintend-

ent C S. Mttttary .Academy. iSij6. p. 43.

513.22 Sm. 50 Smith (Charles): .An elementary treati.se on Conic Sections.

Lond., 1894. I v., ().

Text-txjok department mathematics, 1899 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1899. p. 30.

Church I Albert E. i (V . S. Military Academy, 182S): Plane and
spherical trigonometry.

Text-book department matliematics. 1S79 to 1SS7.

—

Cadet Register. 1879.

l>. 33, and 1SS7, p. 30.

Church (Albert E. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 182S): Pamphlet

on trigonometry.

Text-book department mathematics. 1863 to i^^.—Report Superintendent

f. S. .^Hlilary Academy. 1896. pp. 59 and 64.

513.3 Sm. 50 Smith (Charles): .An elementary treatise on solid geometry . . .

5th ed. . . . Lond., 1895. i v., O.

Text-lwok department mathematics. 1,89910 (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1899. p. 30.
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514 F. 20 Farrar |J. ): An elementary treatise on the application of trigo-

nometry to orthographic and stereographic projections . . .

together with logarithmic and other tables. Cambridge, 1822.

I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1S24 tot?).—Rrporl Sitpeyitttt'tidetit

I'. S. Military Acadeiitv, 1S96. p. 45.

514 L. 17 An elementary treatise on plane and spherical trigonometry and on
the application of algebra to geometry . . . tr. from the French

by Cunimings and Hilliard for the nse of the students of the Uni-

versity at Cambridge ... 1st ed. Cambridge, 1S20. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 1S23 to 1?).—Rcporl Superintendent

i'. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 45.

514 L. 9<;) liudlow (Henry H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S76): Elements
of trigonometry. N. Y., iS8cS. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 188S to {!). — Cadet Register, 1SS8, p. 30.

514 h. 92 Ludlow (Henry H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S76): Elements

of trigonometry, with logarithmic and other tables ... 3d ed.

N. v., 1893. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 1892 to {').—Cadet Register, 1892. p. 30.

514 Si. 60 Simpson (Thomas): Trigonometry, plane and spherical; with the

construction and application of logarithms. Lond., 1799. ^'-i O-

Text-book department mathematics in .\pril, i^\b.—Partridge MS.

515 C. 40 Church (Albert E. I ( U. S. Military .Academy, 1828): Elements of

descriptive geometry, with applications to spherical, perspective,

and isometric projections and to shades and shadows. X. Y.,

1870. I v., O.

Text-hook department mathematics 1864 to 1S93.

—

Cadet Registet. 1S64. p.

19. and 1S93 p. 30.

515 C. So Crozet (C. ): A treatise on descriptive geometry . . . Pt. II . . .

its application to perspective, shades, and shadows. X. Y., 1S21.

I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 1S24 to 1S31.

—

Repott Superintendent

i\S. Militaty Academy. 1S96 pp ^b-^-j.antX American State Papets ^hUtary
Academy Vol. II, p. 661,

515 C. 80 Crozet (C. ): A treatise on descriptive geometry. Pt. i.—Containing

the elementary principles of descriptive geometry and its applica-

tion to spheric and conic sections.

Text-book department mathematics 1S24 to (?).—American State Papers,

Militaty Academy. Vol II, p. 6hi.

515 D. 29 Davies (Charles) (U. S. Military Academy, 1815): Elements of

descriptive geometry. Phila., 1844. i v., O.
' Text-book department mathematics 1832 to 1864.

—

Report Superintendent

I' S .\liiitat\ Academy, 1896, p. 47. and Cadet Register, 1864. p. iS.

515 D. 30 Davies (Charles) (U. S. Military Academy, 1815): Elements of

descriptive geometry, with their application to spherical trigonom-

etry, spherical projections, and warped surfaces. Phila., 1826.

I v., O.

Text-book department mathetnatics 1S39 to l!>64.

—

Report Superintendent

C\ S. Military Academy 1S96, pp. 52 and 59, and Cadet Register. 1864, p. iS.
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515 M. 30 Mahan (D. H. ) (V . S. Military Academy, 1.S24): Descriptive geom-

etry as applied to the (lra\viii}» of fortifications and stereotonomy.

X. Y., 1900. I v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1841 to 1863 and
1866 to (1).—Cadet RtgisUr, 1841, p. 22: 1863, p. 17; 1866, p. 25.

515.7 D. So Davies (C. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1815): A treatise on shades

and shadows and linear perspective. X. Y., 1851. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 1832 to 1S65.

—

Rfport Superintzndfnt

C. S, Military Academy, 1896, pp. 47 and .S2, and Cadet Register, 1865. p. 25.

516 B. 50 Biot (J. B. ): Essai de G^ometrie Analytique, appliqu^e aux cour-

bes et aux surfaces du second ordre . . . Septi^me ed. Paris,

1S26. I v., O.

Te.xt-book department mathematics 1821 to 1825, and 1.S25 lo (?).

—

Report

Superintendent ['. S. Military Academy, iSg6, pp. 25 and 46.

516 B. 67 Bourdon |M. i: Application de L'Algebre a la G^om^trie . . .

Qiiatrienie ed. Paris, 1S37. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics ( ?).—The copy in the library con-

tains notes that .seem to show that this book was used as a text-book.

516 C. 40 Church (Albert E.
)
(V . S. Military .\cademy, iS2,S): Elements of

analytical geometry. X. Y., 1S51. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S52 to 189S.

—

Cadet Register, 1852,

P- 21, and 1S9S. p. 30.

516 D. 20 Davies (Charles) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S15): Elements of

analytical geometry ... 2d ed. N. Y., 1SS9. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1839 to i^^2.—Report Superintendent

U. S. Milttaiy Academy, 1S96. pp. 53 and 55.

516 G. 20 Gamier (J. G. ): Geometric analytique du application de L'-\lge-

bre a la Geometrie. Deuxi^me ed. Paris, 1813. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 182310 1824.

—

Report Supetintendent

I'. S. Military Academy iSq6 p. 45

517 C. 40 Church i Albert E. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S2S): Elements of

the Differential and Integral Calculus. N. Y., 1S42. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics 1843 to 1.S99.— t flrf**/ Register, 1843,

p. 21, and 1890. p. 30.

517 D. 20 Davies (Charles) ( U. S. Military Academy, 1815): Elements of the

Differential and Integral Calculus ... 2d ed. X. Y., 1S38.

I v., O.

Text book department niatheinatics, 1859 to 1S4 2.— A't'por/ Supci rn/endt-nt

C\ S. Military Academy, 1896, pp. 54 and 55, and Cadet Register, 1842. p. 23.

517 L. 22 Lacroix (S. F. ^: An elementary treatise on the differential and
integral calculus. Cambridge, 1S16. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S24 to 0.—/Cf/>(»/ Sttpetitttt-f:dcnt

IJ. S. Military Acadetny, 1S96 p. 45.

517.2 B. 20 Bass (Edgar W. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S6S): Introduction to

the Integral Calculus. West Point, 18S7. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1SS7 to {}).~-Cadet Register, 1887,

p. 30.

517.2 R. 20 Bass (Edgar W.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S6S): Differential

Calculus, parts i and 2. West Point, 1S89. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. Part I. 188910 1896; Part II, 189310

i^ffo.—Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 64.
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517.3 M. 90 Murray (Daniel Alexander): An Elementary Conrse in the Inte-

gral Calculus. X. v., 1898. I v., O.

Text-l>ook department mathematics. 1900 to (?).

—

Cadet Register^ 1900, p. 30.

519 L. iS Lacroix S. F. : Traits El^mentaire de Calcul Diff^rentiel et de Cal-

cul Integral. Paris, 1S20. i v., O.

Text-book department niatheniatics, 1824 to (1).—Report SupeihileiiJriit

i'. S. Military Academy, iSg6. pp. 43 and 46.

519.S T. 7<' Johnson (William Woolsey): The Theory of Errors and Method
of Least Squares . . . i.st ed. N. Y., 1896. I v., O.

Text-book department mathematics, 1S91. Cadet Register, 1891, p. 30.

520 G. 87 Gummere (Jolin): An elementary treatise on astronomy, in two
parts, the first containing a clear and compendious view of the

theory, the second a number of practical problems, to which are

added solar, lunar, and some other astronomical tables. Phila.,

1822. I v., ().

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1834 to

i.S.s.s.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, pp. 16 and iS.

520 Y. 70 Young ( Charles A. ) : A te.xt-book of general astronomy. Boston,

1895. I v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1SS9 to (?).

—

Repo) t Superintendent U.S. Military Academy, 1S96, j). 19.

522 Chauvenet ( William ) : Method of Least {Squares. Phila., i v., ().

[This is a reprint of the Appendix to his Manual of Special and
Practical Astronomy (1863).]

Text-book department mathematics, 1S79 to \^i.— Report Superintendent

i'. S. Military Academy, 1S96, pp. 61 and 64.

522 M. 50 Michie (P.S.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1863), and Harlow (F. S. I,

(U. S. IMilitar)' Academy, 1879): Practical Astronomy . . . 2 ed.

N. Y., 1893. I v., O.

Text-book department iKitural and experimental philosophy, 1S91 to (?).

—

Repoit Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 19.

522.7 B. 20 Bartlett (W. H. C. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S26): Elements of

Natural Philosophy; Vol. IV, .Spherical Astronomy. N. V., 1S55.

I v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S55 to

is*ji.

—

Re/>oi [ Superintendent ('. S. Military Academy, 1S96, pp. iS and 19.

526.9 D. 17 Davies (Charles) (U. s. Military- Academy, 1S15): Elements of

Surveying, with the ncces.sary tables. N. Y., 1830. i v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1S39 to iSgg.—Repo/ 1 Superintendent

I '. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 52, and Cadet Register, 1899, p. 30.

526.9 J. 71 Johnson (J. B. ): The Theory and Practice of Surveying . . . i6th

ed. X, v., 1902. I v.. ().

Text-book department mathematics. 1900 to 1902; *te,xt-book department

practical military engineering, 1902 to (?).

—

Cadet Registers, 19C0, p. 30, and

1902, p, jr.

526.98 R. 30 Reed (Henry A.) Lieut. I'.S. Army (U. S. Military Academy, 1870):

Topographical drawing and sketching, including applications of

photography. X. Y., 18S6. i v., y.

* Text-book department drawing, 1887 to (?),— Carfc/ Register, 1887, p. 30.

530 B. 22 Bartlett (W. H. C. ) ( U. S. Military Academy, 1826): Elements of

Natural Philo.sophy. Part II, .Acoustics. Part III, Optics. N. Y.,

1S52. 1 v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy. 1S52 to 1881.
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530 F. 20 Farrar (John): An elementary treatise 011 astronomy, adapted to the

present improved state of the science. Cambridge, 1S27. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy from (?) to

1834.

—

Rt-poi t Supeyinteudeut (\ S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 16,

530 H. 20 Hauy, M. L'Abbe: Traite p;ienientaire de Physique ... 2d ed.

Paris, 1806. I v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy. 1S19 to (?).

—

Kt'poi t Sitpei inlritdettt U. S, Miti[ary Acadeiity, lSy6, p. 15.

530 M. 18 Martin (Benjamin): The Philosophical Grammar; being a view of

the present state of experimental physiologj- or natural philosophy

... In four parts. Lond., 1762. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, .-^pril,

1S17.

—

Partridge MS.

530 3\I. 40 Enfield CWilliam): Institutes of Natural Philosophy, theoretical

and practical . . . with some corrections, change in the order of

the branches, and the addition of an appendix to the astronomical

part, selected from Mr. Swing's Practical Astronomy, by Samuel
Webber . . . 2d Am. ed. Boston, 1811. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy from lfii6to

iSiH.—/Report Sitpt-rintetidt-ut {'. S. Military Academy. 1806, p. 15. and Par-

tridge MS.

530 N. 33 Newton (Isaac) Sir: Mathematical principles of Natural Philoso-

phy . . . Revised and corrected by W. Davis. Lond., 1S19.

IV., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosoplu', iSi.j to ,

fiepott .Superintendent i'. S. Miliiaty Academy. 189b. p. 16.

Poncelet (J. V. ): Synthetical Mechanics . . . /;-. by W. H. C. Bart-

lett.

Text-hook department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S50 to

1887.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 17, and Cadet

Register, 1SS7. p. 31.

531 B. iS Bartlett ( W. H. C. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1826) : Elements of

Analjtical Jlechanics ... 3d ed. N. Y., 1855. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy. 1853 to

1887.

—

Report Superintendent V. S. Military .4cademy, iSg6, pp. iS and 19.

531 B. 67 Boucharlat (M. ): An elementary treatise on mechanics . . . /r.

from the French by E. H. Courtenay. N. Y., 1S78. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1833 to

l'^,=;o,

—

A'eptn / Siipc) tntendent I'. S. ,y/ilittny Academy, 1S96, pp. 16 and 17.

531 B. 67 Boucharlat (J. L. ): Siemens de Mecanique. Paris, 1827. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S33 to

1850.

—

Repot t Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 16.

531 B. 8<j Bridge (B. ) Rev.: .\ treatise on Mechanics, intended as an intro-

duction to the sttuly of Natural Philosophy. Lond., 1S14. i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy. 1824 to(?).—
Rcpo't .Supci intendent I'. S. Military Academy. 1S96. p. 16.

531 F. 80 Francoeur (L. B. ): Traite El^mentaire de Mecanique, adopte dans

I'instruction publicjue . . . Ouatrieme ed. Paris, 1807. i v., O.

Text-book tlepartnieut natural and experimental philosophy from (?) to

(?).— Repot f Sitperintetident V. S. Afllitarv .-Icademv. iSy6, p. 16.

531 G. So Gregory (Olinthus): .A treatise on Mechanics, theoretical, practical,

and descriptive ... 3d ed. Lond., 1815. 2 v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, iSiSto (?).

—

Report Superintendent V. S. Military Academy, JS96, p. 15.
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531 M. 51) Michie (Peter S.
)
(U. S. Military Academy, 1H63): Elements of

Analytical Jlechanics . . . 4th ed. N. Y., 1897. i v., O,

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S93 to (?).

The portion of this book relatiuK to Hydrodynamics used as text-hook depart-

ment natural and experimental philosophy, 18S7 to (?).

—

Report Superin-

tendfut V. S. Afilitary Acatffniy, 1896. p. 19. and Cadet Register, 189,-^, p. 31.

531 M. 5.> Michie ( P. S.) (U. S.JIilitary Academy, 1S63): Elements <if Analyti-

cal Mechanics . . . 4th ed. N. Y., iSgS, i v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1SS7 to 1S92.

Cadet Regi-itet\ 1S.S7, p. 31, and 1S92, p, 31.

534.1 M. 50 Michie (Peter S.) (U. S. Military .\cademy, 1S63): Elements of

wave motion relating to sound and light ... 2d ed., revised.

N. Y., 18S6, r v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philo.sophy, iS82to{?J.—

Report Superititeudent L'. S. Military Aeademv, 1S96, p. 20, and Cadet
Register, 1SS2, p. 32.

535 B. 20 Bartlett (William H. C. ) (C. S. Military .\cademy, 1S26): An
elementary treatise on Optics. X. Y., 1S39. 2v.,0.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S39 to 1S52.

—

Report Superintendent C S. Military Academy, 1S96, pp. 17 and 18.

535 B. 79 Brevrster (Davidl Sir: -\ treati.se on Optics. Lond., 1831.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S32 to

t^T,().—Report Sitperintendent C S. Military Academy, 1896, pp. 16 and 17.

Deschanel (A. P.): Heat, Elementary Treatise Natural Philoso-

jihy . . .
/;-. by J. D. Everett.

Text-book department chemistry, 18S5 to 1887.

—

Cadet Registers, 1SS5 and
1887, pp. 31.

536 T. 31. Tillman (Samuel E.
) (U.S. Military Academy, 1869): Elementary

lessons in heat ... 2d ed. N. Y., 1892, i v., O.

Text-hook department chemistry, i887to(?).

—

Report .Superintendent U. S.

Afr/ittiry Academy, 1S96, p. 106.

537 R. 70 Roget (P. M. ): Treatise on Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism and

Electro-Dynamics, n. p., n. d., i v., O.

Te.xt-lx)ok department natural and experimental philosophy. 1839 to 1850.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 17, and Cadet Reg-

ister, ^H^o, p. 22.

537 T. 38 Thompson ( Sylvanus P. I : Elementary lessons in electricity and

magnetism . . . new ed. N. Y., igoi. i v.,0.

Text-book department chemistry, i883to (?).

—

Report Superintendent f/. S.

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 104.

Library of Useful Knowledge . . . Magnetism, Electro-Magnetism,

and Electro-Dynamics.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, from (?) to

1839.

—

Report Superintendent V, S. Military Academy, t896, p. 17.

53S D. 20 Davis (Daniel) Jr.: Manual of Magnetism, including also Electro-

Magnetism, Magneto-Electricity, and Thermo-Electricity. Boston,

1S42. I v., O.

Text-book department natural and experimental philosophy, 1S51 to

1.S56.— Carfi-/ Register, 1851, p. 20, and 1856, p. 21.

540 B. 60 Bloxham (Charles lioudon): Chetiiistry, Inorganic and Organic,

with cxperinienls . . . 4th ed. Lond., iSSo. i v., O.

Text-lxjok department chemistry, 1S.S4 to 1S97.— Ciirf*'/ Registers, 18S5 aud

1S97. pp. 3'-
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540 F. 68 Fownes I George ) : Hlementary Chemistry, Theoretical and Prac-

tical . . . edited, with additions, by Robert Hridj;es. Phila., 1854.

I v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1S58 to 1SS4.

—

Report Supfriutendent

l\ S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 105.

540 K. 20 Kane (Robert, Sir): Elements of Chemistry, Theoretical and Prac-

tical . . . 2d ed. Dublin, 1849. i v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1843 to lSsS.—J?eport Superintriidrut

U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 105.

540 M. 50 Miller CWilliam Allen): Physics of Chemistry [later called Chem-
ical Physics, and after about 1866 called Magnetism and Electricity]

.

Text-book department chemistry^ 1S53 to 1883.

—

Report Superintendent

I'. S. Military Academy, l8g6, p. 105.

540 R. 32 Regnault (M. V.): Elements of Chemistry . . . //-, from the

French by Thomas T. Betton, M. D. Phila., 1852. 2 v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1S59 to 1S60.

—

Report Superintendent

U. S. Military Academy, i8q6. p. 106.

540 T. 50 Tillman (Samuel E.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1869): Descriptive

General Chemistry ... 2d ed. N. Y., 1899. i v., O.

Tfxt-book department chemistry, 1897 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1S98, p. 31.

540 T. 90 Turner (Edward): Elements of Chemistry. Edinburgh, 1827.

I v., ().

Text-book department chemistrj', 1S29 to 1840.

—

Report Superintendent

L. S. .Military Academy, 1S96. p. 105.

540 W. 30 Webster (John W. ): Manual of Chemistry. Boston, 1826. iv.,0.

Text-book department chemistry, 1840 to 1S43.

—

Report Snperintrndfnt

U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 106.

540.1 (9071) Tillman (Samuel E.) (U. S. Military .\cademy, 1S69): Principles

of Chemical Philosophy. West Point, 1885. i v., O.

Text-book department cheraistn-. 1S85 to 18S7,

—

Cadet Registers, 18S.5 and
1887, pp. 3>-

540.7 (9072) Tillman (S. E.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1869): Essential Prin-

ciples of Chemistry . . . West Point, 1S88. i v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1887 to jSgj.—Cadet Registers, 1888 and
1S98. pp. 31.

542 H. 30 Henry (William): Elements of Experimental Chemistry. Phila.,

1823. I v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, iSjo to 1S29.

—

Report Superintendent

U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 105.

549 C. 60 Cleaveland (Parker): Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy and

Geology ... 2d ed. Boston, 1822. i v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1S20 to 1S33 or 1834.

—

Repot t Superin-

tendent C S. .Military .-tcadrniy, 1S96, p. 104.

549 D. 17 Dana (James r>. ): Manual of Mineralogy, including observations

on mines, rocks, reduction of ores, etc. New Haven, 1871. i v.,0.

Text-book department chemistry. 18.39 to 18S7.

—

Report Sufiei intendenf

U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 104, and Cadet Registet, 1887, p. 31.

549 D. 22 Dana (James D. ): Mantial of Mineralogy and Petrography . . .

5lh ed. N. Y., i,S6S. i v., O.

Text-t>ook department chemistry, iSSS to 1S94.— Cii(/(7 Rcgisteis, 1SS8 and

1893. PP- 3>.
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549 T. 50 Tillman (Samuel E. ) [V . S. Military Academy, 1869): Text-book

of Important Jlinerals and Rocks . . . ist ed. N. Y., 1900.

1 v., O.

Text-book department chemistry. 1901 to (?).

—

Cadet RegiUer, 1901. p. 32.

550 B. 20 Bakewell (Robert): Introduction to Geology . . . 3d ed. New
Haven, 1S29. i v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1S33 or 1S34 to \%\\.—Report Superin-

tendent L'. S. Military Academy. 1896, p. 104.

550 D. 23 Dana (JamiesD. ): Te.xt-book of Geology. Phila,, 1S64. i v., O.

Text-hook department chemistry, 1S72 to 1882.

—

Report Sitpetifitendettt

I'. S. Military Academy. i^q6. p. 104.

550 H. 52 Hitchcock (Charles H. ): Elementar)- Geology . . . new ed.

N. v., 1867. I v., O.

Text-book department chemistn', 1S42 to 1S72.

—

Repot t .Superintendent
('. S. A/ititary Academy. 1S96, p. 104,

550 L. 32 Le Conte (Joseph): Elements of Geology. N. Y., 1S91. i v., O.

Text-book department chemistry. 1882 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent

V. S. Military Academy. 1896. p. 104.

Tillman (S. E.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1869): Elementary Text-

book of Mineralogy.

Text-book department chemistry, 1894 to 1900.

—

Cadet Registers, 1894 and
1900, pp. 31.

550 L. 95 Lyell (Charles): Principles of Geology . . . 5th ed. Lond., 1S37.

I v., ().

Text-hook department chemistry. 1S41 to 1S42.

—

Repot t Superintendent

l\ S. Military Academy. 1896, p. 104.

Brown ( Eli F. ) : Eclectic Physiology.

Text-book department chemistry. 1887 to 1891.

—

Cadet Registers. 1S87 and
and 1891, pp. 31.

612 T. 80 Tracy (Roger S., M. D. ): The Essentials of Anatomy, Physiology,

and Hygiene . . . new ed. N. Y., lS86. I v., O.

Text-book department chemistry, 1892 to (?).

—

Report Superititetident

U. S. Military Academy. 1896, p. 106.

620 M. 20 Uahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): An Elementary

Course of Civil Engineering for the use of Cadets of the U. S. Mili-

tary Academy . . . new ed. N. Y., 1S46, i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military' engineering. 1841 to 1877.

—

Report

Supet intendent C S. Military Acadeitiy. 1S96. p. 161, and Cadet Register,

1877, P- 3''-

620 M. 75 Moseley (Henry): The Mechanical Principles of Engineering and
Architecture . . . with additions by I). H. Mahan . . . ist Am.,

from 2d Lond. ed. N. Y., i860, i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 185810 1882.

—

Report

Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1896. p. 132.

620 Sg. 20 Sganzin (M. J.): Programme ou R^sum^des Leconsd'un Coursde

Constructions . . . Quatrieme ed. Paris, 1839. 3 v., O.

Text-book department mathematics. 1S23 to <?).

—

Report Superintendent

C. S. Military Academy. 1S96, p. 45.

620 Sg. 22 Sganzin (
M. I. ) : An Elementary Course of Civil Engineering . . .

ir. from the Vr. in 1827 ... 3d Fr. ed. Boston, 1827. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering. 1S19 to (?).—*<7»o>/

Superintendent ['. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 164.
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620 W. 40 Wheeler (J. B. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S55): An Elementary

Course of Civil Engineering for the use of Cadets of the U. S.

Military Academy. N. Y., 1877. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and militan- engineering, 1S7S to (?).

—

Cadet

Register, JS78, p. 34.

Kahan (D. H. 1 (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Lithographic

Notes on Machines.

Text-book department civil and military- engineering, 1841 to 1S7S.

—

Report Superiutt-ndeiU U. S. Military A cadfmy. iSq6, p. 161, and Cadet Reg-

ister. 1S5S. ]). 17.

Hachette (J. N. P. ): Traite Elementaire des Machines.

Text-book department civil and military engineering. 1S19 to (?).

—

Report

Superintendent t'. S. Mititary Academy. 1S96. p. 160.

744 M. 20 Mahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Industrial Draw-

ing: comprising the description and uses of drawing instruments,

the construction of plane figures, the projections and sections of

geometrical solids, architectural elements, mechanism and topo-

graphical drawing, with remarks 0:1 the method of teaching the

subject. N. Y., 1852. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military,- engineering, 1S70 to 1882.^

Report Superintendent C. S. Military Academy. 1896, p. 132.

808 B. 60 Blair (Hugh): Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres ... to

which are added copious questions and an analysis of each lecture

by Abraham Mills. N. Y., 1S30. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1S41 to 1S61.

—

Cadet Register, 1841. p. 22, and 1861, p. 19.

S08 H. 20 Hart (John S.): -A Manual of Composition and Rhetoric. Phila.,

1S71. I v., O.

Text-book department history, geographj-, and ethics, 1S77 to 1878, and
department French and English studies and modern languages, 1878 to

1803.

—

Report Superintendent i'. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 144.

808 P. 20 Parker (Richard Green): Aids to English Composition . . .

2oth ed. X. Y., 1S58. i v., O.

Text-book department ethics. 1S60 to 1867,

—

Cadet Register, i860, p iS. and
1867, p. 24.

80S W. 50 Williams (William): Composition and Rhetoric by Practice . . .

Revised and enlarged. Boston, 189S. I v., O.

Text-book department modern langiiages, 1893 to (?),

—

Report Superin-

tendent U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 145.

808.5 Sa. 79 Sargent (Epes): The Standard Speaker, containing exercises in

prose and poetry for declamation in schools, academies ... a

treatise on oratory and elocution ... ist ed. Phila., 1854. i

v., O.

Text-book department ethics, 1855 to 1S67.

—

Cadet Register, 1855, p. 22. and
1S67. p. 24.

S42 B. 70 BScher (Ferdinand): College Series of French Plays, with English

Notes ... 5th ed. N. Y., 1864. i v., O.

Text-book department French and modern languages, 1S72 to (?V

—

Report

Superintendent C. S. JMilitary .Academy. 1S96, p. 139.

843.5 Lh Sage, Le: Histoire de Gil Bias de Santillane, Yols. I, II, III, lY.

Paris, 1S29. 1 v., O.

Text-book department French, 1821 to 1S41.

—

Report Superintendent C S.

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 15S.
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909 I). 91 Duruy (Victor): General History of the World . . . /;-. by E. A.

Grosvenor. N. Y., 1S9S. i v., O.

Text-book department law and liistor^-, 1900 to (?).

—

Cadet kegJsUr, 1900,

P- 32-

909 F. 50 Fisher ( George Park ) : A Brief History of the Nations and of Their

Progress in Civilization. N. V., 1S96. i v., O.

Text-book department law and liistorj". 1.S99.

—

Cadet Register, 1S99, p. 32.

o<.9 F. 52 Fisher (George Park): Outlines of Universal History, designed as

a text-book ... X. V., 1885. i v., O.

Text-book department law and historj-. 189S.

—

Cadet Register, 1S9S, p. 32.

9i.>9 M. 95 Myers (P. V. N. ): General Hi.story. Bost. and Lond., 1892. i

v., O.

Text-book department law and historj-, 1896 and \^-.—Report Superin-

tendent U. S. Military Academy, 1.S96. p. 159, and Cadet Register, p. 32, for

1S97.

909 S\v. 50 S'winton (William): Outlines of the World's Historv, Ancient,

Mediicval, and Modern, with special relation to the history of

civilization and the progress of mankind. N. Y., 1S74. i v., O.

Text-book department histon-, geography, and ethics, 1S83 to 1S96.

—

Repot t Superintendent (_'. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 156.

909 T. 92 Tytler ( Alexander Fraser): EleinenLsof General History, Ancient

and Jlodcrn, to which are added a table of Chronology, etc. . . .

2d -Am. from 5tli British ed. Phila., 1S13. i v., O.

Text-book department historj'. geography, and ethics, 1S20 to 1825.

—

Am,
State Papers, Military .-{ffairs. Vol. II, pp. 661 . and Reftot t ofBoard of Visitors^

l821-lS2S.

909 W. 30 Weber (George, Dr.): Outlines of Universal History, from the cre-

ation of the world to the present time . . . /;'. from the German
by Dr. M. Behr ... 3d ed. Boston, 1S54. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1S56 to 1S61.

—

Cadet Register, 1856, p. 22, and 1S61, p. 17.

Geography, (by Morse?) ^if^* the next entry.

Text-book I'. S. Military Academy, 1814 to 1S16.— Partridge MS.

910 'SI. -u Morse ( Jedidiah): The American Universal Geography, or a view

of the present .state of all the Kingdoms, States, and Colonies in

the known world . . . 6th ed. Boston, 1S12. i v., O.

Text-book department geography, history, and ethics, 1S20 to 1825 and
1S4S to 1.S67.

—

Cadet Register, 1S4S, p. 23. and 1S67, p. 24, and Report ofBoard

of I'isttots, 1S21-1S25.

910 W. 50 Willetts (Jacob): New and Improved .School Geography, accom-

panied by a new and correct atlas . . . 5th ed. Poughkeepsie,

1842. I v., O.

Text-book department histon-, geography, and ethics, 1S44 to 1.S46.

—

Cadet

Register, 1844, p. 21, and 1S46, p. 21.

911 L. 13 Labberton (Robert H. ): Historical Atlas, 3S00 B. C. to 1SS6 .A. 1).

. . . 5th ed. [Title changed to "I'niversal History" in 1902.]

N. Y., 1S91. I v., O.

* Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1SS5 to 1896, and
law and history. 1S96 to (?>.

—

Cadet Registet , 18.S5, p. 31.

912 Times Atlas:
* This book is furnished to Cadets and kept in their rooms dnring term

time since 1902.

912 Century Atlas:
* This book is furnished to Cadets and kept in their rooms during term

time since 1902.
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914.95 B. 25 Barthelemy (J. J. ): Voyage de Jeune Anacharsis en Grcce vers le

milieu (111 IV sidcle avaiit I'ere vnilgaire. Paris, 1848. i v., O.

Text-book department French, if*4i to 1847. Report Superintendt-nt U. S.

Military AcatUtny, 1S96, p. 138, and CaiUt Register, 1S47, p. 23.

C. 916 Extracts from McClellan's Military Commission to Europe.

Text-book department ci\'il and military engineering, i860.

—

Cadet Reg-

ister, i860, p. 17.

973 L. 60 liOssing' (Benson J.): A Pictorial History of the United States.

N. Y., 1S54. I v., C).

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1855 to 1858.

—

Cadet

Register, 1S55, p. 22, and 1S58, p. 19.

1224.105 (By authority.) Cavalry Tactics U. S. Army, assimilated to the

tactics of infantry and artillery. N. Y., 1S78. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics. 1855 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1855, p. 20.

1222.821 V. S. Cavalry Drill Regulations.

Text-book department tactics. 1S96 to present date.

—

Cadet Register, 1S96,

P- 31.

1300 Tentative Infantry Drill Regulations.

Text-book department tactics, 1902 to present date.

—

Regulations i\ S.

Military Acadepny, 1902, par. 28.

1332 Manual of Arms.

* Text-book department tactics, 1S95 to present date.

—

Regulations U. S.

Military Academy. 1S95, pars. 28, 42, and 55.

1333 Manual of Guard Duty.

* Text-book department tactics. 1S93 to 1901.

• Revised Manual of Guard Duty.

Text-book department tactics, 1902 to date.

—

Regulations (\ S. Military

Academy, pars, 270 and 282.

U. S. Army Infantry Drill Regulations.

Text-book department tactics, 1892 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1892, p. 31.

U. S. Army Drill Regulations.

Text-book departn:ent tactics, i860 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, i860, p. 18.

Tactics; Rules and regulations prescribed for infantry drill service.

Text-book department tactics, from (?) to 1S21.

—

Report Sitpertntendent

V. S. Military Academy, i8g6, p. 124.

1367.90 Extracts from an Infantry Captain's Journal. General Von .\rnim

—

Colonel AVagner.

. Text-book department tactics, 1897 to present date.— j'?t',?-«/rt//i»H5 L'. S.

Military Academy, 1897, pars. 28, 29 and 30.

1381.15 Scott (W. S.), Maj. Gen.: (By authority). Infantry tactics, or

rules for the exercise and maneuvers of the U. S. Infantry. N.

Y., 1846. 3 v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1841 to 1870.

—

Cadet Register, 1841, p. 22,

and 1870, p. 26,

1381.30 TJpton (Emory) Maj. Gen. (X.T. >S. Jlilitary .Academy, 1S61): (By

authority). Infantry tactics, double and single rank, adapted

to American topography and improved firearms. N. Y., 1S80. i

v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1871 to iSg!.—Cadet Register, 1871, p. 21. and

1891, p. ji.
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1366.120 Beach (Wm. D.), Capt. U. vS. A. (U. S. Military Academy, 1S79):

;\Ianual of military field engineering for the use of officers and
troops of the line. Fort Leavenworth, 1894. i v., O.

Text-book department practical military engineeriug. 1902 to (?l.

—

Cadit

Register, 1902, p. 31.

1427.3u Carter (William H. ), Capt. U. S. A. (U. S. Military Academy, 1873):

Horses, Saddles, and Bridles. Leavenworth, Kans., 1S95. lv.,0.

Text-book department tactics, 1902 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1902, p. ^2.

1434.Soo Fitzwygram (F. ), Sir: Horses and Stables . . . 3d ed. London,
1886. I v., O.

Text-book departmetit tactics, 1S96 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent C\ S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 127.

1486.950 Youatt CWm. ): On the Horse ... A new edition . . . together

with a general history of the horse, and an essay on the ass and the

mule. Phila., 1S44. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics, i^S9^o iS()i.— Report Superintendent U.S.
.^fiiitary Academy, 1896, p. 126, and Cadet Register, 1S61. p. iS.

1566.12 Wagner (Arthur Ii. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S65): Organiza-

tion and Tactics. X. Y., 1S95. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1899 to (?).

—

Cadet

Register, 1899. p. 32.

Gardiner ( Asa Bird I : Practical Forms for use in Courts-Martial and

Head Notes on the Law of Evidence in Courts-Martial, etc.

Text-book department law, 1875 to 1878.

—

Report\Supertntendeni V. S. Mili-

ta>y .-Icademy, 1S96, and Cadet Register, 1878, p. 34.

1658 General Orders, No. 100—A. G. O. (1863.) Washington, 1864. )

v., O.

Text-book department law, 1879 to 1S96.

—

Cadet Register, 1879, p. 34. and

1S96. p. 32.

1676.20 Benet (S. V. ) 1 U. S. Military Academy, 1849): A Treatise on Mili-

tary Law and the Practice of Courts-JIartial. N. Y., 1862. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics, 1863 to 1S75.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 157, and Cadet

Registers, 1863, p. 17, and 1.875 P- 28.

1680 De Hart (William C. ): Observations on Military Law and the

Constitution and Practice of Courts-Martial, with a summary of

the law of evidence as applicable to military trials. X. Y., 1S46.

I v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics 1S58 to 1S62.

—

Report Superintendent U. S. Military .-icademy, 1S96, p. 156. and Cadet

Register, 1862, p. 17.

1683.20 French (J. W. ), Rev.: Law and Military Law, with an analysis

by subjects. N. Y., 1S61. i v., O.

Text-book department history, geography, and ethics 1S62 to 1875, and
department of law 1875 to iS-j-j.—Report Superintendent U. S. Military

Academy, 1896. p. 157, and Cadet Register, 1877, p. 36. [Note; This book was
not used in 1869-70. E. E. W.]

1686 Ives (RoUin A.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1870): .A treatise on

Military Law and the Jurisdiction, Constitution, and Procedure of

Military Courts. X. Y., 1879. i v., O.

Text-book department law. 1878 to 1S86.—Report Superintendent I'. S.

Military Academy, 1^96. p. 31.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 30
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1719.96 Wintlirop (W. ): An abridgment of military law ... 2(1 revised

ed. X. Y., 1S95. 1 v., O.

Ttxt-book department law, 18S6 to 1897.

—

Report Superintfndent I'. S.

Military Acadfiny, 1S96, p. 157, and Cadet Register, 1S97, p. 32.

1744.500 Articles of War, Military Laws, and Rules and Regulations for the

Army of the United States. A. &. I. G. O.. iSi6. I v., O.

Text-book department historj', geography, and ethics, 1860.

—

Cadet

Registt'i ,
1S60, p. 27.

R. 7009.90 Willcox (Comelis de Witt) (U. S. Military Academy, 1885): A
French-English Jlilitary Technical Dictionary. Washington,

1S99. 1 v., O.

Text-book department modern languages, 1902 to (?l.

—

Cadet Register,

1902. p. 31.

7025.120 Cooke (A. C. 1, Col., and others: .\ide-iIemoire for the use of

Officers of Royal Engineers, pts. I and 2. London, (n.d.) iv.,0.

* Text-book department civil and military- engineering. 1SS6 to 1S95.

—

Cadet Register, 1SS6, p. 3E, and 1895, p. 32.

7026.750 Ernst (O. H. )> Capt. (U. S. Military .-Academy, 1864): A manual

of Practical Military Engineering. X. Y., 1873. i v., O.

•Text-book department practical military- engineering, 1874 to 1901.

—

Report Superintendent C. S. Military Academy, 1896. p. 173, and Cadet Regis-

ter, 1874, p. 29. and 1901, p. 32.

7026.903 Instruction in Military Engineering, embodying a portion of the

course of instruction at the School of Jlilitary Engineering,

Chatham, England. London, 1S98. 6 v., O.

Text-book department practical military engineering, 1S95 to (?). —Report

Superintendent C S. Military Academy, 1896. p. 173.

702S.29 Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Anny, Xo. 29

—

Topographical Reconnaissance; being Chapter I of the Engineer

Field Manual, prepared under the direction of the commanding
officer of the Engineer School of -Application. Washington, 1901,

I v., O,

Text-book department practical military engineering, 1902 to (?).—Corf^/

Register, 1902. p. 31.

7030 Bailey (J. W. ) (U. S. ^lilitary Academy. 1S32 ) : Chemical Notes on

Gunpowder and its Materials (lithographed).

Text-book department chemistry. (?) 1S40 to (?i.

The copy in the I.ibran,- ccntains notes that show this book to have

been used as a text-book.

7030.250 Mahan (D. H.
)

(U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Lithographic

Notes on Architecture. West Point, 1840. i v., F.

Report Supert'nteitdent C. S. Milifatv Academy. 1S96. p. 161, and Cadet

Register, 1858. p. 17.

7030.250 Mahan {D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1824): Lithographic

Notes supplementary to the Course of Permanent Fortifications.

West Point, 1S40. i v., F.

Te-Kt-book department civil and mihtary engineering. 1S41 \.o i^^.—Report
Superiniendent U. S. Mihtary Academy, 1S96. p. 117, and Cadet Register,

1864, p. 17.

7030.300 Wheeler (J. B.) (U. S. Military Academy. 1855): A text-book of

Military Engineering for the use of Cadets of the I'. S. Military

Academy. Part T. Permanent Fortifications; Parts II and III.

Siege Operations and Military Mining. N. Y., 1S85. 2 v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering. 18S3 to 1894.— (TarfW

Register, 1883, p. 31, and 1S94, p. 31.
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7080 The- Elements of Fortification . . . /;-. from tlu- French by Jonathan

Williams . . . 2d ed. (n. p.) 1801. i v., O.

Text-book department civil atid military engineering 180S (}).—Report

Supnintendent U. S. Military Academy, iSy6, p. 160.

7098.50 Fiebeger (G. J.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S79): A text-book of

Field Fortification . . . ist cd. N. Y., 1901.

Text-book department civil and military- engineering, 1899 to {?).— Cdrftf/

Register, 1899, p. 32.

Fiebeger (G. J. ) (U.S. Military .\cademy, 1S79): Pamphlet on Per-

manent Fortifications.

Te.xt-book department civil and military engineering, lyoi to (?).

—

Cadet

Register, 1901, p. 32.

7194.600 Hahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): I'ermanent Forti-

fications, revised and enlarged by James Mercur. 2d ed. N. Y.,

18SS. I v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1.S88 to 1900.

—

Report

Superintendent V. S. Mititary Academy, 1S96, pp. 131 and 132.

Mahan (D. H. "i (U. S. Military Academy, 1824): F.lementary

Course of Permanent Fortification . . . Revised by J. B. Wheeler.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1S74 to 1SS3.

—

Cadet

Register, 1S74, p. 29, and 1SS3. p. 31.

7194.602 NCahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1824): Lithographic

Notes on Mines and other .Accessories. West Point ( n. d. ). 1 v., Q.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 184 1 to 1S64.

—

Report

Superintendent I', S. Military Academy, l8g6, p. 125.

7194.602 IVIahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1824): .Summary of the

Course of Permanent Fortification and the Attack and Defen.se of

Permanent Works. West Point, 1850. i v., C).

Te.xt-book U. .S. Military .\cadeniy, 1850, The copy in the library con-

tains notes that show this book to have been nsed as a text-book.

7195 Mahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1824): Outlines of Per-

manent Fortifications . . . See K Treatise on Field Fortification,

containing . . . general outlines ... of permanent fortifications.

N. Y., 184S. I v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1865 to 1873.

—

Cadet

Rci^ister, IS65, p. 25, and 1S73. p. 28.

7196 MahainD. H.
)
(I^ S. Military Academy, 1824): .\ Treatise on Field

fortification; containing instructions on the methods of laying out,

constructing, defending, and attacking intrenchnients, with the

general outlines al.so of the arrangement, the attack and defen,se

of permanent fortifications. 4th enlarged ed. Richmond, 1862.

I v., O.

Te.xt-book department civil and military engineering 1S41 to \?>i<^.~Report

Superintendent U. S. Militaty Academy, 1896. p. 161. and Cadet Register 1S79,

p. 34-

7233.50 Mercur (James) (U. S. Military Academy, 1866): Attack of F'orti-

fied Places, including Siege works. Mining, and Demolitions . . .

1st ed. N. Y., 1894. I v., O.

Text-book department civil and mititary engineering 1895 to C!).—Cadet

Registei . 1.S95. p. 32.

7345.125 Text-book of Fortification and Military Engineering, for u.se at the

Royal Military .Academy, Woolwich. Lond., 1878. i v., O.

*Text-l)ook department practical military engineering, 189610 C!).—Report

Superintendent f. .S. .\fililary Academy, 1896. p. 173.
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7377-50" Wheeler (J. B.) (U.S. Military Academy, 1855): Elements of Field

Fortification. N. Y. 18S2. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1879101898.

—

Report
Superintendent C S. Military Academy, iSg6, p. 32.

7388.50 Organization of the Bridge Equipage of the U. S. Army; with direc-

tions for the construction of military bridges . . . Prepared bv a

l)oard of Engineer officers. Washington, 1S70. i v., O.

Text-book department practical military engineering, 1895 to (?).

—

Report
Superintendent U. S, Military Academy, 1S96, p. 173.

7390.500 Mercur (James) (U. S. Military .Academy, iS66): Military Mining,

n. p., n. d., I v., O.

Text-book department civil and niilitaryengineering, 1892 to \%<^^. — Cadet

Register lSg2 and 1S94, p. 31.

7430.212 Bruff (Lawrence Ii.) (U. S. Military .Academy, 1876): Exterior

Ballistics, Gun Construction, and U. S. Seacoast Guns. West
Point, 1892. I v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gnnnery, 1S70 to 18S6.

—

Report Super-

intendent i'. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. 180.

7430.214 Bruff (Lawrence Ij. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1876): Gunpowder
and Interior Ballistics. West Point, 1892. i v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnerj', 1S93 to 1S9S.

—

Cadet Regis-

ter, 1893 and 1S98, p. 32.

7430.281 Ingalls (J. M. ): Ballistic Tables for Direct, Curved, and High-

angle Fire.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnery. 1S99 to present date.

—

Cadet Register, 1S99, p. 32.

7483.290 Anderson (Robert) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S25): Instruction

for Field .-Artillery, Korse and Foot, translated from the French

and arranged for the service of the United States. Phila., 1S39.

I v., O.

Text-book department tactics. is4i to 1S4S.

—

i'adet Register, 1S41, p. 22,

and 1S48, p. 22.

• • Exercise and Instruction in Field .Artillery; a system prepared by a

board of officers at Washington in 1S26, by order of the Secretary

of War.

Text-book department tactics from (?) to (?).

—

Repot t Superintendent

U. S. Military Academy, 1S96. p. iSo,

7503.20 Scheele (M. de): Treatise of .Artillery; containing a new system.

Phila., iSoo. I v., O.

Text-book departmetit tactics from (?) to {?).—Report Superintendent

C S. .\filitary Academy, 1S96, p. 179.

7508 M. Ingalls I James M. ): Course of Instruction for .Artillery Gunners.

Ballistics, with supplement, AVashington, iS93and 1S95. 2v.,0.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnery. 1S92 to (?).

—

Repott Super-

intendent U.S. Military Academy. 1896, p. iSo. and Cadet Register, 1892, p. 32.

7510.900 Lallemand (H. ): .ATreati.se on .Artillery; to which is added a sum-

mary of military reconnoitering, of fortification, of the attack and

defense of places, and of castranientation . . . /;'. from the manu-
script of the author by James Renwick. X. Y., 1820. 2 v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1S24.—American State Papers, Military

Academy, Vol. II, p, 6bi.
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7514 Thiroux (M. 1: Instruction theoriqiie et pratique d'Artillerie a

riisa.i,'e des eleves de I'ecole militairede .Saint-Cvr . . . Troisieme

ed. Paris, 1849. 1 v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnery, 1S41 to 1S60.

—

Report
Superintendent U. S. Military Academy^ 1896. p. iSo, and Cadet Register,

1S60, p. 17.

7514.150 Tousard (liOuis) de: American Artillerist's Companion, or Ele-

ments of Artillery. Phila., 1809. 3 v., O.
Text-book U. S. Military- Academy, 1S16.—/"/oc. C C. M. MS., p. 98.

7506.755 Knowlton (Miner) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S29): Xctes on Gun-
powder, Percussion Powder, Cannon, and Projectiles. West Point,

1839. I v., F.

Text-book department ordnance and giinnerj% 1S41 to 1S56.

—

Report
Superintendent U. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 179. and Cadet Register,

1S56, p. 20.

7516.7641 Mordecai (Alfred) (U. S. Military Academy, iS6i): Report of

Experiments on Gunpow-der made at Washington Arsenal in 1S43

and 1844. Washington, 1S45. i v., ().

Text-book department ordnance and gunnery, 1S50 to 1S59.

—

Report
Superintendent V. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. iSo, and Cadet Register,

l?5u. p. 16.

TSig-S'-"^ Tidball ( John C. I ( U. S. Military Academy, 1S48): ( By authority.)

ilanual of Heavy Artillery Service for the use of the Army and
Militia of the United States . . . 4th ed. Washington, 1S91.

I v., O.

Text-book department tactics. 1881 to iSgS.—Report Superintendent f. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 127, and Cadet Register, 1S81 and 189S, p. 31.

7543 Dyer ( A. B. ) ( U. S. Military Academy, 1837) : Handbook for Light
.•Artillery . . . ist ed. N. Y., 1S96. i v., O.

* Text-lx)ok department tactics, igoo to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1900, p. 31.

Manual of Instruction, Mountain, Siege, Artillery, etc.

Text-book department tactics, igor to present date.

—

Regulations U. S.

Military Academy, 1901, pars, 28-29.

7545 Light Artillery Drill Regulations, U. S. Army. Washington, 1891.

I v., 1 6 mo.

Text-book department tactics, 1850 to (,1).—Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 126. and Cadet Register, 1S50, p. 22.

Notes on Fabrication of Cannon and Projectiles.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnery. 1S5S to 1859.

—

Cadet Regis-

ters, 1858, p. 17, and 1859, P- 16. and Report Superintendent U. S. Military

Aiademy, 1S96. p. 180.

7570 Benton (J. G.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S42): .\ Course of Instruc-

tion in Ordnance and Gunnery. X. Y., 1S67. i v., O.

Te.xt-book department ordnance and gunnery, 1S61 to 1S.S9.

—

Cadet Regis-

ters, 1861, p. 17. and 1SS9, p. 32,

7570.600 Bruff (Lawrence L.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1876): A Text-book
of Ordnance and Gunnery . . . isted. N. Y., 1896. I v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gunncr>*, 1S95 to 1901.

—

Cadet Regis-

ter. 1S95, p. 32.

2d ed. of above, revised and enlarged by F. K. Hobbs (N. Y.), 1901, i v., O,

used from 1902 to .

Kinsley (Z. J. D.
) (?): Pyrotechny.

Text-book tlepartment ordnance and gunnery, 1.S41 to 1S53.

—

Report

Superintendent U. .S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 179, and Cadet Register,

1853. p. 22.
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7573-1''' Mordecai (Alfred) (I'. S. Military Academy, i86i): Ordnance and

C'.unnery ramjihlets Xos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. n. p., n. d. 5 v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gunnerj-, 1S83 to 1889.

—

Cadet Regis-

ter, 1S83, p. 32. and 1S89, p. 32.

7573.150 Metcalfe (Henry) (U. S. Military Academy, 1868): A course of

Instruction in Ordnance and Gunnery ... 3d ed. N. Y., 1894.

I v., O.

Text-l>ook department ordnance and gunnerj*. 1S90 to iSq4.

—

Report

Siiperinteudent U. S. Military Academy, 1S96, p. 180, and Cadet Register,

1S90. p. 32, and 1S94, p. 32.

7573.200 The Ordnance Manual for the use of the Officers of the United States

.\nny ... 2d ed. Washington, 1S50. i v., O.

Text-book department ordnance and gunner\-, 1859 to »S6i.

—

Report

Superintendent U. S. Alilttary Academy, 1896, p. 130.

Tactics for Garrison Artillery.

Text-book department tactics. 1S50 to (?).

—

Report Superintendent ('. S.

Military Academy, iSgb, p. 126. and Cadet Register. 1S50, p. 22.

7641.120 Blunt (^Stanhope E. ), Capt. (U. S. Military .\cademy, 1872): (By

authority. ) Firing Regulations for Small .\nns for the United

States Army. N. Y., 1S89. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1887 to 1898.

—

Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 127, and Cadet Register, 1887 and 1898, par.30.

7643.75 Outlines of instruction in Small-.A.rms Firing, based on small-arms

firing regvilations as modified by General Orders, No. 36, Adjutant-

General's Office, 1897. West Point, 1S9S. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1S99 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, p. 31.

7676.200 Roberts (Joseph), Capt. (U. vS. Military .\cadcmy, 1S35): The
hanil-book of artillery for the ser\-ice of the United States. X. Y.,

:86o. I v., O.

Text-book department tactics. 1S78 to iSfa.—Cadet Register, 1878, p. 34,

and iSSo, p. 36.

7913. 1 Jomini, Baron de: Summary of the .\rtof War, or a new analytical

conipend of the principal combinations of strategy, of grand tac-

tics and of military policy . . . //". from the French by Maj. O. F.

Winship and Lieut. E. E. McLean. N. Y., 1S54. 1 v., O.,

Text-book department tactics, 1859 to 1S60.

—

Report Superintendent L'. S.

Military .-icademy, i.'>96, p. 126, and Cadet Register, 1S60, p. 17.

7914.990 Mercur (James) (U. S. Military .^cadem^-, 1S66}: Elements of the

Art of War. West Point, 18S9. 1 v., O.

Text-book department civil and militarj-engineering. 1S.89 to 1898.

—

Repof t

Superintendent C. S. Military Academy, 1896, p. 31, and Cadet Register, 1S98,

P-32-

7917.80 Vernon (Guy) de: .\ treatise on the science of war and fortifica-

tion . . . /;-, by Jno. J. O'Connor, captain, U. S. Army. N. Y.,

1817. 2 v., O.

Text-book department civil and nnlitarj' engineering, iSt8 to 0).~Report

,Superintendent C, S, Military Academy, 1S96, p. 160.

7928 Wheeler (J. B. ) (U. S. Military .\cademy, 1855): A course of

instruction in the Elements of the .\rt and Science of War. N. Y.

,

1879. ' v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering. 1S79 to li^SS.— Cadet

Register, 1S79, p. 34, and iS8S, p. 31.
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7969.30 Beach (W. D.) (U. S. Military Academy, 1879): Military Map
reading.

Text-book deparment tactics. 1S97 to present date.

—

Regulations i\ S
Military Academy. 1S97. pars. 28 to 30.

8031.97 Mahan iD. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Lithographic

Notes on . . . Composition of Armies and Strateg}-. (West Point),

n. d. I v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1841 to 1859.

—

Report SuperintendeHt U.S. Military Acadejny. 1896, p. 116, and Cadet Regis-

ter, 1S59, p. 16.

8031.97 SEahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Lithographic

notes on the Attack and Defense of Permanent Works. West
Point, 1840. I v., Q.

Text-book department civil and military,- engineering, 1841 to 1864.

—

Report

Sitperiiitendint V. S. Militaey Academy. 1896. p. 117.

8031.98 Mahan iD. H. ) (U. S. Militarj' Academy, 1S24): An elementary

treatise on Advanced-Guard, Out-post, and Detachment ser\-ice of

troops, and the manner of posting and handling them in the

presence of an enemy. X. Y., 1847. i v., O.

Text-book department civil and military engineering, 1841 to 1859.

—

Cadet

Register, 1841, p. 22. and 1859, p. 16.

8032 Kahan (D. H. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Advanced-Guard,

Outpost, and Detachment sen-ice of Troops, with the essential

principles of strategy and grand tactics, for the use of officers of

the militia and volunteers . . . New ed. N. Y., 1863. i v., O.

Text-book department ci\'il and military' engineering, 1S4S to 1S72.

—

Report

Superintendent C. S. Military Academy. 1S96, p. 161, and Cadet Register,

l'^-2. p, 2S.

8032.1 Mahan D. H. (U. S. Military Academy, 1S24): Advanced-Guard,

Outpost, and Detachment ser\-ice of Troops, with the essential

principles of strategy and grand tactics. N. Y., 1864. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics, '.859 to \?).^Report Superintendent C. S.

MililLii V .-liadr'my. 1S96, p. 126.

8050.70 Anderson (Edward), First Lieut., TJ. S. Army ( U. ,S. Military

Academy, r888): Manual of the service of security and informa-

tion, prepared for the use of Cadets at the U. S. Military Academy,

by order of Lieut. Col. O. L. Hein, Commandant of Cadets. West

Point, 1900. I v., O.

Text-book department tactics. 1900 to (?).

—

Cadet Re.erister, 1900, p. 32.

8051 Wagner (Arthur L. ) (U. S. Military Academy, 1875:) The service

of Security and Information. Washington, 1893. i v., O.

Text-book department tactics, 1896 to (7).—Report Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy. 1S96, p. 127.

8051 JIanual of the Ser\'ice of Security and Information.

Text-book department tactics, 1901 to present date.—Carfe/ Register, 1901,

p. 52

8051.28 Myer (Albert J.): .\ manual of signals for the use of signal

officers in the field, and for military and naval students, military

schools, etc. . . . New ed. N. Y., 1866. i v., O.

Text-book department practical militarj' engineering, 1868 to 1887.—Carf;^

Register. 1868. p. 25, and 18S7, p. 31.
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8065 Dufour
(
G. H. ) Gen. : StrateK.v and Tactics . . . //-. from the latest

French edition by \Vm. 1". Craighill. N. Y., 1S64. I v., O.

Text-book department civil aud military engineering, 1873 to 1878.

—

Cadet

Register, 1S73, p. 28, and 1S78. p. 34.

8132 Mannal of Instruction, Packtrain, etc.

Text-book department tactics, 1901 to present date.

—

Regulations C S.

Military Academy. 1901, pars. 28, 29, and 30.

Tactics for Siege Artillery.

Text-book department tactics. 1S50 to (?).

—

Report Stiperiutendent V, S,

Military Academy, 1S96, p. 126, and Cadet Register, 1850, p. 22.

Tactics for Garrison, Siege, and Field Artillery.

Text-book department ordnance and gunner\', 1850 to {">).—Report Sttper-

iniendenl C. S. Military Academy. 1S96, p. iSo.

8681.72 Voltaire, M. de: Hi.story of Charles XII, King of Sweden. Boston,

1884. I v., O.

Text-book department French, 1S32 to (?).

—

Report .Superintendent U. S.

Military Academy, 1896, p. 138.

P. 70 Figaro (Daily): (3 months subscription each year.)

Text-book department modern languages, 1S95 to (?).

—

Cadet Register, 1S95,

p. 30.
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THE GENIUS OF WEST POINT.

By Colonel CHARLES W. LARNED, U. S. Army,
Professor of Drawing. United Stales Military Academy : Untied Slates Military Academy, 1870.

T^HE position of West Point among
institutions of learning possesses a

certain aloofness that separates it, not so

much by virtue of an}- single difference in

matter or method, as b}- a special association

of these addressed to a particular end and
with a single purpose. To understand

West Point and its achievement it must
be borne in mind that it is a school of

definite purpose and of carefully adjusted

methods, rigidlj' applied. It is perhaps

more than an}- other educational institu-

tion sui goicris; and in its adherence to

an organic standard and a characteristic

ideal it is more conservative and consistent

than an}' but theological seminaries of the

most orthodox type. Its traditions are its

strength; while its consistenc}- of operation

and singleness of purpose insure a high average standard of

attainment within those limitations. They achieve some-

thing more—a something whose \-alue is apt to be lost sight

of by those who see only in limitation of scope a hampering

of the flights of genius and an oppressive restriction of the

libert}- of laisscrfairc in intellectual attainment. This some-

thing is a w^ell-balanced develoj^ment of the mechanism of

thinking based upon a thorough understanding of elementary

principles.

The genesis of a great school is a gradual process depend-

ing mainlv upon principle, personnel, and environment. In

all of these the Military Academy has been fortunate. The
467
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basic principles of its purpose and methods ; the personality

of the men guiding its formation and earl}- operation ; its

ideal location for its special functions—all have been remark-

able and admirable.

It is no small thing for an institution to trace its origin to

the vital energv of great struggles and formative epochs and

the initiative of heroic men.

West Point deri\es from George Washington the initial

impulse of its existence; and, in the following words from

his last annual message to Congress, the reason of its being

and development are clearh- expressed:
—"Whatever argu-

ments may be drawn from particular examples, superficially

viewed, a thorough examination of the subject will evince

that the art of war is both comprehensive and complicated;

that it demands much previous study, and that the possession

of it in its most improved and perfect state is always of great

moment to the security of a nation."

It is doubly fortunate when to such an origin is added the

providential gift of a great organizing mind associated with

a character of siiperlative integrity and poise; and these

qualities presided over its formative period in the per-sonalit}-

of its great Superintendent, Tlia3-er.

The birth of this school, however, was attended with throes

and pangs that threatened its life, and for a period of several

years it could without sensible error have been pronounced a

miscarriage. Twice it was without graduates; in 1S19 it

was under the command of a second lieutenant and deprived

of supplies of ever}' kind; in 181 2, and for .some time after, it

was without students or instructors. The Secretary of War
under Madison—William Eustis—sought to strangle the

infant school during this struggle for existence, and only the

exigencies of the war of 1S12 saved it from his hostile designs.

It was again indebted to the stress of Avar for rescue from its

opponents in Congress, who, just before the war with Mexico,

had very nearly accomplished its overthrow. The vindica-

tion of that conflict, however, was so complete as to silence all

hostility, and the great struggle of 1861 added such over-

whelming testimony to its worth that no authoritative voice

has since been raised against its existence.
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That war is a science whose details must be mastered in

advance is the lesson that Prussia has twice taught the mod-

ern world; and Washington, at the beginning of our national

career, saw this clearly, even under the less complex condi-

tions of that da}-. From this consideration springs the rai'son

cfctrc of the military school; and it is well to bear in mind

that, whatever be the policy of this nation as to the size or

character of its military establishment, the necessity for the

school is paramount. Indeed, the necessity for the school

grows greater in proportion as the size of the standing army

diminishes. An ideal condition for a republic would be a

minimum armed force and a maximum of thorough militar}-

instruction in high-grade militarj- schools; a large suppl}- of

accomplished officers distributed throughout the land, read}-

at call to organize and lead the volunteer levies of the nation.

At all times of military emergency the great embarrassment

has been and will continue to be the lack of trained officers

for the handling of such levies. There never will be a lack

of men.

It is natural to a strong and self-reliant republic, which

has developed aloof from the glitter and clash of modern mili-

tarism, to set small store on military matters and to under-

rate the discipline of military preparation. America has had

too much to do on the farm and in the shop to spend much

time in .soldiering. From 1S12 to 1S9S it had but one foreign

war, and that a little and very one-sided one. Eighteen hun-

dred and sixtv-one brought a sharp and stern awakening to the

meaning of war on a large scale, but when the great volunteer

armies went back to the farms and shops, after the family

quarrel was settled, no one had any more taste for soldiering

than before ; and, as there was nothing to fear from the out-

side, the military lessons of the war were speedily ignored or

forgotten. One of these lessons, which was rather ignored

than forgotten, was the value of West Point as a military

school of the first rank—of an institution whose record in the

struggle was preeminent; of whose sons on both sides 445

wore the stars of a general's rank and held all the chief

commands ; West Point, which had organized victory in the

scientific and supply corps, and which at Appomattox held
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on the one side the sword of the victor; and, on the other, the

pen of honorable capitnlation. And yet there iindonbtedly

existed among a large body of our citizens a latent conscious-

ness of the worth to these United States of America of the

spirit of patriotism, dut}', and integrity developed in the

small corps of its servants who are nursed to their profes-

sional maturity b}' the Alma Mater in the Hudson Highlands.

The Militar\' Academy is responsible to the Nation and not

to the individual, both in its methods and in its results. It

must guarantee a standard in its performance that will jus-

tify its existence as a national school ; and, in consequence,

it can not leave to the student an independent initiative in

an}^ matter bearing upon his development as a professional

soldier. It is a machine in which a heterogeneous mass

of raw material is transformed in the short space of four

years into a finished product, molded, tested, and stamped

with the sterling mark which has come to be recognized the

world over. This brand of the Militar}- Acadeni}' stands

primaril}- for character. It does not mean that the individual

is a finished expert in mathematics or engineering, or even in

the science of war. It does not mean that he is a perfect auto-

maton in military drill, a superior marksman, a rough rider,

or a skilled artillerist. It means that, having had a sound,

exacting grounding in all these things and in man}- more

covering the whole field of usefulness of a soldier, he has had

also the inestimable seasoning of his moral fiber which results

from four A-ears' immersion in an atmosphere of hard work,

unsparing criticism, strict personal accountability for every

act, large or small; simplicitv of life; an exalted ideal of

integrity, of dut}', of truth telling ; a tradition of a centur}^ of

honor upheld by hundreds of names borne on the pages of

his country's story.

In a fundamental respect ^^"est Point stands alone among
military schools. The continental system is one of sepa-

rated schools for the diilerent arms of the service, and there

is no high-grade general acadeni}' educating for all. West
Point, however, has alwaA's and above all stood for something

more—something which the foreign systems have lacked and

which we have believed preeminentl}- desirable; something
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which it would appear has been well accomplished, and whose
superlative worth has been abundantly proved and acclaimed

in the achievements of the career of a centur}- and the test of

the greatest war of modern times. That something has three

constituent principles

:

I. Morale. The molding of character by a thorough, con-

sistent, and continued discipline.

II. Mental Discipline. A thorough general training of

the rational faculties.

III. The Military University. A general and comprehen-

sive instruction of officers of all arms of the service in the

elements of every military' branch.

MORALE.

In regard to the first of the principles above enumerated it

ma_v be said to be basic, and that the paramount feature of

West Point's work is its character developing and forming

power. It must stand or fall principallv b}- its achievement

in this line of development. The wise purpose of its found-

ers and the trend of its natural evolution have tended to

make this feature of its work the dominant one, and the

results have shown the production of tone and morale to be

the supreme end as well of a military as of all education.

The progress in character development of the Cadet student

is clearly defined. The status of the second-year man is as

distinct and as much advanced above that of the first-A-ear man
as is successively that of his seniors above him in everv quality

of character, of mind, and of bod\-. It is doubtful if such a

metamorphosis as is presented by a comparison of the gradu-

ated Cadet with the "plebe" of four years before can be found

in any other institution in the world. Erect, vigorous in

phj'sique, alert and acti\e, with a mind trained to be thorough

and systematic and to take nothing for granted; clean in

habits of life, reverencing the truth, with a high sense of

responsibilit}- for ever}' act; subordinate and respectful, and

with a profound conviction that nothing is impossible so long

as he " has the written order in his pocket," the graduate

emerges from this four 3'ears' apprenticeship to hard work
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and unrelenting discipline with all his energies at a maxi-

mum of efficiency and his character tempered like a Toledo

blade.

The mechanism by which this transformation is effected

has, over that of civil institutions, the immense advantages of

single mindedness and authority. It aims at a special result

for a specific purpose, and it possesses absoli:te authority for

enforcing its methods. To this may be added the powerful

leverage given by the fact that the prize of graduation is an

honorable office in an honorable profession which bestows rank

and competence. Unlike other institutions, it can not be

indifferent to the general performance of its students. It exacts

of everv individual rigid conformity to its standard, and its

minimum standard is proficienc}' in ever}^ branch of stud}''

taught in its curriculum. It stands in loco parentis not only

over the mental but the moral, physical and, so to speak, the

official man. It dominates every phase of his development,

every moment of his academic existence. It becomes responsi-

ble for his physical, social, and official being. There is very

little of his time overwhich it does not exercise a close scrutiu}',

and for which it does not demand a rigid accountabilit}-. To
the la3'man this sounds intolerable and t3'rannical, and as

tending to a mechanical product, deficient in originality and

initiative. Under other conditions and an administration less

judicious than that formed by the experience of the wise and

conscientious founders of its S3'stem, this might be true of a

process savoring so strongly of Procrustes. As a matter of

fact, it makes a " West Pointer; " and perhaps no other institu-

tion in the world has so strongl}' impressed its stamp upon

the whole body of its alumni as the West Point ]Mililary

Academy ; while very few have endowed their graduates by

their diplomas with a guarant}- so universally accepted as

prima facie evidence of character and high ability.

In its process of character development it possesses the

powerful auxiliaries of self-interest and coercion. The can-

didate for the diploma of the Acadeni}- has his profession

as well as his education at stake; in its dealings with him it

has the autocratic power of military law—the legislative and

executive authority of the nation behind it, and it uses both.
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these forces as unremitting impulses toward tlie attainment

of high ideals of rectitude. It takes small heed of senti-

ment. It endeavors to keep its decisions unimpaired by
those subtle and demoralizing influences which are involved

in personal considerations and to hold the individual to strict

responsibility for his use of the advantages offered him.

The only proper concern that the institution can have

regarding the individual is that of exact and impartial jus-

tice. It offers him unusual opportunities and an honorable

career: it exacts conformity- with certain definite standards:

it has no possible interest in his retention as a student

other than this conformity ; and its function between him
and the interests of the nation is a purel}- judicial one—to

decide whether or not he has reached these standards. If he

fails, the connection is severed, and there are thousands read}-

and eager to fill the vacant place. Besides these two under-

lying forces of self-interest and the discipline of authority

there is ever in operation the passive influence of tradition,

not less potent in eft'ect if less aggressive in character, which

has developed with the growth and penetrated the vital

S3'stem of the academic training. The atmosphere of West
Point is surcharged with this tradition—this belief in its

standards and methods. All careers are shaped b}- the point

of view, and in an institution like this, in which a severe

discipline controls the activities of the student body, the

aspect in which truth and integrit}^ are viewed becomes

impressed upon the character—stamped into it, as a matter of

fact, with a force that is quite indelible. A graduate may
afterwards fall from the standard of his alma mater, but he

never loses the impression of her work. The coin is stamped,

although the metal ma}- be base. How little base metal has

been able to stand the fire and forge of this workshop the

record shows—a record I believe unparalleled in the annals

of professional education.

The purpose of West Point is to make a soldier w-ho shall

be an honorable, courageous, self-reliant, clear-thinking man,

having a broad grasp of all the essentials of his profession.

It stands to a certain extent in its relation to the special

schools of application as does the college to the professional
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schools, in so far as it la^-s a broad foundation in the funda-

mentals of each, and aims so to prepare its graduates that,

while possessing a firm grasp of the principles of operation

of all corps of the Army, they shall be prepared to develop

themselves in an}- special branch to the best advantage and

with the greatest econonn* of time. It acts on the principle

that a7i officer is more efficient in any corps who is well posted

ill the tec/iiiiqite of every corps, and that general command and

responsibilit}- impose general knowledge and preparation.

The material upon which it works is the most heterogeneous

imaginable—vouth of good education, poor education, no edu-

cation at all ; from the plow, the office, the machine shop,

luxur}', destitution, competence; with brilliant, mediocre, or

little ability- ; with high moral development, or with tenden-

cies colored b}- demoralizing environment; with strict and

with lax views of the obligations of truth. From these

are to be weeded out the impossible, and of the rest are to

be molded men whose temper is up to the standard test, so

far as any human standard can be a test. A\'est Point does

this and in a wa}- that has made its brand upon its wares

recognized and respected the world over. Now and then

faulty material will slip through. No human agenc}- can

prevent occasional evasion of fixed standards, but the final

test is the general result.

The first point in its character-making is Honor. The views

of rectitude and personal accountability, which have grown

into the marrow of the institution, which are fostered by its

authorities and have become its sacred code of honor, have a

formative power impossible to be understood other than by

experience. The Corps itself is the chief custodian and execu-

tive of this tradition, and it is this fact that makes it effective.

Any code of honor which has its root in coercion lacks vital

force, and its imposition carries neither conviction nor refor-

mation. The 3'outh gathered from the four corners of the

Republic who come to West Point with man}- shades of habit

and con\ictiou regarding the protean aspects of a lie, are met

here at the outset hy one principle, uncompromising and stem.

All shiftiness and evasion—the whole bodv of casuistrv—must
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be "policed" once and for all, for a man caught in a lie is

damned—has lost his caste—and the Corps of Cadets is not for

him. When this point of view is attained by a bod3' of men,

a very healthy and high plane of action has been reached.

Hatred of a lie is a splendid disinfectant.

The next point in the ethical scale is, very naturally, Conr-

agr; which we who know our ethics understand to be divided

into phj-sical and moral. West Point demands both. The
Corps is strenuous in its insistence upon the ph^-sical as a sine

qua iioii. The logic of the matter is very simple:—War is

Force and all its active situations demand physical bravery;

a soldier is the agent of war—therefore he must be physically

brave. Moral courage is admirable above physical bravery;

but moral courage whose legs run the wrong way, although it

ma}- have a high and useful function, has it not on the battle-

field. The Corps is, therefore, somewhat exacting in its

criteria in this regard, and the Corps is right.

The third point is Suhordi)iation. The entire existence of

the Cadet is one of subordination. From the "plebe" to the

Superintendent he is surrounded b}' a hierarchy of graded

responsibilit}- and obligation. An order from a superior has

the force of a cannon shot. To resist is not consistent with

reason.

The fourth point is Haid Work for ever}- one—the unend-

ing, uncompromising exactions of duty from reveille to taps.

For four years there is no relaxation but a single furlough

and the ven,- rare and brief leaves of a da}- or two at holidays,

dependent upon demerit records. Nowhere, except at the

national schools, is so much exacted of every individual from

first to last. There is no option; every Cadet must exactly

perform e\-er}- military and academic requirement or suffer

the penalt}-; and the high value set upon the diploma of the

Academy is shown by the desperate tenacity with which its

students struggle to remain. A resignation, except in face

of deficiency, is almost unknown.

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 31
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MENTAL DISCIPLINE—THE CURRICULUM.

The academic course is based upon three fundamentals:

I. Every man in every subject.

II. Every man proficient in everything.

III. Every man every day.

In other words, ever}^ Cadet must take the whole course

—

there are no optional or exceptional studies ; every Cadet must

attain the standard in everything—deficiency in one subject

is deficiency- in the course ; each Cadet must be prepared to

recite ever}- dav upon all the subjects of study upon which

he is engaged at that time. While all these are adhered

to in principle and in practice, there is a slight qualification

in each sufiicient to give some flexibilit}- of application. In

the first, although all go through the same course of studv,

the highest men in the class go a little further in some sub-

jects. In the second, although proficiencv in all subjects is

demanded, a Cadet standing well in other stiidies may, if

deficient in one, be allowed to continue and make up a defi-

ciency b}' the next examination or be turned back to join the

next class if, in the judgment of the Academic Board, the con-

ditions warrant this leniencj-. In the third, although every

Cadet is likel}^ to be called upon to recite at every attendance,

occasionally he is passed over owing to lack of time. But

the escape is so rare that it can never be counted upon, and

the necessity for unremitting preparation is as great as

though there were no exceptions. The recitations are not

merely occasional or scattered questions, but a demonstration

of principle at the board or the solution of problems, and are

also frequentlv converted into written examinations either of

principles or problems. There are, in addition, the regular

semiannual examinations for the determination of proficienc}-

which now are wholl}' written for the first two years, and

largely so for the remaining ones.

At these examinations the burden of proof is upon the

Cadet. The general standard of proficienc}- is 66 per cent.

Should his mark for the term in any subject fall below that

percentage of the maximum in that subject he is, ipse facto,

deficient and must justify himself at examination or be dis-
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charged. Any form of deception at recitations, besides being

practically impossible, is frowned npon by the ethics of the

Corps. The stndent stands absolutely upon his merits.

Each subject of study has a certain weight. The stand-

ing of a Cadet in each subject is determined b}' the total of

his marks therein, while his count in the subject is obtained

by giving to the head man its maximum count and to each

other man the proportional part of that number, to the nearest

hundredth, that his final total bears to the final total of the

head man. His general standing is determined by the aggre-

gate of his counts in all subjects of study and discipline.

In order that the principle of every mati every day may
be carried out the classes are divided into small sections of

from 10 to 14 men, each section having a separate instructor.

The student rises or falls in his class by transfer from one

section to another, according to his weekly marks. These

marks for all recitations are posted every week and each man
has accurate knowledge of his status at all times. Study

is in quarters during specified hours, and is varied with

gymnastic and militar}- duties.

The corner stone of the course is mathematics, and the

bulk of the structure is made up of the exact sciences. The
exceptions are the languages—English, French, Spanish;

Constitutional, International, and Military Law; General

History; the professional study of the Art of War, and lec-

tures on Art and Architecture in the otherwise technical

course of Drawing.

The course of study as it now stands is so exacting and

extended that it demands under these conditions the utmost

energies both of students and instructors. The strain is

very severe and unrelenting, and the writer has seen, during

his service of twent3--eight 3"ears, six of his associates break

down under it—all in the prime of their faculties; two forced

into premature retirement with shattered health, and four

dying in harness after heroic struggles against disease.

The stor}' of their devoted lives is but little known beyond

the scene of their activities; and the members of their shat-

tered households, forced to leave their homes, in the major-

ity of cases in straitened circumstances, have only the
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heritage of honor bequeathed by lives of unpretentious

devotion to a high ideal of dut_v.

It is not the function of this paper to treat of the details of

the militarv course of instruction the purpose of \vhich is to

familiarize the Cadet with the duties and needs of a private

in the ranks b}- practical experience; to impress indeliblv

upon his character the habit of discipline; and to train

him to the function of command b}' its repeated exercise.

THE MILITARY UNIVERSITY.

The modern soldier requires, in addition to character and

force, a versatility of resource and a Avide range of militar}'

accomplishment which demand a fair and fundamental knowl-

edge of all branches of his profession. Under advancing

conditions this need of breadth of view and professional intel-

ligence is a growing and not a diminishing necessity- in mili-

tary educational methods. The qualit}- of mind and character

with which the Military Academy has equipped its graduates

in the past has made of them a grade of officers of general

intelligence and resourcefulness superior to that of any other

similar body of officers in the world—a fact which I believe

to be abundantly shown by their record in military histor}-,

and generally acknowledged by foreigners who have come in

contact with them.

This is not to sav that the West Pointer therebv stands in

any wav preeminent for an}- of that specialistic knowledge

which it is the function of special schools alone to give ; but

that he has attained, preliminar\- to any such technical per-

fection, a general grasp of the military' profession, its require-

ments and interdependent relations, and a conception of the

duties of a soldier altogether superior to that which can be

acquired in any special course of instruction. Vpon this

broad ground of attainment can be built to the best advantage

all of the various technical superstructures required for the

perfect fulfillment of the duties of a separate or scientific

branch of the service; and the habits of thoiight, of stud}-,

and of discipline of mind and bod}- acquired in this great

preparatorv school of the soldier are of inestimable advantage

to anyone achieving greater development in special lines, as
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well as to each individual as his rank and responsibility

increase.

The histor3- of past wars in which graduates of this insti-

tution have participated shows that there is alwa3-s demanded
of the American soldier a variety of duties and responsibilities

which are inherent in the ver^- character of American institu-

tions and the nature of the service which they impose upon
all public servants. The graduates of the IMilitary Academy
in all, conspicuously in recent, wars have been called upon
to fill every office and to perform ever}- function, both civil

and militar}', which the particixlar exigencies of the occasion

have brought about; and it has been one of the most convinc-

ing proofs of the soundness of the general principles upon
which the institution is based that, with hardly an exception,

these various functions have been filled with the greatest

credit to the individual and the highest degree of successful

accomplishment.

The three principles just analyzed make West Point

unique not alone in results, but in its position as the onl}-

existing military university which is antecedent and prepara-

tory to the special professional schools. We have alread}-

instituted and in successful operation the special schools for

different arms of the service analogous to those of the Conti-

nent; and we have, in addition, West Point with all that it

stands for in its exalted code of integrity, dut}-, resource-

fulness, self-confidence, discipline of character, and habit of

thought. For the making of this broad foundation is needed

four years of the influences and work which cooperate to

produce it. Not a moment can be spared from these periods

of cumulative influence which in each year leave so marked

and easily discerned an effect ujjon the character development

of the Cadet.

Four 3-ears of constant drill, practical instruction in mili-

tar}' operations, and respectful submission to the will of his

superiors makes him a soldier in the true meaning of the

word. He may or may not have the talents of a great gen-

eral, but he has at least the instincts of a soldier and a knowl-

edge of the duties and technical requirements of his profes-

sion. He has, above all, an understanding of the term duty^
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whicli makes it the motive power of his professional life and

simplifies for him all complex questions of practical ethics.

The motto of his alma mater is the philosophy- of his life.

To do his diit_]\ keep bright his /lonor, and serve faithfully

his count)-)' is the hereditary ideal of every son of West Point.

Military schools belong to the professional and technical

class of educational institutions, and deri\e both their value

and character from their special functions. It happens, how-

ever, that these functions demand of their personnel a high

development of certain qualities of character and mind which

are of transcendent importance in the e^•olution of a fine t3'pe

of man and citizen ; and the widespread tendency to introduce

into civil institutions some elements of militar}- instruction

is iu conformity with a realization of the value to the

civilian of these qualities in character development. The
superstructure raised upon the basic principle of self-de\otion

to countr}- is a fabric of real virtues, of importance to the

State, societ}-, and the individual. Discipline and regularity

of habits; respect for authorit}-; obedience; simplicit}* of life;

truth telling ; integrit}'
;
personal accountabilit}-—these bring

vigor, not evil, to societ}-; peace, not combati^eness and the

disposition of a bulh". The}- evolve dignity; good citizenship,

and reverence for law.

It is essentiall}- the genius of West Point to develop these

qualities in its personnel, and a centur}- of tradition and

evolution has produced this educational mechanism so

unique in its operations and results. The record of accom-

plishment of its graduates in civilian walks alone is altogether

phenomenal when considered in connection with the limited

number of its a'lumni and the fact that its primary function

is a militar}- one. Their achievements in the military field

are even more remarkable, and an examination of its histor-

ical statistics will show that no militarj- institution was ever

more superbly vindicated b^- the trial of war than the National

School on the Hudson, or has more clearl}- demonstrated the

fitness of its purpose and methods to accomplish proposed

ends. It stands to-day foremost among tlie militarj- schools

of the w-orld, of acknowledged preeminence in its field, and

with a record of integrity and high command unexcelled by
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an5^ A political creation, deriving its students and financial

support from political sources, it lias sometimes to defend its

integrit}- at the expense of its popularity, and even of the

friendship of the men who legislate upon its existence. But

this struggle for the integrity of its methods is vital. Destro}^

the independence of the Militar}- Acadeni}- within its proper

jurisdiction, and its power for good is withered. Should the

taint of improper political methods—the power of pull and

the domination of influence—ever corrupt its blood, the hour

of its decadence has sounded. The American people have

created and now possess one institution, at least, wherein the

criteria of success lie in the individual—the fruit of his

honest toil, unaffected by the sinister bias of expediency or

exterior personal interests. If there conies a time when they

fail to appreciate its worth to them practically and morallj',

the future will not fail to exact the full price of their mistake.

What is said here of the Military Acadeni}' is equalh- true of

its younger sister—the Naval Academy at Annapolis. The
two Government schools are built on like foundations.

CIVIL RECORD.

On the i6th of March, 1902, the U. S. Military Academy
at West Point completed the first century of its existence.

The total number of graduates from the institution from 1802

to 1902, inclusive, is 4,121. In 1902 there were 1,945 living,

of whom 1,630 were in the Army— 1,446 of these being on

the active list and 184 retired. The number in civil life was

315. Including the appropriation for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1902, the total appropriations for the supportof the

Acadeni}- for the first century since its foundation aggregate

$22,259,274.55 (about the cost for one year of the Regular

Army before enlargement), or an average of $222,592.74 per

year, and of $5,401.42 per graduate. During this period its

sons have served in one civil and four foreign wars, and an

almost uninterrupted Indian conflict ; in civil life they have

held almost every office of honor and trust in the gift of their

fellow-countrymen from President of the United States and

of the Confederate States, presidents of universities, railroads,
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and banks to niaj-ors and legislators, principals of schools

and heads of minor corporations. They have been bishops

and judges, distinguished clerg\'men, artists and lawj-ers,

successful physicians, noted scientists, and civil engineers.

In foreign lanch; the}- have been ambassadors, ministers

plenipotentiary, consuls-general, and special envoj^s.

To its military record reference will be made further on.

It will be interesting to dwell for a moment upon some

features of its relations and contribution to the civil and pro-

ductive life of the nation, and to compare the two following

tables showing, on the one hand, the sources of its personnel

;

and on the other, the versatilit}- of resource and adaptabilit)^

to varied conditions of its graduates.

Summary showing Occupations, and number eyigaged in each, of Parents of Candi-

dates for admission to the Military Aeademy, 1S42 to iSgi , and of Parents of
Cadets admitted to the Academy, iSi)2 to iSgg, inclusive.

.\ccountants

Agents

Architects

Artists

Auctioneer

Auditor

Author

Baggagemaster

Bakers

Bankers and bank oflScers

Barbers

Bookkeepers

Brewers

Brokers

Builders

Butchers

Capitalist

Chief of police

City marshal

Clergymen

Clerks ...

Clerk of House of Representatives .

Collectors

Commercial travelers

Cutlery commissioner

Conductors

Contractors

Cook
Cotton buyer

County oflScers

62

5

4

I

I

I

I

4

90

4

iS

3

40

2

2

I

I

1

128

90

I

4

13

I

2

38

I

I

74

Dairymen 2

Detectives 2

Dentists 14

Distiller i

Dock master i

Dock commissioner i

Draftsman i

Druggists 13

Editors 62

Electroplater i

Engineers:

Civil 13

Mechanical 10

Locomotive 3

Stationary i

Enlisted men 4
Express business 2

Fanners and planters i, 149

Fishing master i

Foreman i

Gardeners 3
General lousiness 5
Hatter i

Heads of corporations 10

Hotel keepers 55
Iceman 1

Importer i

Inspectors of police 2

Inspectors of factories 2

Inspector of buildings i
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Insurance business 38

Inventor i

Jewelers 3

Journalists S

Justice of the peace 1

Laborers 29

Lawyers and judges 645

Letter carrier i

Librarians 2

Lithographer i

Liverymen 15

Lumbermen 20

Manager of engines and boilers .... i

JIanager of brewery i

JIanager of land company I

Manager of factory I

Manufacturers 151

Marble dealer I

Mechanics 341

Jlember of city board i

Members of Congress 32

Member of State Legislature i

Merchants 722

Merchant tailor I

Messenger i

Millers 11

Mining 26

Museum keeper I

Musicians 2

Musician, band leader I

Newspaper correspondent 1

Newspaper manager i

No occupation 191

Nurserymen 6

Officers of the .\rmy 362

Officers of the Navy 59
Officers of volunteers 2i

Oil business 2

Overseers 4
Photographers 6

Physicians 367
Pilot I

Policemen 7

Police justices 2

Politicians 3

Postmasters 5

Presidents of colleges

Presidents of insurance companies. .

President of steam heating company

.

President of manufacturing company
President of wire mill

Printers

Profe.ssors

Proprietor of elevator company
Publishers

Railroad employees

Railroad officers

Ranchmen
Real estate

Restaurant keeper

Salesmen

Saloonkeeper

vSchool teachers

Secretaries

Ship captains

Speculators

State officers

Steamboatman

Steward

Stock dealers (cattle)

Stocks

Stock raisers

Superintendent of factory

.Superintendent of coal and iron com-

pany

Superintendents of gas works

Superintendent of mine
Superintendent of prison

Superintendent of railroad

Superintendents of schools

Superintendent of iron work
Surveyors

Tanners

Teamster

Theater manager
Teacher of music

Teacher of garment cutting

Undertakers

I'nknown

T'nited States civil officers

Wagonmaster
Warden of prison

Civil ocinpalions ofgraduates 0/ the I '. S. Military Academy to /903.

President of the United States

President of the Confederate States

Presidential candidates

Vice-Presidential candidates

Members of the Cabinet of the United States . .

Ambassador

4

3

I

I

I

12

27

I

8

6

'3

2

37

I

5

I

36

14

25

10

27

1

10

I

6

I

I

2

I

I

I

4

I

5

2

I

I

I

I

5

39

Ss

I

I
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Ministers from the United States to foreign courts 14

Charges d'affaires from the United States to foreign courts 2

United States consuls-general and consuls 12

Members of the United States Senate and House of Representatives 24

United States civil officers of various kinds 171

Presidential electors 8

Governors of States and Territories 16

Bishop I

Lieutenant-governors of States 2

Judges 14

Members of State Legislatures 77

Presiding officers of State Senates and Houses of Representatives 8

Members of conventions to form State constitutions 13

State officers of various grades 81

Adjutants, inspectors, and quartermasters-general and chief engineers of

States and Territories 29

Officers of State militia 158

Mayors of cities 17

City officers 57

Presidents of universities, colleges, etc 46

Principals of academies and schools 32

Regents and chancellors of educational institutions 14

Professors and teachers 136

Superintendent of Coast Survey 1

Surveyors-general of States and Territories 11

Chief engineers of States 14

Presidents of railroads and other corporations 87

Chief engineers of railroads and other public works 63

Superintendents of railroads and other public works 62

Treasurers and receivers of railroads and other corporations 24

Civil engineers 228

Electrical engineers 5

Attorneys and counselors at law 200

Superior-general of clerical order I

Clergymen 20

Physicians 14

Merchants 122

Manufacturers 77

Artists 3

Architects 7

Farmers and planters 230

Bankers 18

Bank presidents 8

Bank officers 23

Editors 30
Authors 1 79

Total 2, 371

It will be seen at a glance that no institution in the land,

not excepting Congress, is at once so representative of every

condition and locality, so piirelj' democratic. It will be

observed also that no institution, however liberal, can show a
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more plastic conformit}- to varied conditions and require-

ments than is shown by this list of distinguished successes

in every walk of civil life. It is a convincing refutation of

the assertion that a militar}^ education unfits for civil func-

tions and occupations.

Dr. John Hurston Finley, president of the College of the

Cit}' of New York, in an investigation of the question of the

value of collegiate education as a factor of success in life

—

meaning, I presume, by success a considerable degree of

recognized eminence in the various careers of the professional

and business world—prepared a table whose data are based

iipon standard biographic dictionaries, giving the percentage

of success for the total number of graduates covering varying

periods.

This list contained eighteen of our leading universities and

colleges, including Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Princeton, Cor-

nell, Dartmouth, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

and the two national academies. West Point heads the list,

with 5.9 per cent, followed b}- the Naval Academj-, 5.5 per

cent, and Harvard, 5.5 per cent. It is to be observed that,

whereas the estimated period for West Point and Annapolis is

only about fifty years, closing with the last century- ; that for

Har\'ard is from 1636 to 1900, two hundred and sixt3'-four

3^ears, covering a long stretch of time when the countrj' was
thinl}- populated, advanced education very rare, and when, in

the more primitive and less complex conditions, a man of

education counted for more and received much more deference

than now.

From the list of civil occupations of graduates given above,

if those in the following list be accepted as indicating a fair

degree of success and distinction, there results a total of 446
out of an aggregate of 2,371, or nearly ig per cent of success

in civil ivalks alone.

President of United States I

President of Confederate States i

Presidential candidates 3
Vice-Presidential candidates 2

Ambassadors i

Ministers plenipotentiarj- 14

Charg^ d'affaires 2
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fnited States consuls-general and consuls 12

Members of X'nited States Senate and House 24

Presidential electors S

Governors of States and Territories. . . .

.' 16

Bishops I

Lieutenant-governors of States and Territories 2

Judges 14

Presiding officers of State senates and houses 8

Members of conventions to form State constitutions ... .... 13

Mayors of cities 17

Presidents of universities and colleges 46

Regents and chancellors 14

Superintendent of Coast Survey. . . i

Surveyors-general 11

Chief engineers of States 14

Presidents of railroads and corporations 87

Chief engineers of railroads and public works 63

Superintendents of railroads and public works 62

Superior-general i

Bank presidents 8

Total 446

If the attainment of full rank of general officer is accepted

as a criterion of success in the military profession, it will be

found that the percentage of success is about 1 1 per cent—448

out of a total of 4,121—as is shown in the tables given

further on.

The Engineer Corps of theArmy has been since the founda-

tion of the Academy almost wholl}- composed of graduates of

the Acadeni}-. Its most important work as a corps has been

of a civil nature, connected with the river and harbor improve-

ments and public works. During this period the disburse-

ments by its officers for these works have amounted to

$453,000,000, including 1903. Some of the more important

of their constructions are here given.

Smt'eys.—Explorations and surve5-s of the great North-

west, first sur\-eys for transcontinental railroads, interna-

tional boundary surve3-s, and the survey of the Great Lakes.

LigJit-lwuse coiistnictioii.—Building IMinots Ledge light-

house, Boston ; Spectacle Reef light-house, Lake Huron

;

Tillamook Rock light-house, Oregon, and nianv other light-

houses.

River and harbor improvements.—Davis Island Dam, Louis-

ville Canal and locks, Ohio River; Des IMoines Rapids Canal,
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Mississippi River; Saulte Ste. Marie Canal and locks, Lakes

Superior and Huron ; Great Kanawha River canalization

;

the Delaware Breakwater; Hell Gate channel, Hallett Reef

and Flood Rock removed; New York Harbor, main entrance,

dredging 40-foot channel ; Blossom Rock, Shag Rock, Arch

Rock removed from San Francisco Harbor
;
jetties at Charles-

ton, S. C, Cumberland Sound, Ga., and Galveston, Tex.

Bui/diiiQS, ctc^orcicd.—W'ashington Monument; Washing-

ton Acqueduct; State, War and Nav}- Department building;

the Librar\- of Congress ; and the Government Printing Office.

MILITARY RECORD.

Turning to the story of its work in the line of its essential

function as a military academy, it will be interesting to inquire

how it has justified the purposes of its foundation and the

expenditures for its maintenance as a school of war. In this

regard its tests have been \aried and exacting. How has it

met them?

The war of iSi 2, with Great Britain, found the Academy
feeble and struggling for existence against adverse influ-

ences. There were at that time but 89 graduates, educated

under primitive conditions, and all of junior rank; of these

but 65 were in militarv service. Our few regulars had little

or no experience under fire. Of the j-oung graduates serving

in the field one-sixth were killed in action ; one-fourth were

killed or wounded ; and one-fifth of the survivors received one

or more brevets for distinguished services.

At the outbreak of the Mexican war there were over 500

graduates in the Service. The small Regular Army was

mostly officered b}- them, and the volunteer regiments and

battalions were generally under their command, although the

highest commands were in the hands of their seniors, the

veterans of pre-academic armies. The armies in Mexico won

30 victories against immense odds; took 1,000 cannon and

huge quantities of small arms and munitions; captured ten

fortified places and conquered a vast countr}'. Of this.

General Scott, a nongraduate, the commanding general, said:

"I give it as my fixed opinion that, but for our graduated Cadets, the

war between the United States and Mexico might, and probably would.
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have lasted some four or five years, with, in its first half, more defeats

than victories falling to our share ; whereas, in less than two campaigns,

we conquered a great country and a peace, without the loss of a single

battle or skirmish.

During this period, and up to recent times, the Regular

Army (officered until 1861 almost wholly, and since then

largel}?, by graduates) has fought a pioneer war against the

fierce nomads of the land. In over 300 fights they have won

the progressive boundary of civilization and held it for their

brothers of the plow, braving hardship and death in all

seasons. Living the best 3'ears of their lives in remote

frontier posts with rare glimpses of the refinements of civili-

zation; having little reward in sight but a sense of dut}'

done; growing gray in junior grades under the slow promo-

tions of peace conditions; kept poor by the necessities of

frequent changes of stations, these exiles in their own land

were the guardians of a territory which the^- did not possess,

and the promoters of a great industrial development whose

fruit was not theirs.

When the great war of the States burst upon the land it

fovtnd the Academy, as now, recruited from the four quarters

of the Union, and its Cadets representing the convictions and

traditions of their homes. The political doctrines of his native

State, its traditions and prejudices, were by nature those of

the young man. Feeling and contention here ran high and

fierce as everywhere else. Even the North was divided

against itself. Notwithstanding this, it is a remarkable fact

that of the officers of the Ami}- appointed from civil life one-

half went with the Confederacy, while onh' one-fifth of the

West Pointers went South; and of those West Pointers from

the Southern States one-half remained 103'al. One hundred

and sixtj'-two Southern graduates withstood the terrible

strain of kin and birth and stood by the flag; while from

every other institution and position—the Supreme Bench,

the Cabinet, Congress, the agents of the State, and institu-

tions of learning—the Southerners flocked en masse to their

native States. So much for the question of fidelity at a time

when convictions upon the questions at issue were in good

faith and in fierce intensity at variance. Now for the
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military aspects of the results. A brief statement will sum
up the evidence of the tables subjoined.

At the conclusion of a titanic struggle between an aggre-

gate of about three millions of combatants, all the armies in

the field on both sides were commanded by graduates; nearl}'

all the corps; a large majority of the divisions; the staff

corps of organization, of supply, and of science of both forces;

and many of the brigades. Every important battle of the

war was commanded on one or both sides by a graduate

—

generally both. Out of 60 on the list given below, containing

all the very important battles and campaigns, all but 5 were

commanded on both sides b}' graduates. Of the 5 exceptions

the Army on one side was commanded by a graduate, and in

four of these was victorious. This was the verdict of the end

of the conflict after every expedient and personality had been

put to the test:

Number of graduates who have become general officers in the Regular and Volun-

teer armies of the United States 294

Total number of general officers of each grade in the Regular and Volunteer

armies of the United States, graduates of the Jlilitary Acatleray:

Generals 3

Lieutenant-generals i

Major-generals 85

Brigadier-generals 205

Number of graduates who, during their service as general officers in the U. S.

Army

—

Commanded separate armies 24

Commanded army corps 46

Commanded divisions 88

Commanded brigades 105

Number of graduates who were general officers in the Confederate Army 151

Of this number there w^ere

—

Generals 8

Lieutenant-generals 15

Major-generals 40

Brigadier-generals 88

Number of graduates who have become general officers in foreign armies 3

Grand total of general officers, graduates U. S. Jlilitary Academy 448

This total is over 1 1 per cent of the total number of grad-

uates for the first century.
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Graduates ii'/io have become General Officers in the Regular and \'olunlcer armies

of the United Stales.

GHXERALS.

Grant, Ulysses S.

Augur, Christopher C.

Bates, Alfred E.

Bliss, Zeiias R.

Buell, Don Carlos.

Buford, John.

Burns, William W.
Burnside, .\nibro,se E.

Canby, Edward R. S.

Casey, Silas.

Couch, Darius N.

Crook, George.

Curtis, Samuel R.

Custer, George .\.

Dana, Napoleon J. T.

Doubleday, Abner.

Emory, William H.

Forsyth, James W.
Foster, John G.

Franklin, William B.

French, William H.

Gibbon, John.

Gillespie, George I..

Gillm.ore, Quincy A.

Granger, Gordon.

Greene, Francis V.

Griffin, Charles.

Halleck, Henry W.
Hamilton, Charles S.

Hamilton, Schuyler.

Abercrombie, John J.

Allen, Charles J.

Allen, James.

Allen, Robert.

Alvord, Benjamin.

Ames, Adelbert.

Ainnien, Jacob.

Anderson, Robert.

Andrews, George L.

Arnold, Abraham K.

Arnold, Lewis G.

Arnold, Richard.

Averell, William W.
Avers, Romevn B.

Sheridan, Philip H. Shennan, William T.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL.

Schofield, John II.

M.\JOR-GEN"ERALS.

Hancock, Winfield S.

Hartsuff, George L.

Hazen, William B.

Heintzelman, Samuel P.

Henry, Guy V.

Hitchcock, Ethan A.

Hooker, Joseph.

Howard, Oliver O.

Humphreys, Andrew A,

Hunter, David.

Kent, J. Ford.

Keyes, Era.smus D.

Kilpatrick, Judson.

Lee, Fitzhugh.

Ludlow, William.

Mansfield, Joseph K. F.

Meade, George G.

Merritt, Wesley.

Mitchel. Onnsby Mc-
Knight.

Morell, George W.
McClellan, George B.

McCook, Alexander Mc-
Dowell.

McDowell, Ir\-in.

McPherson, James B.

Newton, John.

Ord, Edward O. C.

Parke, John G.

BRIGADIER-GENERALS

Baird, Absalom.

Ballance, John G.

Barber, Thomas H.

Barlow, John W.
Barnes, James.

Barnard, John G.

Barry, Thomas H.

Barry, William F.

Bayard, George D.

Bell, J. Franklin.

Bell, William H.

Ben^t, Stephen V.

Benham, Henry W.
Bliss, Ta.sker H.

Peck, John J.

Pleasonton, Alfred.

Pope, John.

Porter, Fitz-John.

Reno, Jesse L.

Reynolds, John F.

Reynolds, Joseph J.

Richardson, Israel B.

Rosecrans, William S.

Ruger, Thomas H.

Sedgwick, John.

Slocum, Henry W.
Smith, Andrew J.

Smith, Charles F.

Smith, William F.

Stanley', David S.

Steele, Frederick.

Stevens, Isaac I.

Stoneman, George.

Strong, George C.

Sykes, George.

Thomas, George H.
Warren, Gouverneur K.

Weitzel, Godfrey.

Wheeler, Joseph.

Whipple, Amiel W.
Wilson, James H.

Wood, Thomas J.

Wright, Horatio G.

Brannan, John M.
Breck, Samuel.

Brice, Benjamin W.
Brooks, William T. H.

Buchanan, Robert C.

Buckingham, Catharinus P.

Buffington, Adelbert R.

Buford, Napoleon B.

Burton, George H.

Butler, John G.

Carey, Asa B.

Carlin, William P.

Carr, Eugene A.

Carrol, Samuel S.
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Carlton, Caleb H.

Carter, William H.

Casey, Thomas L.

Chambers, Alexander.

Cooke, Philip .Si. George.

CraiKhill. William V.

Crovvder, Knooh H.

Crozier, William.

Culluin, George W.
Cushing, Samnel T.

Davies, Thomas A.

Davidson, John \\'.

Davis, George H.

Davis, Nelson H,

Delafield, Richard.

Dent, Frederick T.

Duane, James C.

Du Barry, Beekman.

Dyer, Alexander B.

Eaton, Amos B.

Ernst, Oswald H.

Eustis, Henry L.

Farley, Joseph P.

Flagler, Daniel W.
Frank, Royal T.

Fry, James B.

Garrard, Kenner.

Garretson, George A.

Getty, George W.
Gibbs, Alfred.

Gilbert, Charles C.

Gillem, Alvan C.

Gordon, George H.

Granger, Robert S.

Grant, Frederick D.

Greene, George S.

Gregg, David JIcM.

Griffin, Eugene.

Grover, Cuvier.

Guenther, Francis L.

Hains, Peter C.

Hale, Irving.

Hall, Robert H.

Hardin, Martin D.

Hare, Luther R.

Harker, Charles G.

Hasbrouck, Henry C.

Hascall, Milo S.

Haskin, Joseph A.

Hatch, John P.

Hawkins, John P.

Hays, Alexander.

Hays, William.

Holabird, Samuel B.

Howe, Albion P.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2-

Howze, Robert L.

Hunt, Henry J.

Hunt, Lewis C.

Ingalls, Rufus.

Jolinson, Richard W.
Johnston, John A.

Johnston, Joseph E.

Jones, Roger.

Judah, Henry M.
Kautz, August V.

Kelton, John C.

Ketchum, William S.

King, Charles.

King, Rufus.

Lockwood, Henry H.

Long, Oscar F.

Lyon, Nathaniel.

Macfeely, Robert.

Mackenzie, Alexander.

Mackenzie, Ranald S.

Mansfield, Samuel M.
Marcy, Randolph B.

Martiudale, John H.

Mason, John S.

Meigs, Montgomery C.

Miller, Marcus P.

Mizner, John K.

Mordecai, Alfred.

Morgan, Charles H.

Morgan, Michael R.

Morton, James St. C.

Morris, William H.

McCall, George A.

McCrea, TuUy.

McKean, Thomas J.

McKinstry, Ju.stus.

Naglee, Henry M.
Neill, Thomas H.

Paine, Eleazer A.

Palmer, Innis N.

Patrick, Marsena R.

Paul, Gabriel R.

Pennington,A lexanderC.

Pitcher, Thomas G.

Phelps, John W.
Plummer, Jo.seph B.

Poland, John S.

Potter, Joseph H.

Prince, Henry.

Ramsay, George D.

Rawles, Jacob B.

Ricketts, James B.

Ripley-, James W.
Robert, Henry M.

Roberts, Benjamin S.

vol I 32

Rodgers, John L
Roe, Charles F.

Ruggles, George D.

Ru.s.sell, David .A.

Sacket, Delos B.

Sanders, William P.

,Sawtelle, Charles G.

Saxton, Rufus.

Scanmion, E. Parker.

Seymour, Truman.
Sherman, Thomas W.
Shiras, .\lexander K
Sill, Joshua W.
Sinclair, William.

.Slemmer, .Adam J.

Smith, Jared A.

Smith, William S.

Stokes, James H.

Stone, Charles P.

Story, John P.

Stoughton, Edwin H.

Sturgis, Samuel D.

,Sullivan, Thomas C.

Sully, Alfred.

Terrill, William R.

Thomas, Lorenzo.

Todd, John B. S.

Torbert, Alfred T. A.

Totten, Joseph G.

Tower, Zealous B.

Townsend, Edward D.

Turner, John W.
Tyler, Daniel.

Tyler, Robert O.

Upton, Emory.
Van Cleve, Horatio P.

Van Vliet, Stewart.

Viele, Egbert L.

Vodges, Israel.

Ward, Thomas.
Webb, Alexander S.

Weed, Stephen H.

M.W'eeks, George H.
We.ssells, Henry W.
Whipple, William I).

Willcox, Orlando B.

Williams, Robert.

Williams, Seth.

Williams, Thomas.

Wilson, John M.

Woodbury, Daniel P.

Woods, Charles R.

Wright, George.
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List of Graduates who attained the grade of General Officers in the Confederate

SeiTite.

Beauregard, P. O. T.

Bragg, Braxton.

Cooper, Samuel."

Anderson, Richard H.

Buckner, Simon B.

Early, Jubal A.

Ewell. Richard S.

Hardee, William J.

Bowen, John S.

Crittenden, George B.

Donelson. Daniel S.

Elzey, Arnold.

Field, Charles \V.

Forney, John H.

French, Samuel G.

Gardner, Franklin.

Gilmer, Jeremy F.

Gracie, Archibald.

Heth, Henry.

Huger, Benjamin.

Johnson, Bushrod R.

Johnson, Edward.

.\dams, John.

.\lexander, E. Porter.

Anderson, George B.

Anderson, Joseph R.

Anderson, Robert H.

Archer, John.

Bagby, Arthur P.

Baker, LawTence S.

Barton, Seth M.
Beall, Wni. K. R.

Bee, Barnard E.

Blanchard. Albert G.

Boggs, William R.

Bryan, Goode.

Buford, Abraham.

Cabell, William L.

Chambliss, John R.

Chilton, Robert H.
Cocke, Philip St. G.

Cosby, George B.

Cumming, Alfred.

Daniel, Junius.

GENERALS.

Hood, John B.

Johnston, Albert S.

Johnston, Joseph E.

I.IEfTEN.\XT-GENERAIS.

Hill, Ambrose P.

Hill, Daniel H.

Holmes, Theophilus K.

Jackson, Thomas J.

Lee, Stephen D.

M.\JOR-r,ENERALS.

Jones, David R.

Jones, Samuel.

Lee, Fitzhugh.

Lee, G. W. Custis.

Lomax, Lunsford L.

Lovell, Mansfield,

ilagruder, John B.

JIannaduke, John S.

Maury, Dabney H.

Maxey, Samuel B.

McCown, John P.

McLaws, Lafayette.

Pegram, John.

Pender, William D.

BRIG.\DIER-GENER.\I-S.

Davidson, Henry B.

Deshler, James.

D'Lagnel, Julius A.

Drayton, Thomas F.

Duncan, Johnson K.

Evans, X. George.

Ferguson, Samuel W.
Frazer, John W.
Frost, Daniel M.
Gardner, William H.
Garnett, Richard B.

Garnett, Robert S.

Gatlin, Richard C.

Gorgas, Josiah.

Grayson, John B.

Harris, David B.

Hawes, James M.
Helm, Ben Hardin.

Hubert, Louis.

Hebert, Paul O.

Jackson, William H.

Jones, John M.

o.\djutant and inspector-general.

Lee, Robert E.

Smith, Edmund K.

Longstreet, James.

Pemberton, John C.

Polk, Leonidas.

Stewart, Alexander P.

Wheeler, Joseph.

Pickett, George E.

Ramseur, Stephen D.

Ransom, Robert.

Smith, Gustavus W.
Smith, Martin L.

Stevenson, Carter L.

Stuart, James E. B.

Van Dom, Earl.

Walker, W. H. T.

Whiting, William H. C.

Wilcox, Cadmus JL
Withers, Jones M.

Jones, William E.

Jordan, Thomas.

Lawton, .-Alexander R.

Leadbetter, Danville.

I^ng, .\nnistead L.

Lyon, Hylan B.

Mackall, William W.
Maclay, Robert P.

Major, James P.

Marshall, Humphrey.
Martin, James G.

Jlercer, Hugh W.
Mouton, John J. A. A.

Moore, John C.

Myers, Abraham C.

Nicholls, Francis R. T.

Pearce, X. Bartlett.

Pendleton, William N
Rains, Gabriel J.

Rains, George W.
Randal, Horace.

Reynolds, Alexander W.
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Ripley, Roswell S.

Robertson, Beverley H
Ross, Reuben R.

Ruggles, Daniel.

Sears, Claudius W.
Shoup, Francis A.

Sibley, Henry H.

Smith, James A.

Important battles of

Smith, William D.

Steele, William.

Steuart, George H.

Stevens, Walter H.

Tilghman, Lloyd.

Trapier. James H.

Trimble, Isaac R.

Thomas, Bryan M.

Villepigiie, John B.

Walker, Henry H.

Walker, Lucius M.
Wayne, Henry C.

Winder, Charles S.

Winder, John H.

t/ic Ciiil War, icilh nanus of Cominainiivs and the Forces

Engaged on both sides.

Note.—The names marked with an aslen.sk are those of graduates.

Bull Run

Wilson Creek .

.

Fort Donelson .

Pea Ridge

Shiloh

Williamsburg

Fair Oaks

Mechanicsville

Gaines's Mill

Peach Orchard, Mal-
vern Hill.

Seven days' battles .

.

Cedar Mountain

Manassas and Chan-
tilly.

South Mountain

Antietam

Corinth

Perry^nlle

Fredericksburg

Chickasaw Bayou

Stone River

Chancellorsville ,

Champion Hill...

Vicksburg

Port Hudson

Do
Gettysburg

Fort Wagner. . . .

Chickamauga . . .

,

Chattanooga

Mine Run .

Wildemessand Spott-
sj'Ivania.

Wilderness

SpottsyK-ania

Do

Union commander. Force.
Confederate com-

mander.

July 21 Irv'in AIcDowell* . .1 28,452

Aug.io.., Nathaniel Lyon* . . 5,400

1862.
j

Feb. 12-16 U.S.Grant* , 27,000

Mar. 7 S.R.Curtis*
! 11.250

Apr. 6,

7

U. S. Grant*.

May 4,5 Geo. B. McClellan *

May 31-June I do

June 26 do

June 27 do

June 29-July I do

June 25-July I. .i do

Aug. 9 John Pope*.

Aug. 27-Sept. 2 do

Sept. 14

Sept. 16, 17

Oct. 3,4

Oct. 8

Dec. 13

Dec. 27-29

Dec. 31.

1863.

May 1-4

May 16

May 22

May 27

June 14

J"ly 1-3

July 18

Sept. 19, 20

Nov. 23-25

Nov. 27-Dec. I.

1864.
1

May 5-12
\
U. S. Grant*.

^ay 5-7 do

May 10 do

Mav 12 do

Geo. B. McClellan*.

do

W. S. Rosecrans*...

Don C.Buell*

A. E. Burnside*

W. T. Sherman *
. .

.

W. S. Rosecrans *. .

.

Joseph Hooker*

U. S. Grant*

do

Nathaniel Banks..

.

... do

Geo. G.Meade*
QuincyA. Gillmore*

W. S. Rosecrans *. .

.

U. S. Grant*

Geo. O. Meade*

62.682

40, 768

41. 797

15.631

34. 214

83. 345

91, 169

8.030

75.696

28,480

75.316

21, 147

36,940

100,007

30.7?o

41,400

' 97.382

29.373

45. 556

13,000

6.000

: 83, 289

5.264

58, 222

56.359

69.643

(J. E. Johnston *

1p. G.T.Beauregard"

Ben. McCulloch

Force.

32. 232

11,600

740,335

John B. Floyd 21,000

Earl Von Dorn * I 14, 000

I

A. S. Johnston* 1

IP. G.T.Beauregard *.)'''

J.E.Johnston* 31.823

.. ..do ' 41,816

Robert E. Lee *
I 16, 356

. . . .do 57, oiS

do 86,748

I

do 95.48!

•Stonewall "Jackson*! 16,868

Robert E.I.ee* 48,527

do

do

Earl Von Dorn * .

Braxton Bragg* .

Robert E.Lee*...

J.C. Pemberton*.

Braxton Bragg* .

Robert E.Lce*

J.C. Pemberton *

do

Franklin Gardner*.

do

Robert E.Lee*

P. G . T. Beauregard *

Braxton Bragg * —
do

R. E.Lce*

Graduate of_Military Academy.

. 88,892

, 101,895

,

37.822
^

. 65,785 ,

t

.do

do

....do

....do... .

Unknown.

18,714

51.844

22,000

16,000

72, 497

'3. 792

34.732

57.352

20, 000

22. 301

4.192

3.487

7.";. 054

1.785

66, 326

46, 165

44. 426

61,025

61,025

(t)

(+)
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Iiiiporliiiil halliti of the Civil War, icilli names of Commanders and the Forces

Engaged on both sides—Continued.

Battle. Union commander.

Drewrj's Bluff

Atlanta campaign

Cold Harbor

Petersburg

The Mine

Deep Bottom

Weldon Railroad

Kenesaw Mountain .

.

Tupelo

Peach Tree Creek

Atlanta

Do
Jonesboro

Do
Wi nchester

Chaffin's farm

Cedar Creek

Boydton Plank Road.

Franklin

Nash\-ille

1864.

May 12-16 li. F. Butler

May W.T.Sherman*..

June 1-3 I'. S. Grant*

June 15-18 r. S. Grant*

July 30 do

Aug. 14-19 do

Aug. jS-2i do

June 27 W. T. Sherman*..

July 13-15 A. T. Smith*

July 20
;

W. T. .Sherman*..

July 22 do

July 28 do

Aug. 31 do -

Sept. I do

Sept. 19
I

Phil Sheridan *

Sept. 29. 30 .

Oct. 19

Oct. 27, 28...

Nov. 30

Dec. IS, 16 . .

v. S. Grant*

Phil Sheridan*.

.

U. S. Grant*....

J. M. Schofield*.

George H. Thomas*

Fort Fisher

Hatchers Run
Bentonville

.Appomattox campaign

Dinwiddle

Petersburg

1S65.

Jan. i.s

Feb. 5-7

Mar. 19

Mar. 29-Apr. 5.

Mar. 29-31

Apr. 2

A. Terry

U. S. Grant*
•«'. T. Sherman*.

r. S. Grant*

.. .do

do

15,800

no, 123

07,907

63. 797

20, 708

27,974

20,289

16, 225

14,000

20, 139

30, 477

13, 226

14, 170

20,460

37.711

19,639

30, 829

42.823

27. 939

49. 773

9,632

34.517

16, 127

1 14, 826

45. 247

63.299

P. T. Beauregard* .

J. E. Johnston*

R. E. Lee *

R. E. Lee*

....do

do

do

18,025

66,089

(t)

41,499

11,466

20, od8

:4,7S7

J.E.Johnston*
, '7.733

S. D. Lee*...

J. B. Hood*.

do

do

... do

do

J. A. Early*.

R. E. Lee*..

J. A. Early*.

R. E. Lee* ..

J. B. Hood* .

do
I

W. H. C. Whiting*

R. E. Lee*

J. E. Johnston*...

R. E. Lee*

do....

do

6.600

18,832

36,934

18,450

23.811

12,661

17. 103

10,836

18,410

20, 324

26,897

23. 207

7. Soo

13,835

16,895

49.496

20, 030

19.652

Graduate of Military Academy. f Unknown.

The outbreak of the Spanish war found the senior positions

in the Regular Arm}- held b}^ nongraduates, bra^e men and

splendid soldiers, whose school had been the civil war, fol-

lowed by more than thirty 3-ears of frontier service. The
graduates of high rank had all passed out except one. All of

the staff corps except the scientific ones were commanded b}'

nongraduates, and their senior ofificers were of the same class.

The principal commands fell, therefore, into their hands, and
it was left to the graduates to distinguish themselves as line

officers, regimental commanders, and staff officers, which they

have not failed to do. Captains and lieutenants have taken

regimental commands, and one, but recentl}- a captain of

cavalry, has won b}^ heroism and ability in Cuba and in the

Philippines the star of brigadier-general in the Regular
Army; another, a major of subsistence, by marked abilitj^ in
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reorganizing the customs service of the island, attained the

same rank. Still another received a testimonial from citizens

of Cuba for his high fidelity to trust, as treasurer in the civil

government, in the disbursing of public funds to the amount
of manv millions.

In Cuba and the Philippines they have acted as governors

of provinces; mayors of cities and towns; collectors and

organizers of revenue; treasurers and disbursing officers;

chief engineers of cities; sanitary and constructive engineers;

superintendents of education; railroad engineers; superin-

tendents of railroads; medical officers, in the absence of pro-

fessional surgeons; directors of transport service; architects

and building constructors; surveyors. 'These various func-

tions were not rare or exceptional but frequent; and were

performed, not alone, or even principalh' bv officers of the

scientific stafT, but by young officers of the Line, and for

considerable periods of time.

A captain of infantry had under his charge the survevs of

a large district with many native assistants largely instructed

by him, as well as the design and construction of impor-

tant buildings and engineering works. Another officer of

infantry—a lieutenant—using only native labor taught by

himself, built 27 bridges, stone-arch and truss, varying in

length from 30 to 150 feet, and more than 50 miles of highway.

The same officer mapped a large district, repaired broken

locomotives, and performed in addition the duties of staff

officer. A lieutenant of cavalry was chief engineer of a cit\\

The work of j-oung graduates at Santiago, in the organiza-

tion camps, in delicate and hazardous duties of scouting and

reconnaissance, is well known to their commanders.

At the outbreak of the Spanish war a captain and assistant

adjutant-general of volunteers, disguised as a stoker in a

steamship, inspected the fortifications of San Juan in Porto

Rico and secured valuable information. A captain of infantry

crossed the Caribbean Sea in an open boat and was the first

United States Arm}- officer to land in Cuba after the declara-

tion of war with Spain, returning b}- the north coast of Cuba

with valuable information. Later, when lieutenant-colonel

of volunteers, in company with a lieutenant of artillery, he
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penetrated into the interior on reconnaissance dnty, covering

some 2,000 miles nnder circumstances of great difficulty and

hardship. A captain of infantry on staff duty before Santiago

made, while in the trenches under fire during the drenching

rains, a military sketch of the entire front occupied by the

enemy, showing the position and strength of batteries and

entrenchments and the topographical configuration of the

countr}-, which was of the highest value to the general com-

manding. These are onl}' a few of similar acts performed

and responsibilities assumed during this period by graduates,

and are cited as illustrations of their versatilit}' of resource

and adaptability to varying conditions.

Although the Spanish war was but a brief episode, with

only a feeble resistance, it cost the lives of fifteen graduates

killed in action, besides deaths from disease. In the Philip-

pines the}- have been present in over 500 actions and skir-

mishes, and have lost up to the present time nineteen officers

in action, besides many who have died of disease. The aggre-

gate of deaths of graduates of the Military Academy from

battle and disease incident to active service in the field during

the Spanish war and hostilities in the Philippines up to the

date of publication is seventy-six. In the two wars they have

served in ever}- grade from major-general down to second

lieutenant and were to be found on the staff of ever}' com-

mander in the field. The}- still form the entire personnel of

the two scientific corps—the Engineers and the Ordnance

—

with the exception of two officers of ordnance.

The designing and building of all the seacoast fortifications

of the United States, involving a disbursement of $115,000,-

000, has been the chief military work of the Corps of

Engineers.

The Ordnance Department has been distinctively a grad-

uate corps, 155 of the 166 officers commissioned in it since

1832 having gradiiated at the Military Academv.
The work accomplished by it has always kept the country

abreast of the most advanced nations of the world in all that

pertains to armament and ordnance supply throughout the

several wars and expeditions in which we have become
engaged.
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The total expenditures for military purposes, all of which

have been made without loss to the Government, have

amounted to about $372,000,000.

Several splendid manufacturing establishments have been

planned and built up in various parts of the countrj^ by its

officers—W'atertown, Springfield, \Vater\'liet, Frankford, and

Rock Island.

Rock Island, the most extensive of the arsenals, represents

an investment for plant of more than $10,000,000, and there

is actual and full value to show for the expenditure. It has

been built up to its present efficient state by the administra-

tive ability of seven officers of the Department and has the

capacity to turn out j-early more than $3,000,000 worth of

ordnance stores of all kinds. Worked to its full capacit}^,

equipments can be manufactured to furnish current supplies

for an arm}- of 750,000 men.

Watervliet Arsenal has been almost entirely rebuilt in the

past fifteen ^-ears. It is the site of the Army Gun Factory.

The establishment, organization, and successful conduct of

this factor}- constitutes one of the speciall}' creditable per-

formances of the Department. The principal shop is the

seacoast-gun factor}-, about 1,200 feet long and 130 feet wide,

containing the enormous machinery required for the heavy,

careful, and refined work necessary in gun construction. In

these shops are applied the theoretical deductions, w-orked

out by officers of the Department, giving the guns the

strength which permits the development of high power.

About 800 cannon of all calibers, from the 3-inch field piece

to the 16-inch seacoast gun, have been turned out from these

shops, without subsequent development of weakness in any

single case.

Watertown Arsenal is the principal factory for seacoast

gun carriages, where all type and some service carriages are

manufactured, and the standards for work done under contract

established. The 500-ton United States testing machine is

located at this arsenal. A very great amount of investigative

work, in the qualities of metals and of structural materials

generally, is conducted here, the results of which guide and
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modify the designs of engineers and architects. Tests made

with this machine are accepted as standard and conclusive in

all departments of the Government, and also throughout the

business world. A well-equipped chemical laboratory is an

important adjunct to the testing department.

Springfield Armory has always been the principal, and for

many 3'ears the only, Government manufactory for small

arms, rifles, carbines, and swords. This small-arm plant has

coexisted with the Department, and has been added to from

time to time as the necessities of the country required.

Frankford Arsenal, in the suburbs of Philadelphia, pro-

duces the small-arms cartridges, .shrapnel projectiles, fuses,

and primers of all classes for service. This busy factory

is one of the oldest of those established by the Government

and its output has always been standard for the class of

work done.

Other important achievements of the oiiEcers of the Depart-

ment have been in general in working out results through

patient and properly directed scientific investigations and

deduction. Some of these which are speciall}^ noteworth}- are

:

The first application of correct principles to the manu-

facture of cast cannon.

The pioneer determination of the proper graining of

gunpowder.

Important and valuable investigations in ballistics.

The designing and production of single-loading and maga-

zine small arms of special excellence.

The development of trustworthy high explosives.

The deduction of the practical working formula to be

applied in the manufacture of built-up cannon.

The design of nearly all the gun carriages used in service.

The development of rotating devices for both muzzle and

breech loading rifle projectiles, and fuses of all classes.

The work accomplished by the Department and the results

of its investigations have been in various ways of great value

to the technical professions and business world, especialU' in

establishing and requiring the attainment of high standards

of excellence in manufacture, and in pointing out the proper
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direction for improvements. Several instances have occurred

where individuals have freely attributed the success of their

business to the insistence of inspecting officers upon these

high standards of excellence; and manufacturing concerns

have also acknowledged their indebtedness for improvements

in their commercial product to what had been learned in meet-

ing the Department's requirements. The practical formulae

deduced and the results of the investigations have a wide

application in many of the manufacturing industries.



GRADUATES KILLED IN ACTION OR \WHO HAVE DIED OF
WOUNDS THERE RECEIVED.

1. James Gibson.

2. H. A. Hobart.

3. S. B. Ratlibone.

1. J. W. Anderson.

2. William .\rmstrong.

3. G. W. Avers.

4. J. D. Bacon.

5. P. N. Barbour.

6. Calvin Benjamin.

7. J. E. Blake.

8. J. G. Burbank.

9. J. H. K. Burgwin.

10. M. J. Burke.

11. W. T. Burwell.

12. E. A. Capron.

13. T. L. Chadbourne.

14. Henry Clay.

15. R. M. Cochran.

16. C. B. Daniels.

17. Rankin Dihvortli.

1. J. K. Allen.

2. Jacob Almy.

3. W. E. Basinger.

4. F. J. Brooke.

5. H. A. Burchstead.

6. E. R. S. Canby.

7. E. W. Casey.

8. J. P. Center.

9. S. A. Cherry.

10. Arthur Cranston.

11. G. A. Custer.

12. J. H. French.

13. G. W. Gardiner.

14. Wm. Gaston.

15. J. L. Grattan.

16. J. W. Gunnison.

17. G. M. Harris.

500

WAR OK 1812 TO 1815.

4. George Ronan.

5. W. W. Smith.

MEXIC.\N WAR.

18. S. H. Drum.

19. Thomas Easley.

20. R. F. Ernst.

21. J. T. Farry.

22. G. P. Field.

23. Levi Gantt.

24. R. H. Graham.

25. W. M. Graham.

26. T. C. Hanmiond.

27. Robert Hazlitt.

28. Charles Hoskins.

29. Z. M. P. Inge.

30. J. F. Irons.

31. D. S. Irwin.

32. A. R. Johnston.

33- J- P- Johnstone.

34. G. T. Mason.

INDIAN W.\RS.

18. M. P. Harrison.

19. H. M. Harrington.

20. Richard Henderson.

21. B. H. Hodgson.

22. Wm. Hulbert.

23. J. F. Izard.

24. J. h. Keais.

25. W. H. Lewis.

26. J. D. Mann.

27. J. E. Maxwell.

28. J. A. McKinney.

29. David Moniac.

30. R. R. Mudge.

31. J. E. Porter.

32. S. M. Rains.

33. Edmund Russell.

34. Walter Sherwood.

6. A. J. Williams.

7. E. D. Wood.

35. Henry McKavett.

36. W. R. McKee.

37. M. E. Merrill.

38. C. F. Morris.

39. L. N. Morris.

40. J. A. Richey.

41. Randolph Ridgely.

42. Samuel Ringgold.

43. A. H. Rodgers.

44. M. L. Shackleford.

45. E. K. Smith.

46. J. P. Smith.

47. E. B. Strong.

48. J. R. Vinton.

49. W. G. Williams.

50. J. S. Woods.

35. W. A. Slaughter.

36. H. W. Stanton.

37. R. T. .Stewart.

38. James Stuart.

39. J. G. Sturgis.

40. O. H. P. Taylor.

41. A. R. Thompson.

42. T. T. Thornburgh.

43. Cornelius Van Camp.

44. Joseph Van Sweanngen.

45. G. D. Wallace.

46. W. H. Warner.

47. J. M. Wilcox.

48. W. B. Weir.

49. Franklin Veaton.
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civil, WAR.

I.
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GRADUATES OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY WHO HAVE RECEIVED
THE THANKS OF CONGRESS.

There have been but 22 officers of the Army \\ho have

received the thanks of Congress, and of these 1 1 were grad-

nates of the Military' Academy'. One gradnate in addition

to these received the thanks of the Honse of Representatives.

A number have received the thanks of State Legislatures.

Of the 22 thanked bv Congress, 6 were for service in the

war of 1 81 2, 3 for the IMexican war, and 13 for the civil war.

The 1 1 graduates who received this distinction, all for ser\-ice

in the civil war, are:

.\MBROSE E. BURNSIDE.—Joint resolution of January 2S, 1.S64: "That the thanks

of Congress be, and thev hereby are. presented to Major-General Ambrose E. Burn-

side, and through him to the officers and men who have fought under his com-

mand, for their gallantry, good conduct, and soldierly endurance."

I'LYSSES S. Gr.\nT.—Joint resolution of December 17, 1863: "That the thanks of

Congress be, and they hereby are, presented to llajor-General Ulysses S. Grant,

and through him to the officers and soldiers who have fought under his command
during this rebellion, for their gallantry and good conduct in the battles in which

they have been engaged."

WlNFlELD S. H.\NCOCK.—Joint resolution of .\pril 21, 1866; "That in addition

to the thanks heretofore voted by joint resolution, approved January twenty-eighth,

eighteen hundred and sixty-four, to JIajor-General George G. Meade, Major-General

Oliver O. Howard, and to the officers and soldiers of the .\nny of the Potomac for

the skill and heroic valor which at Gettysburg repulsed, defeated, and drove back

broken and dispirited the veteran army of the rebellion, the gratitude of the American

people and the thanks of their representatives in Congress are likewise due, and are

hereby tendered, to Major-General Winfield S. Hancock for his gallant, meritorious,

and conspicuous share in that great and decisive victory."

Joseph Hooker.—Joint resolution of January 28, 1S64: "That the gratitude of

the American people and the thanks of their representatives in Congress are due, and

are hereby tendered, to Major-General Joseph Hooker and the officers and soldiers

of the Army of the Potomac for the skill, energy, and endurance which first covered

Washington and Baltimore from the meditated blow of the advancing and powerful

army of rebels led by General Robert E. Lee, * * * and for the skil land heroic

valor which at Gettysburg repulsed, defeated, and drove back broken and dispirited

beyond the Rappahannock the veteran army of the rebellion."

Oliver O. Howard.—Joint resolution of January 28, 1864: "That the thanks

of the American people and the thanks of their representatives in Congress are due,

and are hereby tendered to * •' * Major-General Oliver O. Howanl, and the

officers and soldiers of that army, for the skill and heroic valor which at Gettysburg

repulsed, defeated, and drove back, broken and dispirited, beyond the Rappahan-

nock, the veteran army of the rebellion."

N.^TH.\N1EL Lyon.—Joint resolution of December 24, 1S61: "That Congress

deems it just and proper to enter upon its records a recognition of the eminent and

patriotic services of the late Brigadier-General Nathaniel Lyon. The country to

wliose service he devoted his life will guard and preserve his fame as a part of its

own glory."

George B. McCi,EI,i.an.—Thanks of the House of Representatives: "That the

thanks of the House be presented to Major-General George B. McCIellan, and the
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officers and soldiers of his coniiiiaiid. for the series of brilliant and decisive victories

achieved on the battlefields of West \'ir)iinia."

George O. JIeade.—Joint resolution of January 28, 1S64: "That the thanks of

the American people and the thanks of their representatives in Congress are due, and

are hereby tendered, to * * * Major-General George G. Meade and the officers

and soldiers of that amiy, for the skill and heroic valor which at Gettysburg repulsed,

defeated, and drove back, broken and dispirited, beyond the Rappahannock, the

veteran army of the rebellion.

WiLUAM S. RoSECRANS.—Joint resolution of JIarch 3, 1.863: "That the thanks of

Congress be, and they are hereby, presented to Major-General William ,S. Rosecrans,

and, through him, to the officers and men under his connnand, for their distinguished

gallantrv and good conduct at the battle of Murfreesborough, Tennessee, where they

achieved a signal victory for our arms,"

Phiup H. Sheridax.—Joint resolution of February 9, 1S65; "That the thanks

of Congress are hereby tendered to Major-General Philip H. Sheridan, and to the

officers and men under his command, for the gallantry, military skill, and courage

displayed in the brilliant series of victories achieved by them in the valley of the

Shenandoah, and especially for their services at Cedar Run on the nineteenth day of

October, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, which retrieved the fortunes of the day,

and thus averted a great disaster,"

William T. Sherm.\n.—Joint resolution of February 19, 1S64: "That the thank.s

of Congress and of the people of the I'nited States are due, and that the same are

hereby tendered, to Major-General W. T. Sherman, commander of the Department

of the Army of the Tennessee, and the officers and soldiers who served under him,

for their gallant and arduous .services in marching to the relief of the Army of the

Cumberland, and for their gallantry ami heroism in the battle of Chattanooga, which

contributed in a great degree to the success of our arms in that glorious victory,"

George H. Thoma.s.—Joint resolution of March 3, 1865: "That the thanks of

Congress are due, and are hereby tendered, to JIajor-General George H. Thomas
and the officers and .soldiers under his command for their skill and dauntless courage,

by which the rebel army under General Hood was signally defeated and driven from

the State of Tennessee."



GRADUATES OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY WHO HAVE BEEN
PRESENTED BY CONGRESS WITH GOLD MEDAL AND MEDALS
OF HONOR.

GOLD MEDAL.

Ulysses S. Gr.ant.—Joint resolution of December 17, 1863: " * * * that the

President of the United States be requested to cause a gold medal to be struck, with

suitable emblems, devices, and inscriptions, to be presented to Major-General Grant.
" 2. And be itfurther resolved. That when said medal shall have been struck, the

President shall cau.se a copy of this joint resolution to be engrossed on parchment,

and shall transmit the same, together with the said medal, to Major-General Grant,

to be presented to him in the name of the people of the United States of America."

.Vmes, Adelbert.

Arnold, Abraham K.

Baird, Absalom.

Beaumont, Eugene B.

Beebe, William S.

Bell, J. Franklin.

Benjamin, Samuel N.

Benyaurd, William H,

Birkhimer, William E.

Brett, Lloyd M.
Burnett, George R.

Carr, Eugene -A.

Carter, Robert G.

Carter, William H.

Clarke, Powhatan H.

Cruse, Thomas.

Day, Mathias W.

MEDALS OF HONOR.

Garlington, Ernest A.

Gillespie, George L.

Godfrey, Edward S.

Greene, Oliver D.

Gresham, John C.

Hall, William P.

Hatch, John P.

H. Heard, John W.
Henry, Guy V.

Howard, Oliver O.

Howze, Robert L.

Kerr, John B.

Lawton, Louis B.

Long, Oscar F.

McClernand, Edward J.

Maus, Marion P.

Mills, Albert L.

Jlorgan, George H.

O.sgood, Henry B.

Parker, James.

Roberts, Charles D.

Sage, William H.

Saxton, Rufus.

Schofield, John M.
Stanley-, David S.

Titus, Calvin P. (cadet).

Varnum, Charles A.

Webb, Alexander S.

Welborn, Ira C.

West, Frank.

Willcox, Orlando B.

Wilder, Wilber E.

Wilson, John M.

COMMISSIONS FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICES.

Andrews, George L.—For highly meritorious service at the battles of Winchester,

Cedar Mountain, and Antietam.

Augur, Christopher C.—For distinguished and meritorious service in the battle

of Cedar Mountain, Virginia.

AvERELL, William W.—For distinguished service at Fair Oaks.

Carr, Eugene a.—For distinguished services in the battle of Pea Ridge.

C.\RROLL, Samuel S.—For gallant and distinguished .senices in the eight days'

battle in the Old Wilderness and at Spottsylvania Court House, Va.

Crook, George.—For gallant and meritorious service in the field.

Forsyth, J.\mes W.—For gallant and meritorious services.

Gilbert, Charles C.—For gallant conduct at Springfield, Mo,, and Pittsburg

Landing, Tenn.

Gillmore, Quincy a.—For the distinguished skill, ability, and gallantry dis-

played in the operations under his charge in Charleston Harbor, the descent upon

Morris Island, the reduction of Fort Sumter, and the taking of Fort Wagner and
Battery Gregg.

Grant, U. S.—Grade of lieutenant-general revived by act of February 29, 1864,

and .selection made under act as being " most distinguished for courage, skill, and

504
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ability among ofiBcers not below rank of major-general." Grade of general created

by act of Congress, July 25, 1S66, and selection made under act as being most dis-

tinguished for courage, skill, and ability among officers in the military service of the

United States.

Hancock, Winfield S.—For gallant and distinguished services in the battles of

the Wilderness, Spottsylvania, and Cold Harbor, and in all the operations of the

army in Virginia under Lieutenant-General Grant.

H.^zEN, William B.—For long and continued ser\'ice of the highest character,

and for special gallantry and service at Fort McAllister.

Hunt, Henry J.—For meritorious services.

M.\CKENZIE, R.\NALD S.—For gallant and meritorious .ser\'ices in the battles of

Opequan, Fishers Hill, and Middletown, Va.

MerriTT, WeslEV.—For gallant .services.

Reynolds, Joseph J.—For meritorious services in West Virginia.

RiCKETTS, James B.—For gallant and meritorious conduct in the battle of Bull

Run, Virginia.

Sherid.\n, Philip H.— I'or the personal gallantry, military skill, and just confi-

dence in the patriotism of his troops displayed by him on the 19th day of October at

Cedar Run, whereb}*, under the blessing of Providence, his routed army was reorgan-

ized, a great national disaster averted, and a brilliant victory achieved over the rebels

for the third time, in pitched battle, within thirty days.

Sherm.\n, William T.—For gallant and distinguished services, as commander of

the Mississippi Division, in the conduct of the campaign in Georgia.

Upton, Emory. —For gallant and distinguished service in the eight days' battles

in the Old Wilderness and at Spottsylvania Court House, Va.

Warren, GouvErneur K.— For distinguished conduct in the battle of Gaines Mills.

Total number of graduatesfrom iSos to igoj, and table shelving number ofgradu-

ates each year; number entering different arms of the service each year; total num-

ber entering each arm front 1S02 to 1903.

[I am indebted to Maj. Frank E. Hobbs, Ordnance Department, for the description of the service

of the Ordnance Corps, and to Maj. Mason M. Patrick, Corps of Engineers, for that of the Corps of

Engineers: also to Capt. Chauncey B. Humphrey, Twenty-second Infantry, for vahiable assistance

in the preparation and correction of tabulated data. Much of the data used is taken from Cullums

and Heitman's Registers and from the records of the Adjutant's Office. U. S. M. A., subjected to

careful revision and correction, and has been brought up to date as far as practicable.]

Year.
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Total uutnbcr ofgraduatesfrom 1S02 to igoj, etc.—Continued.

Year.



THE UNIFORM OF CADETS, 1794-1902.

By Captain FRED. W. SLADEN,
Fourteenth U. S. Infantry, United States Military Academy. 1890.

AN act of Congress, Ma}- 9, 1794, pro-

vided for the organization of a Corps

of Artillerists and Engineers, each com-

pany to have two Cadets with the pav,

clothing, and rations of a sergeant. OvXy

9 were appointed before March 16, 1802.

The law of April 12, 1808, anthorized 156

additional Cadets, and that of January- 11,

181 2, provided 64 more, making a total of

310, which was reduced to 260 by the law

of April 29, 1 81 2. (Laws of Congress rela-

tive to West Point and the United States

Military Academy, Library U. S. Alili-

tary Academy.)

The iirst record of the uniform and equip-
CADET, 1836. r^l -r 1- II-ment of Cadets is found m the clothing

book of the First Regiment of Artillerists and Engineers,

dating back to 1795, and in the "West Point Ordnance

Waste Book" of the same date (these books are in the

Library U. S. Military Academy). Three Cadets (James

Trj'plett, Philip Roderigue, and Philip Landais) are charged

at various times during 1795 and 1796 with swords, sword

belts, sergeant's helmets, plumes, cockades, sergeant's coats,

and sergeant's shirts, drawn for their "personal use." They
turned in, while commanding companies of the First Regi-

ment of Artillerists and Engineers, "damaged stands of

arms," "old cartouche boxes," etc., showing that, while com-

manding companies and performing the duties of officers, they

were wearing the uniform and equipment of sergeants.

In 1795 the enlisted men of Artillery wore round hats with

a brim 3 inches wide, and with a strip of bearskin 7 inches

(50S)
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wide and 7 inches high across the crown, with a black cockade,

eagle, and red plume. (General Orders, Headquarters, Green-

ville, 26 June, 1795, Magazine American History.) The coat

was of blue, revolutionary cut, faced and lined with scarlet,

and having yellow buttons. White cross belts were worn.

The pantaloons were of dark blue in winter and white in

the summer, and they wore black half-gaiters 7 inches high.

On January 9, by a President's order, the uniform of a

Cadet of Artillery was prescribed as follows:

The uniform of the Artillery to be a blue coat with white buttpns and

red facings, white underclothes," and cocked hats—the officers' coats to

reach to the knees—the coats of the Artillery to be lined with red, the

Cadet to be distinguished by a silver strap on the right shoulder. Com-
missioned officers and Cadets to wear swords. The hat to be orna-

mented with a black cockade with small white eagle in center (changed

in 1800). Cadets to wear red plume and gold strap, with fringe, on left

shoulder.

18OS.

Speaking of Colonel Williams's reappointment and assump-

tion of duties as Superintendent U. S. Military Academv in

April, General Cullum says (Register, p. 505, Vol. HI) "he
reqtiested that Cadets' uniform be defined and made all alike,

they having previousl\- worn the respective dress of the Corps

(Engineers or Artiller}-) to which they belonged, and having

clothed themselves pretty much as they liked. Colonel Wil-

liams, in submitting a plan for messing Cadets, stated that in

taking their rations in money (27 cents per day) and l)uying

proN'isions their pay and rations both were " swallowed up in

food and thev have nothing left for clothing." After trial,

the cost of messing was found to be 30 cents per da}-, etc.,

the consequence of which was that before the end of the year

they were "literally in rags," and the Superintendent made
"a forceful but fruitless appeal" to the Secretary of War for

"an allowance of clothing to Cadets as noncommissioned

officers." (Page 518.)

a Waistcoats, breeches, stockings.
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IKOfS.

"The wearing of the new Cadet uniform was made impera-

tive." (Cullum's Register, Vol. Ill, p. 518.) No record can

be found of change in Cadet uniform between iSooand 1814,

and it can not be found to what uniform Cullnm here refers.

Colonel Williams, the Superintendent, "succeeded after

persistent effort " in extorting Secretar}- Eustis's approval,

April 30, of the following regulations relative to the Militar}-

Academ}' at West Point: "A uniform shall be established

b}' the Superintendent, with the approbation of the Secretary

of War, for all Cadets attached to the Academy, without

regard to their respective corps." Culluni Register, \o\.

Ill, p. 534.)
1813.

Under date of December S, the Secretar}- of War wrote

directing the superintendent of the public armory at Spring-

field to ship to West Point " three hundred stands of short

musquets" for the use of Cadets of the Alilitarj^ Academy.

B}- regulations issued by the Adjutant and Inspector-

General, dated Ma}* 2, it was prescribed that the Cadet uni-

form be as follows: Coat, blue cloth, single breasted, standing

collar, eight buttons in front, six in rear, one on each side of

the collar, with one blind buttonhole, and one on each cuff;

underclothes, nankeen in summer, gra}' cloth in winter;

black stock, round hat, cockade with gilt eagle and loop; cut

and thrust sword in a frog belt worn under the coat ; buttons,

eagle impression, yellow gilt; Jefferson shoes. "Little atten-

tion, however, was paid to the prescribed dress, ever^-thing

being worn according to fanc}-, up to a major-general's uni-

form. The belts were black and the musket the same as

that used by the soldiers, except a lighter one." (Cullum

Register, Vol. Ill, p. 596.) Gen. D. G. Ramsey i Cullum
Register, Vol. Ill) speaks of being supplied before leaving

home in Alaj-, 1814, with "two uniform coats of blue cloth,

one short, intended for daily wear, the other long tailed for
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hill dress; a round black hat," ornamented with silk cockade

and yellow eagle, etc.," and of being recognized (in New
York) as a Cadet from the uniform he wore. He states

further that "during the winters of 18 14 and 181 5 Cadets

were greatly exposed to the cold
;
greatcoats had not become

the fashion for bo3's and such a comfort was a specialt}^ My
wardrobe had been carefully prepared, but the inventory did

did not include the greatcoat." (This is the first mention of

the overcoat.)

1S16.

By an order from the office of the Adjutant and Inspector-

General the uniform of 1814 was changed to the following:

A coatee of graj- satiiiette, single-breasted, three rows of eight j-ellow

gilt bullet buttons in front, and button holes of black silk cord in the

herringbone form, with a festoon turned at the back end, a standing

collar to rise as high as the tip of the ear; the cuffs 4 inches wide, the bot-

tom of the breast and the hip buttons to range. On the collar one blind

hole of cord, formed like that of the breast, 4 inches long, with a button

on each side. Cord holes in the like form to proceed from three buttons

placed lengthwise on the .skirts, with three buttons down the pleats.

The cuffs to be indented, with three buttons and cord holes lengthwise,

on each sleeve, corresponding with the indentation of the cuff, in the

center of which is inserted the lower button.

] 'est.—Gray cloth for winter, single breasted, yellow gilt bullet buttons,

and trimmed with black silk lace. For summer, white vest, single breasted,

with buttons but without trimmings.

Pa>italoo7is.—Gray cloth for winter, trimmed down the side with black

silk lace, and the Austrian knot in front; no buttons on the side or at

the bottom, but made with under-straps. Russia sheeting or white jean

for summer, without trimmings, the form the same as for winter.

The Jefferson shoe, rising above the ankle joint under the pantaloons.

Black silk stock. Common round hat. Cockade, black silk, with

yellow eagle, to be worn at all times.

Suvrd—cut and thrust, yellow mounted, with a black gripe, in a frog

belt of black morocco, and worn o\-er the coat.

No dress resembling the military, without conforming to the regula-

tion, will be worn on any occasion, excepting that when attached to

corps Cadets will wear the uniform of the company officers, without

epaulets. (Uniform of the Army of the United States, 1 774-1 899,

Quartermaster-General, p. 6.)

a Similar to the cyliiidric silk hat of the present day.
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This is the uniform which, with modifications made from

time to time, is worn to-da}-. This color is said (Memoirs of

Lieut. J. T. Greble) to have been adopted out of compliment

to General Scott and his troops who, clothed in uniforms of

gray (due to the inabilit}' of Government to furnish them

with blue), had on Jul}' 4, 1S14, won a victor}- over the

British at Chippewa.
1817.

Under Major Thayer, September 23, the chevron was first

adopted pursuant to the following order:

For the designation of rank, chevrons will be worn on the arms of the

battalion officers and noncommissioned officers. The colonel shall wear

three on each arm: the captain shall wear two on each arm; the adjutant

one on each arm: the lieutenants one on the left arm: the sergeant-

major two on each arm: the sergeants one on each arm; and the corpo-

rals one on the left arm: those worn by the officers to be of gold lace

and those b}- the noncommissioned officers yellow ribbon.

On the 4th of November the following order was issued

:

The lineal rank of company officers will for the future be designated

by chevrons of gold lace, edged with black cloth, borne upon the right

arm, those of commissioned officers will subtend downward, and those

of the noncommissioned officers upward. Captains will wear three,

lieutenants and sergeants two, and corporals one. The first or orderly

sergeant will add the interior bend or bar of a third chevron. The
battalion staflf will, in addition to the badges of their lineal rank, wear

bars upon the left arm. The adjutant and sergeant-major will add the

interior, and the quartermaster and quartermaster-sergeant the exterior

bars of two chevrons corresponding to those of the right arm.

This is the description of che\ron worn b}' Cadet officers

and noncommissioned officers until the 29th of June, 1830.

Between 181 7 and 1820 the round hat with cockade gave

place to a leather cap 7 inches high with full crown and

drooping visor and plume, of the same general pattern as

that now worn as a "dress hat" b\- the Corps of Cadets,

with a gilt diamond-shaped ornament bearing the letters

"U. S." and a chin strap of gilt scales. An engraving of

the date of 1820 shows the hat topped with a plume some 14

inches high of a single feather curled to the rear at the top.
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1 H20.

The trousers at this period were very full and reached only

to the ankle joint. Of the uniform at this period the report

of the Board of \'isitors, 1S20, speaks as follows:

The clothing for the Cadets is for the most part nniform, and with

conformity with regulation. The different articles are furnished by a

storekeeper whose stock and the mode of manufacture are under the

inspection of the officers of the Academy. The material is chosen and
purchased b}- the quartermaster, and the profit allowed to the store-

keeper is very reasonable. The coat, which is of gray cloth with black

trimmings, is handsome and convenient. The present price is $16. It

lasts on the average of eight mouths. The vest is of kerseymere of the

same color. It costs $3.50, but it does not appear a favorite article of

clothing, as not more than 100 are sold annually. \'ests of white kensey-

mere are worn in common, and as they are nuich more becoming no
good reason exists wh>- they should not become the uniform. The
pantaloons are al.so of gray kerseymere, and cost the Cadet $9.50.

They are serviceable and becoming. These articles were formerlj- made
of a very inferior material and cost much more than they do at present;

besides a further reduction in the price may be fairly anticipated when
a new contract for cloth is made.

For summer clothing they wear with the coat, vests of white Mar-

seilles, which cost $2.50, and linen pantaloons, which cost $2.75. It

may here be remarked that the pantaloons, both for summer and winter

wear, have, in compliance with the present fa.shion, been shortened .so

as to leave an unsightly gap between them and the regulation shoe.

For the encampment which has just commenced the corps ha\e been

directed to furni.sh themselves with a fatigue dress of low cost and

excellent quality, which for the purpose will save much for the Cadets

in tlie wear of their uniforms and in bills for washing. The uniform

cap is showy and elegant, but heavy, and affords no shelter either from

the sun or rain ; with its trinmiings it costs no less than $8, and is per-

haps the mcst expensive part of their equipment. There is no half-

dress cap, and the Cadets in consequence wear, except when on duty,

common hats, which are very expensive to them. There are two sorts

of shoes permitted by regulation and furnished them, one at the price of

$3 ; the other of $4. They appear to be of good qualit)' and very ser\'-

iceable, but much too dear. There is no regulation for uniformity in

any other species of clothing, nor any tariff of prices. These are, how-
ever, kept down in some measure by competition. The supply of all

articles, except those of prime necessity, is under the immediate direc-

tion of the Superintendent. No Cadet can contract debts even for these,

beyond the arrears of his pay, nor purchase anything else on a credit
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without the perniissioii of the Superintendent. On this point the wishes

of the Cadet combine witli the cupidity of the traders in a continual

struggle against their true interest. In such a strife the art of man will

not insure entire success, and it is probable that credit for forbidden

articles has .sometimes been obtained on pledge of honor. The extent

of this evil, however, can not be great, and is most probably limited to

those persons who on a late occasion refused to sign the pay rolls

because their acknowledged debts were first deducted. ( Report of

Board of Visitors U. S. Military Academy, 1820, in Swift MSS., 1S04-

1860.)
1828.

Engravings in the Librarj- of the U. S. Military Academ}',

made from drawings of George Catlin, dated this j-ear, show

the Cadet in his tall leather hat with plume, ornament, and

cord, as described above, with his high-necked coat and baggy

pantaloons held down by straps of the same color under his

instep.

By "Militar}^ Academy Order No. 41" of this year, from

the office of the Inspector of the JMilitarj^ Academy, the over-

coat was ordered adopted. (See copy of a letter from Colonel

Gratiot to Colonel Thayer, Cullum MSS., Nov. 6, 1S28.)

On the diploma of A. J. Swift (1830) the dress hat is

showai with a short brush pompon instead of the tall single

feather plume shown in Catlin's plate of 1S2S, and with a

full crown similar to the present style. It has a diamond-

shaped ornament with the letters "U. S." on it, and a cord

looped up at the side near the top and hanging just over the

visor.

B}' an order dated June 29 the present style of chevron was

adopted.
1836.

Under War Department orders of this date prescribing a

uniform for the Ami}-, a change is to be seen in the material

of the coatee from gray satinette to grav cloth, and in the

collar, which is trimmed with black silk lace, "' /o fit the neck

and hook in front."

The overcoat is also described and was similar to that used

at present except that it was single breasted.
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In the description of the trousers the black stripe is of

"velvet" instead of black silk lace and no Austrian knot is

mentioned. A fatigue dress of unbleached Russia drilling is

prescribed.

A forage cap, made according to pattern deposited with the

storekeeper, is first mentioned. In all probability it was

similar to that of the campaign uniform of the enlisted man
of that da^-, with a drooping visor and a high crown stiffened

with whalebone.
1838.

The first volume of "Po.st Orders" in the adjutant's office

dating back to 183S contains the following relative to Cadet

uniforms

:

Summer pantaloons to be made in future of same pattern as winter

cues, at request of the Corps of Cadets. ( Po.st Orders No. 34, March 15.)

After the loth of next June the uniform stock of the Corps of Cadets

will be of black boraba.sine. ( Po.st Orders No. 65, May 30.)

Pantaloons to be made loose with wide fall in front, made to be worn

with leather straps when so ordered; when the supph- of \ehet is used

up black cas.simere to be substituted in .stripes. (Post Orders No. 185,

December 17.)

Wearing of vests optional, etc. ; when worn they nuist be uniform, and

when not worn the coat must be buttoned up when out of quarters or

tent. (Post Orders No. 172, November 24.)

1839.

Under date of May 18, straps are required to be worn on

the summer uniform, leather ones to be tised when those

now on pantaloons need renewing. (Post Orders No. 38.)

1840.

General Orders No. 7, Adjutant-General's Office, prescribes

the uniform of Cadets the same as given in 1836, except that

the "dress hat" is described as "one black cap, round crown,

7 inches high, etc.; black worsted pompon 8 inches long, set

in a yellow metal socket; cap plate worn in front of cap."

This is the first mention of the black worsted pompon,

though it is possible that it was worn as early as 1836. The
War Department order of that year prescribing the uniform

does not describe the hat.
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Bj- Post Orders No. lo, March 29, Cadets were required to

wear either "their own full dress or a citizen's dress, undis-

tinguished by an}- military badge or mark whatever."

A commandant's order under date of June 30, reads as fol-

fows

:

I. The battalion officers and noncommissioned staff will supply them-

selves at the store each with two shoulder belts for the sword, which

belts will be worn in lieu of the waist belts now in use, commencing

with the next Sunday inspection. The plate for the .shoulder belts will

be the same now used by the Corps for the waist belts.

II.- In conformity with Army Regulations, the Cadet officers will here-

after wear their sashes whenever the .sword is worn.

III. The sword belts now in use by the officers and noncommissioned

staff will be turned in to the battalion quarterma.ster on Monday next

between reveille and retreat.

\\ . Agreeing to the Army Regulations, the sergeant-major, quarter-

master-sergeant, and first sergeants of companies will alone wear sashes.

1R42.

Under date of May 1 1 the black plume of drooping feathers

and a brass castle in lieu of the pompon and cross cannon

were ordered to be worn by Cadet officers. (Orders U. S.

Corps Cadets, 1839-42.)

On Julv 7 the commandant forbids the wearing of uu-

uniform vests, cravats, stocks, and pantaloons, and the removal

of the whalebone from the caps.

Under date of April 27 the wearing of an approved pattern

of shirt collar was ordered, to be turned i inch over the

stock, the latter one-fourth inch above coat collar. (Orders

U. S. Corps Cadets, 1842-48.)

By Special Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, the

ornament on the hat was changed to a castle surmounted by

an eagle. A lithographed certificate of resignation (now in

the adjutant's office, \\^est Point), given to Cadets from 1840

to about i860, shows a cylindrical black hat with plume, and

the castle surmounted b}- an eagle on the front.

1845.

Orders U. S. Corps Cadets, April 30, directed that the cap

pouch be worn on the right side in prolongation of the

trousers' stripe-
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Special Orders No. 129, U. S. Military Academy, changed

the cut of the trousers from the "wide fall in front" to "open

in front."

1847.

Special Orders No. 140, U. S. Ivlilitar}' Academy, announced

that Cadets acting as assistant professors would wear "cap-

tain's chevrons and a star."

In the Journal of Rev. Silas Constant, by Roebling, p. 450,

is a photograph of Gen. G. K. Warren, class of 1850, taken

while a first classman, which shows his " dress hat" almost

cylindrical in shape, with a drooping visor, ornamented by
the castle with an eagle over it and surmounted by a plume
of the present st^'le. He wore a narrow white collar rolling

over the collar of his dress coat, and it did not meet by 4
inches in front. The sash and sword belt were like those

now used. The sword scabbard was leather covered.

In the uniform order No. 31, Adjutant-General's Office, of

this year, several changes were made. The overcoat prescribed

was double instead of single breasted, and of gre}- kersey.

The button of 1836 ("gilt, cupped, three-fourths of an inch

in diameter, and stamped across the front with the word

'Cadet'") was changed to "gilt, seven-eighths of an inch in

diameter; device a spread eagle with shield, and having the

word 'Cadet' next the margin at top, and letters 'U. S. M. A.'

at bottom." The overcoat is that used at the present time.

There was also prescribed a riding jacket, and riding trousers

of "grey kersey reenforced on the inside; black stripe i inch

wide down the outer seam; faced at the bottom with black

leather for the space of 8 inches; outer seam slashed at bottom

same length."

It is believed that the "dress hat" was soon after this

period changed to that worn up to 1899, similar in shape to

that prescribed for the Arni}-, /'. c., crown of four upright

pieces, height in front from 53^ to 614 inches along the front

seam; length behind from 7I4 to 7^ inches along the back
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seam; tip from 5^ to 6 inches in diameter, and inclining

downward slightly from rear to front when the cap is worn

(the dimensions given to vary with the circumference of the

head) ; visor of strong neat's leather, 2 ^4 inches wide at the

middle, black on the upper and green on the under side, to

be put on at right angles to the front of the cap, or, in other

words, to be horizontal when the cap is w^orn ; strap of strong

black leather fastening under the chin by a 37ellow metal

buckle and leather slide. (Extract, General Orders, No. 31,

Adjutant-General's Office. "Uniform of the Army of the

U. S.," p. 36, Art. 39.)
18S3.

A wood cut of this date in U. S. Military Academy scrap

book No. I , Library U. S. IMilitary Academy, shows the Cadet

wearing this dress hat ornamented with the eagle and castle,

having a pompon on both the privates' and officers' hats

and with a visor drooping but slightl}'. A white shoulder

cartridge box belt over the left shoulder and a black leather

waist belt with. a plate bearing the letters "U. S." are shown

in this cut. The officer wears a white sword belt (without

breast plate), sword, and sash.

In the class album of this year, the earliest on file in the

librar}', U. S. Militar}- Academy, the dress hat worn by the

Corps up to 1899 ^s shown. The visor was horizontal, the

ornaments were the castle surmounted by the eagle and the

plume of black feathers. The dress coat was like that of

to-day, with the exception of the collar, which is hooked with

one hook at the bottom and cut away showing a black stock.

A narrow white rolling collar was worn on the coat. Cuffs

were not generally worn and the coat cuff was slashed 3 inches

and hooked together. There was a flat breastplate on the

sword belt. The sword had a broader blade and scabbard,

but was of design similar to those used at present. The
forage cap was 4 or 5 inches high, with a flaring crown,

drooping visor, leather strap, and no ornament. It had a rain

cover. It is believed that this is the cap ordered issued in

1846 (see Orders U. S. Corps Cadets, 1846). The riding
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jacket was the same as that worn up to 1S91, except for the

collar, which was cut away like the dress coat and had three

strips of black braid put on horizontall}- and equidistant.

It had also a small flap-covered pocket on the right side just

over the belt. Gauntlets, a heavj- cavalry saber, and black

leather belt made up the riding equipment.

Photographs of this date show a forage cap like that worn

by the Arm^ during the civil war, but with a smaller crown.

This same cap with minor alterations was used until June

12, 1903. An ornament was worn attached over the visor,

consisting of a wreath encircling the letters "U. S. M. A."

Cadet privates wore, when under arms, white waist and

shoulder belts, the latter over the left shoulder. To the

shoulder belt was attached a leather box for ammunition, to

the waist belt a bayonet scabbard on the left side, and on the

right a small leather box for caps.

1&68.

In this year the dress coat collar was worn hooked with two

hooks, and the white collar, a plain flat piece of linen, was

folded and crimped b}- the wearer, and pinned on over the

coat collar so as to meet in front. This same collar was

worn until 1885, when the made-up turn-down collar was

issued.

Acting assistant instructors (Cadets) wore rows of buttons

containing double the regulation number of bell buttons on

their dress coats.
1 S6-4.

By a Post Order of December 5, chevrons (similar to ser\'ice

stripes such as Washington adopted for the Army on June 17,

1782) were prescribed for militarj' merit.

1866.

By a Post Order of August 11, the preceding order was

revoked. In a group of photographs of the class of 1867

shown in the 1866 album, the pompon on the dress hat is

to be seen to a short brush affair, which was worn until 1869,

when a change was made to a worsted pompon, smaller at

top than at the base, and 3 inches long.
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1S67.

Muskets of the old pattern were turned in and rifles issued

to the Corps. (Post Orders, vol. 7, page 92.)

The castle and eagle ornament on the dress hat was changed

to one of light metal, representing a sunburst with a shield

of darker metal in the center divided into four compartments,

each containing the insignia of one of the four arms : Engi-

neers, Artiller}-, Cavalry, and Infantry.

ij>ro.

The forage cap ornament, a small eagle surmounted b}'

the letters "U. S. M. A.," M-as adopted. It was embroidered

in gold and silver upon the cap. This cap and ornament

was worn until June 12, 1903.

1S78.

The dress hat ornament was changed to one representing

a spread eagle, the wings of which were joined by a band

bearing the letters "U. S. M. A." This was of metal and

continued in use until 1899, when the arms of the Academy
was adopted for an ornament on the dress hat.

On June 15 the blouse was introduced. This was of the

same style as that worn b}- officers, being of gra}' cloth, and

bound around the edges, the cuffs, and up the seams in

the back with black mohair braid, having a collar of the

same material, of height suited to wearer. To new Cadets

was issued one of gra}- flannel, ready-made. The "shell"

and riding jackets were not again issued. The turn down
was replaced by a standing collar fastened inside the collar

of the dress coat and blouse.

Riding breeches fastening at the ankle and worn with

the service-brown canvas legging were issued. The legging

later was issued in a Cadet gray.
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1&94.

The gray mackintosh (rain coat) was first issued.

During 1895 and 1896 the Springfield Cadet rifle was

replaced by the United States magazine rifle, caliber .30.

The service shelter half, haversack, canteen, meat can,

knife, fork, and spoon were issued to the Corps, as well as a

light intrenching pick and spade. The blanket roll was

used instead of the blanket bag, and the intrenching tool was

carried attached to the field belt on the right side. The
"campaign hat," leggings, and in warm weather, a gra}^

woolen shirt, were worn when the field outfit was carried.

The present dress hat, in general shape similar to that

adopted between 1816 and 1820, ornamented with the arms

of the Academy, was adopted. (Post Orders, vol. 14,

page 468.)

Service stripes, one for each year of the class at the Acad-

emy, were adopted. (Post Orders, vol. 15, page 34.)

I beg to express my acknowledgements to Dr. Edward S.

Holden, whose bibliography of the V . S. M. A. directed me
to a great number of the foregoing references to sources of

information with respect to the uniform of Cadets.

Cadets riding; drawn by Brig. Gen. J. P. Farley, U. S. A., U. S. M. A., 1861.



THE BATTALION COLORS OF THE U. S. CORPS OF CADETS.

O^

182 1 to iyo2.

^N the 19th of April, 1S21, the Secre-

tar}- of War directed that the Corps

of Cadets should be marched to Boston dur-

ing the summer. Thej- were so marched

during August, carrying with them the

battalion colors. They encamped on Bos-

ton Common, and on the 14th of August

they visited President John Adams at

Quincy. In his Life and Works, page

10, Appendix A, Adams's speech to the

Corps is given. On pages 400 and 401

of the same volume there are references

to this visit in letters of Adams. It is

said that "the Corps had two mottoes—

Scioitia ad g/oriam, and Parevtus''—the

translation of the latter being Essayons,

which was and still is the motto of the

Corps of Engineers.

In Josiah QuincN-'s Figures of the Past, pages 88 to 93,

there are references to this visit. It is said that "a stand of

colors bearing the motto A scientia ad gloriavi was voted to

them in town meeting and was presented by the selectmen ;

"

that "as they marched to President Adams's house on August

14 their colors were fl3ang and the band was plaj'ing; " and

that " the new standards presented by the authorities of the

town of Boston were displayed before us." The national flag

is mentioned * * '•' " the national flag is painted on a dark

ground," and it is said that "the regimental standard is

painted on a white ground, with a figure of Minerva and

various appropriate devices."

In the Ordnance Museum of the U. S. IM. A. there are

various battalion colors:

(522)

CADET, I90I.
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No. 915 is called "Cadet colors presented to the United

States Corps of Cadets by the ladies of Boston." This is

evidently the regimental standard spoken of by Mr. Qnincy.

It is very much torn and soiled, bnt it is obvious that the

original color of the silk was white. At the top of the

standard are the ra\'S of the sun; at the bottom, a wreath

;

in the middle of this wreath is the word Essayo)is; in the

middle of the flag is a silk embroidery with three figures

upon it—iMinerva to one side, with her owl at the foot, gives

a wreath to IMars, who is upon the other side of the group,

in the center of which is the Goddess of Liberty ; both sides

of the flag are alike. It is now impossible to find upon the

flag the words A scicntia ad gloriatn., if indeed they ever were

there. The design for the title-page of the Regulations of

the Acadeni}- is evidently inspired by the device just described."

The flag which Mr. Quinc}' calls the "National flag" is No.

924 in tlie catalogue of the Ordnance Museum. It is, in

fact, a flag with a blue ground, in the middle of which is an

eagle; below the eagle is a shield of the United States with

stars painted on the chief of the shield; at the bottom of the

flag are the words Presented by the iiiliabilants of Boston. I

have been unable to find any other inscription.

No. 91S of the Ordnance Museum catalogue is called

"Battalion colors. United States Corps of Cadets." It is a

blue flag with the eagle in the center and the coat of arms

of the United States with the motto E pliirihiis iDiuni ; above

the eagle are the rays of the sun, and above these, stars.

The date at which this flag was borne is unknown at present.

No. 926 is called " Battalion colors, United States Corps of

Cadets." It is ver}- much like No. 918. At the bottom of

the flag is a wreath of oak leaves.

No. 928 is called " Battalion colors of the United States

Corps of Cadets," and is the blue color of a battalion of

infantr}-. The words United States Corps Cadets are at the

bottom.

A flag without anj- number is also in the collection. It is

the ordinary- blue color of a battalion of infantr}-, and it is

marked United States Corps of Cadets.

^See page ^74 of this volume.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2— vol I 34
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In the \\'ar Department records of the AIilitar\- Academy,

under the date 1S23, it is said that Miss Leslie was commis-

sioned to paint a standard for the Corps of Cadets. The
device is not there mentioned.

On March 24, 1899, post orders designated black, gray, and

gold as the colors of the United States Military Academy
for use in all athletic games.

In July, 1902, a gra}' flag with a fringe of black and gold,

the gray ground charged with the arms of the United States

Military Academj^, was adopted for the battalion colors.

E. S. H.
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SERVICES OF GFIADUATES OF WEST POINT IN INDIAN WARS.

By Major EBEN SWIFT, Twdfth U. S. Cavalry, U. S. M. A., 1876.

The savage -cats ofpeace.—Kipling.

vHE ADVANCES and delays of civil-

ization have been in direct propor-

tion to the efificiency of armies and the

perfection of the weapons of war. The
Indians who iirst came in contact with the

whites were not a warlike race ; their weap-

ons had not been improved since the davs

of primeval man; notwithstanding their

boasting and pride in warlike deeds, their

performances were spectacnlar and child-

ish. On the other hand, the Anglo-Saxons

had written their name in history- with the

bow and arrow. They came to America

armed with a few smooth-bore, flint-lock

mnskets, and took whatever thev wanted.

Their armies, nnder Myles Standish, John

Smith, Captain Chnrch, and others, were insignificant in size,

bnt the}- marched where they wished and they met few dis-

asters. In the conduct of the early wars, so far as cruelty

and ferocity are concerned, no great difference will be found

between the savages and the people who have furnished our

best models of piety and who have suffered most for con-

science. Human nature in the presence of events which

excite revenge and passion has been about the same in all ages.

(525)

INFANTRY (UNDRESS),

1846.
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In the struggles of the white people for control, the Indians

had many opportunities to learn their methods of warfare.

The}' gradually became more dangerous in ambush and more

expert in stratagem, as was seen in the defeats of Braddock,

St. Clair, and Harmar, after about a centur}- and a half.

Later, at Tippecanoe, 181 1, and at Emucfau, 1814, the Indians

fought aggressiveh- and partly in the open. But they never

were a steadfast foe; their villages could be located; their

breastworks could be stormed; their homes and stores of

food could be destroyed.

When we carried the war among the nomads of the plains,

the swamp dwellers of Florida, and some of the mountain

tribes, it was not so easy to force a fight to a finish, because

the Indian was able to hide his home. It was on the plains

of the great West where the Indian existed in his glorj-.

Immense herds of buffalo, deer, and elk afforded him food

and the necessities of the chase required a nomadic life.

These Indians were clean, virtuous, and honest in a certain

way, but without fear and without pity. They were few in

numbers, but received great accessions from the tribes which

were driven westward, who showed a like aptitude. The
struggle for existence must have been an exceedingly hard

one before they got horses. They despised agriculture.

Like the tiger, they were content to eat raw meat and to

quench their thirst at the throat of their prey. The}- would

chop open the head of a dying animal and eat out the warm
brain with their fingers. The sight of a hungry babe eating

a bit of quivering raw liver is enough to dispel man}' illu-

sions. When the wild get of Coronado's war horses had

been caught and when the breech-loader was brought to him
in exchange for buffalo robes, a wonderful development took

place in the Indian as a warrior. He quickl}- became the

finest light horseman that the world has ever seen, with

tactics that have never been equaled b}' Bedouin, Cossack,

Numidian, or Tartar at his best. And he kept on learning,

too, as was seen at Ash Hollow and the Little Big Horn,

separated b}' twenty- j-ears.

Said old Sergeant Hicke3'e, of the cavalry-, as he stood on

the guardhouse porch and eased his belt and shifted his quid
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and watched an Indian commission drive into the post: "An'

here comes anodder o' thini bald headed onld divils wid a box

o' matches to make a traytee wid de Shy Annies." Said

Spotted Tail, the Sioux, shaking a paper containing unful-

filled promises of the Government in the face of a Commis-
sioner of Indian affairs: "All men from Washington are

liars." Said Joseph, the chief of the Nez Perces, as he

recalled nearly seventy-five years of experiment with the white

man's friendship, a battle saved for them, their sick succored,

their hungr}- fed: "We do not want your schools, because

they teach us to have churches ; and we do not want A'our

churches, because they teach us to quarrel about God."

Between the lines of these brief bits of history can be read

some of the reasons wh^- it is not a pleasant task to tell the

history- of our Indian wars. To record the storv of a race put

to the sword would be bad enough, but the paper-treat}^

method of extermination is worse. Civilization approached

the Indian with a Bible in one hand and a paper treaty in the

other, a bludgeon in her sleeve, and a barrel of whisk}- in her

wagon, not to mention the blight that goeth unto the third

and fourth generation. So in what is here to be said about

Indian wars the right and the wrong will be lightlv touched

upon. The task of the soldier was to punish the Indian when
he applied his crude ideas of justice or revenge, and to force

him to obey when he could not be cajoled or scared.

The idea of a great military academy was bej-ond the earlv

efforts of West Point. It was the plan to make a school for

"Artillerists and Engineers," whatever that mav have meant

at that da}'. How great its success was, as far as the artillerv

was concerned, may be judged b}' the fact that up to the

beginning of the war of 1S12 no authorized manual for the

arm had been adopted, and officers who wished to know some-

thing of that branch were obliged to avail themselves of

anything that came in their way. A department of tactics,

probably for the infantry, was established in 1S17.

In the reaction following the Revolutionary W'ar the cavalry

lessons of Henry Lee and William Washington, not to speak

of Tarleton, were forgotten for over half a century. Notwith-

standing the fact that the countr}- passed through a great war
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ill that period cavalr\' tactics were unknown in the Arm}-, so

that each officer had to invent his own theor}- and his prac-

tice as well. At West Point the first cavalry instruction was

not given until 1839, when a sergeant and 12 horses were pro-

vided, the sergeant being appointed "riding master." Four

or five 3'ears before this two regiments of cavalry had been

added to the Army, but only two officers above the rank of

lieutenant were graduates of the Academy. Not until 1S41

was a cavalry- drill book adopted.

The infantr}-, although comprising the bulk of the Armv,
as it always does, seldom received a graduate on its roll. A
study of the assignments at that time might lead us to sus-

pect that service in the infantry regiments in the wilderness

between Detroit and New Orleans was regarded as a punish-

ment for lessons left unlearned, and midnight scouts and cup

and can at " Benu}- Havens, Oh!" Whisky cost 33 cents a

gallon, and the x'lrm}', notwithstanding its small size, drank

72,537 gallons merely as rations in a single year. Soap cost

10 cents per pound, and brown sugar 50 cents, and the pay,

rations, and forage of a full colonel amounted to about what

a second lieutenant gets now. Desertions went as high as

20 per cent. One-fifth of the line officers resigned in one

3'ear.

In the second war with Great Britain, out of 55 regiments

of infantry, rifles, rangers, sea fencibles, and dragoons, which

bore the brunt of that conflict, there were 16 graduates of

West Point—one of whom served in the ranks because he

was in ci\il life when the war began and could not get a com-

mission. At the same time about 90 of the alumni of the

Academy were serving in other branches of the Service.

Whatever Indian service there happened to be was per-

formed by the infantry, which also planted corn, built roads,

and constructed militaiy posts. So one-third of the history

of the Military Academy was made without its influence being

felt in the Indian wars of the nation.

At the end of forty years there were but five graduates

above the rank of captain in the line. After the close of the

civil war there was not more than one graduate to ten officers

in the infantry- and cavalrj', which did about all the Indian
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campaigfning. These matters must be considered iu giving

the story of Indian wars where West Point men have borne a

hand. What share her sons have taken in other fields of

action is another stor}-.

It was ntarlj' sixty years before a graduate of the Acad-

eni}- reached the full grade of a general of the line. When
McClellan was made a general the Militar}' Academy had

graduated nearly 2,000 men, and McClellan, b}' the waj", was

appointed from civil life. The question, therefore, may well

be asked, "Upon what food did these Jacksons, Taylors,

Harrisons, Pierces, Scotts, and others feed that the}' should

grow so great, while the Military- Academ)- was grinding out

artillerists and engineers and subalterns of the line?" In

that period of sixt}- years 37 men who began their militar}'

careers after the installation of the Military Academy reached

the full grade of general of the line, and three of them were

elected Presidents of the United vStates.

Why did this institution fail to breed a single general in

all those years filled with warfare? The reason is that mili-

tary experience and knowledge were not usuallv essential

qualities for that position. Let us look at the list. Twent)--

three out of the 37 generals were practical!}' without militar}'

experience; of the 14 remaining all but 3 entered the service

at the grade of captain or higher. Some of them were

undoubtedly fine soldiers, but so were hundreds of others

who did not get so fair a start. It is not so hard to reach

high rank when you begin at a point which other men take

man}' years to reach. The graduates of West Point entered

as second lieutenants and brevet second lieutenants, and by

the time they attained the rank from which selections are

made they were old and worn out. The record of Indian

wars is a history of the deeds of captains and lieutenants,

for the most part, man}- of whom were killed and disabled,

after showing the highest military qualities. So that West
Pointers in Indian wars, in addition to the hardships of the

service, saw themselves in a class that was barred from the

high rewards of their profession by men who entered at higher

rank and earlier age from ci\il life.
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KARI.V INDIAN WARS, 1811 TO 1835.

In 1811 the troubles in the Northwest Territory, arising

from the leadership of Teciiniseh and the Shawnee prophet,

culminated in the battle of Tippecanoe, Ind. The Indians

boldly attacked the camp of the troops, but were beaten off

and their town destroyed. The Fourth Infantry, to the num-

ber of 300, happened to be placed in such a position as to

render the most service and encounter the most danger, and

eminently distinguished itself. " In short, sir," saj'S the com-

manding general in his report, "they supported the fame of

American Regulars." George P. Peters commanded a com-

pany and was wounded. Henry A. Burchstead was wounded.

Oliver G. Burton was present. The loss of the regiment

was 25 per cent of those engaged.

At IVIaguago, IMich., the same officers were engaged with

the regiment in the following year. The enemy were defeated

with a loss to the Fourth Infantry of 58 in killed and wounded.

Peters was again wounded here.

Ensign George Ronan, First Infantr}', was the first of the

graduates to lose his life in battle, on August 15, 181 2,

when the command to which he belonged was destroj-ed by a

large force of Indians and English, within the present limits

of the city of Chicago, while on the march from Fort Dear-

born, 111., to Detroit, Mich. The wife of one of the officers,

in describing her experiences, thus gives us our last view of

this young soldier:

I pointed to Ensign Ronan, who, though mortally wonnded and nearly

down, was still fighting with desperation on one knee.

" Look at that man," said I; "at least he dies like a soldier."

In 1813-14 the Creeks attacked Fort IMims, Ala., and mas-

sacred its garrison. In the campaign that ensued the Indians

fought with bra\'er\-, but showed an entire lack of mobilit}'

in the field. They attempted to defend themselves in their

villages and rudely built forts. In every case the}- were

easily located and surrounded and their defenses stormed.

The general in command stated in his official report that he

was "determined to exterminate them," and he had succeeded

quite well in his object when they humbly begged for peace.
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The principal battle was won b\- the regular infantry, but we
do not know of any graduate who participated.

Lieut. Henry A. Burch.stead, Second Infantr}-, already

wounded at Tippecanoe and further di.stinguished in the

Northwest, was killed in the attack on the Autossee towns,

Alabama, on November 30, 181 3. Lieut. Hippolite H. Vil-

lard, vSecond Infantry, was commended in the dispatches of

the commanding general for his services in the defense of

Fort Bowyer, Ala., in 1S14. Lieut. Jo.seph M. Wilcox, Third
Infantry, was sent on a canoe scout with 5 men in January,

1 8 14. His canoe was accidental h* upset, his ammunition
was wet, and two of his guns were lost. In this condition

they were attacked by a force of Indians. The last seen of

Wilcox is thi:s described by the only survivor: "They con-

tinued defending themselves until their gallant leader was
shot through the body, and even thus he, though mortally

wounded, pursued one of the savages into his canoe, knocked
him down with his rifle, and put him overboard into the

river." The legislature has preserved the memory of W'ilcox

by giving his name to the count}- where these events occurred

on the Alabama River, between Canton and Prairie Bluff.

In 181 7-18 we had the first war with the Florida Indians.

An army crossed into Florida, then a Spanish possession,

and defeated the Indians in .several engagements. As they

seemed to have received aid and encouragement from the

Spanish authorities at San Carlos and San Marcos de Baran-

cas, one of which was the Spanish seat of government, those

posts were captured.

In the wars in the northwest, and with Creeks and Semi-

noles in the south, portions of the Regular Ami}- were

engaged about twenty-five times, but for reasons which we
have mentioned the half-dozen officers here named appear to

have been the onh' graduates of the Military Academy who
were present.

In 1823 an expedition was made b}- the Sixth Infantr}'

against the Arickaree Indians on the upper Missouri, 700
miles above Council Bluffs. The Indians lived in fortified

villages and cultivated large fields of corn. The villages
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were attacked and easily captured. Lieuts. Nicholas Cruger,

Thomas B. Noel, and \\'. W. Morris, of the Sixth Infantry,

were specially noticed iu the reports of the campaign, and

the President said that he was highlj' pleased with the good

conduct of the officers, but deemed it inexpedient to confer

an}- brevets.

In 1827-2S an expedition consisting of portions of the

First, Fifth, and Sixth Infantry regiments was sent against

the \\'innebagoes of Wisconsin, who had been accused of

murdering white people. The Indians surrendered and a

number were executed by the civil authorities. Red Bird,

the chief, died in prison.

In 1S29 a battalion of four companies of the Sixth Infantr}''

was detailed to escort the annual caravan of traders to the

Mexican line on the Santa Fe trail. On this trip we have

the first appearance of the Comanche Indians of the plains,

who were in the South what the Che^-ennes and Sioux were

in the North. At Chouteau Island the camp was attacked b}-

500 of these warriors, with a loss to the troops of 2 soldiers

killed and 12 horses and 50 oxen driven off and killed. Right

royallv did these wild riders make this their first bow to the

serene skirmishers of the American battle line. The}- were gay
with bonnet, paint, and breechclout—with feathered plumes,

brass rings, and beaded qiiiver. Wild with excitement they

rode their fine horses at breakneck speed over the roughest

ground, their lean and naked bodies bending to every move
and flashing in the light as the^• shot along. As they dashed

by the troops they extended themselves on the right side of the

horse, hanging by the foot and arm—the left arm, which carried

the bull's-hide shield, passed around the horse's neck—while

beneath the neck they rapidly discharged their arrows. Now-

concentrating for action, now separating at the least show of

strength, now daring a thousand of vour shots, now flying like

frightened deer at the pointing of a gun, thev seemed reckless

and timid by turns. If one was shot two others instantly

stopped, remounted him, and rode off sustaining him on either

side. It was in saving their dead and wounded that they took

the greatest chances.
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One of the officers has given us his sentiments on this

occasion in these words

:

I was stuug by the contempt which these well-mounted sa\'ages showed

for our powerlessness on foot to avenge the disgrace which they had

inflicted fni us.

It was a humiliating condition to be surrounded by these rascally

Indians who by means of their horses could tantalize us with the hopes

of battle and elude our efforts ; who could annoy us by preventing all

individual excursions for hunting, etc., and who could insult us with

impunitw Much did we regret that we were not mounted too.

On this occasion Lieuts. Philip St. George Cooke and

James F. Izard were conspicuous.

In 1S31-33 the Sacs and Foxes under Black Hawk seemed

likely to involve the entire West and Northwest in a great

war. Having passed through the form of a treaty b}- which

they sold S,ooo,ooo acres of the finest land in the country for

about 1 1-2 mills per acre, they went on a hunt and returned to

find their villages already occupied by the white men. Refus-

ing to leave the}- were induced to comply by a strong exhibi-

tion of force and moved to the land selected for them at the

west of the Mississippi. The next year they returned again,

saying that their intentions were peaceful. Whether this was

true or not, hostilities were precipitated by an attack b}- some

volunteers commanded b}- Major Stillman, the subsequent

proceedings whereof have been immortalized b)- the name

"Stillman's Run," still preserved in that locality. The
Indians then committed many depredations and a large force

was sent to punish them. Encumbered by their women and

children, and suffering greatly for food, they did not show

great persistence or courage in the field. They retreated

before the troops through a country where the}- could easily

have stopped them. Finall}- the}- reached the Missouri River,

w-here they were severely defeated and driven across.

In this campaign Lieut. Albert Sidney Johnston, Sixth

Infantry, was conspicuous as adjutant-general and aid-de-

camp to the commanding general, writing the orders of the

day and the final report of the campaign. Lieut. Jefferson

Davis, Sixth Infantry, succeeded in capturing the Indian

chief, Black Hawk, and conducted him to Jeft"erson Barracks.
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Davis acted as mustering officer of the volunteers at this

time, and is supposed to have mustered Abraham Lincoln

into the military service of the United States.

For the first time, thirtj- years after the first class gradu-

ated at the Militarv Academy', we begin to see evidence of its

existence bv the appearance of its graduates in some num-

bers on the Indian frontier. There were 26 of them in this

campaign, but the highest in rank was a captain, and there

were onl}' four as high as that.

FLORID.A. W.\R.S.

The cession of Florida in 1S21 was followed in a few j-ears

b\- the most monotonous and exasperating of all our Indian

wars. The Americans were eager to occup}- the mvsterioiis

land where the Spaniard had hoped to hide from death and

which he had named for its flowering savannahs, which never

ceased to bloom. The Indians were fully prepared to die

rather than live in any distant wilderness where the white

man had decided to send them. The Indians were well armed

with the firearms of the da}' and had possession of all the

best land, which they cultivated to a considerable extent.

They were proud and self-reliant and believed that God had

made them from the sands of Florida, and that after they

were dead their people would dance and sing around their

graves and tell the story of their deeds. There were Talla-

hassies, Mickasukies, Uchees, Seminoles, and others; but the

last gave the name to the war.

Florida contained about 47,000 square miles of land, mostlj-

sandy and so flat that the water instead of running off col-

lected in great ponds and lakes and sluggish streams. The
main features of the country were swamp, jungle, and sand

heaps. The swamps extended from a few feet to manv miles

in extent, sand}- or marsh}- bottom, shallow or deep. The}-

grew canebrakes, pond lilies, great cvpress and man-

grove trees, and a giant grass as high as a man's head,

whose saw-like edge cut the body and clothing. Where the

ridges of sand rose above the swamp the pine tree took pos-

session of alternate wastes of barren land. The jxingle,
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incorrectly called "hammock," was thickly grown with live-

oak and scrub, thick vines, and hanging moss. Here the

Indian built his hut, cleared a bit of land, and planted corn,

rice, and pumpkins. Fish, game, and bananas abounded.

Snakes, alligators, fleas, chiggers, and mosquitoes disturbed

him not. Many of them owned negro slaves, who culti\-ated

the land on shares, and were practically free.

The countr}' was unmapped and unknown. Even the best

Indian guides had small knowledge of its darkest corners,

its hidden hammocks ; trails were easily obliterated, ambush
was easy. A day's march led the men plodding through

swamp in mud and water up to the waist, stumbling through

thicket, where ever}- instant had its peril and taxed the

ph\-sical endurance of the men to the limit. Sailors and

marines, dragoons, infantry and artiller}-, all took their trick

at walking, riding, and boating, often carrying their rations

on the back and the ammunition on the ends of their mus-

kets. The first intimation of the presence of the enemy
came along with a volley into the head of a column, and the

Indians then disappeared before a solid attack could be made.

The Florida war lasted about seven 3'ears, beginning in

1S35. ^^ expended about $20,000,000, not counting the

cost of the Regular Ami}-, called 20,000 volunteers into the

field, and employed at one time more than 4,000 Regulars.

The Indians had about 1,600 warriors and also used as such

about 250 negro slaves. They were gradual!}' killed, kid-

napped, or persuaded to go to their new reservations, until

there remained about 100 men at the close of 1S42.

The cause of the great expense and length of the war was

the small size of the Regular Arm}-, which did not number

more than 6,000 men at any one time. Then, too, no one

could appreciate the size of the task. Whenever an extra

effort was to be made a lot of militia was called out for a few-

months, who spent most of the time getting ready to start

and then in preparing to quit. They never had time to

acquire the discipline and experience which alone would have

made them valuable as soldiers.

The authorities made attempts to remedy their vain econ-

onu' in not sending a sufficient number of good troops by
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changing commanders every few months. There seemed to

be a helpless struggle to find a commander like Roderick of

old, who could blow a blast upon a bugle horn that was worth

a thousand men. The result was that some of the best sol-

diers in the countr\-, perhaps some of the poorest as well,

were given the chance to end the war and failed. A plan

that promised good results was to divide the infested region

into militarv districts, each about 20 miles square, at the most

eligible point of which was to be placed a detachment of cav-

alry and infantr}'. The troops were to scout the surrounding

countr}^ ever}' alternate day, and probably' , if sufficient troops

had been used, the war would have been soon ended. An act

of Congress interrupted the execution of the scheme and

directed that the war be ended by peaceable means. The
peace lasted only long enough for a war party to go from the

peace conference to the massacres of the Caloosahatchee and

elsewhere in southern Florida.

There were about So engagements involving loss in killed

or wounded on one side or the other. The total number of

deaths among the Regular Troops was ""] officers and 1,381

enlisted men. There were 239 killed and 327 wounded.

Among the graduates of the Military Academ}' I notice the

following:

OFFICERS KILLED.

Lieut. Col. Alexander R. Thompson, Sixth Infantry, com-

manding the regiment at the battle of Okeechobee. Al-

though he received two balls from the fire of the eneni}- early

in the action which wounded him severely, he appeared to

disregard them and continued to give his orders with his

usual coolness until he received a third ball which instantly

deprived him of life.

Maj. David Moniac, Mounted Creek Volunteers, w-as killed

while leading the advance party of his regiment at the battle

of Wahoo Swamp. He was a full-blooded Creek Indian chief,

who had graduated in 1822, returned to savage life, and volun-

teered with his people at the beginning of the war.

Capt. George W. Gardiner, Second Artillery, was in Dade's

command December 28, 1S35. The senior officer being killed
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at the first fire, Gardiner took command. During a lull in

the firing, with the 30 men left, he threw up a triangular

breastwork of logs. It was here that the last cartridges were

fired and the}- were killed at their posts, Captain Gardiner

being next to the last surviving officer.

Capt. Joseph van Swearingen, Sixth Infantrj-, was killed

in the advance of his regiment at Okeechobee, where the

Sixth Infantrv bore the brunt of the battle.

Lieut. Walter Sherwood, Seventh Infantr}-, was killed

while defending the wife of a brother officer, for whom he

commanded an escort, attacked by Indians at Martins Point

Hammock. Several of the part}- saved themselves b}- flight,

but he would not.

Lieut. William Hulbert, Sixth Infantry-, was killed while

scouting near Fort Frank Brooke.

Lieut. John P. Center, adjutant Sixth Infantry, was killed

in the advance of his regiment at Okeechobee.

Lieut. William E. Basinger, Second Artillery, was the last

officer killed at the Dade massacre. When the last shot had

been fired the Indians rushed in and tomahawked the few

who were still alive. Halpatter Tustennuggee, who was one

of the leaders in the Indian attack, said afterwards: "They
had guns, but no powder; we looked in the boxes and found

they were empt3\"

Lieut. Robert R. Aludge, Third Artillery, was killed on

the same occasion, being mortally wounded at the first fire,

receiving several more shots before he died.

Lieut. Richard Henderson, Second Artillery, died on the

same occasion. He had his left arm broken at the first fire,

but fired 30 or 40 shots from his musket before he was killed.

Lieut. John L. Keais, Third Artillery, was killed on the

same occasion. He had both arms broken at the first fire and

was quite helpless when he was tomahawked at the final rush.

Lieut. Francis J. Brooke, Sixth Infantr}', was killed in the

advance of his regiment at Okeechobee.

Lieut. James F. Izard, First Dragoons, was serving as a

volunteer with Gaines's expedition and commanded the advance

guard at the Withlacoochee River. While reconnoitering

the crossing at the ford he ^\•p.s mortally wounded.
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OFFICERS BREVETTED.

Capt. John J. Abercrorabie, First Infantry-, was made a

brevet irajor for gallant and meritorious conduct;

Lieut. James W. Anderson, Third Artillery-, a brevet cap-

tain for gallant and successful conduct

:

Lieut. Robert Anderson, Third Artillery, a brevet captain

for gallant and successful conduct:

Capt. George Andrews, Sixth Infantry, a brevet major for

gallant and good conduct. He was severely- wounded at

Okeechobee

:

Lieut. Ripley A. Arnold, Second Dragoons, a brevet cap-

tain for gallant conduct

:

Lieut. Philip N. Barbour, Third Infantry, a brevet captain

for active and highly meritorious services

:

Lieut. Horace Brooks, Second Artiller}-, a brevet first lieu-

tenant for active and highly meritorious services:

Capt. Harve}- Brown, Fourth Artiller}-, lieutenant-colonel

of the regiment of mounted Creek Volunteers, a brevet

major, for gallant conduct on several occasions and for gen-

eral efficiency:

Lieut. Franklin D. Callender, Ordnance Department, a

brevet first lieutenant, for active and highl}' meritorious

services

:

Capt. Thomas Childs, Third Artillery, a brevet major, for

planning the attack on the Indians at Fort Drane, and a

brevet lieutenant-colonel for gallant conduct and repeated

successes. Men like Captain Childs, like Buck Fanshawe,

onl}- needed room according to their strength; but that is not

alwa3-s easy to get:

Alaj. Alexander C. W. Fanning, Fourth Artillery, a brevet

colonel, for gallant and meritorious conduct in the battle of

the Withlacoochee He commanded at the defense of Fort

Mellon, on Lake Munroe:

Lieut. Justin Dimmick, Finst Artiller}', a brevet captain,

for gallant and meritorious conduct. At Hernandez's planta-

tion, during a skirmish with Indians, he was directing his

men on horseback, when he was set upon by two Indians

from different directions. They fired simultaneoush' and
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wounded him in the leg, at the same time bringing down his

horse. Disengaging himself with great activity, he gained

his feet just as his assailants rushed upon him to get his

scalp, thinking their iire had killed him. Dimmick shot one

dead and dispatched the other with his sword:

Lieut. William H. Fowler, First Artillery, a brevet finst

lieutenant for gallant and good conduct. At Jupiter Inlet,

January 15, 1S38, he commanded a force of 25 men acting

with the Navy in attacking an Indian encampment. A large

force of Indians was developed and the command fell back to

its boats covered b}- the Regulars. Lieutenant Fowler was

wounded in the thigh, and while being carried to the rear

received still another wound

:

Lieut. Joseph E. Johnston, Fourth Artillery, a brevet cap-

tain for gallantry on several occasions. At Jupiter Inlet he

commanded the rear guard after Lieutenant Fowler was dis-

abled, and was credited b}' the naval commander in his report

with securing a safe retreat for the main command. He was

wounded twice—the first of man}- wounds. His coat, hat, and

sash—worn on this occasion—showing 30 bullet holes, were

preserved for many years b}' his family. Fourteen out of the

25 men were killed and wounded:

Lieut. William G. Freeman, Fourth Artillery-, a brevet first

lieutenant for gallant services:

Capt. William W. Graham, Fourth Infantry, a brevet major

for gallant and good conduct in the affair of the Withlacoochee.

Although severely wounded early in the engagement he con-

tinued to head his company until he received another severe

wound, when he was taken from the field. For other actions

he was highl}- commended, and a decade later, while leading

a regiment to the assault in the next war, he was killed, lia\--

ing been struck eight times and his horse five times:

Lieut. Campbell Graham, brother of William M., who
commanded the adjacent company at the Withlacoochee, was
likewise severely wounded early in the fight but continued

\\ith his men until another wound forced hini from loss of

blood to retire from the field. He received the brevet of

captain

:

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 35
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Lieut. Weightman K. Hanson, Seventh Infantr_v, a brevet

captain for meritorious conduct and gallantr}-. He com-

manded at a skirmish at Waccahoota:

Maj. Julius F. Heileman, Second Artillery, a brevet

lieutenant-colonel for gallant and good conduct in the affair

of Micanopv, where he commanded. It was an empty honor

for him, as he died on the day following the fight from the

effects of overexertion in the battle. He was one of the

earliest graduates of the Academy, and had seen more service

than most of the commanders in the war:

Lieut. Alfred Herbert, First Artiller}-, a brevet first lieu-

tenant for gallantry and good conduct on several occasions.

At Ridgeley's Mill, on Julj' 27, 1836, with 15 men he attacked

a much larger force of Indians on their own ground. Load-

ing with buckshot, 18 to each musket, he continued the

action for over an hour, when he found his ammunition to

be almost exhausted. He then retired to his boats with half

of his men wounded.

At Fort Drane Herbert and others did some excellent serv-

ice. The regimental historian thus records the affair:

They were charged by the right division on horseback in ever)' direc-

tion; several were killed and rode over; a few extra shots were fired by

the men into those who showed signs of life. The left, commanded by

Captain Childs, also rode down and killed one savage on their way to

join the other troops. Two more were killed and rode over b}- Acting

Adjutant (William H.) Betts while bringing up the reserve, when him-

self and four of his men were wounded by a volley of rifle shots fired

from the edge of the hammock by the Indians. One of the men stopped

to take the rifle from an Indian, which detained him until the division

had passed. He spurred forward, but fotuul him.self among the Indians.

He attempted to retreat, but found him.self pursued by fi\-e Indians. He
was discovered by Lieutenant (Alfred) Herbert, who was coming over

the crest of a hill, and who spurred to his relief, followed by a few of

his men; but before he could reach him the poor fellow was shot from

his horse, and the savages struck a tomahawk into his head and would
have .scalped him had not Lieutenant Herbert arrived in time to prevent

it. Lieutenant ( James R. ) Irwin attempted to cut off their retreat but

they were too near the hannnock and escaped. Irwin and Herbert

carried off their mangled companion, who had six balls through his

body, and Herbert secured the contested rifle that had cost the life of a

brave soldier.
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Irwin was given a brevet of captain and Betts was not

recognized, for what reason I know not, unless it was because

he resigned and died shortly after.

Lieut. Douglass S. Irwin, Third Infantry, a brevet first

lieutenant for gallant and good conduct

:

Lieut. John F. Lee, First Artillery, a brevet captain for

gallant and good conduct. At Hatcheeluskee he swam the

stream, and was one of the five who first crossed in the face

of the enem}-

:

Capt. Richard B. Lee, Third Artillery, a brevet captain for

gallant and good conduct in the affair of Micanopy, where

he was twice severely wounded:

Lieut. Thomas B. Liunard, Second Artillery, a brevet cap-

tain for gallant conduct, activity, and enterprise:

Lieut. William S. Maitland, Third Artillery, a captain by

brevet for gallant and meritorious conduct in the affairs of

the Withlacoochee and Welika Pond. He was severely

wounded at the battle of Wahoo Swamp, and was commended
in the reports of the action. His wounds brought on tem-

porary insanity, during which he drowned himself while on

sick leave of absence. For his age he was one of the most

conspicuous in the army of Florida:

Capt. John Munroe, Third Artillery, a brevet major for

faithful and meritorious conduct during three campaigns:

Capt. William W. Morris, Fourth Artillery, a brevet major

for gallant conduct. At Hatcheeluskee he was the first to

cross the stream, and in the pursuit he constantly led the van:

Capt. Thomas Noel, Fourth Artiller\-, a brevet major for

gallant and meritorious services at the battle of Kissimmee:

Capt. Gabriel J. Rains, Seventh Infantry, a brevet major

for gallant and meritorious conduct in action near Fort King,

where he was severely wounded:

Lieut. Samuel Ringgold, Third Artillery, a captain by
brevet for meritorious services, activity, and efficiency

:

Lieut. Frederick Searle, Fourth Artillery, a major by

brevet for gallant and good conduct on several occasions.

At Hatcheeluskee he was one of the five who first crossed

the stream. At Wahoo Swamp he was mentioned for gal-
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lantry. On the road from San Augustine to Piccolata lie was

ambushed and severel}' wounded and never recovered

:

Capt. Washington Seawell, Seventh Infantr\-, a brevet

major for meritorious ser\-ices

:

Lieut. George H. Talcott, Third Artiller}', a brevet first

lieutenant for gallant conduct on several occasions

:

Lieut. George Tavlor, Third Artiller_y, a brevet captain for

gallant and meritorious services:

Lieut. George H. Thomas, Third Artiller\', a brevet first

lieutenant for gallant and good conduct:

Capt. Daniel D. Tompkins, First Artillery, a brevet major

for gallant and meritorious conduct. He was recommended

for gallantr}^ b}^ the legislature of the State of Florida,

particularly for San Velasco, where he charged and beat

the enemy with an inferior force

:

Lieut. William H. T. Walker, Sixth Infantr}', a brevet

first lieutenant for gallant and good conduct. At Okechobee

he was wounded by three balls, making five wounds:

Lieut. Robert H. T. Whiteley, Second Artillery, a brevet

captain for gallant conduct:

Capt. George Wright, Eighth Infantrj', a brevet major for

meritorious conduct, energj', zeal, and perseverance:

OFFICERS WOrXDED DURIXG THF, WAR, WHO RECEIVED NO BREVETS.

Lieut. William W. IMackall, First Artillery-, severely

wounded from ambush at New Inlet:

Lieut. John L. Hooper, Fourth Infantry, wounded through

the arm at Okechobee, but continued on the field at the

head of his company until the end of the battle. He was

mentioned \>y the commanding general in his report

:

Lieut. William H. Betts, First Artiller}^ Wounded at Fort

Drane

:

Lieut. James Duncan, Second Artillery', wounded at the

crossing of the Withlacoochee:

Lieut. Hcnr}- Prince, Fourth Infantry, wounded at the

crossing of the Withlacoochee:
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OKFICERS RECOMMENDED IN OEFICIAL REPORTS, BUT NOT BREVETTED.

Capt. George A. McCall, recommended for brevet major,

being highly accomplished, full of zeal, intelligence, and

capacity

:

Capt. Silas Casey, Second Infantry, recommended for brevet

major as an officer of rare merit; has seen much and ren-

dered very valuable service; equally intelligent and perse-

vering in pursuit and combat with the eneni}'. He com-

manded the advance at Pilaklikaha:

Lieut. Isaac V. D. Reeve, Eighth Infantrj', recommended
for brevet captain ; distinguished in battle and for zealous

and intelligent performance of duty

:

Lieut. Edward J. Steptoe, Third Artillery, distinguished

for intelligence and capacity for service; constantlv in the

field and often in combat:

Lieut. Samuel Woods, Sixth Infantr}^, commended by the

commanding general in the report of the battle of Okecho-

bee, where he served as a company commander a couple of

months after graduation

:

Lieut. George C. Thomas, Fourth Artillerv, commended
for good conduct at the defense of Fort Mellon, and reported

as one who always volunteered his services on every danger-

ous scouting party:

Capt. John R. \'inton. Third Artillery, speciallv mentioned

for his conduct and courage at the defense of Fort Mellon

:

OEEICEKS WHO DIED OF DISEASE AND OTHER CAUSES INCIDENT TO

THE SERVICE WHO WERE NOT INCLUDED IN THE LIST OF BREVETS.

Lieut. Thompson B. Wheelock, First Dragoons. He had

severe service on the Plains with the regiment, distinguished

himself at Alicanopy, and died bv suicide a few days after the

action during a fit of insanit}' cau.sed b}^ sickness:

Capt. John F. Lane, Second Dragoons, while serving as

colonel of the regiment of mounted Creek volunteers, killed

himself by falling on his sword during a fit of temporary

insanit}-:

Capt. James A. Chambers, Second Artillery, died of disea.se.

At Hatcheeluskee he was one of the five who first crossed the

stream in the presence of the enemy

:
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Lieut. Thomas B. Adams, Second Artillery, died at Fort

Dade in 1S37:

Capt. William B. Davidson, Third Artillery. He was com-

plimented for his conduct in the defense of Fort Mellon.

While on the Everglade expedition of 1S40 he was taken

with fever and died

:

Lieut. Daniel S. Herring, Third Artiller}-, died of yellow

fever at San Augustine, 1836:

Lieut. Rowley S. Jennings, Third Artillery, died of 3'ellow

fever at San Augustine, 1S39:

Lieut. Benjamin Poole, Third Artillery, died of j-ellow

fever at San Augustine, 1S39:

Lieut. George C. Rodney, Third Artiller}-, died of 3'ellow

fever at San Augustine, 1839:

Lieut. Job R. H. Lancaster, First Infantry, killed by light-

ning while scouting near Crystal River, 1841

:

Capt. Enos G. Mitchell, First Infantry, died at Fort Roger

Jones, 1839:

Lieut. James McClure, First Infantrv, died at Fort Brook,

1838:

Lieut. John W. McCrabb, Fourth Infantry, died at San

Augustine, 1839, while on duty in the Quartermaster's

Department:

Lieut. Charles H. E. Spoor, Fourth Infantry, died in New
York, 1836, of disease contracted in Florida:

Lieut. John Conrad, Sixth Infantr}-, died at James Island,

1838:

Lieut. George H. Grifhn, Sixth Infantrv, died at Tampa,

1839:

Capt. James R. Stephenson, Seventh Infantr3-, died at

Palatka, 1841

:

Lieut. John M. Harvie, Eighth Infantr}-, died at Cedar

Ke3^s, 1841

:

Lieut. Henry Wardwell, Eighth Infantrj-, died at Ke^- Bis-

cayne, 1841

:

Lieut. Alexander D. Mackay, First Artillerj-, lost his life

in a steamboat explosion at the mouth of the vSt. Johns River:

Lieut. Charles B. Chambers, First Artiller}-, wandered awa}'

out of his mind, leaving San Avigustine on horseback, being
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picked up at Baton Rouge man}- daj-s after, naked and craz}';

dropped for desertion, 1838.

One of the brilliant events of the Florida war was the

attack b}' the Sixth Infantry at Okeechobee. The brunt of

the action was sustained b\' five companies of that regiment.

Its commander and adjutant were killed. Every officer except

one, as well as most of the noncommissioned officers, including

the sergeant-major and four first sergeants, were killed and

wounded in the charge of these companies. One company'

had only four men uninjured.

At the Withlacoochee more than 25 per cent of the Regular

troops were killed and wounded, while a large force of volun-

teers were present and could not be gotten into action.

On departing for the Everglade expedition in December,

1840, the commanding officer, in taking leave of the depart-

ment commander, announced with almost unnecessary pub-

licity that he would return with the scalp of Chai ki ha, who
had murdered the family of Mr. Perkins. He also purchased

a coil of new rope which he said was to be used in hanging

the Indians he expected to catch. Both promises were ful-

filled. Chai ki ha was killed in single combat by a soldier

and scalped ; 16 warriors were hung after thej^ had surrendered.

These measures had the result of ending the war in that

region.

Among the methods used for locating the savages was that

of trailing them with Spanish bloodhounds. Contradictory

reports were given as to the result. Some said that the dogs,

being used to negroes, would not take the trail of Indians.

Others claimed that the dogs did good work. At all events,

the public went quite wild over the matter, ignoring the fact

that dogs were quite commonl}' used in hunting negroes and

criminals.

No excuse, however, should be offered for the abuse of the

flag of truce, which was begun b}- a general officer and fol-

lowed by several others. The Indians, supposing themselves

to be masters in the art of deceit and also being tired and

thirsty, would ^•isit a post under a flag and say that they

wanted to make peace and emigrate. Their only object was
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to get rations and whisky, principally the latter, so the troops

wonld play the game for a while and then kidnap a lot of the

Indians and ship them off to Indian Territory.

The WPT, which ended in 1842, broke out again in 1855-

1858 in the region abont the Big C3-press Swamp and the Ever-

glades. About ten actions were fought, Col. Gustavus

Loomis, Fifth Infantrj-, again declared the war closed in 1858,

when he shipped 165 men, women, and children to the Terri-

tor}'. A small remnant still cling to their Pai hai o kee

—

grass water—somewhat cowed at last, but swearing that the}-

have never been beaten.

In the first of the fights last mentioned Lieut. George L.

Hartsuff, Second Artillery, was attacked b}- a large party

w'hile on a surveying expedition with ten men in the Big

Cypress Swamp. At the first fire his party was nearly anni-

hilated, but Hartsuff, with two men, managed to reach some

shelter behind the wagons where the}- kept up firing for a

time. Here both the men were shot, and Hartsuff, who had

been already shot through the arm and been severely shocked

by a bullet which struck his pistol handle at the waist, received

a bullet in the chest. The party then separated and Hartsuff

dragged himself into the saw grass of the swamp, where he

was concealed, and the Indians were afraid to follow him too

closely. For nearly three days he lay helpless, close to the

scene of the conflict, 50 miles from his friends, without food.

He finally succeeded in crawling by slow stages 15 miles in

the direction of the fort, the saw grass causing him even

more suffering than his wounds. Concluding that his end

had come, he tore a leaf from his notebook, wrote in blood

his name and the date and place of his disaster and pinned it

to his knee. As he thus prepared for death his ears caught

the faint and distant roll of a drum. Then he knew that a

search party was near and he made one more effort. His

pistol had gotten wet in the water, so he took it from his

belt, unloaded it as best he could in his crippled and weak
condition with the unhurt hand, and let the powder dry in

the hot sun. Reloading, he waited until he heard the drum
again and when it stopped he fired. Then he fainted, but

the shot was heard and he was found.
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Hartsuflf's life was strangeh* filled with narrow escapes in

uo respect less thrilling than this, bnt he alwa3'S showed the

same self-reliance and coolness. The bullet he received in

the chest in Florida u-as never extracted and probablv caused

his death from pneumonia twentv vears later.

Lieut. Edmund Freeman, Fifth Infantr_v, was severely

wounded while reconnoitering the Garden Hammock, near

Bow-Legs' town, in 1S57. He had a small part^ and was in

great danger when he was relieved by Capt. C. L. Stevenson,

with his compau}-, who defeated the Indians.

THE PLAINS PRIOR TO THE W.\R WITH MEXICO.

During the years immediately preceding and following the

Florida war the regiment of Dragoons which was not there

emploj'ed was watching the western frontier. B}- rapid

movements on several occasions the troops placed themselves

in position to prevent hostilities, notablv with Pawnees in

Indian Territory, Osages in Missouri, and Cherokees in

Arkansas. By ceaseless activitv, without rest summer or

winter, putting recruits in the field before the}- had time to

learn the squad drill, they kept the frontier comparatively

quiet. Particularly noticeable at this time was the Pawnee
expedition, in which one-fourth of the command, including

the commander, died of fever, and the expedition to the South

Pass via Fort Laramie and Bent's Fort which marched about

2,300 miles in ninet3--nine da^'s. In these expeditions the

troops became familiar with the farthest limits of our domain

and first came in contact with the Chevennes, Arapahoes,

and Sioux at their best.

TEX.\S, 1S49-1861.

In Texas it is probable that wars with Indians had existed

ever since the Spanish concjuest, but they were intensified in

number, bitterness, and crueltv b}' the advent of colonists

from the United States shortl}' after the separation from

Spain. The coast tribe of Caranchua Indians seem to have

been destroyed as earh' as 1825, while wars with the plains

Indians continued unremittingly. Under the presidency of
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Lamar the policy was to annihilate and drive the Indians

from the conntrj-. This idea was abl^- enforced by Albert

Sidney Johnston, the secretary of war of the new repnblic.

Under his control man}- expeditions were organized and suc-

cessfnllj- prosecuted. In one of these the Cherokees were

driven out of the State, and their head chief killed in a

decisive engagement on the Nueces River, at which Johnston

was present. So violent were the passions of the people that

they set upon a lot of Comanche chiefs who came to San

Antonio on a peace conference and killed them all.

Immediatel}- after the Mexican war our troops continued

the old strife with the Lipans and Conianches. From 1S49

to 1855, inclusive, there were fifteen engagements between

the Indians and detachments from a half dozen regular

regiments.

Lieut. jMontgomer}' P. Harrison, Fifth Infantry, was killed

in 1849 near the Colorado River, in Texas, while on the

march to Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Lieut. Charles G. Merchant, Eighth Infantr}-, while on the

march to Fort Inge, was severely wounded in a skirmish

with Comanches near Leona.

In an action near the Nueces River, in the summer of 1850,

Brevet Capt. James Oakes, First Dragoons, was twice severely

wounded. From one of the wounds he has never recovered,

and on account of it he was obliged to decline a brigadier-

generalc}- at the beginning of the civil war.

In a combat near Mount Diavolo, Lieut. Eugene A. Carr,

of the Mounted Rifles, was severely wounded b^• Mescalero

Apaches.

Near Lake Trinidad, Lieut. George B. Cosb3-,of the Mounted
Rifles, was severel}' wounded in a skirmish with Comanches.

Capt. Stephen D. Carpenter, First Infantry, while on 'an

expedition in search of timber for building purposes at Fort

Stockton, was attacked and wounded.

At the close of this period the Indians had murdered and

pillaged as far down as the Blanco and even below San Antonio.

The arnn' commander said to the Military Committee of the

House of Representatives on the subject of these matters :
" In
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Texas the Indian hostilities have been more destructive than

elsewhere."

This state of affairs led to the formation of two new regi-

ments of cavalry and two of infantr}-. About one-half of the

officers were appointed from civil life. The balance were from

the Regular Ami}-, being given an advance of a grade in con-

sideration of distinguished services in the Mexican and Indian

wars up to that time.

One of the new regiments, now the Fifth Cavalry, was

ordered to Texas and served there until the beginning of the

great rebellion.

In Texas the countr}- was particnlarl\- favorable to the

depredations of the enemj-. On one side was the safe refuge

of a foreign countr}- and the friendU' alliance of bands of

marauders who were in skill and courage onh' inferior to the

Indians. On another side was the equally safe protection of

the agencies maintained b^- a branch of the Government

entirelv distinct from the military, so that a considerable

amount of official formalism had to be worked through before

the depredators could be punished. Off to the west stretched

the vast "Staked Plains'" almost unknown to the whites, but

containing many good resting points for those who did know
them. The new regiment, upon which most of the work now-

rested, entered upon it with a desperate energy worth}' of the

good rule of selection which had filled its roster with so many
fine soldiers. During the next six years the regiment fought

40 well-contested engagements with Indians and made hun-

dreds of minor scouts.

Now to run down a Comanche raiding part}' was no da}'

dream. It was up and away on no notice, with a dozen

hard gallopers behind you, short rations in your pack, an

empty can, a head high, and a heart for every fate. A trail

must be followed, some of the best-mounted desperadoes in

the world must be tired out and fought to a finish. Small

note was taken of what did not mean a ride of a couple of

hundreds of miles, days without food or water, the fierce

extremes of heat or cold.

In this service Lieut. -Cornelius Van Camp, one of those
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fine souls whom fate seems to mark out either for great deeds

or for earlj- death, was killed far in the front of his second

fight just as fame pressed her goblet to his lip. In the tra-

ditions of a regiment which was soon to furnish the com-

manders of four great armies, there no name is held in greater

honor than \'an Camp.

Major George H. Thomas, Captains Barl \'an Dorn and

Kirbv Smith, Lieuts. John B. Hood and Fitzhugh Lee were

wounded. So soon to be the leaders of thousands, these men
and others of their kind were chasing Indians over the plains

at the head of a few hard-riding troopers. No doubt lessons

were then learned that were soon to carry many a hard-beat line

across the fire-swept zone, while nerving other hearts to stop

and strive for the cause that was lost. Thirteen enlisted men
were killed and 42 were wounded in the combats with the

Kiowas, Comanches, Lipans, and Mescalero Apaches. The
Comanches were the most numerous and aggressive and were

unequaled at that time as riders and fighters.

The Indians were mosth' armed with bows and arrows,

which accounts for the small number of casualties among the

troops, but the}- were in good force, possessed man^- horses,

and often showed a valor wortli\- of those happy hunting

grounds be^'ond the stars of which the}- dreamed. At first

the efforts of the troops were confined to following the

marauding bands, but after a time a policy was inaugurated

of forming expeditions of considerable strength and seeking

the Indians in their homes and hiding places. Under this

system the two fights of Brevet Major Van Dorn with

Comanche Indians at the'Wichita village and in the Nescu-

tunga Valley, in which 125 Indians were killed and 400 ani-

mals were taken, did much to break the spirit of the hostiles

and gave the first appearance of peace to the settlements.

We may not stop to chronicle numerous deeds of valor in

single combat as when Fitzhugh Lee, James P. Major, and

others got their men, or where a single hard driven savage

turned on us and potted a major and five men with just his

bow and arrows.

Sometimes there was other work, too, as when Alajor George

H. Thomas was obliged to protect the Comanche Agenc}- on
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the Brazos River from an attack b}- 250 settlers led by an

ex-Indian agent. There were Mexican bandits under Corti-

nas and others who had to be driven across the Rio Grande

and even followed into old Mexico.

A fair sample of the service of that day is afforded b}- the

fight of Lieut. John B. Hood on Devils River. After mak-

ing about 200 miles in four days, mosth- without water, on

the close of the fourth day this officer with 17 men rode up to

a small part}- of Lipans and Comanches who were showing a

white flag. Instantlv he found himself attacked bv three

times his force, some mounted, who rushed him with lances,

and some dismounted, who, firing with guns and handing

them to squaws who ran to the rear to load, kept up the fire

with arrows. So close was the fight that one gun was taken

from a soldier bv an Indian while Indians struck the horses

in the face with their shields. Hood went at them with rifles

and revolvers as long as he had a shot left, when he drew oflf,

for in those daj-s it was not easy to reload on horseback in

the mix-up of a battle. But neither side was in shape to

renew the conflict, so the Indians marched off singing their

death song, and Hood started for water for his famishing

party. The Indians lost 22 killed and wounded; the troops

lost 7, including the commander badly wounded.

Detachments of other regiments within the same territory

fought about a half dozen engagements during this period.

Three of these were commanded by Lieut. William B. Hazen,

Eighth Infantr}-, who had alreadv distinguished himself in

Oregon and New Mexico. In one aft'air he was dangerously

wounded, and for his gallantry on several occasions he received

the only brevet conferred during the period.

NEW MEXICO, 1847-1S61.

In New Mexico, in 1S47, shortlv after the American occu-

pation, the Mexicans incited the Pueblo Indians of Taos to

insurrection, which resulted in the murder of the governor

and a number of Americans. The resulting campaign was

prosecuted under great hardship, against greatl}- superior

forces in the ancient fortresses of the land. Captain John H.

K. Burgwin, First Dragoons, led every attack, and in the
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assault of the last stronghold he was killed with 23 of his

men. Troop G, First Dragoons, contemporaries .of Burgwin,

have left us several handsome tributes to his character and

service.

At this time Lieuts. Oliver H. P. Taj^lor, Clarendon J. L.

Wilson, Rufus Ingalls, First Dragoons, were brevetted for

gallantry. Lieut. Joseph Mcllvain, First Dragoons, greatl}'

distinguished himself, but missed a brevet by accidentally

shooting himself shortl}- after. Lieut. Alexander B. Dyer,

Ordnance Department, who commanded the artillery, declined

a brevet. The leaders of the insurrection were killed and

their forces dispersed, and this was the first and last fault

of the Pueblos.

Various other tribes kept xip a constant turmoil. The
worst of them were the Navahos and Apaches of the Mesca-

lero, Gila, Alimbres, Jicarilla, Mogollon, and other bands.

The Navahos were not great fighters, but they were expert

thieves, lived in an inaccessible country, and had some 2,500

warriors. They had some pretense to civilization, planted

considerabl}', and owned great herds of sheep. With the

Apaches they shared a common contempt for the Mexican,

whom they regarded as their natural and legitimate prey.

Matters came to a focus with the Navahos in 1858, when
an Indian with an attack of "bad heart" walked into Fort

Defiance and deliberately killed the negro servant of an

officer. As soon as it was seen that the Indians could not or

would not deliver up the murderer a strong expedition was

sent against them. The operations were principally under

the command of Colonel Dixon S. Miles and Alajor Oliver L.

Shepard, the troops consisting principally of mounted rifles

and the Third Infantry. For three years the Navahos were

constantly harassed by expeditions which slaughtered thou-

sands of their stock, destroyed their homes, and killed many
of their men. They were quite impoverished, having for-

merly been prosperous and wealthy, and the\- begged for

a peace, which was granted, and which has had some perma-

nence.

The Apaches were a far more savage and warlike race.

Adding to the instincts of the animal the mental processes
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of the human being, they are able to niultipl}' by many
times the qualities that are useful in war. They have

always been killers, made no friends, sought no allies.

On August 23, 1849, ^ party of 60 Jicarilla Apaches having

come to Las Vegas and demanded powder and balls from the

settlement, Lieut. Ambro.se E. Burnside, Third Artillery,

went out with 29 men to arrest their chiefs. His demand
was answered by arrows, so he attacked and severely defeated

the Indians. In the engagement Burnside was wounded in

the head with an arrow.

On March 30, 1854, a troop of the First Dragoons, com-

manded b}- Lieut. John W. Davidson, was nearly destroyed

by Jicarilla Apaches and Utes about 25 miles from Fer-

nandez de Taos. About 40 men were killed. Davidson was

wounded and by great good fortune managed to escape with

17 men, mostly wounded. In both of these actions the con-

duct of the officers and men was worthy of high praise, but

it served Senator Thomas H. Benton as a basis for attack on

the Army during the debate on the increase of two cavalry

regiments in 1S55. He cited these cases to show the "mis-

conduct and ignorance of officers and men."

Lieut. Col. Philip St. George Cooke, Second Dragoons, took

iip the trail of the Indians who had beaten Davidson and

followed them into the snow line of the continental divide in

the dead of winter, and broke them up completely. On this

trip Lieut. Joseph E. Maxwell, Third Infantry, lost his life

charging at the head of a party of dragoons. He was almost

instantly killed with two arrow wounds just as he was about

to saber an Indian, having already exhausted his revolver.

His men following quickl}' avenged his death.

Lieut. David Bell, Second Dragoons, was commended on this

occasion for distinguished services, the second time within a

month. We are told that Bell was conspicuous for extraor-

dinary marches and in action ; an accomplished horseman,

a great hunter; an admirable partisan leader, a rare com-

pound of braverv and prudence. Evidently he was such

a man as Steingel, the Alsatian, whom Napolean described

as a model commander of horse, who, like Bell, died at an

early age.
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It was Bell who avenged upon the Apache chief Lobo the

murder of a white faniil}-, and the story reads like an annal

of the days of joust and tourney.

One da}' while scouting on the Cimarron he met Lobo and

his band. Bell had 22 dragoons mounted in line behind him.

Lobo had 22 Apaches, well armed, on foot, also in line with

intervals. The chief and the trooper parleyed for a time

across the space of 20 3^ards between them.

At last—Lobo sinking on one knee and aiming his gun and

Bell throwing his body forward and reining up his horse

—

the}- exchanged shots. Both lines followed the example of

their leaders, the troopers spurring forward over and through

their enemies. The warriors mosth- threw themselves on the

earth, and several vertical wounds were received by horse and

rider. The dragoons turned short about and charged and

charged again. Then the surviving Indians were seen escap-

ing to a deep ravine which had not been noticed before,

although it was onl}- 100 or 200 paces ofif. A number thus

escaped, the horsemen having to pull up at the brink, but

sending a last voile}- after the descending fugitives.

In less than five minutes of this strange combat 21 of the

46 actors were killed or wounded. Bell had shot the Indian

chief several times.

In 1857 important expeditions were made against the Gila

River Apaches under the command of Colonel B. L. E. Bonne-

ville, Third Infantry, and he was thanked in a resolution of

the house of representatives of New Mexico.

Brevet Major William N. Grier, First Dragoons, was

wounded in a skirmish Avith Apaches at Too koon kurre Butte

November 1 7, 1S49. Evidently this was not the occasion

which the poet intended to celebrate in the famous lines

—

Old Billy Grier, bueno cominandante,

Difiii't catch the Injuns, because he didn't want to.

On January 18, 1855, Captain Henry W. Stanton, First

Dragoons, lost his life at the end of a successful action with

Mescalero Apaches. In the ardor of pursuit he became sepa-

rated from the bulk of the troop with onl}- 12 men. Attacked

by a large force, he was killed while endeavoring to cover with

his own person the retreat of his party. The tragedy of his
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death is rather aggravated by the cold-blooded report of the

department commander that Stanton was reckless and was

smarting under disappointment in the Mexican war.

Lieut. Benjamin F. (Grimes) Davis, of the Rifles, was shot

in the knee in an encounter with a Gila Apache in the

engagement of June 27, 1857. In the same engagement

Lieut. Henry M. Lazelle, Eighth Infantry, was specially

mentioned as charging with the Dragoons, shooting one

Indian and cutting down another. In an engagement with

Alescaleros in 1859 Lazelle was severel}- wounded through

both lungs, but kept the field until he extricated his command.
Lieut. Alfred Gibbs, Alounted Rifles, was severel}- wounded

with a lance in a skirmish with Apache Indians near Cooke's

spring, March 8, 1857.

Lieut. William \V. Averill, Mounted Rifles, was severely

wounded duriug a night attack on his camp on the Puerco of

the West, October 8, 1858.

Captain Richard S. Ewell, First Dragoons, who was distin-

guished in a number of aff'airs, was wounded in a skirmish

with Pinal Apaches, December 14, 1S59.

In the above I have onlj' been able to notice a few out of

sevent}' or more engagements fought with loss in killed and

wounded in New IMexico and near its border up to the time

of the civil war.

In the neighboring department of Utah there was much
less trouble, on the whole. The most noteworth}' loss was

the murder of Lieut. John W. Gunnison, topographical engi-

neers, with his entire command, near Sevier Lake in 1853.

The murderers were captured in the following j-ear b}' Lieut.

Colonel Edward J. Steptoe, Third Artiller}-, who turned them

over to Mormon civil authorities, b}' whom the}' were per-

mitted to escape after a farcical trial. The name of Gunni-

son and his work will long survive in the snow-clad peak,

the remarkable caiion, and the mountain torrent which bear

his name.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 36
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THK PLAINS, 1847-1861.

For some reason the great flow of immigration to the

Pacific slope which followed the discovery of gold was not

attended by destructive Indian wars on the Plains. Some-

thing over a dozen skirmishes would cover the cases where

the troops were emploA'ed. By a few determined actions the

Plains Indians were quieted for many 3-ears, until the sur-

vej's and work on the Pacific railways aroused them for a last

stand. During all the time, however, the}' were making

rapid progress in the art of war. When they broke out

again they were better armed and better fighters to a sur-

prising degree, and to find one of their villages was not the

luck of ever}- man who took a summer's ride.

In 1849 Lieut. Charles H. Ogle, First Dragoons, was

wounded with an arrow in a skirmish with Pawnee Indians

near Fort Kearnev, Nebr.

In August, 1853, Lieut. John L. Grattan, with 30 men of

the Sixth Infantry from Fort Laramie, Wyo., rode o\er to the

assembled Sioux camps and told the chief that he had an

order to arrest an Indian who had stolen a Mormon's cow. In

attempting to enforce his order he was killed with everv man.

A crumbling adobe wall in an almost forgotten bend of the

North Platte River recalls the onl}' eflfort to commemorate
the event. History will probabl}' get its judgment from the

words of Thomas H. Benton, in the Senate of the United

States, in which Grattan was cited as a sample of the "school-

house officer and pot-house soldier" sent to treat Indians like

dogs and beasts. Remembering the story of the French
grenadier, who was reported each da}' for a hundred vears as

"dead on the field of honor," we are led to reflect upon the

fate of this young officer of our own country, whose highest

aim in life and death was to do his dut}-.

After the death of Grattan the Indians attacked the post of

Fort Laramie itself, and the commanding officer, Lieut. Hugh
Brady Fleming, Sixth Infantry, was wounded.

In the following year 1,300 cavalry and infantry left Fort

Leavenworth, Kans.,for the purpose of punishing the Indians

for the above attacks. The commander left the post in the
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same frame of mind as chronicled on a previous occasion in

the Florida war, when he blazed his wa}' through the Ever-

glades with prisoners hanging to the trees. " By God," he

remarked, " I am for war—no peace." In a month he reached

the camp of the Indians. Refusing to parley, he drove Little

Thunder, the chief, from his presence with the information

that his warriors had insulted our citizens and murdered our

troops, and that now the}' must fight. Attacking them in

front and rear, he killed S3 of them and destroyed their camp.

In this battle, called "Ash Hollow" or "Bluewater," the cav-

alry was commanded b}- Lieut. Colonel Philip St. George

Cooke, Second Dragoons, and the infantry by Major Albemarle

Cad}-, Sixth Infantry.

The earliest trouble with the Cheyennes occurred in 1855,

when Captain George H. Stuart, First Cavalry, defeated a

band who had attacked a mail party. In the following }-ear

an expedition consisting of six troops of the First Cavalry

marched against them and found them on the Solomon Fork

of the Arkansas. The Indians came up in battle array as if

to make a stand, and the cavalry charged in ancient style

with sabers. The effect was not great so far as casualties

were concerned, but the Indians were dispersed and their

principal camp was destroyed. The moral effect was undoubt-

edly important.

On this occasion Lieut. James E. B. Stuart, First Cavalry,

drew the fire of an Indian just as he was about to shoot Lieut.

David S. Stanlev, of the same regiment, and was himself

wounded. Lieut. George D. Bayard, First Cavalry, was dan-

gerously wounded in the face by an arrow during a skirmish

with Kiowas near Bents Fort, Colo., while on Major John

Sedgewick's expedition to the upper Arkansas in i860. In

these actions no men were more conspicuous than Horace

Randall, First Dragoons, and Isaiah N. Moore, of the Rifles.

Both of them died earlv in the civil war.

THE PACIFIC SLOPE, 1847-1861.

On the Pacific slope the Indians were a cruel, craven, and

degraded lot, and no high standard was set up so far as faith

and mercy are concerned by the white settlers. As the
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Indians were not confined to reservations prior to 1857, the

whites naturally took the best land in sight, thus placing

their claims in opposition to those of the Indians, who also

subsisted largelj- b}- agriculture. Several bands of white

men, calling themselves volunteers, whose real purpose was

plunder and murder, kept up a state of terror and com-

mitted many black crimes. Upon the Ami}' fell the unworthy

task of punishing the Indians for their faults, while the

white miscreants hid beneath the giant's robe of American

citizenship, like the paltry thieves they were.

Governor Isaac I. Stevens made man}' treaties with the

Indians of the Northwest, and in 1S57 a tract as large as

New England with Indiana added, was nominallv ceded to

the Government, at an average price of 4 cents per acre.

The Indians were gradually concentrated b}- force and

persuasion, but it was years before the treaties were finally

carried out. Stevens's policy has had many critics, and a

general of the Army has characterized him as a fatal blun-

derer. He simply followed the well-defined policy- of the

Government and does not deserve such harsh judgment.

During the period now under consideration there were

about 50 engagements between the troops and the Indians,

divided in almost equal proportion between California,

Oregon, and Washington.

In 1 851 Brevet Captain James Stewart, of the Mounted Rifles,

was mortally wounded in a skirmish with Rogue River

Indians in southern Oregon. He was a celebrated trooper

in his day and will long be a tradition in the old Rifles.

In 1853 Captain Bradford R. Alden, Fourth Infantry, with

ten of his men and some citizens, was engaged in a skirmish

with Rogue River Indians. He was dangerousl}- wounded
while charging at the head of his men. The wound led to

his resignation in a short time and he never recovered.

In 1856 an expedition commanded by Lieut. Colonel R. C.

Buchanan, Fourth Infantry, consisting of one troop of the

First Dragoons, two batteries of the Third Artillerj', and four

companies of the Fourth Infantry, defeated the Rogue River

Indians and forced them onto their reservation. During this

campaign Captain A. J. Smith, First Dragoons, with 90 men of
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Troop C, was caught at the Big Bend of Rogue River by a

large force of Indians, and was held there for thirty-six

hours, part of the time without water. He was relieved by
Captain Christopher C. Augur, Fourth Infantr}-, ])ut not until

he had lost about one-third of his troop in killed and wounded.

A war between the Yakinias and the Klictitats was con-

ducted by Brevet Major Gabriel R. Rains, Seventh Infantry,

and Colonel George Wright brought it to a conclusion. The
most serious incident of this war was the engagement at

Simcoe Valley, Oregon, in which a detachment of 100 men of

the Fourth Infantrj' was forced to retreat with a loss of

nearly one-fourth of the command.

In May, 1858, Lieutenant-Colonel Steptoe, with a command
of three troops of the First Dragoons and one company- of the

Ninth Infantry (159 men in all), while on a scout to arrest

some depredators, was surrounded and attacked by an over-

whelming force of Spokanes, Pelouses, CcEur d'Alenes, Yak-
inias, and smaller tribes. The commanding officer concluded

to retrace his steps and assigned the diity of flanking the

column to Brevet Captain Oliver H. P. Taj-lor and Lieut. Wil-

liam P. Gaston, First Dragoons. Both of these fine officers

were killed. Taylor had already distinguished himself on a

number of occasions, while Gaston had onlj- recentlv joined.

The command made a night march of 75 miles, and owed its

escape largely to the Nez Perce Indians at the Snake River,

where the pursuit was stopped and the troops assisted across.

A punitive expedition was then organized by Colonel George

Wright, Ninth Infantry', in September. The Indians were

completely routed in three engagements, great herds of their

horses were captured and shot, their winter stores of pro-

visions were burned. It was at the outset of this expedition,

at the Cascades of the Columbia, that Philip Henry Sheridan,

then a subaltern of the Fourth Infantry, first won his spurs

and was specially mentioned in orders. Wright had shown
energy and ability in the Florida and Mexican wars and three

years before in this same field of operations. His services in

keeping California in the Union and his death at sea while

actively on dut}^ are a part of another story.
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Part of the Spokane expedition just noticed consisted of a

side scout hy Major Robert S. Garnett, Ninth Infantry, which

resulted in the capture and execution of some of the murder-

ers of the white miners. A hostile camp was charged at 3

o'clock in the morning on August 15, 1S5S, in which Lieut.

Jesse K. Allen, Ninth Infantry, was killed.

On September 26, 1849, Captain William H. Warner, Topo-

graphical Engineers, was killed in the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tains while making explorations of mountain passes for rail-

road purposes. He had been distinguished (and wounded) in

Kearne3''s expedition in the Mexican war. His body was

found pierced with nine arrows. The Warner Range was

named in his memor}-. Captain Nathaniel Lyon, Second

Infantry, in 1S50, made an expedition to Clear Lake and

Russian River in search of the perpetrators of the deed. He
made a terrible example of them, killing several hundreds.

An expedition against the Pitt River Indians of northern

California was made in iS5ob3' Lieut. George Crook, Fourth

Infantry. He engaged them three times and thoroughl}'

defeated them. In one of the skirmishes Crook was wounded

with an arrowhead which pierced his side and was never

extracted.

In 1855-1858 the Indians in the Puget Sound district went

on the warpath and were subdued b}' troops under Lieut.

Colonel Silas Casey, Ninth Infantry. Lieut. W. A. Slaughter,

Fourth Infantry, was killed in an attack on his camp at

Brannan's Prairie, December 4, 1855. Lieut. August V.

Kautz, Fourth Infantry, was wounded at Brannan's Prairie,

and was again wounded a few months later on the White
River. Lieut. Horatio Gates Gibson, Third Artillery, was

severely wounded at Hungry Hill, October 31, 1855.

Lieut. Edmund Russell, Fourth Infantr}-, was killed in a

skirmish with Indians near Redbluffs, Cal., on March 24,

1853. He had already been wounded and brevetted in the

Mexican war.

In Jul}', 1859, some depredations were committed by Kla-

math Indians in northern California, which were settled by
the Klamath chief bringing in the heads of three of the

culprits and promising to get the others. As this event is
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noticed in the report of the Secretarj' of War for that year

with apparent approval, it nia}- be taken as a satisfactory

way of settling such an affair in those days.

civil, WAR PERIOD.

The war with Indians which reached the greatest propor-

tions, caused the most terror and destruction, and called forth

the greatest exhibition of strength on both sides was the war
with the Sisseton vSioux of Minnesota, which involved all the

tribes of the great Sioux Nation. In this war the frontier of

Minnesota was depopulated, large towns and villages and
abandoned, property and crops of 50,000 people destroyed.

In Minnesota alone between 500 and 800 white people were

killed and hundreds of women and children were in captivit}-.

W^e have seen how Grattan with his small part\- had been

overwhelmed, and how Ash Hollow had been followed b}- a

peace with the Sioux at Fort Pierre, on the upper Mis.souri,

in the early fifties. In the spring of 1S57 the fire broke out

in a new spot. Captain Bernard E. Bee, Tenth Infantry,

then reported troubles in the vicinity of Spirit Lake, Minn.
It started with the killing of a dog, but before it ended many
white people were massacred and a small band of Indians

were killed and scattered. At the Sisseton Agenc}' a situation

of great excitement and danger was quieted by the prompt
arrival of Brevet Major T. W. Sherman, with his battery of

the Third Artillery. The major was credited in orders from

the headqiuirters of the Army with "preserving the country-

from a war with the tribes of the Sioux Nation." How great

that service was ma}' be appreciated by a study of later events

during the great civil war.

The Sioux occupied the immense countrj' of the two Dakota

States, but ranged far beyond their boundaries. Major-

General John Pope commanded the district involved, with

his headquarters at St. Paul, and he proclaimed a policy of

extermination and directed his subordidates not to treat them
as a people with ^\•l^om treaties or compromises could be made.

A number of campaigns were made in which the Indians

were defeated with great loss and sufTeriug. They sub-
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mitted with deep Immility, and gave up their leaders to be

tried by military commissions, and the war was supposed to

be finished. Three hundred were condemned to death, and

when President Lincoln asked which were the most guilty

General Pope replied that the onl}' distinction between the

culprits was as to which murdered the most people and

ravished the most young girls.

The warm-hearted President had just been nagged into

asking a pestiferous peace patriot if he expected that a war

should be prosecuted "with elder stalk squirts charged with

rose water." He could not, however, make up his mind to

such a large killing as this, and it was with much delay and

reluctance that he finally ordered the execution of 38; and

this was the result of that cold-blooded extermination. It

may fairl}^ be said that the result was not valuable as a

warning or instructive as an example. General Pope's

protest that it would have an exceedingly bad effect was

justified by the prompt renewal of hostilities on the coming

of grass and buffalo in the next spring.

In 1 85 7 Captain Alfred Sully had commanded one of the

companies of the Second Infantry at Fort Ridgele}-, and

had subsequentl}- moved to the Yellow Medicine Agency to

reenforce Sherman. In 1S63, as a brigadier-general of vol-

unteers, he commanded an expedition of about 700 cavalr}'

against these Indians in Dakota Territory. He defeated

them at White Stone Hill with a loss of 100 warriors, and

destroyed their camp of 300 lodges with their winter supply

of meat. This was a heavy loss to the Indians and induced

them to beg for peace.

In 1864 the war broke out with greater violence than ever.

Sully was again in the field with 2,200 cavalry and 4 moun-
tain howitzers. At the Tahkahhakully Mountains, at the

head of Heart River, North Dakota, he attacked the largest

body of Indians ever collected on the continent and inflicted

the greatest disaster. On July 28 he came upon their camp
of 1,400 lodges, with between 5,000 and 6,000 warriors. The
country was wooded and much cut up with rugged hills and

impassable ravines. After an hour's talk with some of their

chiefs, he moved against them, and they were forced to abandon
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cheir camps, with robes, lodges, utensils, and winter supply

of provisions. The work of destroying the camp was in itself

a large task. The Indians scattered, leaving 125 dead war-

riors. The troops lost 15 killed. The Indians were armed

with shotguns, and bows and arrows.

In August General Sull}- again encountered the Sioux, in

the Bad Lands of North Dakota, and again killed about 100.

These defeats inflicted immense suffering upon the Sioux of

that region. Several of the most powerful bands never recov-

ered their prestige. Sully was made a brevet brigadier-gen-

eral in the Regular Army for gallant and meritorious services

against the Indians in the Northwest.

During the civil war there were many outbreaks on the

Pacific coast. The troops were for the most part volunteers,

and few West Point men were on the ground. General George

Wright continued to be the most prominent military personage

in that region until he was drowned in the wreck of the

Brother Jojtathan^ J^ily 3°, 1865. General Benjamin Alvord

was commanding in Washington and Oregon.

On May 29 Assistant Inspector-General Nelson H. Davis,

while looking for a site for a post, with an escort of 100 men,

attacked some hostile Apache rancherias on Mescal Moun-
tains, Arizona, and killed 49. For this action he received

the brevet of colonel.

LATER CAMPAIGNS ON THE PACIFIC.

In the winter of 1867-6S General George Crook undertook

a campaign against the Pitt River Indians, whom he had such

good cause to remember on a previous occasion back in the

fifties. He was completely successful after a winter cam-

paign of great hardship in northern California and southern

Oregon.

The Modoc war in southern Oregon in 1873 was not long

and brought few combatants in the field, but it cost a half

million dollars and about 120 officers and men in killed and

wounded. The strong position of the enemy in the lava beds

or pedregal added immensely to the resisting power of the

Modocs and multiplied the labors of the troops. The Indians
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under Captain Jack finally abandoned the lava beds and sur-

rendered to Captain H. C. Hasbrouck, Fourth Artillery.

Brigadier-General Edward R. S. Canby, commanding the

department, had been opposed to the use of troops in the first

place, and when he wanted to use them he was again overruled.

Having been ordered to aid the peace commissioners, he was

murdered in a conference to which he went, in spite of warn-

ing from those who knew the intentions of the Indians,

refusing to be armed or to secure his safety by the easj'

method of deceiving the Indians. There is no doubt that

General Canby, as he walked at the head of the peacemakers

on that fatal day, had said farewell to life and was giving

himself as a victim to his high sense of duty. He was suc-

ceeded b}^ Brigadier-General Jeff. C. Davis, who carried the

campaign to a conclusion, caiight, tried, and hung the

murderers.

Among the killed was Lieut. Arthur Cranston, Fourth

Artillery-, who in the midst of the defeat of April 23 took five

men and volunteered to clear a ridge near the command.

The party were all killed, and the position of their bodies

when found showed that they had fallen in trj-ing to accom-

plish their task.

Lieut. George M. Harris, Fourth Artillery', \\as killed on

the same day.

In 1877 the war with the Nez Perces, starting in western

Idaho and ending in Montana, near the British line, employed

all the available troops of three large departments for some
months. The Indians under Joseph made a desperate attempt

to reach the camp of Sitting Bull in the British possessions,

and nearly succeeded. From start to finish with all the loops

and fighting returns, they must have traveled more than

2,000 miles in sevent3--five days. They fought eleven times

and inflicted heav}- losses. The}' crossed an unfordable

stream in the presence of an eneni}-; surprised and driven out

of their camp, they made a vicious return, recovered mucli

that they lost and buried most of their dead; stopped on a

mountain trail they resorted to diplomacy and won ; they got

out of the Yellowstone Park by a ver}- prett}- piece of strateg}-;

at the last almost all the fighting men got away, while Joseph
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surrendered little more than the wounded and women and

children. Three regiments of cavalr}- and a half dozen regi-

ments of infantr}- and artillery were engaged with the Nez

Perces. Considering that the Indian chief had his old men
and women and children with him, that he had no supplies of

rations or ammunition, no telegraph and no hospitals, there

is food for thought in this Nez Perce war which should save

it from being lost among the forgotten annals of conquered

tribes.

At Craig's Mountain, Idaho, Lieut. Sevier M. Rains, First

Cavalry, commanding an advance guard of 12 men, was killed

with all his men. And so no more of Rains, pugnacious,

great-hearted Rains; but then it is inevitable in our profes-

sion, unlike all others, that the fittest have the least chance

to survive. The department commander says this of Rains:

This young officer was of the same mold as the famous Winterfield

of history, who was killed in just such fashion under Frederick the

Great—prompt, loyal, able, without fear and without reproach. Fred-

erick lost manj- brave leaders, but only one Winterfield; we, but one

Rains.

A few days later General O. O. Howard fought the Indians

on the Clearwater. Lieut. Charles A. Williams, Twenty-

first Infantrv, was severely wounded.

At the Big Hole Pass, Mont., General John Gibbon, with 149

oflficers and mfen of the Seventh Infantry and some civilians

grappled with the enemy, but they shook themselves free

and left him prett_v badly u.sed up, with a loss of 69 killed

and wounded. Gibbon is an example of the fortune of war

in our country. A few 3-ears before, in three of the greatest

battles in recorded historj', he had successivel}' commanded
the brigade, the division, and then the ami}- corps which

had stood up to the greatest percentage of loss in killed and

wounded known in battle. Now after tliirty ^year's service, a

colonel of the line, he was fighting with a rifle in his hands,

like a prixate soldier, at tlie head of less than 200 men.

Gibbon was wounded, and his adjutant, Lieut. Charles A.

Woodruff, who had already- stopped more than his share of

bullets in the civil war, was hit three times. The horses of

both men were wounded, and one horse was also eaten.
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Escaping from the National Park, the Indians were fought

by General Samuel D. Sturgis, with the Seventh Cavalry, but

they could not be held though in great distress. Yet a while

longer and Joseph was run down by another command. Gen-

eral Howard still following. During the negotiations for the

surrender Lieut. Lovell H. Jerome, Second Cavalry, rode

alone into the Indian camp, and was made a prisoner and

held until the return of Joseph. In the action preceding the

surrender nearlv 50 per cent of the cavalr}- engaged were

killed and wounded. Lieut. Edward S. Godfrey, Seventh

Cavalrv, was severely woi:nded.

ARIZOX.\ AND NEW MEXICO.

Arizona had been a battle ground for many a day when
the troops of the United States first raised their flag during

the Mexican war. }klangas Colorado and all his breed,

Cochise, and man}- other great marauders kept things hot.

During the civil war the Territorj' was claimed by both fac-

tions, the common policy of both being to kill off as man}'

Indian men as possible. One prominent official was enthu-

siasticalh' in favor of selling the women and children into

slavery as an additional means of civilizing the natives. His

scheme was pronounced to be an infamous crime b)^ Mr.

Jefferson Davis, who would not permit it. The head tax was

a source of revenue to adventurous white men on both sides

of the line until some one was caught turning in a Mexican

for an Indian scalp.

Manv disasters fell to the Indians, as they were poorly

armed and could accumulate no supplies of food. In the

nine years immediately following the civil war there is a rec-

ord of about 1,500 Apaches killed in Arizona on our side of

the line, and probably that average had been kept up for

man}- years before. On the INIexican side a large number of

troops were kept in the field, and we know that they also did

some harm to the Apaches, although Geronimo claimed that

he never wasted cartridges on them, but killed them with

rocks. There was never anv sign of discouragement on the

part of the Indians or a moment when they w^re not eager

for the fray.
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Until the arrival of General George Crook, lieutenant-colonel

of infantry, they had never been subdued. An ancient civiliza-

tion seemed to have been wiped out by their ancestors, and

even now a great tract of country which had recently been

well populated was ruined b}' their raids. Crook was an old

hand at Indian management. He grasped the question with

a broader view and deeper thought than anv man before or

since. His methods were simple. A Dyak of Borneo would

not be more inflexible in his punishment, no Prince of

Peace could have more patientl}- examined all their com-

plaints or treated them more honestly and squarely. Uncon-

scious of danger, unmindful of treachery, never misled by
deceit, not disturbed bv failure, the strongest of them found

their wills bend to his. He discovered the possibilities of

Indians as soldiers and scouts against their own people, and

he was never betrayed.

A few months after the first campaign 2,500 hostiles

acknowledged themselves beaten and went to work on their

reservations to make a living for themselves, and he had them
raising good crops of grain in a short time. It was a won-

derful sight, for the}' were warriors from immemorial tradition

and \ery well satisfied with themselves in that line. As well

might we expect to see a brace of tigers hitched to a bull cart

as one of these fellows hoeing corn, but the experiment was

working perfectly when the Indians were returned to the

Indian Department. The pacification of the Territor^ was

then complete, except in the case of the Chiricahuas, who
were especiallv exempted from the General's jurisdiction.

General Crook went to another department, and in about

ten 3'ears returned again to find the Chiricahuas in Old
Mexico and the balance of the Indians on the verge of an

outbreak. Proceeding almost alone among the disaffected

tribes he quieted their complaints and enlisted about 200 for

a campaign against the Chiricahuas. He then marched 900
miles into the heart of the Sierra IMadre Mountains of Old

Mexico and forced the surrender of the hostiles. His fair-

ness in pacifying the agencies brought a great storm of

abuse upon him and proved the insincerit}' of much of the

talk about civilizing the Indian. After discovering that he
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could accomplish nothing in the face of the opposition and

weak support he was receiving he asked to be relieved.

The record of the Army in Arizona fills man}- volumes,

but we can notice a few events only. Nearh* every regiment

of cavalry made its trail there. A single regiment in one

short tour fought a hundred engagements and killed several

hundred Indians; one of the officers being in a dozen skir-

mishes in a year and a half. Another regiment marched

1 ,000 miles for each one of its nine years of service there.

Lieut. Franklin Yeaton, Third Cavalry', received his death

wound in an action in Sanguinaria Canyon in 1870.

Lieut. Reid T. Stewart, Fifth Cavalry, while alone with

one man hurrying to obey an order, pushed ahead of his

escort and was ambushed by a part}- of Apaches in David-

sons Canvon in 1872. His body was found lying in the road

pierced with six bullets.

Lieut. Jacob Almy, Fifth Cavalry, having served in the

civil war before he was a Cadet and in many Indian fights

since, was in command at San Carlos Agency on the morning

of May 27, 1873. He had detailed a guard to arrest an Indian

who had assaulted the agent, but seeing that the man had

not been found he joined in the search himself. This pro-

ceeding caused great excitement, the Indians began to handle

their arms, and it was plain that trouble was near. Almy,

however, knew that any sign of weakness on his part would

be bad policy, so he went right ahead, quietly and boldly con-

tinuing his search, as if nothing unusual was occurring

among the Indians, until he was shot dead in their midst by
one braver than the rest, as a signal for revolt.

Fourteen years later Lieut. Seward Mott, Tenth Cavalry,

was mortally wounded at the same place in much the same

way.

Ivieut. Charles King, Fifth Cavalry, was seriousl}- wounded
at Sunset Pass, 1S74.

Lieut. J. Hansell French, Ninth Cavalry, was killed in the

San Mateo Mountains, New Mexico, during the pursuit of

Victorio's band in 1880.

In August, 1881, at Cibicu Creek, General Eugene A.

Carr, with two troops of the Sixth Cavalry and one of scouts,
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arrested a medicine man who was inciting tronble. The
scouts here turned on the troops and there was a severe

fight, ending in the defeat of the scouts and their allies.

This is the onl^' instance we have of treason of the kind.

At Big Dry Wash of Chevelons Fork, in 1882, Major

Andrew W. Evans, with a command of the Third and Sixth

Cavalry Regiments, had a successful fight with Indians.

Lieuts. George H. Morgan and George L. Converse, Third

Cavalry, were severely wounded. Evans was brevetted brig-

adier-general, and a number of other officers in both of these

affairs received brevets and medals of honor. Sixteen Indians

were killed, and the loss of the troops was more severe than

usual.

In 1885 Lieut. George R. Burnett, Ninth Cavalrj-, was

twice wounded in an action at Cuchillo Negro, N. Mex. He
received a medal of honor for distinguished gallantr}' in sav-

ing a wounded man on the same occasion.

In 1885 Lieut. De Rose}- C. Cabell, Eight Cavalry-, was

wounded in an attack on his troop by Chiricahua Apaches.

Among the conspicuous individual acts of this period was

that of Lieut. Charles B. Gatewood, Sixth Cavalry, in riding

alone into Geronimo's hostile camp and calling on him to

surrender. He might as well have poked up a wild bee's

nest and expected not to be stung as to hope to come out

alive, but he did so, strange to relate, with every chance

against him. It was only one of man}' great performances

by Gatewood; but he never had a brevet or medal of honor,

and died a lieutenant on the retired list after nearly twenty

years' service.

Lieut. Powhatan H. Clarke, Tenth Cavalry, distinguished

himself by saving the life of a wounded man in one of the

engagements with Geronimo.

THE PLAINS, 1866-1S76.

The rapid settlement of the tract formerl}- known as the

"Great American Desert" and- the energetic construction of

the Pacific railroads in the 3'ears immediately following the

civil war brought the Indians of the Plains to realize the
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logical result. Without concert of action or definite purpose,

they rallied desperately—Sioux, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa,

and Comanche—to a last defense of their hunting grounds.

They were encouraged by the scarcity of troops and the lack

of energy in militar}- affairs during the civil war, when all

the efforts of the Government were directed into other fields.

On the plains the military posts were garrisoned b}- cavalry

and infantrv. Due to the casualties of the great war and to

staff details, a great change had taken place in the roster of the

regiments. The list of officers seldom contained the name of a

graduate below the grade of field officer. In the higher grades

there were a number of graduates, taken from the long list of

generals of the ci\-il war. Merritt, from the command of a

cavalry corps, and Custer, from a division, were serving as

lieutenant-colonels. In the ten years immediately following

the war the service on the plains was as hard as an 3- in our his-

tory; but large commands were seldom formed and most of the

work was performed by small detachments, in which, as we have
seen, West Pointers cut no figure. There were 20 officers

killed on the plains in those 3'ears, but the Little Big Horn
and Custer at the head of the list furnish the first casualties

to occur among the graduates.

In the countr\' north of the Platte the Army was well nigh

overmatched \>\ the Sioux under Red Cloud, and the posts on

the Oregon trail were abandoned. In the Department of the

Missouri hundreds of depredations had been committed and

the Ami}' was called on for action. Generals Sheridan and

Hancock, fresh from the great war, now found full scope for

their talents in an entirelv new field and took active com-

mand. Sand Creek and Fort Phil. Kearne^• had given both

white man and Indian a fair excuse and a deep thirst for

revenge.

To neutralize the pernicious skill of the Indian in the sum-

mer it was necessary to attack him at home when the cold

forced him to seek shelter and when the starved condition of

his ponies limited his activity. General Sheridan at once

seized upon this solution and carried it out with his usual

energ}-. A winter campaign was decided upon, in which the
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troops were to undergo all the hardships which the Indians

themselves were trj-ing to avoid by keeping quiet.

General George A. Custer, with the Seventh Cavalry-, Gen-

eral Eugene A. Carr, with the Fifth Cavalry, and Colonel

Andrew ^\^ Evans, with the Third Cavalry-, were designated

to round up the hostiles in Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, and

Indian Territor}-.

Evans struck the Comanches on Christmas da}-, 1868, at

Ellen Creek, Indian Territory-, killed 25 and destroyed their

camp. Carr, after capturing and destro3-ing a camp at Beaver

Creek, Kans., finally ran down Tall Bull's band of Che^-ennes

at Summit Springs, Colo., in the spring of 1S69. The troops

marched 150 miles in three days, outmarched the Indians,

passed their flank, and struck them in rear. The chief and

80 of his warriors were killed.

At about Thanksgiving da}- in 1868, Custer surprised a

Cheyenne village on the Washita River in Indian Territory,

killed Black Kettle, the chief, and more than 100 warriors,

destroyed the camp with its contents and shot more than 800

ponies. The loss of the troops was 35 officers and men, killed

and wounded. Among the latter was Lieut. T. J. March,

Seventh Cavalry.

After the action it was found that much bigger game had

been flushed than had been expected. For 12 miles along

the river were the winter camps of Kiowas, Comanches,

Arapahoes, and Cheyennes, comprising about all the hostiles

of the Indian Territories. Custer thought it advisable to go

no further at that time, so he returned to Camp Supply.

Leaving again in a short time he continued his operations

throughout the winter, with the result of bringing in the

balance of the hostiles. Several times he had the enemy at

his mercy and would have been fully justified in attacking,

but he choose the opposite course at a much greater personal

risk to himself. He was largely influenced in his resort to

peaceful methods by a knowledge that there were some white

women held as prisoners in the Indian camps who would

ha\-e been killed at the first sign of an attack.

The result of all these operations planned b}- General

Sheridan was that .some 12,000 Indians left the war path and

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol 1 37
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went to live o\\ their reservations. Hostilities were practi-

call}- brought to an end in three or four great States.

The report of General Sheridan for 1868 svims up the Indian

question in characteristic style. It sa3-s

:

The present sy.stem of dealing with tlie Indians, I think, is an error.

There are too nianj^ fingers in the pie, too man\' ends to be subsen'ed,

and too nuich money to be made; and it is in the interest of the nation

and of humanity to put an end to this inhuman farce. The Peace Com-

mission, the Indian Department, the military, and the Indian make a

balky team. The public treasury is depleted and innocent people plim-

dered in this quadrangular arrangement, in which the treasury and the

unarmed settlers are the greatest sufferers. * * *

The Army has nothing to gain by war with the Indians ; on the con-

trary, it has everything to lose. In such a war it suffers all the hard-

ship and privation, exposed as it is to the charge of assassination if

the Indians are killed, to the charge of inefficiency if they are not; to

misrepresentation by the agents who fatten on the phnider of Indians,

and misunderstood by worthy people at a distance who are deceived by

these agents.

In January, 1870, Major E. C. Baker, with four troops of the

Second Cavalr}-, left Fort Ellis, Mont., to punish some bands

of Blackfeet who had been marked down for punishment.

He struck their camp on the Las IVIarias River and killed

173 of them and captured others, with all their property.

Much obloquy was heaped upon the troops because a number
of women and children were killed at the time. The facts

were much obscured b}- the event being made to serve the

purposes of a political attack on General Sheridan. General

Winfield S. Hancock commanded the department and sus-

tained the troops. The campaign was made in weather

when the thermometer registered 40° below zero. No fur-

ther offenses have been charged to these Indians.

To the next six years and 150 engagements on the plains

we can only give a brief notice. This will take tis up to the

beginning of the ^-ear 1876. It was a season of peace com-

pared with former and later years, and much work was done

by the commands of Neill, Baker, Mackenzie, Custer, David-

son, and Stanley. In truth, the southern Indians were under

the influence of their defeats and sufferings, while in the north

Red Cloud had now become our friend, the Oregon trail had
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been abandoned b}- our garrisons, and the Black Hills had

not yet strongly excited onr roving population to dig for gold.

One of the brilliant actions of this period was fought by

Lieut. Austin Henel}-, Sixth Cavalr}', at Sappa Creek, Kansas.

Henel}' deserves more than a word in the annals of the IMilitary

Acadeni}-. He showed the best qualities of a soldier on a

number of occasions, and died too soon to reap the harvest

sown b}- his high ambition. He was drowned in a mountain

torrent in Arizona, along with his friend and classmate," Tony "

Rucker, who was trying to save him. The gallant example

and tragic fate of these two noble youths will long be a tradi-

tion in the Army, as well as among the frontier population of

Arizona.

General Ranald S. Mackenzie, Fourth Cavalr\-, was

wounded on the Freshwater Fork of the Brazos in Te.xas in

the 3-ear 1S71.

Lieut. Charles Braden, Seventh Cavalry, during the Yellow-

stone expedition of 1873, received a severe wound, which caused

his retirement from active service.

THE ri,.\iNS, 1876-1891.

On February 7, 1S76, authority was received to proceed

against the non-agency Indians of the plains, principall}- rep-

resented by the small bands of Sitting Bull and Crazy

Horse. Neither of them was supposed to be of great impor-

tance. Sitting Bull was accredited with 30 or 40 lodges,

Crazy Horse with 100 to 200 warriors; but to accept these

figures it was unfortunately necessary to take the statements

of the civilian agents of the Interior Department, who had

full charge of the Indians and who persistently declared that

they kept track of their wards. The Ami}' was expecting to

have a rather easy time of it. As a matter of fact over

28,000 Indians were absent from their agencies.

General George Crook, having fought every tribe of Indians

on the Pacific coast, was in command of the Department of

the Platte, the northern line of which ran through the mid-

dle of the buffalo countrv claimed by the Sioux, Cheyenne
and Arapaho. On March i the general headed an expe-

dition from Fort Fetterniaii, Wvo., into the Powder River
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country. On Marcli i 7 a detachment of this command under

Colonel J. J. Reynolds, Third Cavalr\-, captured and destroyed

Cra/.y Horse's village of 105 lodges near the month of the

Little Powder River in Montana. The command was march-

ing and fighting for thirt}--six hours, and most of the officers

and men were frost-bitten. The limit of endurance was

nearl}' reached, and the pony herd got awaj-, which furnished

man\- people with an excuse for forgetting whatever good

service the command performed.

This Craz}^ Horse was a prett}' big Indian. A few years

before, while looking for a chance to show what sort of stuff

he was made of, he walked into Fort Laramie and killed

a soldier on the parade ground. That gave him a good

start, and now great numbers of the j'oung bloods from the

agencies gathered about him and Sitting Bitll. The fre-

quent military expeditions into the Black Hills and the rush

of miners into the same region gave them fair warning that

they would soon have to fight for their hunting grounds.

The loss of his village was a heavy blow to Craz}^ Horse,

but he came up smiling again in a few months.

The Army made rather unusual preparations, cliiefl}- due

to the fact that the troubled district was within the domain

of two military' departments, neither of which desired to be

outpointed by the other in the approaching campaign. No
one dreamed that owing to the anomalous polic}' of our

Government we were ignorantly going to fight two-thirds of

our bacon-picking Sioux, Chej-enne, and Arapaho, who were

confidentl}^ reported as drawing their regular rations at the

various agencies provided for that purpose.

In the spring three columns took to the field, one of which

was commanded bv General George Crook, another b}- General

John Gibbon; General George A. Custer and the Seventh

Cavalry was with the third column.

On June 17 Crook, with 1,000 men, had a fight with Craz-\-

Horse on Rosebud Creek and got a little the worst of it.

Much to his chagrin the general found himself confronted

b}' a superior force, who Avere not backward in offering him
battle. Their village was onl}' 8 or 10 miles awa}', but he
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could not take it, and found it best to withdraw and wait for

more men.

Captain Guy V. Henry, Third Cavalry, was shot through

the head, receiving a very bad woi:nd, which troubled him
as long as he lived.

A week later Custer, at the head of five troops of the

Seventh Cavalr\-, consumed with an overmastering fear lest

a single Indian should escape, rode gaily at the combined

force of Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull, encamped on the

Little Big Horn. It was a great deed of arms, and will not

be forgotten as long as our race continues to be inspired by

acts of honor and dut}'.

With Cnster were killed Lieut. James E. Porter, Seventh

Cavalr}-; Lieut. H. AI. Harrington, Seventh Cavalr}-; Lieut.

John G. Sturgis, Seventh Cavalry.

Of the manner of their death not a thing is known be3'ond

the story of the field itself. The skirmish lines were well

kept and each officer and man seems to have stood well up to

his work. Meanwhile, a couple of miles away, the balance of

the regiment, under Major Marcus A. Reno, was having a hard

struggle to escape the same fate. In the action of this com-

mand, Lieut. Benjamin H. Hodg.son was killed and Lieut.

Charles A. Varnum was wounded. A few da^-s later Lieut.

Frederick W. Sibley, Second Cavalry, with 25 men on a

reconnoissance from Crook's camp, had a narrow escape from

being massacred with his entire force.

These events caused strenuous measures to be taken.

General Sheridan, by stripping every post from Manitoba to

Texas, put 3,500 men in the field. The Ami}' was placed in

charge of the Indian agencies and soon made the discovery

that 28,000 Indians were absent without leave. Troops of

cavalry were filled up to 100 men by enlisting raw recruits,

who were rushed to the front. They were dubbed "Custer

Avengers" and perhaps it was fortunate that they were not

required at once on the .skirmish line.

The Indians found it impossible to keep together in large

bodies and broke up into smaller bands. As Craz}- Horse

went south toward the Black Hills—the Pah sap pa of the

savages, the mysterious land of gold which caused all the
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trouble—Crook struck after him, although it was necessary

to go 200 miles on two and a half days' bacon and hard-tack.

In the march some troops lost nearly all their horses, many

of which had to be butchered for food, and the command was

in about as bad shape as possible without going to pieces,

when an advanced party of 150 men of the Third Cavalry

under Colonel Anson Mills ran upon Roman Nose's village of

40 lodges at Slim Buttes on September 14. A fortunate cap-

ture of ponies and putrid dried buffalo eked out the food for a

few da5's. Crazy Horse was near at hand and came up in

royal style, but, after some lively skirmishing and several

attempts to run off the herds, he drew off. It was on this

day that Lieut. Frederick Schwatka, Third Cavalry, with 25

men, coming upon the village in the dim light of the earh*

da}', not knowing but that, like Custer, he was tackling the

entire Sioux Nation, and rather thinking that he was, yet

went ahead and made his charge.

On November 16 Crook again left Fetterman on his third

campaign of the 3-ear with a fresh command. On the 24th a

detachment under General Ranald S. Mackenzie, Fourth Cav-

alry, struck Dull Knife's village of Che3-ennes on the North

Fork of the Powder River in Wyoming. A large village was

destroved and a herd of ponies was captured. The suffering

of the Indians was terrible; large numbers of them froze to

death in the mountains. Lieut. John A. McKinne}-, Fourth

Cavalr}', was killed. He was a brilliant 3-oung officer, hand-

some, popular, full of ambition, with everj-thing in his favor

except luck, if it be not luck to stop a bullet at the head of a

charging troop and to leave a name as one who learned his

lesson well.

Through these campaigns we can not fail to be struck by

the magnanimity of General Crook, on two occasions, in

giving first to Rej-nolds, and then to Mackenzie, the chance

to get all the credit of the campaign. He did the same in

Arizona.

The Indian agencies now being in the hands of the Army,
the hostiles were deprived of a base of supplies, the buffalo

did not afford a sure or sufficient commissary, and ammuni-
tion could not be manufactured, so that the armies of the
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great chiefs had to break up into small bands, which scattered

for subsistence. IMost of them surrendered at odd times

during the winter and spring. Sitting Bull took his followers

across the border. Craz}' Horse surrendered and was quiet

for a time, but peace did not suit his turbulent spirit and he

met his death at the end of an infantr}- bayonet while resist-

ing arrest at Fort Robinson.

A band of Miniconjou Sioux under Lame Deer, which had

kept out of the general surrender of the hostile bands and

were located near the mouth of Muddy Creek, Montana, were

attacked and defeated on Ma}' 7, 1877. 1^^^ village was taken

with a rush led b}- Lieuts. Edward W. Casey, Twenty-second

Infantr}-, and Lovell H. Jerome, Second Cavalry. The Indians

were driven out of their village, but retired to the bluffs and

made a stand there, -during which Lieut. Alfred AL Fuller,

Second Cavalry, was wounded. Lame Deer and Iron Star,

the principal chiefs, were killed.

A portion of the northern Cheyennes which had surrendered

was sent to the agency of the soutnem Che3'ennes in the

Indian Territory. This was against the earnest protest of

General Crook. The Indians, as usual, objected to leaving

their old homes and said they would rather die than stay there.

It was the same old stor}-, and Dull Knife's band made good

their threat. In 1878 they broke awa}', crossed the State of

Kansas, were captured in Kansas and confined in a barrack

building at Fort Robinson. Finding that the}' were again to

be sent to the Indian Territor}-, the}- knifed their guards on

one cold winter's night and took to the country in snow a foot

deep. This time the balance of them were killed after a

vigorous fight. As they were passing through Kansas they

were attacked by Lieut. Colonel William H. Lewis, Nineteenth

Infantry, on Punished Womans Fork, where Colonel Lewis

was mortall}' wounded.

The Utes of Colorado had been peaceful since a severe

defeat at Puncha Pass in 1855, but in 1S79 they broke out

again, massacred the agency emplo^-ees and the agent, and

made prisoners of the women of their families. Major T. Tip-

ton Thomburgh, Fourth Infantry-, proceeding with three
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troops of the Fifth and Third Cavalry regiments to the

aeencv, was attacked at Milk Creek and killed. About one-

third of the command was killed and wounded, and was

forced to intrench and remain on the defensive, with the loss

of all the horses, until it was relieved by General Merritt.

Captain J. Scott Payne, Fifth Cavalry-, was twice wounded.

Lieut. James \". S. Paddock, Fifth Cavalry, was severely'

wounded. A few days later Lieut. William B. Weir, Ord-

nance Department, was killed while on a reconnoissance

toward Rifle Creek, 20 miles south of the agencj-. It should

not be forgotten that at the time Weir was killed the troops

had been ordered to cease operations and to give the Indian

Department a chance.

In Jul}-, 1881, ]Major D. H. Brotherton, Seventh Infantry,

received the surrender of the last of the hostiles under Sit-

ting Bull. The}- could not sun-ive the extermination of the

buffalo. Sitting Bull lived quietly for about nine years, and

was killed by Indian police during the troubles immediatel}'

preceding the uprising of 1890.

With the surrender of these Indians there ended a period

of fifteen years of conflict on the plains, which was almost

entirel}- in the militarv command of General Philip H. Sheri-

dan, ^lore than 400 skirmishes, combats, and battles had

been fought; more than 1,000 officers and men had been killed

and wounded. The country filled with aggressive settlers, and

the Indians, even the proudest, bravest, and cleanest of them,

became cowed, degraded, and star\'ed. This condition afforded

an opportunity for the "Messiah craze" to take a start, ably

abetted, it is to be feared, b}- educated Indians. The belief

of the Indians that the}- were about to be deli\ered from the

white people by supernatural means was general in 1890.

Onl}- a few, however, were bold enough to openly defy the

authorities. Among the Sioux most of the unruly spirits

gathered into the band of Big Foot, so it was thought advis-

able to disarm them, and an order to that cff^ect was issued.

They escaped from their first captor and after a while fell

into the hands of General James W. Forsyth and the Seventh

Cavalry. In the attempt to disarm the Indians a desperate

conflict occurred, in which 146 Indians were killed and 33
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wounded, as well as 60 officers and men. General Fors3-tli

and his command were at once subjected to the same class

of criticism so freely bestowed after the Little Big Horn dis-

aster, but the best authority was satisfied with the troops and
their handling.

Captain George D. Wallace, Seventh Cavalry, was killed.

Lieut. Ernest A. Garlington, Seventh Cavalr}-, was severely

wounded.

Lieut. John C. Gresham, Seventh Cavalrj', was wounded.
Lieut. H. L. Hawthorne, Second Artillery, was wounded.

A few days later a movement to the Catholic mission, a

dozen miles away, brought on another conflict, in which Lieut.

James D. Alann, vSeventh Cavalry, was mortally wounded.

Lieut. Edward W. Case}-, Twenty-second Infantrv, while

riding toward the hostile camp of Brule vSioux, probabh- with

the intention of emulating the previous exploit of Gatewood
in Geroninio's camp, was killed by a murderous Brule Indian.

The Indian was acquitted on the ground that it was an act of

war, and the fellow was congratulated by an enthusiastic

audience, so we are told. We should like to know what would
happen to an American soldier tried for shooting an enemy
in the back. In the death of Case}- the Indians lost one of

their best friends, who had done much for them and who, b}-

his ability and intelligence, was capable of much more.

SOME INCIDENTS OF SERVICE.

With this account of some of the men and the acts per-

formed during the Indian wars of an hundred years I have

iised up the space allotted to me, and yet I feel as if m\- task

were hardly begun.

A thousand scouts came back, but never flushed their

game. A thousand others tracked their quarrv to the death,

but never raised the performance above the dreary level of

duty well performed. I am throwing into my waste-paper

basket man}- a hard-riding record of this kind. Some of them
are good enough models of frontier service to furnish instruc-

tion if our cavalry ever gets stale and rusty in a long peace.

For instance, turn backward with me across sufficient time

and space to imagine ourselves at a small group of mud
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houses and shanties, called a "fort," on the frontier of Texas

about fifty ^-ears ago, and let us picture this scene which was

one of the casual incidents of army life during much of its

histoT}-. A j-oung second lieutenant, not long out of West
Point, conies riding into the post, followed b}- a few dusty

troopers on jaded horses. The officer's name is Horace

Randal, of the First Dragoons. He makes a brief report to

the commanding officer, and this is what he says:

I marched out of the post on thirty minutes' notice with 20 men,

following a band of Gila Apaches who had stolen some mules. I chased

them 300 miles over mountains and plains, through snow and alkali

dust, riding 80 miles the last day. Our rations gave out, and we ate

the flesh of the sore-backed horses which gave out on the march. For

three days and nights we were without water. I caught the Indians,

fought them, killed several, and recaptured the .stolen stock.

Change Randal's name for another, put in another date,

and go 1,000 miles or more to another point on the wide bor-

der and yoit will see the same thing going on, except that in

summer the report would be varied b}- the tale of deserts

crossed without grass or water either. If the enemy were

fresh at the end you would hear of a hard run over many
miles of rough countr}-, probably of wounded carried for

many days without the attention of a surgeon.

Officers and men became expert in marching as a few

examples will show:

Company A of the Engineer Battalion marched 1,100 miles

en route from F'ort Bridger, Utah, to West Point, N. Y., in

185S. The company made an average of 20 miles per da}-

for two months.

A company of the Twent3--second Infantry marched 63

miles in twenty-nine hours and fifteen minutes dtiring the

Sioux war of 1890-91.

Batter}' B, Second Artillery, marched ^2 miles in twenty-

four hours at the time of Ewell's attack on the .Mescalero on

the Penasco River in 1S55.

One of the best instances of individual horsemanship is

furnished by the performance of Lieut. William P. (Doc.)

Sanders, Second Dragoons, in 1861, just before the civil war.

He left Fort Crittenden, Utah, with one man, in pursuit of
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deserters, and did not stop nntil he reached Los Angeles, Cal.

He canght the deserters, handed them over to the nearest

military post and retnrned, riding the same horse all the way,

1,600 miles in fifty-nine days, over a rongh and dangerons

conntr}-.

In 1880 Captain A. E. (Jug.) Wood, Fourth Cavalry, rode

with 8 men in pursnit of deserters from Fort Reno, Ind. T., to

Arkansas City, Kansas, 140 miles in thirty-one hours. One
horse was in bad condition at the end of the trip, made so b}'

bad riding ; the balance of the horses as well as the men were

all right as soon as the}- got a little sleep and rest, and returned

b}' ordinar}- marches at once to their station.

Lieut. J. E. B. (Jeb. ) Stuart, First Cavalry, on July 11, i860,

with 20 men, rode 26 miles in two hours and a half in pursuit

of the band of Kiowas that wounded Lientenant Ba3'ard. Bear

in mind that Stuart had to take the countr}- as he found it

and that he had an enemy in his front.

In February, 1S60, Brevet Lieut. Colonel Andrew Porter of

the Monnted Rifles, left Fort Craig, N. Mex., in pursuit of a

band of Navaho. On the second day he marched 90 miles with

a detachment of 25 men in eighteen honrs, the last 18 miles at

a hard rnn in which he killed and wounded 16 Indians and

captured their stock. The only thing that was the matter

with Andrew Porter was his failure to get through West Point

after two trials.

In Julv, 1867, General George A. Custer, with 100 men of the

Seventh Cavalry made the distance from P^ort Wallace to Fort

Ha^-s, Kans., 150 miles, in fifty-five hours, including halts.

In the same season, with a larger command, he made 60

miles in fifteen honrs.

In the following j'ear he marched a small detachment So

miles in seventeen hours, every horse completing the march

apparently in as fresh condition as when the march began.

In reaching his last battle ground on the Little Big Horn

he marched the entire regiment 78 miles over very rongh

country in a little more than thirty honrs.

In 1873 General R. S. Mackenzie took a .squadron of the

Fourth Cavalry into old Mexico after Lipan and Kickapoo

Indians, beat them in a sharp fight, and returned across the
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border, making 145 miles in twenty-eight honrs. In 1S74 he

again took his command into Mexico, making there and back

85 miles in fifteen hours.

General Wesley Merritt in 1S79, with four troops of the Fifth

Cavalry, accompanied by a battalion of the Fourth Infantr}-

in wagons nearly all the way, rode 170 miles to the relief of

Thornburgh's command in sixt3'-six and one-half hours. The
command arrived in perfect condition.

Plagues and pestilences sought out the most distant stations

as well as those that were near. Some idea of the terrors of

this kind mav be gathered from the following instances

:

So great was the mortal it3' from cholera in 1832 that a force

of 1 ,500 men in the Northwest were not able to participate in

the Black Hawk war at that time. In 1848 cholera destro}-ed

one-third of the Eighth Infantry- in Texas. The colonel of

the regiment was one of the victims.

The Fourth Infantry, crossing the Isthmus of Panama after

the Mexican war on the way to California, had a similar attack

of cholera.

At Fort Brown, Tex., in 1S5S, Colonel Francis Taylor and 39
out of 78 men died of yellow fever.

At Jackson Barracks, in 1867, there were 374 cases of vel-

low fever and iii deaths out of a mean strength of 3S0 men.

Scurvy and blizzards have been known which left their

mark on every man in the command. The skilled cam-

paigner had to pitch his camp with an e3-e to waterspouts,

bearing in mind frequent disaster from this source.

In November, 1871, two troops of the Second Cavalr3- were

caught in a blizzard, 43° below zero, and 53 men were frost-

bitten and had their extremities frozen.

In the same 3'ear two companies of the Seventh Infantr3-,

from Fort Shaw, Mont., encountered extreme cold weather.

Nearl3' one-half had hands and feet frozen ; lo had amputa-

tions performed.

A remarkable trip was made by Captain R. B. Marc3-, Fifth

Infantry, in the winter of 1857-58. In the Utah expedition

of that time one-half of the artiller3- horses, two-thirds of the

dragoon horses, and a large proportion of the other animals

perished. Marcy was sent to replace them in New Mexico.
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He started with 41) men in the latter part of Xovember and

crossed the Rocky Monntains in the dead of winter at an

elevation of 10,000 feet. At times he had to pnt his men on

their hands and knees to break a trail through the snow. He
got out of rations and lived for many daj-s on the flesh of the

animals which liecame played out. One man died and many
were frozen

; 47 out of 65 head of stock were lost. In five

months he returned, bringing 1,000 head of stock, having

tra\-cled 1,350 miles in 103 marching daA-s.

COXCLUSIOX.

Our Indian wars have nearly all been fought. The oflEicers

and men who fought in them had service in peace as hard as

that in war. The)- took lessons in the school of danger and

sharpened their wits by contact with emergencies which call

forth the highest qualities of the soldier. These qualities

must continue to be available if our country is to be a success.

In Indian wars 5 1 graduates of the Military Academy ha\-e

been killed and 68 have been wounded. If we take credit for

John \\'. S. McNeill, Second Dragoons; John J. Crittenden,

Twenty-second Infantr}-; Hayden Delau}-, Ninth Infantr}',

and others who got their early training at West Point but did

not graduate, the list would be longer. In numbers it does

not approach the loss in a single great battle, but in everj-

other wa}- it should count for man}- Gettysburgs.

To the centnr\- that is beginning our Alma Mater points

with pride to the history of the century that is past, only

asking that in another hundred years the "dust that builds

on dust" will have as good a tale to tell.
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SERVICES OF GRADUATES IN THE WAR OF 1812 AND IN

THE MEXICAN WAR.

By Major WILLIAM A. SHUNK,
Eighth U. S. Cavalry. U. S. Military Academy^ IS79.

I. IX THE WAR OF l8l2.

THE U. S. Militan- Academy began

its existence in 1S02, and when the

war against Great Britain was declared

in I Si 2 there were 65 graduates in ser\-ice.

As the country was in a most wretched

state of nnpreparedness for the conflict,

it became necessary- to assign many of

these young men to the construction of

fortifications for the protection of our most

important seaports; and it is probabh'

well within the truth to say that in this

one line of work they sa\-ed the United

States far more in money alone (without

any reference to loss of prestige) than the

Acadeni}- has cost during the first centur}-

of its existence.

This patient labor and that of others,

who during the war were constantly on the alert, prepared to

defend works that neyer were attacked, naturally escaped gen-

eral notice and attention, which were then and have since

remained centered on those who, by good fortune, participate

in the stirring scenes of actual strife. At certain periods of

our national history the American idea seems to have been to

make war first and prepare for it afterwards. This was illus-

trated in 18 1 2. The experience then acquired, added to that

accumulated during the Revolution, ought to have been suffi-

cient to last us to the end of time, or at least to have inspired

us to take a wide margin of precaution against any repetitions.

The Revolutionary experience was unavoidable, but that of

181 2 can not be so charitabh- dismissed. With Washiugton
(5S6)
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or Greene in command, risks might be fairl}- taken which

under some of their successors of 181 2 would have proved

suicidal. Excepting onl}- the rawest militia, it is true, as a

general statement, that the rank and file and most of the regi-

mental officers were much nearer their proper military ideals

than were most of those who at first held high commands.

Of those who directed the general strategy it may be suffi-

cient to sa}' that, with the exploits of Napoleon ringing in

their ears for fifteen 3'ears, the}? 3?et persisted, year after year

and campaign after campaign, in trying to conquer the Brit-

ish in Canada by invading on three separate and distinct

lines, embracing a front of nearly a thousand miles, and with-

out rapid communication or any concert between the three

commanding generals.

The rank and file, as a rule, were hardy men, fine shots,

experienced hunters, and more or less accustomed to hard-

ships similar to those of military service—in fact, most excel-

lent material, needing only discipline and a moderate amount
of training to become ideal soldiers, such as the regulars in

many instances became as the war progressed. The militia,

however, seldom remained on duty long enoiigh to make
very great improvement.

That young officers, thorough!}- trained at a good militarj'

school, would be invaliiable in armies such, as ours were in

the war of 181 2—always containing a large proportion of

comparativel}- uninstructed men, alwa3's deficient in some of

the essentials of militar}- science—should require no argu-

ment be3-ond the mere statement of the proposition. It is a

matter for deep regret that all of them were so 3-oung in

3-ears, service, and rank that the3' were not consulted upon

questions of strateg3-. Had this been done, it is onl}- fair to

believe that man3' of those errors which are pointed out and

condemned b3' all writers on that subject might have been

avoided—which certainl3' would have spared us man}* defeats

and humiliations.

The limits of this paper do not admit of an3' extended

descriptions of campaigns, nor is that considered to be neces-

sar}'. However, clearness will occasionall3- require a few

remarks upon the operations.

H. Doc. 789, 5.S-2—vol [ 3S
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As the easiest means of setting forth the serx^ices of our

graduates in the war of 181 2, it is proposed to give a brief

sketch of the parts taken therein by a few of those whose

work was most conspicuous, beginning with General Joseph

G. Swift, the first graduate of the ^Military Academy.

Promoted to second lieutenant in the Corps of Engineers

October 12, 1802, he was engaged almost exclusively in the

construction of seacoast fortifications until 1S12, when, at the

age of 30 years, he became colonel and Chief of Engineers,

being at the same time aid de camp to IMajor-General Pinckney

(commanding the southern department) as well as ex-ofiicio

Superintendent of the Military' Academy. Having completed

the southern defenses, he was, in April, 1S13, placed iu

command of a brigade of infantr}- which constituted the gar-

rison of Staten Island. His chief dut}-, however, was the

repair of the defenses of New York and their extension and

enlargement.

This dutv completed, he asked for orders for the field, and,

in August, was ordered to Sacketts Harbor as chief engineer

of the northern army, under command of General Wilkinson,

to whom Colonel Swift reported August 31, and at whose

headquarters ever3'thing was in a most chaotic condition:

Xo plan of campaign studied or definitely fixed, the Army .split into

factions with no one to harmonize discord * * *

Nothing having been previousl}- ascertained of the enem3''s

positions. Colonel Swift made a thorough personal recon-

naissance of the upper St. Lawrence, and on the 17th of

October General Wilkinson's ami}- embarked for the attack

of Montreal. On November 5 this army was at French

Creek, having accomplished onl}- a few miles. All the

advantages to be expected from rapiditv of movement were

lost, and the enemx' was allowed abundant time for making
all his arrangements to oppose and harass the march. The
annoyance became so serious that on the nth of November
General Wilkinson detached part of his army to beat off the

force that hung upon his flank and rear. This restilted in

the indecisive battle of Chrj^slers Field, in which, according

to the General's report, "Colonel Swift took the boldest and
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most active part of any individual engaged except Adjutant-

General Walbach."

The following day a letter was received from General

Hampton refusing to form a junction with Wilkinson. This

disobedience of orders made success impossible and terminated

the campaign.

The failure of this campaign is in some degree traceable to

mistakes, but in far greater measure to the conduct of certain

persons of high rank, which conduct deserv^es and has received

the severest condemnation ; but as nothing of all this was

ever laid to any fault of Colonel Swift it is only necessary to

add that a few days after the battle he was sent with dis-

patches to the seat of Government, where he was at once

ordered upon other dut}-. His requests for further field duty,

tliough strongly- backed b}' General Brown, could not be

granted because the "coast defenses required his attention."

For his services on the St. Lawrence Colonel Swift was

brevetted a brigadier-general.

Concerning the result of this campaign, Lossing sa^'s:

Thus ended in disaster and disgrace an expedition which in its incep-

tion promised great and saUitary results. It was composed of brave and

patriotic men, and justice to those men requires the humiliating confes-

sion from , the historian that their failure to achieve complete success is

justly chargeable to the incompetency of the chief commanders, and the

criminal indulgence on the part of those commanders of personal jeal-

ou.sies and animosities. ^ * *

General Swift's next service was rendered in enlarging and

extending the defenses of New York and Brooklyn, whose

inhabitants were much alarmed b}' information of the British

barbarities along the coasts and in the capital cit}-, and who
were determined to make themselves more secure. General

Swift was the central figure in this great work, which, by the

labor of all able-bodied citizens, was pushed forward with

great energy from earl}' in June until late in November. So

much was his work appreciated that the corporation of New
York "voted him a benefactor to the cit}*, placed his portrait

in the City Hall, presented Mrs. Swift with a magnificent

service of plate, and himself with a box of silver drawing

instruments and a large pleasure barge."

General Swift was in charge of and acquitted himself to
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admiration upon a variety of duties of great importance (some

of them in no way connected with the engineering art) from

this time until the 3'ear 1818, when he resigned his commis-

sion. He continued to labor in many fields with great success

until Jul}- 21, 1865, when he died at the age of 82 years.

General Swift was among the most versatile men who have

as 3'et graduated from the Military Academy. In whatsoever

he undertook he displa3'ed abilit}' of a very high order, and

was most successful in all his multifarious tasks but one

—

the accumulation of wealth.

The following is quoted from the order of General Cullum
(then Superintendent of the Military Acadeni}-) directing,

Jul}- 30, 1S65, honors to be paid to Swift's memor}-;

Boru at the close of the American Revolution, and d)"ing at the termi-

nation of the American rebellion, General Swift lived through the most

momentous period of history, and was himself a prominent actor in the

grand drama of our national existence. His militar\' career began with

that of the Militar)- Academy, which he fostered in its feeble infancy,

and he lived to see in its developed maturity the sons of his cherished

Alma Mater directing the high destinies of his countr)- on victorious fields

in Canada, Florida, IMexico, and within the wide domain of our Southern

border. He now calmly .sleeps after a long and useful life of more than

fourscore years.****** *

The personal excellence of General Swift can be only appreciated b>"

those who knew and loved him, and thej' were all whom he met on his

long journey of life. Amiable and sincere, spotless in integrity, stanch

in friendship, liberal in charity. General Swift was a model gentlemen, a

true patriot, and a Christian .soldier, worthy of the imitation of all who
like him would live honored and revered and die universally regretted.

Among the earl}- graduates of the Military Academy who
won latirels in the war of 181 2, none stood higher in the good

opinions of those with M-honi they served than Lieut. Colonel

Eleazer D. Wood, who graduated in the class of 1806, and was

promoted a second lieutenant in the U. S. Corps of Engineers.

He was employed until 18 13 mostly in the construction of

fortifications for the defense of certain seaports, but \-ery

early in that year he reported to General Harrison as

assistant to the Chief of Engineers (Captain Gratiot, U. S.

Engineers). On account of Captain Gratiot's ill health,
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Captain Wood was virtually chief engineer of the army of the

Northwest throughout the campaign of 1813. General Har-

rison was then meditating an attack upon the British and

their savage allies at INIalden, but after the disaster on the

River Raisin, where General Winchester's unaiithorized and

otherwise remarkable operations ended in his being surprised,

defeated, and captured, together with a thousand of our best

troops, General Harrison was reduced to the defensive, the

enemv having a decided superiority on land and complete

control of the lakes and their navigable tributaries. The
general fell back at first to the Portage River, a distance of

18 miles; but, being reinforced, returned in a few daA-s, not-

withstanding his inferior strength, and took post according

to his original design at the Rapids of the Maumee, " the

most eligible position to cover the frontier and threaten

Detroit and the enemj-'s headquarters at Maiden." On the

3d of February General Harrison and Captain Gratiot selected

a position nearly opposite General \\^a}-ne's battle ground of

1794, on a bluff which was about 100 feet above the river and

completely commanded it.

"It was shortly afterwards directed by the general that a camp for

2,000 men shotild be laid out and strongly fortified, and that this work

might be in a state of progression, the lines of the camp were imme-

diately designated, and a large portion of labor assigned among e\"ery

corps or regiment in the Army. Each brigade or regiment commenced
that particular portion of work which was assigned it with great vigor

and spirit.

The camp was alxrnt 2,500 yards in circumference, which distance,

with the exception of .several small intervals ' left for blockhou.ses and

batteries, was every foot to be picketed with timber 15 feet long, from

10 to 12 inches in diameter, and .set 3 feet in the ground. Such were

the instructions of the engineer. To complete this picketing, to put

up eight blockhouses ( the innnber required ) of double timber, to ele-

vate four large batteries, to build all the .storehouses and magazines

required for the supplies of the Army, together with the ordinary

fatigues of the camp, was an undertaking of no small magnitude.

Besides, an imnien.se deal of labor was to be performed in excavating

ditches, making abatis, and clearing away the wood about camp; and

all this to be done, too, at a time when the weather was extremely

severe and the ground frozen so hard that it was almost impos.sible to
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open it with a spade and pickax. But in use of the ax, mattock, and

spade consisted all the military knowledge of the Army.""

On the 4th of March Captain Wood was ordered to Lower

Sandusky to complete the works at that place. On the 6th,

General Harrison being compelled to go to Chillicothe to

hasten snpplies and to get drafts of militia to replace those

whose time was about to expire, gave particular

'
' instructions to General Leftwich ( of the \'irginia militia ) relative to the

importance of a vigorous prosecution of the lines of defense. * *^ *

On the 20tli of March, when Captain Wood returned from Lower
Sandusky, he had the pain and mortification to find .several of the men
actually emploj-ed in pulling the pickets out of the ground and convey-

ing them off for fuel.

^: :{: :i: :{: ^ * ^

They said that "it was a common thing for each mess to take what

they wanted and nothing was said about it."

Was not this most perplexing and vexatious, indeed, to an officer the

least acquainted with our situation, and particularh- to one intrusted

with the important duty of planning and fortifying the camp, and on

the success of which, in the event of a siege, his honor and reputation

entirely depended? Captains Croghan, Bradford, and Langhorn, of the

Seventeenth and Nineteenth Regulars, had remonstrated in the strongest

terms against such an abominable and wanton destruction of works which

had been erected with so much labor and trouble, and on which they

foresaw depended, in a great measure, the future salvation of the Army,
but all to no purpo.se. Captain Wood found great difficulty in .stopping

the militia from destroying his works, but much greater in getting them
to repair the breaches and depredations already made and committed on

the lines. "
"

Abotit ^larch 28 information reached Fort Meigs that Gen-

eral Proctor had ordered the Canadian militia to assemble at

Maiden on April 7 "for the purpose, it was well understood,

of aiding in an expedition to be carried into eflfect against

Camp ]\Ieigs."

The investment of the fort was completed on April 27 by

General Proctor with 600 Regulars, 800 militia, and 1,800

Indians, together with a train of artillery. General Harrison

was present with 1,250 men, half of whom were militia. The
works were almost completed, and 850 men of the garrison

were reported fit for diit}-. The savages surrounded the fort

'I Wood's journal.
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and the Britisli began to erect batteries on the opposite side

of the river. Captain Wood advised the erection of a traverse,

10 or 15 feet high, parallel to the river, and nearl}- the entire

length of the fort, to intercept the enemy's fire. General

Harrison approved, and the traverse, the construction of which

was screened b}- the tents, was completed about the same time

as the enemj-'s batteries. The tents were now moved to the

opposite side of the traverse and pitched anew. New batteries

were promptly begun by the enemy and Captain Wood inter-

cepted their fire also by new traverses, which finalh" formed

a "kind of intrenched citadel," against which the enemj-

maintained a furious cannonade for five days, all to very little

purpose.

On Alay 5 reenforcements consisting of 1,200 Kentucky
militia attempted to fight their wa}- into the fort. Assisted

by sorties from the fort the}- succeeded in this, but with

very heavy losses, amounting to more than one-half their

strength. The militia also captured the principal batteries

and spiked .some of the guns, but were unable to hold

them. The eneni}- gave up the attack after this, and on

the 9th departed for Maiden. An easy \ictory had been

expected, and their failure caused great mortification and

much dissension among the allies.

This operation was the turning point of the war in

the Northwest. Previous to the siege of Fort Meigs the

enemy's success had been almost uninterrupted; afterwards

their career of failure was entirel}' .so.

The following is quoted from General Harrison's dispatch

to the War Department:

Captain Gratiot, of the Engineer.s, having been for a long time much
indisposed, the task of fortifying the post devolved upon Captain Wood.
It could not have been placed in better hands. Permit me to recom-

mend him to the President, and to assure j-ou that anj- mark of his

approbation bestowed on Captain Wood would be highly gratifying to

the whole of the troops who witne.s.sed his arduous exertions.

This recommendation secured for Captain Wood the brevet

of major "for distinguished services in the defense of Fort

Meigs."
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The following is quoted from Harrison's order of the day

to his command:

Where merit was so general, indeed, almost universal, il is difficult to

discriminate. The general can not, however, omit to mention the names

of those whose situation gave them an opportunity of being more par-

ticularlj- useful. From the long illness of Captain Gratiot, of the Corps

of Engineers, the arduous and important duties of fortifj'ing the camp

devolved on Captain Wood, of tliat Corps. In assigning to him the first

palm of merit as far as relates to the tran.sactions within the works, the

general is convinced his decision will be awarded h\ e\-ery individual in

the camp who witne.s.sed his indefatigable exertions, his con.summate

.skill in providing for the .safet)- of every point and in foiling anj- attempt

of the enemy, and his undaunted bravery in the performance of his duty

in the most exposed situations.

Proctor again approached Fort Meigs late in July, but

withdrew in a few daj^s. On the ad of August he was

repulsed by Major Crogan at Fort Stephenson, whereupon he

returned to Maiden.

For nearh' a year a squadron of light vessels had been

under construction near Erie, with the intention, perfectlj^

understood b}' ever^-body, of disputing the control of the

lakes. There is no doubt that the British might have

attempted the destruction of those vessels and the shipyards,

with excellent prospects of success, at any time during the

spring and summer. As the very existence of those vessels

was a standing menace of destruction to the eneni}', and as

no attempt upon them was made, it may be inferred that the

Americans did not have a monopoly of bad generalship.

On September lo Commodore Perrv, in command of this

flotilla, won his famous victory- on Lake Erie, which placed

Proctor upon the defensive and gave Harrison the initiative,

which he utilized at once. He began the embarkation of his

troops September 20, and on the 27th landed them near Mai-

den. Proctor had already destro3'ed all the public and much
private propert}^ at that place and was retreating toward the

Moravian town on the River Thames, where he was over-

taken and his army annihilated on the 5th of October, Major

Wood being, as usual, highly complimented in the general's

dispatches.
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This was General Harrison's last battle. He had shown
his capability for high command, had completed his task to

admiration, and was the only American general who had as

yet conducted a snccessfnl campaign during the war. He
was given an indefinite leave of absence, for which he had

never asked, and shortly resigned his commission.

Alajor Wood was next engaged in completing the fortifica-

tions of Sackett's Harbor. In June, 18 14, he reported to

General Brown, commanding the armv on the Niagara fron-

tier, as assistant to Colonel McRee, the chief engineer. In

this capacity he took a prominent part in the operations that

led to the surrender of Fort Erie Jul}' 3 and in the battle of

Chippewa Juh* 5, after which he made a close reconnaissance

of the enemy's position beyond Chippewa Creek the same

evening, securing important information. Major Wood took

an active part in the further pursuit of the eneni}- and was

present at a council of war July 14. He made a daring

reconnaissance of the works at Fort George preparator\' to

its investment, and was an active participant in the battle of

Ltmdj-'s Lane, July 25.

In his official report of this battle General Brown sa3's:

"The engineers, ]\Iajor McRee and Wood, were greatly dis-

tinguished on this da}-, and their high military talents exerted

with great effect; the}- were much under w\\ e}-e and near my
person, and to their assistance a great deal is to be fairly

ascribed. I most earnestly recommend them as worth}- of the

highest trust and confidence." Both were brevetted lieuten-

ants-colonel "for gallant conduct in the battle of Niagara."

Generals Brown and Scott were wounded at the battle of

Lundy's Lane (Niagara), and the command devolved tipon

General Ripley, who was about to recross the Niagara and

was only dissuaded by the very urgent representations of

Colonels AIcRee and Wood.
It having been decided to strengthen Fort Erie and to enlarge

it into an intrenched camp for General Brown's entire army,

every officer and man present, and especiall}- the engineers,

were hard at work day and night (within the limits of endur-

ance) for the fortnight beginning July 27. By this means, on

Angitst 7, the works were in a defensible condition.
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Having had a week's rest after the battle of Lundy's Lane and

strong reinforcements having arrived, the eneni}- approached

the works Augnst 2, and invested them next day. August

7 a heavv fire of artiller\- was opened by both parties, and con-

tinued to the evening of the 14th. The enemy having com-

pleted new batteries, their fire was specially severe on the

13th and 14th.

Colonel Wood, in addition to his other duties, was placed

in command of the Twent\--first Infantry, the regiment with

which Colonel Miller made his famous record at Lundy's Lane.

This regiment, about 300 strong, held the left of the line.

General Gaines had taken command of the American forces,

both parties had been reinforced, and both had made ever}-

preparation for the coming attack on the i4tli. General

Gaines and his engineers were confident that an assault would

be made that night. The^• accordingly " inspected every part

of the works, gave explicit orders to meet all emergencies,

kept one-third of the garrison in turn under arms, and made

every preparation to guard against the expected blow. Mid-

night came undisturbed and calm, but it was the lull before

the tempest. Alreadj- three British assaulting columns were

preparing for their deadly errand. One, 1,400 strong, under

Lieutenant-Colonel Fisher was to assail our left.

"At half-past 2 on the morning of the 15th the storm first

burst upon our left; but no sooner were our pickets driven

in than a sheet of flame from Towson's artiller\- and Wood's

infantry disclosed the enemy's advance to within 10 feet of

our lines, and soon after, making an effort to turn the abatis

by wading breast deep through the lake. After a desperate

struggle the enenn- was repulsed; but, rallying again and

again, the attack was renewed, till five times failing to gain

any advantage and being terribly cut up b}- our murderous

fire, Fisher finally abandoned the enterprise.""

In his report General Ripley says: " Wood has the merit,

with the Spartan band, in connection with Captain Towson's

artillery, of defeating a vaunted foe of six times his force."

'iCulliuns Cainpaign.s of the War of 1S12.
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General Gaines, in his report, especially commended six offi-

cers, one of whom was Colonel Wood.
The siege continued and on the 28th General Gaines was

severel}- wonnded, whereupon General Brown, though still

suffering from his wound, returned to the Army and resumed

command September 2. Realizing that his arnij- was in

danger of destruction because of the greatl}' superior force of

the enemy, and ascertaining that the supporting troops were

encamped at some distance from the trenches, he formed a

plan "to storm the batteries, destroy the cannon, and roughly

handle the brigade on dut}' before the reserve could be

brought into action."

This plan was supported by Colonels McRee and Wood
but failed of approval b}' a council of war September 9.

Nevertheless, General Brown determined to carr}- his plan

into execution on the first favorable opportunit}-.

"Everything being favorable, the sk}- cloudy and the

atmosphere thick with drizzling rain, our troops, on the

morning of the 17th, were paraded for the daring attack.

The left column, in three divisions headed respectively \)y

Gibson, Wood, and Davis, the whole under General Porter,

gained, by the circuitous route marked out (through the tim-

bered swamp in front of the American left) the da}- before,

the British right flank; while Miller's column, passing in

small detachments through the ravine at right angles to the

middle of our front, reached the edge of the woods, under

cover of which it marched to the head of another ravine,

passing down which it took up its position nearly opposite

the enemy's center. '' * ''

" Before 3 o'clock of the afternoon of the 1 7th Porter

assailed the right of the enem3''s works, while Miller, charg-

ing from the ravine, pierced the enemy's intrenchments. In

a few minutes the}' had taken possession of the blockhouses,

captured the second and third batteries, disabled their guns,

blown up a magazine, cleared the siege works of defenders,

and, after a short struggle, the first batterj' was also carried.""

The American loss was more than 500; that of the enemy
oCuUum: Campaigns of the War of 1S12.
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more than 600, not including 3S5 prisoners." Napier says

this is "the only instance in history where a besieging ami}'

was entirely broken up and routed by a single sortie."

"Thus ended the brief and brilliant career of this noble

soldier, who had few equals and was surpassed by none of his

profession and peers. Young in age, he was a veteran in the

art of war. His eight 3-ears of army life had ' uniformly been

an exhibition of military skill, acute judgment, and heroic

valor.'
"

"It was Wood's peculiar good fortune to be prominent iu

ever}^ branch of his profession, whether as an etigineer, making

the daring reconnaissance, or directing defenses; as an artil-

lerist, pursuing the flying foe to the Thames, or serving in

the batterv at Chippewa as a paladin cavalier in the iinal rout

of Proctor's last fugitives; or as the accomplished infantry

commander, leading the column and charging the besiegers at

Fort Erie. While first in battle, he was also first in the esti-

mation of those he so faithfulh' served. Harrison assigns to

him the first palm of merit at Fort Aleigs and highly praises

his efiicienc}- in the invasion of Canada; Brown reports his

marked distinction at Niagara, where his " high military

talents were exerted with great effect"—to whose "assistance

a great deal is fairly to be ascribed;" Gaines says "in the

command of a regiment of infantr}- he has often proved him-

self well qualified, but never so conspicuously as iu the repulse

of the British assault on Fort Erie;" Riple}', on the same
occasion, acknowledges his indebtedness to " this officer's

merits, so well known that approbation can scarcely add to his

reputation ;

" Porter, under whom he led a column in the sortie

from Fort Erie, reports to Brown, " a-qu know how exalted an

opinion I have alwa^-s entertained of him; " and his command-
ing general, when this pillar of his power lay prostrate in

death, pronounced this truthful eulog}- to his worth :
" Wood,

brave, generous, and enterprising, died as he had lived, without

a feeling but for the honor of his countr}' and the glory of her

arms. His name and example will live to guide the soldier

'» " .-Vmoiig Ihe mortally wounded we had to iiiouni the three gallant leaders of Porter's divisions

—

Davis, Gibson, and Wood."
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in tlie path of duty so long as true heroism is held in

estimation."

"After the termination of the war, September 12, iSi6, Major-Geii-

eral Jacob Brown, then general in chief, addressed the following letter

to Brigadier-General Joseph G. vSwift, Chief Engineer of the Army:
' I think it proper to express to you, as Chief of the Corps of Engineers,

the high sense I entertain of the services of Colonel McRee, Lieutenant-

Colonel Wood, Captain Douglass, and Lieutenant Story, who .served

with my divi,sion upon the Niagara in 1814. They were all greatly

distinguished, but Colonel McRee and Lieutenant-Colonel Wood have
particular claims upon me for the cheerfulness and ardor with which
they entered upon the execution of ever\- enterprise, having in view the

honor of ni>- command, anil for the zeal and talent they uniformly

displayed. Lieutenant-Colonel Wood fell I The occasion and the manner
of his death secure to him the patriot soldier's best reward—pure and
imperishable fame. To this I can add nothing ; but, as a tribute of my
re.spect for the hero and the man, I request you to cau.se a monument to

be erected at my expense to his memor\-. Let it stand near the Military

Academy at West Point and, though it can not elevate his name, it

may .stimulate the soldiers of his school to die like him without a feeling

but for the honor of their country and the glory of her arms.'

In compliance with this request, so honorable to General Brown, the

Chief Engineer had executed the white marble obelisk now gracing the

little knoll north of the West Point Plain, looking up the Hudson upon

the most beautiful river view in the world."

The space allotted to this paper does not permit even a

slight notice of two other graduates who, in achievements and

in the estimation in which they were held b}- their superiors,

were not inferior to those alread}- briefl}- sketched; nor of

others whose achievements were nnich superior to those of

some persons who in later times have been rewarded with the

highest honors. Such a one was the brilliant Col. William

McRee, who, according to Ctillum, was the "bright particu-

lar star of the war of 1812;" whom President Monroe desired

to appoint Chief of Engineers to succeed General Swift, bttt

to wliich Colonel AIcRee would not agree as he did not desire

promotion over his senior, although the latter had expressl}-

waived an}' objection; whom President Adams seriousl}'

thought of appointing general in chief to succeed General

Jacob Brown, though he finally appointed another; of whom
<'Culhnn's Campaigns of the War of 1S12. (This iiioninnent was first erected in the center of tlie

general parade, then moved to the knoU. and is now near the entrance to the cemetery.—Editor.)
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General Browu wrote, "WcRee's industry and talents were

the admiration of the whole Ami}-," and of whom Gen. \\'in-

field Scott wrote in 1843:

• In my opinion, and perhaps in that of all the Army, he ( McRee) com-

bined more genius and njilitary science, with high courage, than any

other officer who participated in the war of 1812. I know that this was

at least a very general opinion. If the treaty of peace had not prevented

he could, as I also know, have been made a general officer in 18 15. and

I am confident that he would in the field have illustrated the highest

grade."

The above are a few of the high encomiums lavished

upon Colonel McRee b}- ever}' commander ttnder whom he

served.

Another, who, like Colonel IMcRee, deserves an extended

notice, is the clear-brained, far-sighted, level-headed, laborious

Major-General Joseph G. Totten, of the United States Engi-

neers. According to Cullum :
" He rose from the lowest to

the highest grade in his branch of the Army ; was five times

complimented b}- advance rank for meritoriotis and distin-

guished services ; became a brigadier b}' a special act of Con-

gress in 1863; ''' '' * was brevetted a major-general in

the Army and the next da}- breathed his last '=' * *

terminating his illustriotts career at the advanced age of 75."

According to Lossing: "A school for militar}- instruction,

especiall}^ for the education of engineers, to be established at

West Point, on the Hudson, was authorized b}- Congress in

the spring of 1802. * * '' The Corps of Engineers,

authorized b}' the law just named, commenced their functions

as constructors of new forts, or repairers of old ones, in the

3'ear 1808. '' '=' * k.uA that body of young men con-

tinued thus employed in a moderate way until the breaking

out of the war in 181 2, when the}- Avere sent to the field and

all won military distinction.

" During the brief and brilliant campaigns of i8i4and 181 5,

when our education in war was anew purchased upon unsuc-

cessful fields of blood, the ftill tide of tritimph flowed on

almost uninterruptedh', and the second war of independence

closed in a blaze of victory. In these last achievements the

youthful sons of the Military Academy nobly performed their
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part. Of those serving in the field, one-sixth laid down their

lives in the struggle, one-fourth were killed or wounded, and

one-fifth of those who survived received one or two brevets

each for their distinguished gallantry in that war.""

II. IX THE MEXICAN WAR.

"Thirty years of lucrative peace followed before our next

contest, but the natiou had somewhat profited b}- its past

shortcomings. The Military Academy on the breaking out

of the Mexican war had over 500 highly educated graduates

in service, and nearh' as manj' more in civil life, read}- to

resume their swords in the country's defense. Our Regular

Army, mostly officered by them, had acquired experience

in fighting savages on our extended frontier and had learned

discipline in the swamps of Florida. Our brave volunteers,

with high aptitude to form the best of soldiers, wisely sought

the eleves of our national school and tendered to them the

command of their regiments and battalions. The material of

battle had been prepared b}- skillful hands, and educated

minds directed the complicated machiner}' of war. The con-

sequence of this fortuitous condition of things, despite politi-

cal machinations, is too well known to require to be detailed

here. Suffice it to say that, in comparing this with the pre-

ceding war, the fruits of military education are most apparent.

"In Canada, during two and a half 3'ears, with much larger

forces than the enemy, our defeats outnumbered our victories

;

our gains in prisoners of war were less than our losses; our

trophies were few, and our conquest scarce extended be^-ond

the camps we occupied. In the Alexican war, our small but

heroic arnn-, in less than a year and a half, though opposed

to the quadruple force of the enemy, won 30 victories, cap-

tured 40,000 soldiers, took 1,000 cannon and an immense

amount of small arms and munitions of war, carried 10 forti-

fied places and the capital of the eneni}-, and extended our

conquests over the immense territory of [Mexico and Califor-

nia. The gain of that war, to say nothing of national repu-

tation, now annually pays more than thrice the total cost of

the contest.

"Cilllunrs Register, vol. I, p.io.
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"The emulator of Cortez, the veteran Scott—one of the

most experienced soldiers this nation has produced, and the

consummate leader of our armies in Mexico—sa^-s, in a letter

to the Commission appointed under the act of June 21, i860,

to examine into the organization system of discipline and

course of instruction of the Military Acadeni}-: 'I give it as

ui}- fixed opinion that but for our graduated cadets the war

between the Ignited States and Mexico might, and probable-

would, have lasted some four or five years, with, in its first

half, more defeats than victories falling to our share; whereas

in less than two campaigns we conquered a great country

and a peace without the loss of a single battle or skirmish.'

The great results of the Mexican war gave the Military

Acadeni}- an immense reputation."
'

The IMexican war was caused by the annexation of Texas,

and while a large proportion of our citizens professed to

seriously doubt the justice of this step, their \iews were not

urged as ordinaril}- they would have been because of the

frecjuent outrages perpetrated hy Mexicans upon American

settlers, traders, and travelers, and because of the almost

ittter impossibility of obtaining redress in such cases, which

led to the belief that Mexican authorities connived at such

acts, or at least regarded them with entire indifference.

Besides this, the barbarous manner in which Mexico prose-

cuted the war against the Texans caused intense exaspera-

tion throughout the United States.

When Texas, after having for ten years maintained her

independence, which was dul}- acknowledged by the powers

of the earth, petitioned for admission to the American Union,

the protests of the Mexican Government were disregarded

and the annexation was duly consiimmated in spite of oft-

repeated threats of war.

During several years the United States Govei-nment had

been repeatedl}- warned bv that of Alexico that war would

certainly result if our course in regard to Texas was continued.

The annexation sentiment, however, grew stronger da}- by

day and a crisis was clearly at hand, 3'et nothing was done

a Preface to CuUum's Register, p. lo.
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that would indicate an}- expectation that a great contest was

impending.

It may be truly said that we were better prepared for war

in 1S46 than in 181 2; a careful stud}-, however, shows that

our advantage really consisted more in the unreadi:iess of our

enemy for ^'igorous and sustained operations than in any merit

of foresight or preparation on our own part. In fact "it was

the same old story."

The ^Mexicans, relying upon their superiority in numbers,

confidently expected success in the first operations, and it

must be admitted that their expectations were not unreason-

able. But there were other factors in the calculations which

they could not know until too late, and which their vanity

never would permit them to consider even after abundant

experience.

At the time General Taylor was dispatched to the frontier of Texas

the American Arm}- was actually of less strength than it had been in any

year since 180S.

During the Presidency of Mr. Munroe and while Mr. Calhoun was

Secretary of War (and, indeed, upon his reconmiendation), the plan had

been adopted of having skeleton regiments, in which all the ofl&cers were

retained, but the number of privates reduced one-half.*******
Accordingly, the regiments of artillerj- and infantrj- had but 42 pri-

vates in each company, when the number should have been 84. The
Military Academy had furnished a large number of valuable officers,

man}- of whom were attached to the regiments bj- brevet. General Scott

proposed to increase the Army simply hy filling up these skeleton

companies."

By means of this increase, or even a much smaller one,

" General Taylor's army would have been increased early

in the spring (1846) and the Mexican general would, not

improbably, have refrained from an attack to which he was

tempted and invited by the weakness of the American force.""

Of the situation just before actual hostilities, Mansfield says:

Notwithstanding all these plain indications of war, the movements of

the Administration at home exhibited no symptom of anything but

unbroken and continued peace. The recommendations of General Scott

rt Historj' of the Mexican War, by E- D. Mansfield, pp. 24-25.

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 39
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for au increase of the Army were disregarded. The President aud Con-

gress mo\-ed placidlj- on as if neither arms nor money, strength or blood

were required to secure an easy victory over a weak and effeminate foe.

Some preparation had heretofore been deemed necessary by statesmen to

meet the exigencies of war, even with very inferior powers. In this

instance there was none. The official returns show that one-half the

entire Amij* of the United States was in the corps of General Taylor,

while various military posts and forts in the Northwest and on the

Atlantic were entireh- deprived of their garrisons to make up the forces

on the Rio Grande. Even this army was almost totally without the

wagons, animals, and drivers necessary for common field transportation.

In 1845, t^^ ^"^^ °^ ^^^^ American Army consisted of only

14 regiments— 2 of dragoons, 4 of artillery, and 8 of infantry.

The total authorized enlisted strength was 7,883 men. The
actual strength at the end of that year was 5,300. Just before

Palo Alto, General Taylor's command, including all his gar-

risons and the sick, numbered, all told, 3,600 men. The
Mexicans well knew that this was more than half the United

States Army.

About three-fourths of the line officers were graduates of

West Point. The officers of the Adjutant-General's, Quar-

termaster's, and Ordnance departments and also those of

the Engineer Corps and of the Topographical Engineers

were nearl}- all graduates, but there were none among the

general officers at that time.

The Regular Army of that day gave very little attention to

merely showy exercises, but for purposes of campaign and

battle was unexcelled, if not vxnequaled.

The cavalry was well mounted, disciplined, and trained.

The artillery was thoroughly instructed—some as light bat-

teries, but most of it as infantr}'. The infantr}' also, like the

other arms, was thoroughly trained in the drill and battle

tactics of that period. The most casual reader can not fail to

be impressed with the thorough knowledge of their arm and

its possibilities and correct use on the battlefield exhibited by

even the junior officers in the very first battle of the war.

Such skill and readiness to seize the passing advantages

oi^ered by the phases of the fight are doubtless of inestimable

value on the battlefield, but they are intuitive with very few

if any. Hence the advantage of a good military education,
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whether obtained at a niilitar3- acadeiii}- or in the school of

practical experience. Hence the high estimation in which
these men were held by both Generals Scott and Taylor, both

of whom were honor graduates of the school of experience

as well as men of great natnral ability and of the highest

character.

For all purposes of active service our Regulars were

equal to any in existence, with the exception that they

were not accustomed to maneuvering or working in masses,

ver}^ few of them ever ha\ing seen more than a few com-

panies assembled. But the theor}^ of larger operations had

been carefull}- studied b}- a great majorit}' of the officers,

and the troops soon became accustomed to working together

in such masses as were necessar}-. Almost invariably the

conduct of all our troops, both Regulars and Volunteers, was

above all praise. The skill, and gallantrj^ and dogged

determination with which they overcame the tremendous

odds of ever}- kind against them—vast numerical superiority,

powerful works armed with heavj- guns, and the terrors of

unfamiliar deadl}- climates—surpassed all reasonable expecta-

tion and are without a parallel in modern times.

After hostilities began, our Army was augmented by vol-

unteers, enlisted at first "for one year," and later, when the

follj' of this plan was demonstrated, "for the war." Fortu-

natel}' there was available a great abundance of most excel-

lent material, entirely similar to their predecessors of 1S12.

Even with the short time possible for organization and train-

ing, these volunteers repeatedly showed themselves superior

in battle to the enemy's best troops. A number of graduates

were given volunteer commissions and their work in organi-

zation, discipline, and drill was of great value. That they

labored faithfulh* and effectively is the universal testimou}',

and while many of the survivors received brevets for gallantry

in action, their proportion of killed and wounded is more

eloquent of their ser\-ices on the battlefield than even the

encomiums of their fellow-soldiers.

And in, perhaps, the most important of all respects, we

were highly favored at this time in having generals of great

skill, judgment, courage (both moral and phj-sical), and
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experience. The American generalship was of a high, order.

Considered tacticalh', some minor errors, due probabl}- to

overconfidence, are perceived; but in most cases the principal

dispositions will be approved b}- all. Considered, strategic-

ally, it may be said that General Taylor's dazzling victories

could not be decisive because of his theater of operations.

But the very cause and origin of the war compelled opera-

tions in that theater. Criticisms of General Scott's unbroken

record of successful battles are in most cases merely captious.

As his Government failed to properly support and suppl}'

him with men, animals, clothing, rations, transportation, and

money, he was finally compelled to choose either indefinite

inaction or the hazardous course which he preferred.

General Grant says:

But General Scott's successes are an answer to all criticism. He
invaded a populous countrj-, penetrating 260 miles into the interior,

with a force at no time equal to one-half of that opposed to him ; he

was without a base, the enemj- was always intrenched, always on the

•defensive; yet he won every battle, he captured the capital and con-

quered the Government. Credit is due to the troops engaged it is true,

but the plans and the .strategy were the general's.

Our troops were always compelled to fight against odds.

Their numbers in some cases were less than one-third those

of the enemy, as at Buena Vista and in the valle}' of Mexico,

and they never equaled him even when he occupied carefully

fortified positions of great strength well supplied with artil-

lery, such as IMontere}-, Cerro Gordo, Contreras, and the other

powerful works in the valle3-. The skill of the officers, the

tremendous moral force due to a succession of victories, and

the sublime faith of the generals in their troops and of the

troops in their generals, added to skill and courage, compen-

sated for governmental neglect, the ultimate effect of which

has been to make the splendor of their achievements still

more dazzling.

The number of graduates who rendered distinguished

services in the IMexican war is many times greater than the

whole number who had graduated before 181 2-13. The list of

those who were " brevetted for gallant and meritorious services
"

on the field of l^attle runs into the hundreds. Many were
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brevetted twice and a number three times. A large number
of these gentlemen afterwards became prominent actors in

the greatest of ourwars (now happily a thing of the past),

and their names are to-day household words, while their

biographies are well known to all Americans. It. is therefore

unnecessary- to sketch their ]\Iexican war records at an}- great

length, but it is thought that a few references to some of their

exploits in that contest will best elucidate the subject in hand.

It has been stated that the great majorit}- of our ofl&cers

were thoroughly proficient in handling their own arms in

conjunction with the other arms on the battlefield. This
ma}^ be best illustrated by references to some of the battles

of the war.

At Palo Alto, while all the arms certainl}^ did well, yet

the battle o-as won almost entirely by the light artiller}-.

The skill displayed by Major Ringgold, Captain Duncan,
and Lieutenants Churchill and Ridgely in handling their

guns to the best advantage through all the phases of the

action was highl}' extolled at the time and has been admired

ever since.

General Taj-lor reports

:

Our artillery, consisting of two i8-pounders and two light batteries,

was the arm chief!}' engaged, and to the excellent manner in which it

was maneuvered and served our success is mainly due.

Mansfield's History of the Mexican War, page 37, says:

The continuous fire of artillery disordered and drove back the enemy's

columns. On the left wing of our Army attacks of the Mexicans were

met by Duncan's battery and by other troops of that division. The
combat on our side was chiefly carried on by artillery, and never was
there a more complete demonstration of the superior skill and energy of

that arm of the service as conducted by the accomplished graduates of

West Point. He who was the life and leader of the Light Artillery-

—

Major Ringgold—was, in this engagement, mortally wounded, and died

in a few days.

Very earl 3' on the following morning, May 9, 1846, Gen-

eral Arista retired to a strong position at Resaca de la

Palma, where he received a reenforcement of 2,000 infantry

and "a strong bod}- of cavalry\" Having posted his troops

with much care, he was attacked by the Americans about
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2 o'clock p. m. All arms participated with credit as before,

but the chief glory of that da}' was justl}- awarded to Captain

May and his squadron of dragoons, who charged and cap-

tured the Mexican batteries, which were much more effectivel}-

handled than on the previous day. Though the}- could not

hold the guns nor bring them awa}-, yet they were silenced,

the general in command of them was captured, and, upon

the advance of the American line, the whole Alexican army

took to flight and was never again assembled north of the

Rio Grande.

General Taylor reports:

Perceiving that no decisive advantage could be gained until this artil-

lery was silenced, I ordered Captain Ma}- to charge the batteries with

his squadron of dragoons. This was gallantly and efFectivelj- executed;

the enemy was driven from his guns, and General La Vega, who remained

alone at one of the batteries, was taken prisoner. The squadron, which

suffered much in this charge, not being immediately supported by infantrj-,

could not retain possession of the artiller\- taken, but it was completely

silenced.*******
It affords me peculiar pleasure to report that the fieldwork opposite

Matamoras has sustained itself handsomely during a caunonade and bom-

bardment of one hundred and sixty-eight hours.

This fieldwork (Fort Brown) was planned and constructed

by Captain Mansfield, of the Engineers, who, together with

Major Brown and Captain Hawkins, of the Seventh Infantr}-,

and Captain Bragg, of the Light Artillery, were "greatly dis-

tinguished" in the defense.

Captain Mansfield, with others, again distinguished himself

in the reconnaissance before the attacks upon the works of

Monterey and in the battle also.

The battle of Monterey consisted of a series of severe

combats (mostly assatilts on the enemy's works) extending

over three daj-s, September 21 to 23, inclusive. Here the

foot troops won the prize for distinguished and effective

work. General Worth, with his division, had been ordered to

seize the Saltillo road and to attack the forts to the west of

Monterey and to prevent a concentration of forces against

him. A strong demonstration b}- large detachments from the

main body was made before the eastern front. This speedily
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developed into an assault upon the forts, fortified houses, and

intrenchments in that locality. After a hard fight the main

bod^' of the attacking force was repulsed with heav}' loss, but

two companies of the First Infantry under Captain Backus

had captured a solidly constructed building suitable for

defense, and being encumbered with wounded, held their

ground and did not retreat with their regiment. Being iso-

lated, the}' were under a hea\y iire from all sides, but by

superior marksmanship they held their position with great

tenacity and silenced most of the fire against them, including

that of a light battery, which lost man}- cannoneers and

retired. Soon after, the Americans assaulted a neighboring

work called "Fort Teueria." The assaulting troops had

already lost a third of their strength and were about to retreat

when Captain Backus, having completed a change of posi-

tion, opened so telling a fire on the rear of Fort Teueria that

the enemy wavered, whereupon the assault was renewed with

entire success. Bj- this exploit the Americans secured a foot-

ing in the fortifications of the east side of Montere}-.

During this time and later General Worth's command
executed four very gallant attacks against superior numbers

in positions of great natural and artificial strength. Colonel

Childs carried Independence Hill and the Bishop's Palace,

Captain C. F. Smith carried Federacion Hill, and General

Persifor Smith carried Fort Soldado. Each of these exploits

deserves a full description, but, like many other glorious

acts, can not be noticed here.

^lau}- were justly complimented on their soldier-like deeds,

but General Howard sa3's: "Capt. Electus Backus, of the

First Infantr}-, Avith Mansfield, became the brilliant point in

these operations."

The light artillery played a highl}' important part in many
of the battles in Mexico, especiall}- at Palo Alto and Buena

Msta. In the later engagement General Taylor had no

Regulars excepting his light artiller}- and part of his small

force of cavalry. His infantr}- was composed of the new
volunteer regiments, of which the Mississippi Rifles (Colonel

Davis) had taken part in the battle of Monterey. The others
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had had no experience in fighting, excepting that a few small

parties had been engaged in slight skirmishes.

Expecting an attack by Santa Ana with about 20,000

men and 20 guns. General Taylor took post at the Pass of

Angostura, near Buena Vista. His force numbered 4,300

\''olunteers and 450 Regulars, with 15 guns. After some pre-

liminary skirmishes on the 2 2d of February, Santa Ana
began the battle by launching two columns to the attack

at about 8 o'clock the following morning.

The left column, consisting of two regiments and three bat-

talions (about 3,000 infantry and engineers), endeavored to

follow the course of the great road in an effort to overwhelm

Washington's battery, which was posted directh- in its path.

The column was defeated, thrown into disorder, and driven

into the neighboring ravines b}' the fire of the batter}' alone.

The second column, composed of Pacheco's and Lombar-

dini's divisions, numbering about 7,000 men, broke the

American left center, cut off the extreme left (which finally

reached the trains parked at Buena ^'ista by a wide detour),

and secured possession of the narrow passage along the base

of the mountain ; and, in obedience to previous instructions,

moved by that road to the American left rear. The}^ were

immediately joined by Ampudia's division and by a strong

force of cavalry from the reserve, thus forming an important

array of troops upon Taylor's flank and left rear, and the

Americans were at this moment in an unpleasant situation

that might easily have become very critical.

The Mexican cavalry presently gained the head of the col-

umn and ultimately attacked Buena Vista more than a mile

in rear of Taylor's right, but, after a hard fight, the}- were

beaten off and accomplished nothing.

The infantry column, ver}' deep and unwieldy, was opposed

in front by Davis's Mississippi Rifles, reenforced after a time

by the Third Indiana and a fieldpiece. After a verj' severe

combat the leading regiments were checked and thrown back

upon the column, causing much confusion. The ground was

cut up b}' ravines and verj^ unfavorable for rapid deployment

and, what was worse, this antiquated formation had been
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under artillen^ fire almost from the moment it broke the

American left center.

The batteries of Sherman and Bragg, at a moderate range,

had played upon the left flank with such effect that some
of the rear battalions were broken and driven back to the

Mexican lines.

The result of the check in front, combined with the mur-

derous artillery- fire on the flank of the column, to which no

adequate reply could be made, was that, after very heavy

losses, the remains of Pacheco's, Lombardini's, and Ampudia's

divisions lost all semblance of formation and became simply

a mass of fugitives, x^s the artiller}- had complete command
of their position and of the only route by which the}' could

retire, their speedy surrender seemed inevitable, when a ruse

of the \\\\\ Santa Ana caused the firing to cease and the dis-

ordered mass was enabled to drift back to the ]\Iexican lines.

"Certain it is that advantage was taken of the flag to with-

draw the compromised troops from their perilous position.""

^\"hile the work of the light artiller}- at this juncture was

highly extolled, the common opinion was that Colonel Davis

and his regiment were entitled to the chief credit for the

repulse of the ponderous infantry column.

The final effort of Santa Ana consisted in launching his

reserve, reenforced b}' troops that had been rallied to about

12,000 men, in a solid column against the American center.

' "I discovered that our infantr}' (Illinois and Second Ken-

tucky) had engaged a greatl}- superior force of the enem}'

—

evidently his resen-e—and that they had been overwhelmed by

numbers. The moment was most critical. Captain O'Brien

with two pieces had sustained this heavy charge to the last

and was finall}' obliged to leave his guns on the field—his

infantr}' support being entirely routed. Captain Bragg, who
had just arrived from the left, was ordered at once into bat-

tery. Without any infantry to support him, and at the immi-

nent risk of losing his giins, this officer came rapidly into

action, the Alexican line being but a few yards from the

muzzle of his pieces. The first discharge of canister caused

aRipley, vol. I, p. 415.
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the enem}' to hesitate; the second and third drove him back

in disorder and saved the da}-."*******
"No further attempt was made b}- the enem}- to force our

position."

* ::: * * * * *

"Our loss has been especiall}' severe in officers, 28 having

been killed upon the field."

:J: ;i: :;: :;: ^: ^ :$:

"Colonel Hardin, First Illinois, and Colonel McKee and

Lieutenant Colonel Cla}-, Second Kentucky regiment, fell at

this time, while gallantl}' leading their commands.

"No loss falls more heavily upon the army in the field

than that of Colonels Hardin and McKee and Lieutenant

Colonel Clay. Possessing in a remarkable degree the confi-

dence of their commands, and the last two having enjo3'ed the

advantage of a military education, I had looked particularh-

to them for support in case we met the enem}'. I need not

say that their zeal in engaging the enemy, and the cool and

steadfast courage with which the}' maintained their positions

during the day, full}- realized my hopes and caused me to feel

yet more sensibly their untimely loss."

"I perform a grateful dutj- in bringing to the notice of the

Government the general good conduct of the troops.

"The sen'ices of the light artillery, always conspicuous,

were more than usualU* distinguished. Moving rapidly over

the roughest ground, it was always in action at the right

place and the right time, and its well-directed fire dealt

destruction in the masses of the enemy. While I recommend
to particular favor the gallant conduct and valuable services

of Major ^lunroe, chief of artiller}-, and captains Washington,

Fourth Artillery, and Sherman and Bragg, Third Artillery,

commanding batteries, I deem it no more than just to mention

all the subordinate officers. They were nearl}- all detached

at different times and in every situation exhibited conspicu-

ous skill and gallantrj-.
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"Captain Shover, in couj unction with Lieutenant Donald-

son, First Artillery, rendered gallant and important service

in repulsing the cavalry of General Miiion.

"The regular cavalr}-, under Lieutenant-Colonel May, with

which was associated Captain Pike's squadron of Arkansas

Horse, rendered useful service in holding the enemy in check

and in covering the batteries at several points. Captain

Steene, First Dragoons, was severely wounded early in the

day while gallantly endeavoring, with ray authorit}-, to rally

the troops, which were falling to the rear."

"The Mississippi Riflemen, under Colouel Davis, were

highly conspicuous for their gallantry and steadiuess, and

sustained throughout the engagement the reputation of

veteran troops. Brought into action against an immensely

superior force, they maintained themselves for a long time

unsupported and with heavy loss, and held an important

part of the field until reenforced. Colonel Davis, though

severely wounded, remained in the saddle until the close of

the action. His distinguished coolness and gallantry at the

head of his regiment on this day entitled him to the particular

notice of the Government.""

Ripley's History of the War with Mexico, \^ol. I, page 442,

says

:

The fortunes of that daj- twice hung in the balance. That they were

immediately saved once bj- the brilliant courage and hard fighting of

Davis's Mississippi regiment, and again bj' the timely arrival and

splendid execution of Bragg's battery, and that Davis first suggested

his own mo\'ement, and that Bragg moved without orders in the direction

of the plateau, and that both came in at the proper time and were both

successful, these facts, while they render any comment upon the conduct

of those officers or their commands unnecessar^^ yet add examples to

the many of the supremacy of fortune in war.*

We will now briefly notice a few of the exploits in another

theater. It having been decided to capture Vera Cruz and

to advance from that base upon the capital cit}^ of the Mex-
ican Republic, General Scott's army of 12,000 men was landed
a General Taylor's report.

bWe humbly suggest that what is here attributed to chance should be ascribed to skill, the result

of education, reflection, and experience. In killed and wounded .the American loss was nearly

750; that of the enemy was more than 2.000.
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near the former place on March 9, and on the 12th the invest-

ment was completed. Progress was greatly delayed b}^ vio-

lent northers, bnt the trenches were opened on the iSth, the

bombardment began on the 2 2d, and the city and its famous

castle surrendered on the 27th.

"Five thousand prisoners surrended on parole; near 500

pieces of fine artillerj- taken ; the best port of Mexico cap-

tured and possessed; and the famed Castle of San Juan, said

to be impregnable, and which had been refitted and equipped

in the best possible manner, yielded to the superior skill and

energy of the Americans.""

"The capture of Vera Cruz was an affair, in the main,

of the staff and artillerj-. The engineers located and con-

structed the batteries with such good judgment and care that

there were few casualties ; the fixed ammunition used by the

artillery was prepared under the direction of ordnance officers

with a skill insured by their education and their experiments

and labors in the laboratory-. The infantry worked upon the

trenches and batteries, and, as guards, gave protection and

security day and night, while the latter were used, and, in

addition, did picket dut_v in front and rear of the lines."
'^

It should be said, in addition, that Colonel Harnc}-, with

the dragoons, beat off and dispersed the detachments that

attempted annoyance from the outside.

In the entire operation the American loss in killed and

wounded was 67. A Alexican historian sa3's that their loss

was 400 killed and 200 wounded.

General Scott's report contained many compliments, bvit

we will notice onl}' his remarks upon his fellow-soldier of

18 1 2, whose services the General had especiall}? requested,

and who, under his orders, conducted the siege

:

III consideration of tlie great services of General Totten in the siege

that has just terminated most successfully, and the importance of his

presence at Washington as the head of the Engineer Bureau, I intrust

this dispatch to his personal care, and beg to commend him to the very

favorable consideration of the Department.

On the 8th of April, ten days after the stirrender of \^era-

cruz, General Scott's ami}', though ver}- short of transporta-

"The Mexican War, Mansfield, p. 172.

'• Hist, of the Mex. War, Gen. C. M. Wilc<ix. p. 261.
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tion, began its march b}- divisions toward Jalapa. General

Twiggs, commanding the leading division, found the enem}-

at Cerro Gordo in such strength that he halted, April 1 1 , at

Plan del Rio to wait for reinforcements. During the six fol-

lowing daA-s reconnaissance was verj- activel}- carried on, prin-

cipally by engineer officers, suitabl}- escorted. Basing himself

on their reports, General Scott directed the opening of roads

or trails leading through the dense chaparral and very rough

broken ground toward several points of the enemy's line, while

the latter industriousl}' fortified their positions. On April 1

7

the general issued his celebrated order, describing the battle

of the next day with almost perfect accuracy.

"The plan of the attack, sketched in General Orders III

herewith, was finel}^ executed by this gallant armj- before

2 o'clock p. m. }^esterday. We are quite embarrassed with

the results of victory—prisoners of war, heav}- ordnance, field

batteries, small arms, and accouterments. About 3,000 men
laid down their arms, with the usual proportion of field and

compan3' officers, besides 5 generals, several of them of great

distinction—Pinson, Jarrero, La Vega, Nor3^uga, and Obando.

A sixth general, Vasquez, was killed in defending the bat-

tery (tower) in the rear of the line of defense, the capture of

which gave us those glorious results. Our loss, though

comparativel}' small in number, has been serious.

" Second Lieutenant Derb}-, Topographical Engineers, I saw

also at the same place (tower) severel}* wounded; Captain

Patten, Second U. S. Infantr}-, lost his right hand. Major

Sumner, Second U. S. Dragoons, was slightl}' wounded the

day before, and Captain Johnston, Topographical Engineers,

(now lieutenant-colonel of infantry-), was very severely wounded
in reconnoitering some da3-s earlier.

"A portion of the First Artiller}' under the often-distinguished

Brevet -Colonel Childs, the Third Infantr}- under Captain

Alexander, the Seventh Infantr}- under Lieutenant-Colonel

Plympton, and the Rifles under IMajor Loring, all under the

temporar}' command of Colonel Hamej-, Second Dragoons,

composed that detachment. The stjde of execution which I
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had the pleasure to witness was most brilliant and decisive.

The brigade ascended the long and difficult slope of Cerro

Gordo, without shelter and under the tremendous fire of artil-

lery and musketrj', with the utmost steadiness, reached the

breastworks, drove the enemy from them, planted the colors of

the First Artillery, Third and Seventh Infantr}-, the euem3-'s

flag still flying, and after some moments of sharp firing, fin-

ished the conquest with the bayonet. It is a most pleasing

dut}- to say that the highest praise is due to Harne}*, Childs,

Plympton, Loring, Alexander, their gallant officers and men,

for this brilliant service independent of the great service

which soon followed."
:•: :;: :;: :r:

"^ :?: :;

* :;: :=: <* T-^yiggs's divislou, reinforced b}- Shields's bri-

gade of volunteers, was thrown into position on the 17th, and

was of necessity drawn into action in taking up the ground

for its bivouac and the opposing height for our heavv bat-

ter^-. It will be seen that manv of our officers and men were

killed or wounded in this sharp combat, handsomel}' com-

menced by a company of the Seventh Infantry under Brevet

First Lieutenant Gardner, who is highly praised b}- all his

commanders for signal services. Colonel Harney, coming

up Avith the Rifle Regiment and First Artillery (also parts

of his brigade), brushed away the enemy and occupied the

height on which, in the night, was placed a battery of one

24-pounder and two 24-pound howitzers under the super\asion

of Captain Lee, Engineers, and Lieutenant Hagner, Ord-

nance. These guns opened next morning, and were served

with effect by Captain Steptoe and Lieutenant Brown, Third

Artillery, Lieutenant Hagner, Ordnance, and Lieutenant

Seymour, First Artillerj'. The same xiight, with extreme

toil and difficulty, under the superintendence of Lieutenant

Tower, Fngineers, and Lieutenant Laidle}-, Ordnance, one

8-inch howitzer was put in position across the river and oppo-

site to the enemy's right battery.
:J: :|: :: :•: :?: :•: ^

" Earl3'on the iSth the columns moved to the general attack,

and our success was speedy and decisive. '^ * *

a General Scott's report of the battle of Cerro Gordo. April 19, 1847.
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" The moment the fate of the da}- was decided the cavalry

and Taylor's and Wall's field batteries were pushed on

toward Jalapa in advance of the pursuing columns of infantry.

" In the hot pursuit many Mexicans were captured or slain

before our men and horses were exhausted by the heat and

distance.

"The rout proved to have been complete, the retreating

army, except a small body of cavalry, being dispersed and

utterly disorganized. The immediate consequences have

been our possession of this important city, the abandonment
of the works and artillery at La Hoya, the next formidable

pass between Vera Cruz and the capital, and the prompt

occupation by Worth's division of the fortress of Perote

(second only to San Juan d'Ulloa), with its extensive arma-

ment of 66 guns and mortars and its large supply of material.

"I have heretofore endeavored to do justice to the skill and

courage with which the heights of Cerro Gordo were attacked,

naming the regiments most distinguished, and their com-

manders, under the lead of Colonel Harney. Lieut. G. W.
Smith led the engineer company as part of the storming force,

and is noticed with distinction. The reports of this assault

make favorable mention of many in which I can well concur,

having witnessed the daring advance and perfect steadiness

of the whole. Besides those already named. Lieutenant

Brooks, Third Infantry ; Lieutenant Macdonald, Second Dra-

goons; Lieutenant Vandom, Seventh Infantry (all acting staff

officers); Captain Magruder, First Artiller}^; and Lieutenant

Gardner, Seventh Infantry, seem to have won special praise.

" In expressing ni}- indebtedness for able assistance—to

Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock, Acting Inspector-General ; to

Majors Smith and Turnbull, respective Chiefs of Engineers

and Topographical Engineers ; to their assistant lieutenants

—

Lieutenants IMason, Beauregard, Stevens,Tower, G.W. Smith,

McClellan, Engineers; and Lieutenants Derby and Hardcastle,

Topographical Engineers; to Captain Allen, Chief Quarter-

master, and Lieutenant Blair, Chief Commissary, and to

Lieutenants Hagner and Laidley, Ordnance, all activel)^
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employed— I am compelled to make special mention of the

services of Capt. R. E. Lee, Engineers. This officer great!}-

distinguished himself at the siege of \"era Cruz, was again

indefatigable during these operations, in reconnaissance as

daring as laborious, and of the utmost value. Nor was he

less conspicuous in planting batteries and in conducting col-

umns to their stations under the heav}' fire of the enemy. M}''

personal staff—Lieutenants Scott, Williams, and Lay, and

Major Van Buren, who volunteered for the occasion—gave

me zealous and efficient assistance. Our whole force present,

in action and in reserve, was 8,500. The enemy is estimated

at 12,000 or more. About 3,000 prisoners, 4,000 or 5,000

stands of arms, and 43 pieces of artiller}- are taken. B3' the

accompanying return, I regret to find our losses more severe

than at first supposed, amounting in the two days to 33
officers and 398 men—in all, 431, of whom 63 were killed.

The enemy's loss is computed to be from 1,000 to 1,200."

"Ten thousand men made prisoners of war, 700 splendid

cannon, 10,000 stands of arms, 30,000 shells and shot, were

the spoils of the triumphant victories which had attended the

American Arm}' in a campaign of only two months."*

After Cerro Gordo, there was nothing to prevent General

Scott from marching to the capital. But for reasons which

he considered good and sufficient, he decided upon a different

course; among these were the numerical weakness of his

Army, the fact that several regiments of volunteers were about

to be discharged, thus reducing his strength still further, and

the fact that supplies and reinforcements which he had con-

fidently expected were not forthcoming. Leaving garrisons

in Vera Cruz, Jalapa, and the Castle of Perote, he advanced

with the main Army to Puebla, where, on the ist of June, his

entire force numbered only 5,000 effective men.

The reinforcements that reached Vera Cruz and all the

garrisons, excepting those of Vera Cruz and Perote, were con-

centrated at Puebla, at which point there were assembled on

August 6 about 14,000 men. The sick in hospitals at Puebla

and the necessary garrison for that place aggregated 3,261

men.
a General Scott's supplementary report. April 23, 1S47.

'' Mansfield's History of the Mexican War, p. 201.
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Thus, b}^ abandoning his line of communications, General

Scott was able to advance with 10,738 men, half of them vol-

unteers, to attack 30,000 men behind powerful works, supplied

with abundant artiller}-. Without doubt he had staked

everything on the chance of success.

The march upon the capital began August 7, and on the

13th the Army was assembled 15 miles from that city at and

in the vicinity of Ayotla. From this point three roads led

to the city; and, in exploring the most direct one, the

Dragoons and Mounted Rifles, escorting General Smith and

Engineers, took such liberties with the powerful and heavil}-

garrisoned works of El Penon and Mexicalcingo that General

Scott pronounced this "the boldest reconnaissance of the

war."

It was finally decided to advance b}' the road south of Lake
Chalco to San Augustin, which place was seized August 17,

and next day the entire army had arrived in that vicinit}-.

Within 5 miles of San Augustin were the strong posts of

San Antonio and Contreras; the former on the direct road to

the capital, very strong and nearly inaccessible excepting b}-

way of a narrow causeway flanked by deep ditches; the latter

on the great road from Acapulco to Mexico, also very strong,

well fortified, armed with 22 cannon and occupied b}- General

Valencia with 7,000 veterans, said to be the flower of the

Mexican army. It was decided to mask San Antonio and

to attack Contreras.

A path having been made passable through the pedrigal or

fields of lava, the brigade of Gen. Persifor Smith was on

August 19 directed against Contreras and drove in the enemy's

cavalry, skirmishers and advanced posts, but did not attack

the main work. Two light batteries, brought forward with,

great difficulty, were opened against the enemy's works, but

after a severe contest they were silenced. Leaving the guns

supported by several companies of infantrj^ (later reinforced

by two regiments of Pierce's brigade) before the works, Gen-

eral Smith moved the remainder of his brigade to the right

^
upon San Geronimo, to cut Contreras off from the capital

and also from communication with Santa Ana, who with

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 40
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12,000 men had advanced to support Valencia, and who ulti-

mateh' approached to within 2,000 yards of his works.

The brigade of General Smith was reinforced by those of

Riley and Cadwalader, and all three were at San Geronimo,

interposed between Valencia and Santa Ana, before dark.

The brigade of Shields was toiling through the pedrigal and

joined the others during the night. The light batteries,

having suffered severely, were withdrawn out of range.

The situation at this time would seem to have called for

immediate and vigorous action of some sort on the part of

the enemy. It is asserted by some that the Mexicans did not

know the movements of their enemy; but this would seem

incredible. Be that as it ma}% General Valencia spent the

precious moments in writing a very extravagant report of

his "victory" and in "conferring brevets upon his officers."

Most of the night, which was rainy and very dark, .was spent

by the Engineer ofl&cers in searching for a possible route to

the rear of the enemy's works. The movement began at 3

o'clock a. m. on the 20th, with Riley's brigade in the lead.

The brigade of Shields remained at San Geronimo to with-

stand any movement of Santa Ana. The other three brigades

did not finish their movement until long after da3-light. Yet

they remained undiscovered until they were almost ready

to assault, the enemy's attention being more particularly

devoted to the troops still occupying the first position, near

Padiema.

At about 6.30 a. m. Valencia's position was assaulted in

rear and on both flanks, and in a few minutes his entire force

was utterly routed and " totally destroyed as a military bod}'."

" I doubt whether a more brilliant or decisive victory

—

taking into view ground, artificial defenses, batteries, and the

extreme disparity of numbers, without cavalr}' or artillen,- on

our side—is to be found on record. Including all our corps

directed against the intrenched camp, with Shields's brigade at

the hamlet, we positively did not have over 4,500 rank and file,

and we know by sight, and more certainly b}- man}- captured

documents and letters, that the eneui}^ had actually engaged

on the spot 7,000, with at least 12,000 more hovering within

sight and striking distance, both on the 19th and 20th.
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"All not killed or captured now fled with precipitation.

Thus was the great victory of Contreras achieved; our road

to the capital opened; 700 of the enemy killed; 813 pris-

oners, including 88 ofl&cers, 4 generals, besides various colors

and standards, 22 pieces of brass ordnance, half of large cali-

ber, thousands of small arms and accouterments, an immense
quantity of shot and shell, powder and cartridges, 700 pack

mules and man 3' horses—all in our hands.""

Two of these guns were Santa Ana's trophies from the

field of Buena Vista. They had been " lost without dis-

honor" b}- a battery of the Fourth Artillery, Captain O'Brien,

at Buena Vista. They were now "recovered with glor}'" by

Capt. Simon Drum's battery of the same regiment.

The fortified post of San Antonio, the bridge head of Churu-

busco, and the fortified convent of San Pablo adjacent were

all captured after hard fighting on the same da}^ While the

battle of Churubusco was in progress the brigades of Shields

and Pierce were sent b}' the commanding general to attack

the Mexican reserves in rear of the lines of Churubusco.

The resulting combat, called the "battle of Portales," was

very severe for a time, but terminated in the fifth American

victor}' on that memorable 20th of August.
" So terminated the series of events which I have but feebly

presented. My thanks were freel}^ poured out on the dif-

ferent fields to the abilities atid services of generals and

other officers, to the zeal and prowess of all, the rank and file

included. But a reward infinitely higher, the applause of a

grateful country and Government, will, I can not doubt, be

accorded in due time to such merit of every sort displa3-ed b}'

this glorious army, which has now overcome all difficulties,

distance, climate, ground, fortifications, and numbers.

"It has in a single daj' in man}' battles as often defeated

32,000 men, made about 3,000 prisoners, including 8 generals,

two of them ex-Presidents, and 205 other officers; killed and

wounded 4,000 of all ranks, besides entire corps dispersed and

dissolved; captured 37 pieces of ordnance, more than trebling

our siege train and field batteries, with a large number of

n General Scott's report.
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small arms and a full supply of ammunition of every kind.

These great results have overwhelmed the eneuty. Our loss

amounts to 1,053; i39> including 16 ofl&cers, were killed;

876, with 60 officers, were wounded.
* * * * * :i: *

"After so many victories we might with but little additional

loss have occupied the capital the same evening.
;(: * :•: :i: M: * *

" I halted our victorious corps at the gates of the city, at

least for a time, and have them now quartered" etc."

Negotiations were undertaken, but failed, and operations

were resumed on the 7th of September. Next day occurred

the battle of Molino del Rey, in which 3,250 Americans

defeated 14,000 Mexicans, who occupied a very powerful line

of works, flanked by the fire of the Castle of Chapultepec.

Four thousand lancers, the finest cavalry in the world, were

completely bluffed and intimidated by Major Sumner with

270 dragoons, and they took no part in the battle except that

of spectators. The enemy was driven from his works with

heavy losses, including all his artillery and Soo prisoners;

but, as at Buena Vista, Santa Ana proclaimed a great victory

won by himself—a "victory" the anniversary of which is

celebrated in Mexico to this day.

After the destruction of the powerful stone works of Molino

del Rey, including the Casa Mata Fort, there still remained

between the American army and the capital only the Castle

of Chapultepec. This renowned fortress was battered all da}'

on September 12 and next morning was carried by assault.

The Belen and San Cosmo causeways and gates were cap-

tured in the afternoon of the same day.

On September 14 the city was occupied with little opposi-

tion, and, although minor operations continued for a time, the

war was practicall}^ at an end.

Among those who were breveted for gallantry in the severe

battles of Molino del Rey and Chapultepec was Second Lieut.

U. S. Grant, of the Fourth Infantr}-.

"At the end of another series of arduous and brilliant

operations of more than fort3^-eight hours' continuance this

a General Scott's report.
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glorious army hoisted, on the luoruing of the 14th, the colors

of the United States on the walls of this palace.""

" The victory of the 8th at the Molino del Rey was followed

by daring reconnaissances on the part of our distinguished

Engineers—Captain Lee, Lieutenants Beauregard, Stevens,

and Tower. Their operations were directed principally to

the south—toward the gates of the Piedad, San Angel (Mino

Perdido), San Antonio, and the Paseo de la Viga.

"This city stands on a slight swell of ground, near the

center of an irregiilar basin, and is girdled by a ditch in its

greater extent—a navigable canal of great breadth and

depth—very difficult to bridge in the presence of an enemy,

and serving at once for drainage, custom-house purposes, and

military defense, leaving eight entrances or gates over

arches, each of which we found defended b}' a system of

strong works that seemed to require nothing but some men
and guns to be impregriable.

"Outside and within the cross iires of those gates we found

to the south other obstacles but little less formidable.
4: * * * * * *

"After a close personal survey of the southern gates, cov-

ered b}' Pillow's division and Riley's brigade of Twiggs's

—

with four times our numbers concentrated in our immediate

front—I determined on the nth to avoid that network of

obstacles, and to seek by a sudden diversion to the southwest

and west less unfavorable approaches."
* * * * * :i: *

"The stratagem against the south was admirably executed

throughout the 12th and down to the afternoon of the 13th,

when it was too late for the enemy to recover from the effects

of his delusion. The first step in the new movement was to

carry Chapultepec, a natural and isolated mound, of great

elevation, strongly fortified at its base, on its acclivities, and

heights.

* * * * * * H:

"In the course of the same night (that of the nth) heavy

batteries, within easy ranges, were established. No. i, on our

right, under the command of Captain Drum, Fourth Artillery

a General Scott's report written in the National Palace of Mexico September i8, 1847.
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(relieved late next da}-, for some hours, by Lieutenant Andrews

of the Third), and No. 2, commanded b}- Lieutenant Hagner,

Ordnance—both supported by Quitman's division. No. 3

and 4 on the opposite side, supported by Pillows division,

were commanded, the former by Captain Brooks and Lieut.

S. S. Anderson, Second Artillery, altematel}', and the latter

by Lieutenant Stone, Ordnance. The batteries were traced

by Captain Huger and Captain Lee, engineer, and constructed

by them with the able assistance of the 3'oung oflScers of those

corps and the artillery.

:J: :;: ::: :i: :;: "^ :*:

" The bombardment and cannonade, under the direction of

Captain Huger, were commenced earl}- in the morning of the

1 2th."

Here follows a description of the storm of Chapultepec.

The report resumes: "The following are the oii&cers and corps

most distinguished in those brilliant operations : The Volti-

geur regiment, in two detachments, commanded, respectively,

b}' Colonel Andrews and Lieutenant-Colonel Johnston, the

latter mostly in the lead '=' * '^' the storming part}- of

Worth's division under Captain McKenzie, Second Artiller}',

with Lieutenant Selden, Eighth Infantry, early on the ladder

and badly wounded; Lieutenant Armistead, Sixth Infantry,

the iirst to leap into a ditch to plant a ladder; Lieutenants

Rodgers, of the Fourth, and J. P. Smith, of the Fifth

Infantry— both mortally wounded; the Ninth Infantr}-,

under Colonel Ransom, who was killed while gallantly

leading that gallant regiment; the Fifteenth Infantry, under

Lieutenant-Colonel Howard and Major Woods * * *

Colonel Clarke's brigade (Worth's division), consisting of the

Fifth, Eighth, and Sixth Regiments of Infantry, commanded,

respectivel}-, \>y Captain Chapman, Major Montgomery, and

Lieut. Edward Johnson, the latter specially noticed, with

Lieutenants Longstreet (badly wounded, advancing, colors in

hand), Pickett, and Merchant, the last three of the Eighth

Infantry * '•' "" and another detachment, a portion of

the storming part}- (Twigg's division, serving with Quitman),

under Lieutenant Steele, Second Infantry, after the fall of

Lieutenant Gantt, Seventh Infantrv.
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"111 this connection it is bnt just to recall the decisive

effect of the heavy batteries Nos. i, 2, 3, and 4, commanded
b}- those excellent officers Captain Drum, Fourth Artiller}-,

assisted by Lieutenants Benjamin and Porter, of his own
compaii}- ; Captain Brooks and Lieutenant Anderson, Second

Artiller}', assisted b}- Lieutenant Russell, Fourth Infantry, a

volunteer; Lieutenants Hagner and Stone, of the Ordnance,

and Lieutenant Andrews, Third Artiller}', the whole superin-

tended b}' Captain Huger, Chief of Ordnance with this army,

an officer distinguished by every kind of merit. The mountain

howitzer battery, under Lieutenant Reno of the Ordnance,

deserves also to be particularl}- mentioned. Attached to the

\'oltigeurs, it followed the movements of that regiment and

again won applause.

"In adding to the list of individuals of conspicuous merit

I must limit myself to a few of the many names which might

be enumerated: Captain Hooker, assistant adjutant-general,

who won special applause successivel}- in the staffs of Pil-

low and Cadwalader; Lieutenant Lovell, Fourth Artillery

(wounded), chief of Quitman's staff; Captain Page, assistant

adjutant-general (wounded), and Lieutenant Hammond, Third

Artiller}^, both of Shield's staff, and Lieutenant Van Dorn

(Seventh Infantr}-), aid-de-camp to Brigadier-General Smith.
" These operations all occurred on the the west, southeast,

and heights of Chapultepec. To the north and at the base of

the mound, inaccessible on that side, the Eleventh Infantrj',

under Lieutenant-Colonel Hebert; the Fourteenth, under

Colonel Trousdale, and Captain Magruder's field battery,

First Artillery—one section advanced under Lieutenant Jack-

son— all of Pillow's division—had at the same time some

spirited affairs against superior numbers, driving the enemj^

from a batter}- in the road and capturing a gun. In these

the officers and corps named gained merited praise.

"Here (at the Belen Gate) of the heavy battery (Fourth

Artillery) Captain Drum and Lieutenant Benjamin were

mortallv wounded and Lieutenant Porter, its third in rank,
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slightly. The loss of these two most distinguished officers

the Army will long mourn.
:;: :•: :;= :J: J^ * :i:

"The capital, however, was not taken by any one or two

corps, but hy the talent, the science, the gallantry, the

prowess of this entire ami}'.
if; ij; iji :}; ;J; ¥ V

"And I reassert, upon accumulated and unquestionable evi-

dence, that in not one of those conflicts (the battles in the

Valle}' of Mexico) was this arm^- opposed by fewer than three

and a half times its niimbers—in several of them b}' a yet

greater excess.
*

"In conclusion I beg to enumerate once more, with due

commendation and thanks, the distinguished staff officers,

general and personal, who, in our last operations in front of the

enemy, accompanied me and communicated orders to every

point and through every danger. Lieutenant-Colonel Hitch-

cock, acting Inspector-General; Major Turnbull and Lieu-

tenant Hardcastle, Topographical Engineers; Major Kirby,

Chief Paymaster; Captain Irwin, Chief Quartermaster; Cap-

tain Grayson, Chief Commissary; Capt. H. L. Scott, Chief in

the Adjutant-General's Department; Lieutenant \\^illiams,

Aid-de-camp; Lieutenant Lay, Militarv Secretary; Major

J. P. Gaines, Kentuck}- Cavalr}- volunteer Aid-de-camp;

Captain Lee, so constantly distinguished, also bore important

orders from me (September 13) until he fainted from a wound
and the loss of two nights' sleep at the batteries. Lieutenants

Beauregard, Stevens, and Tower, all wounded, were employed

with the divisions, and Lieuts. G. W. Smith and G. B. IMcClel-

lan with the company of Sappers and Miners. Those five

lieutenants of Engineers, like their captain, won the admira-

tion of all about them. The Ordnance officers, Captain Huger,

Lieutenants Hagner, Stone, and Reno, were highh- effective

and distinguished at the several batteries; and I must add

that Captain McKinstry, assistant quartermaster, at the close

of the operations executed several important commissions for

me as a special volunteer."
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During the action in front of the San Cosmo Gate, Cap-

tain Brooks, in command of a detachment of the Second

Artiller}', and Lieut. U. S. Grant, with a detachment of the

Fourth Infantry, attacked and, after a very hard fight, carried

a breastwork defended by a large force of the enemy. To
hasten this result it was necessarj- to bring fonvard a piece of

artiller}' along the causewa}' swept by the enemj-'s fire. This

was done by Lieut. H. J. Hunt, Second Artillery, whose

detachment lost more than half its numbers; but the move
was decisive.

Of this incident General Worth, the division commander,

said in his report: "It has never been my fortune to witness

a more brilliant exhibition of courage and conduct.""

Some of the most furious combats of the war were among
those of the minor expeditions. The following will ser\-e

as a specimen

:

On the morning of the 6th (December, 1846) Kearny's command met

and defeated at San Pasqual, about 40 miles from San Diego, a bodj' of

Mexicans under Gen. Andres Pico. Kearny had at this time about 300

men, composed of Companies B and C, First Dragoons, and volunteers.

The action was severe, the First Dragoons losing 3 officers—Captains

iVIoore and Johnston and Lieutenant Hammond—and 14 men killed, and

about all the dragoons were wounded, principally with lance thrusts.

General Kearny himself received two wounds; Lieutenant Warner, of the

Topographical Engineers, three; and Captain Gillespie, of the volun-

teers, three. Kearny was compelled to remain at San Bernardino until

the iith on account of wotnids, but reached and occupied San Diego

December 12.''

The Hon. Randolph B. Alarc}-, Secretar}- of War during

the administration of President Polk, expressed himself as

follows (December, 184S):

Among the considerations which render the U. S. Military Academy

at West Point an appropriate depository of the trophies of the successful

victories of our arms in Mexico is the admitted fact that the graduates of

that institution contributed in an eminent degree to our unexampled

career of success.

We have thtis briefly noticed some of the exploits of the

American Army in the War of 1S12-1S15, and in the Mex-
a General Scott's report written in the X.ilioiial Palace of Mexico September i8, 1S47.

6 Historical Sketch of the ist U. S. Cavalr>', by Capt. R. P. P. Wainwright.
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ican war with special reference to the work of the graduates

of the Militar}' Academy.

While the plans were formed and the orders for the armies

were issued bj- the commanding generals, the information

upon which those plans and orders were based was in the

latter contest procured almost entirely by graduates or under

their personal direction, and the execution of the general's

orders was largel}- in their hands also; and the excellence of

all this work is shown not onl}- b}- its results, but also b}- the

published official opinions of various general officers, not

graduates themselves. Such opinions, being the best possi-

ble evidence, have been extensiveh- quoted throughout this

paper.

While there is no pretense of a monopol}' of military talents,

virtues, or skill, it ma}- nevertheless be regarded as demon-

strated that military education is a useful, natural, and proper

means for the development of them all. And when combined

with practical experience, more or less extensive, which is

really the final course of a thorough military training, the

foundation for good officers of any grade is, perhaps, as well

laid as can be expected from human wisdom.

Certainl}^ the United States Military Acadeni}- can not be

regarded as an unprofitable investment. Although for a long

time there was much said and written in opposition to it,

the "logic of events" seems to have ended that discussion.

The experience of Scott and Taylor has justified the fore-

sight of W'ashington, and later experience has still further

confirmed it."

The following table, which relates to the Mexican War and

which refers to and includes onlj- graduates, has been com-

piled with care, and is believed to be ver}' nearl}-, if not pre-

cisely, accurate. It is intended to show their losses and to

give an idea of the estimate placed upon their services by the

general officers under whom the}' served. All the brevets

a "II remains to show that four years is ample to make good officers for the Army, as a body com-
petent to all the demands of the service and to meet all their responsibilities. To this end I have
only to cite the career of our Army in the Mexican War, the officers of which mostly entered the

Academy between the ages of 14 and 21. And I make no hesitation in the assertion that there was
no failure in the undertaking of any military operation or expedition during the war resulting

from a want of education in the graduate."—Testimony of J. K. F. Mansfield. Inspector-General,

U. S. A., before the commission appointed in 1S60 to examine and report upon the U. S. M. -\.
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but five were conferred for distinguished services upon the

field of battle. In a large number of cases one brevet was

awarded to cover several acts near together in point of time,

any one of which would have earned it, such as: " Bvt.
,

September 23, 1846, for gallant and meritorious conduct in

the several conflicts at Monterey, Mexico," or "Bvt.
,

August 20, 1S47, for gallant and meritorious conduct in the

battles of Contreras and Churubusco, Mexico."

Each brevet is credited to the "regiment or corps" to which

the officer belonged and with which he was serving when he

performed the ser\-ice for which it was awarded.

Regiment or corps. Graduates. Killed. Wounded.

First Dragoons

Second Dragoons

Mounted Rifles

Total cavalry

First Artillery

Second Artillerj-

Third Artillery

Fourth Artillery

Total

First Infantry

Second Infantry

Third Infantry

Fourth Infantrj*

Fifth Infantrj-

Sixth Infantrj'

Seventh Infantry

Eighth Infantry

Total

Engineer Corps

Topographical Engineers

Ordnance Department

.Vdjutant-General's Department

Quartermaster's Department . .

.

Paymaster's Department

Subsistence Department

Total

189

16

19

18

34

41

34

27

28

26

i6

27

166

24

23

iS

8

0:2

2

4

91

a Seven of these brevets were for services on the battlefield.
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List of officers commanding Volunteers in the war with Mexico who are graduates

of the U. S. Military Academy.

[Thirtieth Congress, first session. Executive Document No. S, Table <",; Congressional Document
No. 515, pp. 653-654.]

Name.
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Military services ofgraduates LK S. Military Academy.

[Report of Board of Visitors, 1848.]

Total number of graduates, 1S02-1847 i, 365
Killed in the war with England 10

Killed in Florida war 12

Killed in Mexican war 46

Graduates who have offered their sen-ices ( not accepted ) in Mexican w^r 23

Graduates brevetted for gallantry or distinguished services, exclusive of those of Buena Vista

and the battles from Veracruz to Mexico 81

Graduates in the volunteer ser\'ice during the Mexican war 43
Graduates who have held high rank in the militia 73



SERVICE OF GRADUATES IN THE CIVIL WAR.

By Major W. E. BIRKHIMER,
Artillery Corps, U. 3. Military Academy, 1S70.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

WHEN the American civil war broke out

in 1 86 1, fiftv-nine 3'ears after the

founding of the Military Acadeni}', no graduate

of that institution had ever serA-ed except by

virtue of brevet rank as a general officer in the

line of the U. S. Ami}'. ]Mr. Jefferson Davis

alone of its graduates had been appointed to

the full grade of brigadier-general therein,

which, however, he declined.

The circumstance did not indicate want of

faith in the value of militar}- education to

the soldier. Evidence of this everj'where

appeared; the Academy had grown constantl}^

in public favor; all the generals who com-

manded during the Mexican war, several of

whom then were appointed from civil life,

cheerfulh" bore testimou}- to the great obliga-

tions they were under to their educated subor-

dinates. It was seen that those fitted for future command
were coming to the front in the ranks of the latter. An
opportunity soon was offered of giving practical expression to

this appreciation. In 1855 the line of the Ami}- was increased

one-fifth. Of the 16 field officers thus newly provided for, 15

were graduates of West Point. While, therefore, down to the

beginning of 1861 no graduates had attained the grade of

general officers in the line of the Army, they were in a posi-

tion to step forward at once whenever those who so long had

filled those stations should vacate them.

(632)

INFANTRY PRIVATE
CAMPAIGN DRESS.
CIVIL WAR, 1S61-

1S65.
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The truth is that the benefits of the Academy upon the

military establishment came soon to be acknowledged not

only in the Army, but throughout the country, and especially

in the Congress of the United States. This commenced to

be manifested in the proceedings of Congress soon after the

war of 181 2, and simply reflected the public conviction that

education was essential to the best type of soldier, and
although assaults were made from time to time in the national

legislature upon the institution, the latter truly \wxy be said

to have gathered strength with the growth of the nation.

During the forty years subsequent to the reorganization of

the Army in 1S21 most of the officers appointed to commis-

sions were graduates. If they had not risen to highest com-

mand they were the trusted advisers of those who had.

Quietly, but certainly, through the six decades from its estab-

lishment down to 1 86 1, and with augmenting power, the

vivifying and strengthening influence of the scientific mili-

tary education imparted at the Academv had been doing its

salutar}' work of building an ami}- and a public sentiment

upon an intelligent basis, strong in that from the foundation

stone it was constructed upon correct military principles.

During this time the careers of the graduates, both in the

Army and out of it, gave their alma mater great prestige. It

was, therefore, not a matter of surprise that at the beginning

of September, 1 861, within a few months of the commencement

of the civil war, 6 of the 1 1 generals in the Regular Army
were graduates," and of the other 5, mostl}- superannuated,

it is no disparagement to say that they were wholly incapaci-

tated from age and infirmities to cope with demands of the

gigantic struggle now precipitated, and, with the sole excep-

tion of the gallant first commander of the Second Ami}- Corps,

proved wholly unequal to the duties of their stations in the

field. The principle was soon adopted of making the appoint-

ment of general officer in the Regular Ami)- a reward for

conspicuous success in the exercise of a general's command in

operations against the enemy. At the conclusion of the war

16 of the 17 regular general officers of the line were grad-

uates,* the 16 including all the more prominent commanders.
a.\rmy Register, p. 3. ^Army Register, 1866, p. 3.
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There is but one desideratum in a military commander and

that is fitness. This fitness is due to man}- causes. IMau}-

who bear commissions can never possess it. It will be found

to consist of numerous elements. One of these is a correct

understanding of the principles upon which militar}' opera-

tions should be conducted. The foundation for this is

attempted to be given at schools such as the Military Acad-

emy. Another, the ver}' central idea of such schools, is dis-

cipline, its true nature and necessit3\ Another is the knowl-

edge, gathered from experience, of the minutia of service and

the application thereof to soldiers singly or in mass. Another

is fortitude and courage. This is only a partial list, but all

these elements are necessar}-.

It needs no extended demonstration to show what an advan-

tage the West Point education, if properly utilized, is to those

who enter at the foot of a profession where, to attain success,

the before-mentioned elements are fundamental On the

other hand, the circumstance of having received this educa-

tion places them under peculiarly heavy obligations. The
candidate for military honors from that institution can not

relax his exertions at the first step of the ladder, or he will

fail, as unfortunatel}' frequenth' has been the case, thus bring-

ing reproach not onlj- upon himself, but also upon the acad-

emy that gave him so man}- preliminary advantages, and lend-

ing a color to the assertion that such education is of little

benefit.

Besides, the enumerated and other necessary elements may
be acquired by one who has not enjoj-ed such early educa-

tional facilities, but who, cultivating assiduousl}' the talents

that nature has given him and strenuousl}- utilizing the

opportunities that experience places in his way, forces him-

self to the front b}^ dint of sheer worth alone and through

success becomes recognized as one who can be safely intrusted

with important commands. The civil war furnished numer-

ous instances of this kind. Such men should, and they

always will, rise above those who can do no more than boast

of early superior advantages, but whose lives present them to

the world as lacking both the character and earnestness of
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purpose even to endeavor adequately to make return to the

Government for the favors they have enjoyed.

Of the living graduates when the war commenced, includ-

ing the classes (two) of 1861, 89 per cent served in either the

Union or Confederate army. The 1 1 per cent remaining

seem to have been deterred principallv bv phvsical infirmi-

ties, some by business relations, and a small number from an

apparent desire to remain neutral upon the political issue

mainlv involved.

Of the 89 per cent who served actively, over 73 per cent

—

nearl}- three-fourths—were in the Union Army.
Of the graduates in civil life 55 per cent now reentered the

Army on one side or the other, the actual number on each

side entering from this class being almost identicallv the

same.

During the war i graduate rose to the grade of lieutenant-

general, speciall}^ revived for him; 6 to that of major-general,

and 1 1 to brigadiers in the Regular Army; 66 to major-

general, and 112 to brigadier-general of volunteers, or more

than one-third of those engaged rose to the grade of general

ofiScer. Nine received the thanks of Congress for conspicu-

ously gallant and important service in battle.

It has been the experience of the United States in all wars

that at the commencement political expediency powerfully

influenced appointments to military- office. The great crisis

of 1S61 furnished no exception. Of the 5 major-generals of

volunteers appointed during that year, 4 were' prominent

politicians without recognized special military capacity-; but,

as if to balance the scale, of the brigadier-generals of volun-

teers appointed about the same time, three-fourths were grad-

uates, a large proportion of these entering from civil life. It

apparentl}^ was desired and expected that the experience of

the Mexican war would be repeated—that politicians would

be put in at the head of the volunteer forces to gain whatever

of credit flowed from that source, while, to furnish that mili-

tarj- experience and knowledge which these political generals

notoriously lacked, competent and trusted subordinates were

placed close around and under them.

As the war progressed the idea of subordinating military

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 41
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measures to political considerations -was modified, but could

not wholly be ignored. Compliance with them furnished in

time an awaiting-order list of which President Lincoln

remarked that the generals without commands, by whom
nobody wanted to be commanded, constituted one of the most

onerous burdens of his sorely tried life.

Before the expiration of 1861, however, the true nature of

the war became apparent to the Government. Strenuous efforts

then were made to discover and place in the higher and more

responsible commands those officers who by their antecedents

gave promise of being most competent. While high-ranking

political generals were not ignored, they were given commands
where, it was hoped, their anticipated errors would do the

least harm. B}- the ist of January, 1863, two-thirds of the

major-generals—the highest grade at that time—in the vast

ami}- called into the service of the Union were graduates,

which proportion was fairly well maintained throughout the

war. Under this policy, which was a complete "about face"

from the original before commented upon, the command of

large bodies of troops was, with few exceptions, given into the

hands of experienced and trained soldiers. The position of

general officer in the Regular Army was made a reward for

command successfully exercised against the eneni}'.

At the beginning of the last year of the war (1865) the

names of graduates alone appeared in the list of generals of

the line of the Regular ArniA'." It is true that the military

capacity of some of these had been anticipated, the}- having

been appointed for what they were expected to do; the rest

had been appointed for great fitness actually shown while in

command and for success achieved; and it furnishes a curious

and instructive lesson to examine the names in these two

classes and contemplate what each class accomplished toward

the successful prosecution of the war.

It would be comparativel}^ easy perhaps to account for the

services of the nearly- 300 graduates who during the civil war

rose to the grade of general officer in the Union Army.
What were the other 500 or so doing? In the first place

be it remembered that one in five of the whole number engaged
aArmy Register, January l, i860.
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in all grades laid down his life as an earnest of devotion to

the canse he maintained; and secondl}-, one-third of the

whole number was wounded more or less severely. Thus in

the most highly honorable manner the full extent of the pos-

sible field service was impaired. Those who did not secure

the coveted star on the shoulder were mainly engaged in the

administrative bureaus and in the staff, where their services

were indispensable to the maintenance of efficiency in the

troops. Moreover, in a war on that scale, when every resource

of government was put in requisition, there was everywhere

a demand for officers who had a knowledge of ordinar_v mili-

tary affairs, and who in addition could be useful in conducting

various new departments which the diversity- and immensity

of militar}- operations brought into existence. Sick or disabled

officers were, until recovery, temporarih- placed upon any duty

that their ph3'sical condition would justify. This was the

practice in all grades, but necessarily more so in the lower,

where, with the greater numbers, casualties were the more

numerous.

The plan worked admirably. It enabled these officers,

skilled in routine military affairs, especiall}' office work, to

sen-e the Government while they were convalescing, almost

if not quite as acceptably as if commanding their troops in

presence of the enemy. Not only was this important at the

time, but having regard to individual rights and not only

present but future governmental pecuniary responsibility,

nothing could exceed the importance of the record work thus

done. Graduates of experience, convalescents or otherwise,

were mainly relied upon to sj-stematize this class of labor;

and because it had three times as many graduates at its dis-

posal, it followed that the National Government was much
better off in this respect than the Confederacy.

Then there was the class of graduates who, due to various

causes, occupied subordinate positions in the field, either in

staff duties or commanding troops. To take in the whole

military situation we must glance not only toward the top,

biit down the line. There was not room for all in the upper

grades, cousequenth' many were consigned to the lower. That
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the}' served there was nothing to their discredit. Many grad-

uated after the war commenced, when the upper grades were

filled, not always with good commanders to be sure, but hav-

ing been placed on the lists it was difficult to get rid of the

inefficient; consequent!}' it often happened that abler and

better soldiers were compelled to remain in the lower ranks.

Here they constituted a substantial and well-recognized ele-

ment of strength by reason of professional accomplishments,

their imbued discipline, and knowledge of military details.

It was the fortune of this class to labor in a field of duty

wdiere the rewards, if not conspicuous before the coimtry, were

yet those dear to the heart of every true soldier ; a conscious-

ness of service faithfully rendered, and of return made to the

full extent of ability and opportunity for that education which

the wisdom and beneficence of the Government had given

them at their beloved alma mater. It is a proud fact that, in

the roll of honor of the glorious dead, of the wounded, and of

brevets for gallant conduct on the battlefield, this class stands

preeminent.

Turning now to the Confederate army, it is rather cui'ious

to observe, considering how closely sectional lines were drawn

in those days, that of the 296 graduates who entered that

army over 13 per cent were bom in and over 1 1 per cent were

appointed Cadets from the free States, a fact which gallantry

has attributed, and no doubt justly, to the gentler sex. Over

50 per cent became general officers. The rest were employed,

as were corresponding subordinate grades in the Union Army,
just remarked upon, and they there rendered, to the extent

that their numbers permitted, and the internal aff'airs of their

government made possible, equally acceptable military ser\'-

ice. Only 14 per cent, or one in seven, of the 296 referred

to, were over 50 years of age. With two exceptions, however,

those who rose to the full rank of general were over 50, and

to this older class of generals belonged all those in whom
greatest confidence habitually was reposed and who have

left in history reputations as great commanders.

After the first few weeks of the civil war it was recognized

by the Confederacy as a struggle to the death. If success
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were to be had, it was to be only through the triumph of their

arms.

The arts of diplomac}-, from which so much at first had

been hoped, were soon given their true and secondary place.

Promptly the principle was acted upon. Military necessity

became at once supreme. Every resource at command of

government, or which could be appropriated, was utilized to

the utmost to the accomplishment of the one supreme end

to be attained. A powerful instrumentality was a properly

organized militar}- establishment. It had to be created anew,

though some of the more important elements were known,

tried, and at hand. Here then was a field where, imdeterred

by prejudice and errors grown hoarj' and sanctified by age,

an army could be brought into existence with the rank of

officers appropriate to the command they were to exercise.

At that period, in the councils of the Union, the full grade of

lieutenant-general seemed to be regarded as too sacred for any

of our officers, because General Washington had held it. The
Confederacy was not bound by memories of this character, but

went straight to the creation and filling of grades from general

down, with an eye single to military efficiency. Graduates

alone were appointed to the full grade of general. Of the

West Pointers in the Confederate service, 8 were made full

generals, 15 lieutenant-generals, 40 major-generals, 88 brig-

adier-generals. Two onl)' of the Confederate lieutenant-

generals were not graduates. The commands appropriate to

these grades were, respectively, army, corps, division, brigade.

Above all stood the Confederate president, Jefferson Da\is,

as constitutional commander in chief. Nor with him was this

an empty military power. He believed that it wisel}' had been

intrusted to liis discretion, and he exercised it accordingl}'.

Two ideas seem to have dominated him in this regard: First,

that he was entirelv competent to pass upon any military exi-

gency when it arose ; second, that superior knowledge acquired

in the exalted station from which he viewed the whole field of

contest rendered it peculiarh- appropriate that he should inter-

pose at will his supreme military authority. That he should

entertain these sentiments can not be matter of surprise when
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his character and previous public service are considered. His

was a nature that could not brook a superior, and bareh- toler-

ated an equal ; and his ability enabled him successfully to

practice this role. While in the Congress of the United

States, both House and Senate, he ever was treated with respect

approaching deference by his associates. After the Mexican

war, where a brief but brilliant service, joined to political con-

siderations, secured him the tender of a brigadier-generalcy

in the Regular Army, his iniluence as Secretar}' of War and

as Senator became, in all military matters, very great—indeed,

in a measure, determining almost without question the mili-

tar}' polic}' of the nation.

When, therefore, he left the Senate, soon to become presi-

dent of the revolted States, it was not to be wondered at, how-

ever much his subordinates might regret the circumstance,

that he could not leave unused, when occasion seemed to ren-

der it expedient, that military authority with which the con-

stitution of the struggling Confederacy- had invested him.

Indeed, the existence of the power in his hands was a necessity:

the great problem for him to solve, each step big with fate,

was when, where, and how to use it wisely.

Careful study of the events of this momentous period leaves

no doubt in the mind that the result, upon the whole, of his

interference and exercise of military authorit}- was greatly

prejudicial to the cause he had espoused.

Under these circumstances good organization was the more

necessary to the Confederate army. The one aim was suc-

cessfully to direct the military resources and energies of the

Confederacy. A powerful mean to that end was an appropri-

ate distribution of command from top to bottom. In this wa}'

the military power of the Confederacy, with a devotion, energy,

and singleness of purpose unsurpassed, was directed toward

the attainment of the sole object of its existence—the defeat

of the armies of the Union. It was an unequal contest; but

proper militar}- organization enabled the Confederacy to make
the most of its resources.

The military policy here adopted for selection of com-

manders is worthy the careful consideration of those to

whom, in any government, the supreme appointing power
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may be intrusted. It illustrates, in the clearest instance

known to recent times, choice of military leaders on the

principle of fitness alone. As a condition precedent to an

officer being intrusted with important militarj- command it

was necessary either that evidence be forthcoming from

which his qualifications fairlj' might be inferred, or that he

demonstrate his fitness in operations against the enemy.

As on the side of the Union, the appointment of mere poli-

ticians to command soldiers could not at first be avoided,

but they collapsed at the first blow, and thereafter little

consideration was given them as commanders. Thus, the

Confederate armies were organized, led, and fought. Fail-

ure was due solely to the fact that, happil}', the resources of

the National Government were too great for those of the

rebellion. In the words of the great soldier who led the

conquering hosts against the final citadel of Confederate

power, let us " hope for perpetual peace and harmon}' with

that eneni}-, whose manhood, however mistaken the cause,

drew forth such herculean deeds of valor." Nor was the

invocation uttered in vain.

OPERATIONS, 1 861.

For some months after the first hostile shot was fired, the

contestants to the civil war, the National and the so-called

Confederate government were maneuvering for position, each

hoping, with gradually diminishing confidence, that the

bitter cup might not be pressed to the lips of an anxious and

reluctant people, who dimly appreciated what was meant by

this dread trial of arms, j'et who felt instinctiveh* that the

question at issue was one which could not be compromised,

and that the sword alone could settle.

The area of the Confederac}' was 733,144 square miles; the

interior boundary line, 7,031; coast line, 3,523; shore line,

25,414 miles." The white population was 8,289,953; blacks,

about 4,000,000.

The population of the States that remained loyal to the

Union was about 20,000,000. The war soon assumed the

o civil War in America: Draper, vol. 2. p. 13S; vol. i, p. 508.
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aspect of this area of 733,144 square miles, with its popula-

tion, roundly, of 12,000,000, being reduced to the attitude of

a beleaguered vast fortress, shut off from supplies b}- sea,

except as occasionally relieved by blockade runners, assailed

at the most vital points on the interior line by the armies

which the patriotism and resources of 20,000,000 people

could muster.

Under these conditions the total of fighting powers which

each side could and did put into the field to serve its own

necessary purpose were by no means unequal. The Confed-

erates were concentrated and chose their positions to await

assault. In three notable instances, namely, Bragg's invasion

of Kentucky in 1S62 and in Lee's movements north of the

Potomac in 1862 and 1863, terminating in the battles of Perry-

ville, Antietam, and Gettysburg, respectively, the besieged

attempted sallies for moral effect, to relieve the ravages about

their cr\vn firesides, and to carry the war into the enemy's

country. In each instance the result was disastrous, teaching

the lesson that the Confederac}-, while well-nigh invincible

on its own ground, was too weak successfull}' to attempt to

carry its armies be3'ond its own territorial limits. This con-

clusion was disagreeable to the Confederacy. It was natural

for the Confederate authorities to avoid coming to it as long

as possible; but, the necessit}- having been demonstrated, it

remained only for their armies to settle down again in selected

and carefully prepared lines of defense and await the adver-

sary's attack. On the other hand, it was necessary for the

National Government to pursue constantl}- a campaign of

invasion. Its armies had to seek and overcome those of the

adversar}- within the territorial limits which the latter had

appropriated, amidst a bitterly hostile population, in positions

of the enemy's selection, strengthened by ever\- resource

known to militar}- art.

While, therefore, it is true that the loyal population greath'

exceeded the other, that the warlike resources of the National

Government were immensely greater than those of its adver-

sary-, that it had the prestige of permanent establisnment

among the nations of the world which the other lacked, still
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the task which its militan' power on land and sea had to per-

form was greater, compared with that of its antagonist, in

degree dul}- proportioned to these ennmerated advantages.

Fortunate!}' patriotism and national power were sufficient for

national presen-ation. Both were tried to the utmost limit.

We have the assurance of one of the foremost statesmen of

those trying times that in the fall of 1862 such was the feel-

ing of despair throughout the North at militarv reverses and

sacrifice of lives of the bravest of the land, such the misery

brought to every household, that had the cause been any

other than the preservation of the Union, anv Administration

which would not have secured peace by compromise would

have been hurled from power, and one of the great soldiers

who led the Union armies finalU' to victory- has expressed the

opinion that had the Confederate commanders been able to

prolong the war another year the loj-al States, worn out by

the struggle, might have consented to separation. Great,

therefore, as were the military resources of the National Gov-

ernment in the patriotism of the people and in warlike imple-

ments and materials of all necessary kinds, they were none

too great for the task imposed.

The militar}' conflicts during 1S61 were confined mostly to

the harbors of Charleston, S. C. ; Pensacola, Fla. ; irruptions

on the Atlantic coast, to Mrginia and Missouri. Those at

the harbors mentioned were to determine the question of

occupancy of the splendid local forts which the Government,

pursuant to its early adopted system of seacoast defense, had

constructed for the protection of the adjacent bays and cities.

The conflicts in \'irginia and Missouri were the results of

the first movements in which the opposing forces in earnest

essayed each to test ics own and the adversary's metal in a

trial at arms. Two of these rose to the dignity of battles

and, b}- the stubborness with which they were contested and

the casualties inflicted, presaged the strenuous character of

the struggle that now commenced.

On the night of December 26, i860, acting under discre-

tionary orders suited to the emergency which he now deemed

to have arisen, Alaj. Robert Anderson, First U. S. Artillery,

commanding in the harbor of Charleston, S. C, moved his
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command from Fort Moultrie to Fort Sumter." This being

sanctioned by the President was regarded b}- the secessionists,

under the conditions actuallj- existing, as an overt act of war.

The old forts around the harbor were occupied by hostile

troops, new works bearing on Fort Sumter were constructed,

the steamer conveying reenforcements and supplies to its gar-

rison was fired upon b\' the eneni}' Januar}- 7, the fort itself

was attacked on the 12th and surrendered on the 13th of

April, 1S61, after a bombardment of thirt3'-four hours. As a

purel}^ militarj- affair the incident of Fort Sumter was of

little importance. Biit its effect upon the nation coiild not

be overestimated. The people were electrified. The}'

sprang to arms with a spontaneit}- not witnessed since the

da3-s of Lexington. Although those in authority, the chief

officials especiall}-, as well as the cautious and prudent pri-

vate citizen might hope still for peace, it was felt b}- all now
to be almost impossible, and preparations for war at once

earnestl}' began.

The casualties inside Fort Sumter were few. Its defense

was not of that desperate nature which characterized some

subsequent incidents of the war. For this reason criticism

has been directed at the commander for vacillation and want

of staying qualities. But these reflections seem undeserved.

He acted well under the circumstances. Indecision had,

down to that time, characterized all branches of the National

Government. In consequence of this he had been left

unsupported, the eneni}' gathering in constantl 3' greater force

around him, while he was in no way succored. When, there-

fore, "the quarters were entirel}' burned, the main gates

destroj^ed b}^ fire, the gorge walls seriously impaired, the

magazine surrounded b}- flames and its door closed from the

effects of heat, four barrels and three cartridges of powder

only being available, and no provisions remaining but pork,"

he felt justified in putting an end, b}- favorable capitulation,

to the contest.

Of the graduates engaged in this defense. Major Anderson

was soon appointed brigadier-general, U. S. Army; Capts.

John G. Foster and Abner Doubleday rose to the grade of

»'Thc Civil War in .\nierica, Draper, vol. i. pp. 542-547.
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major-general, Capt. Truman Se3'nionr to brigadier-general,

and Second Lieut. Norman J. Hall to colonel of volunteers.

First Lieut. George \\'. SuA-der and Second Lieut. Richard K.

Meade both died soon afterwards, the latter having first joined

the Confederate army, where he attained the rank of major of

engineers.

On the Confederate side the graduates were represented in

about equal numbers. Brig. Gen. P. G. T. Beauregard com-

manded the provisional forces. His services here gave him

great eclat, and, August 31 following, he was raised to the

full rank of general. Capt. Stephen D. Lee, aid-de-camp,

rose to lieutenant-general January 23, 1S64, and succeeded

to the command of Hood's Corps when Gen. John B. Hood
relieved Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, July 27, 1S64, of command
of the Army of Tennessee before Atlanta. Maj. David R.

Jones, assistant adjutant-general, attained the rank of major-

general, dj-ing January 19, 1863. Capt. J. H. Hallonquist

was subsequentl}- lieutenant-colonel of artillerj-. All these

officers had resigned from the U. S. Army. Capt. W. R.

Calhoun had come into service from civil life. He rose to

the grade of colonel of artiller}- in the regular service of the

Confederacy, and was killed in a duel with a subordinate in

September, 1862.

The circumstances attending the bombardment and sur-

render of Fort Sumter brought all the militarv actors engaged

into favorable prominence. Each Government approved the

conduct of its own officers. The disposition of each was to

mete out promotions and militar^' appointments to a degree

greatly in excess of what the real professional merit of serv-

ices performed could be held to justify.

The conduct of First Lieut. Adam J. Slemmer at the

mouth of Pensacola Harbor, Fla., was similar to that of

Major Anderson at Charleston. The First Artillery at that

time were stationed in the South. On Januar}' 10, 1861,

Lieutenant Slemmer, accompanied by Second Lieut. J. H.

Gilman and Compan}^ G, First Artillery, with assistance of

the Nav}', abandoned Fort Barrancas, Fla., and moved, with

all impedimenta that could be so hastih' transported, to Fort

Pickens, a work of great strength, and which, controlling
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the entrance to the bay, completely dominated that important

harbor, deemed the best on the Gnlf coast. Although beset

by difficulties, including a threatening enemy vastl)' superior

in numbers, Slemmer's little garrison held bravely on until

reenforced, February 6, by a company under Capt. Israel

Vogdes, and on April 17 by five companies under Col. Har-

ve}' Bro\\Ti, U. S. Ami}-. It was in securing the reenforce-

ment and supplying of Fort Pickens that Capt. Alontgomery

C. Meigs rendered the specially valuable service which led

to his appointment, May 14, to colonel, and the next day,

May 15, 1861, to the responsible position of Quartermaster-

General, U. S. Army.

Later in the year, October 9, the Confederates made a night

attack on the United States forces near Fort Pickens, with

some success; but the fort itself never was captured, a cir-

cumstance leading within twelve months to the abandonment

by the eneni}- of all the surrounding district, possession of

which they had rightly deemed of great importance because

of the inclosed spacious harbor with easy entrance.

Of the graduates on the Union side who were prominent in

these transactions. Lieutenant Slemmer was appointed, as he

deserved, major Sixteenth Infantry, and later, together with

Colonel Brown and Captain Vogdes, brigadier-general of \'ol-

unteers; while Lieutenant Oilman w-as given one of the new
captaincies of Regulars. Among the Confederate commanders

the graduates were Col. William H. Chase, subsequentlj'

major-general of Florida State troops; Braxton Bragg,promoted

general April 12, 1862; Richard H. Anderson, lieutenant-

general, June I, 1864; Samuel Jones, major-general, and

Thomas M. Jones, brigadier-general, 1S62. The character of

these officers indicated the importance which the Confederate

authorities attached to the retention of Pensacola Harbor, but

Fort Pickens holding it b^• the throat, it ceased to be of value

to the Confederac}'.

The incidents at Forts Sumter and Pickens were mere out-

post affairs of the war about to open. Their importance is due

to the fact that they inaugurated the struggle.

On June 10, 1861, there fell at Big Bethel, Va., in an ill-

judged combat. First Lieut. John T. Greble, Second Artillery,
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the first graduate and regular officer to be killed during the

civil war. His sacrifice was part of the price that had to be

paid in order that the raw commanders now entering service

should gain the necessary experience to make them reason-

ably prudent in attacking an enemy in position.

The State of Kentucky seeking to occupy for the moment
the attitude of neutral ground, Maryland and the District of

Columbia having been placed by the prompt action of the

National authorities behind the line of loyal bayonets, the

armed opponents commenced to marshal themselves mainly
in the important States of \"irginia and Missouri.

The removal of the Confederate seat of government to

Richmond plainly indicated that the territor3' between that

cit}' and the National capital would be a principal theater of

conflict. It was felt by the Administration that the citv of

Washington must be protected at all hazards; not only

would national militar}' prestige suffer by its capture, but,

in the then condition of foreign relations, such an event it

was appreciated might prove fatal to the Union cause. The
nations of Europe had so often seen the occiipation of the

opposing seat of government followed bv the submission of

the vanquished, that it had become a milifar}' maxim to

press forward to a peace dictated in the enemy's capital; and
it was earnesth- felt that, with the ill-will so widely mani-

fested across the Atlantic, the excuse to interfere because of

this contingency must at any sacrifice be obviated. Nor was
there mutuality in the relative importance of the two capitals

:

The Confederates might recover from the loss of theirs; it

was doubtful if the National Government at that period

could have done so. Hence from the first there was always

the deepest solicitude felt that, whatever cl.se happened, the

capital of the Union should be rendered secure. Until

nearly the close of the war tWs consideration powerfully

influenced the movements of the Union armies in that theater

of operations.

Early in July the Confederate forces menacing Washing-
ton were concentrated at Manassas Junction, Va., about 30
miles in advance of that cit}', where a branch railroad to the

Shenandoah Valley joins that running from Richmond to
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the national capital. This force was connected on the left

with another at Winchester in the Shenandoah \"alley.

Other Confederates were in West Virginia; bnt they were

too far away, with means of commnnication too difficult, to

aid in case of conflict the main armies before mentioned.

Brigadier-Generals P. G. T. Beauregard and Joseph E. John-

ston, of the Confederate service, commanded at Manassas and

Winchester, respectively, while Maj. Gen. Robert E. Lee, of

the \'irginia State troops, was conducting the western Vir-

ginia campaign.

On the night of May 23-24 the Union troops moved in

three columns to the south bank of the Potomac under Brig.

Gen. Joseph K. F. Mansfield, U. S. Ami}-, commanding the

Department of Washington, and intrenched in position from

Alexandria to the Chain Bridge, above Georgetown." On the

27th Brig. Gen. Ir\in AIcDowell, U. S. Arm}-, was placed in

command south of the Potomac. He therefore was the

antagonist of his classmate Beauregard. ^laj. Gen. Robert

Patterson, a veteran of the war of 1S12 and of the Mexican

war, confronted Johnston. Gen. George B. McClellan, U. S.

Volunteers, maneuvered against Gen. Robert E. Lee's lieu-

tenants in western Virginia.

The sentiment of the loval States demanded decisive vic-

tor}' before the terms of enlistment of the volunteers expired.

If possible, the contemplated assembling of the Confederate

congress at Richmond was to be prevented by the capture of

that c\\.y. To accomplish all this it was necessary to seek

and defeat the Confederate forces. Those under Beauregard

were first to be dealt with, as they lay directly athwart the

route to the Confederate capital. The attempt to do this

resulted in the battle of Manassas Junction, or Bull Run,

July 21, 1861.

General Beauregard's army was protected by the stream

of Bull Run, which, though fordable in many places, 3'et

constituted a formidable obstacle to the advance of the Union

troops, most of whom, like their adversaries, possessed noth-

ing beyond the merest rudiments of military discipline. It

consisted of the brigades of Brigadier-Generals Theophilus

(I The Civil \V:ir in Anierica, Draper, vol, 2, p. 112.
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H. Holmes, ]M. L. Bonhaiu, Richard S. Ewell, David R.

Jones, James Longstreet, Colonels P. St. George Cocke,

Jnbal A. Early; unattached, three infantr}- regiments, one

regiment and three squadrons of cavalry', and six light

batteries. It was reinforced from Johnston's army on July

20 and 21 by the brigades of Brigadier-Generals Thomas J.

Jackson, Barnard E. Bee, Edmund K. Smith, Col. F. S.

Bartow; unattached, two infantry, one cavalry regiment,

and five light batteries. Every officer mentioned, except

Brigadier-General Bonham and Colonel Bartow, were gradu-

ates, as also were Colonels N. George Evans and George

H. Steuart, who subsequentl}' became brigadiers, Colonels

Arnold Elzey and J. E. B. Stuart, afterwards major-generals.

Col. A. P. Hill, afterwards lieutenant-general, and Capt.

William X. Pendleton, who, having left the pulpit for the

field, became brigadier-general and chief of artillery Army of

Northern Virginia." The combined Confederate force was

about 31,340 men available on the field of battle; but of

these Ewell's, Holmes's, and Longstreet's brigades, besides

a few regiments, were not very actively engaged.

General IVIcDowell had advanced a step further in organi-

zation than his opponent, having his army arranged in

divisions, of which he had five. The mass of officers, from

colonel down, being wholly inexperienced, it was hoped, b}-

the organization of brigades and divisions and placing in

command of them as a rule Regular Army officers or gradu-

ates, to utilize to the utmost the experience of the latter not

onl}' in the discipline of the new troops, but in the adminis-

tration of important matters of returns, accounts, and supply.

Drill exercises were assiduoush' practiced; but the power to

maneuver in large masses, being based on discipline, in

which the troops were ver^- imperfect, was wholly lacking.

The First Division, commanded by Brig. Gen. Daniel Tyler,

embraced the First Brigade, commanded by Col. Erasmus D.

Kej^es; Second Brigade, Brig. Gen. Robert C. Schenck;

Third Brigade, Col. William T. Sherman; Fourth Brigade,

Col. Israel B. Richardson. Second Division, Col. David

Hunter; First Brigade, Col. Andrew Porter; Second Brigade,

"Rattles and I.caders of tlie CiWl \Var, v<jl. i, p. 195.
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Col. Ambrose E. Burnside. Third Division, Col. Samuel P.

Heintzelman; First Brigade, Col. William B. Franklin;

Second Brigade, Col. Orlando B. Willcox; Third Brigade,

Col. Oliver O. Howard. Fourth Division, Brig. Gen.

Theodore RunA'on; four militia and four volunteer regi-

ments. Fifth Division, Col. Dixon S. Allies; First Bri-

gade, Col. Louis Blenker; Second Brigade, Col. Thomas A.

Davies." Of these commanders all were graduates except

Col. Andrew Porter of the Sixteenth Regular Infantry, and

Brigadier-Generals Schenck and Run3-on.

Of the other graduates present, Isaac F. Quinbj-, Henry W.
Slocum, Henr\- Whiting, William R. Montgomery, and

Thomas A. Davies, all had returned from civil life to colonel-

cies of Volunteers; Capt. Alexander McD. AlcCook com-

manded the First Ohio A'olunteers, Alaj. George SA'kes a

battalion of Regular infantrj^, Maj. Innis N. Palmer a squad-

ron of Regular cavalry, while Captains Josiah H. Carlisle,

Henrv J. Hunt, Romevn B. A^-res, Charles GrifHn, James B.

Ricketts, Richard Arnold, John C. Tidball, First Lieutenants

John Edwards, Edmund Kirb}-, and Oliver D. Greene repre-

sented the Regular artiller}^ on the field. Alan}- of these

ofl&cers afterwards rose to high rank. Col. ^\'illiam T. Shet-

man became one of the most distinguished officers that tb?

war developed. Burnside 'commanded at one time the Army
of the Potomac, while both these officers, together with Keyes,

Richardson, Hunter, Heintzelman, Franklin, Howard, Slo-

cum, AlcCook, Svkes, Griffin, reached the grade of major-

general, and Willcox, Davies, Ouinby, Palmer, Ayres,

Ricketts, Arnold, Hunt became brigadiers, the latter the dis-

tinguished Chief of Artillery of the Army of the Potomac.

General AIcDowell's available force was about 35,000 men.

About iS,ooo men on each side were activel}- engaged.''

On the afternoon of Jul}' 16 AIcDowell moved toward the

enemy from his position on the south side of the Potomac,

the troops carrying three da3's' rations. On the afternoon

of the iSth the ami}' was concentrated in the A'icinitv of

Centerville, 6 miles east of Alanassas Junction.

The enemy guarded all fords across Bull Run, a stream

a Battles and I.eaders of the Civil War. vol. i. p. 194. i> Ibid. pp. 194-195.
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with rugged banks, 3 miles distant. On his right, at Union

Mills, was Ewell's Brigade, and joining hands thence toward

the left were in succession, ascending the stream, Jones's

Brigade at McLean's Ford, Longstreet's supported b}- Earh^'s

Brigade at Blackburn's Ford, Bonham's Brigade at Mitchell's

Ford, thence up to the stone bridge Cocke's Brigade was

posted; while E\"ans with a mixed command was guarding

this bridge—the extreme left of Beauregard's line.

General Scott's orders were to turn the Confederate right

and seize the line of communication with Richmond." The
19th and 20th of July were employed by McDowell in exam-

ining the country toward the enemy, with the result that,

because of natural obstacles presented, it was not deemed

advisable to attempt the execution of this movement. While
this reconnoissance was going on rations were issued to the

Army. An advance of part of the First Division toward

Blackburn's and Mitchell's fords on the i8th had brought

on a sharp engagement, without result except that each

partv gave the other assurances of belligerent good will.

Meanwhile the eneni}- had not been idle. Eluding General

Patterson, whose special dut}- it was to detain him. General

Johnston, now a full general and therefore ranking Beaure-

gard, had arrived at Manassas from Winchester with some of

his brigades, two of which, Bee's and Bartow's, were placed

in reserve between McLean's and Blackburn's fords, and

Jackson's in reserve between Blackburn's and Mitchell's

fords. Holmes's troops having arrived from Aquia Creek,

supported Ewell at Union Mills. Thus the possession of

interior lines was utilized by the Confederate commander to

ever}- advantage.

Although McDowell suspected that Johnston had joined

Beauregard, he did not know it, and, after the reconnoissance

mentioned, changed the original contemplated plan of attack

on the enemj-'s right to a turning of his left, thereby maneu-

vering him out of his strong position behind Bull Run. Bv
seizing the railroad leading from Manassas to Winchester it

was hoped to prevent the junction of the enemy's forces.

The strateg}^ of this plan of battle was excellent. On the

u Johuston's Narrative, p, 43.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 42
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19th it might have proved successful; on the 21st it was

based upon an erroneous supposition regarding the position

of Johnston's army—a vital element. Yet had the tactics of

the battlefield equaled in merit the strateg}' of the movement
projected victory still might have rested with the National

arms. The plan of attack was an entire surprise to the

enemy, who himself had planned a movement by his own
right against AIcDowell at Centerville before Patterson could

join, and he was only diverted from this when he found his

left, supported by Johnston's troops, in danger of being over-

whelmed two hours after the first hostile contact there.

The disposition and movements of the Union forces ordered

on the morning of the 21st of July were: Fifth Division, with

Richardson's Brigade and considerable artillery in reserve, at

Centerville; Fourth Division 6 miles in rear guarding the

line of communication with the Potomac; Tyler's Division,

minus Richardson, to attack the Stone Bridge at da3dight by

way of diversion, drawing the enemy's attention from the

turning movement of Hunter's Division, followed by Heint-

zelman's Division, short Howard's Brigade, by wa}^ of

Sudley's Ford, upon the left and rear of the enem3^ When
the turning movement developed, the First Division was

vigorously to attack the enemy's flank. The difficulties of

handling new troops and the disadvantages attendant upon

lack of correct knowledge of the terrain at once became mani-

fest. The movements of all the troops were slow beyond all

calculation, and the number of miles to march involved in

the turning movement was twice what was expected. The
result was that the Union forces were two hours late in com-

mencing the action, and meantime the enemy on the left had

discovered the character of the attack upon him.

Hvans, with the eye of a soldier, parried the feint at the

Stone Bridge, immediately in his front, b}' leaving a few com-

panies there, and, informing Cocke of the threatened attack

on the left, posted near Sudle3''s Ford his remaining troops to

meet it at right angles to his former position. Here Evans,

joined by Bee's and Bartow's brigades, was cvttacked by
Hunter's Division and one regiment of Heintzelman's Divi-

sion. Hunter was seriousl}- wounded, but the enem}' after
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two hours' fighting was driven back in great confusion, rally-

ing at a point over a mile to the rear, under cover of Jackson's

Brigade, in a strong position on an elevated plateau south of

Youngs Branch of Bull Run. It was for his cool, resolute

conduct at this instant that Jackson won the sobriquet of

"Stonewall." Johnston and Beauregard, alarmed by the

menacing character of this attack, ordered Ewell, Jones, and

Longstreet to make demonstrations to their front beyond Bull

Run, while, with Holmes's and Early's brigades, they moved
with all speed to rectify matters on the left.

The battle was renewed upon the line held bj- Jackson.

McDowell had at hand the brigades of Franklin, Willcox,

Sherman, Porter, Palmer's squadron of Regular cavalry, and

Ricketts's and Griffin's Regular batteries. Howard's Bri-

gade, in reserve, got into action late in the afternoon.

Keyes's Brigade was not engaged effectually, while Schenck's

did not cross Bull Run. The lines of battle swayed back

and forth with various fortunes. The enemy, by virtue of

his interior lines, more readil}' sent his supporting forces to

the front. About 3.30 p. m. Elzej-'s Brigade, from the Shen-

andoah, led b}' E. Kirb}' Smith, leaving the cars at the point

nearest the sound of battle, struck McDowell's line squarely

on the right flank and decided the day in favor of the

Confederates." Sykes's Battalion, Palmer's Squadron, and

Arnold's Battery, all Regulars, covered the retreat over Bull

Run. The enemy did not pursue.

This battle was McDowell's opportunity, never repeated.

However well he could plan, the issue was regarded, it may
be unjustlv, as demonstrating that he could not execute. Of
thirteen available brigades he had but four present at the

decisive moment. At that period success alone was the cri-

terion of fitness to command, and McDowell was not again

considered as a commander of armies, in spite of his well-

known ability and professional qualifications in other respects.

To a degree the same fate overtook the victorious generals.

They passed in time under a cloud that the military world has

never understood, as their careers in the Confederate service

seem to stamp them as commanders of great merit. Johnston

o Johnston's Narrative, p. 51.
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was criticised for not advancing on the heels of the retreating

arm}' and seizing Washington. There is reason to believe

that this wonld have been impracticable. Those Confederates

who had been activel}- engaged were as demoralized as were

their fleeing foes; they were worn ont b}- fatigne and conse-

quently in no condition for jsiirsiiit. Nearl}' half of McDowell's

army had not been engaged at an}- time. With these troops

formed behind, if not even in front of, the Federal intrenched

line south of the Potomac, the military chances were wholly

in favor of the Confederates being repulsed had they advanced

to the attack. Neither is there militarv reason to suppose that

Johnston bv crossing his troops higher up the Potomac in the

days following the battle could successfull}- have invaded

Maryland. Had he attempted it the chances were altogether

that the same fate would have overtaken him that subsequentlj-

overtook Lee in similar efforts.

In the sum total of effects upon the war the battle of July

21, 1 86 1, was far more disastrous to the Confederate than to

the Union cause. This was a psychological fact not difficult

to understand by the student of American histor}'. The
battle signalized the braver}' of the peoples whose soldiers

represented them on that field. The honorable roll of killed

and wounded showed the staying qualities of each under fire.

The vSouth, however, was naturally elated beyond measure,

taking victory certainly to presage the ultimate triumph of

their arms. The Confederate Army wanted no further proof

of superior prowess compared with their adversaries, and,

under the impression that their work was done, man}- left

their ranks for the endearments of home.

On the other hand, the defeat at Bull Riin struck the mili-

tary scales from the eyes of the National Government. Cen-

terville saw the last concourse of picnickers accompanying its

armies on the march. Congress rose to the occasion and

made the safety of the X^nion the supreme law. Military

necessity, against all tradition, came forward as the first con-

sideration. W^ith that consciousness of right and inflexibility

of spirit which had placed geographical limits to the insti-

tution of slavery, thereby giving excuse for the war, the loyal

millions without regard to party lines pledged themselves to
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raise from their midst armies and furnish whatever of supplies

might be necessary to maintain that Union which they deter-

mined should not be dissolved. Measures of all kinds were

now taken to give these patriotic resolutions practical military

effect.

Events were moving apace in other theaters. In western

Virginia graduates likewise appeared as leaders on the oppos-

ing sides. Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan, U. S. \'olunteers,

Brig. Gen. William S. Rosecrans, U. S. Army, Brigadier-Gen-

erals J. J. Revnolds, U. S. Volunteers, and Thomas A. Mor-

ris, Indiana \'olunteers, all now entering militar}- service from

civil life, together with Capt. Henry W. Benham, U. S. Army,
directed generally the movements of the Union troops, while

Gen. Robert E. Lee, assisted b}' Brig. Gen. Robert S. Garnett

and Lieut. Col. John Pegram, principally opposed them. The
results were favorable to the Union cause—Garnett being

killed and Pegram surrendering with his command. As mili-

tary events these were minor affairs. It by no means followed

that success here certainly indicated capacity to command.

Importance attaches to the campaign not because of the intrin-

sic military merit of what was done, but for the reason that

as these successful combats culminated about the time of

McDowell's defeat, the commanding general in western Vir-

ginia, McClellan, came forward with a glamor of success

deemed worthy the thanks of Congress, as the proper officer

to command the Potomac army, and later the armies of the

Union. In this respect perhaps no campaign of the civil war

was more important than the affairs dignified by that name
in western Virginia in the earl}- summer of 1S61. The neces-

sities of the nation were both great and grave. Small e\ents

swiftly raised the new commander to the position of leader in

momentous ones.

The onerous duty now devolved upon General McClellan

of organizing and leading the principal army of the Union.

To the former task he addressed himself during the remain-

der of the year with energy and ability. He had at his com-

mand the utmost resources of the Go^ernment both in men
and supplies. History pa3'S him the tribute of having proved

an able army organizer.
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The State of Missouri guarded the left flank of the South-

em Confederacy. Its people were sharply divided in their

sj-nipathies, the preponderance perhaps being on the side of

the Union. Both parties reckoned in their ranks the wealthy

and socially influential; but here the Southerners held the

balance, including as they did nearh' all the official world of

the old regime. A struggle for supreniac}- was begun which

for bitterness was nowhere else paralleled. The Union

cause triumphed before man}- months. This was due to the

fact that the National Administration, with a juster appreci-

ation than the Confederates of the importance of Missouri,

soon placed able generals there, and, b}' liberall}- supporting

them, deprived the enemy not only of an abiding place in the

State but also in Arkansas, in eff'ect soon driving him from

all territor}' north of Red River in Louisiana. The failure

of the Confederac}' to place an able commander west of the

Mississippi, to ralh' its sympathizers to maintain, if possible,

the line of northern Missouri, and the permitting itself easily

to be forced back instead to the line of the Mississippi River,

has been pointed out as one of the most serious mistakes of

its military polic}-.

It is not possible to overestimate the value of the services

of graduates who labored in the Department of Missouri

securely to attach that quarter to the Union. " No one appre-

ciated this more than President Lincoln. Even the loyal

there were divided into irreconcilable factions, as far from

affiliation with each other as each was distant from the com-

mon enem}-. It required address, imceasing vigilance,

patience without limit, to reconcile all these dift'erences, even

to the point of preserving the 103'al true to their allegiance.

In this great work were involved in turn Major-Generals

David Hunter, Henrj' W. Halleck, Samuel R. Curtis, John
M. Schofield, and William S. Rosecrans. These labors were

in a distant field, but slightly attended b}- excitements inci-

dent to the movement of armies and, therefore, little heeded

by the world; yet, great as were the services of all these dis-

tinguished generals in various fields of activity during the

civil war, it is not too much to assert that nowhere else were

they more valuable to the cause than in the civil and militar}'
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administration of affairs in Missouri. General Schofield,

then but 3 1 years of age, gave proof here of those qualities of

mind which carried him not onh' to the head of the Annj',

but have given him distinction above all others as THE mili-

tary STATESMAN.

Another graduate whose name, patriotism, and military

fame are inseparably united with the early efforts of Missouri

to place herself in the ranks of loj^al States was Capt. (after-

wards Brig. Gen.) Nathaniel L3'on,U. S. \^olunteers. Having

signalized himself by successful measures taken to prevent

the cit}- of St. Louis and the Government military prop-

erty there from falling into the hands of the eneni}-, he was

deemed worth}^ to be intrusted with the command of the

ami}- in that field. The military operations in Missouri

were of rather a desultory character, but on August 10, 1861,

Lyon found himself, with 5,400 men and 16 guns, confronting

Brig. Gen. Ben McCulloch, with 10,175 men and 15 guns,

at the point where the road from Springfield to Fayetteville,

Ark., crosses Wilsons Creek. Lyon's army was composed

of four brigades and some unattached organizations: First

Brigade, Maj. Samuel D. Sturgis; Second Brigade, Lieut.

Col. George L. Andrews; Third Brigade, Col. George W.
Deitzler; Missouri Volunteer Brigade, Col. Franz Sigel."

Besides Brigadier-General Lyon the graduates present

included Maj. John I\I. Schofield, Missouri Volunteers, chief

of staff; Maj. Samuel D. Sturgis, U. S. Arm}^; Captains

Gordon Granger, Joseph B. Plummer, James Totten, Fred-

erick Steele, Eugene A. Carr; First Lieutenants Charles E.

Farrand, John D. DuBois. Of these, Schofield, Sturgis,

Granger, Plummer, Steele, and Carr subsequently rose to

the grade of general officer.

McCulloch's armj^ was organized into brigades and divi-

sions, but without symmetry, the Missouri and Arkansas

troops acting rather as cooperating forces than as integral

parts of the same army. The former were divided into four

divisions, the latter into two brigades. The graduates present

included Lieut. Col. James P. Major, Colonels James McQueen
a Battles and I.eaders of the Civil War, vol. I, p. 306.
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Mcintosh and Louis Hebert, all of whom became brigadiers

subsequently, and Brig. Gen. N. Bartlett Pearce.

This battle illustrated the determined character of Briga-

dier-General Lyon. Not onl}^ did it involve assailing an

eneui}- twice as strong as himself in a well-chosen position,

but by detaching Col. Franz Sigel, with one-fifth of his com-

mand, to niake a long detour and attack the eneni}- in rear,

he deprived himself of even the full effective fighting power

of the force at his command, and subjected his troops to the

danger of being beaten in detail. General Lyon fell killed

while bravely leading his troops. After furious fighting, in

which the Union troops lost 17.5 per cent and the Confeder-

ate 10.4 per cent killed and w^ounded, of the total forces, the

former ceased the attack and retreated, leaving the field in

possession of the enemy. The latter, however, had been so

shaken by the severe contest, the attack had been so bold,

and the face presented by the retreating forces so undaunted

that there was no pursuit.

General L3'on was brave to the verge of rashness. He
held command at a period of the war when it was necessarj-

for officers to lead their troops in order to inspire the latter

with courage. The percentage of killed and wounded in the

Union army at Wilsons Creek was twice what it was at Bull

Run. Notice here was served on the enemj- of the desperate

character of their undertaking permanently to enroll Mis-

souri in the cause of the Confederac}'.

Kentucky was not permitted long to indulge the unworthy

dream of neutrality. Not onlj- was such an attitude prepos-

terous in the war now being waged, but it was repugnant to

the chivalric spirit which alwa^-s has characterized its people.

Party spirit ran high, but the people were all arrayed unmis-

takably on one or the other side. Fortunately this was not

attended b}- the implacable resentments, approaching sav-

agery, exhibited in Missouri.

Brig. Gen. Robert Anderson, promoted for sen-ices at Fort

Sumter, was appointed in ]\Iay to command the Department

of the Cvimberland, which included Kentuck}-. At his

request Brig. Gen. William T. Sherman was assigned to duty

with, and, in November, succeeded him in command of that
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department. General Sherman himself was relieved, Novem-
ber 15, 1S61, by Brig. Gen. Don Carlos Buell, U. S. Volunteers,

commanding the Department of Ohio."

In the eastern part of the State Brig. Gen. George H.

Thomas was maneuvering with aa eye directed toward the

loval district of Tennessee, defeating the enemy January- 17,

1862, in a spirited engagement at Mill Springs, K}-. This

action derived importance solely from the newness of the war

and the exhilaration following a limited success to either

party on even a small field. General Thomas had among
his commanders but one graduate, Col. Horatio P. \"an Cleve,

who afterwards became brigadier-general of volunteers. The
Confederates were commanded b}^ Maj. Gen. George B. Crit-

tenden, C. S. Army, who, with Capt. Arthur W. Rutledge,

afterwards chief of ordnance of Lieutenant-General Polk's

arm}-, were the only graduates present commanding troops.

It was at this fight that the Confederate Brig. Gen. F. K.

Zollikoffer was killed.

In the western part of Kentucky Brigadier-Generals U. S.

Grant and Charles F. Smith commanded, the former with

headquarters at Cairo, 111., the latter at Paducah.

Opposed to these was the Confederate general, Albert Sid-

ney Johnston, commanding Department of the West. He
had under him the Confederate Generals Leonidas Polk, at

Columbus, where fortifications blocked the ^Mississippi, Wil-

liam J. Hardee and Simon B. Buckner in the interior of the

State, and Humphrey IMarshall in the eastern part. They
were his principal lieutenants, and, like himself, all graduates.

Such was the rectified militar}- line in Kentucky- at the close

of 1861.

From his headquarters at Cairo, Brigadier-General Grant,

November 7, moved a Federal force of about 3,000 men, in

two brigades, commanded, respective!}-, by Brig. Gen. John

A. AlcClernand and Col. Henr}- Doughert}-, to attack the

Confederates opposite Columbus. It encountered at Belmont,

]\Io., Confederates to the number of 4,000 men, which resulted

in a very severe engagement. iMaj. Gen. Leonidas Polk

commanded the Confederate troops, with Brig. Gen. Gideon
a Battles and I.tradcrs of the Civil War, vol. i, p. 385.
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J. Pillow and B. F. Cheatham commanding brigades. This

affair was important mainly through the experience gained

in maneuvering troops and as indicating the character of the

fighting that might be expected on larger battlefields. On
the Union side Col. Napoleon B. Buford, afterwards brigadier-

general of volunteers, was, besides General Grant, the only

graduate; while, besides Polk, Capt. Melancthon Smith, who
afterwards was colonel, chief of artillery, Hardee's Corps,

Brig. Gen. John P. McCown, afterwards major-general com-

manding a division in the same corps, together with Maj.

A. P. Stewart, later lieutenant-general, were the graduates on

the Confederate side.

While the losses in killed and wounded at Belmont showed

how the troops would fight, a little incident that occurred

evinced how wholly lacking they then were in appreciation

of military discipline. The Confederates were at first driven

from their camps in great disorder. Instantly the Federals

broke ranks to pillage, while the Federal officers commenced
making speeches as at a political meeting, dwelling upon

their prowess and the lack of it in the eneni}-. That eneni}-,

however, soon rallied, and, reenforced, attacked in his turn,

with the result that the Federals sought safety on board their

transports. This was a lesson which, properl}- taken to

heart, was worth all the lives it cost. Unfortunately it

appears to be well nigh impossible to teach new troops the

necessity for discipline and vigilance except b}- such experi-

ences.

The various expeditions on the coast of North and South

Carolina during iS6i and early in 1862 had for their prin-

cipal object effectuall}' to blockade the coast where practi-

cable, cutting off supplies to the enemj- from abroad. Thej'

inavigurated that starving polic}^ which, consistently and

relentlessl}' pursued as the facilities of the National Govern-

ment increased, ultimatel}' resulted in wholly isolating the

Confederac}- from the outside world. The expeditions all

involved cooperation between the Ami}' and Navy, and,

thanks to the patriotic impulses that inspired all concerned,

were eminently siiccessful. In the councils that originated

and perfected the plans for these movements, graduates
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appeared almost exclusively, as the}- were then coming forth

in all other fields of militar}- leadership. Lieutenant-General

Scott called to his assistance in these consultations Col.

Joseph G. Totten, Quartermaster-General Meigs, Brig. Gen.

T. \V. Sherman, U. S. \'olunteers, Capt. Horatio G. Wright,

and Lieut. Col. George W. CuUum, aid-de-camp.

The expedition against Port Ro3-al, S. C, was led by Brig.

Gen. Thomas W. Sherman, his three brigades being com-

manded, respectively, b}' Brigadier-Generals Egbert L. Viele,

Isaac I. Stevens, and Horatio G. Wright, the latter becoming

subsequently major-general. The expedition of August,

1861, led by Maj. Gen. Benjamin F. Butler, against the enemy
in the vicinity of Hatteras Inlet, North Carolina, although

successful in making a lodgment on the coast, was not of suffi-

cient strength decisiveh* to assert the national authority; and,

although Brigadier-Generals J. K. F. Mansfield, U. S. Armj^,

and Thomas Williams, U. S. Volunteers, were later sent there

to command, another and stronger expedition under Brig.

Gen. Ambrose E. Burnside, U. S. Volunteers, was fitted out

to more thoroughl}- reduce the enemy's strongholds in that

vicinity. The three brigade commanders were Brigadier-

Generals John G. Foster, Jesse L. Reno, and John G. Parke,

all selected by the commanding general because of their rec-

ognized military merit. These officers, except General Butler,

were West Pointers; as, on the other side, were, in North

Carolina, Maj. Gen. Benjamin Huger, and Col. Charles C.

Lee, the latter soon afterwards killed at Gaines Mill; and, at

the Port Royal, S. C, defenses, Brig. Gen. Thomas F. Drayton,

C. S. Arm}-, and Col. William C. He3'ward, Twelfth South

Carolina.

In the extreme southwest the Confederate attempt to

invade New Mexico proved equalU' disastrous to their armies,

as did similar efforts east of the Mississippi. The former

led, January 21, 1862, to a sanguinary struggle at Valverde,

N. Mex., between the Union forces commanded b}- Col.

E. R. S. Canby and Lieut. Col. Benjamin S. Roberts, and

the Confederates commanded bv Gen. H. H. Sibley. The
forces on each side were in the vicinity of 2,000, and the

result was that Canby, after the loss of some of his artillery,
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withdrew in considerable disorder from the field." The
Union forces lost 11.4 per cent of their total strength in

killed and wounded, among the former being Capt. Alexan-

der ]\IcRae and First Lieut. Lyman Mishler. These officers

were graduates, as were Captains David H. Brotherton,

Charles H. Ingraham, and Henry R. Selden, with First

Lieutenants Robert H. Hall and Ira W. Claflin. Among
others who distinguished themselves in that remote part of

the Union, and assisted to drive the eneni}- back into Texas

never to return, were Col. Gabriel R. Paul and Capt. John F.

Ritter. Colonel Paul was appointed brigadier-general of

volunteers, suffering total loss of eyesight by wound in the

battle of Gettvsburg. Captains Selden and Ritter were sub-

sequentl}- appointed colonels of volunteers. All these officers

performed their duty out of sight of those who then guided

the nation's destinies. In a measure they also were out of

mind, due to the overshadowing importance of events taking

place in the east. Yet the}- proved worthy of the confidence

reposed in them by their countrymen and by the officers duly

appointed over them. The Confederates did not a second

time attempt to invade that portion of the Union.

October 21, 1S61, there occurred at Balls Bluff, Virginia,

just above Washington Cit}', that disaster to the Federal arms

which resulted in the death of Col. E. D. Baker, Senator from

California, the officer in command of the troops on the spot.*"

The loss of this eloquent and popular Senator caused intense

excitement, and led to the arrest of Brig. Gen. Charles P.

Stone, U. S. Volunteers, commanding the division of which

Baker's Brigade formed part, and his confinement for some

months without trial in one of the militarj' prisons. In fact,

however, the disaster is easily explained by contrasting the

lack of militar}- experience on the part of Colonel Baker with

the niilitar}' knowledge, ability, and experience of Brig. Gen.

N. George Evans, of the Confederate service, who was opposed

to him. It was a repetition of our experience in the attack

on Queenstown Heights, Upper Canada, October 10, j8i2.

But it was at a time when suspicion stalked abroad in the

nBattles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 2, pp. 106-10R.

i'The Civil War in .America, vol. 2, p. 251. liatUcsand Leaders of tlic Civil War, vol. 2. p. 123 el. seq.
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land; when smothered whisperings were taken as conclusive

proof ; when no one felt certain of the lo^yalt}- of his neighbor

or perhaps members of his own family. It alwaj-s is an inci-

dent of this condition of society dnring war that great injns-

tice is done to individnals, and justified b}- the necessities of

the times. Thus it was that General Stone was unjusth"

treated. It is not too much to assert that he in no way for-

feited the esteem of his associates in arms. Evidence of this

is found in the fact that General IMcClellan applied for him
after he was released ; General Hooker, on taking command
of the Army of the Potomac, asked for his services as chief of

staff; General Banks applied for and made him chief of staff;

General Grant assigned him to command of a brigade in the

Fifth Arm}' Corps. Through his mistaken treatment an

unjust aspersion was attempted to be cast upon the AIilitar\-

Academy-. It is fitting that this be removed at the same time

that the long-suffering, loA-al, and accomplished general is

vindicated.

OPERATiONvS, 1S62.

The assignment of General McClellan to the command of

the Division of the Potomac Jul}' 27, Department of the Poto-

mac August 17, Army of the Potomac August 20, and as

general in chief of the armies of the United States November
I, 1861, marked the determination of the Administration to

attempt to a\ail itself of the best military elements at its dis-

posal in the further prosecution of hostilities. The principle

was right; but, as might be expected, it proved that experi-

ence in command alone could develop successful leaders.

This desire, iu a government such as that of the United

States, always will be modified b}' the necessity that exists

for placating those who control in political aiTairs. But, this

reservation being understood, the disposition now seemed to

be in militar}- matters to give greater heed than heretofore

to the advice of professional or educated soldiers. The defeat

at Bull Run helped to dispel the illusion that service in the

Army was the short and easy path to political preferment.

It further was observed that, in the enemy's ami}-, while

political generals were not unknown, the sentiment was
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against them, and the disposition was to put them almost

without exception in unimportant places. Looking along the

entire defensive line of the Confederacy every vital point was

seen to be defended b}^ a general specially selected for his

professional fitness.

The events of 1861 confirmed President Lincoln's Admin-

istration in the belief that the only hope of national success

lay in pitting against such formidable adversaries com-

manders equall}^ skillful with themselves. One by one the

political generals, in spite of party pressure, became dis-

credited through self-demonstrated unfitness ; and when the

war ended not one was left in a position of responsibility.

This refers only to those who came into service at one bound

with rank suited to the command of an army, and not to those

gallant generals and others of less degree who entered the

Army from civil life in the lower military grades, and rose

through meritorious sen-ice in the field to great and deser\ed

distinction ; officers who proved an honor to their instructors

—

those graduates in superior command who taught them the

elements as well as the higher branches of their profession.

This change in the national military polic}- did not escape

the watchful eye of the enemy. Mr. Jefferson Davis sent a

warning note to his subordinates that the}- iu consequence

must double their vigilance and energy and prepare to meet

a foe numerous, well-equipped, determined, but, above all,

skillfully commanded. If on the one side were Beauregard,

Joseph H. Johnston, Robert E. Lee, Bragg, Albert Sidnev

Johnston, Hardee, and Polk, they were confronted at the

close of 1861 by McClellan, Rosecrans, Buell, George H.
Thomas, Charles F. vSmith, William T. Sherman, U. S. Grant,

and Henry W. Halleck.

It seemed evident that thereafter the war was to be prose-

cuted in the most scientific manner of which each side was

capable. With each it was a simple question of how certainly

to bring its most competent military men to the front.

The first problem to be solved related to the strategy of the

war. The theater of operations in its entirety had to be con-

sidered, and the method of attempting successfully to solve

that problem determined.
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Having accomplished this, what remained to be done was

to place the armies, properly fitted for their task, upon the

lines of operations thus strategically determined, there to

decide through wager of battle alone with which banner

victory finally should rest.

For the Confederates the strategical problem was easy.

Politicall3' their demand was to be permitted to pursue undis-

turbed their assumed right peaceably to secede from the

Union. This attitude solved that problem for them. They
stood on the defensive; and although at a later da}- this

course was temporaril}- departed from, the waiting policj' was,

upon the whole, adhered to, and this almost from necessity,

as the Confederacy proved too weak for an}- other. It had

the advantage of affording interior lines for easy and quick

intercommunication of armies, and of conducting movements

in a countr}' where every ford, road, and path -was known,

and where the inhabitants were intensely- sympathetic. The
disadvantage was that the initiative of the enemy had to be

awaited, the blows parried wherever he chose to deliver them,

and should the Confederate armies be driven back, the con-

stantly diminishing area of the States which they guarded

would permanently be subjected to ravages that alwa3^s

attend hostile occupation.

The national commanders found their strategical problem

much more complex. Their task was to crush a rebellion

embracing several States, sustained by armies aggregating

hundreds of thousands of troops, energetically supported by

a brave, devoted people prepared for every sacrifice.

One of the first strategic national measures was to cut off

the enemj' from outside supplies by sea, and this important

duty, admirably performed, was accomplished through joint

efforts of the Army and Navy. It remained thereafter only

to seek and destroy the armies of the Confederac}- wherever

they might be found within its vast territory.

At first it w-as the tendency of both parties to pa^^ too

willing an ear to every call for protection, thus uselessly

disseminating the forces and wasting their energies in futile

vigils or combats. The first 3-ear, however, dissipated these

views. Thereafter the great mass of the troops, organized
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into main armies, were directed upon the vital points, those

troops not so assembled being used in such manner as would

facilitate or render more decisive the principal operations.

The Confederate left flank in Missouri was in the air. It

was overlapped b}' the loyal State of Kansas, and to have

held it to the Confederacy would have demanded a large

ami}- directed with consummate generalship; but the domi-

nating needs of the Confederacy- elsewhere soon caused this

relativelv less important section to be neglected, and after a

few spirited contests, practically- abandoned.

In the stud}- of the strategical problem presented to the

Federal authorities the States forming the Confederacy were

seen to be divided into three parts by natural boundaries.

One was west of the Mississippi River; one thence to the

Alleghenies ; the third extended from these mountains to the

Atlantic. Consideration of these areas, and the boundaries

limiting them, led to the selecting of the lines of operation

along which in a general way the National armies must

advance. East of the Alleghenies, near the seaboard, were

the capitals of the tw-o go\-ernnients, and, as has been pointed

out, this circumstance plainly indicated one line of advance.

The opening and retaining unobstructed the Mississippi not

onl}- would cut the Confederacy in two, isolating the territor}-

west of that river, but, b}- facilitating transportation of troops

and supplies, would add immenseh' to the fighting power of

the Union armies. The district betw-een the Mississippi and

the Alleghenies was a vast granary, covering several States,

whose people generall}' had cast their fortunes with the Con-

federacy, and were to be found in battle array b}' their own
firesides prepared to vindicate the cause the}- had espoused.

The campaign of 1862 was mainly directed upon lines of

operations determined b}- these strategical considerations.

After a struggle for three years along them the armies of the

Union triumphed.

Before considering the main operations of the armies upon
the strategical lines just indicated, some minor but coordinate

movements must be noticed.

The Confederate Maj. Gen. Earl Van Dorn having, Jan-

uary 29, 1862, been assigned to command of the district
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including Missouri and Arkansas, it was not long until the

opposing forces there confronted each other. March 7 the

National troops were concentrated at Pea Ridge, in the north-

west corner of Arkansas, under Brig. Gen. Samuel R. Curtis,

U. S. \'olunteers. The division commanders were Brig. Gen.

Franz Sigel, Colonels Jeff. C. Davis and Eugene A. Carr.

There were four divisions and seven brigades, with a number
of unattached regiments; total strength, 10,500, with 49 guns.

Maj. Gen. Earl Van Dorn commanded the Confederates.

The subordinate commanders were Maj. Gen. Sterling Price

and Brig. Gen. Ben. IMcCulloch, with numerous brigade or

division commanders under them, the whole number being

16,200 infantr}- and cavalry and about 50 guns. The battle

lasted two da3's, and was of almost as sanguinary a nature

as that of Wilsons Creek, a few months before, in which man}'

of the same troops had been engaged. Brigadier-Generals

Ben. ^IcCulloch and James McQueen Mcintosh were among
the slain.

The Confederates were defeated, and never in that quarter

recovered from the blow received." Thenceforth the holding

of Missouri and wresting Arkansas from the Confederacy gave

the National authorities little trouble. In this battle the Fed-

eral loss was 1 1.2 per cent and the Confederate 5.5 per cent

killed and wounded of all the forces, the killed including an

unusual number of officers. On the Union side the graduates

were Brigadier-General Curtis and Colonel Carr, while among
the Confederates were Major-General Van Dorn, Brigadier-

Generals James McQueen Mcintosh and Daniel M. Frost and

Col. Louis Hebert. General Curtis remained west of the

Mississippi during the war, but man}- of his troops were sent

east of that river, as also were the forces of Van Dorn and

Price when it was seen that the struggle for the trans-

Mississippi was to be fought out on the great central strategic

line of operations. Price afterwards returned to his native

lair, but without power to do more than make raids through

Arkansas and Missouri, notably in 1S64, but the}' were wholly

without effect upon the general results of the war.

An incident following the capture of the forts at Port

(Battles aud Leaders of the Civil War, vol. i, p. J14, et seq.

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 43
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Royal, S. C, was the reduction April ii, 1862, of Fort

Pulaski, built uear the mouth of the Savannah River, and

intended to defend the city of Savannah, 18 miles above."

Movements to that end were instituted b)^' Brig. Gen. Thomas
W. Sherman, U. S. Volunteers, commanding at Port Royal,

and carried on subsequently under the orders of Major-

General Hunter, U. S. A'olunteers. The siege operations

incident to the capture of Fort Pulaski were interesting as

throwing light upon the effect of modern rifle guns, then

little tried, in breaching forts of the strongest kind at that

time known. Several young graduates were engaged in this

work—Capt. Quincy A. Gillmore, Lieutenants J. H. Wilson,

P. H. O'Rorke, Horace Porter—all afterwards highly distin-

guished. Gillmore and Wilson became major-generals of

volunteers; O'Rorke fell leading his regiment at Gettysburg;

Porter became aid-de-camp to the general commanding the

armies of the United States. The reputation which Captain

Gillmore here laid the foundation for as a conductor of siege

operations, augmented subsequently b}' successful attacks on

the Confederate forts guarding the entrance to the cit}- of

Charleston, S. C, in 1863, gave him just preeminence as a

skillful commander and militar}' engineer. The other gradu-

ates present on the Union side were Brigadier-Generals Henry
W. Benham and Fgbert L. Yiele, the former as division the

latter as brigade commander. On the side of the Confeder-

ates Brig. Gen. Alexander R. Lawton, afterwards quarter-

master-general, C. S. Army, a graduate, commanded the

enemy's forces in that district, though not immediately those

stationed at Fort Pulaski. The capture of this fort closed

the Savannah to blockade runners. The cit}- of Savannah
itself remained in possession of the enemy until December

21, 1864, when it was found to have been abandoned by

General Hardee and was taken possession of by Gen. W. T.

Sherman, who had approached the city from Atlanta.

The movement along the strategic line of the Mississippi

River was to be prosecuted at once, both from its mouth and

downstream from Cairo, 111. Both movements involved the

d Battles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 2, pp. 1-12.
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cooperation of the Army and Navy." General McClellan

reported that the Arm_y to accompanj- the attack at the

mouth of the river, pushing thence upward, would be ready

to embark by January 15, 1862. It was to be composed

of about 20,000 troops—sufficient to occup}- and hold all

strong places on the river as high as and including Vicks-

burg. It was intrusted to the command of Maj. Gen. B. F.

Butler, U. S. Volunteers, an able administrator and zealous

officer. Before, however, the expedition sailed the army
accompanying it was cut down to about 15,000.

Both of General Butler's brigade commanders, Brigadier-

Generals John W. Phelps and Thomas Williams, and also

Col. Oliver P. Gooding, Thirty-first Massachusetts, were

graduates. It was here that General Phelps conceived the

idea of organizing negro troops, which caused him to be out-

lawed by the Confederate authorities. Neither were the Fed-

eral authorities at that time read}- for this innovation, which

led to General Phelps tendering his resignation.'^ The cir-

cumstance is interesting in the light of the change of heart

later in both the National and Confederate councils on this

subject; the former raising such troops in large numbers, the

latter finalh* lookingwith favor upon similar measures as their

militar}^ necessities became more urgent.

On the Confederate side Maj. Gen. Mansfield Lovell com-

manded. As at Savannah, the enemy seemed to rely upon

the fortifications guarding the river as their main element of

securit)^ These consisted of Forts Jackson and St. Philip,

the former on the west the latter on the east side, facing each

other. The Confederate navy assisted the land defense.

Brig. Gen. Johnson K. Duncan commanded the coast defenses.

Lieut. Col. Edward Higgins, C. S. Army, formerl}- of the

U. S. Nav}', commanded at Forts Jackson and St. Philip, and

Brig. Gen. Martin L. Smith the Chalmette lines immediately

in front of the city of New Orleans. All the Confederate

commanders named, except Lieutenant-Colonel Higgins, were

graduates.

a The Civil War in America. Draper, vol. 2. p. 327. Battles and Leaders of the Ci\'il War, vol. 2,

p. 22 et seq.

''The Civil War in .\merica. Draper, vol. 3, p. 18.
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The garrison of the two forts aggregated 1,100 men. And
the confidence of the Confederate authorities in the entire

suflficiencv of their joint fort and fleet defense is evidenced by

the fact that General Lovell had at New Orleans but 3,000

ninety-da}- troops.

The United States flotilla, under Capt. David G. Farragut,

forced the wa}', spite of all opposition, sinking or capturing

the enem^-'s war vessels, and, running past his forts, landed

General Butler's armj^ at New Orleans Ma}- i, 1862.

General Lovell was powerless to avert this calamit}-. It

can not be denied that both the Confederate fleet and forts

made a determined and gallant defense. The National flotilla

was too powerful to be resisted, and was commanded b}- a

sailor whose motto was "\'ictor3- or death." Yet so fickle is

military- fortune that the Confederate commanding general,

Lovell, because he had not accomplished impossibilities, passed

permanentl}- under the cloud of blighting ofiicial disapproba-

tion. Gen. Joseph E. Johnston states that, in the winter of

1863-64, after he had relieved General Bragg of the command
of the Arm}- of Tennessee, he repeatedly but vainly applied

for the ser\-ices of General Lovell as commander of one of his

army corps.

General Butler proceeded at once, in conjunction with the

Navy, to clear the enemy from the river up to and including

Vicksburg. The command of the troops was intrusted to

Brig. Gen. Thomas Williams, LT. S. Volunteers. Baton Rouge
was taken possession of on the 12th of May. The advance of

the fleet anchored below \'icksburg on the 1 8th, when the joint

demand of General Williams and Commander Lee of the Navy
for the surrender of the place was refused. By June 28 the

Navy, together with General Williams's force, had been largely

increased. That day the flotilla attacked the defenses and
was repulsed." General Halleck at Corinth was earnestly

appealed to by Farragut to assist with a land force ; but this

being impracticable at that juncture, and the enemy being

reinforced both on land and water, nothing remained for the

flotilla and troops to do but to fall back to Baton Rouge. At
the latter place, on August 5, General Williams's force, about

"Battles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 3, p. 582.
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2,500, was attacked by the Confederate Maj. Gen. John C.

Breckinridge, with the same number of troops. After a spir-

ited combat the attack was repulsed. In this engagement the

Union troops were aided materially b}' the vessels of the flo-

tilla. The skillful and gallant veteran, General Williams, fell

at the head of his troops." Breckinridge had two graduates

with him, Brigadier-Generals Daniel Ruggles and Ben.

Hardin Helm, the former commanding a division, the latter a

brigade.

The Confederates now commenced, under Van Dom's
orders, strongly to fortify Port Hudson, south of \'icksburg,

and 135 miles above New Orleans. General Butler withdrew

the Union troops from Baton Rouge, and, for that year, prac-

tically ended all energetic efforts from that direction to loosen

the enemy's grasp on the river. With the roiiting the Con-

federates out of the district on the west side of the Mississippi,

opposite New Orleans, by Brig. Gen. Godfrey Weitzel, U. S.

Volunteers, General Butler's operations ceased, he being

relieved December 15, 1862, by Maj. Gen. Nathaniel P. Banks.

The progress of the National forces down the ]\Iississippi

was facilitated by the abandonment of Columbus, K}-., by

General Beauregard's order, immediately after the capture of

Forts Henry and Donelson by General Grant on February 6

and 16, 1862, respectively. In truth, the capture of these

forts and the carrj-ing of General Grant's army up the Ten-

nessee and Cum.berland rivers into the State of Tennessee

had completely turned the enemy's upper Mississippi River

position. General Beauregard directed that the Confederates

fall down the river to Island No. 10, directly west of Fort Don-

elson, resolving to make the stand for retention of the Missis-

sippi there and at Fort Pillow, -Tenn., 100 miles farther down,

and about 50 miles above Memphis. The latter was a place

of great strategic importance. It was commercially the most

important cit}' between St. Louis and New Orleans. It was

the western terminus of the railroad thence to Charleston,

S. C, spanning the Confederacy; besides other railroads ran

both north and south from here that it was important for the

Confederates to hold.

a Battles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 3, p! 584.
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Following up the retreating enemy a combined Arm 3- and

Navy movement was made against Island No. 10, witli such

energy and hearty cooperation that, by April 8, the Confed-

erate works were abandonded and nearly their whole force

captured." The Union Ami}- at Island No. 10 was com-

manded by Brig. Gen. John Pope, a graduate, whose success

here seemed to have had an important bearing upon his

selection subsequenth' during the same 3-ear to the command
of the Army of Virginia. The former was organized into five

infantry, one cavalry, one artillery division, some unattached

troops, and a flotilla brigade to help man the gunboats.

Of the graduates present, Brigadier-Generals David S.

Stanle}-, Schuyler Hamilton, Joseph B. Plummer, Gordon

Granger, and Eleazer A. Paine commanded divisions; Col.

J. L. Kirb}- Smith an infantr}- ; Col. Napoleon B. Buford the

flotilla brigade; Col. J. K. Mizner a cavalrj- regiment, and

Capt. George A. Williams six companies of the First U. S.

Infantry, acting as heavy artiller3'. On the side of the Con-

federates the graduates were Maj. Gen. John P. jMcCown, com-

manding until March 31, when he was succeeded b}^ Brig.

Gen. W. W. Mackall, Brigadier-Generals A. P. Stewart, and

Lucius M. Walker, the latter of Avhom was killed in a duel

September 19, 1863, by Maj. Gen. John S. IMarmaduke.

General Pope proceeded, convoyed bj- the flotilla, to follow

up the enem}' and drive them from Fort Pillow. On April

14 he landed 6 miles above Craigheads Point, on the west

bank. At this time, however, he was recalled, and his ami}'

transferred to the more pressing field of Corinth. A detach-

ment of 1,500 men was left behind with the Navy. There-

after the fighting at Fort Pillow and Memphis was almost

wholly between the opposing flotillas. On June 4 the Con-

federates, who could not themselves spare many troops to

defend these places, destroyed their works as far as possible,

and carrying off public property fell back from Fort Pillow

to Memphis. Thus the river, fighting step bj- step, was

graduall}' being reduced into the hands of the Union authori-

ties, who ever afterwards retained it. On June 6 Memphis
«The Civil War in .\iiierica. vol. 2, p. 273, Battles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 1. p. 439.'
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succumbed, the Confederate river defense fleet being either

captured or driven off. Here for some months the attempt

to open up this strategic line came to an end. Practically

the Confederates still controlled from Memphis to Baton

Rouge; but later in 1862 the Union troops and flotilla forced

their wa}- down to a point just above Vicksburg. It required

the struggle of another year, the Ami}' and Nav}- working

together, to loosen permaneutl}- the grasp of the Confederac}^

upon the Mississippi.

The enemy emplo^-ed this time in strengthening their

defensive works at both Vicksburg and Port Hudson. Never

was energ}- more unfortuuatel}- directed for the defenders.

These fortifications proved to be death traps to those who
constructed them. The grave question for the Confederate

garrisons became in time, not how they could hold these

works, but how the}- could get away from them. This the}-

only succeeded in doing hy the surrender, not of the fortifica-

tions alone, but of the armies defending them.

In truth, considering alone the purpose they were intended

to sen-e, these works appear to have been constructed on a

faulty plan. The vital point to the Confederac}- was to destro}-

the Union armies. To accomplish this their true policy was

to put every available soldier into the field and to the spot

where his presence would tell most. All else was of second-

ary importance. It was therefore a grave mistake to establish

immense intrenched camps on the Mississippi River, absorb-

ing the troops for garrisons which were needed in the mobile

field armies, and which garrisons, like those at Vicksburg and

Port Hudson, were destined to be captured with the works

they defended. If, instead of such large camps, strong forts

had been constructed in lieu of them, with armaments bear-

ing upon selected points of the river channel of weight of

metal sufficient, with assistance of the Confederate fleet, to

sink an}- flotilla attempting to pass, there is reason to believe

that the river might have been more securely held. Besides,

by turning footloose the large garrisons, since the forts would

have required relatively small ones, the chances of Confeder-

ate success in the field would have been greatly improved.
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and if siiccess against the national armies could be but

attained it mattered but little what temporarily became of the

posts on the Mississippi.

By contrast, an illustration of the proper use of an intrenched

camp was, as the war progressed, seen at Washington City.

Here a circle of strong earthworks enabled a comparatively

small force, or one largel}- imdisciplined, to render the capital

fairly secure, thus permitting the great body of troops that

otherwise would have been required to defend the city to join

the active army against the enemy.

In January, 1862, Brig. Gen. U. S. Grant, commanding
western Kentuckv, obtained permission to visit General

Halleck, commanding the Department of the Missouri, at St.

Loiiis, and laid before the latter a plan of campaign up the

Tennessee and Cumberland rivers." This would carry the

Union army against the center of the line occupied by Gen.

Albert Sidney Johnston, turning his forces on the ^Mississippi

River as well as at Bowling Green and Nashville. If in

addition the Confederates were defeated wherever thej- might

be found, the Union army penetrate to and seize the Memphis
and Charleston Railroad, the enemy would be deprived of

the advantage for concentration that this road gave him.

The proposed line of advance was in fact one of the three

strategic lines along which Avith greatest advantage the

National forces could be carried forward to overwhelm and

destroy the armies of the Confederacy. Its utilization as

here indicated doubtless occurred to many others.

At this time General Johnston had the advantage of being

supreme in that quarter, while the Federal armies were

independent, only united through the War Department at

Washington, and the people generally were friendly to

Johnston, thus practically relieving him from all anxiety

about the safety of his lines of communication. He had

established for his advanced line of defense a small force at

Fort Henr}' and a larger one at Fort Donelsou, on the lower

Tennessee and Cumberland rivers.

On February 2, 1862, the advance against Gen. Albert

Sidney Johnston commenced. On the 6th the Fort Henry
a Personal Memoirs of U. S. (^.rant. vol. i, p. 286.
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garrison, commanded by Brig. Gen. Lloyd Tilghman, a

graduate, killed Ala}- 16, 1863, at Bakers Creek, Miss., sur-

rendered. He previousl}- had sent his entire command,

except the few men left in Fort Henry to cover its retreat, to

Fort Donelson, 1 1 miles distant. Tilghman, b}- sharing the

fate of his surrendered troops, set a chivalric example in

striking contrast to that of some generals in that section a

few days later.

Brigadier-General Grant now moved, in conjunction with

the flotilla, against Fort Donelson." His army was in three

divisions, ten brigades, and some unattached organizations.

The divisions were commanded b}- Brigadier-Generals John

A. McClernand, Charles F. Smith, and Lew Wallace. Of

these, Charles F. Smith alone was a graduate. The other

graduates in the Union army besides General Grant were

Colonels J. J. Woods, Twelfth Iowa, badly wounded at Shiloh;

Crafts J. Wright, Thirteenth IVIissouri; Charles Whittlesey,

Twentieth Ohio. On the Confederate side the graduates

were Brigadier-Generals Simon B. Buckner and Bushrod R.

Johnson, and Lieutenant-Colonels Hylan B. Lyon, afterwards

a brigadier-general of Forrest's command, and James AL Wells,

subsequently colonel Twenty-third Mississippi.

The Union army numbered about 17,000, the Confederates

about 15,000 men. The former had the assistance of the

flotilla. In the important matter of commanders the Confed-

erates, however, labored under their principal disadvantage.

It is supposed that General Johnston, or the Confederate

Administration, felt impelled b^- political considerations to

give to Brigadier-Generals John B. Floyd and Gideon J.

Pillow the very important command at Fort Donelson, which

events proved they did not know what to do with, otherwise

such a mistake would not have been made. The result was

the first grave disaster to the Confederacy, with corresponding

elation of the friends and armies of the L^nion. This was

the direct result (the adverse indirect consequence to the

Confederacy was far more important) : It brought prominently

into professional and public favor that Union commander
who, possessing those qualities of mind out of which great

a Battles and Leaders of the CiWl War, vol. I, p. 39ft et seq.
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soldiers are made under the trip hammer of experience and

appreciating the true character of the fighting to be done,

pressed with relentless persistenc}- the advantage thus gained

until the brave armies of the Confederacy la}- in succession

prostrate at his feet.

Having passed from the 6th until the 12th of February in

examining the country between Forts Henry and Donelson,

General Grant was before the latter on Februar}' 13—at the

same time the ever}- faithful Navy was preparing to act its

part.

The Confederates were protected b}- well-located and

thoroughly constructed fieldworks, with heavy batteries

bearing on the river approaches. Brig. Gen. Simon B.

Buckner's Division was on the right; thence six brigades

under Pillow completed contact to the left, with the river

above. Gen. John B. Floyd, bj- virtue of seniority, was in

command, with Brig. Gen. Bushrod R. Johnson as chief of

staff.

On Februarv 14 the Confederates werecompleteU' invested

—

AlcClernand's Division on the Union right opposite Pillow,

Smith's Division on the left opposite Buckner, Wallace's

Division opposite the Confederate center. The naval attack

on the land batteries that day was repulsed." A council of

war having, however, advised it, on the early morning of the

15th the eneni}^ made an heroic attempt to fight his way out

b}- his left; but after partial success, due in great degree to

General Grant's absence to consult Flag-Officer Foote, of the

Navy, at the latter's request, the Confederates were repulsed,

and the original right of the Union lines not only reoccupied,

but advanced, while Gen. Charles F. Smith charged and cap-

tured Buckner's line of works on the Union left. It was

then that, both Generals Floyd and Pillow fleeing, the former

carrying his \'irginia troops, Brig. Gen. Simon B. Buckner

surrendered unconditionally.

Gen. Albert Sidne^• Johnston now realized that his only

hope of success lay in concentrating his troops ; otherwise

Donelson might be repeated, and the}' be beaten in detail. He
had able lieutenants sent to as.sist him—General Beauregard

u Battles ami Leaders of tlie Civil War, vol. i, p. 414.
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and Alajor-Generals Van Dorn had arrived from \'irginia

and Bragg from Pensacola. He resolved at once to unite his

forces at Corinth, Miss. To this place he transported those

he had been able to collect at Murfreesboro, Tenn., whither

he had fallen back from Nashville after the Donelson

disaster.

At Corinth every available soldier was placed. Bragg
brought 10,000 from Florida; Lovell sent 5,000 from Loui-

siana; Van Dorn was ordered from west of the Mississippi,

though he did not arrive in time for the ensuing battle at

Shiloh. Other troops from all directions were brought in, so

that, April 3, the Confederates had 40,335 effective troops

ready for battle." It was a grand ami}- ; its principal officers

were tried soldiers, in whom the Confederate authorities

righth' had coniidence, and this feeling was shared b}' all

subordinates. All were read}' to do or die ; but the}- expected,

as the}^ hoped, that the Confederate Armj- would triumph.

It was well organized, and a better officered armv never

marched to battle. IMajor-Generals Leonidas Polk, Braxton

Bragg, and William J. Hardee commanded the three army
corps. Brig. Gen. John C. Breckinridge (not a graduate)

commanded the reser^•e corps. There were, besides, a few

unattached troops. General Beauregard was second in com-

mand. Besides the graduates mentioned, there were pres-

ent, commanding divisions, Brigadier-Generals A. P. Stewart,

Bushrod R. Johnson, Daniel Ruggles, and Jones M. With-

ers. There appeared as colonels Charles Wickliffe, Joseph

Wheeler, John C. IMoore, John S. Marmaduke, Lucius L.

Rich; as lieutenant-colonel R. H. Brewer of the cavalry, and,

in the artiller}-, Capt. Melancthon Smith, subsequently Har-

dee's chief of artiller}-. Colonels Wickliffe and Rich were

mortally wounded in the ensuing battle. Many of these

subordinate officers afterwards rose to high command—Stewart

and Wheeler to lieutenant-generals
;
Johnson, Withers, Mar-

maduke, and Brown to major-generals; Moore to brigadier-

general, and Smith to colonel of artiller}-.

One of the pivotal battles of the civil war was now immi-

nent. In pursuance of the plan necessaril}- adopted b}- the

« Battles and l^eaders of the Civil War, vol. l, p. 539.
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National Government of seeking the enemy wherever the

latter chose to locate himself, the Union army, first under

Maj. Gen. Charles F. Smith, and later under ]\Iajor-General

Grant, had taken up position at Pittsburg Landing near

Shiloh Church, on the west side of the Tennessee River,

about 20 miles, by the road, in advance of Corinth. Upon the

retreat of General Johnston after the surrender at Donelson,

General Buell had occupied Nashville. He had about 40,000

good troops. His orders were to join General Grant in

his advanced position; the combined force thence to advance

against the enem}'. It was vainly hoped that this could be

effected before the Confederate troops could be concentrated

at Corinth. General Johnston had two courses open : First,

to fortify at Corinth and await attack; second, by moving

swiftly before the junction of the Federal forces, trv to beat

them in detail. He chose the latter. In the nature of things

the motives that impelled him never can be known; but, taking

into account all the attending circumstances, his decision

seems to have been a wise one. Confronted by a less deter-

mined opponent than the commander actually pitted against

him, he might have been successful.

On the morning of April 6, 1862, the Union army at Pitts-

burg Landing numbered about 33,000 effectives; at Crump's

Landing, on the same side of the river. Gen. Lew Wallace

had 5,000, who arrived on the field of battle after dark that

day." It had been the habit of the Union troops to advance

upon the enemy in position. Their attitude of attackers

compelled them to do this. Covering by earthworks the

front of lines taken up by those troops to ward off possible

attacks was almost unknown. Hence it was in conformity

with previous practices of Union troops that General Grant's

army la}' at Shiloh without such artificial cover, depending

for security upon the vigilance of the outposts and the gen-

eral state of preparedness of the troops to meet attack. The
matter of throwing up temporary intrenchnients was

broached, but as the chief engineer reported that the proper

line would run in rear of the position then occupied b}- man}-

o Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. i, p. 538.
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of the troops nothing \vas done toward constructing them.

The Federal commander did not, however, expect an attack.

He imagined the Confederates would await his assaiilts

behind elaborate and carefull}- prepared field works at

Corinth.

The 33,000 effective men of the Arm}' of the Tennessee at

Shiloh were divided into six divisions and some unattached

regiments.

The division commanders were Major-Generals John A.

McClernand and Lew Wallace; Brigadier-Generals W. H. L.

Wallace, Stephen A. Hurlbut, WillianiT. Sherman, Benjamin
M. Prentiss. Of these, Brig. Gen. William T. Sherman
alone was a graduate; another, the brave Maj. Gen. Charles

F. Smith, who had acted so distinguished a part at Donelson,

had been taken sick just before the battle, and died April 25,

1862. The other graduates of this arni}^ commanding troops

were Colonels J. J. Woods, Crafts J. Wright, and Charles

Whittlese}-, who were at Donelson; Thomas Worthington,

and Alexander Chambers, the latter afterwards a brigadier-

general.

On April 7 Gen. Don Carlos Buell's Ami}- of the Ohio

arrived. The division commanders were Brigadier-Generals

Alexander IMcD. McCook, William Nelson, Thomas J. Critten-

den, and Thomas J. Wood. The remaining division, com-

manded b}- Gen. George H. Thomas, was absent. Of the

division commanders present, McCook and Wood alone were

graduates. But General Buell had an eye to securing as

many Regular troops as possible with his Volunteers, for

disciplinary purposes. This brought more graduates in the

subordinate grades than were found in the Army of the Ten-

nessee, where, at this time, there was no organized fighting

unit from the Regular Ami}-. In Buell's Division, present

on April 7 at Shiloh, were the following graduates, besides

the division commanders mentioned: Colonels B. F. Smith,

Jacob Auman, William B. Hazen, W^illiam Sooy Smith,

Charles G. Harker, E. F. Townsend, and Maj. Stephen D.

Carpenter; commanding light batteries of the Regular Artil-

lery were Captains William R. Terrill and John Meudenhall.
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Of these, William S003' Smith, Aiiman, Hazen, Harker, and

Terrill became general officers; and Carpenter, Terrill, and

Harker died on the field of battle.

'The Arni}^ of the Tennessee was in line in front of Pitts-

burg Landing. The right was 3 miles, the left i^ miles in

front of the landing, with the flanks protected by streams

•that recent rains had rendered impassable. Thus attack

could onl}^ be made in front. Sherman's Division, lacking

Stuart's Brigade, held the right in the vicinit}^ of Shiloh

Church; Stuart's Brigade held the extreme left; McCler-

nand's Division was next on Sherman's left, and Prentiss's

Division on McCleruand's left; Hurlbut was in rear of Pren-

tiss; Charles F. Smith's Division, temporarily commanded by

Brig. Gen. W. H. L. Wallace, was in reserve in rear of the

right. Sherman's, Prentiss's, and Hurlbut's divisions were

raw troops; the others, together with Lew Wallace's Division

at Crump's Landing, were veterans for that period, having

been in severe fighting at Donelson.

The onset of General Johnston's army, at first directed by
that officer in person, carried back the Federals with varying

fortunes to both sides, until at the close of the fighting of the
' o o

first day their line was one mile or so in rear of its morning
position. Here the Union troops inflexibly held their ground.

Like ^IcDowell at Bull Rim, Johnston here found a Stone-

wall. On the left the two gunboats Tyler and Lexington

aided to repel the assault. The enemy were defeated that

night; the Union ami}- held a stronger line than ever; Lew
Wallace's Division arrived after dark and went into position.

But this was not all. On the morning of the 7th Buell's

army was present and therefore the desperate attempt, con-

forming to correct military' principles, to crush Grant's arnu'

before Buell could join, had failed. To have continued the

battle on the part of General Johnston's successor, Beaure-

gard, would, under the circiimstances, have been unjustifiable;

and, commencing on the morning of the 7th, his principal

solicitude was to extricate his arm 3- from its precarious

position. This he accomplished.

The losses in this battle show the character of the fighting.

On the Union side one-quarter of the effective strength were
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killed and wounded in the Armj^ of the Tennessee. The
Confederates suffered a corresponding loss. The Army of

the Ohio lost one-tenth of the effectives. Many officers of

promise fell on both sides ; but in the death of Gen. Albert

Sidney Johnston the Confederates suffered a loss from which

it seems their army in the West never recovered, and this

for the reason that there apparently never was a leader there-

after in that section who had at once the full confidence of

its people and of the Confederate government.

General Beauregard fell back and heavily intrenched at

Corinth. Thither he was leisurely followed b}^ General Hal-

leck, department commander, who, after the battle of Shiloh,

had taken the field in person. Pope, as has been seen, was

brought from before Fort Pillow in the Mississippi River

descent. With these and all other troops that could be col-

lected General Halleck soon had not far from 100,000 men
before Corinth trying to envelop the enemy. Beauregard,

however, had no idea of having his army captured b}- the slow

process of the siege. He abandoned the place, and May 30

the ITnion army entered Corinth without opposition "

The seizing of the important Memphis and Charleston

Railroad at Corinth and Memphis practically at the same

time, in the advance of the Union military and naval forces

on two of the main strategical lines of operation, with the

destruction wrought upon that road from Corinth east, there-

after permanently depriving the enemy of its use to concen-

trate troops and carr}- supplies, and the placing the National

armies secureh' in the midst of the enemy's territory, marked

a decided advantage thus far gained by the former. Although

it was several months before further important advance could

be made along these lines, the Union armies never receded

from the positions they thus had gained.

General Halleck contemplated pushing forward toward

Chattanooga and Mobile, supposing .that, the latter success-

full}' accomplished, the opening of the Mississippi would

necessaril}- follow.'' Events determined otherwise.

Because of sickness. General Beauregard transferred the

command of his ami}' to General Bragg, and this was made
"The Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 2, p. 306. ^Ibid.. p. 310.
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permanent. The new commander concentrated his troops at

Chattanooga before Bnell, whom Halleck had ordered to march

there, could seize that important point. In justice to General

Buell it should be remembered that his slowness of move-

ment was caused by orders to repair the destroyed railroad

as he advanced.

Important changes took place among the Union command-

ers. Major-General Pope was transferred to the Arm)' of

Virginia, to be succeeded in command of the Ami}- of the

Mississippi b}- Alaj.-Gen. William S. Rosecrans. July ii

General Halleck was promoted to general in chief of all the

armies of the United States, and repaired to Washington

Citv." This restored Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant to command of

the forces at and in the ^•icinity of Corinth and along the

railroad.

Major-Generals Earl Van Dorn and Sterling Price, who
arrived soon after Shiloh from west of the Mississippi, con-

fronted Grant, the former after September 1 1 being in chief

command. In September Van Dorn was south of Grand

Junction, Tenn., while Price was at luka, Miss. Corinth

was between them. This seemed to be a dangerous separa-

tion of the Confederate forces, but was explained by the fact

that Price was to move northeast into Tennessee to help

Bragg should Rosecrans have moved to the assistance of

Buell. Grant resolved to strike Price at luka while thus iso-

lated. To this end j\Iaj. Gen. E. O. C. Ord. U. S. Volunteers,

was directed to move upon luka from the northwest, while

Rosecrans, marching from his position south of Corinth, would

attack from the southeast. Ord was not to attack until he

heard Rosecrans's guns ; but these he did not hear owing to

the prevailing wind, and consequentlj- did not join in the

ensuing combat.

On September 19 a ver}' severe action took place, in conse-

quence of these movements, at luka.'' The Federal troops,

commanded b}- General Rosecrans, were organized into two

infantr}- and one cavalr}' division. The division commanders,

Brigadier-Generals D. S. Stanle}' and C. S. Hamilton and

«The Civil War in .America—Draper, vol. ^^, ij, 311.

''Battles and I^eaders of the Civil War. vol. 2, p. 734.
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Col. J. K. Mizner, were all graduates, as also were Colonels

J. L. Kirby Smith, Fort3'-tliird Ohio, and Alexander Cham-
bers, of the Sixteenth Iowa.

The Confederates were organized into four infantry and one

cavalry brigade, commanded, respectivel}', by Brigadier-Gen-

erals Henr}- Little, Louis Hebert, Martin E. Green, John D.

Martin, and Frank C. Armstrong. Of these Hebert was the

only graduate ; Brig. Gen. Dabner H. Maury, commanding a

division, another graduate, was confronting Ord and therefore

not engaged. The fighting at luka was ver}- hard, the brunt

of it, as the losses show, falling on a single Union and two

Confederate brigades. Commencing a short time before dark,

it lasted long into the night. When the Federals moved to

renew the attack, September 20, the eneni}- was gone.

luka was but the prelude to the fierce battle at Corinth,

October 3-4 following." Neither Van Dorn nor Price had

taken part in the battle of Shiloh. In the east Lee had felt

strong enough to invade ]\Iar3-land, and Bragg had done the

same thing in Kentucky, where his army now was. The forces

under General Grant alone remained as far advanced in the

Confederac}- as their original movement had carried them, all

others being taken to the rear b}' a counterstroke of the

enemy. \'an Dorn resolved that the condition of affairs in

his front should no longer, if he could help it, form an excep-

tion to this general rule of Federal retrogression, and, by

crushing Rosecrans at Corinth and seizing that important

point, he hoped to do good service for the Confederacy and

gather laurels for the army with the command of which he

had been honored. He moved with confidence and attacked

with vehemence, but found an eneni}- prepared for and equal

to him. The actual forces engaged on both sides were nearly

equal, each being in the vicinity of 20,000 men.

Van Dorn's Army consisted of three divisions and a few

unattached troops. Two of these divisions belonged to Price's

Arm}- of the West, the same that were engaged two weeks

before, at luka, and were commanded, respectiveh', b}- Briga-

dier-Generals Louis Hebert and Dabney H. Maur}-. The
remaining division present, from the District of the Missis-

« Battles atid Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 2, p. 737 et seq.

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol I 44
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sippi, was commanded by Maj. Gen. Mansfield Lovell. Hebert

bad succeeded Brigadier-General Little, killed at luka, in

command of the First Division Army of the West. Besides

Van Dorn and the three division commanders, Hebert,

Alanry, and Lovell, the graduates present commanding troops

were Brigadier-Generals John C. Moore, William L. Cabell,

J. B. Villepigue, and Col. William H. Jackson, all command-

ing brigades.

Rosecrans's Army was in five divisions—three of the Army
of the Mississippi, two of the Army of West Tennessee. The
division commanders of the former were Brigadier-Generals

David S. Stanley and Charles S. Hamilton, and Col. John K.

Mizner; of the latter, Brigadier-Generals Thomas A. Davies

and Thomas J. McKean—all graduates. The other gradu-

ates present commanding troops were Capt. G. A. Williams,

with six companies, First \J. S. Infantry, acting as heavy

artillery, manning the siege guns, and Col. John V. D.

Du Bois, commanding brigade.

The fighting was of the same character as at Shiloh, the

Confederates, with persistency and reckless bravery, charging

time and again, in places penetrating the town ; but all to no

purpose. The loss on both sides was great, especiall}^ among
officers of high rank ; but after maintaining the attack from

lo a. m. of the 3d until past midday of the 4th \^an Dorn

withdrew his shattered army, its object unaccomplished,

therefore defeated. He was soon afterwards relieved by

Lieut. Gen. John C. Pemberton, C. S. Arm}'.

The issue at Corinth had been watched b}- both North and

South with intense interest. This was more especially so

perhaps at the North. The importance of the battle was out

of proportion to the forces involved. The outcome of Bragg's

invasion of Kentucky had not yet been determined adversely

to him at Perryville, while in Virginia, after a sanguinary

campaign, the Confederates were as far north as at its com-

mencement. Corinth showed that at one vital point, at least,

after having penetrated far into the enemy's territory, the

Union armies could and would maintain themselves. Here,

at this time, in this campaign were being developed the com-

manders who ultimately were to carr}- the Union standards to
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victor}'. From the position held at Corinth and those imme-

diately depending upon it as a vantage ground those gener-

als, gaining with experience strength as commanders, were

destined to move forward in a series of successful campaigns

to the iinal triumph.

Fired with the idea of rallying around the Confederate

standard its friends in Kentuck\- and Tennessee, General

Bragg, August 28, 1862, moved north from Chattanooga."

It was hoped, also, that the Federal troops in advance of

Shiloh would b}' this movement be compelled to retrace their

steps. The result was bitterly disappointing to the Confed-

eracy. By this time its sympathizers in these western States,

as Lee found them in I\Iar3dand, were commencing to calcu-

late the costs and also the chances of success, a mental and

moral condition fatal to enthusiasm; and the Confederate

ranks received recruits in numbers barely sufficient to make
good the desertions. Again, though Buell marched back to

meet the irruption, not one foot of territor}^ in advance of

Shiloh was abandoned b}- those armies whose blood had won
it. In the meantime, however. General Bragg's advance was

regarded at the North with deepest solicitude.

The right wing of the ami}^ of invasion, under Alaj. Gen.

Leonidas Polk, numbered 13,537; the left A\ang, under Maj.

Gen. William J. Hardee, numbered 13,763; total, 27,300

effectives—that is, men who would take their places in line

of battle. By the national system of computation this would

mean 40,000 at least.

About September 1 2 Polk and Hardee united in the vicinity

of Glasgow, Ky. Buell was now moving on Bowling Green

from the south. At Alumfordville the question was presented

to a council of Bragg's ranking generals whether he should

continue moving toward the Ohio or take the offensive

against Buell. It was decided to adopt the former course,

Bragg remarking that the campaign must be won b}^ march-

ing, not by fighting. He pushed on to Lexington, Buell

passing by his left flank, between his arm}' and Louis\'ille.

Bragg was at Frankfort attending the inauguration of the

secession governor of Kentuck}^ when the booming of cannon

a Battles and Leaders of the Ci\'il War, vol. 3, p. 600.
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informed him of the enem3''s approach. On October 8 the

battle of Perrvville was fought." Here Bragg's marching

campaign terminated except as he marched in retreat.

The Army of the Ohio, under command of Maj. Gen. Don
Carlos Buell, was composed of three temporary corps, with

eight divisions present. Maj. Gen. George H. Thomas
was announced as second in command, an anomaly due

perhaps to the circumstance that, September 29, he had been

assigned to the command of that army by the President. This

order was revoked only at his request. The corps were com-

manded—First Corps, Maj. Gen. Alexander McD. McCook;

Second Corps, Maj. Gen. Thomas L. Crittenden; Third Corps,

Brig. Gen. (and acting Maj. Gen.) Charles C. Gilbert. The
divisions were commanded by Brigadier-Generals Lovell H.

Rosseau, James S. Jackson, William S. Smith, Horatio P.

Vancleve, Thomas J. Wood, Albin Schoepf, Robert B. Mitch-

ell, and Philip H. Sheridan. Of these, Gilbert, Smith, Van-

cleve, Wood, and Sheridan were graduates, as also were

Brigadier-Generals William R. Terrill and Milo S. Hascall

and Colonels William B. Hazen, Charles G. Harker, and

William P. Carlin, all commanding brigades. Other gradu-

ates commanding troops were Colonels Curran Pope and

Buckner Board, Capt. John Mendenhall, and Lieut. C. C.

Parsons of the regular artillery.

The iVrmy of the Mississippi, under Maj. Gen. Leonidas

Polk, was divided into right and left wings, Maj. Gen.

Benjamin F. Cheatham commanding the former, Maj. Gen.

William J. Hardee, the latter. There were, altogether, three

divisions and twelve brigades. The divisions were com-

manded b}' Maj. Gen. Simon B. Biickner and Brigadier-

Generals Daniel S. Donelson and J. Patton Anderson. All

these ofl&cers except Cheatham and Anderson were graduates,

as were also Brigadier-Generals A. P. Stewart, Thomas ]\I.

Jones, Bushrod R. Johnson, Colonels James A. Smith, and

Joseph Wheeler, commanding brigades, with Col. Moses H.

White, commanding the Thirtj^-seventh Tennessee.

As so often happened during the civil war, the heavy fight-

ing at PerrA'ville was done principally by a portion of the

a Battles and Readers of the Civil War, vol. 3, p. 39.
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Union army. In this instance AlcCook's Corps stood the

brunt, having nearl}- four times as many killed and wounded
as the other two corps together. Among others who fell was

the lamented Brigadier-General Terrill, captain in the Regu-
lar artillery.

After the battle Bragg took iip a position at Harrodsburg,

near by, but the attack not being renewed, he retreated first

into east Tennessee, thence to Murfreesboro. Polk and

Hardee were rewarded for their services at Perryville by

lieutenant-generalcies.

]Maj. Gen. Edmund K. Smith had also entered Kentucky
from east Tennessee at the same time with Bragg, but their

armies were independent, and therefore the Confederates

derived a minimum of advantage to be expected from their

large force except on Bragg's hypothesis that it was a march-

ing not a fighting campaign. Buell pursued as far as Lon-

don, K}-., whence he turned, about October 20, and directed

his columns, via Glasgow and Bowling Green, iipon the

ground in Tennessee occupied about six weeks before.

While this was going on, he was, October 30, relieved of his

command b}^ ^laj. Gen. William S. Rosecrans, fresh from

Corinth.

The campaign of 1862 west of the Allegheny Mountains,

was now essentiallj' closed. The total of advantages were

greatly in favor of the Union armies. West of the Missis-

sippi, although the Confederacy had many troops there, its

military power as a serious element to be reckoned with in

the conduct of the war had virtually been eliminated. The
Confederates retained the strategic line of the ]\Iississippi

from some distance below Memphis to Baton Rouge; but the

river to those points from each extremit}' was firmly held to

the Union, and from these secure bases preparations were

being made for the complete opening of the river during the

next campaign. Substantial progress had been made on the

central strategic line. The enemy had been driven out of

Kentuck}-, never in force to return. Nashville, important both

strategically and politicallv, had been permanentlv occupied.

The defending Confederate arm}- on this strategic line was at

Murfreesboro, far in rear of its position at the beginning of
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the campaign, with not onl}" a stronger eneiu}- in front, but

another in the vicinity of Corinth on its left flank. More-

over, the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers, now in posses-

sion of the Federals, had ceased to be onh' theoreticalh' valu-

able. The Union armies had learned how practically to

utilize them to greatest advantage in pushing troops and

supplies far into the interior of the enemy's territory, and

the}^ continued so to be used until the end of the war. On
the other hand, the seizure and destruction of so much of the

Memphis and Charleston Railroad had deprived the Confed-

erates of a most important line of communication, compelling

them to long detours when sending troops and supplies

between the Mississippi and their armies in the eastern thea-

ters of operations.

General ]\IcClellan had, November l, 1861, in the Army of

the Potomac, 134,285 effectives with 300 guns. It had been

his desire to move against Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, at Man-
assas, where the latter had about 55,000 effectives, not later

than November 25, but he found this unadvisable. By Feb-

ruary I, 1862, the Arni}^ of the Potomac was increased to

190,806 effectives."

Other important events had happened meanwhile. On
Januarj' 13, 1862, Mr. Edwin M. Stanton was appointed Secre-

tary of War. It was not long until evidence seemingly was

given that the President or those who controlled his innermost

militar}' councils had not full confidence in the general in

chief, and, to some extent at least, had determined to manage
the conduct of the war independentl}' of him. January- 2 7 the

President issued orders directing the general advance of all

the armies on Februar}- 22 following—Washington's birthday.

It alread}' has been shown how this order was executed west

of the Alleghen}- Mountains. January- 31 the President fur-

ther ordered that, having first amply provided for the safety

of Washington, the Army of the Potomac should advance

against the eneni}- at Manassas on or before Februarj' 22,

details of the movement being left to the general in chief.

March 8' the President organized the Arnn^ of the Potomac

into four corps. The divisions of Banks and Shields formed

"The Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 2, p. 372.
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an additional one. These corps were commanded bv Brigadier-

Generals Irvin McDowell, E. V. Sumner, S. P. Heintzelman,

E. D. Ke3'es, and Nathaniel P. Banks.

On March 10 McClellan put the Arm^- of the Potomac in

motion against Manassas, onlj- to find that the enemy had

retired in the direction of Richmond. On the nth McClellan

was relieved of the command of all militar}- departments except

that of the Potomac. Whatever the real reason for this, the

ostensible one was that, as he was taking the field in com-

mand of the main arm}- of the Union, it was desirable that he

be relieved from other similar responsibilities. It required

two years of war, wherein hundreds of thousands of men in the

aggregate contested on man^- fields, to evolve a commandei
who was to be intrusted mth the active command at once of

that army as well as of all others, thereb}- enabling the

National forces to move with singleness of purpose and pre-

determined plan to the execution of their great work. Nor
did this trusted general stand alone ; other able commanders,

his assistants, were evolved by the same process, whereas

McClellan's principal lieutenants at the beginning of 1S62

were inexperienced in high command; indeed, he was himself

inexperienced.

More important measures than those here enumerated

could not have been taken bv the President by virtue of his

constitutional power as Commander in Chief. If General

McClellan was consulted, his wishes were not determinative;

on the contrar}', it was known that in some instances men-

tioned the measures taken had met with his decided disappro-

bation. The circumstance portended evil. It indicated a

lack of that harmony in ofl&cial circles which all realized was

essential to success.

The time now had arrived for mox-ing against the enemy in

Virginia. The advance was to be directed against Richmond.

The question of what line of operations should be taken

became important. The President was willing to leave this

to the militar}- commander, on condition that such a force

should be placed at IManassas and be left in the Washington

defenses as would render the National capital secure.
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An error was here committed of greatest moment. Having
very properly ordered that the National capital should be

rendered secure the President, or whoever had authority to

speak for him, should have seen to it that the important mat-

ter was attended to in a manner wholly satisfactory to him
before McClellan moved and while that general was in

Washington to consult in person. The ordinary dictates of

prudence counseled this. No other course could prevent mis-

understandings. The troops thus to be retained, with the

ofi&cers to command them, should have been designated and

the President should have known who they were. Had this

been done all cause for dispute as to matters of fact in con-

nection with the safeguarding the city that subsequently arose,

with deplorable consequences to the Army when in face of

the enemy, would have been obviated. The incident, with its

melanchol}- results, should serve as a warning to rulers and

commanders in the future.

General McClellan chose to make Fort Monroe a base of

operations, moving thence up the peninsula between the York
and James rivers. March 17 the leading division embarked

at Alexandria. McClellan arrived at Fort Alonroe on April 2.

On the morning of April 4 the movement up the peninsula

commenced." Maj. Gen. John B. Magruder commanded the

Confederate forces at Yorktown and vicinity, and made such

resistance that the advance of the Union troops was slow.

On April 5, when the army had advanced to the enemy's

entrenchments, McClellan received a dispatch from Wash-
ington detaching McDowell's Corps from his command,
although two of its three divisions subsequently joined him
before the heav}' lighting in front of Richmond commenced.

B}' Alay 15 the army had been assembled in the vicinity of

West Point, at the head and south of York River. On the

1 8th the Fifth and Sixth Corps were formed and the army
partially reorganized, all corps being reduced to two divisions

each: Second Corps, Sumner; Divisions of Israel B. Richard-

son, John Sedgwick. Third Corps, Heintzelman; Divisions

of Joseph Hooker, Philip Kearny. Fourth Corps, Ke^^es;

Divisions of Darius N. Coiich, Silas Casey. Fifth Corps,

« Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. 2, p. 170.
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F. J. Porter; Divisions of George W. Morell, George Sykes.

Sixth Corps, Franklin ; Divisions of William F. Smith, H. W.
Slocum; all division, as well as corps commanders, being

brigadier-generals. A depot of supplies was established at

White House Landing on the Pamunkey, 25 miles or so by

river above West Point.

To this time the York River had furnished the means of

transport for troops and supplies, but the destruction of the

Confederate ram Merrimac on May 1 1 placed at McClellan's

disposal the more direct route of the James River for this

purpose, to which river he at once resolved to transfer the

line of operations and depot of supplies." On the iSth of

May, however, he received orders to extend a helping hand

b}' the right to McDowell, who would advance from the direc-

tion of Fredericksburg. This McClellan continued to do

until the night of the 27th of June, prepared everv dav to

join with McDowell, or send to meet him should he advance,

the army being in consequence astride the Chickahominy.

At last, despairing of McDowell's arrival, he, under the heavy

pressure that the eneni}' then was and had been bringing to

bear upon his troops, cut loose on the night of June 27-28

from the Chickahominy and established his base on the

James River.

The Confederates meantime had not been idle. Gen.

Joseph E. Johnston was in command of the troops confronting

McClellan after Magruder had been driven back, with Gen.

Robert E. Lee as the militar}' adviser of the Confederate

president. General Johnston advocated concentrating before

Richmond all troops that could be made available from the

Atlantic coast. But General Lee, having regard for the

great disinclination of the States involved to be denuded of

their defenders, and considering also the admirable defensive

nature of the countr}- over which McClellan was compelled

to advance, advocated at this time the assembling a lesser

force, and his views prevailed.'' The event showed that the

lesser force was sufficient for all practicable purposes.

General Johnston first, and, after he was disabled Ma}- 31

b}' a wound, GeneraJ Lee, sought to take advantage of the

« Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. 2. p. 173. ft Johnston's Narrative, pp. 113-115.
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condition of the Union Army, divided by the Chickahominy,

and aftenvards while marching by the flank to the James.

The first evidence of this was on Ma}-- 31 when, Ke3'es's and

Heintzelman's corps having crossed to the Richmond side, or

right bank, of the Chickahomin}-, they were attacked with

vigor, bnt Sumner's Corps having come to their assistance,

the enemy were repelled." This is known as the battle of

Seven Pines. It was during its progress that General John-

ston was wounded. General Lee, his successor, appeared to

be occupied for some days following in getting his new com-

mand in hand. On the afternoon of June 26 Fitz John

Porter's Corps, the Fifth, still on the north, or left, bank of the

river, was attacked near Mechanicsville. The assault was

renewed next dav at Gaines's Mill. The fighting was very

severe, necessitating the sending three divisions across the

Chickahominv to Porter's assistance. Stonewall Jackson

arrived in time to take part in the fighting of June 27, hav-

ing eluded the Union commanders after a series of maneu\-ers

and engagements in the Shenandoah Valle}-. But Porter b}"^

stubbornlv holding his ground enabled McClellan to perfect

all details and make all preliminar}' arrangements for the

delicate and dangerous transfer of base now impending.

This transfer was successfull}^ executed, and, judged solel}'

as a military event, it must be conceded to have been a bril-

liant maneuver. No officer could have effected it under the

circumstances actually existing who had not high qualities

of generalship. Not only did it involve the flank march of a

large army, with its trains and impedimenta, in presence of

an able, vigilant, above all a fighting enemy, perfectly famil-

iar with the country, but to be successful the James River

must be reached, and in doing so a swamp direct!}- crossed

which the enemy probably regarded as impassable. It was not

expected that this was to be done without fighting, but it was

absolutel}- necessar}- so to fight that the main object, the estab-

lishment of the army on the James, should not be interfered

with. All this was accomplished in spite of constant and

vehement attacks, and July i the army was concentrated at

a Battles and Leaders of the Ci\'il War, vol. 2. p. 178. Johnston's Narrative, p. 131.
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Malvern Hill, with the trains at Haxall's in rear. The Con-

federates attacked at Malvern Hill on July i, but were re-

pulsed. During the seven days' fighting, from June 25 to

July 2, inclusive, the National Army lost 1,734 killed, 8,062

wounded; the Confederates, 3,286 killed, 15,909 wounded.

The forests of the peninsula were draped in mourning.

Daj-s of distress those were, but also da3's of glory. The
Confederates, not to be behind their antagonists of the same
blood, now stepped forth to brilliant acts.

On June 26, while the Confederate arm}- north of the Chick-

ahomiu}-, including Jackson's troops from the Shenandoah,

were assailing Fitz John Porter, the Army of Virginia was

created out of the ami}- corps of McDowell, 18,500; Banks,

8,000; and Fremont, 11,500 men; 38,000 aggregate. Maj.

Gen. John Pope was placed in command." It was intended

to operate this ami}- so as to relieve AlcClellan b}' moving it

toward Gordonsville and Charlottesville. McClellan's trans-

fer to the James, however, rendered such movement on the

part of the Ami}- of Virginia useless. That change of base

was, ill this aspect, a marching away from what was intended

by the Administration to operate as a reenforcement.

After McClellan was safelj' established on the James, and

Lee had time to orient himself, the latter found his armj'

between those of McClellan and Pope, which could not be

united except b}* water transport. Quick of ca'c and swift of

wing as the falcon he moved to crush Pope before McClellan

could join him. The unfortunate lack of harmony between

these two generals, rendering it seemingly advisable to

appoint Halleck general in chief, favored Lee's movement.

August 9 Stonewall Jackson's Corps, Ewell's, and Winder's

divisions encountered Banks's Corps at Cedar Mountain, 8

miles south of Culpeper, and worsted it. Here Brig. Gen.

Charles S. Winder, C. S. Arm}', a graduate, was killed.

Lee's decision accelerated the efforts being made at Wash-
ington, against McClellan's protest,*" to move back his army to

join Pope's. Halleck believed that this union could be effected

on the line of the Rappahannock, which Pope was ordered to

1 Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. 2, p. 450. Mb., vol. 2, p. 548.
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hold. In fact, however, IMcClellan's troops and Burnside's

from North Carolina (Ninth Corps), landing generally at Aquia

Creek and Alexandria, could not be gotten up soon enough on

the Rappahannock line, and Pope by so long adhering to it

jeopardized the safet}' of his army, but succeeded in moving it

back before Lee interposed between him and Washington.

The Confederate commander, having the initiative and operat-

ing in a country familiar to him and amidst a friendly people,

moved with greater celerity and certainty than his opponent.

He also had the inestimable good fortune to have subordinates

whose relations with him were cordial.

After various movementsof the opposing corps, during which

Stonewall Jackson, having penetrated to Manassas Junction

in rear of Pope's army, destroying many supplies, escaped by

accident happv to himself, General Lee's army and all the

forces that it had been found practicable to collect under Pope

confronted each other August 29 upon ground but slightly to

the west of that of the battle of Bull Run, giving, in fact, the

name "Second Bull Run" to the sanguinary engagement now
fought on the 29th and 30th of August, which resulted in

such discomfiture to the Union arms that Pope directed the

withdrawal of his forces to a new position at and near Center-

ville. It was in front of this, near Chantilly, in a severe com-

bat on September i, the last contact of Pope and Lee's forces,

that the brave Generals Keamj' and Stevens, the latter a

graduate, fell.

General Lee had not crushed Pope before the Arm}' of the

Potomac could join him, but he administered what was felt to

be a severe defeat to the Union forces almost within sight of

the Capitol building, and so near that the sound of the cannon

reverberated through its halls.

This was the flood time of Confederate prestige. The true

value of what had been accomplished for the l^nion arms west

of the Alleghau}' Mountains was not yet fully appreciated.

The National Administration and the nation overlooked for

the moment what had been done there, and could think only

of this menace to the national capital, within whose sight

flaunted the standards of a victorious enemv whose mission it

was to sever with the sword the L^nion of the States.
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The hopes of the Confederate government had risen with

the course of events. It no longer was to restrain the armies

within its territorial limits, but they were to go forth to rally

their friends in the border States, and, by renewed victories

within the enemy's territor}', secure a peace upon their own
terms. September 5, the same da}- upon which Bragg entered

Kentucky, Lee crossed the Potomac into Marj-land at Point

of Rocks.

Inscrutable are the edicts of fate. From that moment, as

though governed by the laws of the physical world, the flood

tide of rebellion's success commenced to recede.

General McClellan was ne\er formallv reinstated in com-

mand of the Arm}' of the Potomac after it was taken from

him to reenforce Pope." But, as this arm}-, as well as other

troops, were brought within the sphere of his command under

an order of September 2, intrusting him with the defense of

Washington city, he marched forth at the head of all the

troops assembled to turn back the tide of invasion.

The Federals, 14,000 strong, at Harpers Ferry were iso-

lated. Lee sent Jackson against the place, which, with the

troops, save 2,500 cavalry who escaped, was captured on Sep-

tember 15, Jackson instantly thereafter joining Lee. Mean-
while Lee, seeing the failure of his scheme of conquest, was

moving to the higher Potomac fords to recross into Virginia.

In doing this two sharp actions took place September 14,

one at Cramptons Gap, where Howell Cobb resisted the

Sixth Corps under Franklin, the other at Soiith Mountain,

where D. H. Hill and afterwards Longstreet disputed the

passage through Turners Gap with Reno, Hooker, and Bum-
side. The National troops w-ere successful in both cases, but

mourned the loss of Maj. Gen. Jesse L. Reno, L^. S. Volun-

teers, killed while leading his corps.

Pushing forward, McClellan, on the 15th, found the enemy
in position behind Antietam Creek, a sluggish stream which

enters the Potomac 8 miles above Harpers Ferry, his line in

front of the town of Sharpsburg. Here on the 17th there

occurred a battle characterized by desperate fighting on both

sides. While it was in progress Jackson's troops arrived at

a Battles and Leaders of the Ciril War, vol. 2, p. 551.
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critical periods and helped Lee hold off the assaults of the

National troops, but he was graduall}' driven back from the

ground first occupied. On the i8th Lee retained his posi-

tion unmolested. That night he retreated across the Poto-

mac—a brilliant act, judged by its military features alone.

But despite this and the other successful feat of arms against

Harpers Ferry, the general results of all the engagements

since two weeks before Lee crossed to the north of the Poto-

mac had been decidedly favorable to the National arms and

cause. The Confederate army trod the soil of Virginia on

September 19, 1862, conscious of the fact, before in doubt,

that the Potomac marked the northern limits of its theater

of operations. "My Maryland," petite coquette, wooed by

chivalry and song worthy the proudest days of knight er-

rantry, first grew reser\'ed, then turned with heartless indif-

ference or cold calculation toward a hated rival.

During the ensuing six weeks both armies were refitting.

McClellan then crossed the Potomac, directed on Gordonsville

on Lee's line of communications, but having reached Rector-

town en route he was relieved on the night of November 7 by

Maj. Gen. A. E. Burnside." General Lee had moved to

anticipate McClellan at Gordonsville. The new Union com-

mander now essayed to seize Fredericksburg, on the direct

line of operations to Richmond, but Lee having seized Fred-

ericksburg before Burnside could reach it, the two armies

confronted each other there on the opposite sides of the

Rappahannock.

It is unfortunate that political or other cognate considera-

tions entered so largely into the determining of military

movements and policies while General McClellan commanded,

and so interfered, as alleged, with his military schemes that

he never was able to exert his full powers as he wished,

and consequenth' there exists no satisfactory military stand-

ard by which to judge of his ability. There are some facts

unmistakabl}' in his favor. He organized the Ami}' of the

Potomac, which adored him, and to this day its meiubers, now
rapidl}^ being depleted, treasure his memory. He gathered

its remnants together after the disaster of August 29-30 and,

a The Civil A\'ar in America—Draper, vol. 2, p. 468.
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with other troops who never had been directly under him,

organized them on the march and in two weeks gained a

victor)-, not decisive but still leaning decidedlv toward his

side of the balance, over the recent victor at the second Bull

Run. The change of base on the Peninsula has been com-

mented on. All these facts stood immenseh' to his credit.

But there was another side to his character and military

record. There was no excuse for his underrating the terrible

earnestness with which the South conducted the war.

Experience should have taught him that. It also should

have brought home to him a consciousness of the only man-
ner in which the war could be conducted successfull3\

The sanguinary nature of the work to be done was well

understood before he embarked for the Peninsula; the nation

was reconciled to the sacrifice; the Administration was pre-

pared to support him to the full extent of National resources,

which would have proved sufficient; and, as the event demon-

strated before the task was accomplished, generals had to

come forth to conduct the war upon this basis. They were

being educated for it in the less conspicuous if not less san-

guinarv campaigns of the west, where it was their good for-

tune, if the}' made errors of judgment, which ever is the lot

of man, not necessarily to be deprived of their stations and

novices substituted, but were permitted by their experiences,

whether for good or evil, the better to prepare themselves for

higher commands and larger responsibilities.

Burnside organized the ami}- into three grand divisions,

commanded b}- Sumner, Hooker, and Franklin." December

13 he moved forw^ard to attack the enemy entrenched on the

heights of Fredericksburg. The plan was to throw Frank-

lin's grand division, reenforced fi'om Hooker's, in the center

forward from the left, and seize the road in rear of the

enemy's right ilank, thus rendering the latter's position

untenable; this accomplished, Sumner and Hooker were to

advance upon the enemj^'s left.'' Through a misunderstand-

ing, Franklin's attack was not of the nature expected. When
Sumner and Hooker advanced the}' were repulsed with great

"The Civil War in .\merica, vol. 2, p. 46S. Mbid., vol. 2. p. 470.
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loss. On December 1 5 the arm 3' was withdrawn to the north

side of the river, ending, essentiall}-, the campaign.

Notice will now be taken of Stonewall Jackson's brilliant

campaign in the Shenandoah Vallej' before attacking Fitz

John Porter on the Chickahominy June 27, as previously

narrated. By the division of the Confederate army after the

battle of Bull Run the defense of the Shenandoah Valle}'^ was

intrusted to Stonewall Jackson. As the Confederate army
under Joseph E. Johnston fell back to the defense of Rich-

mond against IMcClellan he detached Ewell to Jackson's

assistance, who was to threaten Washington, thus preventing

as much as possible the sending troops on AlcClellan's expe-

dition. The ulterior part to be acted by Jackson's ami}- was

to be determined hy the development of events. Jackson

was encompassed b}^ three Union corps, Fremont west of

the Shenandoah Mountains, Banks near to, but south of

the Potomac in the Shenandoah Valle}-, McDowell in the

vicinit}- of Fredericksburg." Turning first upon Fremont,

while Ewell held Banks in check, Jackson drove him back in

confusion; rapidl}- retraversing the Shenandoah Mountains,

he fell upon a strong post at Front Ro^-al, capturing it;

directing his forces upon Banks at Strasburg, now weakened
b}- the detachment of Shields to McDowell, advancing to join

McClellan, he drove him north of the Potomac, and caused

McDowell's recall. Turning south, he eluded the troops of

Fremont and Shields until at Port Republic the}- converged

upon him, when, turning upon them, he beat off his pursuers,

and destro}-ing the bridge, made good his escape. His infantry

here received the name of "foot cavalrv," and the P'ederal

commanders were unmistakably given to understand that if

thej' hoped to cope with such troops on anj-thing like eqiial

terms they must be able at least to march with equal facilit}'.

It was seen that capacity to manoeuver was still one of the

essential qualities of successful armies.

In the organization of the forces which thus contended for

mastery in \'irginia in 1S62, graduates held almost exclu-

sivel}- the higher commands. In the Ami}' of the Potomac
"The Civil War in America, vol. J, p. 391 et seq.
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they commanded 5 of the 6 corps, 11 of the 12 divisions, 26

of the 36 brigades ; also the cavalry, artiller}-, and engineers.

Except in Fremont's, afterwards Sigel's Corps, the same
proportion was found in the Army of Virginia. No gradu-

ates held high command in that corps. The Confederates

followed the same rule, all commands, including divisions

and upwards, being exercised b}- graduates; but in the bri-

gades only 40 per cent were so commanded. Among those

who fell on both sides were some of the choicest spirits that

ever graced the Academy.

Such was the character of the fighting east of the Allegha-

nies in 1S62, each army in turn doing its proportion of attack

and defense. The losses in killed and wounded were doubt-

less about equal. They amounted to about 25,000 on each

side. The dark winter of 1S62-63 closed down with mourn-

ing in nearly ever}- household in the land. At the front

preparations were industriousl}- being made to continue the

struggle at the pleasure of nature's elements.

OPERATIONS, 1863.

The campaign of 1862 had convinced both parties that there

could be but one test to the final issue, and this was which

could wear the other out. i\.nd while each commenced to

respect the other more, because of brave deeds and sufferings

on the battlefield, there was no conciliation on the part of

either toward the other regarding the principles maintained,

but rather those principles were sanctified bj'^ the sacrifice

which each had been called upon to make. Much, however,

had been accomplished in clearing the doubts away which at

first surrounded the conduct of the war. The leaders who
were to command were coming now prominentl}- to the front

and their capabilities studied both by friend and foe. Regard-

ing the main theaters of operations, there could be no essential

future change. The Mississippi, the central, and the Virginia

strategic lines, determined partly by the features of nature

and parti}' by political policies, still remained those along

which the armed hosts were to contend.

On the part of the Confederacy preparations were made for

the ensuing campaign b}- placing Gen. Joseph E. Johnston in

H. Doc. 7S9, 5S-2—vol I 45
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command of all the armies from the Alleghanies to the Mis-

sissippi; in \'irginia General Lee retained command; west of

the Mississippi Holmes, with a large army, was isolated and

imable to accomplish important resnlts. The militar_v prep-

arations along the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts were wholly

subordinate to those along the three main strategic lines.

Opposed to this front the National Government had, west

of the Mississippi, Curtis and Schofield confronting Holmes.

Grant at Memphis and Banks at New Orleans with the

flotilla were to open up the IMississippi ; Rosecrans was forc-

ing Bragg south of Nashville; Burnside, soon superseded by

Hooker, commanded the Army of the Potomac.

In this attitude the contestants prepared to renew the

struggle. The Confederacy took no chances. It put forward

for greatest responsibility onh' professional, tried, and approved

commanders. Its political generals had long since ceased to

receive consideration except for demonstrated military merit.

On the Union side, however, political generals were more

favored, notwithstanding the fact the campaign just closed

had demonstrated their unfitness to command against the

leaders whom the Confederacy was putting in the field.

Nothing was expected of them in the way of destroving the

enemy's army. The Federal Administration seemed to have

calculated that in order to secure the political influence sup-

porting these ofiEcers it could af?ord to jeopardize to some

extent National interests at comparativeh' unimportant places

where the}' were assigned to command. And by placing

under them subordinates who were competent it was hoped

to reduce to the least possible the risks thus taken. This

policy was continued until it broke down in spite of all the

political support that could be given it. One by one these

generals disappeared from active command, until, at the com-

mencement of the final campaign, they all had been relieved.

The preliminar}' movements for the campaign of 1S63 for

the opening of the Mississippi River were taken in the fall of

1862. Lieutenant-General Pemberton, intrenched behind the

Tallahatchie, opposed General Grant. Pemberton had a

moderate force also at Yicksburg, which place the Federal

commander planned to capture. To this end he dispatched
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Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman down the Mississippi to

attack the Confederate works at Chickasaw Blnffs, jnst north

of that city, while Grant moved along the Mississippi Central

Railroad to attack Pemberton in front. " In pursuance of this

plan Sherman had four divisions in position in front of the

Bluffs on December 29, 1862. They -were commanded,
respectively, by Brigadier-Generals A. J. Smith, M. L. Smith,

G. W. Morgan, Frederick Steele. The Confederates in their

front were commanded by Maj. Gen. Martin Luther Smith
and Brig. Gen. Stephen D. Lee. The Federal attack failed,

and, as the Confederates were being heavily reinforced, Sher-

man, with the approbation of Major-General McClernand, who
had arrived with the President's authority to command the

expeditionary force on the Mississippi, the troops were with-

drawn, and moved against Arkansas Post, which was captured

with its garrison.

The arrival of McClernand gave Sherman his first informa-

tion of the condition of affairs on Grant's immediate line of

operations and furnished the true explanation of the enemy
in his front being so heavily reinforced. As General Grant

had advanced Pemberton fell back and took up a defensi\e

line behind the Yalabusha. Suddenly Van Dorn, command-
ing the Confederate cavalry, moving around Grant's left,

captured and destroyed, on December 20, his depot of supplies

at Holly Springs, Miss. The Federal commander at once

saw that unless he could beat the enemy's cavalry and defend

this long line of communication and supply he must solve the

Vicksburg problem in a different manner. He took his

measures energetically, abandoned the railroad, and moved

his forces down the Mississippi River to join Sherman. This

explained the reinforcement of the Confederates in Sherman's

front at Chickasaw Bluffs.

The Confederates were greatly elated, and with reason.

They had turned back the Federals on both lines, repulsing

their attack on one. But the Holly Springs incident sank

deep into the minds of the two principal Federal commanders,

and the lesson it taught was subsequently turned by them to

advantage. Prior to that time the proposition of living on

'I Personal Memoirs U. S. Grant, vol, i, p. 429,
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the supplies the country afforded had not serioiisl}- been con-

sidered during the civil war. When, however, the enemy's

territor}- was so abundantly stocked with food, and one's own
depots so liable to destruction, wh}- not discard depots and

live off the country? As will be seen, this question, of the

greatest niilitar}- importance, was soon answered by Grant in

his march to the rear of Vicksburg, and by Sherman two

years later in his march from Atlanta to Savannah, Ga.

By War Department orders, December i8, 1862, the troops

under General Grant were organized into four corps—Thir-

teenth, McClernand; Fifteenth, Sherman; Sixteenth, Hurl-

but; Seventeenth, AlcPherson. General RlcClernand's Ami}'

of the Mississippi was merged into the corps to which he here

was assigned.

General Grant assumed personal command at Youngs Point,

La., January 30, of the forces menacing Vicksburg." The
problem was to secure a footing upon dry ground on the east

side of the river from which to operate. After vainly attempt-

ing to find some vulnerable point through which the enemy's

position in rear and north of Vicksburg might be penetrated.

General Grant resolved to transfer his line of operations to a

point below that city. Grand Gulf was selected as the new
base of supplies, from which point one of Grant's corps co-

operating with Banks would capture Port Hudson. This

accomplished, the combined armies would move against

Vicksburg.

The flotilla under Flag Officer D. D. Porter, convoying

transports with supplies, ran past the enemy's land batteries.

Captains and crews of the river steamers declining generall}'

to take the risks involved in this, their places were filled by

volunteers from the Arm3\
April 24 General Grant's headquarters were at Perkins's

plantation, 12 miles below New Carthage, on the west bank

of the river. Thence a movement was projected against

Grand Gulf, but the enemy's batteries being strong and the

gunboats unable to make any impression on them,* the flo-

tilla ran past, as it had done at Vicksburg, and on April 30
3 Personal Memoirs of U. S. Graut. vol. i, p. i^^i. bib., p. 476.
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McClernand's Corps and one division of McPherson's (Seven-

teenth) were landed at Bruinsburg, Miss., on the east side of

the river. By Maj' 7 the remaining division of the Seven-

teenth and the Fifteenth Corps under Sherman were united

with the rest, and General Grant now had under him 33,000

tr6ops.

Grand Gulf having been selected as the base of supplies

for future operations, the iirst movement after the army was

thoroughly established on the east side of the river was to

capture that place. This was accomplished ]\Iav 3, when
news was received from Major-General Banks announcing

that he could not arrive before Port Hudson for some days

longer.

In consequence of this news the plan of campaign was

immediateh" changed. Grant resolving to cut loose from the

base at Grand Gulf, moving independently of Banks, attack

the enem3''s forces in rear of Yicksburg and assail that place

from the rear." A new base would meantime be established

at some point above that city.

The resolution here taken and the manner in which it was

executed indicated a high order of generalship. This will

appear from two facts—first, the cutting loose an armv from

its base of supplies was at that time unknown during the

civil war, and it so completely deceived Pemberton, who did not

think such a thing possible, that in the subsequent operations

the latter futilely wasted his substance, time, and armv in

movements against what he regarded as Grant's line of suppl}-,

but which line did not exist ; second, the total number of Con-

federates at and in the vicinity of \'icksburg, or who quickly

could be collected at Jackson or other available rendezvous

close in rear, greatly exceeded the Federal turning armv,

thus rendering it necessary- for the latter to interpose succes.s-

fully between these superior but detached forces of the enemy
before the latter could be united.

Not only, therefore, did the new plan of campaign indicate

originalit}' in conception, but aLso boldness and confidence

—

the attributes of conscious military mental power which expe-

rience had developed in the Federal commander. Napoleon's

a Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, vol. i, p. 491.
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turning moving against Mack at Ulni, in 1S05, was no more

unexpected in plan nor daring in execution than that here

undertaken; nor was it a greater surprise than the latter

to both parties to the contest. In fact, Grant's resolution

demanded the more nerv-e, as he was dealing with unknown

elements far more than was Napoleon upon the particular

occasion referred to. The character and real militar}^ capacity

of the opposing Confederate commander, Gen. Joseph E.

Johnston, emphasized all this. The civil war did not pro-

duce his superior in clearness of conception of what practi-

cally was needed, under any conditions that arose, to insure

military success. Yet General Johnston was compelled to

witness this Pearl of the West, the " Gibraltar of the Missis-

sippi," as it was stj'led, Vicksburg, snatched with its garrison

from his grasp, not because of overpowering Federal strength,

but because of the unanticipated movements of the Union

army and his inability to concentrate his own forces for attack.

The sequel seems to have been anticipated intuitiveh- bj-

both parties. The mind which concei\ed and successfully

executed the campaign now resolved upon never for one

moment sought rest until step b}- step, marked b\- successive

victories, the armies of the Union were led in triumph, the

enemy vanquished, two years later through the streets of the

National capital.

The first step in the turning movement was the occupation

of Jackson, the State capital, also an important militar}- point.

This was done on Ma}- 14, McPherson having a successful

combat on the 12th at Raymond. Johnston's troops being

driven off, the various columns now were directed on Vicks-

burg, before which they arrived on the i8th, having en route

defeated the enemy, May 16 at Champion's Hill, and on the

1 7th at the crossing of the Big Black. A base of supplies

was at once established on the east bank above the city.

While the latter engagement was in progress orders were

received b}- General Grant from Halleck in Washington

ordering him to desist temporarily from his Vicksburg move-

ment, join Banks against Port Hudson, and after its capture

recommence the movement against \'icksburg." Compliance

a Personal Memoirs I'. S. Grant, vol. i. p. ^2^,
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would have arrested at the full flood of success the most
brilliant and one of the most important campaigns of the war.

Believing that the general in chief had issued the order under
a misunderstanding, and that he would not have given it

had he appreciated the facts, Grant exercised his inherent

discretion as commander on the spot and disregarded the

orders.

After two unsuccessful assaults on Ma}- 19 and 22 \^icks-

burg was reduced by siege operations, surrendering on the 4th

of July. F'i\-e da3-s later the Confederate commander at Port

Hudson also surrendered.

Thus complete success had attended the progress of the

Union arms on one of the three main strategic lines of opera-

tion. It was effected b}' the Arm}- and Navy united.

Independence Day, 1863, was indeed one of rejoicing to

friends of the Union—Vicksburg captured with its army;
Bragg driven south of the Tennessee ; Lee rolled back shat-

tered and defeated and shattered in his last attempt at

invasion.

Besides the commanding general, there were present in the

higher commands in this army a large proportion of gradu-

ates—Sherman and McPherson, two of the three corps com-

manders; McClernand was relieved June iS by Maj. Gen.

E. O. C. Ord, also a graduate. Of the ten divisions, four

were commanded by graduates, namely: Maj. Gen. Frederick

Steele, and Brigadier-Generals A. J. Smith, Eugene A. Carr,

Isaac F. Quinby.

After Grant effected a landing at Bruinsburg, Gen. Joseph

E. Johnston was ordered to command iu person immediately

against him." Previous to that he commanded the depart-

ments in which General Bragg, Lieutenant-Generals E. Kirby

Smith and Pemberton operated. Besides Johnston the gradu-

ates exercising principal commands in the Confederate Army
under him around and in Vicksburg were Pemberton and 4
of the 5 division commanders, ^lajor-Generals Stevenson,

Forney, Martin L. Smith, Bowen, and 10 at least of the 26

brigade commanders, namely, Brigadier-Generals Tilghman,
o Johnston's Narrative, p. 172.
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who was killed, Barton, Cuinming, Hebert, Shoup, W. H. T.

Walker, Maxe}', Rust, and W. H. Jackson.

Banks organized his available force for moving up the Alis-

sissippi into 4 divisions, commanded by Maj. Gen. C. C. Augur

and Brigadier-Generals Thomas W. Sherman, William H.

Emor}-, Cuvier Grover, all graduates and tried soldiers.

Having pushed the Confederate General Tajlor out of the

way up Red River, General Banks, with assistance of the

Navy, which had run up past Port Hudson, crossed the Mis-

sissippi on the night of May 23 and invested that stronghold,

commanded by the Confederate Alaj. Gen. Franklin Gardner."

General Johnston had ordered Gardner to abandon the place

and join him. This order, however, came too late ; besides, it

was disapproved by the Confederate President. The defense

was maintained stubbornly, the garrison enduring ever}- pri-

vation, until forced to surrender on the 9th of July. This

event not onl}' at last opened the IMississippi, but liberated

the Union troops just in time to beat off Taylor at New
Orleans.

Besides the division commanders, all of whom were gradu-

ates, Brigadier-Generals Godfrey Weitzel and George L.

Andrews and Col. Oliver P. Gooding, commanding brigades,

were West Pointers. Banks also had with him what was an

unusual sight in the West, some light batteries of the Regu-

lar Ami}-, commanded by Captains H. ^^^ Closson and E. C.

Bainbridge and Lieut. Jacob B. Rawles.

The Union advance along the central strategic line was

inaugurated b^- the battle of Murfreesboro, fought December

31, 1862-January 2, 1863. Both parties had been preparing

for this event. President Davis deemed the Confederate affairs

here to be so prosperous that, contrary to Gen. Joseph E.

Johnston's views, he detached Stevenson's Division and one

brigade of McCown's Division from Bragg to reenforce Pem-

berton in Mississippi. This was Rosecrans's opportunity, and

accordingly, December 26, 1862, he moved out from Nashville

against the enemy.'' By an unusual coincidence both armies

moved simultaneoush- to the attack, each intending first to

n The Civil War in America. Draper, vol. 3, p. 249.

1> Battles and I.eaders of the Civil War, vol. 3, p, 613 et seq.
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strike the other with its own left. Bragg was the quicker,

with the result that on the evening of the first day's fight

Rosecrans had been driven back to the formation of a new line,

where he was assailed in the most determined manner, but

remained firm. January i , 1863, both sides sought a breathing

spell, but on the 2d Rosecrans, far from acknowledging defeat,

felt out toward his left again, when a most sanguinary strug-

gle with Breckenridge occurred, with results adverse to the

latter. A storm prevented renewal of the battle on the 3d,

and that night Bragg fell back to Tullahoma, carrying with

him in this retrograde movement the impaired prestige of a

defeated commander, notwithstanding his success in the first

day's battle. So much was this felt to be the case that Gen.

Joseph E. Johnston was ordered to make a careful inspection

of the arm}- to ascertain whether its confidence in Bragg had

been shaken seriousl3\ A report favorable to the command-

ing general was made, but spite of this Johnston was soon

ordered to relieve Bragg, a change only prevented by sick-

ness of the former.

The graduates present in the Union Army included the

commanding general, McCook commanding the right wing

and Thomas the center; R. \V. Johnson, Sheridan, T. J.

Wood, Horatio P. Van Cleve, commanding divisions ; Stanley

commanding the cavalry ; Brigadier-Generals Milo S. Hascall

and Joshua W. Sill, Colonels Carlin, Harker, Hazen, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Shepherd commanding brigades. There was

also a small regular brigade in which were a number of

graduates, including Majors A. J. Slemmer, James N. Cald-

well, and Stephen D. Carpenter; Capt. Elmer Otis, of the

Cavalry; Capt. John Mendenhall and Lieut. F. L. Guenther,

Regular Light Artillery. Brigadier-General Sill and Major

Carpenter were killed.

The graduates in the Confederate Armj- of Tennessee

included the commanding general ; Polk and Hardee, the

corps commanders ; Withers, McCown, commanding divisions;

Donelson, Stewart, Bushrod R. Johnson, Pegram, command-

ing brigades, and Brig. Gen. Joseph Wheeler the Cavalr}-.

Rosecrans and Bragg remained facing each other, the latter

lending a helping hand to Johnston in rear of Vicksburg by
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detaching several thousand troops to the latter's assistance.

This was in\'iting Rosecrans to attack, a contingency that

Bragg seemed to anticipate. To distract attention the latter

started Brig. Gen. John H. Morgan's cavalry north on a raid

from which no part returned. Rosecrans now moved for-

ward June 25, 1863, and, feinting with his right, turned all

Bragg's fortified positions by the Federal left." B}^ this

maneuver, ably conceived and skillfully executed, Bragg was

thrown out of Tennessee upon Chattanooga. Thus far Rose-

crans had decidedh- the advantage of his opponent; but this

forward movement had been so long dela^-ed that before he

could strike Bragg a blow at Chattanooga the troops which

the latter had detached to Johnston in the rear of Mcksburg
had rejoined. The opportunitv of the Federal commander to

strike his opponent when weakened had passed.

It is impossible to withhold admiration for the desperate

energy of the Confederate military power at this time. With
the ^Mississippi River permanently wrested, Lee's arm^- sent

reeling for the last time from the soil of the North, Bragg

driven south of the Tennessee ,the grip of the enemj- tight-

ening on all sides, the South, far from despairing, simply-

aroused herself to greater effort and took new resolutions of

sacrifice.

It now was to be determined whether Bragg should be

compelled to continue his retrograde movement farther into

the recesses of the Confederacv. Incidentally, the question

as to who should hold Chattanooga was invohed. Each side

exerted itself to the utmost for the approaching contest. To
Bragg were sent Buckner from East Tennessee, Longstreet

from \'irginia, Polk from Alabama.

Rosecrans, sending Crittenden forward, feinted by his left,

while he moved Thomas and AlcCook out from the center

and right, threatening Bragg's communications with Dalton

and the South.* The movement involved great danger, in

that Crittenden, Thomas, and AlcCook could not move later-

ally to each other's support, owing to mountains between

them. Bragg abandoned Chattanooga September S, threat-

ened by the movement of Thomas and JNIcCook, not, however,

a The Civil War in .\merica—Draper, vol. 3, p. 61. Mb., p. 64.
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to flee, but to concentrate for battle." The Union generals,

alarmed at the resistance the}- were meeting, likewise com-

menced to concentrate. On the night of September iS Rose-

crans's army was near Rossville, west of Chickamauga Creek,

McCook on the right, Crittenden in the center, Thomas on

the left.

The battle of Chickamauga began on the morning of Sep-

tember 19, Bragg attacking and attempting to interpose

between Rosecrans and Chattanooga b}- turning the Union

left. Polk commanded the right. Polk's effort to turn

Thomas's left failed. On the night of the 19th Longstreet

arrived. He was assigned to command of the Confederate

left wing. The attacks on the Union left, renewed on the

20th, failed to drive Thomas from his position. To maintain

this, however, required heavy reenforcements from Rosecrans's

right and center, which finallv were driven back in confusion

toward Rossville and Chattanooga. The utmost efforts of

Polk and Longstreet were now combined against Thomas, but

in vain. In allusion to this that general was thereafter called

the "Rock of Chickamauga." That night he retired delib-

erately to Rossville, where, on the 21st, he again offered bat-

tle. This not being accepted, he drew off into the defenses of

Chattanooga.

Rosecrans's ami}- consisted of three army corps, an extem-

porized reserve, and a cavalry corps, the whole including 14

divisions and 36 brigades. The graduates present in com-

mand of corps were Thomas, McCook, and Granger; of

divisions, Baird, J. J. Rej-nolds, R. W. Johnson, Sheridan,

Thomas J. Wood, Van Cleve, and Crook; of brigades, Carlin,

Harker, and Hazen.

Bragg's arm}', composed largely of detachments from other

armies, was not systematically organized into corps. Although

there were present Polk's, D. H. Hill's, Longstreet's, Forrest's,

and W. H. T. Walker's (reserve) corps, there were troops

present not belonging to either. There were 15 divisions

and 46 brigades. The graduates present included the com-

manding general, the wing and corps and cavalry- commanders,

except Brig. Gen. N. B. Forrest; of division commanders,

"The Ci\-il War in .\inerica—Draper, vol. 3, p. 65.
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Major- Generals Stewart and McLaws, Brigadier -Generals

Bushrod R. Johnson and Pegram; of brigade commanders,

Brigadier-Generals Deshler, Helm, Gracie, Bryan, Davidson.

Of these, Deshler and Helm were killed. Col. E. Porter Alex-

ander and Maj. Melancthon Smith, also graduates, were pres-

ent with the Confederate artillery.

This shows how death, wounds, and disease were making
themselves felt in thinning out the limited class of graduates

available for high command. The}- had, however, done a

great and indispensable work in training in practical details

of military life a class of officers drawn from either the ranks

of the Arm}' or from civil life, to take the stations for which

the smaller number of graduates could not continue to pro-

vide. There was another important consideration in this

connection: these subordinate commanders, taught thus their

first lessons in militar}' dut}' bj- graduates, were apt, ardent,

brave, receptive to warlike instruction. The seed sown b}'

the Military Academy fell upon good ground. Division and

brigade commanders and sxibordinates to them were being

thus educated who were abundantly capable of taking the

places of the graduates who had instructed them. These

campaigns, like those of the First Empire, were developing a

breed of first-class soldiers. It would not have been conducive

to true militarv interests to denj- to officers so instructed the

stations tliev had fitted themselves for in campaign and battle.

No one was more tenacious of this principle than graduates

themselves. The policy therefore was adopted, as the war

progressed, of rewarding conspicuously meritorious subor-

dinate officers, no matter what their antecedents, with an}'

command which they had been so fortunate as conspicuously

to demonstrate they were capable of exercising.

The Confederates had reenforced Bragg to the utmost.

Their interior lines greatly facilitated this. They were suc-

cessful at Chickamauga, and the only question that soldiers

have asked is why Bragg did not try to render victory more

complete.

The star of the Confederacv, like the meteor's blaze, dazzled

for a moment only to disappear.

Thomas had not vet moved from Rossville, where he
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turned and defied the Confederates to renewed combat, when
orders were issued moving the Eleventh (Howard's) and

Twelfth (Slocum's) corps, the whole under Hooker, from the

Army of the Potomac to Rosecrans's assistance." In seven

days these troops, having traveled 1,192 miles, were estab-

lished on the Tennessee in the vicinity of Stevenson and

Bridgeport. This, however, was but a preliminar}- mo\ement
on the part of the National Government. General Grant was

then at New Orleans, where he had hoped by concerting with

Banks a movement against Mobile to take the pressure from

Rosecrans. On October 16 he was ordered to repair to Chat-

tanooga. On the 19th General Thomas was ordered to relieve

General Rosecrans. In response to a dispatch from General

Grant to hold on at all hazards, Thomas replied laconically,

"I will hold the town till we starve." The 23d saw General

Grant at Chattanooga. B}' the 27th he had established

secure communication with Nashville by moving against and

capturing the enemy's position south of the river above

Bridgeport. The prompt and effective manner in which this

was done was characteristic of the general now in command.
It was the first in a series of movements to extricate the Arm}'

of the Cumberland from a state of siege. The entire confi-

dence with which this first step was undertaken presaged well

for the future. Its success showed that both officers and

soldiers were no longer novices.

November 14 Gen. William T. Sherman arrived, followed

by the Fifteenth Army Corps and Brig. Gen. John E. Smith's

Division of the Seventeenth Corps, all which troops Grant

had ordered to join Rosecrans in September from the Army
of the Tennessee.^

General Grant only awaited the placing of troops under

Sherman on his left, south of the Tennessee River, to com-

mence the forward mo\enient. The plan of battle was to

attack both flanks of the eneni}-, piercing Bragg's center when
that was sufficienth- weakened b}- detachments to support the

right and left.' Sherman was over the river early on Novem-

ber 24, when both, he on the left and Hooker on the right,

advanced. The battle recommenced on the 25th, Hooker
aThc Civil War ia America, Draper, vol. 3, p. 78. Mb., p. 81. db., p. 87.
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sweeping fonvard, but Sherman, vigoronsly opposed, made

less progress. The fight in Sherman's front, however, indi-

cated what was desired—that Bragg's center had been weak-

ened. Thomas now moved forward in the center, piercing

the enem3''s line—and driving him from the field. Pursuit

was stopped at Ringgold, and Sherman hastily sent off to

rescue Burnside, beseiged bj' Longstreet at Knoxville. This

signal victorv enhanced General Grant's reputation as a skill-

ful commander, and was soon rewarded by a lientenant-gen-

eralcy. Soon after he was appointed general in chief of the

armies of the United States.

Bragg made the capital mistake just before the battle of

weakening his army by detaching Longstreet's Corps and

one other division to Knoxville. He staked all on the chance

of Burnside succumbing and lost. It was wrong in principle.

The militarv commander should make the greatest effort he

possiblv can at the main point, knowing that \-ictory there

means victorv in effect everywhere, while defeat there carries

with it defeat at all collateral points. Bragg's fate illustrated

the results that may follow a disregard of this.

The Confederates fell back to Dalton and vicinity, where,

under orders from Richmond, Gen. Joseph E. Johnston

relieved Bragg of command of the Army of Tennessee,

December 27." Preparations on both sides were commenced
for the grand campaign on the central strategic line which

it was seen must follow in the coming spring. Bragg was

placed on dutv at Richmond as chief of staff to President

Davis.

The characters of the two had man}- features in common.

Both were absolutely devoted to the cause in which the Con-

federacy was embarked. Their views on all public and mili-

tary questions apparently were identical. Both were better

understood in the U. S. Army, where they had served as

young officers, than anywhere else. Both had ability, Davis

superior to Bragg; but the latter's intensit}- of pui-pose, and

self-abnegation in the cause in which he had staked his for-

tunes and his life created between them a bond of s^-mpathy

and mutual appreciation.

"Johnston's Narrative, p. 261,
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The friends of the Union had ever}- reason to feel encour-

aged with the results of the campaign of 1863 in the west.

One of the three great strategic lines of operation had been

reduced into permanent possession of the National forces; on

the other the Confederates had been beaten back far into the

interior of their own territory, while Chattanooga, an immense
fortress on this line, grasping an important railroad, per-

manently held at last by the Union troops, projected as a

salient far into the enemy's country.

On the third strategic line fortune had favored one, then

the other of the armies which contended for mastery; and,

while the actual geographical position held by each at the

end was about what it was at the commencement of the cam-

paign, the sum total of advantages gained leaned heavil}- to

the side of tlie Federals. The Army of the Potomac had

triumphed over its enemy, not in territory won toward the

Confederate Capital, but in throwing back, defeated, and in

utter confusion the legions of the Confederacy in their last

desperate and despairing effort at northern invasion.

Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker relieved General Burnside of

command of the Army of the Potomac Januar}- 26, 1863."

His problem was to destroy Lee's army without uncovering

Washington. His army was soon organized into seven corps:

First, Reynolds ; Second, Couch; Third, Sickles; Fifth, Meade;

Sixth, Sedgwick; Eleventh, Howard; and Twelfth, Slocum.

Stoneman commanded the cavalry, in four divisions, under

Pleasonton, Buford, Averell, and Gregg. Lee had Stonewall

Jackson's Corps, four divisions, under A. P. Hill, Rodes,

Colston, EarU', and two divisions of Longstreet's Corps under

R. H. Anderson and McLaws. The cavalr}' was under

J. E. B. Stuart, the artiller\' under Brig. Gen. W. N. Pendleton.

E\ery officer named in both armies, except Rodes, Colston, and

Sickles, was a graduate.

Fredericksburg had shown the dangers attending a direct

attack on the enemy awaiting behind intrenchments, and

General Lee had greath' strengthened these. Hoo'ker's army

largely outnumbered Lee's, and the former determined, by

moving around the latter's left and rear, to flank the enemy,

"The Civil War in .\merica. Draper, vol. 3. p. 105.
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compelling him to come out from behind his works and either

precipitately retreat or give battle in the open." It is sel-

dom that a plan so excellent as this failed so utterly in the

execution.

April 12 Stoneman started on a raid from the Union right

against the railroads in the Confederate rear, but the rains

rendered it abortive. The turning movement b}- the Federal

main army began on April 27, when the three corps of Meade,

Howard, Slocum, crossing both the Rapahannock and the

Rapidan, wheeled toward Lee's rear, being joined in succes-

sion by Couch, Sickles, and Reynolds across United States

Ford just below the junction of the two rivers. Sedgwick,

assisted at first by Sickles and Re3molds, acted as a contain-

ing force to hold Lee to his intrenched position. By the

afternoon of May i the turning corps were in position in Lee's

rear, and communication with Sedgwick was established over

Banks Ford. At this time all had gone well. The Federals

had won in the first maneuver, and were advancing as pre-

arranged to the attack. At this point Hooker was seized with

doubts, the forerunner of disaster. The advanced corps had

cleared the Wilderness, but, apprehensive that the difficulties

of the terrain would prevent him from supporting them, he

ordered them to retreat, and thus in a twinkling, and against

the remonstrances of his advanced commanders, he changed

the attitude of his splendid army from one of attack to defense.

Although his forces greatly exceeded Lee's, he thus threw

awa}' the morale of assailant and gave it to the enenty.

General Lee acted with confidence and judgment. Leaving

10,000 men under Early to confront Sedgwick's Corps, he

moved with the rest against Hooker. Here he divided his

forces. Retaining himself scarcely enough to amuse the

Federal left, he sent Stonewall Jackson, with A. P. Hill,

Rodes, and Colston, to make a complete circuit of the Federal

front. Howard's Corps, on the extreme Federal right, attacked

b}' surprise, was completely overthrown. But in doing this

the great soldier and leader, Stonewall Jackson, fell, dj'ing

on the loth of May following. A new front drove back the

oThe Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 3. p. 10:.
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Confederates and occupied the ground from which the

Eleventh Corps had been driven.

On the 3d of Alay, while the battle was raging, Hooker,

struck by flying timber impelled b\' a cannon shot of the

enemy, was rendered insensible. Couch failed to assume
command, with the result that the Federal centerwas broken,

while the corps of Meade, Howard, and Re\'nolds lav at hand
idle. At this juncture Sedgwick, advancing through Freder-

icksburg, menaced Lee's rear. The latter's success against

Hooker enabled him at once to detach troops to Early's assist-

ance against Sedgwick. The latter was roughh- handled, but

escaped by recrossing the Rappahannock on the night of Ma}^

4-5 at Banks Ford. Lee advanced again against Hooker on

the morning of May 6, onl}-, however, to find him gone, he

having withdrawn the night before. Stoneman meantime had

renewed his attempts with the cavalry on the Confederate

rear, penetrating even to the works defending Richmond; but

the damage wrought to bridges, railroads, etc., was so slight

that traffic was scarcelv interrupted.

The graduates present on the Union side included the

commanding general, 5 of the 7 corps, the cavalry and the

artillerv commanders, 15 of the 24 division commanders, and

21 of the 66 brigade commanders. On the side of the Confed-

erates the graduates embraced the commanding general, all

ami}- corps, the artiller}- and the cavalry commanders, 5 of the

division commanders, and 5 of the 28 brigade commanders.

In both artilleries the graduates were largely represented,

especially among the higher officers.

It was only natural, with the experiences of Fredericksburg

and Chancellorsville to animate them, that the Confederate

administration again should aspire to dictating a peace upon

Northern soil. If what the Union arm}^ had done in those

battles demonstrated the best that it could do, the'Confederate

hope was by no means unreasonable. It was expected also

that the opponents of the National Government in the free

States would prove efficient allies of the Southern armies.

At this time none of the fortunate events had transpired on

the other two strategic lines which later during the campaign

gave such a fortunate turn to the efforts of the Union armies

H. Doc. -Sg, 58-2—vol i 46
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operating thereon. Whatever might happen elsewhere, it

certainly looked, on the surface of things, as though the Army
of Northern Virginia, under Lee's command, could select its

own path to final victorj-. How superficial this view! How
soon that gallant ami}- again was to realize the vital differ-

ence between defending its own well-known territory, close to

friends and its base of supplies, and marching into a hostile

countr}' where all these its habitual advantages now were

operating in favor of the enemy.

Having resolved upon invasion the Confederate adminis-

tration moved with habitual energy. The army was organ-

ized into three corps: (i) Longstreet, divisions, Pickett,

McLaws, Hood; (2) A. P. Hill, divisions, R. H. Anderson,

Heth, Pender*; (3) Ewell, divisions, Barly, Rodes, E. Johnson.

Stuart commanded the cavalry. Pendleton the artiller}\"

The movement commenced on June 3, by way of Culpeper

Coiirt House, Hill's Corps being left as a screen in front of

Hooker. On the 13th the latter moved north to protect

Washington. Hill then joined Lee, who crossed the Potomac

on the 26th at Williamsport and Shepardstown, directed on

Chambersburg, Pa. Hooker crossed at Edward's Ferr^' that

day, directed on Frederick, Md. On the 2Sth he was super-

seded by Alaj. Gen. George G. Meade, commanding the Fifth

Corps.'' The army corps continued to be commanded as under

Hooker, except that Sykes succeeded Meade in the Fifth and

Hancock had the Second instead of Couch.

Meade acted with promptness, selecting a battlefield on

Pipe Creek, 15 miles sotitheast of Gettysburg, Pa. But on

July I the opposing forces came into collision at Gettysburg;

a very heavy battle was fought, Major-General Re3'nolds was

killed, and affairs assumed such shape that each ami}- com-

mander felt impelled to hurry forward all his troops to sustain

those who accidentally had thus become engaged.

The great preponderance of the Confederates forced the

Union arm)' on the defensive on July i, and that status

remained after this preponderance was reversed throughout

the battle. The sitiiation of Lee's army was such that he

«The Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 3, p. 126.

'>The Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 3, p. 132. Battles and I^eaders of the Civil War, vol. 3, p.

*4i.
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was compelled to try conclusions with Meade, and the sooner

the better for the Confederates. This threw iipon him the

burden of attack. The line occupied by Meade's ami}- was

in many ways admirable for defense—one part could support

another, the flanks were strong, not easily assailed. Here
during the 2d and 3d of Jul}- the battle continued to rage.

Both sides were \'eterans from the commanding generals

down, and all understood the tremendous consequences of

the result. It ma}- be said, too, that each side measured up
fully to the highest type of soldierly conduct, and each proved

worthy of the uniform it so proudh- 'Avore. At 3 p. m. on

the 3d Pickett's division of Longstreet's Corps was laiinched

against the center of the Union line. The slope up which it

came was like a glacis. The head of the attacking column

reached the opposing forces, a hand to hand conflict momen-
tarily ensued, when all that was left—a mere remnant—of

Pickett's division was hurled back defeated. Pickett's divi-

sion was supported on the right and left, but the task set it

was impossible of accomplishment. This was the supreme

eff'ort of Lee's army. Had it been twice as strong the only

consequence, seemingl}', would have been defeat twice as

great, for Meade had at hand the necessary troops.

General Lee promptly accepted the consequences of defeat.

His solicitation now was to recross the Potomac in safety.

Preparations for this were at once begun, and on the morn-

ing of the 5th of July the Confederate army was in full

retreat.

The Union ami}- at Gettysburg was essentially the same

as that which two months before had fought at Chancellors-

ville. All the army corps except the Third (Sickles's) were

commanded b}' graduates, as were 15 of the 22 divisions,

and 17 of the 58 brigades. The Federal light artiller}-, which

played a great part in this battle, was also largely ofiicered by

graduates.

On the Confederate side all the corps, S of the 9 divisions

and the cavalry, and 8 of the 39 brigades were commanded by

graduates, who also, as in the Federal Army, largel}' ofiicered

the Confederate light artillery, especiall}' in the upper grades.

Each army lost some of its most conspicuous graduates. On
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tlie Union side this list included Maj. Gen. J. F. Re^-nolds,

commanding- the left wing, and who bnt recently had declined

command of the Arun- of the Potomac ; Brig. Gen. Stephen H.

Weed, Col. Patrick K. O'Rorke; on the Confederate side Maj.

Gen. ^^'illiam D. Pender and Brig. Gen. Richard B. Gamett.

Pickett's Division acted a spectacular and heroic part in this

battle, vet it lost in killed less than either of the other two

divisions of Longstreet's Corps. This shows the sanguinary

nature of the fighting generall}' in this great battle.

During the campaign of 1863 the Confederates were virtu-

allv eliminated from Missouri and Arkansas," Lieut. Gen.

E. Kirbv Smith, at Shreveport, La., maintaining the only

real armv in that extensive section. Van Dorn had been

succeeded in the Trans-Mississippi by Maj. Gen. T. C. Hind-

man; he, by Maj. Gen. T. H. Holmes, and he, finally, by

Lieut. Gen. E. Kirby Smith. Hindman had lost the severe

battle at Prairie Grove, northwest Arkansas, December 7,

1862; Holmes had Arkansas Post wrested from him Janiiar}-

II, 1863, and was repulsed in an attack on Helena Jul}' 4,

while September 10 Major-General Steele finall}- drove Price

out of Little Rock. Thenceforth the Trans-Mississippi

Department cut small figure in the civil war; the onl}- excep-

tion being Banks's ill-starred expedition up Red River from

New Orleans earlv in 1864. The ordering of \"an Dorn to

reenforce Johnston early in 1862, although conforming to cor-

rect military principles, was not unnaturally interpreted by
the Confederate party in IVIissouri and Arkansas as an aban-

donment of that department. This, in effect, was what it

implied, and almost of necessity was it so ; if the Confederates

triumphed at all it could only be through victories gained at

the vital strategic points ; this meant concentration of their

troops at the latter, even at seeming sacrifice of less important

territory. But the inevitable result was that even Confed-

erate sj-mpathizers, feeling themselves neglected b}- their

friends, turned a more willing ear to the overtures of the

L^nion authorities. The graduates who acted important parts

in these transactions were, in the Federal Army, Major-

Generals Samuel R. Curtis and J. M. Schofield, commanding
« Battles and l,eaders of the Civil War, vol. 3, p. 441 et seq.
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the Department of Missouri; ^laj. Gen. William T. Sherman,

Maj. Gen. Frederick vSteele, Brig. Gen. John \V. Davidson,

and Col. William McE. Dye; on the part of the Confederates,

of Lieut. Gen. E. Kirby Smith, Major-General Holmes,

Brigadier-Generals J. S. ]\Iarmaduke, Lucius M. Walker, and

Col. James Deshler.

Military events of importance had taken place during 1863

immediately on the Atlantic coast. After the repulse of the

naval attack at Charleston Harbor in April a combined land

and naval attack was made with more success. Brig. Gen.

Quincy A. Gillmore relieved Major-General Hunter of com-

mand there June 12, 1863. Admiral Dahlgren succeeded

Du Pont in command of the naval force. Gillmore's work
was largeh' in the nature of regular siege operations, result-

ing, September 7, in the capture of Fort Wagner, on Morris

Island. In the meantime Fort Sumter was reduced to a most

dilapidated condition, and onl}- was maintained bv the Con-

federates as an outpost to protect the channel obstructions

near. On the night of September 8 Admiral Dahlgren ordered

an assault on this fort bj' a landing partj- of about 400 men

;

but after more than a quarter of the whole number were

killed, wounded, or captured the attack was abandoned," and

thereafter the combined land and naval forces contented them-

selves with maintaining Charleston in a condition of strict

blockade. The graduates in principal command, besides and

under Gillmore, were Brigadier-Generals Truman Se3-mour,

Israel Vogdes, and George H. Gordon; with the Confederates,

General Beauregard, commanding, and Brigadier-Generals

R. S. Ripley and N. G. Evans.

OPERATIONS, 1864.

The campaign of 1864 opened under brighter auspices for

the Union armies than any previous one. This was due to

the generally favorable issue of the campaign of 1863, in

spite of Chancellorsville and Chickamauga, but more espe-

cially to the fact that President Lincoln at length had placed

the entire conduct of military affairs under one commander,

whose previous career inspired confidence. Moreover, this

oBattles and Leaders of the Civil War. vol. 4. p. 65. The Ci\-il War in .\merica. Draper, vol. 3, p. 1S4.
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was not a pro forma conferring of militar}- authority. It was

gennine, heart}-, fnll, and placed in the discretion of the new
commander of the armies authorit}- to settle the plan upon

which all shoiild move for the accomplishment of the sole

object in view—destroying the armies of the Confederac}-.

For the first time during the civil war the general in chief

was given power commensurate with his office.

jMarch i, 1S64, the grade of Lieutenant General was re-

created by the National Government; on the 9th a commission

thereto was conferred upon Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant," and on

the iith orders were issued placing him in command of all

the armies. At the same time he was given to understand

that all the resources of the Government—troops and sup-

plies—were placed at his disposal to crush the military power

of the Confederacy.

All his previous service having been west of the Alle-

ghenies, it was his first wish to continue to direct affairs

from there, leaving the able and experienced officers who com-

manded in the Ami}- of the Potomac to contend against their

old-time antagonist. A study of the condition of things at the

seat of government led him to decide upon a different course.

He became convinced that he must take his station either

at the national capital or near it, to prevent interference with

his plans.* This led to his joining the Army of the Potomac,

being succeeded in command of the Military Division of the

Mississippi by Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman, the latter in

the Department and Army of the Tennessee by McPherson,

and he in the Seventeenth Army Corps by Maj. Gen. John A.

Logan.

The main field of military operations now was more limited

than before. The great armies of the Confederacj^ under its

ablest generals were reduced to two, lying upon the cen-

tral and the Virginia strategic lines, and against these the

might}' efforts of the Union armies under Grant and W. T.

Sherman were to be directed.

There were other movements of Federal troops, but the}'

were wholly subsidiary to and in aid of the main ones.

a Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, vol. 2, p. 116. &lb., p. 146.
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General Gillmore, coninianding the Department of the

South, sent an expedition into Florida under Brig. Gen.

Truman Seymour, U. S. \'olunteers. This command, of about

5,000 men, was ambushed at Olustee, Februarj- 20, and
badl}- defeated.

West of the Mississippi a more pretentious expedition was

directed by Banks against E. Kirb}- Smith up Red River.

The real purpose of this expedition, which Banks disapproved

of, was for political effect, lun-ing an eye to French intrigues in

Mexico. Steele was to cooperate from the direction of Little

Rock. Sherman from \'icksburg lent Banks 10,000 men
under A. J. Smith. On April S at the battle of Sabine Cross-

roads the Federal troops were worsted ; the expedition proved

a failure not onh' politically but niilitaril}-, the latter being a

contingency that the Federal Administration had not deemed
possible; Steele was compelled to retreat to Little Rock in

face of a superior eneui}' thus rendered a\ailable. Maj. Gen.

E. R. S. Canby, LT. S. \'olunteers, relieved Banks, and at once

started the Nineteenth Arnn- Corps, under Brig. Gen. \\'. H.

Emory, to join the forces operating against Richmond, \ a.

Lieut. Gen. E. Kirby Smith was made a full Confederate

general for his success in repelling Banks.

In Februar}' Gen. W. T. Sherman moved east from \'icks-

burg against Meridian, Miss., an important railroad center.

Brig. Gen. William Soo}- Smith cooperated from Memphis.

Sherman had Hurlbut and McPherson, with 20,000 men.

Smith had 7,000 cavalry. Sherman was eminenth- successful,

breaking up the railroads by which the Confederates in the

South were supplied, and enabling him to send 10,000 troops,

as previously mentioned, to Banks and another 10,000 to

Chattanooga. Smith was defeated at Okalona, Miss., and did

not reach Meridian.

In August, 1864, a combined land and naval expedition,

the troops under Maj. Gen. E. R. S. Canb)-, the nav}- under

Rear-Admiral D. G. Farragut, captured and occupied the

Confederate forts guarding the entrance to Mobile Baj'. This

closed the onl}' port in the Gulf at this time open to blockade

runners. It had been hoped, and Grant's plan of campaign
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provided, that Banks, while Grant and Sherman were mov-

ing forward, should attack Mobile with 30,000 men. This

not only on account of the importance of Mobile itself, but to

act as a powerful diversion. The Red River expedition,

however, confirming results of previous experience, showed

that Banks could not command an army. His relief by

Canby, and the transfer of the Nineteenth Corps following

this, changed the plan as to Mobile to the simple capture

and occupation of the forts guarding the entrance to the bay.

Maj. Gen. B. F. Butler commanded the Ami}- of the James,

with headquarters at Fort IMonroe. His inabilit}- to com-

mand troops in action had not yet been sufficientl}' demon-

strated to overcome the political power that supported him.

Gillmore was sent to him with 10,000 men from the Depart-

ment of the South. It was expected that he would attempt

to capture Petersburg, Va., making the James River his line

of water operations, while Grant, moving directh' against

Lee's army, advanced upon Richmond from the front.

Maj. Gen. Franz Sigel was to operate in Mrginia to the

west of Grant and strike the railroads in Lee's rear. He
moved in two columns—one under Crook, the other under

Ord and Averell. It was not long until he came to grief

and was relieved.

Gen. Joseph E. Johnston had prepared Dalton, Ga., to resist

any attack that could be made upon it. The protection of

lines of communication was left to Lieutenant-General Polk,

commanding in Alabama.

Maj. Gen. W. T. Sherman moved against Dalton Ma}' 5 as

Grant grappled with Lee in the Wilderness." His armies of

the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the Ohio were com-

manded by Thomas, McPherson, and Schofield, all educated

and experienced generals. The Army of the Cumberland

embraced the Fourth Corps, Howard; Fourteenth Corps,

Palmer; Twentieth Corps, Hooker. Of the Tennessee,

Fifteenth Corps, Logan; Sixteenth Corps, Dodge; Seven-

teenth Corps, Blair. Of the Ohio, Twenty-third Corps,

Cox; Cavalry Corps, Stoneman. General Sherman's army
« Memoirs of General Shcnnan. vol. 2. p. 31.
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numbered about 100,000 men and 250 guns, and it was his

constant effort to maintain it at this point.

May 5, Gen. Joseph E. Johnston had the two corps of Hardee
and Hood, numbering 53,000 men and 144 guns. On that

day Lieutenant-General Polk was ordered to join with all his

infantry. As Johnston fell back reenforcements constantly

arrived, until on the i6th he had about 67,000 men and 168

guns. As the army retired toward Atlanta these numbers
increased.

It was not General vSherman's policy to attack the enemy
at Dalton. His plan was to feint in front and, availing him-

self of his numerical superiorit3-, move with a strong force to

the enemy's left flank and rear, threatening his communica-

tions. Gen. Joseph E. Johnston's plan was to cling .so close

to him as to induce Sherman to attack him behind his works

—

so close that Sherman could not detach to help Grant in

Virginia; to keep reducing Sherman's ami}- by partial

engagements in which Sherman, being the attacker, was the

greater loser; to try to break up Sherman's lines of supply

and fall back only when necessary to protect his own line to

Atlanta.

Such was the character of the militar}' struggle on the cen-

tral strategic line. The opposing commanders were well

matched; each was entirely capable of commanding his own

army; each had tried and competent subordinates, and, hav-

ing such subordinates, the onl}- solicitude of each was how
most effectually to carry out his part in the higher sphere of

commanding general. General Sherman had no discretion

;

he w-as compelled to press ever forward; somehow the Con-

federate army opposing him must be destroyed, and he essa^-ed

to utilize his numerical superiority to press it back b}' threat-

ening flank movements until he could force it from its

impregnable mountain fastnesses into the more open coun-

try and there force it to battle on terms more favorable to

the Federal Army. General Johnston had perhaps more dis-

cretion; as Sherman sought to destroy, so it was to his

interest to preserve his army, which he did by appropriately

responding to the turning movements of his antagonist; but

this course, at variance with the Southern character, was
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fraught with danger of demoralization;" on the other hand,

if he stood to fight, with the eneni}- in his rear, a great vic-

tory over a superior foe would alone save him from destruc-

tion. He chose the former course; and, although greatl}^ to

the delight of the Federals, he was relieved from command
in consequence, the best military judgment has justified his

conduct.

On May 9 Thomas threatened Dalton from the northwest

through Buzzard Roost Gap; Schofield approached from the

north, while McPherson, detached to the right, penetrated to

Resaca through Snake Creek Gap.'' At this time Johnston

had onlv one brigade guarding Resaca, a railroad station on

his line of communication 15 miles in his rear. AlcPherson

was imposed iipon b}- the stand made by the Confederates

and the seemingl\- formidable nature of the enemy's earth-

works. Instead of seizing Resaca he reported that it was

too strong for him to attack and, falling back to Snake Creek

Gap, fortified.

Leaving Howard with the Fourth Corps to threaten Dalton

from the front, the rest of the Army was moved through

Snake Creek Gap on Resaca—Schofield on the left, then

Thomas, McPherson on the right. They were opposed,

respectivelv, hy Hood, Hardee, and Polk, now prepared to

receive them behind carefully prepared earthworks. Here

during Ma}^ 14 and 15 heav}' fighting took place, the Confed-

erates, protected by their intrenchments, losing less than the

Federals; but, Sherman again threatening his line of com-

munications, Johnston fell back over the Oostenaula to an

intrenched position at Cassville, 4 miles east of Kingston.

Here he proposed to make a stand, but the placing of some
Federal artiller}- so as to enfilade portions of the lines caused

some of his corps commanders to doubt the tenableness of

their positions. Johnston therefore, not wishing to deliver

battle contrary' to their judgment, or, as he expressed it, unless

their " hearts were in it," fell back over the Etowa on the

night of Ala}' 19.

1 Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. 6. p. 432.

'> Memoirs of General Shermau, vol. 2, p. 34; Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol.4. P- 247

et seq.
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Leaving the Cassville lines without defending them was an

act for which General Johnston was severel}- criticised b}-

Confederate authorities and one which he always regretted.

Supposing that Johnston would stubbornly defend the diffi-

cult Allatoona passes, 4 miles south of the Etowa, Sherman,

leaving garrisons at Rome and Kingston, marched with twent\-

days' rations on the 23d toward Dallas, seeking again to turn

the enem3-'s right. Johnston now interposed across the line

of advance, his left, under Hood in front of Dallas, Polk, and

Hardee, extending off to the eastward north of Marietta across

the Atlanta Railroad. Sherman felt toward his own left,

seized and repaired the railroad through Allatoona and Ack-

worth, thus enabling supplies to be immediatelv delivered to

his army. Allatoona was organized and intrenched as a

depot. Johnston continued to contract his lines, letting go in

succession Dallas, Pine Mountain, Lost Mountain, finall}-

holding on from Little Kenesaw on the right to Nose's Creek

on the left. The passing da^-s were signalized b}- consider-

able fighting, Lieutenant-General Polk being killed on

June II. He was temporaril}- succeeded b}' Maj. Gen. W.W.
Loring. On June 27 Sherman, departing from his usual rule,

assaulted the enemy at two points simultaneously, one near

Little Kenesaw, the other farther south. Both attacks were

repulsed with hea\-y losses to the Federals.

Not intending further to play into Johnston's hand, turning

again was resorted to. July i, Garrard's cavalry- relieving

him in front of Kenesaw, McPherson was put in motion

toward Turner's Ferr}-, across the Chattahoochee, 6 miles from

Atlanta. Johnston immediateh* met this movement. Mak-
ing onh' a show of resistance at Sm^-ma Camp Ground, 5 miles

in rear of Marietta, he surrendered all his strong works except

the tete-du-pont west of the Chattahoochee, and on the night

of Jul}' 5 took up a position on Peach Tree Creek immedi-

ately in front of Atlanta. Sherman, feinting by the right,

crossed the Chattahoochee b}- his left. This movement was

completed by Jul}' 9, when Johnston, releasing the tete-du-pont,

drew his entire armv into the defenses before Atlanta.

The unlimited suppl}' of slave labor at his disposal, directed
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bv able officers temporarily without appropriate coiinnands,

enabled General Johnston to make phenominalh' strong earth-

works during the whole campaign, and they now had reached

a stage of construction that was nearly if not quite perfect.

They were w^orth man}' thousand soldiers to an arm}- stand-

ing on the defense.

It was at this stage that, July 17, General Johnston was

relieved by Gen. John B. Hood." It must be presumed that

this was satisfactory- to the Confederate authorities who or-

dered it, but the unusual circumstance was that it was hailed

with delight by the Federal armies and Administration, who
thus saw one of their most resourceful opponents cease to be

further cause for anxiet)'.*

It unmistakably indicated a change of Confederate army
policy. Coming outside to fight instead of awaiting assault

behind works was now to be the order of the day. B}'

the 19th the Federal corps were closing in on the Atlanta

defenses, Thomas on the Federal right, then Schofield; Mc-

Pherson on the left. They were opposed, respectively, b}-

A. P. Stewart, who had succeeded Polk; Hardee in the cen-

ter, and Cheatham's (formerly Hood's) Corps on the Confed-

erate right. On the 20th of July Stewart attacked suddenly

Sherman's right center, with spirit and tenacity, but was

repulsed. On the 2 2d Hood, having drawn Hardee's Corps

from left to right, attacked Sherman's left flank in an impet-

uous manner, gaining at first some advantages, but making
no permanent impression. In truth, fighting in the open

was a losing game. The Federal troops were equally as

good as his and more numerous. It was on the 2 2d that the

lamented McPherson fell, the command of his ami}-, by the

President's order, devolving on How-ard. About the same
time Slocum succeeded Hooker, Gen. Jeff C. Davis relieved

Palmer, and Stanley took Howard's (Fourth) Corps.

Direct attack on the defensive works at Atlanta was not

advisable; it might succeed, but chances seemed decidedl}-

against it. Kenesaw was not forgotten. The next course was

to break up Hood's line of supply. These were two railroads,

a Memoirs of General Sherman, vol. 2, p. 72, Johnston's Narrative, p. 348. Battles atid l,eaders

of the Civil War, vol. 4, p. 2.S3.

I" Personal Memoirs, U. S. Grant, vol. 2, p. 167.
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one east past Decatur, the other south past East Point. The
first was soon destroyed. The future fighting around Atlanta

now consisted of struggles to determine who should control the

railroad south." Sherman commenced, July 26, a flanking

movement, for the purpose taking the Army of the Tennessee
from the direction of Decatur to a position west of Atlanta.

The other corps followed. Hood making a vigorous attack on
the Fifteenth Corps, July 28, but the flanking continued

steadily, every step fought with great stubbornness. Sher-

man concluded at last to raise the siege of Atlanta and take

the Army bodil}' on this turning movement against the ene-

my's remaining line of supply. The Twentieth Corps,

Slocum, was sent back to the Chattahoochee to guard the

Federal line of supplies. The other corps struck out for the

Macon Railroad, and from this time, August 25, every effort

was made to destroy it. The fighting was continuous. On
the 31st it attained the dimensions of a severe battle at

Jonesboro, where Hardee, with his own and Stephen D. Lee's

Corps, assailed Howard, but was repulsed. This interposed

Sherman's ami}- between those two Confederate corps and

Stewart's in Atlanta. Hood immediately abandoned the city,

which was occupied by the Federal troops on the 2d of

September—four months from the commencement of the

campaign.'^

This event marked the success of the Federal army; the

enem3''s army was not indeed destroyed, but this great stra-

tegic point, hitherto deemed by the Confederac}- unassailable,

reduced at last into Federal possession, brought home to the

minds and consciences of all, both North and South, that the

go\ernment reared by rebellion was tottering to its fall.

The most remarkable feature of this campaign was that

Sherman had been able to maintain a line of supply of 300

miles through a hostile country- back to Nashville. The
Confederates had it in their power, if not to destroj^ this line,

at least very seriously to interfere with it. They had at their

command a cavalry leader, Maj. Gen. N. B. Forrest, C. S.

Army, who in that particular stjde of warfare has never had

a superior. Fortunately, however, for Sherman he was kept

a Memoirs of General Sherman, vol. 2, p. 87. 6 Ibid., p. loS.
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employed in other and, for the Confederates, relatively insig-

nificant duties. At last, when too late, the enemy appreci-

ated their error. The}- then turned attention to the destruc-

tion of Sherman's line of communication, hoping thereby to

compel him to retrace his steps. At the same time it was

arranged that Hood would, starting from Georgia, repeat

Bragg's attempted invasion of the North."

If this programme could be carried out, then indeed would

the National Government and the loyal millions supporting

it have little cause to rejoice over the fall of Atlanta. The
Confederate officers and the armies they commanded were not

to be deterred by difficulties short of impossibilities. They

set about their work with an energy and fearlessness which

shftwed that nothing short of overwhelming defeat would stay

their progress.

This bold policy placed Sherman in a dilemma. If suc-

cessful, then indeed would his brilliant successes prove Dead

Sea fruit. Hood collected his corps, commanded by Cheat-

ham, S. D. Lee, Stewart, and Wheeler, with the cavalry at

Palmetto covering the West Point Railroad. About October

I his army crossed the Chattahooche and marching north

struck the Federal line of suppl}'."^ Sherman followed, hop-

ing to bring Hood to battle. This he could not do. Hood's

army was the more mobile of the two, knew the country bet-

ter, and it was his new policy to make conquest in the North,

not fighting Sherman in the mountains of Georgia.

The Federal commander now came to a determination

which stamped him as a great general. He resolved to furnish

Thomas, whom he had sent back to Tennessee, forces suffi-

cient, with others poured into that country from all available

sources, to meet Hood single-handed, while he, taking the

rest of his army, would march to Savannah, establish a new

base, and, moving thence north, cooperate with Grant against

Lee's army in Virginia. This was a grand conception. In

view of the easy success which attended its execution its real

merit is liable to be underestimated. To fully appreciate this

one mvist place himself in Sherman's position at that time

« The Civil War in America, vol. 3, p. 309.

bib., p. 313. Memoirs of (General Sherman, vol. 2, p, \.\h.
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with all the doubts that beset him. His own part was easy;

he took care of that b}' keeping nearly- his whole arni^-, but

where Sherman showed his great military judgment was in

his just estimate of General Thomas, whom he believed would,

out of the troops Sherman sent him, joined to those picked

up from all sources, far and near, improvise an ami}- with

which he could beat back Hood's invasion. Such was the

proposition that confronted General Sherman in the mountains

of Georgia, where unassisted he had to determine what course

to pursue; he decided unaided, and with his great coadjutor,

Thomas, is entitled to all the credit for the results that flowed

from the brilliant and sound military conception.

To Thomas was sent the Fourth Corps (Stanlev's), the

Twenty-third Corps (Cox's), with other troops; and on No-

vember 12 he reported to Sherman from Nashville that he

had force sufficient for the task assigned him." Really the

main, and in fact onl}', dangerous feature in this plan of

campaign was that assigned to General Thomas. The actual

march to Savannah was easy. The idea of living off the

country had b}' this time penetrated the military mind.

Sherman's immediate army was divided into two wings

under Howard and Slocum. It will be remembered that these

three officers had served as colonels at the first Bull Run.
Howard's (right) wing was composed of the Fifteenth Corps

(Osterhaus's), and Seventeenth Corps (Blair's); Slocum's (left)

wing of the Fourteenth Corps (Jeff, C. Davis's) and the Twen-
tieth Corps (A. S. Williams's). The cavalry was separately

organized under Kilpatrick. The strength of the armv Avas

about 60,000 aggregate. It was stripped of all possible impedi-

menta. The march was commenced from Atlanta on the

15th of November.'' No resistance worthy of note was

met. On December 10 the army was before the land defenses

of Savannah. A great load was now lifted from the minds

of the loyal North, relieved of anxiety as to the fate of

the troops thus buried for weeks in the Confederac}-, and

regarding which nothing had been heard except through

grotesquely erroneous statements of the eneni}'. On the

"Memoirs of General Sherman, vol. 2, p. 169. ^Ibid, p. 147.
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night of December 20 Hardee abandoned the cit}- and the next

day the Federal ami}- marched into Savannah.

Thus one part of Sherman's final plan of campaign had been

crowned with complete success ; simultaneously the Federals

had triumphed in Tennessee.

Thomas had placed the Fourth and Twenty-third Corps

and the cavalry all under Schofield at Pulaski, Tenn., con-

fronting Hood at Florence, Ala. Meantime he was organ-

izing the militar}- odds and ends that were sent to him at

Nashville, and was fortifying there. Even the quartermaster's

and other staff emploj-ees were temporarily converted into

semblance of soldiers. Hood had not succeeded in drawing

Sherman after him—his main object. If he could not destroj'

Thomas's armj- thus improvised he could not invade Ken-

tucky, and therefore his campaign would be a total failure.

He resolved, therefore, to march against Thomas and destro}'

him. He did not believe that Thomas could spirit up from

the heterogeneous elements furnished him an ami}- which

could meet his own in battle.

On November 20 Hood's army commenced to move for-

ward from the vicinity of Florence, Ala." By the 30th Scho-

field was maneuvered back to Franklin on the south side of

Harpeth River, 18 miles in advance of Nashville. Here

Hood attacked with great vehemence, persisting till long after

dark. It was in vain. The Federal veterans, equaling their

antagonists in valor and experience, die the}' would, but they

would not give back or flee.* The knightly Stanley' fell

badly wounded; while on the side of the Confederates, 12

generals killed, wounded, or captured evidenced the desperate

character of the persistent and oft-repeated assaults. Among
the Confederate killed was Brig. Gen. John Adams, a graduate,

who fell while in the act of grasping the National colors

where they were planted on the crest of the Federal works

from which his troops were repulsed.

Franklin was Hood's opportunity. If successful there he

might beat Thomas's arm)' in detail. But he failed to drive

Schofield into the river, suffering in the attempt a loss that

« Battles and Leaders in the Civil War. pp. 42S-429.

&The Civil War in .\merica. vol. 3, p. 350.
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visibly dampened the liitherto almost invincible courage of his

army. That night Schofield fell back under Thomas's orders,

and on December i Thomas's troops presented a united front

to the enemy at Nashville. Here, on the 3d, Hood appeared,

attempting to establish a partial siege—Cheatham on the

right, Lee in center, Stewart on the left.

In this attitude stood the contestants who had faced each

other on many fields, each side exerting itself to the utmost

for the impending struggle. This the adverse elements for

a few da3's delayed, but on December 15 Thomas, feinting

b}- his left, moved out A. J. Smith, Schofield and Wilson on

the right, rolling up the Confederate left. The Fourth Corps,

under T. J. Wood, now advanced in the center, with Steed-

man on the Federal left, and the entire Confederate line was
forced back. On the i6th the work thus begun was com-

pleted, the enem}- utterh- routed; and that night the proud

Confederate Ami}- of Tennessee, which never before had
turned back to the foe, was in wild retreat, its dream of con-

quest forever vanished."

Hood was thus baffled at every turn. Sherman was safe at

Savannah, while his own brave arnn-, pursued bv that which

Thomas had raised as an apparition before his eyes, was .seek-

ing in flight the protection of friendlv rivers and mountain

passes far in the interior of the Confederac^•. As on the

Mississippi, the armies of the West, aided b}- their brave

associates, the flotilla manned b}- the Nav^-, thus triumphed

likewise on the central strategic line.

The grand character that looms out of these momentous
events is Alaj. Gen. George H. Thomas. He had promised

General Sherman that he would take care of Hood, and he

did so. The Confederate Army was more complete!}- broken

to pieces at Nashville than an}- other in a pitched battle dur-

ing the civil war. On the central strategic line all e^-es had

for months been following the armies of Sherman and his

opponent, and when the former turned his back upon his lieu-

tenant and marched to Savannah the Confederate authorities

were confident that their path of invasion across the Ohio

River could not now successfully be disputed. Had this

"Battles and L,eadersof the Civil War. vol.4. P- 457- The Civil Wariii .\nierica, Draper, vol.3, 9,353.

H. Doc, 789, 5S-2— vol I 47
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proved true the Atlanta campaign would have been fought in

vain. That an army distinct from the one directly under

Sherman could be organized in Tennessee sufficientl}' virile

and powerful to impede Hood's march and destro}- his army

was as great a surprise to the Confederate administration as

the appearance of the Spanish army on the fateful field of

Baylen was to Napoleon.

Two incidents connected with this campaign deser\-e notice

here. The first occurred in front of Atlanta, as a sequel to

McPherson's death. The question arose as to his successor

in command of the Ami}- of the Tennessee. Sherman

selected Howard, a junior, because he was a professional and

educated soldier, without the political interests of some senior

corps commanders, competitors for the command." The assign-

ment was confirmed bv President Lincoln. The other incident

Avas in connection with Thomas's Nashville command. Gen-

eral Grant, in A'irginia, was very anxious that Thomas should

attack Hood. At length he gave peremptory orders to that

effect. General Thomas, as was his wont, waited until he

was prepared, and tintil conditions were, in his opinion, favor-

able. Grant first asked that Schofield should relieve him,

and, this not being done, he next sent Gen. John A. Logan,

but almost immediately started himself for Nashville, learn-

ing of Thomas's glorious victory at Washington while

en route.'' General Logan was not sent to take command of

General Thomas' s army, but only the Army of the Cumber-

land.

Graduates acted a great part in this campaign. The}'

embraced all army commanders on both sides. At the com-

mencement, from Dalton to Atlanta, of the Eighth Federal

Corps, including the cavalry, three were commanded b}^

graduates—Howard, Hooker, and Stoneman. With General

Thomas all the corps commanders except one were graduates,

as likewise was true in Hood's army. However, under these

splendid Army commanders, who had learned the fundamen-

tal principles of the military profession at the Academ}- and

practiced them in the field, there had grown up in both

a Memoirs of General Sherman, vol. 2, p. 86.

t Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, v. 2, pp. 3S2, 383.
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armies, during this long and trj'ing war, a class of officers

competent for every dut}- placed upon them, from subaltern

to corps commander.

The Army of the Potomac, in three corps, Second (Han-

cock), Fifth (Warren), and Sixth (Sedgwick) moved from

Culpeper across the Rapidan on the 4th of May." Burnside

commanded the Ninth Corps, Sheridan the cavalry. The
whole force numbered about 118,000 men. The General-in-

Chief was with the Ami}' of the Potomac.

The Army of Northern Virginia, under Gen. Robert B.

Lee, consisted of the corps of A. P. Hill, Ewell, and Long-

street. Stuart commanded the cavalry. The total effective

force was about 61,000.

General Grant's plan of compaign was not unlike that of

Sherman. He proposed to move direct against the enemy,

and should the latter prove too strong behind his intrench-

ments then to utilize his numerical superiorit}- to work to a

flank, always feeling toward Richmond as Sherman did

toward Atlanta.

Lee, as though inspired b}^ recollections of Chancellorsville,

moved on the 5th of Ma}' to strike Grant's columns in flank

while in the entanglements of the Wilderness. Here the

battle fiercely raged during the 5th and 6th, resvilting in great

losses, the burning forests, where many wounded laj', aug-

menting the horrors. Among those who fell were Brigadier

Generals Wadsworth and Robinson on the Union and Lieu-

tenant-General Longstreet on the Confederate side; the first

killed, the two latter seriously wounded. Longstreet was

succeeded b}- Maj. Gen. Richard H. Anderson.

Reconnoissance on the morning of the 7th showed that

Lee's army was heavily intrenched. Grant therefore resolved

to move immediately b}^ his own left flank, with a view to

interposing between Lee and Richmond. That night the

march for Spottsylvania Court-House, 7 miles south, was com-

menced. Lee had failed in his attempt, by flank attack, to

arrest the progress of the Union Army.
Lee discovered the movement on Spottsylvania, and, due

a Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, vol. 2, p. 177.
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perhaps to better knowledge of the countr}-, Richard H.
Anderson reached there before the head of Grant's colnmn

under Warren. Here on the 9th, loth, nth, and 12th bloody

battles, similar to those of the 5th and 6th in the Wilderness,

were repeated; but as was to be expected, Lee, having the

interior lines of operation, was always found securel}'

intrenched to receive attack. He was handling his arni}^

with great ability.

But it was not the policy of the National commander to

fight an enemy behind fieldworks, amidst almost impenetra-

ble thickets. Consequently on the night— 21-22—rain and

expected reinforcements causing the delay, a flank movement
b}' the left commenced to the crossing of the North Anna by

the railroad, distant in an air line about 20 miles.

Here again Lee was found intrenched on the south side of

the river, and so skillfully that Grant could not reunite his

forces after crossing. The experiences of the Wilderness and

Spottsylvania were repeated, the Confederate lines being prac-

ticall}- unassailable. Sheridan meantime rejoined the arm}'

from a raid upon the enemy's depots and lines of suppl}-.

Maj. Gen. J. E. B. Stuart, the Confederate cavalry commander,

was mortally wounded at Yellow Tavern during this raid.

Another flank movement bv the left having been determined

upou, the Second, Fifth, and Sixth corps were silentlv recalled

to the north bank of the river on the night of May 26, and

started for the crossing of the Pamunkey at Hanover Town,
about 20 miles in direct line below. The cavalr}' under Sheri-

dan was skillfull}- used in masking this march, which, by

June I, placed Grant's arm 3- confronting Lee's at Cold Har-

bor. This was the last point at which the enem}' could be

attacked outside of the semi-permanent works of Richmond.

Accordingl}-, on June 3, a verj' heavy assault was made here

upon the enemj-'s position, but it was repulsed with loss.

All attempts to interpose, so as to cut off the Arm}' of North-

ern A'irginia from Richmond had failed. But the battle of

the giants was on, and was to be fought out on that line.

Whatever might be done elsewhere, here the issue of union

or disunion was to be settled.

A new phase of the campaign now was presented. The
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Confederate armj' thus far had proved unassailable behind

its field works. It was reasonable to suppose that it would
prove equally so behind the heavier defenses of its capital,

before which it had arrived and under cover of which it was
about to take up its position. The situation in its vital

aspects was not unlike that before narrated of Sherman con-

fronting Hood at Atlanta. It had become absolutely neces-

sary to cut the enemy's line of supply, destro}' his depots,

star\e him, and so work and maneuver that he would be

compelled to give battle without the protection of fortifications.

This might occur either b}- the Confederates leaving those

fortifications or the National ami}- finding some vulnerable

point in the fortified line through which it might be able to

penetrate, thus giving the enem}- no alternative except battle,

uncovered, upon the restricted but open ground in rear.

From this time the campaign was conducted on these

principles. Sheridan, Kautz, Wilson, Hunter—in fact, every

general who could be spared—was sent out to destro}- the

enem3''s lines of communication. Their efforts were supple-

mented and made really effective by movements of large

bodies. Necessaril}^ such a plan of campaign required a

large army, much exceeding in numbers that of the enemy,

but the superior authorit}- of the General in Chief enabled

Grant to bring to the vital point ever}' available soldier whose

services elsewhere were not indispensable, and as to this he

was the judge. It was this authority alone which made
ultimate success possible.

The protection of either Washington or Richmond as an

indispensable matter was now scarcely thought of. It is true

that the capture of either would prove inconvenient and was

so undesirable that a reasonable effort should be made to

avoid it. But such considerations now had assumed at this

stage of the war an altogether secondarj' importance. The
struggle had come down at last, after four 3-ears of fighting,

to the ultimate and intrinsic principle of wars which can not

be compromised—the destruction of the opposing armies.

Upon this spectacle alone the attention of the interested gov-

ernments and peoples now was riveted. Each appreciated
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that this would prove determinative ; each, scarcely breathing,

watched those armies' every move.

In carrying this new plan of campaign into execution Grant

resolved to cross the James River, making this his new base

of supply, and, uniting the armies of the James and of the

Potomac, have them better in hand. This was accomplished

b}^ the i6th of June, 1S64. It involved, as did IMcClellan's

flank march of two j^ears before, a delicate movement in face

of the enemy, but Lee was now in no condition to attempt to

profit by it. Instead he drew his army into the fortifications

of Richmond, which included, virtually, those of Petersburg,

20 miles distant. Here, as in the Atlanta campaign, a prac-

tically unlimited control of slave labor enabled the Confed-

erates to raise earthworks as if by magic. Their engineers

were of unsurpassed ability. Grant established his new base

of supplies at Citj' Point, and the siege of Richmond com-

menced b}' the siege of Petersburg, an assault on the defenses

of the latter by a portion of the Army of the James, June 15-16,

having been repelled.

The first substantial advantage was gained on the iSth of

August, when Warren seized and held the Weldon Railroad,

thus leaving Petersburg but one railroad fully communicating

with the South." Heavy fighting and much cavalry raiding

there was during the course of the summer and fall. On
August 29 Fort Harrison and its connected works north of

the James was captured and held permanentl}' b}- the Federal

troops. The next day Meade captured the works at Poplar

Spring Church, in his front. Grant's tactics were to feint

toward one flank and, the enemy having met that, fall upon

the part thus weakened. He operated both north and south

of the James River in this way, but the Confederates were

vigilant and made their antagonists pa}- dearly for every

misstep or error of judgment. In the presence of such a

numerically superior and so determined an enemy the only

hope of the Confederate army la}^ in its iinexampled means

of fortifying. Its resources in this seemed practically to

have no limit. On October 27 Grant moved the Armj' of the

aThe Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 3, p. 415.
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Potomac out toward the Southside Railroad with a view to

seizing it. The countrj' was examined 7 miles or so toward

that railroad, but the enemy's intrenchments guarding Peters-

burg were ever\-where found occupied. Not desiring so to

extend his own lines at this juncture, the eneni}- occupying

the chord while he held the arc of a circle, he marched back to

the old stations in the fortified lines. These were improved,

a railroad in rear of and along them built, and for the rest

of this campaign the task of the army immediately under

General Grant was reduced to siege operations. So the winter

wore on, each side vigilant, aggressive; each preparing for

the struggle, whatever phase it might take, which would be

ushered in by the spring.

While this had been going on Sheridan acted a great part

in the Shenandoah Valle}-. Sigel had failed in his raid.

Hunter, who relieved him, had at first considerable success.

This led him toward L3'nchburg, a point of so much impor-

tance on Lee's line of communications that he sent a strong

force to its relief. Hunter was obliged to retreat during the

latter part of June into West Virginia, his ami}- enduring

great hardships. This left Washington City badly guarded.

Lee resolved to take advantage of the circumstance to call off

some of Grant's troops and thus relieve the pressure on him-

self. Hunter not being able to transport his troops in time,

the Sixth Corps under Wright and the advance of the Nine-

teenth Corps from New Orleans were sent to meet Barly's

threatened attack on Washington. The Confederate general

had approached from the north within 6 miles of the citv on

July 10, and the next morning advanced to feel the defenses

at Fort Stevens. This consumed the day—a circumstance

which illustrated the immense value to it of the capital's

extensive sj'stem of fortifications. That night an assault of

the works on the 12th was resolved upon, but the arrival

of the corps just mentioned caused the plan to be abandoned.

Instead, Early was now onh* concerned for the safet}- of his

command, retreating with all possible speed into the Shenan-

doah Valley, whence he had come, and which now was to

be the theater of a campaign in brilliancy eclipsing and in
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substantial results obtained far exceeding in importance that

of Stonewall Jackson.

It was at this time that Sheridan arrived upon the scene,

relieving Hunter on the 7th of August." The Army of the

Shenandoah consisted of the Sixth Corps, two divisions each

of the Eighth and Nineteenth corps, two divisions of cavalry

Tinder Merritt and Wilson from Petersburg, one division of

cavalrv alread}^ in the valley, the whole of cavalry under

Torbert.

September 19 Sheridan and Early confronted each other at

Winchester. The former moved to attack the latter in posi-

tion. His plan was to threaten the Confederate right, turn

the left, and assail the center. Early's left being turned, the

attack in front was pressed with ^"igor, and the Confederates

were thrown into confusion, greatly augmented by the charge

of the National cavalry- under Merritt and Torbert. Earh',

driven from the field, rallied at Fishers Hill, 12 miles south,

where on the evening of the 21st he was again attacked,

Sheridan using the same tactics and with the same result.

Sheridan pursued through Harrisonburg, Staunton, and the

gaps of the Blue Ridge. In a week's time he had captured

or destroyed half of Earh-'s army, driving the rest out of the

Shenandoah Valley, which he now proceeded to devastate,

hoping that thereafter the enemy's army might not find sus-

tenance there. A month was thus spent.

But Early was not easily to be disposed of. He was a

veteran at the head of veterair troops who, though beaten in

battle, had great recuperative powers. The Confederate Army
had alwaj's been splendidly officered, especiallv in the higher

grades, and now that fortune seemed to be going against

them their courage, tenacit}', and fortitude rose with adver-

sity-. Sheridan, having posted his armv behind Cedar Creek,

near Strasburg, went to Washington for consultation. Here,

on the morning of October 19, Early attacked and defeated

the Federals,'' but the Confederates, failing to follow up the

success, and stopping to plunder the captured camp instead,

the Union troops, under Wright, again formed in line. At
" Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, vol. 2. pp. 320. 321; the Civil War in America, vol. 3, p. 4aS.

*TheCivil War in America, Draper, vol. 3. p. 412. Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, vol. 4, p. 516.
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this hour, 11 a. m., Sheridan arrived. Approving what
Wright had done, he instantly took measures to attack the

enemy. This was done about 3 p. ni. with so much deter-

mination that Early was completely overthrown, and his

army, taken by surprise, practically destroyed, forever termi-

minating the Confederate attempt to hold the Shenandoah
Valley.

This practically ended the campaign on the eastern or

Virginia strategic line for the year 1S64. Lee's Arm}-, cooped

up in the defensive lines adjacent to Richmond, had been

rendered incapable of serious operations beyond them. On
the other hand, Grant, in front of these works, ever was
looking for opportunity for successful aggressive movement,
while light columns and the cavalry were available and ready

for operations against the enemy's lines of supplv or wher-

ever they could do him most harm. The contest was too

unequal. At the close of 1S64 it was apparent to reasonable

men that the Confederate armed hosts could not much longer

resist the assaults made upon them. The only question was

how long the final catastrophe would be postponed.

Besides the general in chief, the graduates in high com-

mand during this campaign included Meade, Sheridan, all

the corps and 12 of the 20 division commanders. The same
was essentiall}- true in General Lee's Armv. These were

propitious times for the development of soldiers. Under Grant

and Sheridan they had opportunity to show what was in them,

and received recognition in due proportion to the services

rendered and abilit}- shown. Such 3'oung graduates as Emory
Upton, S. S. Carroll, Torbert, Gregg, Alerritt, and Wilson

were coming to the front. The Union cavalry was taking its

appropriate place in battle and campaign ; had already- done

so in 1863.

Gen. B. F. Butler moved on the same day upon which

Grant's corps crossed the Rapidan. But he could not direct

the components of an army—in other words, maneuver or

fight it—and, except to act as a containing force to a much
less number of Confederates behind their works south of

Richmond, his troops did nothing worthy of notice until
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the_v came immediately under Grant's supervision and the

Army of the James practicall}- coalesced with that of the

Potomac.

OPERATIONS, 1865.

On Januar}^ i, 1S65, there was but one formidable Confed-

erate arm}- in the iield, the Arnn- of Northern Virginia.

The Ami}- of the Tennessee was so crushingly defeated at

Nashville that it almost disappeared. Its organization was

maintained, but it was a skeleton only of its former self. It

yet was to be reckoned with, but only as formidable in case

it could have joined to it all the Confederate detachments in

the South Atlantic district.

Februar}- 5 Gen. Robert E. Lee was appointed general in

chief of all the Confederate armies. This conferred the same

authority within the Confederacy that his immediate opponent,

Grant, possessed in the armies of the Union. On February

23 Gen. Joseph E. Johnston was directed to report to General

Lee, and was placed in command of the Army of the Tennes-

see and of the Department of South Carolina, Georgia, and

Florida. His orders were to unite all the troops and drive

back Gen. William T. Sherman, who was marching northward

from Savannah to join Grant in Virginia."

The plan of the Confederates was for Johnston to fall back

only if this became necessary. Then Lee, escaping from

Grant's grasp, would join him.'' If this could be done, Sher-

man first, then Grant, was to be crushed. It was a daring

scheme. But it was recognized that if anything could save

the Confederac^•, which appeared impossible except to the

most sanguine friends, it needs must be a desperate measure,

attended in the execiition by great good fortune. General

Johnston indulged in no such hopes. When he was restored

to command his belief was that it only remained for the Con-

federates to do battle longer to seciire best possible terms of

peace. In the mixed ami}- which he now had were many
notable officers come to rail}' the remnants of former com-

mands. It was the expiring effort of the old guard. There

were Bragg, Stewart, Hardee, S. D. Lee, Wheeler, of the Army
a Johnston's Narrative, p. 371. '' The Civil \\'ar in .\merica, vol. 3, p. 564.
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of the Tennessee; Beauregard, who Liuuched the first shot

at Sumter amidst plaudits of brave men and approving smiles

of women; the sturd}- D. H. Hill, of South Mountain fame;

graduates were all these ; while beside, elbow to elbow, stood

Cheatham, Hampton, Hoke, Butler, Pettus, Law, apt pupils

who had well learned from them lessons in leadership. But
what gaps there were in the ranks. Where were former com-

manders and companions whose valor challenged the admira-

tion not only of the National Army, but of the militar}- world?

As in the armies of the Empire, when their names were called

came the response, " Died on the field of honor."

General Grant had anticipated so early as the commence-
ment of the campaign of 1864 that the Confederate armies of

Lee and Johnston might possibl}- attempt to maneuver as here

proposed, and, b}' uniting, tr^- to beat in detail his arm}-, then

Sherman's. He warned the latter accordingly." His solici-

tation at the beginning of 1865 was to prevent at all hazards

Lee leaving his works until Sherman approached from the

south. When this happened Lee's arm}- would be proceeded

against.

The destruction of the Army of Northern Virginia was the

one great object to be accomplished. The movements of the

two large armies under Grant and Sherman went directl}- to

this end. There were other and minor movements intended

to aid the main ones either \>\ crippling the enem}- or distract-

ing his attention.

The first of these secondary efforts was directed against

Fort Fisher, at the mouth of Cape Fear River, in December,

1864. The land forces were under command of Maj. Gen.

B. F. Butler, whose department embraced North Carolina. It

was a failure. He was relieved, at Grant's request, of com-

mand of his department and of the Ami}' of the James by

Maj. Gen. E. O. C. Ord, U. S. Volunteers. The expedition

returned in January, 1S65, under command of Maj. Gen. A. H.

Terry, one of Butler's subordinates, who had worked his way
lip from grade of colonel in active ser\nce. This time it was

eminentl}- successful. This closed the important blockade-

running port of Wilmington, N. C, besides leading to the

a Memoirs of General Sherman, vol. 2, p. 29: The Civil War in America, Draper, vol. 3, p. 535.
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establishment of a secure Federal base of supplies on the

flank of Sherman's expected line of march."

To establish this base, which was deemed most important,

General Schofield, who had brought the Twenty-third Corps

east and who had been put in command of the Department of

North Carolina, captured Wilmington, N. C, February 22,

and then pushed columns into the interior, seizing Goldsboro

on the 2 1 St of March." The object of establishing these

bases of supply on Sherman's flank was fully realized during

his march.

Another combined Ami}' and Navy expedition was directed

against IMobile. The land forces were commanded by Gen-

eral Canby. They embraced troops aggregating about 45,000,

under Gordon Granger, A. J. Smith, Frederick Steele, and

Eugene A. Carr. The forts guarding the city fell in succes-

sion. The enemj' then evacuated the cit}', which was taken

possession of by the Federals on the 12th of April.

Cavalrj' raids were made by Stoneman from East Tennessee

iipon the Confederate lines of supply and depots in Virginia

and North Carolina in rear of Lee's army, and by J. H.

Wilson from Eastport, Miss., through the yet unexplored

districts of Selma, Montgomery, Columbus, Ga., and Macon.

Great damage was done in all these raids and expeditions,

but, due to the fact that every effort was being made to reen-

forced the armies of Lee and Johnston, resistance was less

than expected. Except in these two armies, there was little

resisting power left in the Confederacy. It was fought out.

Of the same general character as these was Sheridan's raid

from Winchester up the Shenandoah \' alley in February and

March. At Waynesboro he again encountered and routed his

old antagonist. Early, joining the Army of the Potomac on

the 27th, after destroying as much as possible Lee's lines of

communication.

Sherman's northern march through the Carolinas began

on Februar}^ i b}- Howard moving out the right wing from

Pocotaligo." Slocum with the left wing moved from near

a The Civil War in America. Draper, vol. 3, p. 521 et seq.; Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, vol. 2,

p. 607.

^The Civil War in America, vol. 3, p. 530.

clb., p. 542.
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Robertsville. The ariiij- was about 60,000 strong. The
countr}- to be traversed was difficult; but the enemy to be

encountered was not formidable until their \arious detach-

ments could be concentrated. Columbia was reached on the

17th of Febrixary. Charleston, S. C, was abandoned by the

enemy on the iSth, Hardee escaping with 14,000 troops b}-

railroad to Florence. The Union army moved with caution.

The first serious encounter was at Averasboro, March 16,

between Hardee and Slocum. The next, near Bentonville, on

the iSth, was more serious still, where Johnston commanded
in person. There was here heavy and persistent fighting, the

Confederates being the aggressors. But Johnston, fearful of

being cut off by the forces concentrating in his front, fell back

to Smithfield. A peculiar interest attaches to the battle of

Benton\ille. Here were seen arra3'ed against each other for

the last time the armies which in the West for four years had

contended for the master}'. Long since they had learned to

respect each other. Their last contest was worthy of veterans.

On the da}- that Johnston retreated from Bentonville Scho-

field occupied Goldsboro. The armies of Sherman and Scho-

field were united, and Johnston was confronted with 100,000

veteran troops." April 10 Sherman moved against the enemy,

who retreated rapidly.'' But events elsewhere decreed that

the armies of Johnston and Sherman had fought their last

battle.

March 24 Grant issued instructions for a movement against

Lee, to commence on the 29tli.' The ami}' was to move to the

left, interpose between Lee and Johnston, the lines of supply

of the former to be absoluteh" destroyed and he compelled

either to surrender or come from behind his works. On
the 27th Sherman visted Grant at City Point, immediatel}-

hurrying back to attack Johnston.

March 29 Sheridan moved out from the left with g,ooo

cavalry under Crook and Merritt. On April i, reenforced

by the Fifth Corps, he encountered troops under Pickett at

Five Forks, gaining a great victor}?, vigorously pursuing the

Confederates and capturing many prisoners. Lee's right

aThe Civil War in ,\merica. Draper, vol. 3, p, 558.

fclb., p. 5511.

cCivil War in .\merica. Draper, vol. 3, p. 564; Personal Memoirs of U. S, (irant, vol. 2, p. 616.
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flauk was now turned, the Federals in his rear. The mortal

blow now descended. April 2 the Union forces advanced

upon the enemy's works, capturing everything before them.

A. P. Hill, hastening to restore his lines like McPherson at

Atlanta, fell in the same manner.

General Lee informed President Davis that Richmond
must be abandoned and at once began measures for retreat.

On the 3d the Union Army entered the deserted and burning

Confederate capital. Its first mission there was one of

mercy, extinguishing the conflagration kindled by its depart-

ing defenders and saving the city from destruction. The
members of the Confederate Government now were fugitives.

The rest is told in few words. Lee's only chance la}- in

effecting a junction with Johnston. His army was immedi-

ately put in motion in that direction. Grant's army moved
to head him off. Lee had somewhat the start, and, being bet-

ter acquainted with the country, had prospect of first reaching

Burksville, at the junction of the Southside and Danville rail-

roads. But it was destined that his army should never reach

there. At Amelia Court-House he found that the train with

supplies for his almost famished troops had been diverted to

the purpose of carrying the fleeing civil ofiEcers. Some delay

for food was absolutely necessary. That sealed the fate of

the Army of Northern Virginia and the Confederacy. Sheri-

dan first interposed at Jetersville, across the line of retreat,

with his cavalry, soon to be joined bj- the Army of the

Potomac. The great Army of Northern Virginia, driven to

bay, made one more effort. Sheridan, advancing on the 6th

of April upon Amelia Court-House, found that Lee had

escaped, passing around the Federal left, and moving on Farm-
ville. He hoped hy destro3ang the bridges there to gain a

moment's respite. But the relentless Federal trooper pressed

on. At Sailor's Creek Ewell and the remnant of Pickett's

corps, cut off, were forced to surrender. April 6-7 the

rest of the Army of Northern Virginia reached and crossed

the bridges of the Appomattox at Farmville, pushing back

the head of Ord's columns, which arrived from Burksville

Junction. A running fight was maintained, the retreating

army occasionally turning with telling effect upon its pursuers,
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but upon the whole being gradualh- broken to pieces. The
third and last of the main strategic lines had been won by
the armies of the Union.

The hopelessness of the situation was apparent to all, and

propositions looking to terminating it by the surrender of the

Arm}- of Northern Virginia gradually took form on both

sides. On the 7th General Grant opened communication with

General Lee with this object in view. On the 9th Lee, hav-

ing been cut off from his supply trains at Appomattox Sta-

tion, and finding the Federal Ami}- barring further progress

toward an}' place of either safety or repose, favorably responded

to those overtures. As a commander he had done his full

dut}^ toward both the Confederac}- and its arm}-. Formal

terms of surrender were signed that dav. Peace was all they

were intended to accomplish. The arms, except side arms of

the officers, artiller}-, and public property, were given up.

Private property of whatever nature, including horses of

officers and men, was retained bv the owners. The personnel

were paroled under an obligation not again to serve in the

Confederate armies or in other military capacity until properly

exchanged."

On April 14 Sherman received a coinmunication from John-

ston looking to surrender. The first memorandum agreed

upon by the generals, April 18, was not approved by the

Federal President, Vlx. Johnson. Accordingly, another was

drawn up on the 26th, almost in the language of Grant's terms

to Lee. This being approved, Johnston's army diily surren-

dered, and the greatest civil M-ar of history in numbers

engaged, losses sustained, and resources expended was at

an end.''

Impartial history will record that the Confederacy was sur-

passed by no previous efforts in the gallantry with which it

maintained the cause it had espoused. The valor shown by

its armies, led by graduates, excited the admiration of soldiers

everywhere. That the Confederates, failing in open combat,

did not resort to vicious guerilla tactics, only to bring misery

to noncombatants, gave further proof of their discipline and

courage.

"The Civil War in America, vol. 3, p. 593. Hb., pp. 608, 611.
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Tlie integrit^• of the Union had been vindicated l)v the

sword.

In the final scenes, as was generally true throughout the

war, graduates were at the head of all armies. The names of

gradiiates alone were attached to the articles of surrender.

From start to finish the}- had acted a controlling and deter-

minative part in campaign and battle. They commanded on

both sides in every important battle and in nearly every

engagement approaching the dimensions of a battle. They
had been the mainstavs of their respective governments in

militarv affairs. Politicians whom it had been attempted to

convert into army commanders by the eas}- plan of placing

on their shoulder the general's stars had w'ithout exception

proved their unfitness. It was seen that though these charac-

ters might act their assigned part in small affairs against

small men, they were wholly incompetent to the strenuous

demands of the civil war.

It often is said that the Regular Army in time of war is a

nucleus about which gather the much more numerous volun-

teer forces then called into the service of the United States.

This statement is true. But the suggestion often coupled

with it, that the volunteers, from the fact of being numeric-

ally the more numerous, become therefore the more important

element, in presence of which the Regular Army in time of

war is dwarfed and sinks into comparative insignificance is not

true. Mere excess of numbers is not the onh* nor necessarily

the best test of relative importance in military operations.

The Regular Arm}- furnishes all the important command-
ers, the substructure of all the great administrative depart-

ments, and, at the commencement all there is of correct

knowledge throughout the whole armed force regarding the

art and science of war. Gradually as the war progresses this

knowledge is disseminated throughout the mass of volunteers

;

but the officers who are the instructors, exemplars, and the

distributors come from the Regular Army either directly or

the}' have served there before and now come in from civil life

;

and, in their turn, the Military Acadeni}- is the source whence
they all, without exception, acquired information concerning

and appreciation of the fundamental principles upon which
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armies should be comuianded, affairs of suppl_v administered

and campaigns conducted. Nucleus, therefore, as the word

is used above, is only an apt term when it is understood in

the sense that while the Volunteers furnish the great excess

in numbers the Regular Ami}- furnishes the technical knowl-

edge, intelligence, and will power to command, the experience

to direct, the professional stamina which serves as the verte-

bra of the entire militar}- establishment. The \'olunteers,

though vastly outnumbering the Regulars, are superior to

the latter in numbers onh' ; in all matters of leadership and

and soldierly knowledge they are both individualh- and in

the aggregate inferior. \'erification of this is found in the

fact that at the end of this great civil war, which startled the

world b}- its proportions and incidents, the only officers on both

sides whosuccessfullv had commanded armies, conducted cam-

paigns and fought great battles belonged to their respective

regular armies and were graduates of the Military Academy.

It was fitting that graduates should have acted this leading

and dominating part. To prepare them for this the Academy
was founded. The field of danger is the post of honor. Its

effort ever has been to qualif}' those intrusted to its care for

acting up to this high—the soldier's onl}-—standard.

The General Staff, recenth' created by statute, with enco-

miums of sanguine friends and the good will of the nation,

commences its career of hoped-for improvement under auspices

which the Academy has been the principal agenc}- in estab-

lishing. Neither the Army nor the nation will take good

results for granted in this behalf. Usefulness must be dem-

onstrated before either will believe, and the degree of faith

will be proportioned to the demonstrated usefulness. Mere
details of service, which other agencies have both time and

facilities the better to attend to, must be eschewed, and the

attention of this corps d'elite directed to the more elevated

problems of national defense, and, as these are seen from its

more advantageous point of view, coordinating the important

operations of the existing instrumentalities of the military

system. The end to be attained is the development of com-

manders who can beat the enem}- in battle. All other

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2— vol 1 48
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cousiderations and all other agencies, how important soever

they ma}- be in themselves, are merely ancillary' and incidental.

The incidents of the civil war are commended to the study

of any nation which seeks a quarrel with the United States.

The lessons there to be learned will perhaps be conduci\e to

caution. In that war armies organized, supplied, disciplined,

and commanded b}- graduates proved by their fortitude in

campaign and their valor on the battlefield, as evidenced by

the percentage of killed and wounded, that the Republic has

in its own midst defenders equal to its every need.

It is due to the Acadeni}' alone that the scientific principles

upon which militar}- operations should be conducted are

understood in the United States. Previousl}- the Arm}',

though brave, was technicall}- uneducated, a circumstance

which led Washington, with his great military experience, to

favor such an institution. Its influence permeates every part

and individual of the Army. PVom it those who are not

graduates have drawn, indirecth*, their knowledge of the art

and science of war. Through the process of absorption,

mental and physical, due to contact, all members of the mili-

tary establishment for the past three-quarters of a century

and upwards have assimilated in their daih' experience the

instruction here imparted and carried thence to the Arm}'.

The source whence has flowed an exposition of the true prin-

ciples upon which wars should be waged has been the same
for all. Those splendid officers, whether entering from the

Arm}- or private life during the civil war, who under the

guidance of graduates learned to take a stand side by side

with their instructors, have illustrated in their careers as

much as graduates themselves the necessity for and inesti-

mable value of the institution whence is disseminated in the

first instance correct professional knowledge.

These are truths and principles long since appreciated by

the people of the United States. And so well established

were they within a half century of the founding of the Mili-

tary Academy that the national polity was conformed thereto.

It necessarily was so in a virile, progressive nation. It simply

illustrated the march of intelligence directed by the light of

education—that subtle but irresistible force which ever with
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firmer tread is carrying the Christian world forward to a

higher plane of refinement and civilization.

Among agencies leading npward peoples and • their gov-

ernments none is more potent than armies nnder competent

commanders. Wars ine\-itably arise in the conrse of hnman
events. Such commanders so conduct them that, while they

best subserve the purposes of the State, they are rendered as

brief as possible, with the least of human suffering consistent

with success. It is the glory of the Military Academy that

from amidst her sons have come forth when occasion demanded

commanders who could successfully lead the largest armies

recruited from citizens of the republic. The world has had

a demonstration on the most extensive scale that the policy

of the United States has produced and is perpetuating within

its own limits every element necessary for self-preservation.
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SERVICES OF THE GRADUATES IN THE WEST INDIES

DURING THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR AND THE
SUBSEQUENT OCCUPATION.

By Captain LEWIS C. SCHERER,
Fourth Cavalry, U. S. Army—U. S. Military Academy. 1891.

FOR A PERIOD of thirty years fol-

lowing the civil war, the Military

Academy went quietly on fulfilling the

function of turning out educated sol-

diers. During this time it seemed as if

the crucial test of war was never to be

applied fordetermining in battle whether

the process of training followed at the

Academy was the best one.

With the exception of Indian wars

and labor troubles, in which only a

small part of the war machinery was

emploj'ed, the usefulness of the grad-

uates w^as manifested in, and their ser-

vices were devoted to, the training of

the Regular Army that was to form the

nucleus of the fighting forces for future wars.

War alone, however, can measure the results accomplished

by the Academv, which has for its purpose the development

of men readv to take up the task of war and to fit them as

leaders of men in war.

Throughout these long years of peace there was no other

incentive to perfect performance of duty than the fact that at

some remote time there might come a day when this long and

tedious preliminary training would make its full worth felt.

When war comes, it comes quickl}' and with little warning.

Even the period of warning is one of action, and there is no

further time for training or making up deficiencies by belated

diligence. The best that can be done is to use the material

available to the best advantage, and it is at this time that

know-ledge, capability, and familiarity with duties are of

(751)
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double and treble value. We know how welcome a man of

even the slightest niilitarj- training is to the compau}- of raw

recruits. In the same proportion is a knowledge of the entire

militar}- art and an acquaintance with military matters

acquired b^- daily contact of the greatest value at this time.

In the majority of professions the graduate is given an

opportunity to test his powers and acquire knowledge b}' con-

tact with the world and in competition with others. Defi-

ciencies in the methods employed in the training in these

professions can therefore be corrected from time to time and

brought up to the standard of requirements b}- reference to the

resiilts achieved. In the profession of the soldier, how dif-

erent ! For thirtj- 3-ears the method of training, as devised b}-

those in authority, was based on theory onl}-, without seeing

the restilts of their labor tested in the great mill of experience.

And finally the test comes, and comes with a rush. Every-

thing must be done at a moment's notice. No opportunit)-

now to review the work when coming before the judge, no

consulting of books, or set of rules, nor is there time for ref-

erence to the experience of others. There is no model, and

the circumstances are never the duplicates of former ones.

And as quickly as it comes, just as quickly is it over, and

the opportunities have been but fleeting. If not grasped at

the time they may not return for another generation. If seen

and appreciated there still remains the action to be determined

upon—and all at a moment's notice. To provide a correct

training for such cases is the difficult task of the Academ3\

The execution which stands as a test of the training, is usu-

ally accompanied by the greatest excitement, by confusion,

\)y trying circumstances, and often under the greatest personal

hardships. To insure quick and correct action under these

conditions requires that the training must be thorough and

well laid out.

And how has the Academv performed this task as measured

by the results achieved in the Cuban and Porto Rican cam-

paigns? Can there be a more pleasant duty than answering

this qiiery by recording the successes that were achieved by

our arms?
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But \\'hile the successes achieved by the fighting line and

the history made by it are conspicuous monuments to the

greatness of the Military' Academy and the thoroughness of

its training, the work done in that campaign was not all that

was accomplished. The Academy had prepared its pupils

along other lines, and it was with equal credit that the pupils

acquitted themselves in the duties connected with the war.

An army, to be ready for its practical duties in the field,

must be organized, equipped, and prepared. For the small

Regular Army this was an easy task, and all regiments that

could be spared from their stations were mobilized in the

south of the United States April 15, 1898. But in less than

two weeks the Regular Ami}- was increased from 26,000 to

61,000 men, and certain necessary changes in organization,

long neglected by Congress, were authorized. This, even

in time of peace, meant an enormous work, but that also was

quickly and satisfactorily accomplished. Twenty-nine thou-

sand recruits were chosen out of 127,000 applicants, and all

the work was done by Regular officers.

But in the Ineantime other work and duties had arisen that

devolved upon Regular officers. On April 22 Congress

authorized the President to increase the Army by volunteers,

and the first call, for 1 25,000, was issued the next day. Several

hundred officers were detailed for the very important duties of

mustering officers, quartermasters, and commissaries. The
-work of mustering-in these volunteers was expeditiously per-

formed, as was also that of supplying them' with camp and

garrison equipage, clothing, etc., and .sending them to camps of

concentration established in various parts of the United States.

Another severe drain on the suppl}' of officers of the Regular

Army was in the shape of commissions given them by gov-

ernors in State regiments. B}' act of Congress such details

were limited to not more than one for each regiment. Not

all of the regiments had such details, but the leaven intro-

duced in this way worked wonders in those fortunate enough

to secure the services of a Regular officer.

On Ma}' 25 the President issued the second call for volun-

teers—75,000. Besides the 200,000 in these two calls, three
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regiments of cavalry and a volunteer brigade of engineers

—

three regiments—were authorized and organized, bringing the

total to 223,000 men. In all these a small proportion of the

officers were taken from the Regular Army, the total number

of gradtiates so detailed being 61.

These, however, were by no means all the details made.

For the large army of 278,000, composed of Regulars and

Volunteers, a considerable number of general officers and a

suitable staff had to be provided. For these details the

Regular officers were specially fitted, and in consequence the

greater number were selected from this class. Of the 26

major-generals commissioned, 19 were taken from the Regular

Ami}- and 7 from civil life ; of these latter, all but one were

graduates from West Point. One hundred and two brigadier-

generals were appointed; of these, 66 were taken from the

Regular Army and 36 appointed from ci\'il life, and of these, 7

were graduates of West Point. Of the Regular Army officers

serving in staff positions 161 were graduates, and 130 gradu-

ates were serving in the staff corps of the Regular Army ; so

that the Academy supplied about 325 general and staff officers

out of its i,Soo graduates living at this time. Alany more

were serving in staff positions, but not holding appointments

in any department.

The organization, supply, and equipment of this army,

fifteen times as large as the regular force, was a large task,

and its successful accomplishment is a great tribute to the

officers of the Regular Army and to the Academy.

Great difficulties were, of course, encountered in procuring

supplies of all sorts, there being no reser\'e or surplus of any

kind. All of the articles of equipment needed were of army

standard and special design, and but few establishments in

the United States were equipped to meet the demand. The
Government factories, workshops, and plants were inade-

quately equipped to supply the articles, and private concerns

were not prepared to manufacture them.

Despite the difficulties encountered, the work progressed

so rapidly and so satisfactorily that by the end of April the

War Department commenced the preparation of three large

armies. Active operations were begun within two weeks
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after this, and in less than two months after the declaration

of war these armies were on their way to foreign countries,

separated from the United States by distances ranging from

100 to 7,ocx) miles, and from each other by half the circum-

ference of the globe.

During this time the defenses of the United States proper

had not been neglected, but, on the contrarjf, the advent of

war was the signal for a trul}- wonderful activity' in this

respect. On IMarch 9 Congress appropriated, b}- unanimous

vote, $50,000,000 for the purpose of national defense. Due to

dilatorv' and grudging legislation, little had been accom-

plished before the war toward the execution of the perfected

plan of coast defense, which woiild in the end require an

expenditure of over $100,000,000.

In the consummation of a plan ou such a large scale time

was, of course, a principal factor, but thirteen years had

been allowed to pass since the formulation of the plan and

Congress had appropriated less than one-fourth of the sum
required for its completion. When war finallv came upon

the countr}- the conditions were changed. Appropriations

were made without stint, but time was lacking. Even with

the belated aid and lack of time the Engineer and Ordnance

departments achieved remarkable results and greatlv im-

proved the situation in regard to the defense of our coast

line. The activity shown and the results accomplished are

another source of pride to the Academy- in the work accom-

plished by its graduates.

Thus, while part of the Ami}- was preparing for active

operations in the field the remainder of the officers were not

idle, but each was at work and contributed his share of

earnest effort, which brought about the ver}- quick ending of

the war.

The number of officers detailed for these various purposes

seriously depleted the Regular regiments, especially as they

were made at a time when the Regular Arm}- had been more

than doubled in size. No provision was made for filling the

vacancies thus created b}' additional officers, and as a result

there was a scarcity of officers with all regular commands,

somewhat to the embarrassment of the Arm v.
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This condition of affairs, no matter how nuich it was to be

deplored, did not, however, cause an}^ hesitation or check in

the plans for the employment of that army. The greater

arm}- was in time concentrated at Tampa, Fla., and from

there finall}^ started out on its campaign to Santiago. Many
plans of campaign were considered, and in some cases prepa-

ration for their execution had already commenced; but all

were changed, owing to various causes. The principal factor

at this time became the Spanish fleet, which had left the coast

of Spain earl}' in Ma}' and was steaming westward. Until

this fleet could be located no plan contemplating an ocean

voyage of the Army could be undertaken. All remained in

uncertainty, therefore, until May 19, when the fleet was

located in the harbor of Santiago. Whatever plans of cam-

paign may have been considered practicable heretofore, no

plan could be given a moment's thought after the location

of the fleet that did not have Santiago de Cuba for its object.

The orders directing the Fifth Army Corps to proceed were

sent on the 31st of May, and on June 7 the transports started

down Tampa Bav. The intervening time had been one of

much arduous and incessant labor on the part of all concerned.

The loading of the transports in so short a time was one of

the great achievements of the war, and the energy and ability

of all officers were taxed to the utmost. To understand the

difficulties of this important work it is only necessary to

remember that the Army had not been mobilized in years.

The problem was a new one in all respects, and Port Tampa
was ill adapted for the handling of an army and its supplies.

The selection of Port Tampa as the point of embarkation was

largely due to unforeseen circumstances, which arose too late

to enable the War Department to make any change in the

plans.

The fleet of transports, though ready to sail, with most of

them in the channel, had to be recalled on account of rumors

of the Spanish fleet. These riimors were very vague, and

afterwards it became known that they were unfounded. Still

they could not be disregarded, for no one, however reckless,

and no matter how great the necessity, could or would take

the responsibility of ordering the fleet over seas where one or
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more of the enemj-'s ships might be encountered. Circum-

stances like these, trivial as they may seem when \ie\ved in

the light of subsequent knowledge, make war an uncertain

game and cause changes in the best-laid plans. The}- neces-

sitate new arrangements and infinite work in preparing for

them.

The ileet in this case had nothing to do but wait, but the

week so lost was one of the most trj-ing intervals in the

entire campaign. If this time could have been utilized in

additional preparation, its loss would not have been so severely

felt. The fact that all transports had to be read}- at an

instant's notice pre\-ented the accomplishment of anything of

a definite character.

On June 14, when fear of hostile ships had been alla^-ed,

the welcome order to proceed was finally given, and the Army
again started; this time not to turn back until all the work
had been done, victories gained, and the pledge given to the

world, that "Atrocities in Cuba must cease," had been fully

and honorably redeemed.

The sea voyage was uneventful except for the loss of some
of the lighters, thus further crippling the means for debarka-

tion which had been secured at Tampa. Guantanamo Bay
was reached in the morning of June 20, and would have been

a splendid base of operations. The plan for the capture of

Santiago and the Spanish fleet in the bay were, however, con-

ceived on bolder lines, and the distance from Guantanamo
was prohibitive. It was proposed to land the army within

striking distance of the enemy and to attack the city and

upper end of the bay by a direct movement. The absolute

success of the operation and the celerity with which results

followed is the best proof that the plan was the correct one.

Daiquiri was accordingly selected as the point for landing the

entire force, though a part was later landed at Sibonej- when
that point was covered by our advance. On June 22 the

hazardous movement commenced, and the same evening saw
some 6,000 American troops on Cuban soil.

The assistance of the Navy was of inestimable benefit

and expedited the movement greatl}-. It was cheerfully
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given, thankfully received, and thoroughly appreciated and

acknowledged.

This was the first of many occasions during the Spanish-

American war, when the Navy and Army met and b}- mutual

aid and good fellowship cemented the friendship that exists

between the sister services to-da}-. Both derived benefit from

the close intimacy brought about by the war.

June 20 saw all the troops disembarked, but much remained

to be done in bringing provisions and ammunition ashore.

The Army had to depend entirely upon its own resources

brought in the ships, for the country was devastated and

could not maintain even a small foraging party, to say noth-

ing of a large arm}' about to engage in a desperate struggle

for every inch of ground to its front.

Active operations were not neglected during this period of

preparation, for no sooner had the Army set foot on soil

than it proceeded with the task on hand. Siboney is some 7

miles from Daiquiri, and about 12 from Santiago de Cuba,

the final objective of the campaign. It was imperative to

occupy Siboney, and this was successfully done on the morn-

ing of June 23, less than twenty-four hours after leaving the

transports. With the occupation of Siboney a good defensive

position was secured, and this also afforded an additional

point of landing for troops and supplies, greatly facilitating

that operation.

Sibone^f was occupied without resistance, the Spanish with-

drawing to a position less than a mile and a half from it.

Their vicinity was a menace to our forces, and it was deter-

mined on the night of June 23 to make a reconnoissance in

force and drive the enemy to a safe distance. This precipi-

tated the engagement of Las Guasimas on June 24, in which

our troops were victorious.

CAMPAIGN OF SANTI.\GO DE CUBA.

The prediction of militar}- men that wars would be short

and that great results would follow quickh' was fully vindi-

cated in this campaign. So was also the prediction that here-

after individual action would count for more and that future

battles would be fought by the company commanders. After
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the campaign many critics ignored this fact and the conditions

resulting from the application of modern tactics and the intro-

duction of modern weapons. This condition of affairs was

clearly foreseen and attention called to it frequently. Once
the plan of battle decided upon and the regiments placed, the

fighting line has to shift for itself and the course of action is

shaped entirely on individual initiative. As the action pro-

gresses, control by the higher commanders is steadilj- decreas-

ing, passing from the division to the brigade commanders,

then to the colonels, and finally, when the opposing troops

engage, to the compau}- commanders. It is on this account

that we so often hear it said that the battles around Santiago

were fought by the compan}' commanders.

The first bloodshed and the actual contact of troops occurred

at Las Guasimas on June 24. The Spaniards were posted in

a position that menaced the advance of our forces and the

movement to dislodge them was decided upon immediately.

There were two approaches from Siboney to the Spanish

position, which Avas approximateh' at the junction of the two;

one was the main road to Santiago, the other a mountain trail.

A column was put on each road and the plan of attack was to

deploy into one line about 900 yards from the enemy's posi-

tion. This was successfully accomplished and the attack

opened. The Spaniards had chosen an excellent position

and were able to deliver a galling fire, but our force was

finally successful. The loss was 1 officer and 15 enlisted

men killed, and 6 officers and 46 enlisted men wounded of

the 960 men engaged.

This engagement served a most useful purpose in driving

the Spaniards from the line of our advance to Santiago. No
further fighting was done until the armies came to actual

combat on July i, but the intervening time was not idly spent.

Stores of ammunition, provisions, etc., had to be unloaded

from the transports, this operation now being rendered entirely

secure by the advanced position of our forces. Even while

this was going on the Army was preparing for the struggle.

Reconnoissances were undertaken, sketches of the ground

were made, the enemy's position accurately located, and all

the information obtainable was gathered and collated for the
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information of the commander. ]\Ieans of transportation

were being vmloaded, supplies and ammunition pushed for-

ward, and in fact everA'thing was done that could be done to

provide for a successful campaign.

The iinal plan of attack was again shaped to a certain extent

b}- the location of roads. Only one road was available for

the advance from Sevilla, but to the north lay the main road

from Guantanamo to Santiago. This road had to be occu-

pied, and a strong column was sent out for that purpose.

Furthermore, there was upon this road a stone fort and a

good position at El Caney, which the Spaniards had occupied

and strengthened. An advance of our force along the south-

ern road upon San Juan Ridge was therefore endangered as

long as El Cane}' remained in the hands of the Spaniards.

On the right flank of the advancing force El Cane}- had to

be taken first, and on that basis the plan of battle was deter-

mined upon on the afternoon of June 30. The attack on El

Caney was to be made early in the morning of the next day,

and as soon as that point was carried the force so employed

was to move to the south and extend our line posted in front

of San Juan Ridge.

The maneuver, though carried out as originally planned,

took much more time than had been counted on, and instead

of being a mere incident in the battle became the center of as

fierce fighting as any along the line. El Caney was a posi-

tion well chosen for its excellent natural defense, and had

further been rendered more secure by blockhouses, rifle pits,

and obstructions of barbed wire.

The stone fort, which afforded excellent cover, was the key

to the position, and added much to the morale and resisting

force of the defenders. It was reported at the time—and this

information was afterwards verified—-that there were only 500

Spaniards at El Caney. They gave an account of themselves

that would have done credit to three times their number.

The deployment of our force, consisting of three brigades

composed of nine regiments and a battery of four pieces, was

made between 4 and 5 o'clock in the morning and the action

opened at 6.30 a. m. From this time until 4 o'clock in the

afternoon the battle raged.
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The loss was severe on both sides. Practically all the

defenders fell, onl}- 40 being able to make their escape and

onl}- 140 being captured out of the total garrison of 520 men.

On our side the losses were 4 officers and 77 enlisted men
killed and 25 officers and 335 enlisted men wounded. This

tells the tale of the fearful struggle as eloquently as words

can do.

The victory was complete. The entire garrison was

destroyed, the position occupied, and the right flank of the

army was secure.

During the engagement it had become evident that the

movement against El Caney instead of being a mere flank

march had become a military problem in itself. Efforts were

therefore made to recall the troops from action and join them
with the others in the principal attack on San Juan Ridge.

This recall was found to be entirelv impracticable and the

attempt was abandoned. The attack once entered upon had

to run its course and could onl}' be stopped when the decision

had been reached. It was in favor of our arms, and the

troops thus liberated could now be withdrawn and used else-

where. Orders for this movement were issued on the night

of Julv I, and at 3 o'clock the next morning the tiresome

march of 15 miles was commenced. It took until noon of

that da}' to cover the distance, and at that time the forces

finally reached the position assigned them in the original

plan of battle.

SAN jr.\N.

It had been the intention to await the rejoining of the

forces sent to El Caney before the attack on San Juan Ridge

was to be made.

As stated, however, the operation at El Cane}' was not a

trivial one to be completed in an hour or two, but consumed

the entire day.

Before the forces could rejoin it was noon of the second

day. The failure to return earlier, however, did not dela}- the

attack on San Juan Heights. The Spanish position here was

well chosen and afforded the defenders ever}' advantage to be

gained bv careful selection of ground. Rifle pits had been
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constructed along the entire line in places that afforded a good

view and a good field of fire. On San Juan Hill was a block-

house that afforded an excellent rallying point and materially

strengthened the Spanish lines. Kettle Hill was somewhat

in advance of the general Spanish line and was consequently

the first objective of the Americans. The San Juan River

flows approximately- north and south and in front of the

Spanish position. This river was much swollen by recent

rains and was difficult to cross. Daylight found our armj'

prepared to make the attack; the signal for this was to be

the sound of firing in the direction of El Caney. At 8

o'clock the fight at that point was well under wa}- and the

advance was accordingly commenced.

As at El Canev and Las Guasimas, nothing could check the

impetuosity of the American advance. Kettle Hill was

quickly and gallantly taken. This was about the noon hour,

and the second and main line was still intact. Not for long,

however, as the American troops were all formed and ready

to storm San Jixan Heights. This was also accomplished in

a dashing manner and victor}- again crowned the efforts of

the army. The Spaniards withdrew to a second position

about 800 3-ards in rear of the first and in the outskirts of

Santiago. In this position, which was a most formidable one,

they delivered a galling fire upon our troops in the positions

they had so gallantly captured.

It now became necessary to intrench, as a further advance

was out of the question. The arm}- was thoroughl}- exhausted

and could stand no further exertions. The losses had been

severe; 15 officers and 127 enlisted men were killed, and 69

officers and 945 enlisted men were wounded. There had to

be rest for this weary ami}- to gather itself for renewed

effort. During the night as much as possible was done to

intrench the position, and the next da}- saw somewhat better

conditions. Another great comfort on this day was the arri-

val of the forces that had been engaged at El Caney.

With July 2 the heavy rains of the season set in. It was

not enough to be engaged in a death grapple with a formida-

ble foe, but the weather added its share to render the con-

ditions of the arnn- almost unbearable. It was as severe
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a test as could be given, but the army was equal to it and

acquitted itself in its usual exemplar}- manner. During this

tr3ang da}- firing was kept up incessantl}', and during the

night several attempts were made by the Spaniards to recap-

ture their position. These were always repulsed with heavy

losses.

July 3 dawned the darkest of an}- day during the war. The
capture of Santiago had not been effected and the conditions

were not promising. It even looked rather doubtful whether

the problem could be solved. And now occurred something

entirely unlocked for and unexpected that changed the aspect

of affairs and brought a cheer from the throats of the worn-out

soldiers. At 10 o'clock that morning the Spanish fleet sailed

out of the harbor of Santiago, and was promptly met and utterl}-

destroyed by the American fleet. The victory was a glorious

one, and wrought a wonderful change in the condition of the

arm}' in the trenches. Cheer upon cheer went up from the

soldiers when the news of the Navy's accomplishment reached

them. It practically ended the Santiago campaign. Except

for firing on the afternoon of July 10 and the forenoon of July

II, hostilities ceased on the morning of July 3. From this

date to the day of capitulation, July 17, was a tedious and

discouragmg wait for the army. The position in the trenches

was maintained throughout the two weeks of negotiation. It

seemed as if the agreement for the capitulation would never

be reached, and both armies were kept in a state of constant

preparation to resume hostilities. Such an outcome was

avoided, however, and on July 17 the capitulation of the prov-

ince of Santiago went into effect.

For the present nothing remained to be done but take

possession of the cit\- and to accept the surrender. These

ceremonies were conducted on the morning of the 1 7th and

concluded with the raising of the vStars and Stripes on the

Government Palace in Santiago de Cuba.

Even now it is hard to believe that only a month had elapsed

since the start at Tampa until the campaign was over and

the task assigned had been thoroughly and satisfactorily

accomplished.

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 49
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OCCUPATION OF CUBA.

On July 16 the articles of capitulation were signed and

the surrender of the division of Cuba became an accomplished

fact. The task was well accomplished, but who can calculate

correctly with circumstances in war and prepare to meet all

contingencies? A new foe now made his appearance. The
dreaded j-ellow fever had broken ont, and on Jul}' 12, fonr

daj's before the capitulation, 100 cases had appeared in camp.

Here was an army exhausted by the campaign, reduced in

condition by hardships and exposure undergone, with 75 per

cent either subject to or recovering from malaria, ill-supplied

at best, and now came the problem how to combat the

dreaded yellow fever. There was only one course possible

and that was to send those not affected by fever to the United

States. Montauk Point was selected for the convalescent

camp and everj'thing done to prepare it for the returning

heroes. On August i orders were issued to send back the

cavalry division, and these orders were followed b}- instruc-

tions, sent August 3, providing for the repatriation of the

entire Fifth x\rmy Corps. Here again came work of a special

character to be performed under discouraging and untoward

circumstances. The expertness and fine training of the Army
was again called upon to make up for deficiencies that could

not be supplied because of lack of time, ^y the end of Augu.st

the members of the Fifth Army Corps, or what was left of

them, were again on United States soil, to be nursed back

to strength, the regiments to be reorganized and prepared for

further heav}- tasks of which these troublous times seemed

to have no end.

Cuba, however, was not left to itself, nor was the dut}'

required of the Army accomplished with the withdrawal of

the Fifth Corps. Work of a new kind now appeared for

that new army which took the place of those who had done

the fighting. In the mighty task of evolving order out of

the chaos brought about by the defeat of the Spaniards in

Cuba the Army justly claims the credit. A government

had to be reared to take the place of the one overthrown, and

for this duty the Army was well fitted, and applied itself
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with its usual diligence and accomplished the usual far-

reaching and great results.

Here was an entirely new field of action. Roiitine duty

in time of peace does not touch upon civil administration ; in

fact army officers are ordinarily credited ^\•ith knowing little

or nothing of cit}- and State government. But the work of

the Alilitary Academy has been well done, and no matter

how unfamiliar the task or how new the duty it was taken

up with the usual courage and handled with the same intel-

ligence that has always characterized the work of our Army,
no matter what it may have been.

The task of establishing a republican form of government

for the entire island of Cuba was one attended b}- many
difficulties and obstructions. There was a radical change

not onlv in the form of government, but in every part of

the administrative departments. The faults of the Spanish

method are too well known to require enumeration, and

these faults and the attending evils that had crept into the

administration of affairs in Cuba had to be eradicated, tooth

and nail.

What body of men could be found that could undertake

this hei-culean task better than the officers of the Army ?

Trained in absolute accuracy, true to ever}' trust imposed

upon them, immaculate in their conception of honest\- and

straight dealing, tested and never found wanting, imbued in

ever}- fiber with sound judgment and absolutely correct

appreciation of justice, the selection of this corps of officials

coiild not be surpassed. The purpose was to remove the

taint of maladministration under Spanish rule and to intro-

duce a republican form of government, in its purest state, for

the future example for the free Cuban people.

"Cuba," Congress declared, "should and by right ought to

be a free and independent State," but how much more that

meant than simpl}- driving out the Spaniards can only now
be appreciated when we look back upon the years of toil that

followed the evacuation of the island.

When finall}- the United States withdrew from Cuba, it

left the people not only released from the Spanish yoke, but

akso free in every sense of the word; the Government was
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intact and running smoothly, the revenues were honestl}' and

economicallv administered, police protection was provided foi,

sanitary protection—the one thing needed more than any

other—developed nearlj' to perfection ; in fact, provision had

been made for every want.

PORTO RICAX CAMPAIGN.

Though not as important as the Santiago campaign, the

expedition against Porto Rico was b}- no means an eas}- under-

taking. It involved, in the first place, a sea yo\-age of 1,200

miles, a landing in a strange countr}-, with the possibility

of opposition b}' a hostile force, the establishment of a base,

and then a campaign on foreign soil and in a tropical climate.

There was the advantage that the campaign would be con-

ducted in a friendly country, the Porto Ricans being tired of

the irksome Spanish 3'oke and read}' to welcome the liberating

army of invasion. Porto Rico was a Spanish possession, and

while it exercised no influence on the causes of the war j-et as

soon as warwas declared the island became an objective as much
as ever Cuba could be. From the ver^• start, therefore, the

general plan of the campaigns in the West Indies included an

attack upon Porto Rico. Success would mean the crippling

of Spanish power, and the quicker and harder the blows the

sooner would Spain sue for peace and thus end the war.

Before the corps at Tampa was ready, preparations for the

expedition to Porto Rico were well under way, but it was not

until June 26 that the final instructions were issued from the

War Department. It had been the intention to utilize all or

a part of the Fifth Arm\- Corps for this new expedition, as

soon as it could be spared from the task at Santiago. Sub-

seqtientl}- this was found to be impossible, for the appearance

of 3-ellow fever in the camps precluded their further journey

or their intermingling with fresh troops from the United

States. On July 8 the first part of the expedition sailed from

Charleston, comprising between 3,000 and 4,000 men. This

force went first to Guantauamo, Cuba, where it was expected

that it might be needed as reenforcement for the Fifth Corps.

On July 21, four days after the capitulation of Santiago, the
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expedition finally set sail. On July 20 and 24 additional

forces of 3,500 and 2,900 set sail from Charleston and Tampa,
respectively. It had been understood that the landing was to

be made at Point Fajardo, but this was onl}- a ruse to mislead

the Spaniards, and it was decided to disembark the army in

the harbor of Guanica. This movement was thoroughh' suc-

cessful, only very slight opposition being met with and the

landing was made without loss. The harbor was a good one,

with deep water close to the shore line and the operation of

disembarkation was comparative!}- eas}-. An ad\-ance was
immediately made on Ponce, and after a spirited skirmish the

latter place was occupied and the American flag raised. This
gave another point of landing, and the second and third expe-

ditions were disembarked there July 28 and 30.

Yet another expedition left Newport News on Juh* 2S, and
upon its arrival was directed to Arroyo, 45 miles east of

Ponce. The arrival of this last fleet, August 3, gave a total

force of 15,200 men. The time between the landing and

August 8 was spent in preparation and in arrangements for

the execution of the plan decided upon. In Cuba there had
been a definite objective; here in Porto Rico it was different.

While San Juan, the capital, was the ultimate objective, the

entire island was to be included in the theater of operations,

and columns were sent out in different directions to accom-

plish the overthrow of the Spanish military power. It was
a comprehensive and well-devised scheme and would have

quickl}' brought about the desired result.

The Spanish forces, driven out of Ponce and the surround-

ing territor}-, took up a strong position on the San Juan-Ponce

Road at Coamo and Aibonito. It was necessary to dislodge

these forces, and two columns were directed against them from
Ponce. A third column coming from Arroyo was directed

against Cayey, a small town in rear of Aibonito. Slight

opposition to this latter column was developed at Guayamo,
and again on the mountain road from the latter place to

Cayey. Both places were quickly taken with the loss of only

12 woiinded, and this column moved on the Spaniards, who
had taken a strong position to guard Cayey. Here a turning
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movement was in progress when the notification of the cessa-

tion of hostilities was received.

In the meantime the columns advancing on the main mili-

tary road had come upon the enemy at Coamo, and by a success-

ful flank movement had dislodged them there. The Spaniards

then withdrew to the strong position at Aibonito, which had

been rendered secure b}- intrenchments. Another flank move-

ment was decided upon and this was well under wa}' when it

was stopped by the news of the signing of the protocol. The
total casualties of this column were 2 men killed and 2 officers

and 3 men wounded. Two other columns had started on

August S to complete the overrunning of the entire island.

One of these columns proceeded from Ponce approximately

north toward Aricebo. The principal objective was reached

by the mountain pass leading through Adjuntas and Utuado.

The purpose of selecting this route was to cut of? the retreat

of the Spaniards from the vicinity of Ma3'aguez and Lares

toward San Juan. Although no opposition was met, the prog-

ress of this column was impeded b}' bad roads and difficult

mountain trails, and Utuado was reached onU' on August 12.

The next da}^ the news of peace stopped further advance.

The westernmost column was organized at Yauco and left

that place on August 9, the entire force numbering 1,500 men.

To the lot of this column fell the heaviest fighting on the

island, but, as in other cases, they acquitted themselves well,

and victor}- crowned e\er\- effort. The plan was to ad\-ance

through San German to Mayaguez, then through Lares to

Arecibo. San German was occupied on the morning of

August 10, and here it was learned that the Spaniards had

advanced from IVIayaguez to the vicinity- of Hormigueros to

resist the American advance. The American column advanced

immediately and engaged the enemv, who had the choice of

position. This availed the Spaniards little, for by a skillful

disposition of our forces they were compelled to withdraw with

a heavy loss. The American loss was 2 enlisted men killed

and I ofi&cer and 14 enlisted men wounded. On the morning

of August 1 1 the Americans occupied Mayaguez. The pur-

suit of the retreating enemv was undertaken immediately,

but it was not until August 12 that the opposing forces again
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encountered each other. This was near Lares. Further

operations of this column were suspended with the receipt of

the news of the signing of the protocol.

This short resume of the Porto Rican campaign gives an

idea of the cleverness of the plan and the thoroughness with

which the details were carried out. If its consummation had
not been stopped by the signing of the protocol, there is

no doubt but that the campaign in Porto Rico would have

included many other victories for our arms.

About 120 graduates of the ]\Iilitar\- Academy took part

in the campaign of Porto Rico, thus again giving the repre-

sentatives of our alma mater a large share in the operations

and aflfording another proof of the thoroughness of their

training.

The protocol between the United States and Spain was
signed on August 12 and no further hostilities took place.

The treaty of Paris, which was not signed until February,

1899, finally restored friendly relations between the two

countries. As a result of this treaty Porto Rico was turned

over to the United States. The occupation of Porto Rico

subsequent to the fighting and the installation of a republi-

can form of government went on quickl}-, and the efforts of

the Arm}' in this work were crowned with success. Porto

Rico is at present designated as one of the island posses-

sions of the United States, and is tranquil and content.

How completely and how thoroughly the work of the Army
was accomplished in this task of reconstructing the govern-

ment and institutions of Porto Rico can be assumed from

the fact that no army of occupation is needed, but the island

provides for its own security in ever}- respect.



THE SERVICES OF GRADUATES IN THE PHILIPPINES.

I. Military' Operations, bj- Lieut, Edwin R. Stuart. Corps of Engineers, l". S. Army {V. S. Military

Academy, :S96).— II. The Pacification of Batangas, by Capt. Herbert A. White, Eleventh Cavalry,

U. S. Army (C. S. Military' Academy, 1S95).

. Note by the Editor : The committee of the Academic Board iu

charge of the memorial volume has not been able to carry out its orig-

inal plans with respect to this chapter. As early as March, 1902, an

invitation to write the historj- of the .ser\'ices of the graduates in the

Philippines was sent to an officer of high rank and competence who,

unfortunatel}^ felt obliged to decline it on account of his duties; and

other invitations of the sort have been sent from time to time to five

other officers, all of whom were likewise obliged to decline, with regret,

on account of the pres.sure of official work. The di.spatch of letters to

the Philippines and to other stations, and the consequent delays, con-

sumed many months, and ended in disappointment. The committee

was so fortunate as to secure from Lieutenant Stuart an excellent

resume of the militarj^ operations in the islands, which is here printed.

But the histor}- would be incomplete without an adequate account of

the .splendid administrative work accomplished by the graduates iu all

parts of our new pos.sessions. The story is most honorable to all con-

cerned, and of absorbing interest. The Army was suddenly placed in

positions of immense re.spon.sibility and charged with entirely new
duties, among a people of foreign race, laws, language, religion, and

manners. Nothing in its past experience had prepared it for the novel

conditions, which required the highest degree of intelligence, courage,

resourcefulness, and sympathy on the part of the new rulers. Officers

in high command governed provinces as large as European states and

supenM.sed millions of people; young lieutenants just out of the .gray

jackets of the Academy were charged with the welfare of thousands in

the barrios. In e\-ery case the new responsibilities were met with

courage, intelligence, and good will; in a great proportion with real

skill, insight, and .sj'mpathy. The instant needs of each moment were

met and wise plans for the future developed. The plans devised by

the military arm of the Government were, in due time, approved and

accepted -ccithout chane:c l>y Congre.ss and became the policy of the

country.

The whole history is admirably summarized in the following para-

graph from an address by the Hon. Charles E. Magoon, of Nebraska,

and is more fully given in General Orders, No. 66, series of 1902, here

printed.

(770)
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"An examination of the great work performed in the Philippines in the develop-

ment of government, the promotion of commerce, the revival of industry, the estab-

lishment of schools, courts, and other means of promoting the peace of society and
advancing the progress of civilization, reveals the remarkable and gratifying fact

that the work was accomplished by exercising the military powers of the sovereigntv

of the United States. The Army, organized, trained, and equipped for the work of

destruction, was made an instrument of construction. The enginery of war was util-

ized as an agency of peace. That whicli was fashioned to overthrow and expel one
government was devoted to the purpose of erecting another. The war powers of this

nation, which are outside the limitations of our laws and Constitution, knowing noth-

ing of their restrictions, bound only by the discretion of the commander-in-chief
and the practices of civilized warfare, were effectively used to construct out of and
for an alien and recalcitrant, oriental people, ignorant of our form of government,
and of the principles upon which it is founded, a government, incorporating and
inculcating the principles and theories which have made the fnited States the fore-

most among the nations of the earth. vSo wisely, so justly, so efficiently were these

war powers used in building up the government of the Philippines, that when the

Congress of the United States was called upon to provide legislation for civil govern-
ment in those islands, that honorable body was unable to discover any improvement
upon the government created by executive action by exercise of the war powers, and
adopted and approved said government in whole and in part, and ratified and con-

firmed its every act and policy."

Ge:»er.\i, Orders, \ Headqu.\rters of the Army,
\ Adjutant-Gen'ER.^l's Office,

^'"•^6. J Washington, July ^, !go2.

The following has been received from the War Department:

War DEP.A.RTMENT, Washifigloii^Jiily 4, igoi.

To the Army of the United States:

The President upon this annivensary of national independence wishes to express

to the officers and enlisted men of the United States Army his deep appreciation of

the service they have rendered to the country in the great and difficult undertakings

which they have brought to a successful conclusion during the past year.

He thanks the officers and the enlisted men who have been maintaining order and
carrying on the military government in Cuba, because they have faithfully given

effect to the humane purposes of the American people. They have with sincere

kindness helped the Cuban people to take all the successive steps necessary to the

establishment of their own constitutional Government. During the time required

for that process they have governed Cuba wisely, regarding justice and respecting

individual liberty; have honestly collected and expended for the best interests of the

Cuban people the revenues, amounting to over sixty millions of dollars; have carried

out practical and thorough sanitary measures, greatly improving the health and low-

ering the death rate of the island. Bj- patient, scientific research they have ascer-

tained the causes of yellow fever, and by good administration have put an end to that

most dreadful disease, w-hich has long destroyed the lives and hindered the commer-
cial prosperity of the Cubans. They have expedited justice and secured protection

for the rights of the innocent, while they have cleansed the prisons and established

sound discipline and healthful conditions for the punishment of the guiltv. Thev
have reestablished and renovated and put upon a substantial basis adequate hospitals

and asylums for the care of the unfortunate. They have established a general system

of free common schools throughout the island, in which over two hundred thousand

children are in actual attendance. They have constructed great and necessary pub-

lic works. They have gradually trained the Cubans themselves in all branches of

administration, so that the new Government upon assuming power has begun its
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work with au experienced force of Cuban civil-service employees competent to exe-

cute its orders. They have borne themselves with dignity and self-control, so that

nearlv four years of military occupation have passed unmarred by injury or insult to

man or woman. They have transferred the government of Cuba to the Cuban people

amid universal expre.ssions of friendsliip and good will, and have left a record of

ordered justice and liberty, of rapid improvement in material and moral conditions

and progress in the art of government which reflects great credit upon the peoiik- of

the l"nited States.

The President thanks the officers and enlisted men of the army in the Philippines,

both regulars and volunteers, for the courage and fortitude, the indomitable spirit

and loyal devotion with which they have put down and ended the great insurrection

which has raged throughout the archipelago against the lawful sovereignty and just

authoritv of the United States. The task was peculiarly difficult and trying. They
were required at first to overcome organized resistance of superior numbers, well

equi]iped with modern arms of jirecision, intrenched in an unknown country of

mountain defiles, jungles, and swamps, apparenth" capable of interminable defense.

When this resistance had been overcome they were required to crush out a general

system of guerrilla warfare conducted among a people speaking unknown tongues,

from whom it was almost impossible to obtain the information necessary for success-

ful pursuit or to guard against surprise and ambush.

The enemies b}' whom they were surrounded were regardless of all obligations of

good faith and of all the limitations which humanity has imposed upon civilized war-

fare. Bound themselves by the laws of war, our soldiers were called upon to meet

every device of unscrupulous treachery and to contemplate without reprisal the inflic-

tion of barbarous cruelties upon their comrades and friendly natives. They were

instructed, while punishing anned resistance, to conciliate the friendship of the

peaceful, yet had to do with a population among whom it was impossible to dis-

tinguish friend from foe, and who in countless instances used a false appearance of

friendship for ambush and assassination. They were obliged to deal with problems

of communication and transportation in a country without roads and frequently

made impassable bj' torrential rains. They were weakened by tropical heat and

tropical disease. Widely scattered over a great archipelago, extending a thousand

miles from north to south, the gravest responsibilities, involving the life or death of

their commands, frequently devolved upon young and inexperienced officers beyond

the reach of specific orders or advice.

Under all these adver.se circum.stances the army of the Philippines has accom-

plished its task rapidly and completely. In more than two thousand combats, great

and small, within three years, it has exhibited unvarying courage and resolution.

Utilizing the lessons of the Indian wars, it has relentlessly followed the guerrilla

bands to their fastnesses in mountain and jungle and crushed them. It has put an

end to the vast system of intimidation and secret as,sassination by which the peaceful

natives were prevented from taking a genuine part in government under American

authority. It has captured or forced to surrender substantially all the leaders of the

insurrection. It has submitted to no discouragement and halted at no ob.stacle. Its

officers have shown high qualities of command, and its men have shown devotion

and discipline. Its splendid virile energy has been accompanied by self-control,

patience, and magnanimity. With surprisingly few individual exceptions, its cour.se

has been characterized by humanity and kindness to the pri.soner and the noncom-

batant. With admirable good temper, sympathy, and loyalty to American ideals its

commanding generals have joined with the civilian agents of the Government in

healing the wounds of war and a.ssuring to the people of the Philippines the bless-

ings of peace and prosperity. Individual liberty, protection of personal rights, civil

order, public instruction, and religious freedom have followed its footsteps. It has
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adflefl honor to the flag which it defended, and has justified increased confidence

in the future of the American people, whose soldiers do not shrink from labor or

death, yet love liberty and peace.

The President feels that he expresses the sentiments of all the loyal people of the

United States in doing honor to the whole Army, which has joined in the perfonn-

ance and shares in the credit of these honorable services.

This General Order will be read aloud at parade in every military post on the 4th

day of July, 1902, or on the first day after it shall have been received.

Elihu Root, Secrelaty of War.

By command of Lieutenant-General Miles:

H. C. CORBIN,

Adjutant-General, Major-General, U. S. Army.

The history of the pacification of the various provinces is yet to be

written. We are fortunate in being able to present such a historj- for

one of them. The work of Gen. Franklin Bell (U. S. M. A., 1878) was

seconded by every officer in his command, graduate and non-graduate

alike. The problem so magnificently solved by him was of the same

nature as those presented to others in every province of our new depend-

enc3'. When that history comes to be fully written it will reflect the

highest credit upon all concerned in its .solution.



MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES, 1898-1902.

By Lieutenant EDWIN R, STUART,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army [U. S. Military Academy, 2696).

AFTER the destruction of the Span-

ish ships on Ma}- i, 1898, the city

of Manila lay under the guns of the

United States fleet. On the land side of

the city was posted a hostile Filipino

force equal in number to the garrison.

The situation was hopeless for the Span-

ish. The presence of a sufficient number
of United States troops to garrison the

city was all that was necessary to force

a surrender. Early in August the nec-

essary troops arrived from the United

States, and on August 13 the city was

surrendered after a slight resistance to

an attack of the troops siipported by the

fire of the fleet. The insurgents entered

the cit}^ with our troops, and only after

two months of irritating negotiation, accompanied at times

by threats of forcible expulsion, were thej' dispossessed. It

is now known that even at this time the Filipinos were

planning resistance to the authorit}'- of the United States in

case the war wdth Spain should result in the occupation of

the islands by the Ignited States. Consequently the time

that inter\-ened between the surrender of Manila and the

outbreak of hostilities with the insurgents was one of most

exasperating tension, and caused the organization and trans-

portation to Manila of additional forces. Upon their arrival

the Eighth Ami}' Corps was organized.

(774)
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The commanders were as follows:

Eighth Corps: Maj. Gen. E. S. Otis. First Division,

Major-General Anderson : First Brigade, Brigadier-General

King; Second Brigade, Brigadier-General Ovenshine. Sec-

ond Division: Major-General MacArthur; First Brigade,

Brig. Gen. H. G. Otis; Second Brigade, Brigadier-General

Hale. First Separate Brigade, Brig. Gen. M. P. Miller.

This organization was expanded in March, 1899, by the

addition of one brigade nnder General Wheaton to the First

Division, and one brigade nnder General Hall to the Second

Division, formed of other troops from the United States. Hos-

tilities with the insurgents were precipitated on the evening

of February 4, 1S99, b}- a picket firing on an insurgent who
refused to halt. The firing was continued dviring the night,

and the next morning our troops assumed the offensive and

drove back the insurgents. The pumping station was occu-

pied, and the capture of Caloocan on February 10 established

the forces in a good position about Manila. General Miller's

brigade, which had been sent to Iloilo, Pana^-, in December,

now occupied that place. In a number of engagements in

the vicinity of Manila the insurgents were defeated, and the

provost guard kept the insurgents in the city in check.

Sufficient force was present for aggressive action. Manila,

Cavite, and Iloilo were strongly held. The operations thence-

forth consisted of expeditions or campaigns to effect the cap-

ture of some organized insurgent force, the occupation of

some place where protection was desired, or the relief of Span-

ish garrisons, which by the terms of the treat}' of peace were

to be repatriated.

The first of these expeditions was commanded by General

MacArthur, and comprised the brigades of Gens. H. G. Otis

and Hale. This expedition was at first conducted with the

object of capturing the insurgent force north of Manila,

but the turning column had not cut off the retreat of the

insurgents when they were driven northward b}- General

Wheaton. The pursuit of the insurgents northward along

the railroad was continued as far as San Fernando. Actions

were fought at Calumpit and Balinag. The movement was

assisted b^- an independent column of about 4,000 men,
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under General Lawton, operating to the east of the railroad.

The approach of the rainy season and the return of the State

volunteers prevented further aggressive action at this time.

Most of the conquered territorj^ was held. Cebu, island of

Cebu, and Bacolod, island of Negros, and Jolo, island of

Jolo, were occupied at this time, but the garrisons were too

small to accomplish anything beyond the occupation of the

towns.

By the seizure of some gunboats the insurgents in Min-

danao got possession of a considerable supply of arms and

ammunition, rendering the relief of the Spanish garrison at

Zamboanga by a small force impossible, and it was aban-

doned. The town was later captured b}' the Nav}' and

garrisoned b}- troops drawn from Jolo.

The diminution of our forces by the return of the State

volunteers enabled the insurgents to undertake aggressive

action, and punitive expeditions were sent to Morong, under

General Hall, and to the south of Manila, under General

Lawton. Only minor operations were undertaken during

Jul}' and August. In October the regiments of United States

Volunteers began to arrive, and the force increased to a

maximum of about 55,000 at the end of January, 1900.

The first aggressive action by the augmented force was

begun about the middle of October, 1899. ^^^ plan was for

General MacArthur to keep the insurgents occupied north of

Manila while the insurgents could be surrounded by sending

General Lawton to the east and north, then to swing west-

ward and unite with a force under General Wheaton, which

was to be landed at San Fabian, on the Gulf of Lingayen.

These operations were delayed by various causes, and before

the forces of Generals Lawton and Wheaton iinited Aguinaldo

and his followers escaped to the northward. The insurgent

army immediately disbanded, and the resistance from this

period on consisted principally of guerrilla warfare. Generals

Lawton and Wheaton began the pursuit of .\guinald(), but

did not succeed in capturing him. The Ignited States troops

soon overspread the entire northern end of Luzon.

General Wheaton was placed in command in northern
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Luzon, and General Lawton returned to Manila. While lead-

ing a small expedition against Mateo General Lawton was

killed in December. An expedition against the insurgents

in southern Luzon was then undertaken. General Bates

was placed in command, the two columns engaged in the

operations being under Generals Wheaton and Scliwan.

The general plan and the results were similar to those in

northern Luzon. The southern and southwestern parts of

Luzon were then occupied.

An expedition under Gen. J. F. Bell was then sent to Cama-
rines Province and later scattered garrisons over Mindanao.

From this time forward no resistance requiring the concentra-

tion of large bodies of troops was encountered, and the force

in the island was gradually scattered to better prosecute the

work of police restraint, the repression of the ladrones, and

the pursuit of small bands of insurgents.

Between January and June, 1901, the United States Volun-

teers returned to the United States and were replaced bj' a

reduced number of Regular troops. The dissemination of the

troops reached its greatest degree in March, 1901, v.-hen there

were over 500 separate garrisons in the islands.

The effective resistance in the islands was entirelj- subdued

by the close of the year 1900, and a further effective blow

was struck at the insurgent power by the capture of Agui-

naldo on March 23, 1901, b}- an expedition under General

Funston, carried out with the assistance of native troops.

General MacArthur succeeded General Otis in command,
and was in turn succeeded b)^ General Chaffee. Under these

two oflScers the work of stamping out the resistance of the

insurgents has been effectively continued. Gradually the

natives have been disarmed and civil government substituted

for the military government, until quiet reigns in the archi-

pelago with few exceptions, and these exceptions will soon

cease to exist.



THE PACIFICATION OF BATANGAS.

By Captain HERBERT A. WHITE,

Eleventh United Stales Cavalry. U. S. Army iU. 5. Military Academy, 1895).

TO FULLY understand the question in all its phases,

and particularly in those that show the need of the

concentration system, it will be necessary to explain the

methods Avhich enabled the insurgents to keep up their war-

fare and also to explain the kind of warfare that it was. In

submitting this explanation to the people of the L^nited States

I shall draw from captured insurrecto correspondence and

papers that came into ni}- office during active operations, and

I shall also quote from declarations submitted to the provost-

marshal of the brigade b}' the leading men of Batangas.

After showing the means whereby the insurrecto officials

raised the funds necessary to carry on the war and the readi-

ness with which these calls for funds were responded to, this

explanation will then show when and how the concentration

system was started, its effect iipon the natives to whom it was

applied, and its result upon the war.

At the time General Bell assumed command of the Third

Separate Brigade, about December i, 1901, all provinces of

the brigade, which included Batangas, Laguna, Tayabas,

Cavite, and the island of Mandoro, as well as some adjoining

provinces, were in a state of insurrection under the chief,

Miguel IMalvar. In a wordy declaration after the capture of

Aguinaldo Malvar declared himself jefe-superior April 19,

1901, and as such was recognized by other chiefs and b}' the

Hongkong junta, which organization, on receipt of Malvar's

declaration, put out, on Ma}' 31, 1901, a large placard with

(77S)
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the headlines " IMalvar no se Rinde"—Malvar does not

surrender.

Malvar on April 28, 1901, issued a general order, called

"General Dispositions and Instructions," that were to be fol-

lowed in Luzon and in the other islands under his command.
This was the first of a series of such general orders that

was issued b}^ him from April 28, 1901, to December 19,

1901. The second of these General Dispositions and Instruc-

tions, dated June 25, 1901, deals largely with the means of

collecting moue_v, supplies, and arms, and is given here in

full as well as some extracts from the first order, issued

April 28, 1901.

The American aiithorities were acquainted with these pa-

pers, copies of them having fallen into the hands of the mili-

tary at different times, and the entire set, some of them the

originals, was secured by Captain Bamford when he cap-

tured General Noriel and came so near getting Malvar, on

March 23, 1902, as to secure his papers and personal effects.

In the First General Disposition we find the following:

Chiefs of zones or provinces are empowered to accept monthly as an

ordinary war contribution 70 cents from each man and 30 cents from

each woman, which contributions will not affect the extraordinary con-

tributions which are required by abnormal circumstances.

The Second General Disposition is as follows:

In order to cover the losses produced by the continued desertions from

this time on in any pueblo not having an organized force of our army,

the citizen who is able to get together from 8 to 10 rifles to fight the

enemy will be considered a second lieutenant of infantry: 11 to 24 rifles,

first lieutenant; 25 to 49 rifles, captain; 50 to 99 rifles, major; without

other requisites than that of notifying these headquarters. These

organizations will be governed by di.spo.sitions and instructions of the

headquarters. All appointments heretofore made by Seiior Aguinaldo

and from these headquarters are confirmed, even when the number of

rifles does not correspond to the above category.

The officer who shows the most prestige and sympathy in his zone or

province and shows the most intelligent activity, energy, and honor,

will be commander of the same.

In addition to the ordinarj- contributions to the war in coin, the

military administrator will collect 10 per cent of the crops for the army

and national defense, collecting by force if necessary.

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 50
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The priests will coutribute $1.50 niouthly for ever}- thousand souls

under their charge. No one will be allowed to marry without having

contributed one or more rifles, according to his position and fortune.

Anyone turning over arms to the enemy after July 10, in addition to

being considered a traitor, will be obliged to turn over the number of

arms he has surrendered, and if he can not do this, $250 will be collected

for everj^ rifle surrendered; and in case of insolvency his lands or prop-

erty will pass into the hands of the military administrator and will be

used for the purchase of uew arms and for the assistance of the widows,

parents, and sons of our soldiers killed in the defense of the country, or

wounded in the same.

In addition to these, extraordinary contributions were

levied for the national defense, and many of the subordinate

chiefs levied contributions to supply their immediate needs

and those of their soldiers. These taxes were collected by
" pangolas," (tax collectors) in each barrio, a barrio being some-

thing like our township, only much smaller in area. These

pangolas were required to return a certain sum, depending

upon the wealth and number of people in their barrios.

Forced enlistments were also made, though an individual

was exempted from military service on the payment of an

amount varying from 10 to 20 pesos. Licenses were also

issued, even in towns where troops were stationed, and the

cockpits were regular contributors to the insurrecto fitnd. A
tax was also levied on the officials of the pueblos and the

provinces, and an official often fotmd himself in sore straits,

having to furnish a goodly portion of his salary to the

insurrectos."

This system of taxation was in full operation on December

I, 1901, and was being forced in every town, not excepting

the towns where military government under the American

troops was established.

When Malvar surrendered he was required to report every

morning at the office of the brigade provost-marshal (Captain

Boughton), where questions were continualh' coming up that

he could answer better than anyone else. The first morning

I took from him a statement regarding affairs in the Third

Brigade, and also in all the territory commanded by him. He
II See extracls from the declaration of Pedro Pastor, jriven later.
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gave me the following information respecting his system of

condncting the war.

He had, during the latter part of 1901, 2,500 effective guns.

This would impl}^ 2,500 soldiers actually armed with guns.

According to the insurgent method, one additional man armed

with a bolo accompanied each rifleman to take the rifle in

case the rifleman was wounded." This would implv 5,000

men actually in the field belonging to the regular force. In

addition each barrio had a company of bolomen, varying from

10 men upward, armed with bolos; and every able-bodied

man above the age of 16 not thus emploj-ed was classed

among the reserves and was liable to be ordered out at any

moment.

The theater of war was divided into zones, corresponding

somewhat to our departments or brigades, only very much
smaller, and over each zone was a general or colonel, and in

some cases a lieutenant-colonel. The following are the zones

actually under Malvar and the commanders who worked

under his orders:

oriental Batangas

Occidental Batangas

I^ipa and Binaii

I,aguna

Morong
Oriental Tayabas

Occidental Tayabas

Alamiuos, Bay, Calanang

Mindora

Department of the South.

Visayan Islands

Cavite

Infanta

Commander.

Casala

Marsigan

.

Gonzales

.

Caballes..

Asuncion

.

Marques.

.

Mayo
Ramos . .

.

Atienza .

.

Lucban . .

.

Maxilom .

Noriel . . . .

Ascarraga

Rank.

Colonel.

Lieutenant-colonel.

General.

Colonel.

Do.

Do.

Lieutenant-colonel.

Colonel.

Do.

General

Do.

Do.

Do.

These commanders probably never had more than 250 to

300 men in one place at any one time, but were simply carrying

on guerrilla w^arfare. In General Dispositions, No. i, Malvar

ordered that engagements be abstained from until there was

notice of a general movement. Thej^ realized the correctness

*iThe writer found this system carried out in a small engagement he had with the insurgents in

Tayabas during February. 1902.
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of Pedro Pastor's advice and acted upon it; that regular battle

should never be given the Americans, because the}- would

always conquer and annihilate the insurgents. Thej' never

made an attack unless they occupied superior advantages as

regards position, and they never engaged in an open fight.

Moreover, the men we fought to-day A\'ould probably be the

aniigos in the streets to-morrow, their guns and bolos hidden,

and they themselves back in town until again called out by

their chiefs. Should the Americans come upon an insurrecto,

unless caught red-handed with a gun in his hand, he would

plead that he was a friend and was simply working in the

fields or else passing to market, or one and all of a thousand

specious lies invented to deceive the Americans.

I quote quite freel}- from the confession of the presidente

of Batangas, Jose Villaneuva, one of the ablest Filipinos in

the islands, and also from the confession of Pedro Pastor,

clerk of the court of the first instance for the seventh judicial

district. They are but samples of what was being done con-

tinually throughout the brigade. The provost-marshal's desk

is full of similar ones from the leading men of Batangas, and

the provost judges of other towns have received the like from

the leading men of their sections. A collection of them would

make a large book and one scarcely to be equaled in the tales

of treachery and deceit that surrounded the American troops

during their entire sta}- in the islands, and made success

impossible in any system of warfare except the concentration

system, which cut off supplies and contributions formerly

enforced b}- the insurgents.

\^Extract from tlw dcdaration of ]'illaneiiva, rclto ivas presidente of

Batangas under Itie insurgent government.

1

Before the entrance of the Americans, the FiHpino militarj' men
requested all the arms and ammunition of the police, and also the mem-
bers of the force. I had charge of only one corporal and four or five

guards for the transmission of messages. After the entrance of the

Americans (into Batangas), I sent these police with a letter to the mili-

tary commander consenting that thej- enter the service of the insurgents,

and if they did not they could leave their guns iu the mountains where

Colonel Rillo was stationed." A Mauser rifle, my propertj-, was given

"Colonel Rillo .it this time was chief of the oriental zone of Batangas: he died shortly afterwards

and was succeeded by Casala.
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to the corporal, who had stayed by my side till the entrance of the

Americans. Another gun, a carbine which I had in trust for Father

Jacinto, cure of the city, was afterwards lost in a deep fissure in the

mountains.

From the time of my surrender to Colonel Anderson I was sometimes

in an anomalous condition, as in the meantime other presidentes of some

cities continued in their office or with the military, but I considered I

was without authority and fit only for agriculture. Many citizens, not-

withstanding, recognized me yet as before, and also .some cabezas ( heads

of barrios) came to me for consultation.

I received an order from Colonel Rillo, convoking a great conference

and ordering me to attend. I went to the said conference, in the moun-

tains in the vicinity of the barrio of San Miguel, and there met Sefior

Rillo, who did not wish or care to leave his hiding place, and only took

office to preside at the meeting, to determine, if I do not forget, the form

of collecting contributions for a war fund." In all there was much
.said to the people, which tended to reunite their re.spect for property,

fraternity, and constancy in their work, as there had been many excesses

committed on this class. It was agreed to collect from the citizens a

contribution equal to the cedula tax in the time of the Spaniards.

In one of the conferences which I attended I turned over to Captain

Nicomedes 70 pesos which came, as I remember, from a local fund which

was in charge of Pedro Pa.stor.

I returned to live in the fields to avoid being thougli an Americanist,

becau.se at that time the papers were beginning to speak of these as well

qualified for laudable as.sas.sination.

Some time after this, one or two months, I received a commuuication

from Crisanto Borruel, major of insurgents, reque.sting that the cabeza

of the barrio of either Tinga or San Pedro, I do not now remember

which, should be displaced on account of poor services. I answered

conforming to this in everything, as I did not feel able to tell them that

I would have nothing to do with them. About this time I received an

order for mone},- to the value of 20 pesos, as I remember, but I gave

only 15 pesos and about a month later I received another order to which

I replied by giving 8 pesos.

In March, which is the month for harvesting sugar cane, I received

notice about an order from General Malvar requesting sugar by wa}- of

contribution for the troops from all owners of sugar mills. My father

then prepared under mj- orders a pair of kerosene oil cans full for this

contribution, and tuiquestionably it was given, though I never received

a receipt.

In April or May of the same year, 1900, the lieutenant of the barrio

collected a contribution of palay (rice in the husk). I sent 5 pesos in

place of palay and my father sent two cavans of rice.''

" This was before .Malv.Tr assumed eoniinatul. h \ cavan is about i-jo pounds.
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In June of the same year I went to Manila to procure a new stock for

my drug store in this city. This had hardly been well established to

advantage when I received a message from the insurgents requesting a

long list of medicines, signed, if I remember correctly, by Colonel Casala

or bj^ Major Cantos. This I concluded to be a bad beginning for my
business. If the whole list had been filled it would have cost 50 or 60

pesos, but making the excuse that I did not have many of the articles

which figured in the li.st I gave onlj- antipyrine, quinine, iodoform, and

other medicaments of common u.se, to the value of 20 to 24 pesos.

When later they sent to me requesting saltpeter and sulphur for the

manufacture of powder I considered it serious indeed, for these things

were considered contraband of war. I could freely give medicaments,

morally from a humanitarian standpoint, but in this I could not oblige

them, giving the excuse that I had hardh- one hundred grams of salt-

peter. This drug is but little used in pharmacy, and on account of

the state of war was prohibited from being sold in large quantities in

Manila.

In the month of February, 1901, I was greatly surprised at being

elected president of the Federal party. Though at another time I would

covet this exceedingly, j-et I could not incur the hate of the insurgents

toward the Federals. At last I decided to accept the presidencj', and to

insure my personal safet>- on m>- farm, where there were no guards, I took

the remedy of writing to Colonel Casala asking permission to accept this,

and if not given, for him to come and capture me, so that I could be

away from the party. Excessive congratulations were in his answer,

which was in effect an order that I should continue as president of the

Federal party.

Some time in the fall of 1901 I received a package of copies of letters

of the revolutionary connnittee of Hongkong, .signed bj- Galicano

Apacible. In these letters General Malvar was much applauded. The
capture of Aguinaldo was much lamented, and also the surrender of

many generals at the same time, which tended much to reduce the patriot-

ism of the Filipinos. Yet Malvar was above all this, and in him the

committee congratulated themselves that they still had a native land if

he did not surrender.

\_R.\tracl fioiii the declaration of Pedro Pastor, then nninieipal secretary,

but nou< clerk of the court ofjirst instance for the seventh Judicial districtJ\

In the time of Colonel Rillo, when the Americans entered the city

—

Tuesday, January 16, igoo, at 9 o'clock, a. m.—I was tax collector of

this district, and the money in the local treasurj- of the citj^ under my
authority, collected from December 31, 1S99, when I rendered my last

account to the provincial treasurer, was about 150 pesos. This was

taken from me b\' an American lieutenant who stopped me in.side the

town as I was proceeding on horseback to take this money to the insur-

gents. In my building in the barrio of Mahabangdahilig, Batangas,
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there was deposited some money of the provincial treasury, which I

think amounted to about 600 pesos. I took this money from the place

two or three daj^s after the entrance of the Americans and turned it over

to the insurgent tax collector.

Beginning in the month of February and continuing to the end of

April I accepted the accounts of all the municipal officers to the amount
of 200 pesos and turned it all over to Colonel Rillo.

Beginning about January 14, 1900, I charged a tax of i peseta (20

cents Mexican) on ever}- document, credentialsof ownership, and transfers

of stock, until the actual establishment of the municipality on Ma}- 22,

and this fund was used to purchase articles for Colonel Rillo and Colonel

Casala.

I maintained written and verbal correspondence under the assumed

name of "Sinapaloc" with Rillo, who used the name "Loray," with

Nicomedes Yrineo, who signed " Dimas-Upil," and with Ca.sala, alias

"Lasac," sending them papers, and also told them never to attack the

city as they could not be victorious and to content themselves with a

guerrilla warfare, existing on the American ammunition and rations, and

to be careful and not let any misfortune overtake their persons, to hide

well so as not to be captured, and to prolong the war for an indefinite

period, because only by endurance could the nationalist cau.se hope to

triumph.

To the above-mentioned chiefs I took contributions in money of which

I do not know the exact amount, but which did not exceed 200 pesos,

and 40 cavans of palay, for the months of Februar}- and March, igoo.

Later to the company of Yrineo I sent 20 pesos in money and medicines

to the value of 17 pesos.

Martin Cabrera (colonel and predecessor of Marasigan as chief of the

occidental zone of Batangas) asked me for rice for his .soldiers at Taal,

but I did not send him any, replying that I had sent 300 pesos to the

government of Malolos before the breaking out of hostilities. Ramon
Atienza at Taal wrote me and asked for contributions on three different

occasions before he went to take command in Mindoro. The first tirrie

I sent him 20 pesos, the second time 10 pesos, and the third 5 pesos, all

in bank notes.

During the sugar season of this year I sent the insurgents two ollas of

sugar from each of my sugar mills."

On December 24, 1900, Manuel Scarella, captain, asked me for a pair

of patent-leather shoes as a Christmas present. I did not answer, Init I

sent to the camp 10 pesos for the poor soldiers.

In January and February, 1901, I sent to Casala 7 pesos with a letter

requesting that Bernardo Andal be exempted from .sen-ice as a soldier, as

he had but recently married. In the same months I also sent Casala 25

« An oUa is about loo pounds.
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pesos, requesting the exemption from service of an agent of nn- luicle,

which request was granted. Later I sent Soriano, captain, four large

mats that he had requested, and also 200 pesos to Casala.

In Jiuie, 1901, I received notice from Casala that the third part of my
salary as municipal secretary should be sent him, and I answered that on

account of my money resources being almost exhausted in place of the

third part of my pay I would give him 6 cavans of pala\- each month,

and I suggested that he take it from my place in the barrio of San

Aiigustin, Ibaan, and I give orders to my agent in the said barrio that

he should always have 6 cavans of palay in readiness each month to be

given when he should be shown the name " Lasac." Casala wrote me
in October that on account of the difficulty in transportation he had not

at that date gotten an^' palaj-, and he asked me to hold a proportionate

amount in readiness for him in my place in the ))arrio of Mahabangda-

hilig, Batangas, and I accordingly gave orders to this effect in that

barrio.

During all this time, from January, 1900, to November, 1901, I had

frequent correspondence with the insurgents, both verbal and written.

I had regular messengers in my house, and among other things I told

the chiefs that regular battle should never be given the Americans,

because they would always conquer and annihilate the insurgents. On
two or three occasions I sent notice to the insurgents when an American

expedition was to .set out, to what place it was going, and for what pur-

pose. At other times I gave data about the location of the Americans

inside the city, for example, that there was one company in the convent,

another in the house of Rameriz, another in the house of Genato,

another in that of Felipe Borbon; and also their change in location in

the city, and that thej' had their rations in the government building

and their war munitions in the lower part of the convent.

At the risk of repetition let me again call the attention of

the reader to the fact that the actions of these two men, the

presidente and the secretary of the town, living in the town

and stipposed to be friendly to the Americans, are btit exam-

ples of nearly every inhabitant of the Third Brigade at the

time General Bell took command. The man who received

the Americans with the greatest protestations of friendship

was quite sttre to be the worst spy in town. All that were

met or seen were amigos of the Americans and had never

done anj'thing to help the insurgent cause. One of the

stotitest to deny all acctisations of correspondence with the

instirgents was this very Pedro Pastor, who continued in his

denials until confronted by Captain Boughton, the provost

marshal, with undeniable proofs which were found in some
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captured correspondence in spite of Pedro's excessive careful-

ness.

Men and squads of men without commission, without being

part or portion of the regularly organized hostile army, with-

out sharing continuously in the war, but with intermittent

returns to their homes and avocations, and with frequent

assumptions of the semblance of peaceful pursuits, divesting

themselves of the character and appearance of soldiers, com-

mitted hostilities hy fighting and making raids of various

kinds, after which they concealed their arms and returned

to their homes, posing as peaceful citizens, secretly and

often openl}' living in the same towns with garrisons of our

troops. They accepted local offices from the government and

took the oath of allegiance solelv for the purpose of improv-

ing their opportunities and facilities to deceive the Americans

and to treacherously aid and assist the cause of the insurrec-

tion. In proof of these statements one has only to look at

the convictions before military- commissions of the crime of

the violation of the oath of allegiance.

Should an}- one ask me why these men, in towns garrisoned

by American troops, furnished this mone}- and these supplies,

I could answer in no better waj" than bv quoting General

Orders, No. 259, Headquarters Division of the Philippines,

1901, which full}- explains the reason, and which has been

hinted at above in Villeneuva's declaration.

General Orders,
)

Headquarters
'

Division of the Philippnes,
No. 259. \ Manila, P. /., September 7, igoi.

Before a military commis,sion which convened at Binan, Laguua, was
arraigned and tried Euligio Aloniia, alias Toj'o, a native.

Charge i

.

—Kidnapping.

Specification: In that he, Eulogio Alomia, alias Toyo, native, did, in

the pueblo of Binan, Province of L,aguna, Luzon, P. I., then as now
occupied by United States troops, at a time then as now of insurrection,

in company with other natives, unlawfully, by force, and with intent to

do bodily harm, kidnap and carrj- away Mateo Carabo, native.

This in the pueblo of Binan, Laguna Province, on or about July S,

1900.

Charge z.—Murder.

Specification: In that he, Eulogio Alomia, alias Toyo, native, on or
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about July 8, igoo, then as now a time of insurrection, at or near Binan,

Province of Laguna, Luzon, P. I., a place then as now under the mili-

tary government of the United States, did willfully, feloniously, and with

malice aforethought, kill and nnirder one Mateo Carabo, native, by stab-

bing him, the said Mateo Carabo, inflicting thereby wounds whereof he,

the said Mateo Carabo, then and there died.'

Plea.—Not guilty.

Finding.—Guilty.

Sentence.—And the commission does therefore sentence liim, Eulogio

Alomia, alias Toyo, native, to confinement at hard labor, at such place

as the reviewing authority may direct, for the period of thirty 3'ears.

In the foregoing case it appears that this accused, Eulogio Alomia,

alias To_vo, at the pueblo of Binan, Province of Laguna, P. L, about

July 8, 1900, kidnapped from his house one Mateo Carabo, and there-

after killed him with a dagger. It further appears that the accused was

one of the official executioners appointed by and acting under the orders

of Lieut. -Col. Eustacio Castelltor, and it does not appear that the

accused had not ample opportunity to avoid obedience to this illegal

order and .seek protection from the American authorities.

As illu.strative of the methods pursued by his superior officers, the fol-

lowing quotation is taken from a written confession of the accused, made

in the presence of witnesses, prior to his trial and admitted by him on

his trial to be true and correct: "I carried a letter of authorization

* * * to act as a special agent, which means authority to commit

murder. Each time a murder was ordered, a letter was sent to one of

four men (above named) by one of the chiefs (naming them). After-

wards this letter was taken up and burned. If a man did not pay his

contributions to the insurgent tax collector he was ordered to be killed."

This confession is so in line with numberless well-established cases that

its substantial truth may be accepted with little doubt.

The sentence approved b}- the department commander is confirmed and

will be duly executed at the Presidio de Manila, to which the prisoner

will be sent under proper guard.

By command of Major-General Chaffee:

\V. P. H.\LL,

Assistant Adjutant-Gcneral

.

As late as Juh' 2, 1902, the writer forwarded and appro\-cd

the death sentence passed upon three natives, soldiers of Gon-

zales's column, \vho went into the open market place at Tana-

uan, Batangas Province, and killed the native interpreter of

the American troops in that place. There was no motive

other than that he was an Americanista, and, though tlicy did

not claim so openl}-, the}- were ordered to kill this man, as did
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the accused in the case above given. In fact, it has been

qnite a most delicate question for coniniissions and reviewing

authorities to determine upon the guilt and the amount of

punishment to be meted out to murderers that acted under
orders from insurrecto officers.

Against such treachery as this the American arm}- had
been waging war unsuccessfully for over two j'ears. And
this failure was not due to an^- lack of activity or abilit}- on

the part of the American troops. But many times the num-
ber of troops that were emplo^-ed would never have been able

to track down the guerrilla bands, for besides the mountain

topography, the insurrecto soldiers at night would have slipped

out of the comer in which the}- found themselves and disap-

peared, and the following day there would be none but friendly

natives when the troops returned to their towns. Such war-

fare as we had been waging in the Philippines was not suc-

cessful. The Arni}-, under the most trying circumstances,

had fought a foe quite savage in its instincts, for the massacre

at Balangiga was under control of Lucban, Malvar's general

in Samar. In fact, the war in the Philippine Islands, due

to a desire of the American people to carrj- on the theoretical

dream of a humanitarian war, had become more or less of a

failure, and this was taken by the insurgents as a sign of

weakness.

Grown weary of a war that reflected little credit upon

American arms, except for the wonderful examples of indi-

vidual braver}' and the remarkable state of discipline shown

by the troops in not taking harsh measures, either by retal-

iation or otherwise, the unequaled Wheaton determined to

wage war as it had been waged by Grant and Sherman, when
after three years of fighting they decided to crush the rebel-

lion in 1S64. He chose as his lieutenant the youngest and

most energetic brigadier in the islands. Gen. J. Franklin Bell,

and ordered him to carry out drastic measures in Batangas

and Laguna, the hotbeds of the insurrection.

It is unfortunate that the people of the United States have

derived their ideas of a concentration system from the recon-

centrado policy of General Weyler in Cuba, when a Cuban

junta in Washington spread broadcast over our land the
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awful pictures of star\-ation in the Cuban camps. And the

people either could not or would not dissociate these pictures

from the true state of affairs in Batangas, and papers in the

States, supposed to be reputable, began printing pictures of

W'evler when publishing articles on General Bell's campaign

in Batangas.

The concentration was ordered by General Bell on Decem-

ber 8, 1901, by telegraphic circular No. 2, which is as

follows

:

fTelegram.]

Telegraphic Circular A^o. 2.

Batangas, December 8, igoi
To all Station Commanders:

111 order to put an end to all enforced contributions now levied by

insurgents upon the inhabitants of sparsely settled and outlying barrios

and districts, by means of intimidation and assassination, commanding

officers of all towns now existing in the firovinces of Batangas and

Lagnna, including those at which no garrison is stationed at present,

will immediately specify and establish plaiulj' marked limits surrounding

each town, bounding a zone within which it may be practicable with an

average-sized garrison to exercise supen-ision over and furnish protec-

tion to inhabitants (who desire to be peaceful) against the depredations

of armed insurgents. These limits may include barrios which exist

sufficiently near the town to be given protection and super\-ision by the

garrison, and should include some ground on which live stock could

graze, but so situated that it can be patrolled and watched. All ungar-

risoned towns will be garrisoned as soon as troops become a\-ailable.

Commanding officers will also see that orders are at once given and

distributed to all the inhabitants within the jurisdiction of towns over

which they exercise supervision , informing them of the danger of remain-

ing outside of these limits and that unless they move by December 25

from outlying barrios and districts, with all their moveable food supplies,

including rice, palay, chickens, live stock, etc., to within the limits of

the zone established at their own or nearest town, their property (found

outside of said zone at said date) will become liable to confiscation or

destruction. The people will be permitted to move hoirses from outlying

districts should they desire to do so or to construct temporary shelter for

themselves on any land vacant within the zones without compensation

to the owner, and no owner will be permitted to deprive them of the

privilege of doing so.

In the discretion of commanding officers, the price of necessities may
also be regulated in the interest of those thus seeking protection.
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As soon as peaceful conditions ha\-e been established in the brigade

these persons will be encouraged to return to their homes and such

assistance will be rendered then: as may be found practicable.

J. F. Bell,

Brigadier- Ge^ieral, Commanding

.

The order was carried out by commanding officers in the

spirit in which it was given. People came into the towns,

bringing all their provisions and household effects with them,

and were sheltered in the houses of relatives and friends or

else made shelter for themselves. After this order was issued

parties were sent out, mostly natives guarded by small detach-

ments, to gather the palay and food stuffs of the neighbor-

hood, and whatever was found was brought into the towns,

and after giving a certain portion to the gatherers, the rest

was stored under guard for future issue to the poor. In the

inaccessible parts of mountains the palay that could not be

reached b}* cariboti train was destroyed. Telegraphic circtilar

No. 7 is given below to show the working of the S3'stem:

[Telegram.

J

Telegraphic Circular No. 7.

Batangas, p. I.. December /j, igoi.

To all Station Commanders:

Though section 17, General Orders 100, authorizes the starving of

unarmed hostile belligerents, as well as armed ones, providing it leads

to a speedier subjection of the enemy, it is con.sidered neither justifiable

nor desirable to permit an\- persons to starve who have come iuto towns

under our control seeking protection. Although many of these persons

can unquestionably be classed as enemies with perfect justice, it is too

difficult to discriminate between the hostile and tho.se who realh- desire

peace to inaugurate or permit any policy of starvation under such cir-

cumstances. Every proper effort will be made at all times to deprive

those in arms in the mountains of food supplies, but in order that those

who have assembled in the towns may not be reduced to want it is abso-

lutely essential to confiscate, transport to garrisoned towns, and save for

future contingencies, whenever possible, every particle of food supplies

which may be found concealed in the mountains for insurgents or aban-

doned at a distance from towns.

Therefore, instead of destroying animals and food products found b>'

troops under such circiunstances, commanding oflScers will make every

possible effort to see that such animals and food are brought into the

nearest town and kept under the control of the military authorities for
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future use. In accomplishing this, all means of transportation may be

seized and every able-bodied male impressed and marched under guard

to transport such food products into towns.

Though it is recognized that it may be difficult at times to accomplish

the above instructions, it is expected that every reasonable effort will be

made to do so, even at the expen.se of time, care, and labor, and that no

rice or food will be destroyed except where absolutely impracticable to

get it into towns. It should not take more than a week to completely

clear out all outlying districts of food products. Station connnanders

will begin at once to hunt for and bring in these .supplies. Food al)an-

doned may be given to tho.se town people who will bring it in, if inqios-

sible to get it in for the government.

Storehouses in which to store these products will be taken possession

of, or when none are available the presidente will be required to build

one with labor and material of the town without compensation from the

government. These products will be carefully preserved hy the garrison

for future use in accordance with a system to be announced hereafter.

The rice of persons believed to be disloyal, beyond an amount nece.s.sary

for themselves and dependents, may be confiscated and preserved for the

same purpose.

No rice or food supplies thus seized will be fed to public animals, nor

will any of it be consumed by troops except in case of emergency and

necessity. None of this food will be issued gratis to well-to-do people

who have means and property on which they can raise money to buy it,

but when such people have no rice and are unable to purchase it else-

where, these government stores may be sold in small quantities at a

reasonable rate. The money thus accumulated will be used to purchase

other rice in Manila to be transported by the government and resold at

the same price or issued gratis to paupers.

The utmost care will be taken in regi.stering paupers and the members

of their families, in order that frauds may be prevented in the gratuitous

issue of food.

In the discretion of subdi.strict commanders, after con.sulting station

connnanders, a uniform .scale may be established, regulating the prices

that may be charged by merchants for ordinary and necessary food sup-

l)lies. Subdistrict commanders may also transfer any surplus of gov-

ernment stores from one town to another that needs it worse.

It is the purpose of this order to place the burden of feeding the poor

upon the wealthy classes whose disloyalty has brought on and maintained

this war, and upon tlio.se who still remain disloyal, especially upon those

who are actively .sympathizing, contributing to, and otherwise a.ssisting

the insurrection. See provisions of .sections 21, 37,3^, and 156, General

Orders, No. 100.

J. F. Bell,

lirigadicr-Geiieral, Covniianding.
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In the city of Batangas the provost-marshal established a

poorhouse, called the "poor hospital," where the people that

were brought in sick were kept, fed, and treated by an army
medical officer until they were well. There was, however,

little sickness in any of the camps of the brigade. This

poorhouse in Batangas became a refuge for families whose

heads still remained in the field, and it excited the admira-

tion of all who cared to investigate the concentration system.

It is to be noticed that General Malvar, in giving to the world

the reasons, for his surrender, did not nor could he truthfulh-

give as one of his reasons compassion for the people inside

the zones. They needed no compassion. The}- were fed, pro-

vided with shelter, poor funds arose in every town out of the

sale of pala}' and rice, and the only people suffering were the

insurgents in the field, that with almost mulish stubbornness

remained out long after the end was a foreseen conclusion.

One advantageous feature of bringing the people into the

towns was that they became acquainted with the Americans.

Probabl}- 60 per cent of the people of Batangas had never

seen an American, and as the}' came in touch with us they

found the}' were not maltreated, as they had been told b}- the

insurgents they would be; they found the}- were fed and

housed ; thev found their personal rights were not interfered

with, and their individual libert}- onl}- restricted as was nec-

essar}' under war measures.

When Malvar surrendered on April 16, 1902, the zones

were broken, prison doors flew open to all but criminals, and

General Bell and his officers set to work to help repair the

homes, while camotes, seed corn, and seed palay were fur-

nished from the poor fund for planting. Families returned

to their homes, fields were put under cultivation, and peaceful

vocations were once more resumed. Rice was furnished at a

nominal cost, and as it was cheaper than the people had

known it to be for 3-ears, it was readil}' sold. IMoney

appeared, some of it bearing evidence of having been buried

in the earth, and the Filipinos recognized that the United

States Government was not as bad as the}- had feared. Rice

is still being sold to the people by the government, they pay-

ing for it in money, or lime, or by working on the roads.
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No suffering in Batangas that I have seen has been due to

a scarcity of food, and the other day it was found impossible

to hire boys to work on the plaza in front of the church at

pulling weeds. Boys were playing in the streets, but the)-

did not want to work. Such is a true picture of bleeding

Batangas.

And, now, what did the concentration system accomplish?

In a little less than four months it put an end to a guerrilla

warfare that otherwise would have continued for years, with

ladrones terrorizing the people; it compelled the siirrender

of Malvar, who would not otherwise have surrendered; it

made possible a civil go\'ernment which, under native gover-

nors, took control in both Laguna and Batangas on the ist

and 4th of Jul}-; it brought peace to a ladrone-ridden race,

with less suffering than could have been expected; it made

the Filipinos acquainted with the Americans, and made them

realize that the Army of the United States is here simply to

bring peace and de\-elopment to them and open for them a

road to a civilization and a pursuit of happiness stich as the

brown people have never dreamed. They have felt the

weight of the mailed fist, it is true, but it was not harsh, and

it was laid upon them by as gentle a hand and guided b}- as

humane a heart as American civilization has ever produced.







THE SERVICES OF GRADUATES IN CHINA, 1900-1901.
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THE recrudescence of antagonism to for-

eigners in China in the year 1900 became
known as the "Boxer" uprising. The promi-

nence and leadership of a society of fanatics

which for manj- years had been in existence

and to which the name "Boxer" was given in

translation of the Chinese appellation, perhaps

not with entire correctness, brought about this

popular designation. The society is said to

have received the encouragement of the Bud-

dhist monks who possessed power and control

over large masses of the populace, and who
feared that the teachings and commercial enter-

prise of foreigners would subvert their power.

Eventually the Empress Dowager, who, possi-

bly in her ignorance, hoped to see the absolute

exclusiveness of the Empire once more restored,

secretly gave her influence and assistance to the

agitators. The suiTerings of the Chinese people

at large from famine and from the oppressions of their rulers

placed the masses in a state of mind favorable to any move-

ment which would alleviate their condition, and they were, on

account of their unhappy state, the more easily persuaded

that the extinction of "foreign devils" was a necessary step

to secure the favor of their gods and obtain relief. The
teachings of the Boxers were fanatical. The}' believed that

a course of phj-sical training persistently practiced would

render them invulnerable to foreign bullets. This belief was

accepted by even intelligent and educated Chinamen, and the

specious explanation that they who suffered death had not

sufi&cieutly practiced the art of ph_ysical development was

accepted with unquestioning faith.

(795)
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Altlioiigh all foreigners in China knew that the}- were a

hated lot, and that the}- pursued at some personal risk their

various occupations as missionaries, merchants, railroad build-

ers, and even as representatives of their several governments,

or as employees of a Chinese administrative bureau—the cus-

toms service—they were not so apprehensive of danger in the

early part of the year 1900 as to withdraw from their occu-

pations, even though located in remote districts of the Empire.

The animosity of the Boxers was at iirst directed chiefly

against the natives of their own land who had become Chris-

tians under the teachings and guidance of the missionaries.

One English missionary was, however, murdered in Decem-

ber, 1S99. For this crime the representatives of the foreign

Governments at Pekin obtained punishment of the murderers,

and at their solicitation the Empress Dowager, who held the

reins of government, issued decrees against the secret socie-

ties, which were the reported leaders of all the outrages against

the native Christians. These decrees were adroitl}' worded,

and were pronounced b}^ some students of the situation to

indicate sjmipathy with the movement and a purpose to

secretly aid the societies rather than a determination to sup-

press them.

The measures taken were, at all events, so ineffectual that

after repeated protests by the foreign ministers the latter

deemed it expedient to ask their Governments to send war

ships to Chinese waters, the requests being made simultane-

ously by the English, American, French, German, and Ital-

ian ministers, in March, 1900.

The indignities imposed upon native Christians increased

during the spring months, and the Boxer societies attained

greater power and influence among the people, becoming

bolder in their aggressions, and the Chinese troops which the

Government had sent to disturbed districts were either unable

or unwilling to restrain them. Missionaries in remote parts

of the Empire now became alarmed. Some fled to Pekin,

Tientsin, and the coast cities, but man}-, unwilling to abandon

their Christian converts, clung to their posts, hoping the for-

eign ministers would still be able to compel effective measures

for their protection.
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The gravit}' of the situation was not full}' appreciated by

all the ministers. The British and American were loth to take

steps which would place their Governments in a criticising,

or, possibly, belligerent attitude toward China. As late as

May 21 the British minister in a note to his Government,

expressed the opinion that he did not share the gloomy antici-

pations of the French Fathers, that he was convinced a few

days' heavy rainfall to terminate the long drought would do

more to restore tranquility than an^^ measures which either

the Chinese Government or foreign governments could take.

But the populace w^as \)\ the end of Ma^-, 1900, completely

inflamed, and the events which transpired then and immedi-

ately thereafter aroused the civilized world.

About May 28 the ministers called upon the naval com-

manders at Ta-ku for guards, and the Chinese foreign office,

the Tsung Li Yamen, was notified that the guards would arrive

immediately. May 28, Captains John T. Myers and Newton

H. Hall, U. S. Marine Corps, and a portion of the marine guards

of the U. S. S. Oregon and JVezvark, consisting of 54 men,

were sent ashore at Ta-ku, arriving at the railroad station,

Tong-ku, on the left bank of the Pei-lio River, opposite Ta-kti,

in the afternoon. Request was made upon the railroad

officials for transportation to Tien-Tsin, 28 miles inland, but

was refused until the authority of the vicero}^ could be obtained.

Delay was impossible. Accordingly, the command proceeded

at once by the river, being towed on a lighter, and arrived at

Tien-Tsin at night (IMaj^ 29). They were the first troops to

appear in the city, and were received with enthusiasm by the

foreign inhabitants.

On Ma3' 30 and 31, marines from the ships of Russia,

France, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan assembled at Tien-

Tsin until the force numbered 350.

On Alay 31, the necessary authority having been obtained,

the marine force of about 350 men left Tien-Tsin at 4.30 p. m.

by rail for Pekin, arriving at the railroad terminus outside

the city about 11 p. m., and marched at once to the lega-

tions unresisted, but observed by silent throngs of Chinamen.

Captain Bowman H. IMcCalla, of the Newark, accompanied

the command, and returned to Tong-ku by rail June 2.
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On June 3, the German and American ships at Ta-ku sent

guards to Pekin.

On June 4, the last train went over the railroad from Pekin

to Tien-Tsin. Sections of the railroad were destroj^ed, and

during the next few days the rails were removed from the

part of the line from Pekin southward about 30 miles.

On June 5, alarm increased at Tien Tsin, and reports were

current that the Boxers would attack the foreign concessions.

On June 9, foreigners at Tien Tsin expected immediate

attack, and at Pekin Boxers swarmed through the city, fra-

ternizing with the Chinese soldiers.

Additional guards were urgently called for by the ministers.

The guards were expected to travel as far as possible by rail

and march the remaining distance. The Seymour relief expe-

dition, so called from the name of its commander, Vice-

Admiral Sir Edward Seymour, K. C. B., was organized, and

the first train load of marines and seamen left the coast June

10. On June 11, three more train loads made the total force

2,056 officers and men. Captain McCalla commanded the

United States contingent of 112 men. The U. S. gunboat

Moiiocacy, Captain Wise, lay in the Pei-ho River, near

Tong-ku, and served as a base point for the Americans in- this

expedition. Captain Wise took possession of the railroad

terminal a few days later when it was abandoned by the

Chinese officials, and employed his officers and men in run-

ning trains as far toward Tien-Tsin as the line remained

unbroken.

At the departure of the Seymour command from Tien-

Tsin a guard of less than 600 men was left, the inhabitants

of the foreign concessions arming themselves as far as prac-

ticable and cooperating with the troops. The native walled

city had fallen into full possession of the Boxers, who made
demonstrations in force against the concessions after the

departure of the Sej'uiour command, and the}^ soon cut off

communication with it.

On June 12, the relief expedition, after repairing breaks in

the railroad, reached Lang-fang, about 40 miles from Tien-

Tsin, and there its advance ceased. A small detachment

pushed on a few miles, but the railroad had been destro3-ed
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beyond; hordes of Boxers surrounded the detachment, and

it was compelled to withdraw to the main bodj-, which itself

was now attacked.

On June 1 7, the Seymour expedition began a retrograde

movement to Tien-Tsin, the command having frequent en-

counters with large bodies of surrounding Boxers and troops.

On this da}', also, the Ta-ku forts at the mouth of the Pei-ho

River were captured from the Chinese by the allies as a

measure of safety for the protection of the Seymoiir expe-

dition and Tien-Tsin. News of this at Pekin caused the

Chinese Government to assume, officiall}-, a belligerent atti-

tude, and the members of the legation were notified to

leave the city. They considered the journe}- to the seacoast

impracticable and unsafe in view of the disturbed condition

of the intervening countrj', and measures were adopted to

endure a siege while awaiting relief from the coast.

The inability of the Chinese Government to presen-e order

and maintain the safety of the ministers had already been

demonstrated. The chancellor of the Japanese legation at

Pekin had been murdered on June 12. Missions had been

burned and native Christians murdered and tortured \yithin

the limits of the city. Man}- others had been gathered

within the legation grounds. There was no longer any delay

in preparing for the siege, and the locality occupied b}' the

legations was made as impregnable as possible. The streets

leading to the legations were barricaded and the walls and

buildings prepared for defense. On June 20 the German
minister, while attempting to go to the office of the Tsung Li

Yamen, was murdered, and his interpreter badh' wounded.

On June 18 the NashviUe arrived at Ta-ku, having on board

a battalion of marines from Cavite, under the command of

Major Littleton \V. T. Waller, U. S. Marine Corps. This force

was landed the following day, and joined a bod\^ of Russians

which had arrived from Port Arthur in an effort to reach Tien-

Tsin, now cut off from the coast, sections of the railroad

having been destroyed. This command was repulsed in a

fight, June 21, a few miles from Tien-Tsin and driven back

4 or 5 miles. Major Waller's command having .4 killed

and 7 wounded. Although other losses among the Americans
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had already occurred with the Seymour expeditiou, no infor-

mation of them had reached the seacoast, and Major Waller's

losses were the first reported in the United States, causing a

profound sensation.

On June 21, Russian troops, including a field battery,

arrived from Port Arthur, and a battalion of British (Royal

Welsh Fusileers) from Wei-hai-wei.

On June 23, another advance on Tien-Tsin was essayed,

the force now numbering 2,500 men, of whom 1,500 were

Russians, and after severe fighting the city was reached.

On June 25, the Seymour expedition, which, driven back,

had fortified itself in the Hsi-ku arsenal a few miles north of

Tien-Tsin, was relieved by the force which had fought its

way up from Tong-ku, and was brought back to the city the

following day, the arsenal with immense quantities of ord-

nance stores being destroyed. The total losses of the Se}--

mour command were 62 killed, 228 wounded.

Tien-Tsin (the foreign concessions) now became the objec-

tive of Boxer operations, the Chinese forces consisting of

Boxers, salt commissioner's armed men, and regular troops,

holding the "walled city" and the contiguous forts. The
foreign concessions were bombarded from the forts almost

daily, and numerous attacks were made on outlj'ing posts,

the railroad station being fought for most determinably on

several occasions.

Communication by means of the Pei-ho River was kept

open between Tien-Tsin and the ships at Ta-ku, and almost

all the women and children and missionaries were removed

from the city.

Thus far the Nav}- and the Marine Corps had borne the

share of the burden which fell to the United States in the

efforts of the nations to sustain their rights and relieve their

beleaguered citizens in China. The failure of the Chinese

Government to protect the ministers and legations at Pekin

had stirred the whole civilized world against her, and as days

passed bringing more positive information of the dangers

which beset their fellow countrymen, and of the state of siege

in which they were placed, China was regarded as dishonored,
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aud tlie eagerness to overthrow her and hasten to the support

of the endangered legations became intense.

The Arnu' of the United States was called upon for action

in June. On the 14th of that month, soon after the news of

the landing of the Seymour expedition reached Washington,

the Adjutant-General cabled to ]\Iajor-General MacArthur,

who commanded the United States forces in the Philippines,

inquiring how soon he could send a regular regiment to Pekin, if

required. To which General AlacArthur replied that, although

the loss of a regiment at that time would be a serious matter,

he could, if critical emergency arose in China, send a regiment

on two da}-s' notice. An order was cabled June 16 upon receipt

of General MacArthur's repl}-. The Ninth Infantry, which

had been serving in the Province of Tarlac, Luzon, 70 miles

north of Manila, ferreting out and running down such insur-

gent forces as remained intact in that district, had at this time

just secured the surrender of the Filipino general who com-

manded there, with the chief part of his command. The
regiment had its headquarters and most of its companies on

the line of the Manila and Dagupan Railroad, and was regarded

as capable of being quickly concentrated in Manila. The
colonel, Emerson H. Liscum, was an officer of long service,

favorabl}' known for his valor, energ}', and good judgment,

and although the hard service of the regiment had depleted

its strength and endurance somewhat, it seemed most avail-

able for the new field of action, and was at once selected by

General MacArthur.

Instructions were telegraphed to Colonel Liscum on June

17 to concentrate his regiment in Manila as rapidly as pos-

sible, but a severe typhoon which was in progress dela3-ed the

transmission of the message, and no information of the pro-

posed movement reached Colonel Liscum until the afternoon

of June 18. The storm was the worst of the season and did

great damage to shipping in Manila, to the railroad and roads,

besides flooding flat country everywhere and converting

streams and rivers, which were ordinarily fordable, into deep

and impassable torrents. It was impossible to approach

the army transports in ^Manila Harbor, which had been
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designated to carrj^ the command to China, to unload them,

or prepare them for their trip. Seventy miles north, in the

Province of Tarlac, the companies of the Ninth Infantry,

which were located at a distance from the railroad, were cut

off by the high water. Strenuous efforts were made, how-

ever, by officers and men to overcome all difficulties, as every-

one was imbued with the eager interest and excitement which

the prospect of active service in a new field developed. Two
companies of the regiment were placed in Manila June 19,

twenty-six hours after receiving the order. These were com-

panies on the railroad which could move at once. The
transfer of Ninth Infantry companies away from their sta-

tions involved movement of detachments of other regiments,

the Twelfth on the north and the Fort3'-first U. S. Volunteers

on the south, to occupy their places, as it was contrary to the

policy in the Philippines to abandon any place which had

once been occupied.

On June 20 the band and three companies proceeded to

Manila; on the 21st five companies from oiitlying stations

reached the railroad and proceeded to the city; and on the 2 2d

Colonel Liscum, with his headquarters and one compau}',

moved to the cit}', leaving but one company (F) and detach-

ments at the outlying posts to be relieved. The last detach-

ment reached Manila on June 25. In the meantime, the

storm having abated, the two transports, Logan and Po>i

Albert, had been coaled and loaded with stores. The troops

were, by direction of General MacArthur, re-equipped through-

out in order to present a good appearance when placed in

comparison with the troops of other nations. The uniform

adopted was campaign hat, blue shirt, khaki trousers, and

leggings, with blanket rolls in new shelter tents. Khaki

blouses were carried in the rolls, and the ordnance equipment

was new throughout.

Staff detachments were added to the command as follows:

I officer and 20 enlisted men of Engineers; i officer and 10

enlisted men, Signal Corps; 4 officers, Medical Corps, and 20

Hospital Corps men.

The troops were transferred to the Loo an on June 26. The
Port Albert was loaded with 50 horses of a regimental
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mounted detachment, mules, wagons, ambulances, etc., on the

same date.

The strength of the Ninth Infantry was 32 oflEcers and

1,230 enlisted men.

The graduates of the U. S. Military Acadeni}- in the com-

mand were

:

With the Ninth Infantry: Capt. Charles R. Noyes ('79),

Capt. Frank DeW. Ramsey ('85), Capt. Edwin V. Book-

miller ('89), First Lieut. Francis H. SchoefTel ('91), First

Lieut. Joseph Frazier ('91), First Lieut. Louis B. Lawton ('93),

First Lieut. Thomas W. Connell ('94), First Lieut. Harold

Hammond ('98), First Lieut. Ira C. Welborn ('98), Second

Lieut. Fred R. Brown ('99).

With the detachment of Engineers: First Lieut. Harley

B. Ferguson ('97).

Colonel Liscum having received final instructions from

General MacArthur, and sailing orders having been issued,

the anchor was weighed at 8 a. m., June 27, 1900. The Port

Albert sailed a day or two later. Nagasaki, Japan, was

reached at 6.30 a. m., July 2, and the operation of coaling

and taking in a supplj' of fresh water was proceeded with,

this port being the usual one at which such supplies were

obtained b}- United States transports on their voj-age from

Manila to the LTnited States. The location of the port is

such that it became, during the troubles in China, a con-

venient point of call for war ships and transports of the

United States, as well as other nations, and was used under

the authority of the Japanese Government as a subbase, in so

far as to permit trans-shipping of troops and supplies, disposal

of sick and wounded, and coaling of war ships and transports.

The international character of the service upon which the

command was entering was evidenced by the presence in the

port of war ships of Russia, England, France, and the United

States, as well as Japan, by military officers and men of these

nations on the streets in uniform, and by the common interest

felt in events, information thereof being communicated from

one consulate to another as soon as received. The xA.merican

consul, Mr. Harris, gave Colonel Liscum information of the

movements of United States war ships, and conve3'ed reports
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of what was transpiring at Tien-Tsin and vicinit}-. The news

concerning Pekin was most disheartening. For da3-s com-

munication had been cut ofF, and there were persistent rumors

of the annihilation of the ministers and all foreigners in the

city. A cablegram from Admiral Kempff, who was the senior

American naval officer at Ta-ku, was received on the after-

noon of July 3 speaking of the situation as desperate, and

Colonel Liscum decided to sail at once. He ascertained from

the captain of the ship that sufficient coal and water would

be on board b}- midnight, and orders were given to sail imme-

diatel}' thereafter. About sunset of that day the U. S. S.

Brooklyn arrived, en route from Cavite to Ta-ku, having on

board Rear-Admiral George C. Reme}-, and a battalion of

marines, i8 officers and 300 enlisted men under Colonel

Robert L. Meade, U. S. Marine Corps.

The Logan experienced smooth seas en route to China,

entered the Gulf of Pe-chi-li near Port Arthur, and arrived at

the anchorage opposite Ta-ku at 4 p. m. July 6. War ships

of all nations were there, also supply ships, and Japanese,

Russian, and British transports, about 40 ships in all, riding

at anchor 10 miles from shore. The distant land was scarcely

visible, being very low and flat, and the intervening bar pre-

vented ships of deep draft approaching nearer. At low

tide there were 2 feet of water over the bar, which was 2 or

3 miles wide, and at high tide about 10 feet of water, suffi-

cient to permit small Japanese transports and coasting vessels

from Shanghai and Cheefoo to cross and enter the mouth
of the Pei-ho River. Formerl}^ it was customarv for such

vessels after entering the river to wend their wa^- up its tor-

tuous covirse about 45 miles to Tien-Tsin, but since the con-

struction of the railroad in 1S97 merchandise was usually

unloaded at Tong-ku, 4 miles up the river on the left bank, to

be transported thence to Tien-Tsin and Pekin by rail.

The appearance of the great white transport Logan among
the war ships, loaded with United States soldiers, was doubt-

less an event quite unexpected b}- the foreign naval officers

and gave an impression of the readiness of the United States

to participate in affairs in the Far East. The command was
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ver}' much larger than any other that had arrived, except

from Japan, and the Russian troops from Port Arthur.

Colonel Liscum proceeded at once in a launch to the U. S. S.

Neivark and conferred with Admiral Kempff. The next day

he went ashore with his adjutant and quartermaster, consulted

Captain Wise of the Monocacv^ inspected the line of railroad

as far as it remained intact, and arranged to have lighters

sent to the Logan. They arrived on the following day,

July 8, and were at once loaded with stores to their full

capacity. One of them was a large, well-built lighter, with

an iron deck, and the other a Chinese junk; both were under

the control of the British and were provided through the

courtesy of the British naval officers upon request of Captain

Wise. Early in the morning, July g, headquarters, the band,

First Battalion, and Company E of the Second Battalion,

were placed on the lighter and the three remaining compa-

nies of the Second Battalion on the junk. This was the full

limit of their capacity. At the same time the 300 marines

from the Brooklyn, which had arrived the day before, were

placed in small boats of that ship, towed by launches to the

Logan, and attached in a long line astern of the junk. In

that manner, towed b}' two strong tugs which had been

secured by Captain Wise, the flotilla pulled awaj- from the

Logan, cheered by the officers and men of the Third Bat-

talion and by many refugees who had already been collected

from the United States war ships and given accommodations

on the Logan. Foreign ships in the immediate vicinity paid

their respects as the flotilla passed, bands playing. It was

an inspiring moment for all participants, and officers and

men looked forward eagerly to landing on Chinese soil and

taking part in the exciting events which were taking place

not far awa^-. The booming of cannon at Tien-Tsin, where

the bombardment of the foreign concessions was in progress,

had been heard the evening before, and it was evident to all

that something more was in store for them than a summer
day's march to Pekin.

Arriving at Tong-ku about 5 p. m., the command was

marched ashore and placed in shelter-tent bivouac for the

night. Detachments of Russian and Japanese troops were
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found in the vicinity. They were engaged in establishing a

base, and all nations having naval forces ashore had set their

flags over warehouses, railroad shops, and portions of the

dock, to give a semblance of proprietorship and secure accom-

modations for handling troops and supplies when thev

arrived. Captain Wise had secured certain railroad build-

ings and river frontage, which afterwards served as the

American base. Colonel Liscum did not, however, consider

it advisable to leave any part of his command there, and at

da3'break, July lo, the troops were reembarked, the joumev
to be made by the tortuous Pei-ho River to Tien-Tsin. The
entire da}' and part of the night were occupied in the jour-

ney, the larger lighter arriving at the bund about lo p. m.

The tiig towing the junk was disabled late in the afternoon

and the jovirne^- was not completed b}- that portion of the

command until the following afternoon. Major Waller, of

the Marines, welcomed Colonel Liscum upon his arrival, and

the five companies were conducted to the building in which

the Marine battalion was quartered.

A combined attack by the allies on the Chinese position

had been planned for early morning of the nth, but delay in

the completion of pontoon bridges by the Russians caused a

postponement. From 3 o'clock a. m. until 6, however, the

Chinese bombarded the foreign concessions and made a deter-

mined infantry attack on the exposed position at the railroad

station, which had been tenaciousl}- held by the allied detach-

ments against great odds, its tactical position in the line

giving it great importance.

Upon arrival of the Ninth Infantr}' at Tien-Tsin Captain

John S. Mallory, Second Infantry ('79) (at thattime lieutenant-

colonel Fort^'-first Infantr}-, U. S. Volunteers), was found in

the city, having arrived two or three da^'s before on a roving

commission issued to him at headquarters, Division of the

Philippines, directing him to visit Hongkong and other Chi-

nese cities.

He should be credited with being the first arm}- officer and

graduate to come under fire in the China campaign. He
eventiially attached himself to ]\Iajor-General Chaffee's head-

quarters and participated in the march to Pekiu.
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There was cessation of the attacks on the foreign conces-

sions from the morning of Jul}- 11, and the preparations of the

allies for a general attack on the walled city, its suburbs, and
the Chinese forts went on uninterrupted!}'. It was essential

to silence the heavy guns which the Chinese had used so suc-

cessfulh- for several weeks. The French concession, which
was nearest to the Chinese cit}-, had been partiall}- destro3-ed

by the enemy's shells and resulting conflagrations, and man 3^

buildings in more remote sections of the concessions had been

badh- damaged. Not many lives had been lost, but the demor-

alizing effect of the bombardment could not be longer endured.

On the afternoon of July 12 the Russian general announced
that he was read}-. The plan of battle included a Russian
and German attack on the east side of the walled city and an

attack on the south side, simultaneously, by the other allies,

the Japanese to take the lead and the other nations to be in

support. The troops were to be in position at daybreak, Fri-

day, July 13, 1900. The force under the Russian general

comprised 2,300 Russian .soldiers and 300 German sailors and
marines. The Japanese force, commanded by Major-General

Fukushina, was 1,600 strong. The British and Americans
acted under the orders of Brigadier-General A. R. F. Dorward,

a colonel of Engineers from Wei hai wei, having the local rank
of brigadier-general, and the French cooperated with his com-

mand. The Austrians were represented by a small detach-

ment from a ship at Taku. The American force comprised

330 marines under Colonel Meade, 15 officers and 423 enlLsted

men of the Ninth Infantry under Colonel Liscum at one part

of the battle, and 2 officers and 100 enlisted men at another

part. One company of the Ninth Infantry remained as guard
in the building in which the regiment had secured quarters,

and the Third Battalion did not arrive at Tientsin in time to

join Colonel Liscum's command on the field during the morn-

ing, but reached there while the battle was in progress and

was held in reserve.

The Russian attack was so far removed from that on the

south side as to constitute an entirely separate battle. Theirs

was a hotly fought engagement, continuing throughout the
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day, and ending without the desired penetration into the

walled cit}-. The killed and wounded numbered 140.

On the south side the attack began at da3-light, the Japanese

gaining positions near the west arsenal on a mud wall which

surrounded the city at about 1,500 yards from it. The inter-

vening ground between the mud wall and the Chinese city

was level and unoccupied, but filled with ditches, pools of

water, and mounds over Chinese graves.

The Japanese opened fire at the interior wall at da3'break,

while guns obtained from the British ships and from the cap-

tured Taku forts poured in shot and shell from positions on

and near the same mud wall close bj- the foreign concessions.

British artillery (Hongkong companies, Sikhs) found places

for their mountain guns on the mud wall near the west arse-

nal, and the United States marines, who had three fieldpieces,

rushed through the gate and, taking position among small

buildings adjacent to the arsenal, kept up fire until their

ammunition was exhausted, when the guns were withdrawn.

The infantry companies of the marine battalion were placed

with a battalion of Welsh Fusileers (from Wei-hai-wei) on

the left of the Japanese early in the action, and when the lat-

ter scaled the mud wall and began advancing across the open

waste in their front, the Marines and Fusileers supported

them on the left. While the marines were thus engaged,

British blue jackets and marines and the Ninth U. S. Infantry

were held in the open fields outside of and about 1,000 yards

distant from the mud wall, deplo3^ed facing it, and ready to

advance. In this position the rifle fire of the Chinese passing

over the mud wall unfortunatelv caused a number of casual-

ties to which no reply could be made.

There were 9 casualties in the Ninth Infantry at this time,

including i man killed and i officer. Captain Noyes, slightly

wounded in the arm. The latter was able to rejoin the regi-

ment after receiving the attention of a member of the British

hospital corps, who happened to be close at hand. Colonel

Liscum's orderl}^ was severely wounded at this time.

General Dorward, learning of the casualties among the

troops in the open field, ordered the lines forward to the

mud wall, where they were perfectly protected. There they
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remained for an hour or more, until the time arrived for the

assault. The moment for the assault came when the marines

had exhausted their artillery ammunition and withdrew their

fieldpieces through the gatewaj^ to the exterior side of the

wall. A Japanese infantry column, waiting closed in mass
near the gate, was sent in first, and the Ninth Infantry fol-

lowed. It appears from General Dorward's report that it was
the original intention to place the Ninth Infantry on the

extreme left of the Japanese, who had scaled the mud wall

far to the left, but a British staff officer showed the wa}' to a

path over a depression in the wall about 100 yards to the left

of the gate, and the regiment upon passing over found itself

among the ruins of the small buildings, where the marines

had sen-ed their guns, and where, now, the small Japanese

column which had passed through the gate was for a moment
protecting itself from the rain of bullets.

When the Japanese advanced the regiment followed and

found shelter for its extended line on the edge of a moat sur-

rounding the arsenal. A body of French infantry were

located in the same place, and the right of the Ninth Infantry

line was pushed so far to the right that the moat no longer

protected it. That wing was therefore swung forward to an

elevated road which crossed the open ground obliquely to the

right in the direction of the concessions. But immediately a

withering fire was received from the Chinese houses Ij'ing

between the walled native city and the concessions, and Colo-

nel Liscum decided to advance toward this new and unex-

pected onslaught. The change of front under fire could not

be executed witli tactical exactness, and the advance was

begun at once by rushes of detachments from cover to cover,

led by the ofificers. Losses were heavy. Captain Bookmiller

fell soon after the advance began, severely wounded. Colonel

Liscum marched gallantly along the elevated road, calling

out to his men and motioning them forward whenever the

Chinese fire slackened. Numbers of men fell in the terrible

rush. Many tumbled into the ditches and were unable or

unwilling to advance farther. The bravest pushed on and

reached a position within 75 j-ards of the enem^-'s loopholed

houses, where an impassable pond stopped their progress.
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At the moment of making the last rushes the enemj-'s fire

had almost ceased. An evidence of this was the fact that

wounded men who were able to walk A\-ithdrew a distance of

200 yards, seeking shelter, without being fired upon. But

immediately- thereafter the fire redoubled and no movement

could be made to circumvent the obstacle. In this advanced

position the color bearer fell. Colonel Liscum seized the

colors and was in turn shot down, receiving a mortal wound

from which he died in a few minutes. Command was assumed

by Major Jesse M. Lee, who was next in rank on the spot.

About 9 o'clock, the ammunition being nearl}- exhausted, he

decided to send word of the situation to General Dorward, and

the message was successfully carried b}' Lieutenant Lawton,

his battalion adjutant, accompanied by a musician named
Hoyle. Lawton was severely wounded, however, while return-

ing with reenforcements. He was mentioned by name in

General Dorward's report and received a medal of honor for

his gallant behavior. Major Regan, who commanded the

second battalion, received two severe wounds, and Captain

Noyes was disabled by a second wound. The casualties among
the enlisted men were 15 killed, 67 wounded. The graduates

present in this desperate rush not .mentioned among the

wounded were Lieutenant Frazier, who distinguished himself

leading his company and assisting Colonel Liscum under fire,

after he had been stricken down, for which he was recom-

mended for a medal of honor, and Lieutenant Hammond, who
was recommended for a brevet advancement for meritorious

conduct.

Company' A, increased to 100 men b}- detachments from

other companies, had been located during this fighting as a

guard at a pontoon bridge within the concessions, and in sup-

port of the post at the railroad station. The fighting at the

railroad station being severe, reenforcements were called for,

and 50 men were sent under Lieut. Fred R. Brown. The
enemy's shells were fired at the buildings all da}-, the men
taking shelter during the bombardment in ash pits in the

engine house, rushing out to the intrenchments to repel

infantr}' attacks when necessary. One shell exploded in the
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building, killing two and wounding five of the Ninth Infan-

try, besides causing casualties among the United States

marines and French and English soldiers who formed part

of the post. Lieutenant Brown, in command of this detach-

ment, did excellent ser\'ice.

The result of the fighting on Jul}- 13 was no certain ad-

vantage for the allies. The terrific artiller}' fire to which the

walls of the city had been subjected had made no breach, and

the gates were still closed. The losses had been heavy on

both sides of the cit}'. The Ninth Infantr}^ on the right of

the Japanese and the marines on the left had protected the

flanks, but were incapable of advancing from their exposed

positions, and were withdrawn after nightfall.

The Japanese had, however, secured a position close up to

the walls, protecting themselves among the mud buildings

there, and hanging on tenaciously to what the}' had gained.

During the night they completed arrangements to blow in the

gates, a deed which was accomplished with great gallantry on

their part at daj-light on the 14th of July, resulting in occu-

pation of the walls and rapid overthrow of all resistance.

The Chinese, although numerous and sufiiciently armed,

lacked the organization and discipline necessary to sustain a

long-continued attack. The havoc produced by the allies'

shells within the densely populated city was awful to con-

template. Fires were found in progress at many places, the

dead were lying about in great numbers. The regular

Chinese forces withdrew from the city during the night, July

13-14, going out on the north side, and no large captures of

armed soldiers were made.

With the capture of the native walled cit}- quiet reigned in

the Tien-Tsin foreign concessions, and there was no interrup-

tion to the preparations for the march on Pekin.

The events of the latter part of June and the first two weeks

of July, just described, impressed the powers with the neces-

sity of largely increasing their forces in China, as it was now

anticipated that the march to Peking would be contested by the

whole militarv power of the nation available in that vicinity-.

On the part of the United States, as early as June 22, the

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 52
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Adjutant-General of the Army inquired of Major-General

MacArthur if he could spare another regiment for China, and

on June 26 Alajor-General Adna R. Chaffee, U. S. Volunteers

(colonel Eighth Cavalry), was ordered to China to assume

command of the military forces of the United States. On
July 7 instructions were cabled to General MacArthur to send

the Fourteenth or Twentieth Infantr}-, and Taylor's Battery.

Both of the infantry regiments mentioned, except one bat-

talion, Fourteenth Infantry, which had returned to the United

States, were doing duty in the cit}^ of Manila, and either could

be quickly prepared for the required service. The Fourteenth

Infantry was selected, and Reill3''s Batter}' (F, Fifth Artillerj',

afterwards Tenth Battery, Field Artillery) was ordered instead

of Taylor's, being more available. Arrangements were also

made by the War Department to divert troops en route to

Manila to China if the necessit}' became pressing. The
Sixth Cavalr}' (two squadrons), one battalion of the Fifteenth

Infantry, one battalion of the Third x^rtiller}', and a battalion

of marines were so diverted.

Six companies of the Fourteenth Infantry sailed from Ma-

nila, July 15, on the chartered transport Indiana ; two compa-

nies of the Fourteenth Infantry, the batter^', and the horses

of the mounted officers, Fourteenth Infantry, on the Flintshire

the same day. The wagon transportation of the Fourteenth

Infantry was on the IVyeJield^ which followed a da}- or two

later. With these troops were sent, besides the transporta-

tion and necessary forage, subsistence supplies for 5,000 men
for three months, clothing for the Ninth Infantry, small-arm

ammunition, and miscellaneous ordnance supplies. The
strength of this command was: Fourteenth Infantry, 26 offi-

cers, 1,135 men; Light Battery F, Fifth Artiller}-, 3 officers,

146 enlisted men.

The graduates present were:

Staff officer: Capt. William Crozier, Ordnance Department

('76).

With the Fourteenth Infantry : Capt. John C. F. Tillson

('78), Capt. William B. Reynolds ('79), Capt. Frank F. East-

man ('79), Capt. Alfred Hasbrouck, jr. ('S3), Capt. Charles

H. Martin ('87), Capt. John R. M. Taylor ('89), Capt. Henry
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G. Learned ('90), First Lieut. Louis M. Nuttman ('95), First

Lieut. William A. Burnside ('96), First Lieut. Frank M.
Savage ('97), First Lieut. Joseph F. Gohn ('98), Second Lieut.

James Hanson ('99), Second Lieut. Duncan K. Major, jr. ('99),

Second Lieut. Albert N. McClure ('99).

With Light Battel}- F, Fifth Artillery : First Lieut. Charles

P. Sunimerall ('92), Second Lieut. IManus IMcCloskey ('98).

Graduates of the class of 1900 joined the Fourteenth Infan-

try in September. The}- were Second Lieuts. Harry E.

Mitchell, Ernest E. Allen, and Pressley K. Brice.

Captain Frederick C. Palmer, Ninth Infantr}' ('84), accom-

panied the Fourteenth Infantry, rejoining his regiment from

hospital. Major George P. Scriven, Signal Corps ('78), pro-

ceeded from Manila to Taku on the IVyefie/d, arriving August

2, and becoming chief signal officer of the expedition.

The Lidiana arrived at Taku on Juh- 26. The troops were

disembarked and forwarded to Tientsin with the least possir

ble delay. The Flintshire arrived July 29. In the mean-

time Captain Ramse\-, quartermaster Ninth Infantry, had

unloaded the Logan and dispatched her to Nagasaki, and

upon the arrival of two officers of the Quartermaster's Depart-

ment, Captains Joseph C. B3-rou ('86) and Wiuthrop S. Wood
('89), the needs of the United States as to lighters were made
known to them and the\- at once went to work to remedy the

situation. Other foreign nations, except Japan, were also in

somewhat of a predicament as to landing facilities, and it was

only by the greatest activity that they could be outdone in

the race to secure what was required. These officers were

successful in getting two 70-ton scows, or barges, from Che-

foo, and from Shanghai a fair-sized coasting steamer named
the Pechi/i, which could, at high water, go over the bar.

The anchorage was, however, so far from shore that in high

winds the sea was heavy and no work could be accomplished.

The battery was much delayed b}^ a gale of wind.

The Pcrliili's cables parted at night, July 31, while loading

horses from the Flintshire, and the barge having the guns

aboard was with difficulty kept from foundering. The
steamer was obliged to go into the Peiho River to Tongku
the morning of August i with what was aboard, and while a
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tug was towing in the barge the cable broke and guns and

carriages and men aboard were for a time in danger of being

driven to sea. They rigged a sail, however, and by the

greatest good luck were boarded by an officer of the customs

service who knew the channel, and with his assistance the

barge was successfully' guided across the bar and into the

river.

General Chaffee arrived at Taku from the United States

July 29 on the transport Grant with the men of the Sixth

Cavalr}' and a battalion of marines. He went to Tientsin at

once, arriving there July 30 at 11 a. m. With him were

three graduates—Major Samuel M. Mills, Sixth Artillery

('65), who had reported to him at Nagasaki pursuant to tele-

graphic instructions from the War Department for dut}- on

his stafT; Captain Grote Hutcheson, Sixth Cavalry ('84), who
was announced at once as adjutant-general of the China

Relief Expedition, and Second Lieut. Roy B. Harper,

Seventh Cavalr}' ('97), aid de camp.

The graduates with the Sixth Cavalry were: Captain

Augustus P. Blocksom (^']']), Captain William W. Fors3'th

('82), Captain DeRosey C. Cabell ('84), First Lieut. John T.

Nance ('86), First Lieut. Charles D. Rhodes ('89), First Lieut.

Francis C. Marshall ('90), First Lieut. John W. Furlong ('91),

First Lieut. Thomas W. Corcoran ('91 ), First Lieut. Benjamin

B. Hyer ('93), First Lieut. Herbert A. White ('95), First Lieut.

Elvin R. Heiberg ('96), Second Lieut. Malin Craig ('98),

Second Lieut. Wallace B. Scales ('98), Second Lieut. Patrick

W. Guiney ('99), Second Lieut. Stuart Heintzelman ('99).

Graduates of the class of 1900 joined the Sixth Cavahy in

September. The}- were Second Lieuts. Joseph A. Baer, Willis

V. Morris, and Walter S. Grant.

The number of troops of all nations at Tien-Tsin by August

I was about 20,000—Japanese, 10,000; Russian, 5,000; Brit-

ish and American, each, 2,000; French, Italian, Austrian,

together, about 1,000, chiefl}- French.

General Chaffee's arrival gave an impetus in the councils

of the generals in favor of immediate advance on Pekin. The
Briti.sh and Japanese generals (Lieutenant-General Sir Alfred

Gaselee and Lieutenant-General Yamagutchi) were in favor
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of such action, but the Russian general desired delaj' for the

arrival of a larger force. While the councils and preparations

were in progress at Tien-Tsin the desperate state of the Jega-

tious at Pekin was communicated to the military authorities

by secret messengers, who at long intervals succeeded in reach-

ing Tien-Tsin. The determination to advance was arrived at

shortly after General Chaffee arrived, August 4 being set as

the date. The American command was to consist of the

Ninth Infantr}', Fourteenth Infantr}?, Light Battery F, Fifth

Artiller}-, and two battalions of marines, in all about 2,000

men. The Sixth Cavalry had arrived at Tien-Tsin, but the

horses were still on the ships at Taku, and the squadrons

were ordered to await them, remaining as guard at Tien-Tsin.

One troop. Captain Cabell's, received their mounts and over-

took the relief column on August 9.

The duty of preparing the transportation of the American

contingent of the expedition fell to Captain Ramse}^, Ninth

Infantr}-, who was announced in orders as chief commissary

and acting chief quartermaster. The onh' wagons available

were those which the Ninth Infantr}- had brought and a

number of Chinese carts which the marines secured in the

vicinity of Tien-Tsin. A pack train arrived just in time to

join the expedition, relieving the wagons of a considerable

part of their loads of ammunition. ]\Iain dependence was,

however, placed on the flotilla of Chinese junks in the Peiho

River, near which the road to Pekin found its way. The
main supply of rations and other stores was carried on the

junks, the wagons being used to haul from them to the

troops.

The expedition moved out August 4, and camped at Siku

Arsenal, 3 miles north of Tien-Tsin walled cit}-. Early the

next morning, August 5, the Japanese fought the battle of

Peitsang, driving the Chinese regular troops from an en-

trenched position, and sustaining a loss of 60 killed, 240

wounded. There were a few casualties among the British

and Russians, the latter being on the east side of the Peiho

River, but the Americans were in reserve and suffered no

losses. The advance was resumed the followang day, the

American and British troops crossing the river to the east
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side and the Japanese continuing on the west. The Chinese

had intrenched again at Yangtsun, 12 miles farther on, and

awaited the advance of the allies. The country was nearly

level, and the railroad pursued a straight course northward,

most of the way on an embankment, to Yangtsun, at which

place it crossed from the east to the west side of the river

and continued toward Pekin, leaving the course of the stream.

The Americans followed the railroad embankment; the British

and Russians kept the road near the river, giving them a

longer march. The Japanese met obstacles on their side in

the nature of inundated country and broken bridges, delaying

their progress.

The Chinese position near Yangtsun was approached about

II a. m., after a very hot and exhausting march, the men suf-

fering intensely from thirst. They were obliged to go into

battle in fields of high millet Avith no water in their canteens.

The Ninth Infantry, the marines, and the batter}^ crossed to

the east side of the railroad when the firing began, and the

battery did excellent service against villages to the eastward

of Yangtsun, which were occupied by Chinese guns and

infantry. It was advanced rapidl}', the marines being in sup-

port, and was kept well up with the infantry firing line, at

one time receiving a stiff musketry fire at close range. Much
of the battery's firing was done by quadrant elevation, the

high millet preventing a clear view of the field. Captain

Reilly and Lieutenants Summerall and McCloskey observed

the shots from housetops, an observ'ation ladder, or the tops

of ammunition chests, exposing themselves boldly in order

to secure the greatest effectiveness of their guns. The Ninth

Infantry, on the right flank of the allied forces, had one bat-

talion deployed, the others in support. The}' advanced

steadily, clearing out the villages as they passed, and at times

were subjected to accurate shrapnel fire as well as musketr}-.

On the other side of the railroad, between it and the river,

the Russians opened with volleys at long range, and British

and Russian batteries shelled the Chinese intrenchments and

Chinese guns, which were in positions near the railroad sta-

tion, close by the bridge. The Fourteenth Infantry, fighting
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alongside British Sikhs, pushed forward rapidly without re-

turning the enemy's fire, and when within a few hundred
yards of a small village Colonel Daggett ordered a charge.

The Chinese were most gallantly driven out of their position,

and a few minutes later the portion of the line nearest the

railroad embankment charged the station. The companies

in advance in these movements were Companies K and M,
Fourteenth Infantry, leading, Companies L and I in support.

With the former were Lieutenant Burnside and Captain

Martin, and with the latter Lieutenant McClure and Captain

Taj-lor. Other ofificers, nongraduates, were there too, among
whom Lieutenant Murphy was mentioned for magnificent

conduct throughout the fight, being the first to reach the

enemy's position at the railroad station. The Second Bat-

talion, Fourteenth Infantr}-, commanded by Captain East-

man, was close up in support of the leading one and suffered

some losses. It was, in addition, most unfortunate in being

fired upon b}^ British or Russian batteries after coming up
on the railroad embankment, losing 15 killed and wounded.

The losses of the Americans were greater than those of an}'

of the other allies, numbering in all 9 killed, 65 wounded.

Many men were prostrated by heat. Sixteen of the wounded
died within a few da^^s.

The allies remained in camp at Yangtsun August 7, in

accordance with the plan of the generals as agreed upon
before departure from Tien-Tsin, and arrangements were

perfected for farther advance. During the night of the 6th

and early morning of the 7th First Lieut. Louis R. Burgess

('92), of the field artillery, made a plucky march with a

handful of men from Tien-Tsin to Yang-tsun to overtake the

batter}-, having just arrived from Manila.

The march of the allies from Yang-tsun August 8 to the

immediate vicinity of Pekin was not seriously opposed. The
Japanese, who were in the lead, brushed away all detachments

in their front and easily forced open the gates at the walled

towns. It was an exhausting march on account of the heat

and dust. At Matow 100 exhausted and sick men were left

with detachments of the other allies, the 100 xA.mericans being
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under the command of Captain Hasbrouck, Fourteenth In-

fantry. On the 1 2th the expedition arrived at Tung-chow,

a walled cit}^ on the Pei-ho River, at the point where the route

to Pekin left the river and took a westerl}- course following

an old canal and paved road. Pekin wa.s about 13 miles

distant. Here again the Russian general was disposed to

delav, but the others favored marching at once to Pekin. It

was finall}' decided to spend the 13th of August in recon-

noissance, and in moving forward to a line about 6 miles

from Pekin, where the plan of attack should be determined.

But early on the 14th it was ascertained that the Russians

had pushed on during the night, without waiting for g. con-

ference, and were alread}^ at the Tung-pien gate of Pekin.

General Chaffee, as soon as he learned the whereabouts of

the Russians, ordered Cabell's troop forward, and supported it

shortly after by a battalion of the Fourteenth Infantry. The
cavalry advanced to within 114 miles of the wall, driving off

small detachments of Boxers, but was then opposed by a

superior force, and fell back 500 yards to a village, where it

withstood the enemj- imtil the arrival of General Chaffee with

the battalion of the Fourteenth Infantr}-. Both Captain Cabell

and his lieutenant, Guiney, were recommended b}- General

Chaffee for good judgment and gallant conduct in these maneu-

vers. All the American command was ordered up, and the

battery was placed in position to fire first at the high pagoda

over the southeast corner of the Tartar wall. Twentv thorite

shells were fired at a range of 3,200 yards. Soon afterwards

it was ordered forward about a mile and opened on the enemv
occiipying the east wall of the Chinese cit}' from the northeast

corner southward. Its fire in that direction, together with the

fire of the Fourteenth Infantry companies, was effective along

the wall to the next gate, Shawomen, and against the pagoda

surmounting that gate, driving off the Chinese and clearing

the way for the entrance of the British column at that point

an hour or two later. In the meantime the second battalion.

Fourteenth Infantry, having its companies moved forward

under the personal direction of General Chaffee and directed

toward outUnng villages to drive off Chinese snipers, gradu-

all}' worked onward, drawing fire from the Tartar wall; but
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finall}', by rushes, two companies crossed by a bridge near

the northeast comer of the Chinese wall, to the wall itself,

which was not occupied b}' the enemj- in that immediate vicin-

ity. The}- halted there to observe the situation; a packed

and confused crowd of Russian troops occupying the Tung-
pien gate further on. These were companies E and H.
To successfully oppose the iire from the Tartar wall it

appeared to be necessary to gain the top of the Chinese wall.

Musician Calvin P. Titus, of Company E, volunteered to

attempt it first, and under the breathless attention of his

ofiScers and comrades succeeded in scaling it by finding foot-

holds on each side at an angle made hy a bastion with the

curtain. He climbed thus 22 feet, and was the first American
on the wall. He was quicklj' followed by Captain Learned,

adjutant, and Lieutenant Gohn, who commanded Company E.

Other men of the company were assisted to the top with ropes

and ladders made of poles and wire, and at the same time

Company H succeeded in ascending at a similar angle not

far awa}'. The attention of these companies was first given to

the fire from the pagoda of the Sha-Huo gate, southward, aid-

ing the batter}- which w-as engaged, as mentioned before, in

driving the Chinese from that position; then to the buildings

within the wall near the Tsung-Pien-Men, but the proximity

of the Russians prevented much effective fire in that direction

or toward the Tartar wall. The colors of the Fourteenth

Infantr\' were brought up at this time and placed on the wall,

and Captain Crozier and Lieutenant Ferguson were among
those who climbed to the top a short time later.

It was now about 11.30 a. m. A situation had developed

at the Tung-pien gate which called for energetic and intrepid

action. The Russians had succeeded in blowing in the

massive doors with artiller}- some hours before, and, after

much fighting with considerable loss, had piished their way
in and endeavored to gain the open ground in front of the

Tartar wall—an immense w-all 40 feet high with bastions and

crenelated crest extending across the city from east to west,

dividing the Chinese section on the south from the Tartar

section on the north—but the fire from the bastions and

from the pagoda at the southeast augle of the wall had
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stopped them. lufantn- and artiller}- were standing in a

confused crowd at the gate and sheltering themselves among
the buildings just within, unable to advance.

The Japanese had been engaged all the morning at other

gates farther north ; the British were approaching the Sha-

Huo gate to the south, from which the enem}- had been driven

b}- the American batter}' and the Fourteenth Infantr}' com-

panies, as already described, their fire being supplemented

later b}- a British batter}-, which came into action on their

line of approach from Tung-Chow.

It was at this moment that General ChafTee came up in

person to the Tsung-Pien gate, observed the situation, and

determined to push through the Russians and move his artil-

lery and infantry to the front, where they could do something.

His own intrepid and determined character, supported bv the

intelligent and energetic action of Colonel Daggett and Cap-

tain Reilly, brought life and action into what had become a

stalled and well-nigh defeated attack. The official account

of the battery's part in the action, as written for the War
Department records b}- one of its lieutenants, states:

An officer of the Fourteenth Infantry reported that a part of the regi-

ment had reached the wall but needed some guns to subdue the Chinese

fire. Captain Reilly took Lieutenant Summerall's platoon forward.

The guns soon came under the Chinese fire from the tower of the Sha-

Huo gate. They immediately opened fire from the road at the northeast

corner of the Chinese city wall, enfilading the east wall and driving the

Chinese from the Sha-Huo gate. The platoon then advanced to the

Tsung-Pien gate, which was found open. The narrow street inside the

wall was packed with Russian troops. Many Russian dead were lying

outside. The Russians were all under cover of the brick and mud
buildings along the street. Two guns were pointed toward the walls of

the Tartar city, but fired only a few shots after the American guns

arrived. The heavy firing of the previous night was at once explained.

The Russians had stormed the gate and had blown it open with their

guns, but were unable to advance be^'ond it. They had lest severely

and were trying to keep under cover until help came. The platoon

drove into the street, but found it blocked by the Russian guns and carts.

An officer of the Russian battery spoke to Lieutenant Summerall and

said that it was useless for the Americans to try to advance farther, as

he had tried to rush his guns forward and lost ever},- horse in the first

carriage, which he had to abandon. The Chinese occupied the walls of

the Tartar city loo yards away, and were firing through the crenelated
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parapet with great accuracy at every exposed part of the street. The
Russian guns were moved by tlie men of the platoon and one of our guns
opened fire from its position, as there was no other place in the street

through which a gun could fire. Captain Reilly rode through an alley

to the left of the street and found an open space for the two guns. The
piece not in action started through the alley, luit the space was too

narrow and the gun carriage jammed. Fortunately, just at this .section

of the alley one side was a brick wall, which the cannoneers quickly tore

down, enabling the gun to pass. The alley was enfiladed from the

Tartar wall, and but for the rapid and effective fire of the gun in action

the section in the alley would proljably have suffered. As soon as the

advance piece opened fire from the left, the piece in the street was placed

beside it, and from this position the .south wall of the Tartar city was
enfiladed; and all that portion of the east wall, including the pagoda,

from which the Chinese could fire into the Chinese city, was commanded.
The guns fired with rapidity and effect, at ranges of from 200 yards to

as great as necessary to reach the Hai-Ta-Men gate. The shrapnel

demolished the parapet and sent fragments of brick along with the

bullets, sweeping the top of the wall. In this waj' the bastions were

attacked successively.

The moat along the south side of the Tartar city wall is cro.ssed by a

stone bridge from the Tung-Pien gate. This bridge was swept by the

Chine.se fire when the guns went into action, but in a short while it could

be crossed with safety. The remainder of the battery and the American
infantry came up shortly afterwards and advanced across the Tang-Sang
bridge into the Chinese city. Captain Reilly ordered Lieutenant Sum-
nierall to continue enfilading the Tartar wall and cover the advance of

the Americans along the streets parallel to the walls. Shortly afterwards

orders came to move the platoon forward. It had not gone far when
other orders directed it to return and resume firing, because the Chinese

reoccupied the wall as soon as firing ceased. The platoon remained

in this po.sition, .sweeping the walls with its fire until 5.30. p. m. Most

of the Russian troops followed the Americans into the city. The Ameri-

can marines remained with the platoon until about 4 p. m., when they

were ordered back to guard the wagon train. The caissons and the bat-

tery wagon remained with the left platoon. The marines had occupied

the wall of the Chinese city at the Tung-Pien gate and kept down the

fire from that direction. After they withdrew the Chinese on the east

wall of the Tartar city endeavored to reach the guns with their fire, but

sufficient protection was afforded by the north wall of the Chinese city.

At about 4.30 p. m. a Russian officer .sent a note to Lieutenant Sum-
merall, requesting that he cease firing long enough to permit the two

remaining Rus.sian guns to pass in front of his guns, as he had orders to

withdraw. There was then left at the gate a small detachment of Cos-

sacks. As nothing had been heard of the American troops since thej'
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left the platoon that morning, Sergeant Wolfe was sent to learn their

whereabouts. He returned and reported that thej- were in camp near

the Chien-Men gate. Lieutenant Summerall then proceeded to the

camp with his platoon, and the caissons, batter}- wagon, and spare honses.

On the waj- one of the spare horses succumbed from exhaustion. This

was the first horse lost after the disembarkation. The Japanese who
attacked the east wall of the Tartar cit}' with their entire force early on

the i4tli were heavily engaged until lo o'clock at night, when the main

gate was blown in and the wall was captured. It was afterwards learned

that the British entered the Sha-Huo gate .shortlj' after the Chinese had

been driven from it by the left platoon and the Fourteenth Infantry.

They advanced along the center of the Chinese city to a point opposite

the legations, being protected by the American fire from the Chinese on

the south wall of the Tartar city.

Colonel Daggett's account of events at this juncture reads

as follow'S:

About 11:20 a. m. General Chaffee's attention was called to the Four-

teenth Infantry flag on the wall near the Tung gate. The British

advance being near relieved the American left. General Chaffee then

ordered all of his troops that had not entered the city to move to the

Tung gate. Here everything was in confusion. A Russian battery and

company of infantry were in the narrow street. The American troops

that had just arrived were trying to press their way through. Reillj'

somehow forced two of his guns—the left platoon—through, and by

tearing down a building got them into action. While tearing down the

building one of the guns fired into the tower from the narrow street. In

this he was assisted b}' Captain Eastman with a compan^^ of the Four-

teenth Infantry. Lieutenant Burgess says: "Lieutenant Kilbourne,

Fourteenth Infantry, rendered valuable assistance by covering the move-

ment of the platoon in this position with a squad of infantry under his

command."
The artillery and infantry fire soon drove the Chinese out of the tower

and rendered the crossing of the Tan-vSang bridge comparatively safe.

The left platoon remained in this position, firing on the south wall of the

Tartar city until 5.30 in the afternoon. The four other guns crossed

the Tan-Sang bridge and ford and proceeded in a westerly direction. At

the crossing of the .street near the Haita gate a gun was put in po.sition

to silence the fire at that point from the wall, which it did. The first

platoon then proceeded to and entered the Chien gate, and fired one shot

at the gate of the Imperial citj', when orders were received to su.spend

further operations.

The center platoon. Lieutenant McCloskey, escorted by a platoon of

the Ninth Infantry under Lieutenant Welborn, proceeded also along a
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street parallel to the wall of the Tartar city, and when within about

400 yards of the Haita gate fired about 22 shots into it. Moving to the

western opening of the gate it fired 2 shells into the opening, '

' raising

the portcullis 18 inches from the ground." The battery was then as.seni-

bled for the purpose of entering the grounds of the legations.

During the forenoon of the 14th, and while the battery was in differ-

ent positions east of the Chinese city, the third battalion of the Four-

teenth Infantry was its support. About noon the Ninth Infantry moved
to the Tung-Pien gate, where it was delayed by the crowded condition

in the narrow entrance and street beyond. It finally moved forward,

following the route passed over by the Fourteenth Infantry and battery.

It placed a few men on the buildings to keep down "snipers" that

remained on the wall.

The marines acted as guard to the wagon train much of the time.

Company A, Lieutenant Butler, was sent to the wall of the Chinese city,

and placed a few men thereon to prevent
'

' sniping.
'

'

To the American force shotild be given the credit of clear-

ing the way for the British at the Sha-Hiio gate, for taking up
the work of the Russians at Ttmg-Pien gate and carrj'ing it

on to sttccess, and for clearing the sotith wall of the Tartar

city from the sotitheast angle to the Chien gate, thtis prepar-

ing the way for the British, so that upon entering at the

Sha-Htio gate the latter were able to march northward withotit

firing a shot, pass under the Tartar wall at the "water gate,"

a sltiiceway between Hata-Men and Chien-Men, and achieve

the distinction of being the first to enter the legations. A
better knowledge of the sittiation of the water gate and the

practicability of entering that way would have enabled the

Americans to themselves have reaped the glory of appearing

first at the legations, a goal which the}' had justly won by

their valor.

The 15th of Augttst, that is, the day following the entrance

into the city, was another daj- of fighting for the Americans.

General Chaffee learned from Mr. Edwin H. Conger, the

I^uited States minister, that portions of the Imperial cit}- had

been tised as positions from which to fire tipon the legations,

and he decided to occupy that locality. The Imperial city

was an interior portion of the Tartar city surrounding the

still more interior part known as the "forbidden city," which

was the residence of the Emperor and Empress Dowager,
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the depository of ancient official records, and the storehouse

of silks and gold. High walls protected these interior fast-

nesses and a series of massive gatewa3-s, with pagoda-like

structures surmounting them, stood across the main north-

and-south avenue leading into the most interior throne room.

The camp of the American troops on the night of August

14 was along the south side of the Tartar wall, the legations

being just within on the north side. At 7 a. m., August 15,

General Chaffee led his command to the Chien gate, which

had been held during the night by an American detachment,

and sending the marines up into the pagoda the wa}- was

cleared of debris by them, giving places for four guns of

Reillj-'s Batter}-, the center platoon (McCloskej-'s) being faced

westward to sweep the top of the wall to the next gate, and

the right platoon (Burgess's) northward to fire over the first

gate (Ta-ching-men), a low one, to the pagoda on the Tien-fu

gate, 600 yards distant. Summerall's platoon, which had led

the preceding da}-, was held below, sheltered b}- the wall at

the first gate of the Imperial cit}- (Ta-ching-men). The
infantrv was marched within the Chien-men and was also pro-

tected from the fire from the second gate of the Imperial citv

(Tien-fu-men) b}' the wall at the first. It was, however, sub-

jected to slight flank fire from the left. The guns on Chien-

men in an hour silenced the fire from the pagoda next west

on the Tartar wall and w^ere turned on the pagoda at Tien-fu-

men, from which the fire was becoming more intense. The
Fourteenth Infantry- had in the meantime battered down one

of the center doors in the Ta-ching-men. Colonel Daggett

entered with his staff officers, and observing the necessity- of

bringing a powerful fire on the Tien-fu-men ordered up Lieu-

tenant Summerall's platoon to burst open the doors on the

right and left of the middle door. The area into which

entrance was now given was paved Avith granite, was 600

yards long, terminated at the northern end by the pagoda,

gatewa}^, and wall of the Tien-fu-men, and was flanked by

the walls of long storehouses.

Colonel Daggett ordered in a platoon of his regiment, put

the guns in position at the battered portals, including a Ninth

Infantry gatling gun, under the comnuind, at the time, of
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Lieutenant Corcoran, Sixth Cavalry, and at the same moment
the remaining guns of Reilly's Battery and the marines on

Chien-men, in rear, redoubled their fire. It was a tremen-

dous fusilade of a most unique and spectacular character.

The Chinese were unable to withstand it long and at the end

of an hour, under the influence of this fire and flank attacks

on side streets b}- companies of the Fourteenth Infantry,

retired from Tien-fu-men. But in the combat the Americans

lost Captain Reill}-, killed while sighting one of his guns

on Chien-men, also 4 men of the Fourteenth Infantry and i

of the Ninth Infantry', killed at the gateway-, i officer (marine)

and 2 1 men wounded. It was now possible to advance to the

Tien-fu-men. The heavy doors in this were battered down b}^

Summerall's guns, and the wa}^ was open for fire on the next

gate (Tuan-men). The return fire of the Chinese was not

so severe, and was shortly silenced. The command then

advanced to Tuan-men, opened it as before, and came in view

of the Wu-men, which is the entrance to the forbidden city,

and was practicallv iindefended. Here the advance was

stayed, as a council of the commanding generals decided that

the crowning achievement of the campaign, the final act of

overthrow of the enemy, should be participated in by all the

powers. The other allies had so far taken little part in the

closing scene of the drama. The Americans, although with-

drawn on August 15, were returned to the Imperial cit}'

August 19, and finally were left in possession of the Wu-men.

The march into the forbidden city was made as a formal

militan,' display on Tuesday, August 28, 1900, all the allies

taking part with detachments approximately proportionate to

their military forces in China. The order of entry and the

number of men of each nation was as follows

:

1

.

Russians 800

2. Japanese 800

3. English 400

4. American 400

5. French 400

6. German 250

7. Italian 60

8. Austrian 60
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The American contingent was made np of detachments

from all the organizations which participated in the march to

Pekin.

General ChaflFee's report of these operations and his in-

dorsements on the reports of subordinate commanders gives

credit to man}- officers for gallant conduct and meritorious

service. Among the graduates mentioned are the following:

Personal staff officers.—Second Lieut. Roy B. Harper, Sev-

enth Cavalry, aid-de-camp; First Lieut. John W. Furlong,

Sixth Cavalry, acting aid-de-camp, and First Lieut. Benja-

min B. Hyer, Sixth Cavalr}-, acting aid-de-camp, for gal-

lantry at Yang-tsun and Pekin.

Expeditionary staff officers.—Captain Grote Hutcheson,

Sixth Cavalry, for special efficiency as acting adjutant-gen-

eral and fine soldierl\' qualities under fire ; Alajor George P.

Scriven, signal officer, for efficient service as chief signal

officer and for gallantry at Yang-tsun and Pekin ; Captain

William Crozier, Ordnance Department, chief ordnance officer,

for active assistance on the field of battle and gallantrj' at

Yang-tsun and Pekin; First Lieut. Harley B. Ferguson,

Corps of Engineers, for valuable services as acting aid-de-

camp, and coolness and bravery under fire; Captain Frank

DeW. Ramsey, Ninth Infantry, chief quartermaster and chief

commissary, for especially meritorious and arduous services

in his departments, in which he was ably assisted by Second

Lieut. Malin Craig, Sixth Cavalry; Lieut. Colonel John S.

Mallory, Forty-first Infantry, U. S. Volunteers (captain.

Second Infantry), for tactfulness and good judgment in the

performance of special duties assigned him at the headquar-

ters of the commanding general of the Japanese forces;

Major Samuel M. Mills, Sixth Artillery, for similar services

at the headquarters of the commanding general, English

forces.

Ninth Infantry.—Captain Frederick L. Palmer, command-
ing a battalion during the march, for marked efficiency.

Foitrteoitli Infantnj.—Captain Frank F. Eastman, for effi-

cient ser\ices during the battle at Pekin ; Captain Charles H.

Martin and Captain John R. M. Taylor, for gallant and
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efficient services at Yang-tsun and at Pekin ; Captain Henry G.

Learned, for conspicnons gallantry and efficient services in

scaling the wall of the Chinese city of Pekin ; First Lieut.

Joseph F. Gohn and Second Lieut. James Hanson, for scaling

the wall of the Chinese city at Pekin ; Second Lieut. Albert N.

McClure, Fifth Cavalry (serving with Fourteenth Infantry),

for gallant and distinguished conduct while commanding his

company in the battle for the possession of the gate to the

Imperial cit}', Pekin ; and IMvisician Calvin P. Titus (who

aftenvards entered the Military Academy as a Cadet), for

daring and gallant conduct, in that he was the first to scale

the wall of the Chinese city, Pekin.

Sixth Cavalry.—Captain De Rosey C. Cabell, for gallant

and efficient services near Pekin ; Second Lieut. Patrick W.
Guiney, for coolness and gallantry in action near Pekin.

Light Battery F, Fifth Artillery.—^'n&t Lieut. Charles P.

Summerall, for gallantry in action and for efficient services

while in command of his platoon storming the gate to the

Imperial city, Pekin.

Graduates mentioned in the reports of other officers were

First Lieut. Thomas M. Corcoran, Sixth Cavalry, b}- Colonel

Daggett and Lieutenant-Colonel Coolidge, for good work with

the Gatling gun at the gate of the Imperial city; Captain

William B. Reynolds, quartermaster. Fourteenth Infantry,

by Colonel Daggett, for gallant conduct at Yang-tsun; First

Lieut. Louis IVI. Nuttman and First Lieut. William A. Burn-

side, by Major Quinton, who commanded the leading battalion,

Fourteenth Infantry, at Yang-tsun, and who reported also

that every officer in his battalion earned and deserved special

mention and reward.

Lieutenant-Colonel Coolidge reported, as regimental com-

mander. Ninth Infantry, at Yang-tsun, that the officers did

their duty faithfully during the entire day. At Pekin, he

stated that "while the officers and men were zealous in the

performance of the duties that fell to their lot, yet the posi-

tion of the regiment as second in a column where the front

was very restricted, gave them little opportunity to display

any marked acts calling for special recommendation, except

H. Doc. 789, 58-2—vol I 53
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in the case of Lieutenant Corcoran, Sixth Cavalr}-, with

Gatling gun."

Major Quinton said, in his report for August 15, at Pekin:

I desire to bring to the especial notice of the general commanding,

for gallantry, coolness, and soldierly behavior in this action, Captains

C. H. Martin and J. R. M. Taylor, and Lieuts. W. A. Burnside and

A. N. McClure.

Lieutenant-General Sir Alfred Gaselee, commanding British

forces, transmitted to General Chaffee extracts from reports

of his officers, mentioning Captain Taylor (also Major

Quinton, a nongraduate) at Yang-tsun, attention being called

to Captain Taylor "for the very gallant way he led his men
to attack the second village under a heav}- fire, and also for

the great help he gave in forming the men up for the second

attack on the village."

After the relief of the legations, Pekin was divided into

districts for police and general administrative control, the

Americans being assigned portions of the Tartar city, and

the Chinese city, besides holding the control of the principal

entrance to the Forbidden city, the Japanese controlling the

other gates.

While the advance to Pekin was in progress the First and

Third squadrons. Sixth Cavalry, remained at Tien-tsin,

guarding Aniericaii supplies accumulating there, and assist-

ing in the protection of the city. Their horses arrived at

Ta-ku and were forwarded to Tien-Tsin as soon as they could

be put ashore. The city and the line of commuuicaciou to

the relief expedition were threatened during the first part of

August, and First Lieut. Elvin R. Heiberg, Sixth Cavalry,

encountered a considerable force while reconnoitering with

his troop, but suffered no losses, although the enemy's line

was approached to within 200 3-ards.

Several thotisand Boxers congregated at a walled town

about 5 miles from Tien-Tsin, and a plan was made to disperse

them. It was executed under the direction of Brigadier-Gen-

eral Dorward, British arm}*, 6 troops of the Sixth Cavalry,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Wiut—about 500 men—constitut-

ing the chief part of the force. English and Japanese were
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tlie other participants. Tlie command moved out from Tien-

Tsin early in the morning of August 19, and under the guid-

ance of First Lieut. Francis C. Marshall, Sixth Cavalr}-, who
had made himself familiar with the locality, came in contact

with the Boxers about 6 a. m. Troops A, C, and D were com-

manded by Captain Augustus P. Blocksom; Troops I, K, and

L by Captain William W. Forsyth. Blocksom's squadron

had the advance and developed the enemy's strength, coming

under fire about 6 a. m., and being more or less engaged

fighting on foot and advancing until 9.30 a. m. The British

contingent of about 350 men then came into action on the left

of the allies, and " Captain Blocksom mounted his squadron

and made a splendid and most siiccessful charge, completely

routing the enemy, who dispersed in all directions, no longer

showing fight." (Lieutenant-Colonel Wint's report.) Cap-

tain Forsyth's squadron was at first in support, and later

operated on the right flank. General Chaffee's indorsement,

forwarding the report of this engagement, stated the importance

of the action as follows

:

The defeat and routing of the Boxers and Chinese troops, about 5,000,

near Tien-Tsin, August 19, 1900, was practically the work of the Sixth

Cavalry, splendidly handled by Lieut. Colonel T. J.Wint, commanding the

regiment, and Captains Blocksom and Forsyth, squadron commanders,

who were ably as.sisted by troop commanders. Every officer was keenly

intent on the work before him and watchful for his opportunity and the

moment he might strike with vigor. The victory had far-reaching

effect. It relieved Tien-Tsin of the near presence of a considerable body

of the enemy, which was daily increasing in numbers and threatened the

security of our base of supply and line of communication to Taku Bay.

He recommended Lieutenant-Colonel Wint, Captains Block-

som and Forsyth, and Lieutenant Marshall to be brevetted

"for gallant conduct in battle."

The strength of the American force in China was further

augmented in August b}' the arrival of headquarters and one

battalion of the Fifteenth Infantry, under command of Colo-

nel Edward Moale, Fifteenth Infantr^^, and a battalion of the

Third Artillery, equipped as infantry.

The graduates with the Fifteenth Infantry were: Major
Edgar B. Robertson ('74), Captain James A. Maney ('77),
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Captain Samuel E. Smiley ('85), Captain Edmund Witten-

myer ('87), First Lieut. John McA. Palmer ('92), First Lieut.

George McD. Weeks ('92), First Lieut. John K. Moore ('97),

Second Lieut. Arthur S. Cowan ('99).

With the Third Artillery: Captain Charles H. Hunter ('80),

Captain Charles A. Bennett ('81), First Lieut. Archibald

Campbell ('89), First Lieut. William S. McNair ('90), First

Lieut. George H. McManus ('93), Second Lieut. Henry B.

Clark ('99).

Brigadier-General Thomas H. Barry, U. S. \^olunteers
^'J']).,

arrived with the Fifteenth Infantry battalion for temporary

duty in China, proceeding to Manila earl}? in September.

Brigadier-General James H. Wilson, U. S. Volunteers ('60),

accompanied by his aid de camp. First Lieut. James H. Reeves,

Second Cavalry ('92), arrived the first week of September,

reporting to General Chaflfee at Pekin on September 7. Gen-

eral Wilson's former residence and travels in China fitted

him especially for service there, and he had been selected by

the President for duty as second in command of the United

States forces.

General Chaffee organized his troops into two brigades on

September 4, the First Brigade comprising all troops at

Pekin, General Wilson commanding; the Second Brigade,

all troops at and in the vicinity of Tien-Tsin, Colonel Moale,

Fifteenth Infantry-, commanding. The third squadron, Sixth

Cavalr}^, had previously been brought to Pekin and was

included in the First Brigade.

During the months succeeding the relief of Pekin the allies

sent small expeditions from time to time into the country

surrounding Pekin and Tien-Tsin to gain information, sup-

press marauding Boxers, and repel Chinese regular troops,

but the Americans experienced no losses, and their encoun-

ters with the enemy were of minor importance.

Lieutenant H^'er, commanding Troop L, Sixth Cavalry,

while reconnoitering with 63 men of his troop, September 3

to 6, displayed marked courage in attacking and routing a

force of aboiit 500 imperial troops at a town 25 miles from

Pekin. He succeeded in making a surprise, killed 27,

wounded 40, captured 150 rifles, and seciired the personal
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flag of the militan' governor of the Province. For highl}^

gallant conduct in this affair he was recommended by General

Chaffee to be brevetted major, and Second Lieut. Wallace B.

Scales, Sixth Cavalr^^, was recommended to be brevetted first

lieutenant.

September 9 to 13 Companies C and D, Fifteenth Infantry-,

commanded by Alajor Robertson, joined a force of allies

marching from Tien-Tsin to operate against a force of Boxers

at Tu-liu, 22 miles distant. The place was occupied without

opposition and the command returned to Tien-Tsin.

September 17-18 a force of about 2,000 allies was organized

at Pekin to drive the Boxers from the vicinitv of the Hun-lio

River and the Pa-ta-chow temples west of Pekin. The British

and American contingent operated together under the com-

mand of Brigadier-General James H. Wilson. First Lieut.

Charles D. Rhodes, Sixth Cavalrv, who had previously been

detailed as adjutant-general of the First Brigade, acted as

adjutant-general of the expeditionar}- force, and Captain I\Iar-

tin. Fourteenth Infantry, as quartermaster. The American

contingent comprised two battalions of the Ninth Infantr}^,

one battalion of the Fourteenth Infantry, a platoon of artil-

lery', and a detachment of cavalr}-. The Boxers were believed

to be in considerable force and occupying a strong position,

but the}- were easily flanked out and put to flight, offering

slight resistance.

Captain Forsj-th, Sixth Cavalrj^, commanded several scout-

ing expeditions from Pekin, consisting of one, two, or three

troops of cavalr}'. His command usuallj- came within close

range of the enemy and experienced brisk encounters, but, as

usual, without casualties, owing to the poor marksmanship of

the Chinese.

A number of staff officers and ofiicers assigned to special

duties of observation reported to General Chaffee in August

and September, ha^'ing been sent to China in contemplation

of a largely increased force and much more extended opera-

tions.

Among the staff officers were Major James B. Aleshire,

quartermaster, U. S. Volunteers (captain, acting quartermas-

ter) ('80); Major John T. Knight, quartermaster, U. S.
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Volunteers (captain, acting quartermaster) ('84); Major John

C. W. Brooks, qiiartermaster, U. S. Volunteers (captain. Fourth

Artillery) ('85); Captain George C. Earnhardt, acting quarter-

master, U. S. Volunteers (first lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry-)

('92); Major Hugh J. Gallagher, commissary' of subsistence,

U. S. \'olunteers (captain, Sixth Cavalry) ('84); Captain

William H. Bean, commissary of subsistence ('86); Captain

George Montgomery, Ordnance Department ('90).

The officers assigned to special duty, in addition to those

already named, were Major Alexander Rogers, Fourth Cavalr}'

('75) ; Lieut. Colonel Joseph T. Dickman, Twenty-sixth Infan-

tr}-, U. S. Volunteers (captain, Eighth Cavalr}-) ('81); Major

William E. Craighill, Fortieth Infantry, U. S. Volunteers

(captain. Corps of Engineers) ('85); Major Charles H. Muir,

Thirt3'-eighth Infantry, U. S. Volunteers (captain, Second

Infantry) ('85).

Two officers of the Ninth Infantr}' joined their regiment

from detached service, viz. Captain Frank L. Dodds ('79), and

Captain ]\Iark L. Hersey ('87). Captain Thomas S. IMcCabb,

Ninth Infantry ('75), was en route to join, but upon reach-

ing Ta-ku was compelled to return to the United States

on account of physical disability. First Lieut. Benjamin

M. Hartshorne, jr. ('96), joined the Ninth Infantry from

detached service in February, 1901, and First Lieut. George

S. vSimonds ('99), upon promotion in March, 1901. Captain

Thomas Ridgeway, Fifth Artillery ('83), arrived to assume

command of the batter^' upon promotion, vice Reillv. First

Lieut. Julian R. Lindsey, Tenth Cavalr}- ('92), reported for

duty September 7 as aid-de-camp to General Chaflfee, and

Lieut. Colonel Henr\' O. S. Heistand, assistant adjutant-gen-

eral ('78), arriving in September, was announced September

27 as adjutant-general of the expedition.

The purpose of the United States Government to reduce

the strength of the American force in China was published

in orders September 29, and on October 21 the brigade

organization was discontinued, the movement to the Philip-

pines of all except the expeditionarj' staff, the Ninth Infan-

try, the Third Squadron, Sixth Cavalry, and Light Battery

F, Fifth Artillery, beginning the same day. Thereafter the
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force remaining in China was regarded as a legation guard,

but it retained its designation as the China Relief Expedi-

tion until the 19th of ]May, 1901, holding forces at Tong-

hu, Tien-Tsin, and Tung-chow, and guarding portions of the

Tartar city and Chinese cit}-, Pekin. Then a further reduc-

tion was made, General Chaffee and his staff and all troops

except one compan}' departing to the Philippines. From
May, 1 901, one compan}- (B, Ninth Infantr}-) was left as

legation guard, ]\Iajor Robertson, Ninth Infantrj-, remaining

as commanding officer, Captain B^-ron as quartermaster,

and Lieutenant Welborn, Ninth Infantry, as adjutant and

commissar}-.

The service of the American officers during the period of

occupation of the Chinese cities, October, 1900, to Ala}-, 1901,

was characterized by its justness and moderation in the treat-

ment of the people, so much so that the inhabitants of the

American districts in Pekin petitioned the United States

forces to remain and retain control of their districts as long

as any foreign troops occupied the cit}-. These petitions

were addressed, one to Major Robertson, who, upon transfer

from the Fifteenth Infantry to the Ninth Infantry, remained

in China upon the departure of the former regiment, having

charge as provost-marshal in the American district of the

Tartar city, and the other to Captain John C. F. Tillson, Four-

teenth Infantrj', who was detached from his regiment upon
its departure, and had charge as provost-marshal in the

American district, Chinese city. But the withdrawal of the

American forces had been fully determined upon bv the

. United States Government, and was carried into effect at the

end of i^Ia}-, 1901, the transports Sunnier, hidiaiia, and Pak-

ling, having on board the squadron of the Sixth Cavalry, the

battery, and the Ninth Infantry-, except one company, sailing

from Ta-ku for Manila on Ma}^ 25 and 27.

By joining with so much promptness, strength, and effective-

ness in the operations in China the United States of America

demonstrated perhaps more decidedly than in any preceding

incident of their history their position as a militar}- power in

the world and brought most distinctly to the minds of all
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observers their readiness to take part in, and assert their

influence over, the affairs of the Far East. Officers and

enlisted men of the force who participated in the several expe-

ditions and conflicts in the efforts to relieve the beleaguered

legations exhibited to the soldiers of foreign nations the

braver}', determination, resourcefulness, and intelligence of

the American, and drew forth many expressions of admiration

and esteem.

The graduates of the IMilitar}' Academy were staff" officers

and commanders in subordinate positions. As such their

places of dut}- were in the forefront of battle, leading their

men or arranging and directing the details of administration,

transportation, and supply. Everywhere they displayed

intelligence, courage, and resourcefulness, maintaining hou-

orablj^ the good name of the Alma Mater.



THE SERVICES OF GRADUATES AS EXPLORERS, BUILDERS
OF RAILWAYS, CANALS, BRIDGES, LIGHT-HOUSES, HAR-
BORS, AND THE LIKE.

By Captain WILLIAM V. JUDSON,
Corps of Emneers. U. S. Army—U. S. Military Academy. 1886.

r
N THE systematic teaching of the

sciences to qualify students for the

engineering profession West Point led the

way during the first half centur^^ of its ex-

istence. When the Military Academy was
founded it was even more true than now
that our people hesitated at expenditures

for purel}' military purposes, and proposed

to employ their officers in time of peace

in various useful undertakings. In the

beginning, through the personal efforts of

President Jefferson, who was "no great

lover of military affairs, but a warm friend

of science," such a teacher as Jared Mans-
field was secured, and we know that Mr.

Jeiferson, when he signed the act establish-

ing the Military Acadeni}', contemplated

an institution which would supply the country with engineers

for civil as well as military purposes, an institution which

would serve as a model for training in the practical sciences.

Our technical schools are now the admiration of the world,

but West Point antedated the Rensselaer Pol3-technic School

bv twenty-three years, and there was no third institution in

the same field prior to 1847, when the Sheffield Scientific

School was established. While many engineering achieve-

ments may be claimed as the immediate work of West Point

graduates, we must not forget the profound influence of the

Acadeni}- as an example, and of man}- of its graduates as teach-

ers, which have helped to make the American civil engineer

(835)

OFFICER OF ENGINEER
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the most capable practical man iu the world to-day, and the

American nation, in consequence, the env}- of Ehrope in all

that pertains to manufacture and construction.

President Oilman, in an address delivered on the occasion

of the semicentennial celebration of the founding of Sheffield

Scientific School, remarks:

The opportunities, the honors, the pleastires, and the rewards of a liberal

education were opened during the first half of this century to those only

who had been disciplined, by the preparatory schools, in the ancient

languages, and this discipline was continued through the greater part of

the subsequent collegiate curriculum. To verify this remark it is only

necessarj' to examine the catalogues of the leading colleges of the country

during the first five decades of this century. * * * Spasmodic efforts

were made for the founding of new courses, but virtually West Point

and Troy were the only established places in this country for good tech-

nical instruction so late as 1847.

As illustrating the character and infliience of her many
graduates whom the Militar}^ Academy gave as teachers to

the institutions which followed her, we may again quote the

words of President Oilman

:

Norton (the first professor of civil engineering at Sheffield Scientific

School) was an admirable teacher, well trained at West Point, painstak-

ing, accurate, thorough, well acquainted with the progress of his favorite

science, and always commanding students of ability. ^ =!= * 1,1 later

days another West Pointer (Professor Trowbridge), who is said to have

been the fir.st to suggest the cantilever bridge, was distinguished for his

work upon .steam generators and other prime motors.

Not onl}' their scientific attainments, but we are proud to

believe the well-known and lofty standards of honor and

integrity inculcated b}- their Alma Mater fitted graduates to

plav no inconsiderable part in the wonderful processes of our

national growth. It is proposed to outline the stor}- of these

services in this chapter.

EXPLOR.\TIONS.

Maps compiled in largest part from the routes pursued by

graduates through previousl}- unknown lands between the

Mississippi and the Pacific first delineated the great West,

showing the plains and valleys susceptible of cultivation
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and the streams watering them; the mountains barring the

waj^ to communication, and the passes by which the\' might

be traversed. Ever}' march of a column or scouting part}-

added to the stock of human knowledge that was to direct

the movements of an unequaled immigration. Mention can

be made here of important expeditions only.

In the years follownng 1807 our countrv was much involved

in foreign complications. S3'stematic exploration of the West
languished during this period, but its resumption in 1819

found an increasing body of graduates to pursue the work in

a scientific manner.

Long's expedition, in the vear last mentioned, set out from

Pittsburg in the steamer IVestern Engineer. By way of the

Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri, the party proceeded to old

Council Bluff, which served as a base of operations. By the

close of 1820 the courses of the Platte, Arkansas, and Cana-

dian rivers had been traced, their sources in the Rocky
Mountains examined, and Pike's Peak had been ascended for

the first time. With Long were John R. Bell ('12), J. D.

Graham ('17), and W. H. Swift ('19), the last two doing

most of the astronomical work.

James Allen ('29) first explored the source of the Missis-

sippi in 1832.

Capt. B. L. E. Bonneville ('15), born in France during

the Reign of Terror, was a worth v successor of Marquette

and La Salle. Of adventurous and romantic temperament,

he sought leave of absence and permission, at his own expen.se,

to investigate the topograph}- and resources of the far West.

In the spring of 1832, Bonneville proceeded up the Platte and

established a rendezvous upon Green River in the present

State of Wyoming. Thence his parties explored Great Salt

Lake, and the Green, Snake, and Salmon river countries.

One detachment crossed the Sierra Nevadas, proceeded as far

westward as the Sacramento, and rejoined the main body by

way of the Santa Fe trail. Other parties explored the head-

waters of the Yellowstone, the Big Horn range, and the Wind
River Alountains.

During the winter of 1S33-34, and subsequently in the

summer of 1S34, Captain Bonneville visited the Columbia
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River, and in 1S35 returned to the "States" by way of the

Phitte.

There is barel}- room in this plain stor^' of Bonneville's

travels to allude to the hardships and the dangers he encoun-

tered. Amid perils of Indian warfare and of flood and cold

and hunger, most of his companions savages, he was travers-

ing a wilderness that was literally trackless. The romance

of his adventures has been preserved in the work of Wash-
ington Irving." The practical results were maps which first

correctly portraj^ed the liA'drography of the region west of the

Rock}' Mountains.

The work of exploration went on, gradually losing some-

thing of its picturesqueness as route crossed route, but the

hardships and dangers remained. W. H. Warner ('36) was

killed b}' hostile Indians while exploring the California

Mountains, and M. P. Harrison ('47) met the same fate while

accompanying MarcA' to the Red River country.

In the early fifties the attention of Congress was directed

toward the transcontinental railroad problem. It was felt

that prospect of future profit would not alone suffice to bring

about the gigantic combination of capital that such an under-

taking required. Nevertheless opinion was wisel}' formed

that militarv, political, and economical considerations de-

manded the construction of one or more lines, and the Gov-

ernment, among other aids, extended the services of its officers,

who at that time possessed almost a monopoly of the requisite

engineering knowledge and training. Engaged upon the

survey of routes near the forty-seventh and forty-eighth par-

allels, near the thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth parallels, near

the fortj^-first, thirty-fifth, and thirty-second parallels, through

the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range, and from the Sacramento

to the Columbia River, were score upon score of graduates of

the Military Academy. With no intention to ignore others,

many of whom rendered equally or perhaps more valuable

service, the names may be mentioned of a few graduates, now
otherwise known to fame, who did their part in these great and

systematic pioneer surveys: George B. McClellan, commander
« Irving: Adventures of Captain Bonneville, U. S. A., in the Rocky Mountains and tlie far West

N. Y. 1851. 12 mo.
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of the Army of the Potomac ; Henr}- L. x\bbot, prominent in

connection with our present splendid system of coast defense

;

Philip H. Sheridan, the hero of the Shenandoah campaign

;

John B. Hood, Confederate leader; Parke and Hnmphre3's,

the former a superintendent of the Military Academy, and

both distinguished corps commanders. Of those graduates,

bearing the sextant in one hand and the rifle in the other, not

the only one giving his life for his country was Gunnison ('37),

who was cruel!}' massacred and mutilated near Sewell Lake
in 1853.

It is ver}' interesting to-da}' to compare a modem railroad

map of the West with the "]\Iap of routes for a Pacific rail-

road" accompan3'ing the report of the Secretar}- of War to

the House of Representatives." No further evidence is

needed that graduates most intelligently blazed the wa}' for

the steam locomotive which, like a might}- shuttle, has spun

the wonderful fabric of our couutr}-.

There is not space in this chapter to detail the work of

Alarc}- ('32), who mapped the Red River country in 1852,

1S53, and iS54,nor of Warren ('50), whom years of hazardous

topographical studies in the Dakotas and Nebraska ma}-

have trained to see the value of Little Round Top and so save

the day at Gettysburg. From the Yukon to the Rio Grande,

in every extreme of climate, the work went on to an extent

that mav be gathered from the following paragraph in a letter

addres.sed to the Secretary of War by General Humphreys on

May 10, 1878:

In addition to the foregoing it may be stated that the officers of

Engineers and officers on engineer dutj' attached to the headquarters

of the niiHtar\- divisions of the Missouri and the Pacific, at the head-

quarters of the military departments of Dakota, the Platte, the Missouri,

Texas, California, Arizona, and the Columbia, and at the headquarters

of the military district of New Mexico, together with other officers of

the Army, have surveyed within the last ten years an aggregate of more

than 175,000 miles of routes, lines, and marches, besides an aggregate of

more than 40,000 miles of area, and the results of these surveys are

mainly to be found on the maps in use Yty the Army and the country.

Before passing to the more exact and refined surveys

undertaken by graduates, it is proper to mention the fact that

"Ex. Doc. 129, Thirty-third Congress, first session.
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explorations are still progressing in the icy mountains of

Alaska and in the matted jungles of the Philippines. No

more than three yArs ago Herron ('95) was seeking an

all-American route from Cook Inlet to the Yukon, beset by

imminent peril of flood and starvation. At the same time

Alstaetter ('97), captured while reconnoitering for a road,

lingered a prisoner in the hands of the Filipinos.

BOUNDARY SURVEYS.

In the six great international boundary survej^s which

have iixed the northern and southern limits of the United

States, the most refined astronomical methods have been

developed and pursued by graduates of the Military Academy.

Capt. Andrew Talcott ('iS), while determining the northern

boundary of the State of Ohio in 1S34, invented the zenith

telescope and the method of determining latitude b}- obser\--

ing the difference of meridional zenith distances of two stars

on opposite sides of the zenith." The Talcott method has

long been recognized as the most accurate practical one for

the determination of latitude.

THE L.^KE SURVEY.

One of the great refined geodetic survej-s of the world,

inaugurated in 1841, had for its object the production of

reliable charts as well for vessels navigating the Great Lakes

and upper St. Lawrence River as for determining the

improvements needed for the prosperity of lake commerce.

This great work was substantiall}' completed in 1885, with a

total expenditure of nearly $3,000,000. The primary triangu-

lation was of the greatest precision, so that it might serv^e to

determine the form and dimensions of the earth. Over 6,000

miles of shore line were mapped. The triangulation embraced

an area of nearly 17,000 square miles, and the hydrographj'

covered nearly 10,000 square miles. Mainly the work of

graduates, this work will stand as a monument to Cyrus B.

Comstock ('55), who was long its superintending engineer.

To this last-named graduate, whose conscientiousness almost

a See Journal of the Franklin Institute, 1838, p. 217.
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reached the point of eccentricit}', and whose scientific attain-

ments have been recognized the world over, it is related that

President Grant offered promotion from the rank of major to

that of brigadier-general. In these days it is hard to believe

that Comstock resolutel}' declined the honor on the gronnd

that it belonged of right to a distinguished senior oihcer. It

is to be regretted that Comstock never subsequently attained

the rank he had so honorably declined.

THE COAST .\ND GEODETIC SURVEY.

While the work of determining the hydrography of our

coast waters and the exact topograph}^ of our shores has never

been a War Department enterprise, nevertheless it was Alex-

ander Dallas Bache, grandson of Benjamin Franklin and a

graduate of the class of 1825, who, in 1843, '•^pon the recom-

mendation of the principal national scientific societies, was

called upon to reorganize the Survey. He served as its Super-

intendent for twenty-four 3'ears, and when, in 1867, the Sec-

retary of the Treasury announced his death, he used these

words

:

No man within the present generation was more widely known in the

walk.s of practical science; none has been so closely identified with col-

lateral service in the various public departments. * * * Under his

direction that great work [the Coast Survey] has been eminent no

less for its abundant results than for its high scientific character, which

has won the approbation of the leading learned bodies of the world,

among whom his name has long been held in honor.

THE WHEELER SURVEYS.

While on reconnoissance work in 1869 Lieut. George M.

Wheeler ('66) conceived the idea of a systematic topograph-

ical surve}' of the area of the United States west of the one

hundredth meridian. He estimated that the total cost of

covering this area (1,443,360 square miles) would be $2,-

500,000. The work was approved by Congress and was

inaugurated in 1872 under the War Department—graduates

performing most of the skilled work of observation. When it

is stated that detailed topographical surveys have cost $65

per square mile in Prtissia and $190 per square mile in the
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case of the ordnance snrvey of England, it can readil}- be

understood that Lieutenant Wheeler contemplated some

sacrifice of extreme accuracy and the abandonment of

unnecessary detail.

When appropriations for the work ceased in 1878 nearly

350,000 square miles had been mapped at a cost of about

$1.48 per square mile, and data had been obtained for the

preparation of elaborate reports on mineralogy and mining,

geology, botany, and the like.*******
Surveys of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, for an

intercontinental railway, for an isthmian canal, for many hun-

dred works of river and harbor improvements, and for roads

and military defenses, have engaged the attention of grad-

uates from time to time, but a mere list of them would pass

the bounds assigned to this chapter.

In concluding this account of the services of graduates as

explorers and surveyors, it seems fitting to quote from a letter

of General H. G. Wright ('41), addressed to the Secretarj' of

War, October 29, 1S78, wherein it is truthfull}- claimed

—

that refined methods of topographical survey were first used in the

United States by officers of the Army in the performance of their varied

duties under the Government; that they were among the first to apply

the refined methods of geodetic surveys; that from the time the Govern-

ment had territories to explore, the exploration has been mainly made
by them; that a large portion of the information contained in all of

the maps of the United States west of the Mississippi River is due to

their labors; * * * that the officers of the War Department, from the

earlier years of this century, from the days of Pike and Long, and Lewis

and Clarke, and Bonneville, have borne the hardships and exposure of

the preliminary examinations and surveys when the region was an

unknown wilderness, and have gone on improving their survej's from

time to time by more accurate methods as the improvement in instru-

ments and means of their transportation have increased.

R.\ILROAD.S.

It is difficult to believe that as recently as 1827 there could

have prevailed a discussion wherein, speaking editorially of

the project of one Hale to join Boston with Connectictit by
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means of a railroad, the North American Review would use

the words:

and we think Mr. Hale is perfectl}- right in forming his estimates on

the supposition that the use of horsepower is best adapted to our cir-

cumstances. It certain!}^ is so at present, and we can foresee no change

or improvement which shall reverse this condition.

It is much easier to believe the assertion that he who first

conceived the idea of a railroad, a Frenchman of the seven-

teenth century, should have cried out in the madhouse in

which he was incarcerated, "lam not mad! I have made an

invention !

"

The railroad was born in Bngland with the successful

opening of the Stockton and Darlington line by Stephenson

in 1S25. A fever for railroads immediatel}- attacked this

country. Of men competent through experience to locate

and construct them of course there were none. Of men com-

petent through education there were a few, and these were

almost all graduates of the IMilitarv Acadeni}-, or their asso-

ciates in the Ami}-. In accordance with a liberal policy-, the

Government lent its officers for this purpose, and if the phe-

nomenal growth of our countr}- ma}' in a great degree be

attributed to railroads, then are graduates of West Point enti-

tled to much credit for that growth, for it was due to their

skill and diligence that in the second quarter of the last

century railroads sprang into existence so rapidly and so

extensively throughout the country.

The Baltimore and Ohio was the earliest important rail-

road enterprise undertaken in the United States. S. H. Long,

William Howard, and William Gibbs IMcNeill, all officers of

Engineers, and the latter a graduate of the class of 181 7,

were chosen as a board to select a proper route to the Ohio.

To quote from good authorit}-
:

"

Their report is elaborate and able, and is probably the most interesting

document of its day on the subject of railways in America.

Engaged in the construction of the Baltimore and Ohio,

besides McNeill, were Joshua- Barnc}' ('20), Isaac Trimble

('22), Richard E. Haggard ('24), William Cook ('22), Walter

Gwynn ('22), John Dillahunty ('24), and George W. Whistler

a Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine, v. 7, p. 502.

H.D0C.789, 58-2—vol I 54
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('19). Upon the rails, definitely located by McNeill, ran (for

the first time in America) a steam locomotive.

In 1 82 8 the railroad compan}' sent to England a commis-

sion of three, including McNeill and Whistler, who were

cordially received b}' such men as Stephenson and Telford,

and learned what they could from the railroad builders of

that country.

McNeill and Whistler soon forged to the front of the civil

engineering profession.

These two engineers exercised au influence throughout the country

for many years, much greater than any others. Indeed, there are few

works of importance undertaken at that time in connection with which

"their names do not appear."

Before ]\IcNeill resigned in 1837 he had sun-eyed the sum-

mit division of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and had

acted as chief engineer of the Baltimore and Susquehanna,

Paterson and Hudson River, Boston and Providence, Provi-

dence and Stonington, Taunton and New Bedford, Faj-ette-

\dlle and Yadkin, Long Island, and other railroads scattered

from New England to Florida and Alabama. After he resigned,

for the remaining sixteen 3-ears of his life, he acted as chief

or consitlting engineer upon man\- railroad and other public

enterprises in the United States and Cuba, completing the

W^estern Railroad of Massachusetts, planning aitd practically

constrticting the first large dr}- docks at the Brooklyn Navv-

Yard, and acting as president of the Chesapeake and Ohio

Canal.

Probably greater than McNeill was his jtmior. Whistler.

The two were associated in the constrtiction of many railroads,

including the Baltimore and Susquehanna (now Northern

Central), the Paterson and Hudson (now Erie), the Western

of Massachusetts (now Boston and Albany), and the Provi-

dence and Stonington. It was upon Whistler that most of

the details devolved.

These pioneers were not simpl}- "following the best prac-

tice." They were creating methods and inventing means
to appl}- them. At Lowell, Mass., in 1836, Whistler was

« Life and Works of George \V. Whistler, by George L. Vose, president Boston Society of Civil

Engineers.
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personally designing and constrncting locomotives that were

preferred to all others in this country. He had even to

invent the locomotive whistle, as it is said he had previously

invented the method of showing elevations upon topographic

maps bv means of contours.

Conditions in the United States varied extremel}- from

conditions in England. The former was a country of mag-

nificent distances and a meager population. Railroads were

often built to develop the country rather than to care for an

established trafhc. The first study of the engineer was

econoni}- in first cost, and the second study was economy in

operation. The use of extreme grades and extreme curvature

reduced the items of excavation and embankment. The line

often departed man}- miles from its natural location to seek

an eas}' river crossing or a low pass through the mountains.

Steam excavators and other labor-saving machinery were

demanded and produced. The character of the line compelled

improvements in the rolling stock.

In 1835 the Russian Government determined to build a line

from St. Petersburg to Moscow. A Russian commissioner

visited the countries of Europe and the United States and

pronounced the American systems of construction and opera-

tion to be the most fitted to the needs of Russia. Later a

committee of Russian engineers reported that "of all persons

with whom the}- had communicated, no one had given them

such full and satisfactory information upon all points, or had

so impressed them as possessing extraordinary ability, as

Major Whistler." Whistler, in accepting a ver}- flattering

offer from St. Petersburg in 1842, became the precursor of

that American invasion of brains, products, and methods

which is now exciting the fear as well as the admiration of

European countries. Whistler's title was consulting engi-

neer, but the road and its equipment were planned by him in

detail. He had to overcome not merely ph3'sical obstacles,

but also the natural opposition of his jealous associates. His

report upon the gaug<e to be selected has been pronounced

"one of the finest models of any engineering document ever

written." It prevented the adoption of a wide gauge, which

afterwards and in other locations has caused untold expense
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and trouble. Plaus were completed in 1843, aud the manu-

facture of rolling stock began in 1844 under contract between

the Russian Government and the American firm of which

Ross Winans was a well-known member.

In the building of engines all parts were made inter-

changeable, a feature which be3-ond all other things has

since made American machinery supreme.

The freight cars were 30 feet long and supported upon

8 truck wheels. If this practice had been universally

adopted upon the Continent and in England, amounts almost

fabulous would have been saved in cost of transportation

during the past sixt}^ years. To-da}' the English railroad

companies are investigating whether they may not yet, with

economy, throw aside their little " goods-wagons " and face

the immediate losses in rolling stock, terminal invest-

ments, etc.

Having so great an engineer in their midst, the Russians

utilized his judgment in many undertakings, such as bridg-

ing the Neva, constructing docks and fortifications at

Cronstadt, etc.

Worn out bj- extraordinary' labors. Whistler died in 1849.

At this time his railroad was nearly completed, and his plans

were retained to the smallest detail. Another graduate of

West Point, T. S. Brown ('25), was invited to succeed him.

"As an engineer. Whistler's works speak for him. He
was eminently a practical man, remarkable for steadiness of

judgment and for .soimd business sense. Whatever he did

was so well done that he was naturall}- followed as a model

by those who were seeking a high standard. Others ma}'

have excelled in extraordinary boldness or in some remarka-

ble specialt-s- ; but in all that rounds out the perfect engineer,

whether natural characteristics, professional training, or the

well-digested results of long and valuable experience, we look

in vain for his superior.""

If McNeill and Whistler were the greatest American rail-

road engineers of their generation, there Avere many other

graduates who approached them closel}-. In a hast}- inspec-

tion of the records I have been able to count 49 graduates

a Life aud Works of George W. Whistler, by George I,. Vose.
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who have been chief engineers and 22 who have been presi-

dents of railroads. Many have acted in one of these capaci-

ties upon several roads, and the list would be long, indeed, of

those who have served as resident or assistant engineers.

The Central Railroad of Georgia in 1S59 appropriated

$5,000 for the erection of a monument to William H. Gordon

('15), who, as president of the company, had devoted his life to

its upbuilding with a success that covered his State with a net-

work of railroads. Of this same railroad and other important

lines in the South, E. P. Alexander ('57), the distinguished

Confederate artillery commander, was later president.

George W. Cass ('32) was a great organizer and adminis-

trator of railroads. He was president of the Pittsburgh, Fort

Wayne and Chicago and of the Northern Pacific railways.

He was also the first president of the Adams Express Com-
pany, the pioneer in that branch of transportation.

Thompson S. Brown ('25), before he was engaged bv the

Russian Government to complete the work of Whistler, built

the Lake Shore and parts of the Erie Railroad.

The Mobile and Ohio was largely constructed b}^ gradu-

ates, among them Andrew Talcott ('18), John Childe ('27),

and O. McK. Mitchell ('29). Mitchell was better known later

as a distinguished astronomer, author, and inventor, and as

the director of the Cincinnati Observatory.

Daniel Tyler ('19), who in 1S35 erected the first coke hot-

blast furnace in America, was a very eminent engineer, with

a special gift for the upbuilding of wrecked or failing corpora-

tions. His work of construction and reconstruction was scat-

tered from Maine to Alabama. He was president or chief

engineer of man}- railroads, including the Cumberland Valley

and the Mobile and Montgomery.

The first railroad in Cuba was built b_v Benjamin H.

Wright ('22).

Talcott built the first railroad in Mexico, and Albert M. Lee

('31) and R. A. Petrikin ('65) added hundreds of miles to the

lines of that country.

The Panama Railroad has been largel}^ built and operated

by graduates, among them William C. Young ('22), A. J.

Center ('27J, William H. Sidell ('33J, and John Newton ('42J.
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Before the civil war George B. IMcClellan was chief engineer

of the Illinois Central and president of the St. Louis and

Cincinnati ; Halleck was president of the Pacific and Atlantic

;

Abraham Buford was president of the Richmond and Dan-

ville, and Lloj'd Tilghman, afterward killed at the head of a

Confederate division, was chief engineer of several southern

railroads.

After the civil war Braxton Bragg ('37) was chief engineer

of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe; Bumside ('47) was presi-

dent of several western roads ; Horace Porter ('60), now ambas-

sador to France, was president of the West Shore, and James

H. Wilson ('60) was president of the New York and New
England.

During the civil war the highly efficient chief of construc-

tion and transportation on militar}- railroads was Herman
Haupt, of the class of '35.

The oldest living graduate to-day is Thomas A. Morris ('34),

who built many of the earlier roads in his adopted State of

Indiana, and administered others as president or receiver.

Unfortunateh' the limits of this chapter do not permit

accounts of the work of Swift ('19), Joshua Barne}- ('20), Cook

('22), Gwynn ('22), Isaac Trimble ('22), James Barnes. ('29);

these last, with those mentioned before, constituted a large

and important part of the bod}' of civil engineers of their day.

I shall be satisfied should it appear that the pioneer railroad

work in our country has reflected great credit upon our Alma
Mater, who furnished so many of her sons for skillful, honor-

able, and important services.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING.

Little has been written of graduates as municipal engi-

neers, but the record is a splendid one.

The work of George S. Greene ('23) in connection with the

Croton water suppl}^ of New York City is well known. The
same distinguished engineer was emplo3'ed b}^ the city of

New York to report on plans for elcA-ated railway structures

;

was chief engineer of public works of the cit}- of Washington

to devise a sewerage system for that cit}', and was consulting
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engineer upon many important municipal enterprises through-

out the countr}'. Greene served his countr}- well in war as

well as in peace, for it was his brigade that saved the' Union

right on the second da}^ of Gettysburg.

The Philadelphia water department was reorganized (1S83

to 1886) by William Ludlow ('64). Finding corruption and

carelessness the rule, and a plant inadequate and in a state

of deterioration, Ludlow inaugurated man}^ reforms and vastly

extended the ser\'ice of his department. His administration

has been praised by all lovers of honesty and eflEciency in

municipal affairs.

Egbert L. \^iele ('47) was engineer in chief of Central

Park, New York, and of Prospect Park, Brooklyn. General

Viele was a recognized authorit}' in matters of municipal

engineering.

The city of Washington illustrates in many of its public

works and in the success of its present form of government

the ability of graduates to handle with fidelity and skill all

varieties of municipal works.

jMontgomer}- C. Meigs ('36), nearly fift}' 3'ears ago, located

a system of water supply' admitting of eas}' expansion to care

for the population of a hundred j-ears hence. Meigs was

miich criticized at the time for building upon so large a scale,

but the communit}- is now congratulating itself upon his large

ideas. The Washington Acjiieduct crosses two creeks flowing

through deep ravines, one b}- means of Cabin John Bridge,

whose magnificent span of 228 feet was for nearly fifty 3-ears

the maximum for masonry arches, and the other by means of

arches formed of the iron water pipes themselves, which are

utilized to support a bridge for wagon trafl&c. The methods

used in crossing these creeks well illustrate the daring

originalit}- of the constructor. Meigs was one of the greatest

builders and organizers of work of his generation, and was a

lovable man and a great student besides. Before he was

chosen for the most important post of Quartermaster-General

during the civil war, he had been connected with other great

works that are mentioned elsewhere in this chapter.

In 1878 Congress placed the executive and a part of the
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legislative functions of government of the District of Columbia

in the hands of a board of three Commissioners, one of whom
is, by law, an engineer officer of the Army. The first Engi-

neer Commissioner was Twining ('63), whom people called a

" benevolent despot " and regarded as an ideal municipal

executive. The Commissioners are supposedly coordinate,

but the Engineer Commissioner is the principal executive

officer of the Board. With two engineer officers as principal

assistants he is charged with the construction and repair of

streets and bridges, water distribution, sewage disposal, and

the like. It is a matter of common remark that \\^ashington

has the best government of any city in the world. Much
credit for this is due to graduates.

In the broadest sense of the phrase F. \^. Greene ('70) and

Eugene Griffin ('75) have been great municipal engineers,

each along an important special line. Greene made a name
for himself by writing an account of the Turko-Russian war

that has become standard the world over. He resigned from

the Corps of Engineers in 1S87 to become chief engineer, and

later chief executive, of the Barber Asphalt Paving Compau}-.

Greene compelled a general recognition of the superi>or advan-

tages of asphalt paving for city streets, but not before he had

perfected the materials and methods of laying, adapting both

to the severe climatic conditions of our American cities.

Griffin, while assistant to the Engineer Commissioner of

the District of Columbia, in 1888, wrote an epoch-making

report upon the subject of the propulsion of city street cars.

Published by the Government, this report was circulated every-

where, and added great impetus to the building of electric

street railways throtighout the countr3^ As a result of his

studies along these lines Griffin is to-day the general manager,

as he has been largely the creator, of the great General Elec-

tric Company, the operations of which have helped greatly to

swell the total of manufactured exports from the United States

to foreign countries and to create that marvelous balance of

trade that has alarmed European economists.

In our insular possessions, since 1898, a vast amount of

municipal engineering and the like has fallen upon gradu-

ates. The whole stor}- of this work would—nay, probably
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will—fill volumes. It is most satisfactory that our officers

have everywhere demonstrated to their couutrymen a high

capacit}' for honest and skillful direction .of work.

If as Americans we congratulate ourselves upon the noble

and imselfish policv which was recently consummated in the

evacuation of Cuba, we find no less cause for satisfaction in

the details of our four j-ears of stewardship; so common upon

the pages of our magazines and in the columns of our news-

papers is the comparison between Cuba of yesterday and

Cuba of to-dav that I hesitate to introduce so trite a subject.

When Ludlow was appointed governor of Habana that cit}^

was the plague spot of America ; streets and buildings were

festering with corruption, and the noisome odors afflicting the

senses were but fit accompaniments of political and adminis-

trative conditions. As at Habana, so it was at Santiago and

the other cities.

Under the immediate direction of Ludlow ('64), Black [^']'])^

Geary ('74), Barden ('94), Hanna ('97), Hamilton ('91), and

man}' other graduates the work of renovation and improve-

ment was vigorously prosecuted. Sewers were planned and

constructed; streets cleaned and paved; parks, waterworks,

roads, and bridges constructed, and public buildings, includ-

ing hospitals and prisons, were made sanitary; but more far-

reaching than all this, a people being trained for independent

national existence was afforded an object lesson in faithful

public service that may be the salvation of Cuba.

Similar duties have fallen to graduates in Porto Rico and

the Philippines, but the reader must not be wearied with more

details.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

In Washington stand many testimonials to the skill of

graduates as builders of beautiful and enduring structures.

The wings and Dome of the Capitol itself were built under

the superintendence of IMeigs ('36), of W^ashington Aqueduct

fame. A great architect, Thomas W. Walter, was associated

with Meigs in this work, but the beaut}- of the structure was

largelv due to Meigs, and all the details of what was then

difl&cult construction were of his devising.

In connection with this work Meigs Vas the first to turn
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stone columns in a lathe, notwithstanding predictions of fail-

ure and the opposition of "practical" stonecutters.

Under the auspices of the Washington National Monument
Association there was begun in 1848, with funds derived from

public subscription, the magnificent obelisk that commemo-

rates the life and work of George Washington.

Incredible as it may appear the original foundation con-

sisted of a rubble masonry footing, laid in lime mortar, 80

feet square at the base, 58 feet 6 inches square at the top, 23

feet 4 inches in thickness, set only 7 feet 8 inches below the

original surface of the sandy clay alluvium soil.

On the top of this footing, 55 feet iVo, inches square at the

base, rested the shaft, with a white marble facing in 2-foot

courses and a rubble masonry backing of blue gneiss rock.

In 1856 the shaft had reached a height of 156 feet i^yii inches,

when, owing to lack of funds and other unfavorable condi-

tions, work was suspended. The weight of the incomplete

structure was 35,000 tons, or nearl}' 5^2 tons to the square

foot. It seems apparent to us now that if a becoming liber-

ality among the people had enabled the Monument Associa-

tion to complete its work upon the foundation it had estab-

lished something startling must have happened, for the

weight per square foot would have been doubled. Indeed the

soil had already been loaded to the limit of prudence, if not

of safety.

In 1876 Congress assumed the task of completing the

work. In 187S the work was placed in charge of Thomas
Lincoln Casey ('52), who was confronted by the then unique

problem of building a suitable foundation under an existing

heavy structure 156 feet in height.

Although Casej-'s solution of this problem is well known
to all civil engineers, yet detailed accounts of it are hard to

discover, a fact that may justify the following description in

the words of Bernard Greene, who was Casey's able assistant

and lifelong friend

:

A much firmer stratum of -gravel, sand, and small bowlders existed at

13 feet 6 inches below the old foundation, which was underpinned with

Portland cement concrete blocks 4 feet wide, 13 feet 6 inches deep, 41

feet 3 inches long, 18 feet of which extended underneath. These were
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put in singlj- or in pairs, one on each opposite side, as the tendency of

the monument to lean toward the respective cuts appeared, and this was

constant until a number of the blocks has been inserted. Frequent

level observations were kept up on brass benches at the four corners of

the shaft, which showed an extreme sensitiveness to the least disturbance

of the earth underneath the old foundation. Finallj', the underpinning

was completed, leaving, as will be noted, a block of untouched earth 44
feet square in the center. Jackscrews were used freely to retain the side

pressure of the earth in the trenches, and the concrete was forced up

under the old footing masonry with a swinging horizontal battering-ram

timber. Then the old rubblework was quarried out around the sides iu

sections of about 10 feet wide, and concrete buttresses were inserted 2 to

3 feet under the edge of the .shaft and extending well out onto the

projecting underpinning. When all were in the\- formed a continuous

buttress all around. In this way 70 per cent of the original earth bed

was cut away and substitued bj- the concrete underpinning, 51 per cent

of the rubble footing was torn out, and 48 per cent of the bed area of

the shaft itself undermined and filled with concrete.

During this operation the total settlement of the structure was 2}^

inches, the greatest difference between anj- two corners being one-half

inch, which nearly corrected an original inclination of about i J^ inches

in the old shaft at 156 feet high.

This accomplished, the continuation of the shaft was resumed on

Augu.st 7, 1880, and the capstone set on December 6, 18S4. The facing

is marble, in 2-foot courses of 2-foot bed, in alternate leaders and

stretchers, backed up with cut granite, all laid in Portland cement

mortar.

The total weight of the monument, including the foundation and

interior ironwork is 90,854 tons, loading the foundation not over 10 tons

per foot in the center, nor less than 3^^ tons at the outer edges of the

foundation. The construction of the shaft produced a further settlement

of the foundation, making a total of about 4' 3 inches, but no material

change has occurred since.

Neither winds nor changes of temperature produce anj- appreciable

effects on the monument. The pressure of wind on one flat face of the

structure requisite to overturn it is 200 pounds per square foot, and then

it would break off at the junction of the old and new sections of the

shaft, leaving the lower one standing.

The dimensions of the monument are: Total height, 555 feet 5^ inches;

shaft proper, 500 feet 5'/^ inches; base, 55 feet lY^ inches; top, 34 feet

5^ inches; pyramidion, 55 feet high; interior well, 25 feet square up to

150 feet, splaj'ing out to 31 feet 5>^ inches at 160 feet, and thus contin-

uing to top of shaft; batter of exterior, one-fourth inch to i foot; thick-

ness of walls at base, 15 feet; at top, i foot 6 inches; foundation, 126 feet

6 inches square and 36 feet 10 inches deep.
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As the original was built 15 feet 8 inches above the then natural

surface and subsequently buried by artificially raising the mound about

the Monument, the total height of structure actually built is 555 feet

5^ inches plus 15 feet 8 inches — 571 feet i ^'S inches, but the present

visible obelisk alone is still the highest masonry structure built by man
by some 20 feet.

From 1877 to 1888 Case}^ was in charge of construction of

the State, War, and Navy Department building. For many
years this was the largest aud perhaps the most imposing

office building in the world, and to-da}- remains a fit neighbor

to the beautiful White House.

The construction of the Library- of Congress occupied

Casey during the latter 3'ears of his life. This great edifice

was completed within the limits of time and mone}- set forth

in the estimate, and promises long to remain the most

commodious, the most convenient, and the handsomest library

building in the world. The plan is rectangular, with four

interior courts and a central octagonal rotunda 140 feet in

diameter containing the main reading room. The exterior

of the building is 470 feet long by 340 feet wide. Between

the courts are three special book stacks, each nine tiers high

above the cellar, capable of shehing 1,800,000 volumes, while

other convenient portions of the building maj- be shelved for

as man}^ more. The book stacks are wholl}' of masonry,

iron, marble, and plate glass. Excepting in three rooms, all

door and window frames, casings, and baseboards are of cast-

iron or marble, and the floors generally are surfaced with

marble or mosaics. The exterior is of Concord granite.

T^vo thousand two hundred windows give ample light b}^

day, and at night the building is brilliantly illuminated from

its own power plant. Pneumatic tubes and endless sprocket

chains connect the delivery desk with the main book stacks,

and an endless chain cable with auxiliary pneumatic tubes

passes through a tunnel to the Capitol.

In a work of such magnittide all details can not be the care

of the master mind; but as Case}-, b}- special act of Congress,

was given the greatest latitude and responsibility, his would

have been the blame if the whole conception had been faulty

or the details inadequate. Casey was a man upon whom
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Congress came to rely absolutely. His estimates and his

opinions were accepted without question, and he was ver}-

provid that there was never a disappointment. Case}- was a

great man, of wonderful integrity and administrative capacitv.

His work has added materially to the fame of the Military

Academ}'.

LIGHT-HOUSES.

In 1 85 1, recognizing the shortcomings and general ineffi-

ciency of the Light-house Service prior to that date. Congress

caused the creation of a Board whose dut}'^ it was to investi-

gate conditions then existing and to suggest appropriate legis-

lation. This Board consisted of two naval officers, and three

others, two of whom, Totten ('05) and Bache ('25), were

graduates of West Point.

As a result of the studies and recommendations of this

Board, an act was passed creating the permanent Light-house

Board, which has, since 1852, been charged with all matters

relating to the location, construction, repair, and operation of

light-houses and similar aids to navigation throughout the

United States. Of this Board, which consists of two naval

officers, two officers of the Corps of Engineers of the Armv,
and two civilians of high scientific attainments, together with

a naval and an engineer secretary, man}- graduates have been

members, often constituting a full half of the Board. All

plans, drawings, specifications, and projects for construction

are proposed b}- the engineer secretary of the Board, or b}-

other engineer officers. Each of the 16 light-house dis-

tricts into which the coimtrv is divided is, for purposes of

construction and maintenance, in immediate charge of an

engineer officer. Before the organization of the Light-house

Board the construction of a number of light-houses present-

ing special difficulties was intrusted to the topographical

engineers of the Army.
The construction of light-houses, b}- reason of the almost

insurmountable difficulties sometimes imposed by the sea

and because of the beneficent ser\nce they render to mankind,

possesses a romantic as well as a strictly technical engineer-

ing interest. Perhaps the best known English engineers are
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men like Smeaton and the Stevensons, who risked reputation

and sometimes life itself to found among the waves structures

that would bear aloft their warning torches through every

jealous furv of the elements.

Naturally enough, upon the coasts of the United States,

built by our graduates, are many light-house structures of

equal interest with, if less well known than, Skerryvore or

Edd3'stone.

The first iron skeleton light-house structiire in the United

States was a beacon, designed and erected by W. H. Swift

('19), at the entrance to Black Rock Harbor, Connecticut, in

1847. I^^ t^^^ locality three masonry beacons, costing $21,000

in all, were successive!}' demolished within a period of twelve

3'ears. Sv.'ift's beacon, costing but $4,600, is still in service.

In 1S48 Hartman Bache ('iS) began in Delaware Ba}' the

construction of Brandywine Shoal light-house, the first in the

United States to use screw piles.

Proper foundation for heavy masonry structures is often

lacking, especiallv iipon our southern coasts, and the result

has been numerous improvements in the skeleton form of

construction and its adoption in connection with iron or steel

piles, screw piles, plates, grillage, or other foundation for a

great number of United States structtires upon sites both sub-

merged and Avy. Of this tvpe is Sombrero Key light-hovise,

built by George G. Meade ('35) a short six years before he

was to defeat Lee's army at Gettysburg. Sombrero light is

situated 50 miles east of Ke}- West. Standing in 8 feet of

water it shows a light 140 feet above mean low tide. Twelve-

inch wrought-iron foundation piles rest their shoulders cen-

trally upon cast-iron disks 8 feet in diameter, penetrating the

coral rock 10 feet below the plates. The piles stand at the

angles and center of an octagon 56 feet across. The well

braced frame rises pyramidal in shape, tapering to a diameter

of 15 feet at the top. The entire structure cost $120,000 and

still stands in good condition.

Another skeleton tower light is that on Fowe}- Rocks, at the

extreme northern point of the Florida reefs, completed in 1S78.

The light-houses that have been previously described are of

little weight, but oppose no great surface to the action of
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wind or waves, and may be constructed with comparative

rapidit}-. Alany of tlie great sea-rock light-houses of the

world, particularly those exposed to great wave action, are

constructed of the best masonry that man can devise, and

given great weight to resist the stress of storm waves.

Of this latter type is the light-house now standing on

Minots Ledge. The' site was previously occupied by an iron

skeleton tower that was carried away, with both keepers, in

the great storm of 1S51.

Engaged in the erection of this light-house which, in the

words of General Barnard, "ranks by the engineering difficul-

ties surrounding its erection, and bv the skill and science

shown in its construction, among the chief of the great sea-

rock light-houses of the world," were J. G. Totten ('05), who
made the plans, and B. S. Alexander ('42), who built the

structure. The only authentic account of this great work is

found in a modest memoir prepared b}- Alexander, from which

the following is quoted:"

* * •.- We could not land, even in the summer season, for weeks

together; and when we could effect a landing, a part of the ledge was

at all times under water, and the remainder only bare for one or two

hours at low water of spring tides. The space was contracted, and the

sea broke with such violence during easterly weather that no cofferdam

was possible. How were we to begin? What should be the process?

Where were the workmen to live, and what were they to do while wait-

ing for an opportunity to land on the ledge? * * *

In the year 1855 we worked on the rock one hundred and thirt\-

hours. * * *

In 1S56 we worked on the rock one hundred and fifty-seven hours.

^ ^ ^

On the igtli of January, 1857, the bark New Empire, loaded with

cotton, was thrown against our scaffold during a violent northeast gale,

and swept it from the rock, breaking off the iron posts very much as

those of the iron light-hou.se had broken when it was carried awaj-, and

-shattering the top of the rock in some places, .so that a portion of our

labor during the preceding j'ear had to be done over again.

1857 was a very unfavorable season for work; the whole working time

on the ledge being only one hundred and thirty hours. Nevertheless,

the foundation pit was nearly completed and four stones of the founda-

tion were laid.

aTrans. .\mericaii Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. VIII, p. S5.
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1858 was a much more favorable season. Tlie foundation was finished,

and the masonry of tlie tower was carried up to the sixth course 1 iiichi-

sive). * * *

We worked on the rock this year two hundred and eight hours.

In 1859 the masonry of the tower was carried up to the top of the

thirty-second cour.se, being 62 feet above low water.

Working time on the tower this year, three hundred and seventj'-seven

hours.

The light-house was completed in i860. The last stone was laid on

the 2gth day of June, which was just five years, lacking one daj', from

the time the workmen landed on the ledge.

No life was lost in building this light-house, nor was any per.son .seri-

cush" injured.

When thi.s work was completed there remained unexpended

$30,000 of the original ajjpropriation. The Government, in

the interest of science, proposed to devote this stim to a com-

plete account of the work, btit the civil war came on before

anything of the kind could be done, and perhaps designer

and builder have secured less fame than their great achieve-

ment warranted.

Another sea-rock light-house of great engineering interest

is founded upon Spectacle Reef, at the northern end of Lake
Huron. The fetch of the waves from a sotitherly direction is

170 miles. In winter hea\ y ice flows are borne against the

strttcture b}' strong currents, and often the ice piles up from

30 to 40 feet high, forcing the keepers to cut their wav to the

entrance in the spring when the light is to be reestablished.

As at Minots Ledge, the main difficult}- la}' in the prepara-

tion of the foitndation. The focal plane is 97 1^ feet above

the water. The cost was $375,000. The crib and cofferdam

above described were designed by W. F. Re}'nolds ('43), and

the light-house strttcture was designed and built bv Orlando

M. Poe ('56), who was Sherman's chief engineer in his march

to the sea.

On Stannards Rock, 2S miles from shore in Lake Superior,

stands a light-house very similar to that on Spectacle Reef.

Both of these strttctures are specimens of monolithic rock

masonry that can not, perhaps, be eqtialed the world over.

Another light-hottse ilhistrating in its construction the

difficulties often confronting the light-house engineer is
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Tillamook Rock, about 20 miles south of the mouth of the

Columbia River, on the coast of Oregon.

The site was a precipitous rock, much frequented b}- sea

lions, but untouched by the foot of man, for the wet and

slipper}- slopes were continually washed b^- the great waves

of the Pacific. The designer and builder of this light-house

was G. L. Gillespie ('62). The first attempt at landing to

effect a sun-e}* of the rock was by a most capable man, one

John Trewavas, who had at one time been emplo3'ed in the

construction of the great Wolf Rock light, in England.

Trewavas succeeding in reaching the eastern slope of the rock

when he slipped, was dragged down b}- a receding wave, and

his body was never recovered. With great difficultv and

danger a few men were landed more than a month later,

and communication was established with the attending vessel

by means of a cable attached to a mast of the latter and to a

projecting ledge of rock. Men were now transported along

the cable in a breeches buo}-, but the rocking of the vessel

introduced such violent motions upward and downward that

at least one traveler refused to make the return journey and

spent the man}- remaining years of his life on Tillamook.

This structure is one of the most exposed in the world.

Despite many perilous incidents it was completed in the

remarkabl}- short space of sixteen months, and at a cost of

but $124,000.

Fourteen-Foot Bank light, between the capes of the Dela-

ware, and 20 miles from the nearest harbor, is founded upon

a caisson sunk 23 feet into a submerged sand shoal b}- the

pneumatic process.

Race Rock light, h'ing off the southwest point of Fishers

Island, is founded upon a submerged bed of bowlders com-

pacted with gravel and sand, in depths of 12 to 15 feet of

water. The tide ebbs and flows with great violence, and

waves from the Atlantic find no barrier save Block Island.

To solve the problem of construction, a riprap breakwater

was first built around the site. With the aid of divers the

foundation was then built up of concrete, in stepped layers,

each layer being confined b}- bands of sheet iron.

H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol 1-^55
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In our light-house service for more than fifty A'ears none

but graduates have had the responsible charge of construc-

tion. The annual expenditures of the Light-House Board

have increased gradually from about $700,000, in 1852, to over

$4,000,000 in 1900, while the number of lights (exclusive of

buoys, port lights, and light-ships) has meantime increased

from about 300 to 1,243. ^^ 1900, 17 engineer officers of the

Army, all graduates of West Point, were connected with this

service.

It is to the credit of West Point that the most diflScult

engineering and administrative problems have been ably

solved as they have arisen ; no taint of corruption has grown

into the ser\'ice; and an adequate and most efiicient system

of lights has been established for our enormous coastwise and

lake traffic.

RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.

In the early days of the Republic there was much animated

debate upon the constitutional right of the Federal Govern-

ment to appropriate for internal improvements. The first

need of the country was for roads, and in 1806 President Jef-

ferson appointed commissioners to lay out the Cumberland or

"National" road, a work for which Congress appropriated in

all nearly $7,000,000 and which engaged the services of many
graduates of the Militar}- Academy. In 1S17, mainly through

the efforts of Calhoun, Congress passed a bill proposing to

expend the bonus and dividends derived from the national

bank in "constructing roads and canals and improving the

navigation of water courses." Upon constitutional grounds

this bill was vetoed by President Madison, who stated, never-

theless, that he was "not unaware of the great importance of

roads and canals and the improved navigation of water

courses, and that a power in the National Legislature to pro-

vide for them might be exercised with signal advantage to the

general prosperit3^"

The people were not satisfied with this action. Under
the leadership of Clay and his friends, in iSiS, the House
of Representatives passed a resolution declaring that the

Federal Government had the power which three successive
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Presidents denied. Although Monroe's views upon this sub-

ject so far coincided with Madison's that he vetoed a bill for

the repair of the National road, j-et the general demand for

internal improvements was so great that practicall}' the first

appropriations for rivers and harbors were made during the

Administration of Monroe, and a President was chosen to

succeed him who was committed to such appropriations.

In his inaugural address President John Quincv Adams
in one and the same sentence adheres to policies " to provide

and sustain a school of militar}- science" and "to proceed in

the great s\-stem of internal improvements within the limits

of the constitutional power of the Union."

In his first annual message President Adams used these

words

:

The Military Academy at West Point, under the restrictions of a

severe but paternal superintendence, recommends itself more and more

to the patronage of the nation, and the number of meritorious officers

which it forms and introduces to the public service furnishes the means
of multiplying the undertakings of public improvements to which their

acquirements at that institution are peculiarly adapted.

If there is a tendency- on the part of an}- graduate to

depreciate the civil work of a nitmber of his associates and to

believe that strictl}' military matters should monopolize the

attention of all, let him think what stipport the Academy-

drew through a long and critical period from the sentiment

expressed above.

Perhaps the average citizen, whether or not he be a grad-

uate of West Point, has informed himself upon the subject of

river and harbor improvement, largely through the perusal of

editorials denunciatory of governmental extravagance. There

has been little effort systematically to describe the vast extent

and almost inestimable value of the improvements alreadj^

made or now underwa}-.

Before improvement man}- of our coast harbors were

unsuited even to the light-draft vessels and relatively small

commerce of fift\- or sevent}- 3-ears ago.

At Portland, Ale., but S feet draft could be carried to the

inner harbor, and along the wharf front vessels were much
exposed to wave action.
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At Boston 1 6 feet was the ruling depth and the channels

were narrow and tortuous.

At New York there was generall}- 23 feet off Sandy Hook,

but the East River entrance, obstructed by rock}- shoals and

violent currents, was precarious in the extreme.

Philadelphia and Baltimore were good harbors in the earl}-

days, each with 17-foot channels, but at Wilmington, N. C,
Charleston, and Savannah the depths varied between 9 and

12 feet. Pensacola with 19 feet and New Orleans with 14

feet were long in satisfactory condition, but Mobile and Gal-

veston, with 5 and 9 foot channels, respectivel}-, were much
hampered in their bixsiness.

Upon the Pacific coast were but few natural harbors.

Among them, however, were the magnificent Golden Gate,

Puget Sound, and the Columbia River.

Upon the Great Lakes there was a singular absence of

harbors except for the smallest vessels. With very few

exceptions existing harbors were the mouths of rivers or

creeks, which were obstructed b}' bars showing but from 2 to

4 foot depths of water. There was an i i-foot channel con-

necting Lakes Erie and Huron, but no navigation was pos-

sible between Lakes Superior and Huron.

Man}- of our great rivers were indeed in man}- respects

as suitable for navigation as now. Before the forests w-ere

cut and the banks cultivated, water falling as rain was held

by the roots of trees and undergrowth, so that it entered the

streams gradually and was not surcharged with silt from

plowed fields. The banks were in some degree protected

from erosion b}- rank growths of vegetation. Under such cir-

cumstances the rivers did not reach the present extremes

either of high or of low water. But the Ohio was originally

interrupted at low stages by the falls opposite Louisville, Ky.,

and the Mississippi by the Des Moines Rapids, near Keokuk,

and by the Rock Island Rapids, near the town of the same

name.

For the improvement or construction of waterways there

has been appropriated in all approximately $424,000,000.

Of this amount very nearly $392,000,000 had been expended

on June 30, 1902, and of this amount approximately
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$383,000,000 was under the direct supervision and in accord-

ance with the plans of graduates of the Militar}- Academy,
mostl}' of the Corps of Engineers.

The following table shows the average annual appropriation

for river and harbor work for each decade since 1820, and

illustrates the growing magnitude of the work:

1820101830 $353,163.24
1830 to 1840 817, 200. 94
1840 to 1850 137, 147. 47
1850 to i860 331, 220. 06

i860 to 1870 1 , 306, 680. 27

1870 to 1880 6, 260, 759. 02

1880 to 1890 9, 487, 177. 81

1890 to 1902 « 19, 659, 298. 17

While absolutely the increase has been great, 3"et Mr. Theo-

dore E. Burton, the present very able chairman of the House
Committee on Rivers and Harbors, recentlv showed that since

1879 the rate of increase for rivers and harbors had been less

than for the support of any one of six other important depart-

ments of the Government.

Let us see in a general waj- what these large appropriations

have accomplished.

The average available depth at fourteen of our most impor-

tant Atlantic and Gulf harbors, including Portland, Boston,

Providence, New York (both entrances), Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Norfolk, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, Pensacola,

Mobile, New Orleans, and Galveston has been increased from

12.4 feet to 25.1 feet.

Upon the Pacific the destruction of San Diego Harbor has

been prevented b}- the diversion of a river; Los Angeles has

been provided with a harbor at Wilmington, and soon the

great San Pedro breakwater will furnish a protected area of

deep water suited for a great commerce with the East. The
channel to Oakland, on the eastern side of San Francisco

n The last period has been extended to include the elapsed portion of the current year. The
average for this period would be increased about $100,000 if the total expenditures for 1902 under
certain permanent appropriations could be included. On the other hand, the average for this period

is nndulj- large, inasmuch as the two river and harbor acts carrj-ing the largest totals passed in

1S90 and 1902. It is probable that the next river and harbor bill will not be reported before 1904.

although approximately $38,586,160 may be appropriated within the next four years in deficiency

and sinidry civil acts to cover work which the last river and harbor act authorized. Of course most
of the $26,521,442 appropriated under the last act. together with other balances from pre\*ious acts,

is still unexpended.
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Bay, has been deepened from 2 feet to 20 feet, permitting the

establishment there of great railway terminals. Protected

harbors have been formed where practically none existed at

Humboldt Bay, California, and Coos Bay, Oregon, with chan-

nels 2S and 20 feet deep, respectively.

As to our rivers, the Hudson has been improved to a depth

of 1 2 feet as far up as Troy. Originally there was but 4 feet

between Troy and Albany, and but 75-2 feet between Albany

and New Baltimore.

A canal with locks has been built around the Falls of the

Ohio at Louisville. The Davis Island lock and dam, 55^

miles below Pittsburg, form a commodious harbor for that

cit}-. A start has been made upon a S3'stem of locks and

movable dams designed to afford a 6-foot low-water channel

throughout the course of the Ohio.

Upon the Mississippi the Des Moines Rapids have been

overcome b}- means of a canal with locks, and the Rock

Island Rapids b}- means of wing dams and extensive rock

excavation. A great levee SA'stem has been built to protect

from floods the low land adjacent to the Mississippi in its

lower courses, and a vasth" improved and reliable channel has

been obtained for nearl}- a thousand miles below St. Paul.

Upon the Columbia River the canal and locks at the Cas-

cades permit steamers drawing 8 feet to ascend to The Dalles,

about 210 miles from the Pacific.

The James River below Richmond has been deepened from

7 feet to i6V^ feet.

Man}- of our rivers have been maintained in a navigable

condition b}' the annual removal of snags, and many works

not mentioned above have improved our rivers, to the great

advantage of commerce.

It ma}' be admitted frankly that the changed conditions of

commerce incident to the construction and reduced cost of

operation of railways has diminished in some cases (and for

the present) the value of a light-draft navigation either hy

river or canal ; that the clearing of the banks and adjacent

areas, with resulting influx of sediment and increased range

from high to low water, has operated against the improvement
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of a number of alluvial streams, and that a thorough improve-

ment of some rivers has been sought with insufficient means.

Upon the Great Lakes there have been wonderful accom-

plishments.

I have prepared a table contrasting the original with the

present condition of 41 important lake harbors, and it is to

be regretted that the result can be presented here onl}' as a

summary-. The average available depth of channel to or in

37 of these harbors was originall}- 2.1 feet. To-da^- it is 17.8

feet. At 15 important localities extensive breakwaters have

been built to form harbors where none existed, or to add to

the capacity of harbors formed in the mouths of creeks and
rivers.

A great through waterwa}- has been created between Buffalo

and Duluth, navigable b}- vessels drawing 20 feet. B3'

dredging and blasting in the Detroit and St. Clair rivers this

part of the through channel has been deepened from 1 1 feet.

At Sault Ste. Marie, which completel}- blocked navigation

between Lakes Huron and Superior, a canal has been exca-

vated and two locks constructed side by side, each with an
iS-foot lift; one of them among the largest and most perfect

masonry structures of the world.

It is now proposed to describe briefly a few of the individual

works of improvement.

Harbors of refuge^ Delaware Bay.—Inside of Cape Hen-
lopen, about equally distant from Philadelphia or New York
and the Capes of Chesapeake Baj- (the sea entrance to the

ports of Baltimore, Norfolk, and Newport News) and conven-

ient to a great portion of our coastwise trade, was begun in

1829 the Delaware Breakwater, behind which, annually, sev-

eral thousand vessels find shelter while awaiting orders or in

stress of weather. The work, as originall}' designed, was a

rubble mound, with the larger stones on the sides and top, in

two parts, of which the breakwater proper was 2,556 feet long

and the ice breaker 1,359 ^^^^ long. So much was completed

in 1869. I'he work of closing the interval between break-

water and ice breaker, 1,350 feet in length, was finished in

189S. The structure is now 5,265 feet in length, rising 14
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feet above low water, and its average width at the base is i6o

feet. The amount of stone used was approximately 1,100,000

tons.

Since the work was begun, in 1S29, there ^^^^ been such an

increase in the draft of vessels that the sheltered area can no

longer accommodate the largest ships.

To meet the new demands of commerce a second harbor of

refuge has been constructed in the same general locality.

Although started in 1896, a breakwater 8,035 ^^^^ long and

10 ice piers have been completed for about 50 per cent of the

original estimate. Approximately i ,600,000 tons of stone have

been placed in the work. The subaqueous portion of the

breakwater is a rubble mound; the superstructure is formed

by la3-ing large blocks of stone as headers upon the sea and

harbor sides, with slopes of i on 7. Sheltered behind this

breakwater more than i ,000 vessels may anchor at once ; and

of the anchorage area nearly a square mile has a minimum
low-water depth of 30 feet. Vessels of any draft, bound from

northern to southern or from southern to northern ports, may
now go to sea in doubtful weather with the assurance of find-

ing ample protection at the Delaware capes if overtaken by

storm.

Since 1833 the old breakwater has given shelter to about

450,000 vessels, and the two harbors are now annually sought

bv some 5,000 vessels, not counting tugs, fishing boats, and

other small craft.

There is great contrast between the legislative policies

which extended the work on the original breakwater over a

period of seventy 3'ears and that which, completed the second

and much larger work in five years, and with a less expendi-

ture. • Some account will be given later of the gradual im-

provement in the legislative policies and processes, until

to-day, when river and harbor bills are no longer a reproach

to Congress nor a mortification to those who must disburse

the appropriations.

Galveston Harbor, Texas.—From the Mississippi westward

to the Rio Grande, as late as 1890, there was no harbor with

entrance deeper than 13^/^ feet. Galveston was the only port

provided with ample interior harbor facilities, and a great
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commerce was there carried on under most expensive condi-

tions. B}- means of lighters the lading of all larger vessels

was completed upon the seaward side of the bar, 5 miles from

shore. In heavy weather the vessels thus loading in the open

Gulf were compelled to put to sea to obtain a safe ofifing. The
cost of lighterage and the increased cost of freight and insur-

ance were borne in largest part b}- the cotton growers of

Texas. Conditions permitted no grain to be handled.

In a desultory wa}-, as irregular and inadequate appropria-

tions became available, the improvement of Galveston Harbor

progressed from 1870 to 1890. During this period the aver-

age annual expenditure was about one-eightieth part of the

sum required for the completion of the work. Considering

the rapid deterioration to which incomplete work of this char-

acter is subjected and the financial losses due to uncertainty

and irregularity of appropriation, it was remarkable that so

much was accomplished, the south jettv being completed for

a length of nearl}^ 4 miles.

In 1S90 Congress adopted the continuous-contract svstem

and provided for a tenfold increase of annual expenditure.

From this date the work progressed rapidl}- to completion in

1897.

The top of the jetties is 5 feet above low water and gently

rounded to permit waves to pass over it with least resistance.

The side slopes are about i on 1.75. The exterior is com-

posed of granite blocks carefully laid in a single laver by

means of huge floating derricks. At the outer ends the

granite blocks weigh each from 10 to 15 tons. The core of

the jetties is of sandstone riprap, deposited from a railwav

trestle which was extended gradually seaward in advance of

the enrockment. The aggregate length of the jetties is 12

n:iles. Over 2,000,000 tons of material were emploved in the

work, and the average length of haul from the quarries was

about 210 miles. Probably no other work constructed by the

hand of man has involved the transportation of such a mass

of material such a distance.

The cost of the Galveston jetties was approximately equal

to that of the jetties at the mouth of the Mississippi, although
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the former are three times as long, and embody within them-

selves far greater quantities of imperishable material.

The physical result of the Galveston improvement has

been the scour from between the jetties of some 20,000,000

cubic 3-ards of sand, compared with the scour of about

3,000,000 cubic yards of material by the Mississippi

jetties.

In both localities supplementarj- dredging has been resorted

to, and the demands of commerce have been satisfied with

channels from 26 to 30 feet deep.

The canalization of tJic Great Kanawha.—The Great

Kanawha River traverses a region rich in deposits of coal of

a superior qnalit^•. In low water the river was originall)^

obstructed b\- gravel shoals which prevented navigation.

Since 1875 this river has been canalized by the construction

of ten locks and dams. The two upper dams are fixed and

are of timber cribs filled with stone. The remaining dams

are movable and of the chanoine-wicket type, operated from

trestle bridges. When the river is at a sufficiently high

stage, the movable dams are lowered, and an open-ri\er navi-

gation is carried on. The upper four locks have clear widths

of 50 feet and lengths between quoins varying from 300 to 311

feet. The lower six locks are 55 feet wide and 342 feet long.

At low water there is now a 6-foot channel throughout the

improved portion of the river, and a great commerce is carried

on in coal and lumber.

Neiv York Harbor.—By the dredging of nearly 5,000,000

cubic yards of material in the five years preceding 1S92 the

main entrance has been deepened from 22 '2 feet to 30 feet.

The removal of 40,000,000 cubic yards of mud and sand will

soon result in the completion of a more direct channel 40 feet

deep and 2,000 feet wide.

The East River entrance, now safel}- used b^- an enormous

coasting fleet, was originall}' obstructed in man}- places, espe-

cialh' at Hell Gate, where lo-mile tidal currents rushed over

and around Hallets Point, Flood Rock, and other lesser

obstructions, causing the wreck of man}^ vessels.

The meager results of surface blasting led to the formation
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of plans to attack the larger reefs in an entirely original man-

ner. From the bottom of vertical shafts galleries were run in

all directions beneath the overlying rock. The simultaneous

explosion of numerous mines within the galleries shattered

each reef at a single blast. In this manner Hallets Reef was

disrupted in 1S69-1876, and Flood Rock in 1S75-1885. At
Hallets Reef over 100,000 pounds of high explosive were used,

and at Flood Rock over 250,000 pounds. In these two reefs

nearly 6 miles of galler3'were driven, and the amount of rock

mined or shattered was 461,544 cubic yards. The method

emplo3'ed in this work has become famous in the annals of

engineering.

Nothing but the limitations of this chapter prevent recital

of other great achievements of graduates in river and harbor

engineering. I wish I could tell in detail of the great locks

at Sault Ste. Alarie and at the Cascades, of the magnificent

harbor that has been created at Duluth, of the investigations

of Humphrey's ('31), and Abbot ('54), upon the subject of the

hydraulics of the Mississippi River, 1850- 1860. Of the work

last menticmed, the results of which have been published and

studied all over the civilized world, the following extract

illustrates present professional opinion:

When the entire novelty of the problem set before them is considered,

the want of any precedents to guide them, the magnitude of the task,

the imperfect means at their command, the short time allowed for the

work, and the rapidity with which it was performed, and the results

matured and announced, their achievements seem little .short of hercu-

lean. * ^ * The work must alwa\\s stand as a monument of original

research, of colossal labor, and of engineering genius. All the work done

since has been based on the model set by them. Engineers of the

pre.sent day owe them an everlasting debt of gratitude. Used with

discrimination, their work is .still of great value."

Prior to 1890 it was the practice of Congress, in providing

for a particular item of river and harbor work, to appropriate

bienniallv a small percentage of the amount needed for its

completion. A great handicap was thus placed upon those

executing the work. That this condition was finall}' recog-

nized in Congress may be gathered from the following extracts

u William Starling. M. .\m. Soc. C. E.. in Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

November. 1S95.
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from an article" b}- the Hon. X. C. Blanchard, once chairman

of the Honse Committee on Rivers and Harbors:

Our method of making appropriations for river and harbor work has

been faiilt\- in the extreme. * * * With us an order of survev of

the .stream or harbor proposed to be improved is made by Congress, and

this order is e.^ecuted by the War Department through the Engineer

Corps. Inquir\- is then made relative to the present and prospective

commerce to l)e benefited by the contemplated improvement with a view

of determining what public necessity exi.sts for the proposed expenditure;

and an opinion is required of the officer making the sur\-ey and of the

War Department, through the Chief of Kngineers, as to whether the

locality is worthy of improvement or not. If worthy, a plan of improve-

ment is formulated and estimates of the cost figured. All this is sub-

mitted in a detailed report to Congress. So far .so good. Then, if it be

the judgment of Congress that the project is worthy and the improve-

ment be entered upon, the plan is formally adopted and a small appro-

priation, frequently not more than 10, 15, or 30 per cent of the estimate,

is made to begin the work.

* * * There is always uncertainty when the next appropriation to

continue the work will be made, and how much it will be. Thus the

officer charged with the work of con.struction is compelled to limit his

contracts to the amount actually appropriated. This is soon exhausted,

and the work is stopped until the period conies around for the pa.s.sage

of another river and harbor bill. =i= * * Stoppage of the work for want

of funds, as above indicated, not only postpones the period when results

will be realized by the completion of the work, but it is wasteful in the

last degree by deterioration of the work already done and left in an

incomplete condition, and by the plant and working force engaged upon

it becoming .scattered and removed. "^ '^ '^' Sometimes the results of one

year's work are destro^'ed or become valueless from one cause or another

before the next appropriation can be had. Sometimes the engineer, as

a matter of economy, or from force of circiunstances, withholds the

expenditure until more money is appropriated and becomes available for

the work. * * * This slow, sporadic, intermittent, uncertain method

of providing the means to carry on public works has operated greatly to

our disadvantage.

In many instances the final cost of securing desired results has been

greatly increa.sed over what would ha^•e been required had the estimated

cost been made available at once. The fault of our .system lies in not

appropriating the amount needed to complete public work when it is

ordered to be commenced, or in not authorizing the making of contracts

to complete it. ' * * The officers of the Engineer Corps protested from

the beginning against a policy of partial appropriations. =i= * * Those

a North .\merican Re\new, March, 1S94.
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of us in Congress who are intimately identified with this branch of pubhc

service saw and recognized this; but reforms are of slow growth and it

took years to educate popular sentiment in and out of Congress to the

point of departure from the old, wasteful system, and the adoption of

the new, or what is now called the "Contract or continuous work

system."

The "continuotts-coutract" system was introduced in 1S90,

and the principle has been extended in successive river

and harbor acts until it reached its highest development in

the act approved Jttne 13, 1902, which provided for the com-

pletion of ever\- great project involving a less expenditure

than $1,000,000, and for several years' work on a large and

economical scale in the case of more costl}' enterprises. The
last act was marked bj- the elimination of a number of proj-

ects of doubtful utilit}-, and was b}- no means a "log-rolling"

measure. "We have pursued no plan of compromise; we

have considered no plan of dividing appropriations according

to States, or localities, or membership of this House. We
have endeavored to consider every project according to its

merits, and made that the sole criterion as to whether it

should be included in this bill or not.""

But perhaps the most promising feature of the last act was

a clause providing for a board of review, composed of five

engineer officers, through which the Corps of Engineers is

hereafter to be made responsible to a large extent for the

general policv of the Government with regard to public works.

When all has been said on the subject of the execution of

river and harbor works, there may remain doubt as to the

value of the improvements to the country at large. It would

not be well if the efforts of so many graduates had not been

frititful of great benefits to the people.

Due to our interior waterways, the maintenance of which

is no less necessar}- to the traffic borne than is the main-

tenance of railroads and roads, and of which many have been

created (as well as maintained) b}' graduates of the Military

Acadeui}-, it has recentl}' been stated by the statistician of

the Interstate Commerce Commission that the saving to the

United States reaches annually the sum of $342,000,000.

a Remarks of Hon. Theodore E. Burton, chairman River and Harbor Committee, in the House of

Representatives. March 17. 1902.
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Upon the Great Lakes, in 1901, not counting shipments to

or from foreign ports, there was transported 46,065,288 tons of

freight," which maybe compared with 26,426,412 tons hauled

b3-the 12,552.35 miles of railroad in the State of Texas during

the fiscal 3^ear ending June 30, 1902.* Upon the Great Lakes

the cost of carriage per ton-mile was .99 mill, as compared

with 8.58 mills per ton-mile in Texas. If carried by rail at

the Texas rate the cost of transporting lake freights during

190 1 alone would have exceeded the actual cost b}- the sum
of $178,004,467.87.

The value of the craft engaged in lake transportation dur-

ing 1 90 1 was approximately $60,000,000. The value of the

railroad properties of Texas was in excess of $200,000,000.

What, then, would represent the value to the community of

the deep channels and harbors, and the locks, that have made
possible so great and inexpensive a commerce? It is an inde-

terminate problem, but no one in possession of the facts

would place this value at less than a great multiple of the

total expenditures of the L^nited States for river and harbor

improvements.

Again let i:s consider the effect iipon commerce of the

improvement of Galveston Harbor, Tex., another typical

instance of river and harbor improvement.

Between 1840 and 1900 the burden of the largest ocean-

going ships increased from 1,155 tons to 15,500 tons. The
average draft, loaded, of the 20 largest steamships of each

period increased from 19 feet in 1848 to 29 feet in 1S98. As
a consequence of economies that resulted largel}- from

increases of depth in terminal harbors, with consequent

increase of size in ocean carriers, the cost of moving a ton of

wheat from New York to Liverpool decreased from $5.75 in

1868 to $1.90 in 1900.

Other conditions being equal, navigable channels are said

to compare in value as the cubes of their controlling depths,

where the latter are less than the greatest draft of vessels.

If Manchester, Bngland, has found it advisable to expend

over $80,000,000 to become a seaport, if Glasgow has profitably

"Commerce on the Great I,akes, igol. Bureau of Statistics, Treasury' Department,
b Report of Railroad Commission of State of Texas for fiscal year 1902,
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expended something like $60,000,000 to secure a deep-water

harbor, then certainlj^ there seems no a priori case of extrav-

agance on the part of the United States in expending less

than $9,000,000 to secure a deep and capacious port upon the

Gulf of Mexico at Galveston.

Nearly equal distances separate the grain iields of Kansas
from Chicago and Galveston. Export grain at Chicago is

almost 1 ,000 miles from tide water, while at Galveston it may
be loaded directl}- into the holds of deep-draft ships. In order

to compete with prevailing rates from Kansas City to the

Gulf other lines terminating at Kansas Citj^ and their connec-

tions to eastern ports must reduce their rates to a minimum.
It has been testified before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion at meetings held in 1901 and 1902 that to meet rates of

from 10 to 15 cents per hundred pounds to the Gulf grain

has been hauled from Kansas City to Chicago at as low as 6

cents; and that
"

'=' * * in the past six years the price of

grain at Kansas City was a great deal higher than the price

in Chicago or an}' other market, figuring on the regular rate

of freight."

Although the details would weary the reader, it may easily

be proven that, due to the existence of the port of Galveston

the farmers of Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma,

and Indian Territory receive at least $6,000,000 per annum
additional for their grain. The farmers of Texas alone

receive $2,000,000 per annum more for their cotton crop,

which often exceeds 3,000,000 bales, and another $2,000,000

is a small estimate for savings in the handling, through

Galveston, of cotton-seed products, lumber, and general mer-

chandise. Thus it is seen that the annual saving to the

community due to the work at Galveston amounts to a fair

interest upon all expenditures throughout the country for

river and harbor improvements from 1S20 to the present day.

CONCLUSION.

There must be engineers in war, and much of the needed

training of engineers would fail if undertaken in peace as a

part of the routine of drill, for the destruction of materials
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involved would cause great and immediately unprofitable

expenditures which would never be provided for.

That training upon civil works, as supplemental to peace

training of a military character, may produce soldiers of the

highest tj^pe would seem to be proved by statistics of the

civil war. From the relatively small number of officers who

had served in the Corps of Engineers at least 41 were

appointed general officers in command of Federal or Confed-

erate troops. The names may be mentioned of at least ten

who commanded armies in the field: Lee ('29) and Meade ('35),

who commanded the opposing hosts at Gettysburg
;
Joseph E.

Johnston ('29), McPherson ('53), and the great corps com-

manders, Humphreys ('31), Newton ('42), Wright ('41), and

W'arren ('50.)

In addition to their military duties, and at times in place

of them, a number of graduates to-day find in river and har-

bor work and the like a field of great usefulness to their

country. Thus is afforded a school of great value in time of

peace for the development of administrative talent, knowledge

of men and of materials, the habit of industry, and abilit}- to

meet emergencies and surmount difficulties.



THE SERVICES OF GRADUATES IN CIVIL LIFE, 1802-1902.

By WINFIELD SCOTT CHAPLIN,

Chancellor of Washington University. St. Louis— if. 5. Military Academy. 1870.

WHEN the Alilitary Academy was founded in 1802

scientific schools of all kinds were lacking in our

countr}-. There were colleges which were primarily intended

for the education of men for the ministry, but did educate

incidentalh' many who became lawyers and physicians; and

these colleges taught, besides the ancient classic languages,

mathematics and philosoph}-, which were considered the

essentials of their course, the elements of physics, chemistry,

and some or all the branches of natural history. Such begin-

nings of science seem never to have been sufficient to serve

as a basis for a professional training. The 3'oung country

had not reached the point in its development where the

trained engineer and scientific man were needed. The
Academy at the outset gave but little promise of usefulness

in developing trained men of any kind; its course was

short; the attendance of the cadets was irregular; the stan-

dard of admission was low; and the conduct of its affairs

was uns3-mpathetic and discouraging. It was only in 181 7,

when Colonel Thayer became Superintendent, that the insti-

tution took on its characteristic form, and that it could be

expected to produce graduates who would show the effects of

a thorough course in pure mathematics and in the physical

and engineering branches which are founded on mathematics.

Since that date, as will appear, the number who have resigned

their commissions and betaken themselves to engineering

and other work in civil life has been considerable.

The first school of engineering established in the United

(875)
H. Doc. 7S9, 58-2—vol I 56
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States was the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute of Tro}'',

N. Y., which opened in 1S24; but for about twenty years its

course of instruction was but little if any better than that of

the Military Academy in its earliest days, and accordingly

the Alilitar}' Acadeni}' had practicall}' this field of education

to itself up to about 1845, since which time the numerous

schools of engineering which have sprung up in all the States

have competed with the Academy in supplying the demand
for educated engineers. The course of stud}- at the Academy
in all except the strictly military branches has alwaj's been

highl}' theoretical; there has been but little practical appli-

cation. Especially has this been the case in mechanics,

which has alwa^-s been studied to an extent not equaled in

the regular course of an}- other institution. When engineer-

ing was reached by the student it was assumed that he had

pure mathematics and mechanics so thoroughly at his com-

mand that most mathematical demonstrations could be omitted

and the instruction in engineering limited to a description of

engineering materials and works. It would be interesting,

though perhaps difficult, to institute a comparison between

the graduates of the x\cademy and those of schools where the

instruction is of a different kind, where the course is made as

practical as possible and application keeps even pace with the

development of theory.

Of the first 100 graduates (1802-1814) we find that 55
resigned their commissions after longer or shorter terms of

service, of whom only 4 became engineers, and of these 2 did

not resign till many years after graduation, when there was

a great demand for educated engineers ; 10 devoted themselves

to agriculture; 7 entered mercantile pursuits; 4 became

sutlers; 5 became teachers; 5 entered non-militar}- public

employment, and 4 became lawyers. Of 16 the occupation

in civil life is unknown. This showing may, I think, be

taken as fairly representative of the demands at that time for

educated men in the various callings which the training of

these graduates fitted them to enter. Agriculture was of

course the great business of the country. Teachers were in

great demand. To enter the practice of law required but
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scanty preparation. The number who became sutlers is

indicative of a social sentiment widel}- different from that

which prevails today.

Up to the time of the civil war the percentage of resigna-

tions continued to be large. This fact was due mainly, I

think, to the unsettled policy- in reference to the Regular

Army and to the absence of an^- system of retirement for

disability or age. The army officer could not hope, on the

small pay he was allowed, to accumulate enough money to

provide for old age or to care for himself and familv should

disease break down his health. Indeed, the records show

many cases where resignation was closel}- followed by death,

showing probably that officers who had become incapacitated

had no choice but resignation.

Taking the 100 graduates, numbered from 392 to 492, who
graduated in 1825, 1826, and 1S27, we find that 48 resigned, of

whom 5 became teachers or scientists, 10 became lawyers, 14

became engineers, 2 became fanners, 7 entered mercantile

pursuits, 5 became clergy-men, i became a Government clerk,

2 resigned to join the Southern army in the civil war, and of

2 nothing is known after resignation.

Since the civil war, with higher pay and a regular S3'stem

of retirement on account of old age or disability and a fair

provision for the remaining 3-ears of life, there has been a

marked decrease in the percentage of resignations. For

example, of the 100 graduates, numbered from 2312 to 2412,

who graduated in the classes of 1870, 1871, and 1S72, only 24

have resigned, and 2 of these have returned to the Army. Of

these, 5 became manufacturers, 4 entered commercial pursuits,

3 became engineers, 3 became lawyers, 2 devoted themselves

to scientific work, i became a teacher, and of 6 the occiipation

is unknown. The difference in occupation between these

graduates and the first hundred graduates is marked.

There seems to be no way of exhibiting the work of the

graduates of the Academy in civil pursuits except to give

accounts of the achievements of those who have been most

prominent and successful in each of the departments into

which the work of the graduates may be roughly divided.
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The accounts must of necessit}- be ver_v succinct and their

number limited. Yet we may hope in this wa^- to give an

impression as to the work of the graduates in civil life. The
table of the civil occupations of graduates, 1802-1902, should

also be consulted. (See page 483.)

ENGINEERS.

As has already been said the Academy had for many 3'ears

almost a monopoly of engineering education. The first

graduate of the institution, General Joseph G. Swift (i), had a

distinguished civil career embracing all the branches of civil

engineering which were practiced in his time. He built rail-

roads, making the first use of the T-rail in America. He was

in charge of important harbor improvements. He also held

important civil appointments. He was surve3'or of customs

for the port of New York for eight 3'ears.

Major-General William Gibbs McNeill (172), of the class of

1814, who resigned his commission in 1S37, ^'^^ ^^^ ^ wide

and successful experience as a builder of canals and railroads

before his resignation, the authorities at Washington having

assigned him to these civil duties. His work before and after

his resignation from the Arm3- extended into nearl3' ever3-

coast State from Massachusetts to Florida.

Captain Andrew Talcott (181), of the class of 1818, who,

while in the Arm3-, had devised the method of determining

latitude b3^ means of the zenith telescope now in general use,

resigned after a service of eighteen 3-ears and devoted himself

to geodetic and engineering work. He had a part in the build-

ing of the first railroad in Mexico—that from Vera Cruz to

the Cit3- of Mexico— and was largel3^ instrumental in develop-

ing the railroads of the Southern States.

Major George Washington Whistler (214), of the class of

1819, resigned in 1833. After considerable experience, both

before and after his resignation, on the largest railroad under-

takings of this countr3% an experience which gave him wide

knowledge in civil as well as mechanical engineering, he

became, in 1842, by appointment of the Russian Government,

consulting engineer of the St. Petersburg and Moscow Rail-

road. In this capacit3^ he had to undertake the construction
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of 400 miles of railroad and the establishment of all the

shops and the training of all the men necessary to his great

task. He gained the entire confidence of the Czar, and was

consulted by him on the most varied kinds of engineering

problems. When he died, in Russia in 1849, ^^^^ work was

not completed, but it had advanced so far that, all the great

questions decided, it could be carried through b}' others.

Daniel Tyler (216) graduated in the class in 1819 and

served in the Army until 1834. He was connected with

many railroad enterprises both in the northern and southern

States as an engineer and as a manager. While he was best

known in the latter capacitj', he had a high standing as an

engineer. He founded the city of Anniston, Alabama, where

he built extensive factories. His experience inchided civil,

mechanical, and mining engineering, and in all these branches

he was very successful. He died in 1S82.

William H. Swift (231), of the class of 1819, remained in

the Arnn- thirty years and like other engineer officers of his

time was, before his resignation, employed on many works of

a non-militar}' character, the Illinois and Michigan Canal and

the Boston and Albany Railroad, west of Worcester, among
the number. His connection with the canal continued for

many years after his resignation. He was in turn president

of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, of

the Massachusetts and Western Railroad (now part of the

Boston and Albau}' Railroad), chairman of the board of trus-

tees of the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, and a director

of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railroad. He
died in 1884.

Isaac R. Trimble (302), of the class of 1S22, resigned in

1832. He was chief engineer of several railroads in the

IMiddle States and a consulting engineer of extensive expe-

rience. He died in 1888.

George S. Greene (327), of the class of 1823, resigned in

1836. After a wide experience in railroad engineering he

became connected with the Croton waterworks of New York

City as engineer in charge, chief engineer, and commissioner,

and held a very prominent place among the leading engineers

of waterworks, sewers, canals, and docks. He died in 1S99.
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John Childe (471), of the class of 1827, resigned in 1835.

Until his death in 185S he was engaged in engineering work

on railroads as chief engineer and on large public works,

among them the improvement of the St. Lawrence River.

Thompson S. Brown (395), of the class of 1825, resigned

in 1836, and after experience in various branches of engineer-

ing in the United States became consulting engineer on the

St. Petersburg and INIoscow Railroad in succession to Whistler

(214). He died in 1S55.

The lack of space forbids a full notice of the many who
from this time onward have been engaged in engineering.

We must be content to name those who have been mainly-

engaged in that profession: Alexander J. Center (491), class

of 1827, who was connected with the Panama Railroad; James

Barnes (545), class of 1829, a railroad engineer of high repu-

tation; George W. Cass (665), class of 1832, president of the

Pittsburgh, Fort Wa3me and Chicago Railroad and the

Northern Pacific Railroad; William H. Sidell (712), class of

1833, connected with trans-isthmian railroads; Thomas A.

Morris (753), class of 1834, chief engineer and president of

several railroads of the middle Western States; Hermann
Haupt (816), class of 1835, '^^'^ devoted a long life to engi-

neering and management of railroads, and who wrote valua-

ble treatises on engineering subjects ; Montgomer}' C. Meigs

(846), class of 1836, who, after retirement, planned and erected

Government buildings in Washington with remarkable suc-

cess and economy; Ivlo3'd Tilghman {887), class of 1836, a

railroad engineer; George B. McClellan (1273), class of 1846,

who was before the civil war chief engineer and vice-president

of the Illinois Central Railroad, and after this war engineer

in chief of the department of docks of New York City ; Egbert

L. Viele(i36o), class of 1847, an engineer of parks and of

railroads; James H. Wilson (1S52), class of i860, railroad

engineer, manager, and president; Reuben W. Petrikin (2058),

class of 1865, chief engineer of the International Railroad from

Laredo to the Cit}- of Mexico; Lewis M. Haupt (2162), class

of 1867, who, after a long service as professor of engineering,

became a specialist on various branches of h3^draulic engi-

neering; Russell Tha3-er 1,2525), class of 1874, the chief
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engineer and superintendent of Fairmount Park, Philadel-

phia.

It seems clear that, relatively speaking, the Militar}- Acad-

emy has lost the preeminence which it once held in the civil-

engineering work of the country-, which fact is easily accounted

for by the establishment and development of schools of engi-

neering all over the country- in which much more attention

is given to engineering than can be given to it at the Military

Acadeni}-. To attain the greatest success in engineering a

man must have not only the scientific training, knowledge,

and aptitude, but a grasp of the methods of business. It is a

question whether the training at the IVIilitary Acadeni}- gives

the last of these requisites. The civil-engineering works of

the United States Engineer Department, river improvement
and harbor works, conducted as they are wholl}- by graduates

of the ^Military Academy, will always be a monument of the

civil engineering knowledge and ability' of its alumni. What
other countr}- can show works of such magnitude, planned so

skillfull}' and carried on so honestl}-? Others will speak of

these works in detail as they have been executed by army
officers still holding commissions. I note their prominent

qualities here in order to bring together into one view all the

civil-engineering work of West Point graduates.

TEACHERS AND EDUCATORS.

The first graduate who became a teacher was Capt. Alden

Partridge (15), class of 1806, who, having been professor of

mathematics and engineering at the Academ}-, resigned in

1818. He was the founder of various successful private mili-

tary schools and of Norwich University.

His first school was founded at Norwich, Vermont, in 1820,

which was removed to IMiddletown, Connecticut, in 1825, and

back to Norwich again, where it was incorporated as Norwich
University in 1S34. In 1840 he founded a military school

at Portsmouth, \'irginia, and subsequently Jefferson INIilitarj^

College in Mississippi, a school at Pembroke, New Hamp-
shire, in 1 84 7 another at Harrisburg, Penns3-lvania, and

another, in 1853, at Brandywine Springs, Delaware. In all
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these institutions he combined niilitarj" training with teaching

of rather a scientific turn. He died in 1854.

Charles Davies (157), class of 181 5, after filling the pro-

fessorship of mathematics in the Military Academy, resigned

in 1837 to accept the professorship of mathematics in Trinity

College, Hartford, Conn. He was reappointed into the Army
and again resigned in 1845 ^o become professor of mathe-

matics and philosophy- in the Universit}- of New York. In

1857 he became professor of higher mathematics in Columbia

College, New York City, with which institution he remained

connected imtil his death in 1876. He was the author of

numerous mathematical text-books which for mam- j^ears

were the best of their kind. His earliest books were trans-

lations from French authors. In this way he was instrii-

mental in giving to our mathematical text-books a decidedl}-

French form, rather than an English form, which it would

have been reasonable to expect, a peculiaritj^ which has been

maintained until our time.

Horace Webster (183), class of 1818, resigned in 1825

and was for twent3--three years professor of mathematics at

Geneva College, Geneva, N. Y. Then for eighteen A'ears he

was principal of the Free Academy, New York Citv, and

president of the same institution under the name of the

"College of the City of New York" for three years, until

1869. During his connection with this institution he held

the professorship of philosopy. He died in 187 1.

Edward H. Courtenay (262), class of 1S21, after serving for

five years as professor of natural and experimental philosoph\',

resigned in 1S34 to become professor of mathematics in the

Universit}' of Penns\-lvania, w-hich position he held two vears.

In 1842 he became professor of mathematics in the Universitv

of Virginia, where he remained until his death in 1843. -He

was the author of a treatise on the Calculus, which was in use

as a text-book in colleges and .scientific schools for mauv
years.

Alexander Dallas Bache (392) was graduated in 1825 and

resigned in 1829 to become professor of natural philosopj-

and chemistry in the Universit}- of Pennsylvania (182S-1836
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and again 1842-43). He was president of Girard College

1 836-1 84 1, principal of the Philadelphia High School

1841-42, and superintendent of the public schools of the

city. His greatest service was as the reorganizer of the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, of which he was

the chief from 1843 to 1867. He was president of the National

Academj' of Sciences from its foundation in 1S63 to 1867.

James Clark (574), class of 1829, resigned in 1830 and

became professor of mathematics in Mount St. Mar^^'s College,

Maryland. He later held other professorships in the same

institution. In 1S44 he became a member of the Societ}' of

Jesus, and until his death in 18S5 he held positions in col-

leges of that society as professor or treasurer or vice-presi-

dent or president.

Roswell Park (629), class of 1831, resigned in 1836 and

became professor of natural philosoph}- and chemistry in the

University of Pennsylvania. In 1843 ^^ became a priest of

the Protestant Episcopal Church, and thereafter until his

death in 1869 he was employed in educational institutions

connected with that church. He was for eleven years either

president or chancellor of Racine College, Wisconsin.

William A. Norton (635), class of 1831, resigned in 1833.

After holding a professorship in the University of the City

of New York, in Delaware College, and in Brown University,

he became in 1S52 professor of civil engineering in the Shef-

field Scientific School of Yale Universit}', where he remained

until his death in 1883. He was a member of the National

Acadeni}- of Sciences.

Francis H. Smith (711), class of 1833, resigned in 1836.

In 1839 he became superintendent of the Virginia Military

Institute, Lexington, Va., which office he held, except when
the institute was closed on account of the civil war, until his

death in 1890. He was a translator and an author of text-

books on mathematics.

Richard S. Smith (779), class of 1S34, resigned in 1856

and became professor of mathematics, engineering and draw-

ing in the Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute,

which position he held until 1859, when he became director

of the Cooper Institute, New York City. He was president
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of Girard College from 1863 to 1867 and a professor in the

U. S. Naval Academy from 1870 to 1877.

Henry H. Lockwood (863), class of 1S36, resigned in 1837.

In 1841 lie became a professor of mathematics in the U. S.

Nav5% which position he held, except during the civil war,

until he retired in 1876. He held at various times the pro-

fessorships of mechanics, of gunnerj^, of tactics, of natural and

experimental philosophy at the U. S. Naval Acadeni}', and

was engaged in astronomical calculation at the United States

Naval Observatory, Washington, in the later years of his

service.

Bushrod R. Johnson (1039), class of 1840, resigned in 1847

and became a professor in the Western Military- Institute,

Georgetown, Y^y. He was connected with this institute as

superintendent or professor, except during the civil war, until

his death in 18S0.

Henr}- L. Eustis (mi), class of 1842, resigned in 1849

to become professor of engineering in the Lawrence Scien-

tific School of Harvard University. He was also dean of the

Lawrence Scientific School until his death in 1885.

Alexander P. Stewart (1122), class of 1S42, resigned in

1845 and after holding the professorships of mathematics and

natural and experimental philosoph}' in several universities

in the South became, in 1874, chancellor of the Universit}' of

Mississippi. He died in 1891.

William G. Peck (1206), class of 1844, resigned in 1855.

After serving as professor for two years in the Universit)' of

Michigan, he became connected with Columbia College, New
York Cit}-, as professor of mathematics, mechanics, and

astrononi}-. He was a prolific author of mathematical text-

books, the translator of Ganot's Phj'sics, and the author of a

Mathematical Dictionary and Encyclopedia. He remained in

the School of Mines of Columbia College until his death

in 1892.

Henry Coppee (1241), class of 1845, resigned in 1855 and

became professor of English literature and liistor}' in the

University of Penns3dvania. Here he remained until 1866,

when he became president of Lehigh Universit}', Bethlehem,

Penns3'lvania. In 1875 he resigned the presideuc}- but
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retained the professorship of English literature and histor}-

which he had filled since he became president, and served

in that capacity until his death in 1S95. He was the author

of many works and the editor of man}' compilations, and

he wrote numerous articles which appeared in reviews and

magazines.

William P. Trowbridge (1369), class of 1848, resigned in

1856. He served one 3'ear as professor of mathematics in the

University of Michigan, four years in the United States Coast

Survey, four years in the civil war. After a practical experi-

ence of five years in mechanical engineering, he was appointed

professor of dynamic engineering in the Sheffield Scientific

School of Yale University. Here he remained until 1877,

when he became professor of engineering in the School of

Mines of Columbia University, New York City. He died

in 1892.

G. W. Custis Lee (1631), class of 1854, after resigning

became, in 1865, professor of civil and military engineering

in the \''irginia Militar}' Institute. Since 187 1 he has been

president of the Washington and Lee University.

Alexander S. Webb (1689), class of 1855, resigned in 1870.

From 1869 until 1903 he has been president of the College of

the Cit}- of New York, in succession to Horace Webster, of

the class of 18 18.

Frank Soule (2125), class of 1866, resigned in 1870 and

became professor of mathematics in the University of Califor-

nia. In 1872 he was transferred to the chair of engineering,

which he has since held.

Robert Fletcher (2230), class of 1868, resigned in 1870 and

became professor of civil engineering in the Thayer School of

Civil Engineering (a graduate school) of Dartmouth College,

New Hampshire.

Wmfield S. Chaplin (2313), class of 1870, resigned in 1872.

After practice as a civil engineer, three years as professor of

mechanics at the Maine State College, five years as professor

of civil engineering at the Imperial LTniversity of Japan, three

years at Union College, New York, he became professor of

engineering in and dean of the Lawrence Scientific School of

Har\'ard University in succession to Eustis (iiii). In 1891
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lie became chancellor of Washington University, St. Louis,

Mo., which position he now holds.

Edward S. Holden (2314), class of 1870, resigned in 1S73

to become professor of mathematics in the U. S. Naval Ob-

ser\-atory at Washington. From 1881 to 1885 lie was pro-

fessor of astronomy in the University of Wisconsin; from 1885

to 1888, president of the University of California, and director

of the Lick Observator}' to 189S. Besides scientific writings

he is the author of a number of books for colleges and schools.

Although this chapter is devoted to the work of graduates

in civil life, it will not be complete without a mention, at least,

of the distinguished teachers, members of the Academic Board

of the U. S. Alilitar}- Academv itself. Through their text-

books, which have been used in other institutions; through

other writings and b}- their personal weight and influence,

many of them have left a distinct mark on the educational

historv of the country. Including onh' the names of the

most distinguished among those no longer living we have

Davies (157), Mahan (361), Bartlett (429), Church (508),

Bailey (666), and Michie (1996).

The number of graduates who have for longer or shorter

terms held positions as teachers is quite large. From the

few speciall)^ named above it appears that graduates of the

Acadeni}' have reached high positions in the educational

world. The greater number of them have entered the depart-

ments of mathematics or civil engineering. Yet others have

succeeded in subjects as remote from mathematics as English

and philosophy.

The course of stud3- at the Acadeiu}- is certainh-not designed

to develop literary production among its graduates. The time

of a cadet is too fulh' occupied to allow even of an extensive

acquaintance with literature, and the study of English com-

position has never been given an important place in its curric-

ulum. Yet in the writings of its graduates, whether in the

form of autobiographies, such of those of Grant and Sherman,

or in its reports of services, there has always been the sim-

plicity, directness, and clearness which are second nature to

the soldier and which go far to make good English. Of the

publications of the graduates another writer is to treat. Here
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it is appropriate that I should speak onl}' of some of tliose

who have, after leaving the Army, taken up writing as a

regular occupation.

Ethan A. Hitchcock (177), class of 1817, resigned in 1S55.

He devoted himself to philosophical and metaphysical study

and writing. He published seven volumes.

Edward D. Mansfield (206), class of 1819, resigned in 1819.

He published several books on various subjects, the most

valuable of which is his " Memories." He held a high posi-

tion as a contributor to the press.

Albert T. Bledsoe (602), class of 1830, who resigned in

1832, wrote several books on a wide range of subjects and

was a successful editor of the Southern Review.

Roswell W. Park (629), class of 1831, resigned in 1836.

He published several works, mostl}- compilations.

Charles King (2136), olass of 1866, retired in 1879; the

author of many novels of military life.

Richard H. Savage (2236), class of 1868, resigned in 1S70;

author of several novels.

Arthur S. Hard}- (2282), class of 1869, resigned in 1870;

author of se\-eral very successful novels.

MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL.

To the ministry the Academy has contributed over 20 of

its graduates, the great majority of whom have entered the

Protestant Episcopal Church, in which Polk (477), class of

1827, became a bishop, and Woodbridge (442), class of 1826,

rector in Richmond, Virginia; Parks (449), of the class of

1826, who declined a bishopric and served as chaplain of the

Military- Academy, and Vinton (590), class of 1830, for man}-

years a rector in New York, were the most prominent.

Culbeilson (991), class of 1839, and Garst (2631), class of

1876, were missionaries, and both died at their posts in eastern

lands. Deshon ( 1168), class of 1843, became ^ Roman Catholic

priest, and is now Superior-General of the Paulists.
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PHYSICIANS.

Twelve graduates have become physicians, of whom prob-

ably the best known are Picton (372), class of 1824; Brush

(680), class of 1832, and Metcalfe (947), class of 1838.

LAWYERS.

About 200 graduates have, after resigning, become lawvers.

We find records of them in judicial positions and in positions

of trust, but it is impossible to obtain such details of their

careers as would enable us to speak as to their general success.

PUBLIC POSITIONS.

In our countr}- the successful soldier is a favorite candidate

for high public office. It, therefore, is not strange that the

graduates of the Academy ha^"e held man}- such positions.

It would occupy too much space to give a list of all who have

been favored in this wa^-, but we may name a few of the most

prominent.

Grant (1187), class of 1843, ^'^'^ President of the United

States for two terms. McClellan (1273), class of 1846, and

Hancock (1223), class of 1S44, were unsiiccessful candidates

of great parties for the same office. Donaldson (233), class

of 1820, afterwards an unsuccessful candidate for the Vice-

Presidenc}-, was envo}" extraordinary and minister plenipo-

tentiary to Prussia from 1846 to 1849. jMcLane I927), class

of 1S37, was minister to China from 1S53 to 1S56, envoy to

Mexico in 1859-60, envoy extraordinar}- and minister pleni-

potentiary to France from 1SS5 to 1889. Lawson (998), class

of 1839, was minister plenipotentiary to Austria-Hungary from

1887 to 1889. Rosecrans (1115), class of 1842, was envoy

and minister plenipotentiary to Mexico in 186S-69. Long-
street (1164), class of 1842, was minister resident to Turkey
in 1880-81. Maurj' (1308), class of 1846, was minister to

the United States of Colombia from 1887 to 1SS9. Torbert

(1697), class of 1855, was minister resident to the Central

American States from 1869 to 1S71. Kilpatrick (1904), class

of 1861, was envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-

tiar}- to Chile from 1S65 to 1868. Porter (1849), class of
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i860, lias been envoy extraordinary and ambassador plenipo-

tentiary to France since 1897. Grant (2406), class of 1871,

was envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiar}' to

Austro-Hungary from 1SS9 to 1893. Hardy (22821, class of

1869, has been minister to Persia, minister to Switzerland,

and since 1902 envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-

tiary to Spain.

The following have been governors of States

:

Wallace (270), class of 1821, of Indiana, 1S37-1840.

Allston (271), class of 1821, of South Carolina, 1856-1858.

McLaue (927), class of 1837, of Maryland, 1885.

Buckner (1216), class of 1844, o^ Kentucky, 1887-1891.

McClellan (1273), class of 1846, of New Jersey, 1878-1881.

Stoneman (1304), class of 1846, of California, 1883-1887.

Burnside (1348), class of 1847, of Rhode Island, 1866-1868.

Nicholls (1688), class of 1855, of Louisiana, 1877-1880 and 1888-

1892.

Lee (1755). class of 1856, of Virginia, 1886-1889.

Marmaduke (1789), class of 1857, of Missouri, 1885-1887.

Ames (1892), class of 1861, of Mississippi, 1874-1876.

The Academy has been well represented in the United

States Senate and House of Representatives as well as in the

Cabinet, but space does not allow of the introduction of the

names of the graduates who have held these positions.

SCIENTISTS.

Among the graduates who have made names in scientific

pursuits outside the Army, we should mention the astrono-

mers Mitchell (555), class of 1829, and Holden (2314), class

of 1870, both practical astronomers in charge of the largest

telescopes of their time, and writers on and popularizers of

astronomy; Mather (522), class of 1828, and Whittlesey (660),

class of 1831, geologists who have added greatly- to the knowl-

edge of the geolog}- and mineral wealth of the country- ; and

Bache (392), class of 1825, Superintendent of the United States

Coast Sun-ey for twenty-four years. The following graduates

have been members of the National Academy of Sciences—the

highest American distinction of an American man of science.

The Academy was founded in 1863.
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Gradiintrs zc/io luwc been mcnihcrs of the National Academy
oj Sciences.

H. L. Abbot (1632), A. D. Bache (392), J. G. Barnard

(70S), W. H. C. Bartlett (429), T. L. Casey (1536), Corn-

stock (1677), Holden (2314), A. A. Humphreys (641), E. B.

Hunt (1232), D. H. Mahan (361), M. C. Meigs (846), J. New-

ton (II 12), \V. A. Norton (635), J. G. Totten (10), Trow-

bridge (1369), G. K. Warren (1451).

MANUFACTURERS.

iManj- of the graduates who ha\-e entered civil life have

devoted themselves to manufacture or to commercial pursuits.

Of these the following have attained unusual success

:

Robert R. Parrott (363), class of 1824, resigned in 1836.

He was the superintendent of the West Point Iron and Can-

non Foundrv at Cold Spring, New York, for thirty-one years.

He manufactured the rifled cast-iron cannon which went bj'

his name.

Henry Du Pont (727), class of 1833, resigned in 1834. He
became director and proprietor of extensive powder works at

Wilmington, Delaware.

Joseph R. Anderson (845), class of 1836, resigned in 1837.

He was president of the Tradegar Iron Works at Richmond,

Virginia, from 1S41 until his death in 1S92.

William B. Franklin (1167), class of 1843, resigned in

1866. He was vice-president and general agent of the Colt's

Fire Arms IVIanufacturing Company at Hartford, Connecticut,

until 1 888.

Ambrose E. Bumside (1348), class of 1847, resigned in

1865. He became president or director of several railroads,

and was president of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works
until his death in 1881.

John C. Palfre}- (1760), class of 1857, resigned in 1S66;

treasurer of the Merrimack Manufacturing Company at

Lowell, Massachusetts, until 1S74; and since that year, of

Manchester Mills, New Hampshire.

Horace Porter (1849), class of i860, resigned in 1873; vice-

president of the Pullman Car Compan}- since 1873.
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Henr}- A. Du Pont (1S88), class of 1S61, resigned in 1875;
son and successor of Henrj- Dn Pont (727), powder manufac-

turer, Wilmington, Delaware.

H. B. Ledyard (2064), class of 1865, resigned in 1870;

president of the Michigan Central Railroad since 1883.

George A. Garretson (2195), class of 1867, resigned in 1870;

banker at Cleveland, Ohio.

Leander T. Homes (2198), class of 1867, resigned in 1869;

banker, New York City.

Francis V. Greene (2312), class of 1870, resigned in 1886;

president of Barber Asphalt Paving Company-.

William R. Quinan (2319), class of 1870, resigned in 1881;

an authorit}' on explosives and their manufacture; now in

charge of a manufactory of dynamite in South Africa.

Charles W. Burrows (2328), class of 1870, resigned in 1872;

president of Burrows Brothers Compan}-, extensive booksell-

ers, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dexter W. Parker (2350), class of 1870, resigned in 1871;

president of the Charles Parker Compan}^, manufacturers of

hardware and shotguns, Meriden, Connecticut.

Frank O. Briggs (2416), class of 1872, resigned in 1877;

manufacturer of wire rope, Trenton, New Jersey.

Eugene Grififin (2552), class of 1875, resigned in 1889;

vice-president of the General Electric Companv in 1892 and

president of the Thomson-Houston Electrical Companv in

1893, and is a director of the European branches of these

companies.

It is to be expected, naturally, that the Militar}- Academ}-

will stand or fall with the achievements and records of its

graduates in strictl}' militar}- matters, and judged on this basis

its success is secure; but it is extremely gratifA'ing to see, as

we must from the foregoing facts, that its graduates succeed

remarkably in the non-military callings of civil life. To those

of us who hold that the main object of education is rather the

training of the mind than the acquisition of a bod}' of facts,

the success of the graduates in civil life comes as a confirma-

tion of our views. The teaching at the Academy since the

time of Colonel Thayer has laid more and more stress on

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 57
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thoroughness of understanding. There has been little patience

with displays of general knowledge. The cadet must know

that a statement is or is not correct and why. Criticise the

extent and distribution of the studies as we may, regret as

some of us do that all students are obliged to go along to-

gether over the same curriculum, whatever their individual

powers and tastes may be, yet we must admit that the mental

training which the cadets receive does enable them not only

to perform their military duties in a manner creditable to

themselves and their country, but also to meet the require-

ments of civil life in its widest variation in a manner of which

we may all feel proud.







THE PHYSICAL TRAINING OF CADETS. 1802-1902.

By Lieut. H. J. KOEHLER, U. S. Army.

OWING to the lack of authentic data the place given to

bodily exercise in the curriculum of the Acadeni}- dur-

ing the first years of its existence is wrapped in compara-

tive obscurity-. Bnough has been gleaned . from various

sources to establish be3'ond conjecture that efforts were made
at the beginning to train the physical as well as the mental

side of the cadet. From what can now be discovered it is

difficult to establish by what means this was accomplished

—

whether by purel}- militar}- drills or bj- a course of crude

gymnastics. Doctor Hartwell, in his report on the Ph3-sical

Training in American colleges, is inclined to believe that it

was the former. He states:

Bodily training, under the heads of Mihtary Instruction and vSword

Exercises, received marked attention from the first.

In appendix to his report, published b}- the Commissioner

of Education in 1899, the following reference is made to the

training at West Point:

Excepting the Military Academj' at West Point, in whose curriculum

bodily exercises have figured more or less largely since 18 17, the "Ameri-

can Literary, Scientific, and Military Academ}-," founded at Norwich,

Vt., in 1820, by Capt. Alden Partridge, formerly Superintendent at

West Point, seems to have been the fir.-t educational in.stitution of note

in America to attempt to connect '

' mental improvement with a regular

course of bodily exercise and the full development of physical powers."

The example of the West Point and Norwich academies proved mildly

stimulating and led to the establishment of perhaps a .score of select

military schools for boys, etc.

This extract is of more than passing interest to graduates

of the Academy, as it not only credits their alma mater with

being the first American educational institution to adopt a

system of rational physical education, but also ranks one of

its officers among the first exponents of rational training in

America.
(S93)
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That Captain Partridge held ver}* decided views on the

subject of the physical training of students, and that he did

not believe ordinar}- military exercises were sufficient, and

that he was impressed with the value and importance of

gymnastic training, is shown hy the following extract from a

lecture \>j him

:

Another defect in the present sj-stem is the entire neglect, in all our

principal seminaries, of physical education. The great importance and

even absolute necessity of a regular and systematic course ot exercise

for the preserv'ation of health, and confirming and rendering vigorous

the constitution, must be evident to the most superficial observer. It is

for want of this that so many of our most prominent youths lose their

health by the time the}* are prepared to enter on the grand theater of

active and useful life. That the health of the closest applicant may be

presen-ed, when he is subjected to a regular and systematic course of

exercises, I know from practical experience; and I have no hesitation in

asserting that in nine cases out of ten it is just as easy for a youth, how-

ever hard he ma}- stud3-, to attain the age of manhood \\-ith a firm and

vigorous constitution as it is to grow up puny and debilitated, incapable

of either body or mental exertion.

That the exponent of this theor}-, which after nearh" a

century's discussion has been final!}- accepted by educators

the world over, did not content himself with theorizing is

borne out by the fact that after he relinquished his com-

mand at West Point he established no less than four schools

modeled upon the Alilitar}- Academ}- plan. Physical Train-

ing speaks of his labors at Norwich as follows

:

"Captain Partridge opened his American Literar}' Scientific

Academ}^ at Norwich, \\.., his native town, September 4, 1S20.

In a card published in April, 1S25, on the eve of his depar-

ture for Middletown, Conn., for the purpose of reopening his

seminary in that place, Captain Partridge set forth the results

of his labors at Norwich. He claimed that his plan of " con-

necting mental improvement with a regular course of bodily

exercises and the full development of the ph^'sical powers, the

whole conducted under a militarj- sA'stem of discipline," had

succeeded beyond his most sanguine expectations. Out of

480 pupils who had entered the seminar}- from 2 1 States only

one had died there. "Alany of my pupils, and those the
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closest applicants to stud}-," he says, "walk with facility 40
miles per da}'. On a recent excursion to the summit of the

most elevated of the White Mountains, with a party of 50 of

my pupils, a large proportion of them walked, on the last day,

42 miles. Belonging to this party was a youth of but 12

years of age, who walked the whole distance, 160 miles, car-

rying his knapsack, and returned in good health."

In the absence of other evidence, the character of the man
and his subsequent labors in the field of superior education

are sufficient to establish the fact beyond reasonable doubt

that physical training formed a part of the regular curriculum

at the Military Academy during Captain Partridge's adminis-

tration, and that the Acadeun- was the first institution in

America to recognize physical training officiall3\ In 181

7

the Academy was remodeled and reorganized, and a system

of instruction was inaugurated which in all essentials has

remained unchanged to the present time. Reforms are alwa^-s

accomplished at the expense of something, and in this instance

it was at the expense of physical training; this is evident even

from the meager records now on hand, which make no men-

tion whatever of phj-sical training except the militar}- drills,

sword exercises, and a crude game of football. That the re-

sults obtained from militarv drills were deemed highh- satis-

factory is evidenced by the following extracts from a paper

by E. D. Mansfield, of the class of 18 19, a son of Professor

Mansfield, who was the head of the department of philosophy

in 1S02-3 and again in 1S14-1818:

The only remaining point ]ieculiar to the system at West Point is that

of military exercises. As a military institution, this is a necessity, but

it is also a great advantage as a means to physical education. This is a

kind of education too much neglected, and for which civil colleges afford

little opportunity and no encouragement. * * *

The military exercises at West Point accomplish great results. They

give admirable exercise to the body, occupy time which might be wa.sted,

and compel Cadets to give up late night .studies. * =^ * Thus the

system of discipline at the Military Academy at once strengthens the

body, stimulates ambition, prevents idleness, and compels the mind to

pursue the objects of rea.son rather than the charms of imagination.

This was written of an age when comforts \\ere fe\\- and
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inconveniences many; when the drill gronnds were just as

nature had made them, instead of beautiful turf-covered pla-

teaus ; when Cadets were compelled to do the work now usuallj-

done bv horses, as in artillery drill, for instance; in fact, it

was written about a time when the conditions of everyda}-

life made rugged health an imperative factor, upon which

more than anything else success was dependent. Changes

were, however, constantly made, comforts were introduced, and

as every academic department was intent upon perfecting and

broadening its scope, militar}- drills ceased to occup}- the prom-

inent place of 3-ears before. The rapid strides made in the

development of the different departments had to be met by

more constant application on the part of Cadets. In conse-

quence, the benefits obtained from its curtailed military drills

did not compensate for this extra mental exertion, and it is

not surprising to find that this state of affairs did not escape

the notice of the Board of Visitors for 1826. The}- made the

following recommendation, which is of more than ordinar}-

interest, as it is the first time gymnastic training for Cadets

is officially mentioned:

In the next place your committee believe that a building is wanted

for gyninastical exercise, which will serve at the same time for a riding

school, a fencing school, and a military drill hall. A thorough and

careful ph^'sical education is of more importance to a military officer than

to any other person ; but it is not yet offered at this Academy. The drill

during the summer months is sufficient to give cadets a healthful exer-

cise and no more ; but during the winter this source fails and the spirits

and activity fail with it. It is proposed, therefore, that a plain building

merely sufficient to afford .shelter be erected, and that a systematic exer-

cise of the whole person be diligently practiced during the winter under

a gynniastical teacher, who .shall be provided to superintend it.

The building recommended b}- this Board was not ready

for occupancy until thirteen 3'ears later, and instead of being

a plain building was a handsome stone structure, standing on

the site of the present academic building. In it provision

was made for recitation rooms, riding, and fencing hall. It

is strange, however, that no provision was then made in this

btiilding for instruction in g^nunastics. The subject of ph3'S-

ical training rested here for thirt}- j-ears, nothing more being
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done until February 2, 1846. On that date the following

special order was published

:

1. In order to counteract the injurious effects likely to arise from too

sedeniary habits of the Corps of Cadets at this jieriod of the year, when
military exercises are necessarily suspended, and with a view to physical

development, the Superintendent has caused a g>innasium to be prepared,

which, however limited in extent, will, it is hoped, answer the desired

end until something more extensive and prominent can be established.

2. The exercises will commence in the gynuiasiuni to-day, under the

direction of First Lieut. H. C. Wayne. First Artillery, who will desig-

nate such Cadets to a.ssist him as have heretofore received instruction in

a gymnasium.

The g3-mnasium referred to in the abo\-e order was prepared

in the riding hall of the old Acadenn-, and here exercises were

conducted dail}-, Saturdays excepted, from 4 to 5 o'clock. The
day following the above order another was issued excusing

the members of the first class from attending this drill. The
reason for this is not quite clear, but it is probable that it was
decided that they did not require it, as they received sufficient

exercise during instruction in fencing, that being a first-class

subject till 1 85 2, when it was made a part of the fourth-class

cotirse. G3'ninastic instruction was continued until the spring

drills began, March 15. There are no records available from

which the character of the w^ork, its restilts or its duration,

may be gleaned. It is doubtfiil, judging from the crudeness

of it all, if this new departure in the training of Cadets recom-

mended itself ver}' highly to those in charge. It was a begin-

ning, however, upon which all that has since been accomplished

in that line at the Academy is based. When the present riding

hall was completed in 1855 a large portion of the basement

of the academic building was converted into a g3'mnasitim.

The appliances and apparatus were crude and limited both as

to usefulness and number ; but 3'et the wedge had been entered,

and from 3-ear to 3'ear the need of a suitable gymnasium
became more apparent. Lieut. J. C. Kelton, afterwards

Adjutant-General of the Arm3', was placed in charge of g3'm-

nastics from 1856 to 1861.

The administration which first recognized and introduced

g3'mnastic training as an essential part of the training of
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future ami}' officers stands unique, as the following order

testifies, in being, it is believed, the only one in the history

of the Acadeni}' to encourage Cadets to indulge in athletics

by special orders:

Special Orders, I

No. 120.
j

November 2, 1847.

As a means to healthful and manly exercise during the suspension of

drills, the Superintendent requests the Cadets to form themselves into

cricket clubs, and, with a view to perpetuating such clubs at the Acad-

emy, suggests that they take appropriate names. Such clubs are much
in vogue in the British service, and are considered highly conducive to

physical development.

As another means of recreation during the winter, it is intended to

arrange the riding and fencing halls for gymnastic and other exercise,

during the evenings of the week between parade and call to quarters.

The cricket clubs were formed and the game, under the

direction of Mr. Francis Newlauds, for many years chief clerk

to the quartermaster, was indulged in during the fall of that

year. Cricket, however, has never appealed to the young
American, and it is not surprising that the game lasted onl)^

one season.

Regular instruction in gymnastics was discontinued in

1861, and from then until 1882, when it was again resumed.

Cadets were permitted to use the gymnasium as they saw fit.

The attendance was regular and insisted upon, but ever3'bod3f

was allowed to choose the form of work which appealed to

him, the chief object being to keep busy, regardless of every-

thing else. As a rtile the officer in charge was present and

it was his duty to see that all were employed.

In 1882 the fallacies of such a system of training became

so apparent that an efTort was made to put the instruction

upon a systematic basis. The reconstruction of this feature

was intrusted to Lieut. E. S. Farrow, Twenty-first Infantry,

who continued in charge itntil 1884, when he was relieved by

Lieut. Henry Kirby, Tenth Infantr}-. It is no reflection

upon these gentlemen to state that from the standpoint of a

professional there was but little system in the course pursued

by them, and that it lacked man-\' of the fundamentals of a

rational system of training. The}' accomplished much, how-

ever, in breaking up the pernicious practice of permitting
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Cadets to use the gymnasium as they saw fit. The work
was placed under control, and the results obtained were bene-

ficial instead of, as in many instances before, positiveh- harm-
ful. The gentlemen mentioned above are deserving of great

credit, as their efforts brought about a realization of the

importance and value of a thorough system of physical

training for Cadets.

The system which obtains at the Academy at the pres-

ent time was inaugurated in February, 1885. From a

modest beginning in the old gymnasium, which was a gvm-
nasium in name oulj', it has gradually grown to its present

standing. It has not yet reached the limit of its usefulness

and will not reach it until ever^- member of the Corps of

Cadets is permitted to enjo}- its benefits during the entire

time of his sta}- at the Academy. This is a question of

serious import, not only to the individual or the institution,

but to the Army and country.

It cannot be gainsaid that the curriculum at the Militar}'

Academy requires closer and more constant application than

that of any other institution in the world. The constant

mental strain which a successful masterv of the subjects

taught here makes necessary is fraught with danger to the

physical welfare of the cadet. To counteract this, to build

up the weak so he may have an even chance with the nat-

uralh' strong; to quicken the cadet physical!}-, so his intellect

may be at its best; to maintain him in a sound, healthful

condition, and make him the possessor of a surplus of

strength, energ}-, and vitality, against which he ma}- draw

in times of stress, are salient points around which a rational

system of phj^sical training must be constructed.

The system of training shoiild be composed of exercises

that will promote health, and at the same time develop strength,

grace, agility, precision, self-reliance, courage and endurance.

It is believed that the present system in vogue at the Acad-

emy does this, and does it, too, without for a moment losing

sight of its principal and primary object.

The means are a very extensive and thorough course of

exercises, every one of which has by long experience proven

its worth, every movement having its object. All exercises
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of questionable value and those in which there is danger of

overexertion or of bodil}- injury- are rigidly excluded."

The fact that the physical training of students has Avell-

deiined educational limits is nexer lost sight of. To endeavor

to turn out record-breaking strong men, or skilled acrobats,

is wrong in every particular, as such a course is likeh- to do

an irreparable injur}- to some and does the large majorit}- an

injustice b}' neglecting them. Experts in all walks in life

are developed at the expense of many others less favorably

endowed than themselves. In educational matters, where

the object is to develop a high general standard, such as is

the case at the Academy, it is wrong to develop the few at the

expense of the man}-. It is our duty to direct our energies

upon the average student, and upon him who is below the

standard. This is the principle underlying the training of

cadets; the greatest good to the greatest number, and onh' at

the expense of those who can afford it. Those who are

alreadv superior to their fellows require but little encourage-

ment, and ma}- be depended upon not to neglect themselves.

There can be no question, however, that like results are

almost impossible at anj- other institution, simply because

conditions are not and can not be the same. In the discipline

which prevails here, and in the pride and ambition of the

cadets themselves in everything pertaining to their personal

appearance, the training has powerful allies. Chief among
these is discipline, which makes it imperative upon each

pupil to carr}' out to the minutest detail ever}- requirement.

Through it the benefits accruing from the training are made

permanent; erect and proper carriage and soldierly bearing

are insisted upon, and while discipline insists, the exercises

not only make this insistence possible, but pleasurable. Sur-

rounded iipon all sides by splendid specimens of ^-oung man-

hood, it is onl}- natural that the new comer should find himself

impelled to emulate them. He begins to take pride in his

personal appearance, and gladl}- accepts an}- instruction that

will tend toward improving his ph3'sique. In time this pride

n Experience has proved that the best results may be obtained through the eniploynieul of sim-

ple exercises and combinations, and that it is the manner in which an exercise is executed rather

than the exercise itself which makes training successful.
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becomes a habit, and this habit a distinguishing characteristic

of a West Pointer.

From 1885 till 189 1 this work was conducted in the old

gymnasium, which had been equipped with modern appli-

ances. The value of the work having been recognized, the

need for better accommodations was keenly felt. An appro-

priation for a suitable building was made by Congress, and

in 1892 the present beautiful gymnasium was completed.

This building contains a large gymnasium, 70 bv 90 feet,

running track, fencing rooms, dressing rooms, bowling alle\-,

office, and a swimming tank, 30 by 60 feet. The equipment

of the gymnasium proper is, it is belived, superior to any in

the world. All its appliances are sufficientl}- numerous to

facilitate the instruction of large squads, from six to twelve

Cadets being able to exercise on the same kinds of appliances

simultaneousl}-.

Anthropometric measurements and strength tests have

been taken since 1885, and all Cadets requiring special train-

ing have a plan of work laid down for them. The following

table illustrates, so far as figures can, the effect of the work.

The measurements are taken at the beginning and end of the

course in g^-mnastics in October and in May:
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The "pull up" is the number of times a Cadet can "chin"

himself; the "dip" how often he can raise his bod}-, bj' bend-

ing his arms as low as possible and again extending them,

on the parallel bars. Right and left forearm tests are grip

tests ; the back and leg tests show how many pounds a Cadet

can lift with back or legs.

Outline of the Plan and Scope of the Physical Training of

Cadets at the U. S. Military Academy.

At present, and since the introduction of the present methods in 1885,

the training of Cadets, so far as it pertains to the regular instruction of

gymnastics, is confined to the members of the fourth class.

This class receives instruction in the setting-up exercise immediately

upon its arrival here. The daily drills are of forty-five minutes' duration.

When the class joins the battalion of the Corps of Cadets, which is about

three weeks after its arrival, these drills are discontinued.

Gymnastic work is again taken up on October i and ends on June i

,

there being three drills, each of fortj--five minutes, per week.

Cadets of the other three classes, while not obliged to attend gy-mnastic

or fencing instruction, are encouraged to do so during the suspension of

the afternoon drills from November i to March 15.

setting-up period.

From the time of arrival till the battalion is joined, about three weeks.

Daily drill, duration forty-five minutes: i, po.sition of attention; 2,

starting position; 3, simple exercises of various parts of body; 4, march-

ing; 5, simple combinations; 6, marching and exercises while marching;

7, running; 8, simple combinations while standing, walking, sitting, and

Ij'ing down.
First Period.

[From October to Januari,'.]

Three lessons weekly, each of forty-five minutes' duration.

FIRST MONTH.

This month's work is entirely preliminarj'.

I, strength tests; 2, setting-up exercises, simple movements; 3, exer-

cise on chest weights; 4, exercise on intercostal and back and loin

machines; 5, running, walking, and exercises in walking; 6, prelimi-

narj^ series on hor.ses and horizontal bars.

SECOND MONTH,

I, setting-up exercises, simple combinations; 2, running, walking, etc.;

3, repetition of preliminary series on horse and horizontal bars; 4, pre-

liminarj- series on parallel bars, mounts, and rests; 5, dumb-bells and

wands.
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THIRD MONTH.

I, setting-up exercises, advanced work; 2, running, walking, etc.; 3,

first series on club exercises; 4, finst .series on horses and horizontal bars;

5, preliminary series on rings and vaulting bars; 6, climbing and jumping.

Second Period.

[From January to .\pril.]

I, iron wands, dumb-bells and clubs; 2, second .series on horses and

horizontal bars; 3, first series on parallel bars; 4, first series on vaulting

bars and rings; 5, medicine balls, squad work; 6, climbing and jumping.

SECOND MONTH.

I, clubs, second series, bells and wands; 2, third series on horses; 3,

second series on parallel bars; 4, .second series on rings; 5, contests,

wrestling, etc.; 6, jumping and climbing.

THIRD MONTH.

I, clubs, third series, bells, wands, and medicine balls; 2, third series

on horizontal bars and horses; 3, third series on parallel bars; 4, second

series on vaulting bars; 5, jumping and climbing.

Third Period.

[From April to June.]

I, club combinations; 2, repetition and review of all work previou.sly

taken with hand appliances; 3, third series on vaulting bars; 4, third

series on rings; 5, review of all work done on apparatus.

FENCING.

Baron Steuben in the scheme for the organization of a Military Acad-

emy, which he submitted to General Washington in April, 1783, recom-

mended that horsemanship, fencing, dancing, and music be made a part

of the regular curriculum. Of these fencing, probably because the use of

the sword was considered of indispensible importance to military men,

received prompt attention.

The u.se of the sword has been taught at this Academy continuously

since 1816. From time to time the work done by Cadets in this branch

of their training engaged the attention of different Boards of Vi.sitors.

Thus, in the report for 1823 we find that the .sword exercises taught at

the Academy at that time were far from satisfactory.

The board for 1832 recommended that the use of the broadsword and

lance should be added to that of the foil, and should be well taught as

thej' would improve "the health and appearance of Cadets."

Instruction was confined to the first class until 1852, when it was made

a part of the fourth class course. Besides the professional instructors,
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fencing was taught by Lieut. H. C. Wajme, in 1843 and again in 1S46-

47; and by Lieut. J. C. Kelton, afterwards Adjutant-General of the

Army. The following is a list of instructors who served at the Academy:

Pierre Thomas, 1816-26; Pierre Trainque, 1826-27; Louis S. Simon,

1S27-32; Albert Jumel, 1832-37; Ferdinand Dupare, 1837-40; H. G.

Boulet, 1840-42; Patrice de Janon, 1846-58, when he was appointed

professor of Spanish; Antoine Loreutz, 1858-84; H. J. Koehler, 1885-

1902.

During the first centur\' of the Academy's existence only one accident

can be charged to fencing. Cadet Carter, in 1837, while fencing with a

fellow cadet, was fatally wounded. The button of his adversary's blade

broke off and the blade pierced his brain.

The present system of fencing instruction was introduced in 1885.

Instruction, which is confined to the members of the fourth class, three

times a week, is given in the u.se of the foil, .saber, and bayonet. Owing to

the limited time and the large classes it is impossible to impart a knowledge

of the refinements of the art to cadets. Enough is given, however, so

that tho.se who desire can develop themselves into verj- fair swordsmen.

Besides the regular instruction a voluntary fencing squad is organized

every winter for the purpose of developing a team for the intercollegiate

fencing championships. The Academy has been represented b^- teams

at the last two of these competitions, winning the team and individual

championships at both of them.

The 1902 team was compo.sed of the following Cadets: Strong ('04),

Breckinridge ('05), and Nichols ('05). Strong was awarded the individ-

ual championship medal. The 1903 team was composed of Breckinridge

('05), Honeycutt ('04), and Scott, W. R. ('04). Breckinridge and Honey-

cutt were tied for the individual honors. Besides this competition the

Cadets met and defeated the following teams in dual meets during the

1902 season: Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Pennsylvania, and Cornell. Dur-

ing the 1903 season they defeated teams representing Yale, Columbia,

Cornell, and Pennsylvania.

The following is a synop.sis of the work done in fencing by the fourth

class during the j'ear:

Instruction in fencing is given to members of the fourth class only.

Classes are divided into three sections, and each section receives three

le.ssons per week, of forty-five minutes each. Sections number from

forty to fifty members, depending upon the size of the class. All work

is, therefore, class or squad work, every movement being executed simul-

taneously by all members. The following is the plan of instruction.
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First Period.

[From October tu December.]

I-OIL.S.

Three le.ssons weekly, each forty-five minutes.

I.

A. Lesson without weapon in .single rank: i.s^uard; 2, calls; 3, advance;

4,' retreat; 5, extension; 6, lunge; 7, combination of above movements.

B. Lessonswithout weapon in double rank: i, guard; 2, calls; 3, advance,

4, retreat; 5, extension; 6, lunge; 7, combination of aljove movements.

II.

A. Lessons with weapon in single rank: i, explanation of parts of

foil, and lines of attack and defense; 2, guard; 3, recoveries; 4, advance

and retreat; 5, arm extension; 6, arm and leg extensions; 7, lunges; 8,

combinations of above movements; g, simple parries; 10, simple thru.sts;

II, thru.sts and parries in combination with advance and retreat.

B. Target practice: Lunging at a mark with: i, .straight lunges; 2,

straight lunges in connection with advance and retreat; 3, straight lunges,

parrying before lunges; 4, same, parrying after lunge; s. same, parrying

before and after lunge; 6, same, advancing and parrying before lunge; 7,

same, retreating; 8, same, advancing, parrying, lunging, retreating, and

parrying.

III.

Lessons in double rank with weapon (a direct attack and simple

defen.se): i, explanation of engagements; 2, quarte engagement; 3,

tierce engagement; 4, change of engagement, single and double; 5.

advance and retreat; 6, change of engagement while advancing and

retreating; 7, direct attacks in quarte and tierce,high and low, and .sim-

ple parries; 8, direct attack, simple parries, and direct reposte.

B. Direct attack and .simple defen.se: i, disengage; 2, cut over; 3,

feint of one, two, and one, two, three; 4, feint in line in connection with

above attacks; 5, feint low and deceive low parry; 6, cut over and disen-

gage; same reversed; 7, cut over and one, two; same rever.sed; 8, cut

over, disengage, and cut; 9, feint-in-line, cut, and disengage; also the

feint-in-line in connection with other thrusts.

C. Indirect attack, simple parries, and direct or indirect reposte: i, as

above, the one parrying to make a direct .straight reposte immediately

after parrying; 2, same as above only that the reposte is not a direct one.

D. Counter parries: i, counter quarte; 2, counter tierce; 3, counter

low tierce; 4, counter low quarte; 5, indirect attack parried by counter

parries or by .simple and counter parries; 6, indirect attack parried as

above with direct or indirect reposte, when indirect the reposte to be par-

ried with counter or simple parry; 7, combination of two or more thrusts
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at command, or at will; S, double, parried by counter and simple parrj-;

9, double, parried bj^ two counters; 10, double and disengage, parried by

counter and two simple parries, or by counter, simple, and counter; 11,

double and one, two, parried as above, or by counter, two simple, and

counter parry; 12, reverse double, parried by simple, counter, and simple

parries.

The above movements with direct or indirect reposte.

E. Beat, glide, and press: i, above movements in connection with

direct and indirect attacks, parried by simple and counter parries; 2.

combinations at command and at will.

F. Time and stop thrusts: i, explanation and practical application of

above thrusts.

G. Salute.

Second Period.

[From January to March,]

SABER.

Two lessons per week, duration as abo%'e.

FOILS.

One lesson per w-eek.

Foil fencing is continued throughout the year, the work consisting

chiefly of combinations of the more difficult order, executed at command
or at will.

SABER.

A. Single-rank exercises with .saber: i , moulinets ; 2, guard, advance,

and retreat; 3, cuts; 4, parries; 5, cuts and parries combined; 6, advance

and retreat in connection with cuts and parries.

B. Double-rank exercises with .saber: i, engagements, and change of

engagement; 2, .simple cuts and parries; 3, .simple cuts and parries and

direct reposte; 4, simple feints and parries; 5, simple feints and parries

and direct reposte; 6, simple feints and parries and indirect reposte;

7, double feints and parries; 8, double feints and parries and direct

reposte; 9, double feints and parries and indirect reposte; 10, combina-

tions at command or at will; 11, at will.

Third Period.

[From March to June.]

BAYONET.

Two lessons per week, duration as above.

foils .\Nr) s.\bers.

These alternate on the third day, and the work consi.sts of combina-

tions executed at command or at will.
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HAVONET.

A. Single rank without rifle: i, j^uard, advance, and retreat; 2, front

and rear pass; 3, change of guard forward and backward; 4, volts;

5, leaps and side stepping; 6, lunges; 7, combinations of the above.

B. Single rank with rifle; i. repetition of all the above movements;

2, parries and thrusts; 3, tdows with the butt; 4, combinations of the

above movements.

C. Double rank with rifle: i, engagements and changes; 2, direct

attack and parries; 3, indirect attack and parries; 4, the same with direct

and indirect reposte; 5, combinations; 6, at will.

SWIMMING.

Lieut. J. C. Kelton, in 1.S58 and 1859, made an effort to have swim-

ming made a part of the Cadets' summer drill; iu fact, he gave iiLstruc-

tions, which were, howe\er, discontinued when he was relieved. In 1883

the matter was again taken up, but the work lacked .system and little

was accomplished. The present system began in 1885, and since then

Cadets have been compelled to attend swimming, no matter to what
class they belong, until the\- accomplish the test which qualifies them
and excuses them from further instruction. This test consists in .swim-

ming for at least ten minutes with the breast stroke. When it is con-

sidered that at least 70 per cent of those who report here can either

not swim at all, or fail in the test, the importance of this work is mani-

fest. From 1885 till 1894 swimming instruction was conducted at

Washington \'alley; since then it has been given in the tank in the

gymnasium
RIDING.

Equitation engaged the attention of tho.se in authority at the Acad-

emy from the beginning, but owing to the e.xpense this would entail

upon the Government, it was many jears before their wishes were con-

sidered. Horses, too, were not supplied for the artillery drills until

about 1840, Cadets being compelled to drag the pieces about by hand.

The first data bearing on this subject is contained in the report of the

Board of Visitors for 18 19. The subject is brought to the notice of

Congress and the War Department in a recommendation for an appro-

priation of $1,020 for the construction of a riding shed, the employ-

ment of a riding master, and the hire of six horses.

Congress did not think well of this scheme, modest though it was,

and the question of equitation at the Academy was not again officially

mentioned till 1826, when the Board of Visitors recommended "that a

plain building suitable for gymna.stical exercise, which will .ser\-e at the

same time for a riding school and fencing school," be erected.

Thirteen years later, in 1839, the old academic building, in the base-

ment of which provision for riding had been made, was completed, and

H. Doc. 789, 5S-2—vol I 5S
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the War Department ordered a detachment of Dragoons to the Academy.

They arrived in Jnne, 1839, and it is from that time instruction in riding

at the Academy dates, it having been continuous since that date. The

present riding hall was completed in 1855.

The following is a li.st of riding masters who serv^ed at the Academy:

James McAuley, 1839-42; H. Hershberger, 1842-48; F. R. O. de

Beville, 1850-52. McAuley and Hershberger had been sergeants of

cavalry in our Army; de Beville was a French riding master. Since

1852 the instruction has been intrusted to officers of the Army.

Instruction in riding is, at present, a part of the finst, second, and

third class courses.

DANCING.

As has been stated before, dancing was one of the accomplishments

recommended by Baron Steuben in his scheme for the organization of a

Military Academy, but it was not recognized officially as a part of the

regular training of cadets until about 1823.

In 18
1 7, at the request of the cadets, the Academy's first sword master,

Pierre Thomas, was permitted to organize a voluntarj' dancing class, and

this class was continued until about 1823, when instruction in dancing

was made compulsory. A famous master from Boston—Papanti—was

engaged to instruct cadets during their summer encampment, an arrange-

ment which has remained unchanged to the present day.

The inaccessibility of West Point, owing to the meager transportation

facilities and the fact that societ\' dancing was an accomplishment not at

all common with a people who had sterner duties to perform in the

development of a young nation, put the possibilities of hops in which

ladies participated out of the question. As a result, cadets were com-

pelled to practice dancing among themselves. The compan}^ streets

were converted into hop rooms where impromptu country dances were

instituted.

Many well-known instructors of dancing were connected with the

Academy for longer or shorter periods since dancing has been recog-

nized. The one to whom most credit is due, however, is Mr. L,. W.
Vizay, who occupied the position of teacher of dancing for a period of

twenty j'ears, when he resigned in favor of his son, R. W. \'izay, the

present instructor.

So far as can be discovered, dancing instruction has alwaj-s been con-

fined to members of the third and fourth classes, the first class instruc-

tion being voluntar}-. Lessons are given daily, their duration being

three-quarters of an hour, the period of instruction extending from July 4
to August 28.







ATHLETIC SPORTS AT THE U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
1840-1902.

By Captain RICHMOND P. DAVIS,

Artillery Corps, U. S. Army— United States Military Academy. 1887.

The whole test of the worth of any sport should be the demand that

sport makes upon those qualities which in their sum we call manliness.

—

Roosevelt.

THOUGH the Military Academ}- has just completed the

first century of its history, it is only dtiring the last

decade that the Cadets ha\e indulged to a considerable degree

in any form of athletics. From modest beginnings in 1890

our athletic development has been so rapid that to-da^ the

cadet teams are in the first rank of excellence, and in the

ethics of sport occupy a position second to none. These

results are but the natural outcome of conditions at the

Academy, for the basic principles upon which the success of

the institution mainly depends became the determining cause

in our athletic development.

It has been my good fortune to have been intimatel}' con-

nected with athletics at the Militar\^ Academy since 189 1, and

from visiting teams I have uniform expressions to the effect

that games with the cadets are always looked forward to as

fair, manly, and clear-cut types of sport for sport's sake.

From the ver}- beginning of organized sport the directors

of athletics have had fair play as the watchword, and effort

has been made to instil into the members of each and every

team the fine sentiment of the following quotation:

]\lio misses or u'/io Tci/is the prize

Go lose or conquer, as yon cati;

But ifyou fail, or ifyou rise,

Be each, prav God, a gentlewan.

Appreciating thoroughly the maxim "mens sana in corpore

sano," and realizing the value of athletic games in accom-

plishing this, it is hard to explain the tardy development of

athletics at the Military Academy.
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For the last hundred years Cadets have been drawn from

the same walks of life, and innately the American bo}- of fifty

3-ears ago was the same as the American boy of to-day—full

of life and action and only too prone to spend in outdoor

games time that should be devoted to work.

A full appreciation of this latter characteristic no doubt

was largely instrumental in causing the early controllers of

our destiny to so hamper anj- attempts at athletic games with

rules, regulations, and restrictions as to cause a natural

death, but so it was until the beginning of the last decade.

Why it was so is hard to comprehend, for every movement of

a cadet is so regulated that excess is impossible, and the

proper balance between work and pla}- a matter of eas}' adjust-

ment bv anyone who appreciates that old saying: "All work

and no pla}- makes Jack a dull bo}-."

Certain spasmodic attempts at various athletic games during

the years before 1890 illustrate the desire of the cadets for

outdoor amusement, and the prompt withering in each case

of the athletic sprout well illustrates the impossibilit}- of

athletic development under the then existing conditions.

The year 1890, however, marks the dividing line between

the unrecorded and recorded periods of our athletic liistor}'.

There were present at the centennial in June, 1902, gradu-

ates dating back to 1842, and an unusual opportunit}- was

thus oflFered to learn what was done in athletics at the Academy
during the last fifty years of the unrecorded period.

The usual answer to ni}- first query was to the effect that

athletics amounted to nothing, and in many cases was accom-

panied b}- a shrug of the shoulders which, being interpreted,

meant: "I do not approve of the modem conditions." The
facts are the academic courses are more extended now than

formerly, and 3'et we have time for athletics without infring-

ing upon the Academy work.

As compared to the present, athletics in the early days

truly amounted to nothing, but back in the forties we find

evidence of the athletic spirit in spasmodic attempts at sport

with a round football; lines were drawn, sides chosen, and

the ball kicked all over the field, and the side won which suc-

ceeded in kicking the ball across the opponents' line. In the
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words of one of our retired officers, "There was in the game
not much science but lots of exercise." This sport at fre-

quent inten-als extended over a number of years.

About 1850 there was a little cricket, but it seems to have

taken no hold. Shortly after this a poorly equipped g\-na-

sium was prepared in the end of the old riding hall under the

Academy Building; with slight extensions this g^'uinasium

was used until 1893, when the present one was completed.

Prior to 1890 gymnastic exercise and training can not be con-

sidered as having been an important factor in the duties or

pleasures of Cadets.

Between i860 and 1870 there was a little town ball and

slight symptoms of baseball, but no regular games. Just

after the civil war considerable interest was manifested in

boating, especially about 1868-1870, and at one time it seemed

probable that organization in athletics such as now exists

might be a possibility. The various classes subscribed for

boats, class contests were authorized, and Cadets were allowed

to row upon the river during recreation hours. Unfortunately,

early in the seventies, some one took undue advantage of the

permission, and, instead of disciplining the individuals con-

cerned, there was a sweeping interdiction of the rowing privi-

leges, and what might have been the beginning of organized

athletics received a death blow.

Exercise with a round football in the manner of the earlier

days, spasmodic efforts at baseball, if a bat and ball could be

procured on a Saturday afternoon, and tennis under conditions

prohibiting even an approximation to excellence were found

during the last fifteen years of the unrecorded period. These

were games in dress coats, as under no circumstances could

a cadet appear in an}- other dress beyond the confines of the

area. Such were the conditions more than ten j-ears after

regularl}- organized sport had become an important factor in

eastern university life.

Baseball being a game familiar to nearh- ever}- bo}-, the

implements to pla}- it being few and inexpensive, and classes

being natural rivals, it is in class baseball contests that

organized athletic games naturally found their beginning.

An old score book of a series of baseball games between
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the classes of 1S91 and 1S93 furnishes the first authentic

record of our recorded athletic histor3^ There was thus in

1S90 the beginning of active athletics at the U. S. Militar}-

Academy; at last the dormant athletic spirit was to have a

chance, but onl}' after it was well developed at most of the

progressive institutions of learning.

A full recognition at this time by the authorities of the

real value of the g3'mnastic part of the course of instruction

had resulted in obtaining an appropriation for a new and

well-equipped g3-mnasium. The importance and value of

g3-mnastic instruction carried with it a realization of the

great benefits to be derived from athletic sports, which woiild

give both exercise and diversion during recreation hours.

It was but a step from organized class games to match

games with outside teams, and we find that the following

euphonious aggregations of pla3'ers tried conclusions with

the Cadets in the summer of 1890, viz: The " Merriams," of

Philadelphia; "Sylvans," of New York, and "Atlantics," of

Governors Island.

The cadets won two of the games and the other was a tie.

These games were not scientific exhibitions but the3^ are of

great interest as the3' were the foundation for an athletic career

which has not onl3' been of vast benefit to the individuals who
have taken part in the games, but has added vasth- to the

prestige of the Military Acadeni3'.

The interest elicited by the games was shortl3- increased

to full intensity by a challenge from the cadets at the Naval

School to play a game of football. This challenge came

toward the end of October, and though few of our men knew
the shape, intention, or purpose of a football, Michie and

Prince organized a team and the game was arranged for

November 29, 1S90. On that auspicious date we met the

enemy and became theirs by a score of 24 to o.

We had onl3' two men who had ever handled a football,

and several who had never seen one. But little, save pluck,

could have been expected of our team; there was plent3' of

pluck, but it was onl3' half the fight. Our men lost man-

fiill3', and there was burnt into their souls a determination
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which was to mean much in our athletic development. Both

ofi&cers and cadets were from that da}* bent upon retrieving

the disaster, and unusual effort was devoted to developing a

team the following year.

The game was pla3'ed on the field that we use to-da}-, in the

southeast corner of the grass plain, the onl}- spectators being

the officers and cadets of the post, with a few (hardh- a hun-

dred) visitors from a distance.

What a contrast with to-daj^'s Armj- and Nav}' game, for

for which 28,000 tickets are distributed with 28,000 additional

people clamoring for tickets that can not be supplied, and at

which there is exhibition of scientific football which ranks

with that of Harvard and Yale. Such has been the change

in twelve vears, and it indeed speaks volumes for our S3-stem.

The baseball in 1891 consisted of some class games and

two games with the Manhattan Athletic Club. The football

was somewhat more extended, but ver}- meager as compared

with that of to-day. Games were played at the Academy with

the following teams : Rutgers, Tufts, Stevens Institute, Ford-

ham, and Princeton Second. Of these Rutgers was the on\y

victory, but some of the other games were hard fought. On
November 28 our team met the Naval Cadets at Annapolis

and signally retrieved the defeat of the previous j-ear by the

score of 32 to 16. Michie (class '92) was captain of the Mili-

tar\- Academy team, and deserved the great credit which was

accorded him both as a player and captain. H. H. Williams,

of Yale, who has been of vast service in our athletics, came

down from Newburgh occasionally and coached the team; he

was also a very important factor in our second ver}- signal

victor}' over Annapolis, namely, in 1899, when the score was

17 to 5. All of us who are interested in Acadeni}- athletics

are much indebted to this our pioneer coach who launched us

upon the Yale system of pla}-, to which we have adhered to

this da^•. The funds for this 3-ear were contributed hy the

cadets and a few officers on the post. The games were little

talked of generally, and some of the officers who reported for

dut}- in September did not even know that there were to be

games until after the first one was played; but the players
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and those actually in contact with the team had all season

been using their best endeavors to have a team to retrieve the

defeat of the 3'ear before, and the^- were amply rewarded.

Defeat stimulates in a way and likewise victor}-; after the

Annapolis game more general interest was manifested. Offi-

cers and cadets began to realize that old Alma Mater had

really branched out in a new field. As a consequence more

and better baseball and football games were arranged for 1892.

The results of the j-ear were not, however, as good as desired;

we were not able to obtain satisfactorj- football coaches, and

our season closed disastrously with a defeat by the Nav}', the

score being 12 to 4. Increasing interest and observation of

this season showed the great need of organization for control

and support of athletics to obtain the best results ; the out-

come was the formation of the Army Officers' Athletic Asso-

ciation to encourage athletics at the Military Academy and

throughout the Army, and of the U. S. Militarj^ Academy

Athletic Association for the direct control of the Academy

teams. Time has proven the great value of these organiza-

tions without which our athletic success would simply have

been impossible. The Army Officers' Athletic Association

was organized with the usual officers of siich organizations

and representatives for the following sports: Football, baseball,

tennis, and general athletics, the duties of each representative

being to supervise and encourage his particular sport.

One of the first results of the formation of the associations

was the organization of track teams, so that in 1893, in addi-

tion to baseball and football games, there were track events.

The first field day was held on xA.pril 18, each class being

represented by a team of five men.
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The events and winners were:

Event.

100-vard dash

120-vard hurdle race^'.

Putting 16-pound shot

Running high jump
Standing broad jump
Standing hop, step, and jump .

220-yard hurdle race

Standing high jump . ,

Running broad jump .

Pole vault

440-yard race

Timberlake

.

[Timberlake

.

[Hinkley

Dallam

Timberlake

.

Hinkley

Sturtevant ..

Hinkley

do

Timberlake

.

Hyer
Reisinger . .

.

1893

1893

1S96

1896

1S93

1S96

1894

1896 .

1896

893

1893

1S96

o Dead heat.

The class of 1896 won the meet and was awarded a banner,

which, with the banners for succeeding years, is hanging in

the gjnnnasinm.

The baseball team won three and lost two of its scheduled

games, but none of the teams were especially good ones and

we can not pride ourselves on the season's results. The
football plans were much more ambitious'than before. Svs-

tematic training and coaching were introduced and the schedule

included games with Yale, Princeton, and the Naval Cadets,

in addition to those with minor college teams. We were sadly

beaten b}- both Yale and Princeton and lost to Annapolis by

a score of 4 to 6.

It was not to be expected that much of a showing would be

made against the teams of Yale and Princeton, but a great

step in advance was made when we were able to arrange

games with them at all. This first Yale game was the begin-

ning of a fast friendship with Yale, which has resulted in a

5^early game with the Blue which attracts to our grounds

more people than does anj' other. There seems to be some-

thing of a fatality about our pla3'ing against Yale, our best

game of the season ; even in 3-ears when we were badly beaten

by Harvard and Princeton, we have ordinaril}- made a good

showing against Yale. The following series of scores with

her are interesting: o to 28; 5 to 12; 8 to 28; 2 to 16; 6 to 6;

o to 10; o to 24 ; o to iS ; 5 to 5 ; 6 to 6. The score of 5 to 12

above is for 1894, which shows that we had a good team that
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3^ear. This game and a loss to Brown at o to lo were our

two important games. This year marks two events, one

fortunate and one unfortunate; the former was securing

Mr. Harmon S. Graves, of Yale, as our coach, who has been

a most prominent figure in our rapid athletic development.

We now full}- embarked upon the Yale system of play and

have clung tenacioush' to it ever since. The second event

was the interdiction at Washington upon the recommendation

of Colonel Ernst, Superintendent of the Academy, of the game
with the Naval Cadets. Football, which ma}- be considered

the spinal column of all athletics, thus received a blow which

we feared might permanently impair our athletic de\-elopmeut,

but it only svispended it temporaril}-.

There is no doubt that a strong desire existed then and still

exists on our part to meet the Naval Cadets in athletic con-

tests. They are our natural rivals. The Alilitar}- and Naval

academies are on a different basis from all other institutions

of learning, and are therefore iisually considered and thoiight

of in a classs by themselves.

The effect of the order was not as bad as it might have

been, as there alwa^'S lingered a hope and belief that the an-

nual championship game would again be authori-^ed ; further-

more there was a possibilit}- of arranging 3-early games wdth

Yale and Harvard, which would give the necessary stimulus

to arouse the cadets to their best eff'orts. So while regret-

ting the loss of a championship game, we 3'et pushed ahead

with a determination to attain greater success on the athletic

fields and rise to a recognized place among the leaders of

athletic sports. Eighteen hundred and ninety-four was a

disastrous baseball j-ear; we met cnmparativel}' weak teams

and won onh- one game. The limited time of the cadets will

never permit us to attain that excellence in this sport and

track athletics that we do in football. In fact until 1901 our

baseball was ver^- mediocre in character; at times there was

a good game, but this was the exception and not the rule.

The field day was held in June in 1S94 and one da}- during

graduation week has been regularly set aside for it. The
events were nearly the same as in preceding years and again
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the banner was won by '96, which seemed to have an invinci-

ble combination.

After the football game with the Naval Cadets was stopped,

the game with Brown University became one of the principal

objectives, as it was the last of the season. The important

games of the schedule for 1895 were those with Yale, Har-
vard, and Brown. This year is noteworthy for the first

appearance of a Harvard team on our field and a good game
we had with a score of 4 to o in Harvard's favor the second

week in October. This was the beginning of a \^ry interest-

ing series of games which has been interrupted onl}- b_v a

failure to arrange a game in 1896. Finding that our athletics

were supported entirely by voluntarj- subscriptions of officers

and Cadets and their friends, Harvard insisted upon paying

all her own expenses, and has done so whenever she visits

us. Her lead has been followed b}- the teams from the other

great universities, and our games therefore are t3-pical sport-

ing events of the college world. The score with Yale this

year was bad, 8 to 28, but the season closed with a magnifi-

cent victory over Brown, the score being 26 to o.

The season's record entitled us to a place at the head of the

second-class teams. There was still, it is true, a considerable

gap between the "Big Four" (Yale, Pennsylvania, Princeton,

and Harvard), but it was much smaller than it had ever been

before. King and Nolan of this 3-ear's team were among the

best players in the countr}-.

A slight falling off in excellence is to be noted in the foot-

ball team of 1896, the important scores being 2 to 16, o to 11,

and 8 to 6, with Yale, Princeton, and Brown, respectively.

A noteworthy incident is the introduction this 3-ear of an

indoor meet for g3'mnastic events in which 25 per cent of the

entire corps took part. Similar meets have been held 3-earl3-

since that date, and are alwa3'S of great interest.

The class of 1897 won the banner for the field da3', in

June, and thus wrested the championship from the record-

breaking athletic class of 1896.

In 1897 we had a football team second to none. The scores

with Yale and Harvard were 6 to 6 and o to 10, while Brown,

though she had famous halves, Gammons and Fultz, was
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overwhelmed by a score of 42 to o. This is the last time

that a Brown team has visited us, and 0:1 this occasion came

up expecting to win.

A departure in ovir coaching methods is to be noted. We
embarked this year upon the graduate sj'stem of coaching,

with Mr. Koehler as head coach. This system has worked

satisfactoril}- and is still in vogue. It has been the custom

to supplement the graduates' work with the best recognized

talent from the great imiversities with the most beneficial

results.

The absence of Brown from the football schedule of 1898

caused the season to close much earlier than usual. Harvard

slaughtered us with a score of 28 to o; the Yale game was

fair with a score of 10 to o, and the season closed splendidly

with the Princeton game; it was a tie, the score being 5 to 5,

and was played on November 5, just about the time that our

team should really begin to develop well.

Six new records were established at the indoor meet and

three for the field events in June. The class of 1899 won the

field da}' banner.

Eighteen hundred and ninety-nine marks a new period, for

in this year we renewed athletic relations with the Naval

Cadets. Through the kind offices of Dr. J. William White,

a member of our Board of Visitors, a game was arranged to

be played on the grounds of the Universitv of Pennsylvania

as the guests of that great Institution. Ideal hosts they

made, and the game was, from our standpoint at least, a great

success, for we simply outclassed our opponents at every

point, winning by the score of 17 to 5. Our football season

was a failure up to the last game. We had an end and center

left from the previous year which was not a ver}- strong foun-

dation to build upon. We were badly beaten by Harvard,

Yale, and Princeton, but redeemed ourselves b}- the great

victory over the Navy team, which has been heralded as the

best that the Naval Academy had ever produced.

Colonel Robert M. Thompson, a graduate of the Naval

Academy, and Major Theodore K. Gibbs, a civil war veteran,

offered a cup to be held by the winners of the Arm}' and Navy
game until teams of either institution should have won it three
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times, when it was to become the permanent property' of the

Academy represented by the winning team. Bj- our fine vic-

tory we held the trophy for the first year, but hopes of three

successive victories were badly shattered in 19CX), for we lost

to the Navy at Franklin Field by a score of 7 to 11. The
sting of this defeat was, however, somewhat tempered by a

victory in a baseball game with the Naval Cadets on May 18,

1901, at the Naval Academy-. This was the first year that

scientific exhibitions in this sport were given by our team.

The Lehigh and Seventh Regiment teams were the only ones

in a list of nine who won from our cadets during the season.

Nineteen hundred and one was a red-letter year in our

football histor}-. The cadets not onl}^ played the teams

of the "Big Four," but tied Yale and Princeton, won hand-

somely from Pennsylvania, and lost to Harvard by a single

score in the last minute of play, and won from the best team

the Naval Acadeni}- has ever prodticed. No team of any

other institution has ever done as much in any year; it may
be that there have been teams which could have done it, but

the history of it is that none have. With the record of our

team iip to its Navy game, every one went to the field expect-

ing the latter to be outclassed ; but it was not so, and we won
only after the hardest kind of a fight. The qualit}- of the

ball was first class in every particular and the game redounded

great!}- to the credit of the Academies. The President of the

United States, members of his Cabinet, and other distin-

guished Government officials were present, in addition to

many generals, admirals, the faculties of the University of

Pennsjdvania and of the Military' and Naval Academies.

The usual indoor meet was held, but there was no field

day. This year's record gave us a position in the " Big Four "

with Har\ard, Yale, and Princeton.

In 1902 we find greater diversity of sports than in any

previous year, viz, polo, golf, tennis, fencing, track events,

baseball, and football.

The athletic season began with fencing tournaments.

Our team met teams from Yale, Harvard, Pennsylvania,

Columbia, and Cornell without losing a single match. It

then went to the intercollegiate meet at the New York
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Athletic Club, and won the team match by a large margin

and tied representatives from Columbia and Annapolis

for the best individual score. As this was our iirst year

in competitive fencing the record was phenomenal.

The indoor meet was very successful, and was followed by

a baseball season which did not reach its promise. For the

first time in our histor}' teams from Yale and Harvard played

here, but outclassed us, and we lost to Annapolis by a score

of 5 to 3. The Yale game was played during centennial

week, in the presence of the greatest number of alumni that

has ever assembled, but it was, from our point of view, a dis-

appointment.

A few days later came the track events. The Class of

1904 won the banner, and the winners in the various events

are given below, as this was the centennial meet:

Eveut. Class.

loo-yard dash. ..

220-yard dash. .

.

.(4o~yard nin. .

.

120-yard hurdle.

Hammer throw-

Putting shot. - . -

Pole vault .

Running high jump

,

Running broad jump .

Relay race

Hammond, J.S..

.

do

Stillwell

Daly, CD
Bunker

do

JWilson, A.H
iDillon

[Carrithers

lAnderson.W. D.A.

Daly.C. D
Classes 1903 and

1905-

1905

1905

1904

1905

1903

1903

1904

1903

1904

1905

The Field-day banner was won b}' the class of 1905.

The football season of 1902 was characterized b}- the best

team we have ever produced. We more than sustained our

position as a member of the "big four," and administered to

the midshipmen a most crushing defeat at Franklin Field on

November 29. The important scores of the season were 6 to

14, 6 to 6, 46 to o, 22 to 8, with Harvard, Yale, Syracuse, and

midshipmen.

During the last ten years some tennis has been played,

but no great degree of excellence has been attained by the

Cadets.

A golf course was laid out in 1894, extending across the
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plain into Fort Clinton and below Trophy- Point, but not

until 1897 did Cadets take any interest in the game. To-day

man}' of them maj- be seen upon the course during recreation

hours.

Polo is the last game which has been introduced, and rapid

progress has been made, but the conditions are such that a

great degree of skill can not be acquired.

Through the efforts of General A. L. Mills, the Superin-

tendent, and Colonel Charles G. Treat, the Commandant,
some ponies were furnished by the Government, and both

officers and cadets constantl}^ V^^Y ^^^ the flats, where a field

has been laid out. Two match games of polo were played

this 3^ear with Squadron A, National Guard, State of New
York, but our men were not allowed the handicaps usual in

such games between members of the Polo Association, and,

as was to be expected, lost both games by a considerable

margin.

Captains Cassatt and Howze really introdiiced the game a

few 3-ears ago, but no progress was made, as they tried to

pla3' with cavalry horses on the cavalry plain.

Black and gray were adopted as the Academy colors by
the Cadet Athletic Association, but were changed in 189S to

black, gold, and graj'. These make a very good combina-

tion and ha^'e since been officiall}- recognized in the Cadet

Corps flag, and have also been adopted by the Association of

Graduates.

Cadets who distinguished themselves in athletics are enti-

tled to wear a large gray A (for Army). The privilege of

wearing the A is restricted to those who play on the Academy
teams against three visiting teams in one season or one Naval

Acadeni}^ team, who have broken an Academj^ record at one

of the regular field days, or who have won the prizes for the

best athlete and all-around gymnast at an indoor meet.

Those members of our football teams who have been recog-

nized among the foremost players of their time are : Nolan

('96), King ('96), Nesbitt ('93), Scales ('98), Kromer ('99),

Romeyn ('99), Smith, W. D. ('01), Beyers ('02), Bunker ('03),

Farnsworth ('04), Graves ('05), Dah- ('05), Torney ('06). We,
of course, have had man}- other fine plaj-ers, but those given
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above have been recognized as members or substitutes on what

is known in the athletic world as the Ail-American Team.
The data below give the field records, and the scores of the

two polo games, of the four important baseball games, of the

fencing tournaments, and of the football games.

FIELD RECORDS.
Seconds.

loo-yard dash loi

220-yard dash 22*

120-Tard hurdle l6|

440-yard run 52I

Ft. iu.

Running broad jump 21 7
Running high jump 5 7^
Standing broad jump 9 11^
Pole vault 10 9
Hammer throw 96 ro

Putting shot 37 1 1 ^4;

POLO.

First game—U. S. Militarj- Academj-, 2%; Squadron A, National

Guard, State of New York, gyi.

Second game—U. S. Military Academy, 3 ; Squadron A, National

Guard, State of New York, 10.

FENCING.

At ]Vest Poitit, igo2. —U. S. Military Academy, 6 ; Columbia, 3.

U. S. Military Academy, 6 ; Cornell, 3. U. S. Military Academy, 9

;

Harvard, o. U. S- Military Academy, 7 ; Pennsylvania University, 2.

U. S. Military Academy, 4: Yale, 2.

At Nc-cL' York Athletic Club, igoz.—Teams from Columbia, Cornell,

Harvard, Naval Academy, University of Pennsylvania, U. S. Military

Academy, and Yale were represented at the Intercollegiate Fencing

Tournament.
Percentage.

U. S. Military Academy o. 741

Columbia 646

U. S. Naval Academy 629

Cornell 593
Hanard 482

Yale 288

Pennsylvania 149
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BASEBALL-

igoi.—U. S. Military Academy, 4 ; Naval Academy, 3.

jgo2.—U. S. Military Academy, 3 ; Naval Academ)-, 5 : U. S. Mili-

tary Academy. 4; Harvard, 14. U. vS. Military Acadenu', 4: Yale. 15.

Football scores.
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Football scores—Continued.
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